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Section 1
INTRODUCTION
This is the first of four topical reports which will document the results of the major
phases of the Space Station Solar Array Technology Evaluation Program This program
Is being conducted under NASA contract NAS 9-11039 with the Maimad Spacecraft Center
(MSC), Houston, Texas. The purpose of the program Is to determine whether technology
and analytical techniques are adequate to support the development of a solar power sys-
tem for a large Space Station. The goals of the program are to
(1) Establish design requirements which are typical of space station missions.
(2) Perform technology evaluation of existing techniques for meeting such
requirements.
(3) Identify specific areas where technology advancement is needed.
(4) Prepare a plan for development of the technology defined in item (3).
(5) Design components capable of meeting requirements imposed by a repre-
sentative space station.
(6) Verify, by teat, that the technology for item (5) is available -or establish
the problems and deficiencies therewith — and that the analytical tools used
in such design are adequate.
(7) Prepare representative system development plan(s) for system and mission
evaluations.
(8) Develop a design handbook of parametric data based on tne analyses and
testa above.
This report documents the results of the Technology Evaluation Phase and satisfies goals
(1) through (4) above. To accomplish the goals In items (3) and (4), it is necessary to
define the cur runt planning related to Space Station development and use.
Figure 1-1 shows that planning and indicates that a state of technology readiness must
be achieved by June of 1972. Technology readiness Is defined as the attainment of a
1-1
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high level of confidence that remaining problems can be solved by reasonable engineer-
ing solutions In a development and qualification program of approximately 42 months
The main sections of this report are as follows
2 Summary of Results - Discussion of degree of applicability of present technology
to the Space Station Solar Array and a descriptive list of recommended projects.
Study Methodolog
evaluation me
' and Data Source Review — Description of data collection and
•-
J
- and review of data sources
Technology Evaluation - Presentation. In matrix format, of available technology
and discussion of that technology for Space Station application.
Recommended Technical Projects — Summary and plans for recommended
projects. These projects are listed by the following categories
Category I Projects planned under the MSC Space Station solar
array contract.
Category H. Additional projects required to Insure technology
Category m. Additional projects for significant downstream'
improvement.
6. Bibliography - Listing in alphabetical order of documents used for reference
In compiling this report. There are two major sections: (1) Solar Array
and Structure report and (2) Orientation and Power Transfer
Reports.
, 1-2
1-3
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Section 2
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Evaluation of the data presented In this report Indicates that much of the basic technology
needed to develop a Space Station solar array Is available; however, a number of un-
answered questions have emerged with respect to applicability of this basic technology
and these questions stem almost completely from the following three unique Space
Station Solar Array requirements
• Ten-year lifetime goal (over 58,000 day/night cycles) In lo» earth orbit.
• The 10,000 square foot size- forty times larger than the largest experimental
flexible solar array.
• On-orblt loads of up to Ig- ten times larger than the most severe previously
known design requirement.
To objectively consider those unique requirements and determine how applicable me
available technology Is, It was necessary to "box in" the predicted mechanical loads
and environmental extremes. This was done and the available data In each area are
discussed with respect to those requirements.
The bulk of the report Is contained In Section 4, Technology Evaluation, however, an
important part of the task was to define the technical effort required between now and
June 1972 to ensure technology readiness Therefore, the work accomplished Is sum-
marized below In two parts (1) a discussion of the available technology applicable to
the Space Station array development task, and (2) the recommended additional effort
that must be undertaken to qualify that technology for direct application to the Space
Station Solar Array.
2 1 APPLICABLE TECHNOLOGY SUMMARY
21.1 Solar Array Structures
Mechanisms and structures for deploying rigid solar arrays have been used on flight
systems which were operational for up to two and a half years and mechanisms and2
structures for array areas up to 1200 ft have been developed and qualified It is not
2-1
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practical to scale these rigid systems up to areas of 10,000 ft because they result in
excessive storage volumes and weights. On the other hand, flexible substrate array
components have scale-up potential to space station requirements, but have not been
flight proven and will not be until the Hughes Aircraft Company array is flown on the
LMSC/Air Force SESP Program Deployable structures such as the reel-stored tub-
ular beam have flight experience but not in the size necessary to support a large solar
array in an artiflcial-g mode This technology can be sized up, but limitations in
beam material fabrication coupled with the allowable diameter/thickness ratios dictate
the maximum producible size, which Is presently about 6 Inches in diameter for a
2-element boom Truss booms, the most appealing from a stiffness to weight ratio,
have no recorded flight experience
Ultra-lightweight trusses up to 100 ft long have been developed for specific antenna
applications and will be qualified within two years Other technology Is available in
extendlble trusses and folding beam trusses that have been developed and successfully
operated for ground applications Here evaluation and modification will be necessary
to qualify them for remote retraction and flight environment capabilities
212 Flexible Substrate Assemblies
The three major flexible array programs currently being qualified for flight are the
Hughes roll-up flexible arraj , that will fly on the Air Force SESP program In mid
1971, the General Electric roll-up flexible array, that was developed for lnterplanetar>
probes, and the Lockheed fold-up flexible array, that was designed for a classified low
earth orbit mission The flexible substrate and solar cell assembly techniques, the
flexible array packaging techniques, the extension techniques, and the sheet tensloning
mechanism are all applicable to the Space Station solar array Extended temperature
cycle lifetime and increased sheet tension requirements, however, will require addi-
tional design and development effort and careful evaluation of this technology for Space
Station use
2-2
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2 1.3 Orientation Drive System
Motor technology is adequate and directly applicable to Space Station use Most prev-
alent motors used for drive have been DC brush type, DC stepper, and AC and DC servo.
Lubricating bearings and brushes to satisfy ten-year life requirements, however,
presents a major design task The ATM roll axis drive system Is 10 feet in diameter,
provides 150 degrees of rotation and provides power transfer through flex cables. This
is actually larger than the drive anticipated for this application and,although the system
Is not completely qualified, the design and components developed for use must be con-
sidered applicable The largest bearing flown to date was a 9-inch outside diameter
bearing flown on the BAPTA TACCOM SAT Spacecraft built by Hughes, however,
bearings in excess of four feet have been built and used extensively for ground appli-
cations Hayden Engineering Corp., Rotek Inc., and Messlnger Bearings Inc. have all
made bearings with bores in excess of five-foot diameter.
Predominant types of lubricants used were greases and oils (F-SO oil, G300 grease,
Bray Oil NPT-4, KK949B grease plots, and liquid VAC KOTE), however, bearings
with dry film lubricant have been successfully used in array drive applications of
one-year lifetime. Lubrication technology is available Methods of application and
retention for 10-year lifetime must be designed and evaluated
2 1.4 Power Transfer
Slip rings are the most universally used transfer devices across rotary joints. That
technology was highl\ advanced from experience gained with high altitude aircraft
during World War H, and was adopted when the need arose for space applications-
Current densities used in flight programs are normally 75 to 300 amp per square
inch of brush area This technology in terms of power capability Is adequate and
directly applicable to the Space Station Orbiting Solar Observatory (OSO) m has
operated successfully using slip ring power transfer for three and a half vears and
is still performing normal!}. Tradeoffs will have to be made between maintainability
2-3
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and power transfer efficiency foi ten-year lifetimes In a survey of slip ring manufac-
turers, seven companies stated that they have the necessary' capability to fabricate
powei-type slip rings that would satisfy all Space Station requliements except the ten-
year lifetime
Other methods of power transfer are available and w i l l be studied The flexible cable
technology developed for ATM can be directly applicable to this program if continuous
rotation in both axes Is not requlied. Rotary transformer technology is available to sat-
isfy Space Station requirements, however. In all past studies, the rotary transfer losses
in the final tradeoffs because of high weight and low efficient A second consideration
is that conversion to AC must be accomplished on the arrav side Other power transfei
concepts, sucb as the power clutch and liquid metal slip rings, can be considered if
that technology is de\ eloped and tested prior to the technologv readiness deadline.
2 2 SUMMER'S. OF RECOMMENDED TECHNICAL PROJECTS
Technolog\ breakthroughs are not lequired, however, additional advanced development
Is required in virtually even major hardware category to prove the feasibilltv of eval-
uating and meeting the ten-vear lifetime goal and to evaluate problems associated with
the fortv-fold scale-up in size for the largest flexible solar arrav in existence todav.
A maior effort will be to determine the applicability of the vast amount of available
flexible arrav technology where no flight experience exists.
As a result of the Technology Evaluation, studies or test programs have been recom-
mended in the following three categories
• Categorv I— Projects which w i l l be accomplished under the Space Station Solai
Arrav Technology Evaluation Program
• Categon II — Additional projects that must be accomplished to ensure technology
readiness
• Category in- Additional pi ejects that. If accomplished, wi l l provide significant
downstream improvements
Following Is a list of the recommended proiects in e ith 1 itcgorv Detailed plans and
scheduling for each of the projects are contained in Section 5
2-4
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Category 1 Category II Category in
• Space Station Shading
Study
• Basic Substrate
Materials Evaluation
• Substrate Packaging
Evaluation
• Deployable Structure
_ Test and Evaluation
• Deployment Drive and
Tensloning Mechanism
Evaluation
• "Full-Scale Array "
Assembly Testing
• Lubrication Tests
• Drive Motor Evaluation
• Full-Scale Drive Sy stem
Evaluation
• Maintainability Studv -
Bearings, Brushes,
Motors
• Tracking System Duty
Cycle Analysis
• Slip Ring Material
Evaluation
• Flexible Cable
Evaluation
• Full-Scale Power
Transfer Tests
• Temperature Cycling
Program
• Flexible Interconnect
Development
• Solderless Joining
Techniques
• Ultraviolet and
Irradiation Tests of
Flexible Substrates
• Flexible Substrate Solar
Arrav Thermal Proper-
ties Determination
• Storage and Life Testing
of Erection/Retraction
Components
• Array /Station
Interaction Studv
• Testing of Alternate
Large Bearing System
• Extended Life Testing
of Orientation and
Dnve System
• Environmental Life
Tests, Power Transfer
Assembh
• Teflon Cover Evaluation
• Integral Solar Cell Covers
• Improvement of End-of-
Life Solar Cell Efficiency
• Wrap-around Contact
Solar Cells
• Standardization of Solar
Cell Specifications
• Cost Effective Ceil and
Cover Procurement Study
• Integrated Power Modules
With On-Array
Electronics
• Optical Filter Evaluation
• Composite Structure
Material and Joining
Technique
• Test and Evaluation of
Alternate Power Transfer
Device
2-5
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Section 3
STUDY METHODS AND DATA SOURCE DISCUSSION
To conduct a comprehensive review of the technology potentially applicable to space
station solar arrays, several data acquisition/extraction methods were used. At the
outset of the program the services of the Lockheed Technical Information Center (TIC)
staff w as arranged so that professionals would be involved in performing data acquisi-
tion. In like manner, the library staff at Ball Brothers Research Corporation (BBRC)
uas used to assist in data getherlng rather than involving program personnel. The
TIC activity was concentrated initially in conducting computer surveys using descrip-
tors which were representative of the data desired, such as extendible structure, slip
ring, flex cable, flexible array, etc. These searches were augmented by personal con-
tact with the major government and industry centers listed in Table 3-1. These con- '
tacts served to supplement and clarify the published data, and were of particular value
In assessing technology gaps and listing testing capabilities. Another method of pub-
lished data augmentation was to correspond via mall or telecon with those engineers
who have been or are still active in the applicable associated disciplines.
Figure 3-1 outlines the literature search and evaluation methods employed. In addition
to the initial searches, TIC also has conducted daily surveillance since contract start-
up The major items of review In this activity have been technical and scientific
abstracts distributed periodically Also reviewed as received are technical journals,
technical paper title/author listings, and regularly received reports Similar to the
outputs from the computer search, summary lists were submitted to program engine-
ering as depicted in Fig. 3-2, and pertinent reports were ordered. In all, over 1000
reports were reviewed. " ]
The data accumulated and categorized have been used,extensively In this topical report
- * j
and'will be of great value in continuing contract tasks in addition to the employmenti —. .. j
of specific data from the references in the various topical sections of this report, <-
each reference was listed in the bibliography along with an indication of the subject
matter covered and its applicability to the Space Station Solar Array design problems
3-1
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Section 4
EVALUATION OF AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY
All data and information derived from the solar array technology search are presented
in this section. The material was reviewed and tabulated by subject title and a liberal
use has been made of tabs to aid the reader in referring to the topical sections.
4.1 Solar Array and Structure
4.1.1 Flexible Array Systems
4.1.2 Solar Array Structures
4.1.3 Solar Array Substrate Assemblies
4.2 Orientation Drive and Power Transfer Systems
4.2.1 Review of Flight Proven Systems
4.2.2 Drive Assemblies
4.2.3 Po»er Transfer Devices
4.2.4 Lubrication
4.2. S Continuous Drive vs Reset Systems for LSSSA
It was intended that this section of the report be as much like a handbook as possible
in order to maximize its utllih. Therefore, wherever possible technical information
was condensed into tabulated charts for easj reference and use, and narrathe was held
to a minimum. These charts are identified differently In the tuo major subject divisions
as follows
Section 4.1 Solar Arraj and Structure
Charts are identified with a single letter A, B, C, etc. There ma\ be more than
one page to each chart, howeter, all charts on the same subject n ill be identified
with the same letter. Items in the charts are numbered consecutlvelx. A'refer-
ence to Chart A-7 uould indicate item 7 on Chart A.
Section 4.2 Orientation and Power Transfer
Charts are identified with double letters AA, BB, CC, etc. Items in the charts
are numbered consecutively as in par. 4.1. A reference to Chart BB-9 would
indicate item 9 in Chart BB.
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In each subject section, a discussion and evaluation of information available on that
subject is included. Gaps or "holes" in the technology are indicated in each section.
Based on these evaluations, recommended supplemental technology effort is described
in Section 5.
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4.1 SOLAR ARRAY AND STRUCTURE
The material In this section Includes the structural, mechanical, electrical, and
material data pertinent to design of the flexible solar array substrate and deployable
structure components of the Space Station Solar Array system.
The technology is discussed In three sections
• Flexible Array Systems (4.1.1) - Lessons learned from Integrated flexible
array systems developed to date.
• Solar Array Structures (4.1.2) - Basic structural approaches and technology
applicable to deployment, retraction, and packaging hardware.
• Solar Array Assemblies (4.1.3) - Technology applicable to electrical, mechani-
cal, and thermal design of the power-producing flexible module assembly.
The Hrst two sections, 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, constituted the most difficult areas to evaluate
In this entire study since the extremely large structural scale-up associated with the
Space Station Solar Array results in only conceptual fallout In the overall structural
design area. In the substrate assembly area (4.1.3), by contrast, a wealth of directly
applicable data Is available.
411 Existing Flexible Array Systems
Some of the most fruitful sources of flexible array design Information are the flexible
array development programs listed in Chart A at the end of section 4 1.1.1.
The earliest flexible array program was that sponsored by NASA-GSFC with Falrchild-
Hiller for application of a spin-stabilized satellite. Shortly thereafter In 196S, Ryan
started flexible array work under JPL sponsorship and Hughes started similar activities
for the Air Force All the early flexible array designs Incorporated drums as the
stowage device
Even though lightweight flexible arrays have yet to be flown, in less than a decade ten
companies have, with or without specific contract impetus, recognized the reduced
volume, weight savings, and growth potential associated with flexible arrays and have
conducted significant development programs.
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This section discusses and evaluates the information available from these flexible array
development programs including overall design characteristics (4.1 1 1), test experi-
ence (4 1.1 2), and dynamic analysis techniques ( 4 1 1 3 ) One of the areas where
lessons learned can be applied directly to Space Station systems is in solar array
packaging.
The three basic packaging design approaches employed to date - drum roll-up, flat
spindle, and flat pack - are evaluated in 4.1 1 4 as to their potential application to the
Space Station solar array.
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4 1 1 1 Design Characteristics of Existing Flexible Arrays
The ten companies involved in the design and development of solar arrays using a
flexible substrate are evenly divided In their selection of stowage approaches Five
designs (GE, Fairchild-Hiller, Hughes, Ryan, BAG) utilize a drum roller stowage
approach and five designs (Boeing, TRW, LMSC, RAE, Messerschmidt-Bolkow-Blohm)
use,the flat fold-out Lockheed has also built and tested a flat spindle design
Chart A, General Description of Current Flexible Arrays, lists the following evaluation
factors to review and compare the flexible array design configurations for applicability
to the LSSSA The chart also briefly describes the solar array systems and is followed
by photographs of the hardware used in their development and test.
• Packaging (See also Section 4.1.1.4)
! - Stowage method
- Padding for cell protection during launch and ground handling
(Techniques and material)
— End supports
- Power transfer
• Tie-down and release
• Deployment/retraction capabilities
• Tensioning method after deployment
• Deployed area
• Stowage volume
• Weight summary
A brief discussion on each of the these factors follows.
4.1.1.1.1 Packaging
Stowage Method
< Drum Roller. Flexible panels (solar cells, substrates, coverglass, and
, interconnects), are wrapped around a drum roller, similar to that of a
window shade. The panels are rolled on the drum so that the solar cells
are on the outside faces of the consecutive layers
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The drum diameters used range from 6 to 12 In with size selection based
primarily on engineering judgement Length of the drums is from 1 ft 8
in. to 9 ft The length and diameter selection was made to satisfy a def-
inite area requirement The Hughes design had two sets of panels inter-
wound around a single drum so that when deployed they were 180 deg from
each other One of the Fairchlld-Hiller configurations has two back-to-
back panels each on its own 1 5 ft diameter drum, with the deployment
mechanism centered between them This was a spinning vehicle design
and is therefore not applicable to the Space Station.
Flat Spindle. In the Lockheed flat spindle, panels are wrapped around a
spindle, similar to that of a bolt of fabric The layer sequence is such
that the cell area of each wrap lies on the flat surface of the spindle.
There are no cells where the panels form a fold at the bend area The
panels are wrapped on the spindle so that the solar cells are on the outside
faces of the consecutive layers A 0 50 In thick bv 9 in wide by 67 in long
spindle was fabricated and used in a concept feasibility demonstration
model
Flat Fold-out Panels lay Z-folded on a pallet with the cells surfaces of
every other fold facing each other There are no cells at the bead areas2
of the panels TRW's design was based on 250 ft with a pallet area of
28 in. by 86 in. LMSC's design, baaed on 90 ft2 with capability to Increase
its length 2 5 times, has a pallet area of 18 In by 72 in The Royal2
Aircraft Establishment design has an area of 39 ft and the pallet size is
2.5 in. by 36 in The Boeing periphery frame design has five main panels
Each of the outer four main panels has a pair of auxiliary panels hinged to
the side member of its frame When stowing, the auxiliary panels fold
Inward 180 deg to lie on Its respective main panel The four panel assem-
blies (main and auxiliary) and the Inboard main panel then fold (Z-shaped)
into a compact package Messerschmltt-Bolkow-Blohm subpanels with
inflatable periphery foil hoses are first Z-folded onto the main panels
The main panel and subpanel assemblies are then either wrapped around
the vehicle structure or are Z-folded into a neat stack
4-6
Padding Technique and Material
Drum Roller. Both the GE and Ryan designs used foam buttons bonded to the
rear surface at the corners of the cells. Falrchild-Hlller uses foam strips
bonded to the rear surface in a lengthwise direction with magnesium strips
bonded 90 deg to the foam strips Hughes and British Aircraft Corporation use
embossed Kapton and a thin foam sheet respectively, which are interwound with
the wrapped panels Each has its own take-up reel.
Flat Spindle
surface
This Lockheed design utilized foam buttons bonded to the rear
Flat Fold-out. TRW uses small rectangular foam pads bonded to the cell side of
the panels LMSC and Messerschmitt use a fold size cushioning sheet Inserted
between cell-to-cell surfaces Boeing's design requires no padding. The rigid
framework and substrate tension prevent the panels from coming in contact when
folded together
End Supports
Drum Roller/Flat Spindle. All designs except one are end supported and require
bearings, end caps, axles, etc. The one exception (General Electric) Is end-
supported during launch only. Prior to panel deployment the outboard end supports
are released and, once released, the two drums are cantilevered from the center
support This approach was feasible because of the low tension load requirements
in the deployed array
Flat Fold-out. This technique does not require end supports
Support Structure
Drum Roller/Flat Spindle. Drum Roller/Flat Spindle systems are limited to
attachment patterns at the ends only Any load variations must be taken into
account prior to initial design and may require significant changes for multiple
usage.
Flat Fold-out. Attachment patterns can be modified with very few design changes
for multiple usage applications.
Power Transfer
Drum Roller/Flat Spindle. Either slip ring assemblies or colled harnesses are
used
Flat Fold-out None required.
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4 1 1 1 2 Tie-down and Release
Lockheed, General Electric, Boeing, and Royal Aircraft Establishment use pyro-
technic devices such as a preloaded pin puller, explosive bolt, nut, or guillotine
Fairchild-Hiller employs a solenoid that disconnects a lock device A pin puller can
also be used, and is an alternate design Ryan uses two electric motors (one to deploy,
the other to, retract) connected-to a gear train on the drum roller The system is locked
in place as long as no current is available Information on the Hughes, BAG, TRW, and
Messerschmitt designs was not available at the time of'this survey
4.1.1.1 3 Deployment/Retraction
Seven of the design approaches use a reel-stored extendlble tubular device to perform
deployment and retraction. Fairchild-Hiller uses a folding arm linkage system.
Boeing's design incorporates a tie-down system that, when released, starts two motors
to deploy the main panels. The pair of four auxiliary panels sequentially unlatch and
deploy by torsion springs. Messerschmitt employs a block and tackle arrangement to- -
deploy the main panels. Once fully deployed, the framework (foil hoses) of the sub-
panels are pneumatically inflated and are rigidized by a gelatine glass flber laminate.
Ten to twenty hours are needed to achieve complete rigidity under environmental con-
ditions. This design once deployed and rigidized in space cannot be retracted.
4.1.1.1.4 Tenslonlng Methods
General Electric, Hughes, and British Aircraft Corporation use the reel-stored
extendible tubular device driven out by electric motors and reacted by a negator
motor Falrchild-Hiller employs the folding arm linkage which, during the final half
revolution, is counteracted by a torsion spring that provides a retracting or tensioning
force. Ryan uses two electric motors (deploying and retracting) that work in unison
through an electronic sensing system. The retracting motor imposes a drag on the
drum, resulting in the proper panel tension Motors lock when current is off
Lockheed uses the reel-stored extendlble tubular device, counteracted by springs
which can be adjusted to maintain proper panel tensions In the Boeing design the
frame Is used to pre-tension the flexible substrate of the panels. Messerschmitt
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applies tension .to the subpanels during deployment by pneumatically inflating the frame
The main panels are rigid and do not require tension. Information for the TRW and
RAE designs was not available for this survey Extended array tension forces for all
these systems range from 0 55 to 1 6 Ib/ft of substrate width, considerably less than
the 40 Ib per foot estimated for the artlflcial-g mode of the Space Station Solar Array
4.1.1 1 5 Deployed Area/Stowage Volume
In the area and volume columns of Chart A, six design approaches were normalized toi
establish a deployed area and stowage volume comparison Two of the designs were
scaled-up (Hughes and LMSC) and one was scaled-down (Ryan) to give on equivalent
2 '
area of 250 ft for comparison purposes. Stowage volume was normalized on the basis
2
' of this deployed solar array size. Hughes and LMSC actual areas are 166 ft and
2 290 ft , respectively, and both have the capability to be easily scaled up to 250 ft with-
out a significant increase In stowage volume The Ryan design has a deployed area of
2
280 ft because its outermost panel is a protective blanket._Here again the change in -
stowed volume is insignificant The Boeing, RAE, and Messerschmitt designs were
not considered because they .were for a specific requirement and could not be extrapo-
lated objectively
The stowage volume requirement is an important consideration for Space Station solar
arra> design. For ease of comparison of available flexible arrays the normalized
\olume data is summarized below:
Company
TRW
LMSC
F-H
Hughes
GE
Ryan
Stowage Method
Flat fold-out
Flat fold-out
Drum roller
Drum roller
Drum roller
Drum roller
Volume (ft3)
1.90
1.95
2.03
2.30
3.54
6.30
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT FLEXIBLE SOLAR ARRAY SYSTEMS
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SUPFOn AtM PIVOTS OUT OF THE WAY TKt
OtUM 11 fttt TO ROTATE ABOur ITS OWN AXIS
AND im iiM linti 10 MOVE OUTWAKD WHIN
THf IOOM 11 DEPLOYS
IM SFUAOO IAI HOLOStMUNKAGl
AUEMU.Y AUAY PANEL! AND ITS tOUO IN A
LATCHED CONDITION TO TM PRIMARY STIUC
TUU Of TM SPACICtAFT TO laEASE THf lYI-
TIM, TWOMCIHOOSWEUCONtOfUD ONI
MET NOB EMPLOYS A SOUNOB THtOTHBAN
EXPLOSrvf »OLT FUNCTIONALLY BOTH SYS
! IMS ATTAIN THI IAMI USULIS - tfSlRAJNINO
IMSPUADPBAI TWSOUNOD METHOD
UMS A MEOWNICAL LATCH AND LINK AND HAS
tOATCHtNO CAPABILITY IM EXPLOUVE BOLT
MnHOD UOUIUS ONLY A TII-flAlE WHICH
SVAIATO UPON tEUASE BUT ODD NOT HAVI
IflATCMNG CAMBILIIIES TM IOIAII Of THE
SPUADa BAl FtOM TM END PLAT! ACTUATES
TM ELCCTK MOTOI WHCH DEPLOYS TM COM
BINATION OF FOLDING AIMS PUUIYS AND
CABLES FOB OO ENDING TM SOLAI AllAY
IM UUASI MCOMMtSM *O1 IM ABAY SY1
TIM COMKST1 Of ' GtA* IRAIN IOCS
AnACMD IO TM SUDMO CAM WHICH U PAH
Of IM SOLENOD AKMATim WMN TM
lOLENOO Q ACKVATS * FORCE OT 1)
POUNDS OtVOOn ON tnt SLOlNG CAM
WMCH DOCC*«HIOS TM GtAl TIAtN LOOT
f ROM 1l« tQUt* AttAI GlAKTIAM ALLOW-
ING TMJ AttAYS TO STAffT OEFIOYMENT AND
DDflACO IM PUSH BOO TO STAffT tOlAtt Of
TM OrTEN4K>* LMACE IM PUSH ICO IS AN
ALUMINUM TUU HA* INC A LOCKING BLOCK
ON EACH END w*CM PKOT«A>CS TMOuGM
TM IND fiACD AND a sui»ona> AT ns
ONTO tV A FnTMG IM BLOCKS PROVCt
A POtnfVI iMIUItUNCI LOCK FOt IM
tOTIAMT uvas *«UNTS ON tM SM
PLATES, TM1I LI\'Oa WMN ftOD AUCM
IM OAMKMG AIMS TO RILCASI TM FtONl
PiAtl ULIAU Cf TM FtONl PIAII AUOW1
TMSCUW .AOLAXSMLVtOOEFtOYIM
CKTEHliOK UNJLAGa AN3 TM tOLAK ABAY
A WCTCTYn hAS BOS «.«,T AND OIPLOY0
ABOU' *) TIMU • 1 I"*O PtOBUMS
OAT A NOT AVAOABL!
DEAOYMCNT/nTRACTION CAPAIILffdl
A SINGLE t-V* IN OLA II -IT EM BOOM ACHM
TM CtNTDtEO AND ATTACHED IITWItN TWO
OtUMl AT THI BA1I AND CONNECTS TO IHI
PAN a AT IHE OUTBOARD 1DI IY TM LEADING
EDGE MIM1P DIPIOY AND RETRACT IHI
PANai A CONSTANT TOtOUE SM.ING MOTOR
WHICHACIIASABIAKE MAINTAINS PROPO
TENSION ON IHt PANaS OUUNG DEPLOY
MEN! ANOintACTlON WHIN RETRACTING
TKI ROLL -VF IINSION USULIS IN A TIGHT
WIAP AROUND IHI DtUM I MIS TIGHTNESS It
DEPENDENT UPON ITS TEN SIGNING IYSTCM
AND CANNOT II INOEHNDENTLY VAIIABL1
IACM OtUM 11 ALSO 1 OIN WBEITHftNTM
PANa ON fACH DOt OVEtHANO IS NKCS
SAIY FOI PANa HACKING WMN RfltAdlNO
FOLDING AIM LINKAGE SYT1EM tNTEGIATEl
wnn TM OtUM loufi IY TWO Dirvt TIAINI
OPOUIIONAL POWER ISPCOVtSEDBYA SMALL
DC OEAIMOTC* ONI OtM IRAIN OPOATES
T Ht FOLDING AIM LTHXAGt IO DEPLOY AND
tntACT THE PANa TM OTHfl APfLia
TOtOUf TO THE DtUM tOUEl DURING UTUC-
TtON WHtN OtFLOYlNO TMtOUttlSAtA
fUt STATE AND THI FOLDING AIM IMKAGI
11 CENTtREO ON tHl UAI SURFACE OF TM
PANE TINttON IN IM PANa IS APftUD BY
AOIAO BtAKI An ACHED TO TM COUEI
WHENFUUYOEnOYD TEXItON 11 BY A
TOtSIDN IFCINO WHICH TEND! TO ((TRACT TM
tOLia AFTB DEACTTVATION OP tM LINKAGE
OtIVI TRAIN CABLES AND PLAUT1 CONNECTS
TO THI FOLDING AIM ASSEMBLY KEIP IKE
PANa RALY DEPLOYED I EN WON IN TM
CABLO PUSH AGAINST A BUILT tN STOP AI IM
MINTS THOU is NO rosnrvi LOCK TO OFF-
SET COLUMN LOADING IN TKI FOLOINO AIMS.
IO intACI BRAKE USISTANCl U ttMOVtD,
IM TOISION SFtINO STAITS tOU.UI RETRAC-
TION ANDTMOiARMOiototrvi nirvctss
THf tOUER OtIVI ItAIN 11 ACTIVAID AND TM
PANEU AU UWOUND AIOUND TM lOUEL
PtOfO PANa tENSlONItFUtNISMDBYTM
IESISTANCI AT IM JOINTS Of TM FOLDING
TIM DlffllCNCO U3HOUI PROBLEMS M PANEL
TtACKING DURING tDRACTlON NO INfOI-
MAIION IS AVAILABLE fC* SOLVING AT TWS
TIME
NOJb PtOUIM MAY NOT NKOIAIILYll IN
OIAISBIN ANDASSoiVSplfTTuN
TMS SYSTEM IS DESIGNS TO II OUUDYtOONLY stHCi miACiCN is MOI A uouia-
MENT NO B >OU*AI ION ft AVAlLABtl
OmOYMINI IS ACMIVB BY A SOSSOU-
TYN LINKACI MOUNTED ON A 1CUW JACK
IVITEM WMCH IS MJVtN BY A IKING MOTOI
A SYNCHtONOUt GtA« TRAIN ROIATIS IM
IOLLEBS AND IS MTEGIAIS wnH IM LINK
AGE WMN DMOVMENT CTAITt. A CEN-
TUFUGAL BtAM AHACMD IO IM tOLLO
MAINTAINS PtOfU PAMa TCN1ION
DIPLOYMINI It IY TWO SOI OF ttEMOEVlCU
IACM Of WHICH HAVI TWO DCUNDU.I BOOMS
ORIENTS 10 DEPLOY IN OPPOIIM OBUOlONS
IH| BOOMl STIADOll IHI PANfLI IN ADOI
•ON TWO FOAM OjMONINO IMHllNia
LAY WITH IM PANUS WMN IMY AU WOUND
ON TM ROLLER IM iMns ATTACH 10 IM
tOU!t AND HI ItlFfCTFirl IAXIHJP ROLLO
POWER IS FUtNISMS IY A SYNCMONOUILY
OPOAtB DC MOTOR tMOUGH A CMMN OtfVf
AND tOTAtlNG Fiafct SHAFT WHICH on DC
IM BOOMl TMV AU CONNtCTED IO A III
BAI WHICH suffoiii IM PANUS «IRACT<ON
S IY ANOTMI DC MOIOt * NIC** It GtAtS
IO TM DfUM ROLlft WMN OIPLOYINO, A
CON II ANT VOltAQI H APfllS IO tM STIM
MOIOl 1C OIIAM A CONST ANt UTlNllON
IAII AlMAUCUtUNI ISAPntSIOIM
OtUM tOUO MQIC* fCOVOINO A WIAK
Uvnil tOtOUl lOMAlNtAINfAMa tINSON
AT FUU OIF1OYMINI BOIH MOTOU AH
OCKB IIMULIANtOUSlV I«I*M-U*
ROLLER WITH ITS TOtSlON SFCtNO Ua IN tM
MIT TOUTRACt IMfANIU TM HO
CXDUU IS HVEttS THttl IS NO CYBtNCf
Of ANV fANU 1IACKMO ftOBllMl
TINVONtNO MIT HOD
DEPLOYED AUAY WRH A tOOH
ANT FICOUCNCY ABOVI 0 Of* A
iroutia A fiaoAD OF o M
li/n IN EACH AUAY BlANKn
IMIISACCOMFIISMOBY
MOUNIINO A NEGATOR CONSTANT
lOIOUI SPIINO MOT 01 IN EACH
DtUM WMCH COUNT ERACIS 1 Hi
FCMCf OFIKI II STIM
BOOM
FUCTttN DtAO BtAKI atlAIO
IEN1CN WHtLI OEnOYINO DUt
ING TM LAST HALF I^VOUnON
IV MUMS Of ENCAGING A IO«
ION SFttNO IHII MAINTAINS
A TENSION OF ! ILVT1 IN
THE SUtSTIATI AFT El OEACTI
VAT ION OF IM DtNE SYSTEM
LOADING AND POWER UOURI
MtHIl IO IM DCNI SYITIM
AU MINIMIZS OUIMG IKI
DEPLOYMENT PHAI1,
SMNVCnat IDNyONAFfLIED
IV aNTtSUOAL fOtd
TO CONTtOL TM tENSlOft ON
IM SOLAI AttAV ANOtMAL
VOLIAGI TO IM STIM MOIO* IS
AFPLMD TO OK f A CONITANT
BOO* OH ENSlON IAII WH&f A
1MAU AMCVNT OF POWEt 1C I Hi
DtUM MOTOR flOVDU A WEAK
RtVtKU lOCOut Of MAO UFC-N
UACMNG FUU DEPLOYMENT
BOIMtM HIM MOtOI AND IM
OtUM MOtOB All LOCKS TO
PUVENI ANY DtVT AND USULtANT
LAGGING Of tM UMUtUD
ARRAYS FOI tntACt CN OPO
ATOM tM ABOVE PIOCSUU IS
UVUSS lENJtON LQAOmO ON
imiftAKt RANGI inwiih
0 t ANO 1 U H-TT
"ftf
t»
tM
tsa
FOLflOUI EMMt
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT FLEXIBLE SOLAR ARRAY SYSTEMS
ANSFEt
UNO
S HOUSED IN
ORAGIOtUM
EMILY IS
DIVISION or
PRODUCTS
UNGS WHICH
ONE END Or
I DRUM
LI ROUTING
ICUUD END C*
1 1« LtNKAGI
4NECTEDTO
EIMSHIID
UM, ONI END
(MUM AND
LPM A1THI
E DRUM AND
EVA!
TIE-DOWN AND tELEAIt
THI MOVAILC END tUPPOCT TIES DOWN THI
LEADING EDGt MEMUI aEM) DRUM AND THE
SOLA! ARRAY IN A LOCK CONDITION TO
tniASE tHU LOCK CONDITION, A IOLT THAI
PREVENTS THE 10TATION OF THE MOVAILt END
SUPPORT UNDER PRELOADED CONDITION IS
RaCASED »Y AN aECTRO-CXPlOStVE SEPAIA
TION NUT WHEN IHI SEPARATION NUT IS
ACTUATED THt MNGED ARM IO1ATES AWAY
FROM T HE DRUM AMD THE LEM THROUGH THI
ACTION Of A TORSION SPIING ONCE THI
SUPPORT ARM PIVOTS OUT OF IHE WAV THt
DtUM IS FREE TO ROTATE ABOUT IIS OWN AXIS
AND THt LtM It FUE TO MOVE OUTWAtO WHEN
TKEWOM IS DEPLOYED
TKt SPREADER IAI HOLDS T« LINKAGI
ASSEMBLY AIILAY PANEL! AND ITS (QUO IN A
LATCHD CONDITION TO 1 Hi PRIMARY ETBJC-
TURI Of THE 1PACIOWT TO IttlASt THE SYI
ttM, TWOMEIHDDSWEUCONSBEtt) ONI
METHOD EMPIOYS A 1OLENO0 THE OTHER AN
EXPLOSIVE IOLI FUNCTIOHAL1Y IOTHSYJ-
TEMS ATTAIN IHI SAMI RESULTS — RCniAINING
IHE SPREADER IAI THE SOLENOffi METHOD
USD A MECHANICAL LATCH AND LINK AND HAS
ULATtFUNG CAPABILITY THE EXPLOSIVE IOLT
MDHOO REQUIRES ONLY A IlffUIE WHICH
SEPARATES UPON RatASE 1UI DOCS NOT HAVE
lELATCHING CAPAllLtTIU 1 HI UUAXf C* I HI
SPMADEI RAI FtOM IHI END PLAII ACTUAIES
tHI atCTUC MOTO* WHICH DEPLOYS IKE COM-
•INATION OP FOLDING ARMS PULLEYS AND
CAM.EJ FOR EXTENDINO THt SOLAR AtlAY
IHC ROEASI MKHANtSM KX IHI AttAY SY1-
IEM CONSISTS Of A GtAI TRAIN LOCK
ATTACHED TO THI SUOMO CAM WHICH U Mil
C* IHI SOLENOID ACMATURI WND4 THt
SOUNOO H ACTIVATED A FOtCl Of 11
POUNDS oivaon ON THI SLOCMO CAM
WmCHDUCONMCnTHt OtACIIAINiOCK
FROM THilOUa AJXAV GtAI IRAW AlLOw-
INC THI AttAVS TO STAlT DEFXOVMtNT AND
DISPLACES THE PUSH MO TO STAffT taiASI Of
THt EXTENSION LMKACI I Hi tUSH ICC B AN
ALUMINUM TIM HAVMC A LOCKING HOCK
ON IACN CND WHKH PRCTVlt) THROUGH
IM END PLACES ANO tlftJPPOtlEDAl inONTO iv A Fm»«a it* iLocn PMWTBI
A POtniVE INTOFtKNa LOCK FOR THI
ROTtAMT UVBtS MOUNTED ON ItC SOI
PLATES THESE UVEKS. WHEN FtCED ALLOW
TM CLAMPING AIMS io tEUASI tHI ftONt
PlATt taCAU C* THI RON! *tATl AU.OWS
TMSCRtW JACK ASSEMBLY TO DEPLOY TM
EXTENSION LINKAGES AMD I* JOlAl AOAY
**OTOTYPIHA1IEISK,11 AND DEPLOYED
AIOUT 4Q TIMES WITH NO fCORLEM
DATA NOT AVAILABLE.
DEPLOYMENT/RETRACTION CAFA*tLnitS
ASINGU I-VIIN DIAIl-tTEMIOOMACTUA-
tOt CENTERED AND ATTACHED IETWTEN TWO
DRUMS At TKI |AU AND CONNECTED TO I M
PANa AT THI OUTROAIO IDE IY THI LEADING
CDG1 MEMIEI DEPLOY AND RETRACT tHt
PANELS A CONSTANT tOIOUE SPRING MOTOR
WHICH ACtS Al A UAKE MAINTAINS PtOrOi
TENSION ON THE PANELS DLR1NG DEPLOY-
MENT AND intACTION WHEN UTRACTINO
TKI IOU-UP TENSION IUULIS IN A TIGHT
WtAP AROUND THt DtUM THIS TIGHTNESS IS
DEPENDENT UPON ITS TENttONtNG SYSTW
AND CANNOT lEINDEPENDtNTLYVARIAIlt
EACHOtUM IS ALSO 1 OlN WDEITHANTltt
PANa ON EACH EDGI OVERHANG IS NECES
SAIY FOI PANa HACKING WHEN RETRACTING
FOLDING ARM LINKAGI SYSTEM INTEGRA! O
WfTH THE DRUM ROLLEI IY TWO DllVt TRAINS
OPERATIONAL POWa IS PROVIDED IY A SMALL
DC OEAIMOTOl ONI DRIVE TRAIT* OPERATE!
TKI FOLDING AIM LINKAGI TO OIPLOY AND
RETRACT THI PANa THXOTKB APPLID
TORQUE TO tHI DRUM ROLLER DURING RETRAC-
TION WHEN DEPLOYING T HE EOU.O II AT A
FUE S1ATC AND IHE FOLDING AIM LINKAGE
IS CENTERED ON TM IEAI SURFACE Of THI
PANa TENSION IN THE PANa ISAmiEDRY
A DRAG IRAKI ATTACKS TO THE ROLUI
WHXNFULLYOEPLOYED lENSJONUIYA
IOU>ON SPttNO WHICH TENDS TO RETUO TMROLia Ann otACirvATiON or IKE LINKAGE
DRIVE TWIN CAUESAND PULUY1 CONNECTED
tOTHE FOLDING ARM ASSEMRLY KCCP TW
PANa FUU.YOtPl.OYH> TENSION IN IHICARLIS PUSH AGAINST A IUILTHN STOP AI TM
XUNTS THtttllNOPOSfTIVILOCKTOOff*
SO COLUMN LOADING IN TW fOLDINO AIMS
TO RETRACT UAJtl RESISTANCE IS REMOVED
TM TORSION SPRING STARTS tOLLER UTRAC
TION AND IKI GEAIMOTOt DRIVE 0 REVEtSED
THE ROLLS DttVf TRAIN O ACTIVATED AND IHf
PANEL! All REWOUND AtOUNO IHf tOLLEt.
PtOPO PANa TENSION II PUtMSKED IY IM
RESIST ANCt At IKI XHMTS Of THE FOLDINO
AIMS IMSDtPlOYMENT/lmACTlONIYl-
tEM EXmUENCED tOIOUi PtOUEMl IN PANE
TtACKINa DURING RE1 RACt ION NO (NFC*
MAIION IS AVAILAIU FOt SOLVING AI TWJ
THIS SYSTEM OOaiGNgj to MDEKOTm
ONLY StNCI RniAaiON IS NO! AUQUBE-
MENT NOINFOIMAtlONU AVAOAH.I
DEPLOYMENT I) ACMtVEO IT A SOSSOtS
rm LINKAGI MOUNTED ON A SCttW JACK
ITniM WMCH IS DRIVEN «t A SPRING MOTOI
A SYNCWONOUS GtAI TRAIN IO1AIE1 THI
tOUCRI ANO 11 MTEGIATED WHHTHI LINK-
AGE W>CN (XROYMINT HAITI AON*
TOFUGAi HAK[ AHACMD TO IHI ROUH
MAINIAINI PROPCR PANa IENUON
DEnoYMCNT tj IT rwo ins or HIM Dtvicn
EACH Of WMC*t HAV| TWO EXTtNDMt IOOMS
ORIENTED TO OCftOY IN OPPOSIH OBKIO4S
IM IOOMS ITRADOLt THI PANELS IN ADOI
TION tWO FOAM CUSMONlNGSHinSINtC*
LAY WITH IHI PANaS WHEN IWY All WOUND
ON TM ROLLER TM SHEHS AHACn tO tNf
ROUA AND til RESHCIIVE T«I-U* BXitt
POwa u FutMiiHED rr A SYNCHIONOUSIV
OPOAIED DC MOTOI THOUGH A CHAIN OWt
AND tor A» INC niXH.1 SNATT WHICH EXUND
TMIOOMS TKTYAIlCONNtCTDTOAIlE
RAI WMCH SU*OtIS THI PANai mRACTION
IS IT ANO t HO DC MOTOR *HICM IS GEAMD
lOTMOtUMtOUR WHEN DEPLOYING A
CONSTANT VOllAGI tl VfLID IO THI HIM
MOTOR TO Oil AN A CONSTANT EXTENSION
IATE A 1MAU CURRENT n AmiD |Q tHI
DUM ROLLER MQTOI HOVDING A WEAK
UVtUI TOtOUl TO MAIN! AM PANa TENSION
AI FULL DEPLOYMENT 1OIH MOTORS AH
LOCKED StMULlANCCUSLY TMIAKIHJP
ROLLEI WITH IT1 tOC<M IfRMG UBL M tM
1HUT tOUTlACTIMrANtU tM PW
aDUU IS tCVOSED THEM O NO EVMNCE
Of ANY PANa IRACKMG PKWEMS
IO4UONINO METHOO
DCPLOYCD AtXAY WITH A USON
ANT BEOUENCY AIOVI 0 (W Mt
REOUIIIS A PtaOAD OF 0 M
LR/n IN EACH ARRAY ILANKET
THI II ACCOMPLISHED IY
MOUNTING A NEGATOR CONSTANT
TOtOUI 1PIINO MOTOR IN UCH
DUIMWNCH COUNT EIACTS THt
FOKEOrtHIII HIM
toot*
FUCTION DRAG IRAKI CRIATO
TENSION WHILE DEPLOYING DUI
ING THE LAST HALF-RCVOLUTION
IY MEANS OF ENGAGING A TOI-
1ION SPttNG THIS MAINTAINS
A TENSION Of 1 1 LR/n IN
tHI SUKTRAJl Ann DCACTI
VATION Of IHt DtTVE IYSTCM
LOADING AND fOWO RIQUllI-
MEHIS TO IM DRTVe SYSTEM
All MINIMTZCD DURING I HE
DEPLOYMENT PttASL,
IPM VOtCLt TENSION AffUED
•V CENTOUCAL POtCI
TOCONItOt tMIENSKWON
IMSOLAIAIRAY A NORMAL
VCXI *GE TO IM ITEM MOIOt IS
APfLHD 1C GMI A CONSTANT
ROOM EXIENUON RATE WKK.E A
LHAll AMOUNT O* POWEt TO tM
mttuiotouioiDtAO UPON
UACKMC PULL OfPLOYMCNT
BOlHlM STEM MOIOt AMD THI
O4UU MCHOI AU LOCKED TO
PtrVIMT AMTDRtfl AMD RtSULIANT
1AGGMG Of IM UNFURLED
AtRATS FOR IfTIACIIOM OKIAICN IM A»OV( •^ mwn is
VEVftlEO IINIlON LOdOMO ON
HJtSllATU RANG! WTWEIN
> * ANO 1 41 IfcTt
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT FLEXIBLE SOUR ARRAY SYSTEMS
SOUKE
HUGHES
tYAN
•VAN
BtTTtSH
cot?
LMIC
STOWAGE
MDHOO
ROLLtt
s
MUM
COLLB
6
OBUM^
7
DBUMBoua
B
FLAT
SFMHJ
1
OCK.IH.ON
PANElS Atf StOWD QN AN 1 0 IN
01A • » TUN lON<j DRUM. MADI
riO* CHEMICALLY Mlaa) MAGNESVM.
TWO FANa AISEMM.IIS AU STOWED ON
THIS COMMON DtUM w* DEPLOY INOFftfsnEoatcnoN* THEY ARI MICH
ANt&UY ATTACHED to IHE DtUM IN
ADDITION BEAItNGSAU FITTED 10 IHI
INlDI DIAMETER OP » HI OtUM FQI
|TAItt.nY END PLATIs Alt PROVIDED
THAT AU MADE HtOM ALUMINUM tANO
WKHtS PLATO
PANELS AU STOWED QH (1 0 IN
MA • « 1 IN LONG DRUM, MADE
f tO* 0 029 SHUT MAONdBJM SKIN
APPB0X 3D* OF TW SutPAd AUA Et
UMCNB AS UOHTENMO HOLE! IW
MNELAUEMBLV IS MICMANKAU.Y
ATTACHO) tO tW OtltM BY A HtNOE
SYSTEM. THEUIS ASQttttOFSUMANa
AXS0MUES AND CAOl f»tf IS MNOOt
OBUM ENDS FABRICATE F«OM HONEY-
OOMf SANDWICH ANC) RANGED AT TW
0.0 PIOVDI trVD AnACHMHT TO
THIptUM MACHMEb MJGNE1UM HUB
MCLgTED AT TWCENm OF TW ENDS
LOWS OP TW AJSEMRT^ TW SUBSTRATE
WOIH OF TW SOLA! *ANa IS EXTENDED
tO PtOVOE AN OVERl** ON IHI TWO
EXID*»L1 UXIKULu tOOHS MAMS)
RAJ fUB AGE FOR US* IH Ml ACHING
twxctiv TO tw BOOM sit* tw
yS^maamo^^oS .^ *"
M pVk • r n i IN LQNO CYiB*et
WITHtlCHTtMNOMQiO MADI FROM
0 OU •* IHCK MAGNESIUM SHOT
IHI yANa ASSEMBLY g MfOtANKALLY
ATTACWD TO TW DB& ,Y A HUGE
SYSTEM. TWH IS A SOTO OF SUBPANa
Agt>*LID AND EACH CN0 U MNOED
T*4 pILIM IS STIPFINEb MTEtNALLV
• tin WH EQUALLY (MCED MAO-
AOWWI BOWMD ALUM»4UM HONEY-
rij< irirr-irn •• i njn in witni
AHJ NUB OF MACMBHID MAGNBWM
AiuoY Ad FASTENai THE SUHtlAIE
TMDD TO FtOVDE AM OVERLAP ONTW r*o EXTIMDBU lanKULM
•aO*I MtAMD FLAT UPACf FOR UU
M AfTACWNO DBEQLV TO TW BOOM
m» iw ROOMS «•« ttv FAMI
ADOJL^AU SXOVEQ TOGCTHB ON
PAMEl* Att STOVtD QM A • CM
PNtf. O HOD TO Tt« DBM Wtl H
GLAttPV OtUM ES aJBpotlED BY END
PIATCS THAT HOUgTW HAUMGS A
tW •EABMGS AMD n* (MM SUPPOH
MMfU AU STOWtD ON A FLAT INCK
FLVVOOD SFBXDU (Mt> iN • t B M.
WM-470B* LONG THEYAU
TAFtP TO TW SFMXj fWOSMOM
SHAFTS AH MOVtUL ON IACH END
AMD AO CONNECTS) TO IW END U»-
omAMaBawuN uSSSi ol**
T^^A^SSBNfAUr11Omf OP TW SUCTUlI MATEBMi
au»u,««
J/H(t*- Jr^ ixP^
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\
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PADOtNG POI CELL PtOTtCTrON DURJNO LAUNCH AND GIOUW) HANDLING
HCHNIOUt
SAME AS DtUM tOU(l * EXCEPT THE
CU1HQNINO WET AND TW POLY
ETHYLINl FILM IS REPLACED BYAN EMtouGD KAPTON SHED
ALSO. THE TAKE-UP tOLLER
lt*M IS ([PLACED BY A NIOATO*
MQTOl IW RANGE IS IETWEEN
0 40 L) (FULL) TO 1 13 IB(EMPTY)
THE BACK SURFACf OP TW PANELS CONTAINSILICON FOAM BUTTONS (PADS) THIS is THE
OVERLAYING OJStflONING IN THI HOWED
CONFIGUtAT ION WMCHtOTAIES THE SOLAI
CaLI INADDftlON TW BUTTONS AU FACED
WfTH A THIN TEFLON IHffl TO UDUCE SUR-FACI FHCTION WHEN TW rANa n DEPLOYED
tW TWO BOOMS AND tW PANa AU WOU>«
AtOUNOIWMUMASAUNTT DURING tOLL-
UP IW PIFFEUNT DIAMCTOtS BETWEEN tW
BOOMS AND IHE FAN tt CAUSE A LATDtAL
TENSION IN TW PANaS IN TW STOWED CON-
FIGUUTION Ann COMPLETION OF IW
tOU-UT IW CELL SUtf ACf « DIFOSED
SAMI AS DtUM tOUB » EXCm SILICON
FOAM BUTTONS AU ttPlACfO BY POLY
UUTHANI POAM OAMFO PADS BONDED
TO TW «At SURFACE PADS AU
MtANOCD DC01EAUNGIY DENSE PBOM
DBUM TO TW IIP OP TW FANa
IN ADDITION, A PtOTECTFVt BLANKET
IS ADDED TO t« PANa LEADING
EDGC AMDITttCOMUIWFBHAt
WRAP WHICH aMHAIES EXKUUtt
OP1WCELU
T W PANOI AH BMTEBirOUND WITH A
CUSMONIMG MATEUAL SMUA> K> TW
HUGWS OBICN TO FIOVIM FtOTECIKM OF
IW OEU H IW STOWED CONFIGUUIKM
TENSION S AFPUD TO IW PBOIICTM SHOT
AMD 1 W FANB1 Vf tettMOt t MMG
MOTORS TO OBTAIN A nCMT WIAf AIOUPA
TWOBUU. Ana OOMLCTION OF IW BOU-
UP, TW CEtil OF TW FMAl WtAP AH
EXFOSOI
FOAM OKHK1N BUTIONl AU ftACO ON IW
CEUJ IN IW STOWS CONFKWtAKON TEN-
SION IS AfftlED TO IHI FMMQS OUUMO IOLL-
U» TO OBI AIN A 1K1MT WtAP AtOLIND tW
SPMHI AFTER COMPLETION OMW ROU-
UP, IW CELL SUtFACI OF IW FMAL WtAf 1)
EXPOSED
wniiai
CMK»SU) KAPTON SHEET
IMILTMCK CMIOU-
MINTS AU FROM 0 Ott
TO 0 00 HIGH
BUTTONS All MADE FtOM
0 30 DtA SILICON FOAM
PADS AND AU PACED wm) Ma TWCK TEFLON
DAMPS PADS AU MADE
ntOM POLYUttTHANt
FOAM
CUSK3NB4G SWU IS
MADI FBOM FLASTOZAn
AMD IS NOT SATISFAC-
TORY PUSENTLYOOM-
SOCBNO POLYUBIHAM
FOAMbCn
•UTTONS AU MAM OF
»S»*< tMAfOAM
OUSMJON
ENDCUPPOnS
TOiaui run MOUNTS INTO
TW DtUM END BEARINGS THAT
AU HOUSED IN IW HOtAOI
DtUM ENDS THEINBOAtO
PAIt OF lEAltNGS CM>Y THI
TOTAL LOAD OLTTBOAtD
UAR1NOS CAltY ONLY tADIAL
LOAD IHIS ISDUI to THOMAL
EXPANSION THttOtQUE
TUIt ALSO AH ACHES TO THE
SPA* BI-STEM BOOM ACTUATOR
UN III
ON BOTH ENDS TW BALL B£AI
INGS AU HOUSED IN IW
STORAGE MUM END CAPS AND
MOUNTED ON TWO SCFAtAU
END AXUS WMCK ATTACH tO
THt END ASSEMU.Y SUPPORT
STRUCTURE IN ADDITION ONI
EMD AttO HAS PROVISIONS TO
MOUMT TW DUVEN GCAI TO
TW DtUM END CAP
TW PANa AI* DEFtOYABU
BOOM STOIAGC OtUM H SUFw
POFTB AT EACH EMD OF TW
DtUM AXLE BY MACttNED
MAGNOKJM MOUNTS tWY
ATTACH TO A MAGNO1UM
SHOT METAL BOX SCCT1ON
THAT SUPPORT* AND POUTtOMS
tM DEPLOYABU BOOMS W(IN
CLASS RIWFOtCED TEFLON
GVDE* OBUM AXLE BtAUNCS
AU CAGED M A MAGNCSUM
GUtXAMD AU CONTABMO) M
A MACMNB) MOUNTING
tlAOC IKS COMFUtt UNIT
B UTAMB AGAINST FMON
OCT ENSION GCAIS BY TENSION
SFtMGI THUS MAINTAM1NC
AUGNMBfl OF TW OtUM
BOOM t AG04CY WRH BOOM
SUFPOXT CUBES.
TW tTOBAGC DtUM ES SUF-
fOUID BY A LONG TUKJLAt
CENTBAL SHAFf GOMO
TWOUGH BALL Kl WGS
HOUXS> M TW OtUM EMD
PORTS TW STRUT (STBtf ICOMJ
ITOBAGC DtUM THAI IS BXYtt)
TOIWSHAn tWCHDPLAICS
AH MOUNTS TO IW OHM
SUPPOO BUCKET
SFtWtU IS SUPPORTED BY
UO1 IHAm AnACMB ON
IHCEMDS SHAnOOD
tHOOuGH JOURNAL BCADNOS
HOUSO) INSDC IW END
PlTTMOS OF IW SPM0U
SUFfOBt STBUCTUn
AITACHMENT TO STKuaulI
SAMI AS OtUM ROUIt *
THE tOLLEt AUAY ASSEMBLY
WITH RS UNTKULA* BOOMS
AU ATTACWD TO TW EM)
tUFPOR STtUCTUUS *01H
JTtUCTUUS AU STAlrLEUD
TOOEIHOt BY FOUR TIE BARS
IMS COMPLETE UNdtS
MOUNTED ON IW STAGECRAFT
TW BOX SECTION SUFPOttlNG
IW BOOM CUBES AUO HAS
MOUNT1NO FtOVniOO FOR
TW EXTENSION MOICH
PINION OCAI. AW) DCTVI
SHAFT MAODtTION IW
BOOM GUDES AHACH TO IW
•ox STtucrua M A MANNS
WHKH ALLOWS LATERAL FUE-
DOM FOt FOtUBLt SUUTRATt
THOMAL CONTtAO ION IKS
COMPUTE UNIT IS HOUSED 9t
TW DtUM SUFPOn ASSEMBLY
AND (T MOUNTS TO IW VEM-
cusmjcTua AT ONI END
TW ATTACHMENT IS FEUD
T W OTW1 END HAS A SLDMG
FJT tO ALLOW FOR THERMAL
EXPANSION AND CONTRACT KM
t W COMPUTE SOLAI AttAY
ASSEMBLY IS ATTACHED TO TW
DtUM SUVOD BtACKETS, TW
BIAOItn Mt nAMLOID AS
AUNnBYTHmmiAD IW
COMPUTE UNIT MOUNTS TO
IW (OLAI AttAY ASSEMBLY U
AT1ACWD TO TW VtWXt
suFFon snucTua IMS
siiucTun Mouwn to iw
SPACfCWT FUtEDONONI
END ATO A HOI m QN TW
OfWt e« TO ALLOW K*
IMBMAL EXPANSION ANO
CONTRACTION
POwa TIANSFEl
SAMI AS DRUM ROLLO 4
FLEX BUI FLAT CAILI U
1NSOTED INSOf PANa
nOtAGIDtUM,
UTILIZO A SLIP BMC ASUMtLY
THAT An ACHES TO ONI HUB OF
TW PANa STORAGE DtUM.
TW UNIT HAS FtOVBlOHS FO>
USMG EflWl FLEXBU FLAI
CABU OB A SLIP IMG ASSEM-
BLY BOTH MtEBCHANGEAU,
MOUNTMO 5 ON IW FAML
nOBAOl DtUMBEAOU?
ASSEMBLY
FlEXSLE FLAt CABU IS
AT1ACWD IO 1 W SUBSTIAI1
AND WRAPPED AtOUM) TW
SPIMHt
tll-DOWN AND taiAU
DAtA NOT AVAILABLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE
TW LDQCMO oma EMPLOYB)
ON IVAN'S EXTENSION BOOM IN
A DEPLOYED OR A PACKAGED CON-
OR ION IS CONTBOUEP BY TWO
aECT EK MOTORS WHEMOJI-
RfNT IS CUT OFF IW MOTORS
LOCK MO POSITION. AND Ptt-
Vtwn IW MOVtMEMT OF TW
OBUM AMD trt OOttUGAIED
BOOM
DAIA NOT AWUA4U
DAtt NO! AWAAWI
OEPLOYMENT/tcttACTION CAFAULITlO
DtFLOYMiNT OP THE PANELS IS BY TWO SETS
OF SPAI ITEM DEVICES EACH OF WHKH HAVt
TWO tXl EMHBLt BOOMS OPPOS1NO tACK
OTHER TW STEM DEVICES AU CONNCDED IY
A TOtOUl TUB1 THAI ATTACHES TO A SINOU
AC MOTOR THI MOTOt EXTEND All FOUR
BOOMS A CONTOURXD NEGAIOI MOTOI
ATTACKO) TO TW DRUM END MAINTAINS
FtOFO PANa IEK11ON DUIU4G AND AFTER
DEPLOYMENT IW INTERLAYING CUSHION
(NO SMtCTS JTIU ATTACH TO ITS tUKCIHt
TAKEHJP tOUEtS IT IS DtfVtN BY A MCCAJO*
MOTOR ANO tt MHPEMDCNt ROM I«I OtWt
MOTOR UVERSMO TW OtrVI SYSTEM ITAtTf
UTBAC1ION IN AOOniON. THttt IS A BOOM
LENGTH COMPENIATOI SPtEADEI BAt IHAI »
INTEOIAIED INTO THE SYSTEM IT aiMNATO
THI BOOM SYNCHRONIZATION PROBEM
WHIN UTRAaiNG THEIE 11 NO EVDENCf OP
PANa TRACKINO PROBLEM
TWO LENTICULAR BQOMS STIADOLI IW PANa
ANO ATTACH TO IHJ DRUM AND SOI EDGES
OFTWPANa, TW TWO BOOKS AND PANa
WlAP AftCWO TW COLU* POWQI IS SUPFLlS
•Y A DC DRIVE MO1C* THtOUGH AN BMTIGtAL
FLANETAIY GEM KEDUCTION GAG1 WHICH
AnACHES TO A PINION OtAt, (OtAIMO IHt
DRUM lOLLEI SPM ObU, TW RISULT IS ROUEB
tOTAIlON Of 1 4IIFM AMD LENTKUA*
BOOM EXTENSION OF 4 41 FT/MIN A SfUAOCt
•At AI TW IIP ATTACHU TO TW BOOM] AND
suppom TW PANa AWUCONUJBMR
SPACD STUP IS BONDED TO tW tt«l SUVACt
OF TW BOOM FtOVDMO A CONTtOl SPACt
BETWEEN PANa LAYHS AS THEY WlAP ON TW
OtUM. WHEN UTUCTINO, PANa TtACKMO
11 NOT A PROBLEM tfCAUSl TWY ATT ACM TO
tW BOOM. GUDED BY tW END AUCMBLYSUPPORT tnuctuu. MAXIMUM M AMD cut
•OHIO* OP IW BOOM IS SENSED BY A I Hit
•wnOtWHKH ALLOWS IW DBUM [O tOIAt 1
IFfBDfO
MAGNOBJMFtMKlNGEAlSAl IACH EMD OF A
MM3NESWMORWE JHAFT ENGAGt TWCOt
RUGATED BOOM OWl nt)P TO SYMCWONlZt
TW RELAIP/E POsniONS OF TW BOOM.
DtFLOYMENT OIWI FOWTJ O BY A ClAt BOX
SYSTEM ATTACMD IO A OtfVE SHAfT OOURU
MOTORS IHKOUGH A OVFEtENTLAL OtAI IOX
PtOVBM ODUMOAMCY RZTBACTION B FU1-
NKHO> BY AMOTOJ AnACWD TO IW OtUM
IW RfTtACTtOH MOTOi AT 001OYMEMT
FtooDun a nvnsD WWN »nvana
LBMH SWITCH SMUT -OFF POWER AI PULLOf-FLOYHCMT AK» tntACtioN DMMCU-
tlACT ION IOIH BOOMS AND IW PANa WtAP
AflOUMDIWOtUM, AMDTWUAttNO
FANaTRACK»«ONk]BLEMt ATTACHMENT
OF TW PANa TO TW BOOMS aBMINATO
fWS IWY AU CUDtD BY tW COttUGAIED
BOOMOtmXtDF
POWD1IS MOVOED BY A tMOMaC DC
MOTOI OC7VL n IS COUFLED TO IW ON*
ttALSHAn IWOUCHAUDUCIK>«GEA«
•ox n RoiAia TW BOOM cstmm now*
AGE OBUM IMAI OOU3V I W BOOMS «l*O-
DLMGIWFMMai AFOAMCUSHJOMMO
IHtn B BKTEtWOUW) WITH tW Pftpqi WWN
STOWED IW SKtAOO BAB AnACWS 10 tW
BOOMS AMD SUFPOn IW PANa, AND TWCUSWONMO swn AnACws 16 A IAKE-VF
•OLLEI, ASIW BOOMS DEPLOY TW UICAOO
•At BAESES IW PANaS AM> A tENSATOR •
MOTOR. AnACWD tO IW SMAn AND IW
•QUO END FLAIL, PBOVOES FtOFtf FANa
HMSKX n ALSO C0MFQ4SMQ FOR OW-
flUMCO M (OU-OPF BATI BETWQH TW
FANa AND BOOMS ANOTWB IEMSAIOI BMOtoR OPDAIB tw CUSMOMBMO twn
lAU-UFBOUa WHEN UTBACTBVO rWMOTOR a uvma> iw toun lENiAiot
MOTOR ROLLS UP tW FANa <WO aOMOW
ING IHOT AND IW tAKt-UP BOLLEI IENSA
1C* MOTOI ACTS AS A HAM TO MAMTA*
ItOFO PANEL TENSION
OAtA NOt AVMUM*
TINHONtNO MHHOD
1AMI AS OtUM ROLLER 4
lAMt AS OtUM tOLLI1 1
TW DEPiOYMENT AND UTtACIKIN MOIDU
wORXMurnsON ONIOTHOEPLOYMCNI
AMDRntACTKWCYCLIS TWOUOHAM
atCTBONK 1ENSINO SYSTEM THAT CON-
TtOU POWER to EACH MOTCM IMS SYS
IEM IS OEUCNID SO tHAt, WHEN DEPLOY*
MtNT B COMMANDED BOTH DEPlOVMINT
AMD UTRACTION MQTOtS AM CNOCtZED
•Y ADJUSTMEMI OP CUtHNT INPUT IKE 01-
H.OVMINT MOTOR n IKE supfuoi Fata
AND BIAM AND SUUIBAtE DEPLOYMENT
TAKES PlACt WITH IW UttACtOH MOTOR
IMPO1MO A DRAG ON TW DRUM, WHKH
MUM OUOMO WRAOION MODI IW SYS-
TEM OVERS!} CAUSING I W DEPLOYMENT
MOtOR TO LAO IW taRACTOM MOTOI TW
MOTOC ACT AS LOCK WO OCVKO WHEN
OJBDCT IS OFF NO DATA AU AVA1ABU OM
TD4UOM LOICA.
NO lENMOM LOAD (MIA AVAIAJU
OATANOt AVAAMU
CULMl
H
190
• 1
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ONLY
waor
M
a FOB
-AT
MU
AH
M
Ttt-OOWN AND tEUASI
DATA NOT AVAILAILE
DATA NOT AVAILAILt
TM LOCKV40 OCVO EMFIOYD
ON lYAtrsOnmSION IOOM IN
DltlON IS COMTVOUA IV TWO
aeCTBCMOIOtl WMNQM-
MNT H CUT OFT TM MOTOtS
LOCK MO POSniOM ANDPtt-
VtNTS IM MCWEMEHT OF TMDUN AND THt ooauOAim
•COM.
DATA NOT AVAOAU
BAtAMQTAYAUAf
DCPlOYMEMT/UttAdlOM CAPMIUlia
DEPLOYMENT OF TM PANELS IS IV TWO SE1S
OF SPAI HEM OEVKtS EACH OF WHICH HAVI
TWO DCTENOUIE IOOMS OPPOSING EACH
OTHEI TM ITEM OfVICtS All CONNCCTO) IV
A TOtOUI TUM THAT ATTACHES TO A SINGU
AC MOIOI TM MOTO* EXTEND ALL FOUt
•OOMS A CONTOUMD NIGATOf MOTOI
ATTACHE* TO TM DtUM INO MAINTAINS
MOPO PANEL TENSION DIKING AND AFT 01
DEPLOYMENT IHt INTERLAYING CUSHION-
ING SHtnS STILL ATTACH TO IIS USPtCTWE
TAKE-UP tOUEU n IS DIP/EN IV A NIGATOI
MOlOi AND a INDEHNDEN1 FKOM TM DtlVl
MOTOI KEVOttlNG IM Otftt SYSTEM STAR)ttriACTiON M won ON, inn a A IOOM
LENGTH COMPENSATOR SfUADB IM THAT a
INTEGRAND INTO TM SYSTEM IT QtMINAIO(HI IOOM SYHCMONIZATION PROtELM
WHEN cniAaiNO i HOI a NO EVOENCI OP
PANa IIAOCtNO PtOHtM
TWO UmCULM IOOMS ntADOU IM FANa
AND AH ACM TO TM DUM AND IDE EDGES
OMMPANO. TM TWO IOOMS AND FANa
WtAf AftOUND THI IQUH FOWIB a SUFFUO)
IY A DC DITVI MOIO1 IHKJUGM AN tNIEGlAL
PIAMITAIY GEM KDUCTION GAGE WHICH
AnACHalOAKNtONGEAt, tOIAIMGTMOUM touo srm GtAi TM IQUIT u loua
IOTATION OP 1 41 MA AND LENTKUM
•OOM EXTENSION OF 4 OfT/MlN A IPUADB
•Al AI TM TIP ATTACHO TO <M IOOMS AND
suppom IM PANa A SILICON MM
SPACO STOP IS •ONDffi IO TM DAI SUtFACt
OP IM IOOM FBOVDING A CONIIOL SPACI
•EmiEirnwakAYaa AS I MY WMP ON T M
DUM WMNtltlAaMO, PANaitACKMO
IS NOT A PIOHEM IKAUSf TMY ATTACH TO
IM IOOM. GUCD IV TM (NO AISEMH.Y
supponrsfucnu. MAXWRW TN AND our
POiniON OF IM MX** IS SINSO) IV A LMR
WITCH WMCH ALLOWS TM DUM TO lOfAIC
IttDOtG
MAQNOWM PMKM GEAB AI EACH END OP A
fVOrlFMUM OOfl SHAFT CHGAGt tM CO1
•xuirn IOOM otivf HUP TO IYMCMONOI
TM IBAIfVI POUI IONS OF TM IOOM,
DEPiOYMEHI OtIVI POWEfl IS IV A GEM MK
JYWIM AHACMD TO A OtP/E SHAFT DOUUJ
MOIOB f MOUGM A OVHlDflML GCAI lOX
HtOVM ODUNOANCY UTIACTlON IS KB
NtlHED IV A MOTOI AtTACHm TO TM CHUM
END MM PtOFO) TENSION O IV OlAG OF
(M OTIACTtON MOTOI At OEPLOVMEN1ptoonua a tnayD WMN tntACTMOU«T pmCH SMLn-orr powa AT FVU DE-
PLOVMIMT ANDWIMCTDN OURJHO 11-
ItAaDN WTH IOOMS AND tM FAMa WtAT
AKUMD IM DAM, AND THOU Att NO
PANO. IIACKMO PaUHS ATTACMMtNT
OF IM PM01 TO IM BOOMS aMMAIES
JMU TMT A0 GUWD FT IM GCOJGAim
POWH a PCOVKHD IV A MAONOIC DCMOtoioan. n is COUPLED TO TM O9<UAi swn IMOUGH A tauojOH OEM
•OK, n •OTATOTM BOOM (tnuT) now*
AO« DAW THAI DOiOY TM •OOMS STWO-
DLMMMPAMtLS A FOAM OOMONMa
SMO1 IS MTBWOLM1 WHH TM PAHa WMM
nOWtD TM SMUDO *M AHACHB TO IM
•OOMS AND APPOB IM PANa. AND IM
CUSmCMMC SMn ATTACHES TO A TAKt-UP
tOUOU ASTMBOOM1DCPLOYTMSIIUOEI
kAI RAISO TM PANai AND ATB«SAtOI •
MOtOt, ATTACMD TO TM SHAFT AND TM
lOUO END PLATI. PtOVDES «WB FANa
IEKUON n ALSO COMPENSAID PO1 OF-
FEBNCD M COU-OFF IAII •CTWCM IM
PAWa AND MXMS ANOIHd tENSATOl I
MQIGt ORKAIO TM OAMOMWO SHEET
IMfUPBOUa WMN OIWOMO TM
MOTOI DUVQtUD IM tOUO TtPIUIOt
MOIO1 COLU UP TM PANtt AMD OJSHKM-
MO SHOT AND TM IAU-UP tOLLa TENSA*
TOI MOTOI ACn AS A HMJ TO MAMTAW
PtttO PANO. TENSION
OAU NOT AWULAMl
'
imitcmiMO MUHOD
lAMI AS DUM WUa 4
— —
 ma
"
IM DEPLOYMENT AND UTtAOtON MOTOU
WOKKMUNtSON ON lOTH OCPLOYMCN1
AND miACTION CVCUS IHtOUGHAN
atOKOHIC SCKSING SYSTEM THAT CON-
TIOU FOWB TO EACM MOTOI IH» SYS-
TEM ISDESIGNO SO THAI WMNOBIOY
MENT 0 COMMAMHD tOTH OtROYMOfl
AND KIIACTION MOTOtS All tNOGUfD
IV ADJUSTMENT OF OJOZN! IWUt TKEOI-
PLOYMIHT MCOOI tS TM SmtJO* FOKt
AMD UAM AND SUkSTtAIE DEflOYM0a
TAKQ nACt WRHtM CETIACTOM MOT Ot
WKHMO A DtAO ON TM DOW. WMCH
MSUtO A TENSION LOAD •ETWtD* HAM AND
DUM DUtMOOIMCnONMOMTMSYS-itMtrvmo CALOMQ tMOmoYMoa
MOTOI TO LAO TM KTtACIDN MOTOI T M
MOTOKS AC! AS IOOKMG OMCB WHEN
OamflBOFF NODAIAMlAVABJMJlf ON
TBQKIN LOADS.
NO TENSION LOAD OAIA AVABJHJU
DATA NOI AVAAAtll
°W!"
SO
tM
LI
"
itowmvix(n*)
JO
•»
641
ft.ii
WEIGHT SUMMAty
"dif1 SOlAflPANa01) nWSa Ml 1 tUMFfll
POWEtAUf POWEVWT
SAMC AS DUM IOLLU 4
-
"DtMONSnATlON MOOa ONLY, NOT OPTlMLUD
KM nUCTlAAt, WeOKT
Jf «
J T
so
in
Wtt
1 43
e IM
Q *
It
11
»f
14
— * DCMOMSTUTlON MOOa ONLY
NOT OPTMZO> »O1 STKJCTttM, WOGKI
inuo
NO
H.t-?TMU-ll
H * 17 1 II
1.4-1 IMU -4
"«""•-
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•Of ING
TIN
•OYAL
ABOUFT
ESTAILtSH-
MCNT
LMSC
MBSU-
SCHMITT.touow-
ILOHM
STOWAGE
METHOD
FLAT
PACK
1
FLAT
PACK
A
FLAT
MOC
3
HAT
PACK
4
FLAT
PACK
•
DESOtCTION
FLEXOU SOLAl PAHQ1 AU PUT CM -
lONID AND FASTENED TO A IECTANG
ULAP SlMI-*tCB> ItlYUlUM FtAMl
ONTO POfTtONl OF THI PANELS All
SUPPOITED BY AN OPEN MAIUX
ATTACHED TO IM UOANOULAI FRAME.
WHEN STOWED IMPANELS FOLD ON
TOPOFEACHOTHtl
PANELS AU STOWED IN A FREHOII
FOLD TZ SHAPED) ON TOP OF A
CUSHION -tACKED RJGB PLATFORM.
I MY AU RETAINS! •¥ A CUSHION -BACKCD, win. RIGO cova COM*
PLETE ASSEMBLY IS ORUCTLY AH ACHED
TO THE SMCECIAfl
FANfU AU StOVED tM AFBtMOU
FOLD CT SHAPED) ON TOP OF A
aOHFON-waCED tKJO PLAIPOIM
THEY AU UTAB4OI IY A CUSMON
IACKCD SFin UGBCOva COM-
PUTE ASSEMBLY a DKECTLY AnACKED
PANaS AU STOWO) M A FttHOH
FOLD rr SHAPED) ON TOP OF A
OJ3tOON-4ACUD ttOa> PLATFORM.
TMY AU RtTAMA IY ACLAMON
RACKED, S*l(T OCt> COVEB, fOMpun *1iiM» i a DOECILY ATTAOO
A POIYAMO POO. (SUFFOniNO ILMS)
FORM TMFtAMtWORK THAI SUf*OHS
TMIWPANaS TMYAttFKft Z*
FOLDED ON IO TM MAIN PANEL! U
LOW-WQGKT MAGNESUM FUMf. 1
WORja IM ASSEMKY lUVANa (AND
MAIM FAMD.IAU1HEN ETIMIWtAPPCD
AIOUNOIM VtMCUOt I- FOLDED
ILUSTtATION
,-*-^
vlfW A A
»_2_^^
<w^>.
\
\\\\>
^*rfs-ssa.
\\\
s^^
^
Co-)
PAfT 1
TTin mill
^^^^PAfl 1
PADDING FOR CELL PROTECTION DURING LAUNCH AND GROUND HANDLING
TICHNKIUI
PADDING pa si u NOT UOUIKED IKE
JlMI-tTGO FRAMWOUC PtOVDCS A MINI
MUM DISTANCE ICTWtEN CELL SURFACES OF
0 n INCH, FUauDENG ANY NEED KM f ADI
IN ADDITION AtlLVIN TENSION IS
APPLim TO THE PANEU NORMAL IO III
tDOES
PANELS AM Z FOLDED AND COMNOSCD
IETWEEN A FOAM-«ACK» IJGD FLAIFOW
AND SPLIT COVE* SMALL SIZE UCIANOULAI
FOAM CUSHIONS AU PLACED ON iHt CELL
SOI OF TM PANa TO PUVEN1 CaL-TO-CELL
CONTACT AND FtOTICT AGAINST COL IUAK-
AGE IN IM[ STOWED CONFIGUIATION A
TIE-DOWN SYSTEM CONNECTING TM FIAT*
FOlM AND IKt COVO PROVDES A MEANS Of
AFFLYKO A COMFIESSrVI FtECWO TO THE
FOUND PANEU THUS PREVENTING MOVE
MEN! WTWEEN THEM IKI PANEU AU NOT
EXPOSID 10 TM ENVIRONMENT
PANEU All Z* FOLDED AND CDMPUWD
ItTWEEN 1 M lOTTOM OF A HOPUVCOM COM-
PAITMENT AND TM TOP CROSS-MEMO
(COVOt WKtCH IS AH ACHED TO IM TELE
SCOP1C MAST THE IOTTOM AND OOSS-
MEMBU AU FOAM-MOCK) INTERMEDIATE
FOAM-tACKB HONIYCEM* flfm MtMHITI
ATTACH TO THI FORWARD END OF lAOl MAST
AND AU APNOX t J MCMS APAIT M IM
STOWED CONFKJURATPON IHIPAMEUFOU)
ll IIMO UTWEEN EACH CEOSS-MMUI AND
CAPtrvt PLASTIC MIOUAVIS, Ml HWOM
CONTACT A DOWNWARD FOKI ON IHt
COVa APPLIES A COMPOSSIVf FQLCMD TO
IKE FOLDS) PANOJ TO PUVEMT MOVEMENT
UTWUN THEM AND UXAKAOf OF f*\*
PANEU AU COMfUiaY ENOOOD
PANEU AU Z FOLDED AND COMFtESSEO M
A CONTAJPta ROWEEH A HOMEYCOMI FOAM
RACXB PALUfl AND UGO SPLIT COVQ
FOAM SHEETS AU MSOIED BETWEEN FOLDS
DOWN SYSTEM. WMKHAMURPACOMHP-
tlON PULCMD CM TM BUI CCMB AND TM
FOLDED PANELS, FttVENTl MOVMNT M-
TWEEN IMM AND MtAXAOE Of <ZUI PANIUAU coMfumv fMaosot AND AU no-
TKIfD FIOM THI ENVKONMCHT
FOAM LAYERS AU P4SOEID MTWfCN
cai-ro-ctu tutfAcn WMN FOLDINC
IMSUCPANtU
MATaiAL
NOW itouoim
SMALL UCTANGULAI
PADS AU MADE OF 0 Ott
IN TMOC SILICON FOAM
OOSVMEMiaSAU
FOAM CUUflON-ftACKSt
ALUMINUM HONIYCOMI
STIUCTUUS TM MTEft-
LEAVtSAUOFIHH
PLASTICFaAt
SFin COVEtS AND PALLET
AU ALUMINUM HONEY-COM nucniu IAOKB>IV FOAM CUSHION TMPANB. scpAtAinPU AU
Q.mHNOl IMFOt FOAM
FOAM LATOS (TYPCNCR toono» wn H A
DENSITY Or t >LlyTT>
CNDSUHOn*
NONE
NONE
MONt
«
NON1
AnACHMEHTTOSTtUOUU
IM INBOAD PANa DESIGN
IS UNIQUE FIOM THI OTHEU
IN THAT II PtOVBEl IHE
nUCTUIAL IACKIONI FOIIM UMAMIKG STOWED FANQAISEMLY IT IS AnACKD TO
TM VIHXLE IY TKlie HNGES
THE CENTER ONE HELD FUMLY
AND TM OIHQI TWO ALLOWED
TO MOVE FOI THERMAL EX
PANSION AND CONTRACTIONTHE or HO END OF tta PANQ
IS HELD IN PLACt IY THE III-
DOWN SYSTEM AND UPON
IEUASI ROTATES Vf THE
ROAHNIHO PANEU UNFOLD
THE MSOAtD *WR> UTAMOt,
WHICH SUPPORTS TM STOWED
SOLAl AUAY ASSEMUY AND
HAS A CUTOUT TO FtOVDl
B4ITALLATION OF IM U-S1EM
ROOM ACTUATOt, MOUNTS
DtttCLY IO THtSPACZOLin
POTTCN OF THI ACTUAIOl IS
MSOE THE VtHKU
TM COMFUTt SOLAl AUAY
AXSEMLY IS NSTALUP M A
CONTAWB-tnCE flJFNXT
STRUCTUU. THOntUCTUtt
MOUNTS DOECTLY TO TM
SPACICIAFT
SAMt AS FLAT PACK 3
OCCEH A FOB ION OF ll-
St EM BOOM ACTUAIOl IS
•OCUIMVEHOL
TMUGDSUVAOS IMSO-
CAUO) MAIN PANEU CON-
SIB Of UGW STVJCTUKAL
FtAMO HAVING SIVFAM, «C-TIONS TKOIFIAMESAU
HmtUDTOOflHa AND AU
AITACMTDTO TNI tOOY OF IM
SPACECRAFT ACCORDING TO
IN A ZIG ZAG MANNa (IKt
•OONGt Oi IN A POLYGON
AttANGEMENT A IAB.I
AMANGEMENT AND IIS tt-
LtASI DfVKI (NOT tEFOITBl
Til OO«*"KE S1OWEO
ASUMNV TO T M VIHKLI
POWEtTIANSFP
FUXULI FLAT CAILI IS ROUTED
ALONG TKEHWAMOIK IO
THI VEHKLt
aCXALt RAT HAfNCSS IS
ATTACHE) IO ONI EDGE Of
TMJUUT1AIE
FLDUKtFLAT HAtNOJO
AITACMD tO ONI EDO! OP
TMSLROTIAIE
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(Stowed)
Flexible Solar Array, 250-ft Model
(General Electric, Space Division,
Valley Force, Pa.
(Deployed)
Current Flexible Solar Array Systems
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Flexible Solar Array - Back Surface of 250-ft Model
(Ryan Aeronautical Company, San Diego, Calif.)
Current Flexible Solar Array Systems (Coot.)
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Lockheed Missiles fc
Sunnyvale, Calif.
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Flexible Solar Array, 100-fT Model
Current Flexible Solar Array Systems (Coot. I
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Artist's Conception of Stowed and
Deployed Configurations
Deployed Configuration of Five Main Panels on
Test Fixture (The Boeing Company, Seattle,
Washington
Current Flexible Solar Array Systems (Coot.)
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4.1.1.2 Testing Performed on Flexible Array Systems
A review of the testing accomplished in the field of flexible solar arrays was made to
determine which of the significant or unique test methods could be applied to large space
station solar arrays (LSSSA).
The review covered the 10 major contractors who have developed, fabricated, and
tested flexible substrate solar arrays. The Structure Environmental Test Chart,
Chart B at the end of this section, reveals that much thermal, structural, and dynamic
testing has occurred on the various flexible solar array configurations. None of these
arrays were of comparable size to the LSSSA; in fact, all those on which significant
testing was performed were 280 square feet or less in area, approximately one-fortieth
of the space station solar array area. This large scale-up in dimensions places severe
restriction on the degree to which test results previously obtained may be applied to the
LSSSA. The testing did point out the important problem areas, and developed some
unique test methods.
All flex array systems were tested for deployment capabilities and most were tested
for retraction. In the flat fold category, the TRW system was the only remote retraction
system. The others, because of configuration or program requirements, were capable
of deployment only and manual aids were necessary for retraction. The overhead
support techniques for deployment/retraction testing which have been used appear
feasible for scale-up to the LSSSA size without any (insurmountable problems.
Panel alignment tests were conducted to evaluate retraction capabilities or aerodynamic
characteristics. Here it is Important to note mat Fairchlld-Hiller experienced problems
In keeping the substrate on the drum during retraction. They attributed this to lateral
displacement of the outer panel support by the folding beam. Also, their drum length/
diameter is in the range of 20/1, where the other drum concepts were 7/1 or less,
which may have an effect on retraction. Local panel wrinkling was experienced, but this
was eliminated with the application of cells to the substrate. Solar panel wrinkling will
be apparent in all but the frame systems during ground deployment tests without aids to
reduce panel support deflections to near zero. The systems may be fully satisfactory
for zero-g applications, but in one-g applications the tensioning systems would require
extreme over-design, penalizing both support structure and tensioning system.
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The most unique and comprehensive dynamic testing was done at G. E., including
heavily instrumented sine, random, and acoustic tests of their 250 square foot rollup
array, in the stowed condition. They also conducted a modal test of the deployed array
in both atmospheric air and a vacuum, and a modal test of the stowed system.
Findings of the G.E. deployed modal test are of significance to LSSSA, inasmuch as they
indicate the following:
• Analytical out-of-plane predictions of the lower frequencies, using a finite
element technique and treating the array as a membrane, are very close to the
true values in a 1-g field directed from the roller towards the array Up. It
is, therefore, very reasonable to suppose that analytical predictions of the
lower natural frequencies, using the same technique, for the zero-g condition
will be good approximations to the truth,
• The higher modes are sensitive to the bending stiffness of the array and also to
the uniformity, or lack of uniformity, of tension across the width of the array,
• The structural damping of the array is very high when measured in air compared
to its value (the true value) when measured In vacuum. The measured damping
coefficient for out-of-plane oscillatory motion of the array was 25 times higher
in air than in vacuum. Further testing is being conducted to resolve the problem
correlating in-plane vibration analysis with in-plane vibration of the deployed
configuration.
Despite the discrepancy in size between the two arrays, there is no reason why the
G. E. /JPL findings should not be applicable to the larger LSSSA. In fact, the Increase
in size for very little change in substrate thickness between the two arrays should
make the assumption that the array acts as a membrane even more valid, and hence
should render possible for the accurate computation of higher modes using this assump-
tion, than was possible for the G. E. array. Therefore, experimental determination of
array modes will not be necessary, provided that adequate stiffness data for the boom
are obtained, either analytically or by static test, and the boom is a reasonably linear
structure with little or no "slop". A test of an array of this size in vacuum to deter-
mine structural damping would be prohibitively expensive if, indeed, possible. The
value for structural damping derived by G. E. was 0.004 for the lower modes and a
higher vp.lue for the higher ones. The value of 0.004 is undoubtedly conservative (low)
for the space station array since for the type of boom which will be necessary for the
LSSSA (heavily built-up truss or tubular structure) the structural damping should be
greater than this. Also, the G. E. test specimen did not Incorporate the metal
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interconnects between adjacent cells which, especially in the higher modes where
bending of the array takes place, will increase damping.
Boom damping data for the lower modes on the LSSA can be estimated during the boom
static deflection tests by releasing the boom suddenly from a deflected position and
measuring the resultant decay. It is not expected that air damping will be significant
as long as the boom used has a low drag area/mass ratio. Sine, random, acoustic and
shock testing of stowed configurations was quite comprehensive. The most significant
problem here was encountered by G. E., when they found that during vibration testing of
their drum roll-up system the successive wraps tightened around the core, leaving the
outer wraps to flap, resulting in damage to cells. Further testing is being conducted
to resolve the problem and arrive at the proper stowed tension levels for the array by
increasing the tensions on the substrate while the array is being stowed.
Static tests were performed on some systems, but the results are generally peculiar to
the structure being used. The boom design for the LSSSA will be much larger in size
and will be subjected to artificial-g loads that are proportionally much larger than the
smaller arrays were designed for. Therefore, the data from these tests will not be
applicable. Static tests of the extensible boom in combined axial and bending model will
provide Information on the load-carrying behavior of the boom and, if carried to destruc-
tion, the ultimate capability and failure mode. In addition, this test will yield essential
information on the boom stiffness for use in the dynamic analysis.
The angular velocity associated with the artiflcial-g portion of the mission creates a
component of centrifugal force along the span of the array at right angles to the Space
Station longitudinal axis, and an orthogonal component along the chord parallel to the
Space Station longitudinal axis. This latter component will cause buckling or sagging of
the substrate mat can only be eliminated by pre-tenslonlng. The appropriate ratio
between chordwlse and spanwise centrifugal force may be produced in a 1-g field by
suspending an appropriately weighted panel of the array with its chord in a vertical
plane anJ its spanwise axis tilted at a predetermined angle to the horizontal. The amount
of pretension required to avoid sagging of the blanket may then be determined experi-
mentally for the ratio between cbordwise and spanwise forces appropriate to this angle.
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The substrate tests conducted by Lockheed Indicated that substrate flatness can be
reasonably controlled by the support techniques which are employed In either zero-g or
1-g environments, but not both without aids. The aids would, of course, be applied
during the ground tests. The aids must be designed to allow realistic deflections in the
substrate to occur so that retraction effects are accurately simulated.
Some system thermal testing has been accomplished on solar arrays. However, the
large size of the LSSSA, together with the fact that system temperature distribution and
resulting structural distortions are so very dependent on the individual structural details,
that to render meaningful extrapolation of test results from one system to predict those
of another system, even if it is somewhat similar, is very questionable. Ascent
thermal conditions can generally be controlled by shroud or fairing internal insulations.
Orbital thermal environments of ±200°F for 58,000 cycles are much more severe and
much more detrimental to system operation. Extension, retraction, and operation
phases are all affected. Thermal environment effects during operation of the solar
array, on both the extensible boom and the substrate, will have a bearing on their
design criteria. Thermal deflection tests are planned for the selected baseline boom
and substrate, and the test data will be applied to the system configuration to determine
their effects.
In addition to the test summary presented in Chart B, a brief summary of the testing
conducted by each solar array contractor is included in the following Structural Test
Program Survey to indicate the problems which were revealed and the solutions planned
or accomplished.
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STRUCTURAL TEST PROGRAM SURVEY
1. General Electric - 50-ft2 Flex Array Feasibility Model (Ref. Bibliography G.2-1
through -4)
• Bi-Btem Boom Deployment Test
Vertical upward, unaided, extension of boom with 4-inch wide 1-mil
Kapton strips to simulate panels. Full extension of 33.5 ft with no ap-
parent problems. Repeat test with 480 cells mounted on one strip and
480 glass blanks on the other adding 1.4 Ib to boom tip load. Boom stal-
led at 30 ft. Back-wound tape caused by excessive column load as the
boom approached full extension. Replaced tape, with no further problems.
• Bearing and Lubrication Considerations
• Three Constraints
Capability of withstanding static (non-rotating) radial and thrust loads
of launch.
Retention of lubrication properties in space environment.
Low starting torque after prolonged idle periods in space.
• Lubrication Considerations
Dry film - two types commonly used.
Transfer film - reinforced Teflon.
Dry film - Molybdenum disulflde.
• Bearing and Retainer Used
Bearing Type: Instrument size ball bearing
Case and Ball Material: 440c Stainless steel
Container Material: Rulon C (reinforced Teflon)
NOTES: Low speed application; bearing should first be run at
500 to 1000 RPM at light load (1/4 pound approximately)
for 1 hour to assure transfer of film from retainer.
Bearing must be supplied wtthout oil lubrication.
• Vibration per GE Drawing 47 E214524:
• Sinusoidal along 3 mutually perpendicular axes.
• Random along 3 mutually perpendicular axes.
• Acceleration per GE Drawing 47 E214524:
±13 g ±0.7 g at eg along 3 mutually perpendicular axes and varying
across the component by not more than 1.3 g from the specific 13 g.
U
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2. General Electric - 250-ft Flex-Array Prototype (Ref. Bibliography G. 2-5
through -8)
• Bi-stem Thermal Motion Test
Two tests conducted in a vacuum chamber to investigate boom thermal
motion behavior. The chamber consists of a vertical cylinder approxi-
mately 1-ft in diameter by 13-ft high, incorporating a liquid Na shroud,
and with solar simulation that provides an intensity conformity of better
than ±5 percent. One test allowed unrestrained motion (rotation) between
the bi-steam elements, the other test restrains motion between the
elements at the tip. This is the GE design, where the tip plug is attached
to both elements. The relative motion of the elements with respect to
rotation was noted when the heat source was turned on and off.
Results: Tip deflections were repeatable for the non-attached configu-
ration. The attached configuration had slight variations when
selective points were checked. One point selected was con-
sidered to be unstable and could result in thermal flutter.
(Ref. Bibliograph G.2-8, Pages 2-39 to 2-40). For extrap-
olation, derivation and discussion of results see Bibliography
G.2-8, Pages 2-40 to 2-45.
• Array Structure Load Deflection Test
(For load-deflection testing of the drums and end support in the stowed
configuration, see complete test summary, Bibliograph G. 2-8, Pages
2-48 to 2-64).
• Bi-stem Component Vibration Test
Spar bi-stem actuator unit subjected to vibration levels per GE Specifi-
cation SVS 7552. Tests performed were sinusoidal and random
(Bibliograph G.2-8, Page 2-63).
• AiResearch Motor/Gearhead Test
Test to determine capability of operation of motor/gear assembly to
retract the solar array for the required duty cycle without overheating
when in a vacuum. Previously it was determined that it would operate
under rated conditions in vacuum. Ratings are 120 oz-in. load one
minute on, five minutes off. This test was to determine if it would handle
maximum expected load of 20 oz-in. with a duty time of five minutes on.
(Bibliography G.2-8, Pages 2-66 to 2-71).
• Systems Test (Bibliography G. 2-8, Pages 2-72 to 2-87)
• Deployed Model Test. Applied base displacements in the form of sinu-
soidal excitations from 0.1 to 2.0 Hz. Array extended vertically with
leading end down, drum up in a vacuum chamber. The primary objec-
tives were to obtain natural frequencies and mode shape of array in
vacuum and 1-g field and compare the results to analysis, and to meas-
ure the damping characteristics in vacuum and standard atmospheric
conditions. Reports and discussions have indicated that correlation of
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analysis and test were successful in the out-of-plane mode of excitation.
In-plane modes did not correlate and further study will be accomplished
in a follow-on program. In vacuum damping coefficient established by
test was 0. 004 and in one atmosphere was 0.1.
• Stowed Modal Test. Sinusoidal excitation applied to the stowed array
from 10 to 2000 Hz. The primary objectives are to (1) correlate
analysis with test results; (2) measure damping characteristics in am-
bient environment; and (3) evaluate modes of vibration peculiar to
blankets. Testing revealed a tightening of blanket inner layers and a
loosening of outer layers which produced cell damage. Follow-on test-
ing will involve higher substrate tensions provided by ground aids during
the retraction process. Testing not concluded at this time.
• GSE and Test Experiment (Ref. Bibliography G.2-8, Pages 2-88 to 2-95/96)
• Holding fixture developed for ground handling of drum assembly.
• Deployment aids for upward extension of array successfully developed
and demonstrated.
• Deployed model test equipment developed and demonstrated for flexible
array systems
3. Fairchild-Hiller - 250 ft Hex-Array Feasibility Model (Ref. Bibliography F. 1-1
through -4)
• Counterbalance weights were attached through a system of overhead
pulleys and cables to simulate vertical, upward deployment of the folding
arm system, and the sub-array panel. Counterbalancing weights were
used for configuring varying weights of the array panel as it is deployed
off the drum. The deployment/retraction tests were conducted to establish
the operational characteristics of the deployment/retraction mechanism.
See Bibliograph F. 1-4, Table 2. 5.3-1, Page 2-79 for cable rigging
tensions. This test was conducted to determine the system loading capa-
bilities. Significant factors uncovered are as follows:
• Tracking of panels during roll-up. Difficulty was experienced in
keeping the substrate on the drum. Problem not resolved.
• Random wrinkling occurred during retraction — problem disappeared
when panels were covered with solar cells.
• Folding arm cable rigging tension effects:
• Cable Pre-Load. Cable tension rigged to such magnitude that the
active cables would develop only the load required to perform its
function without permitting its companion cable to go slack.
• Cable Pre-Stress. Pre-stretch the cable to give it permanent set,
thereby preventing subsequent stretching and tension relaxation in
folding arm system.
• In-plane shear stability and rigidity of the array panel. Small lateral
motion of spreader bar during extension/retraction affected tracking.
Problem unresolved, needs further investigation.
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4. Falrchild-Hlller - 16-ft Spinning Satellite Flex-Array (Ref. Bibliography F. 1-5
through -7)
• Vertical Upward Deployment. Increase linkage force with additional
springs to actuate array panels to overcome force of gravity for ground
testing.
• Humidity. Test was conducted in Tenny Altitude Chamber for 24 hours
at 86° ±20 F at relative humidity of 95 ±5 percent. Corrosion problems
due to dissimilar metals. Proper preparation and choice of material
could eliminate these problems.
• Vibration. Test included a three-axis sinusoidal and random shake (see
Bibliography, F. 1-6, page 3-17 to page 3-24).
• Spin Deployment. To verify structural integrity and proper mechanical
functioning of the array. Test was to simulate flight condition, deploying
two arrays and spinning at 160 RPM (16. 75 radians/sec). Calculated
and actual deployment times are shown in Bibliography F. 1-6, Fig. 3.20,
page 3-24.
5. Hughes - 166-tt2 Flex-Array Prototype (Ref. Bibliograph H. 1-1 through -6)
• Array Wrapping
Various tests were conducted to develop techniques that utilize the force
in the compressed foam layers to protect the solar cells from vibration.
(Ref. Bibliography H. 1-3, pages 13 to 15)
• Mechanical Model Tests (Ref. Bibliography H. 1-5, pages 7 to 141
• Stem device deployment demonstrates retraction to verify capability
• Active area decrease - Rate of substrate coming off the rolled up
layers compared to the rate of stem tube deployment required adjust-
ment of leading edge thus reducing the active area. This problem was
resolved In a follow-on program by replacing gearing system with a
negator motor.
• Substrate sag prevalent during all "G" deployments.
• Failure and rework of stem devices as a result of exceeding design
loads.
• Inter-panel pressure tests to assess the effects of varying the panel
restraining loads for ascent.
• Environmental tests (not completed in this contract).
Thermal shock- three continuous shock cycles +85°C to -48°C
Mechanical shock - 6 millisecond sawtooth
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Acceleration- 1 minute
Aft g
2.0
Vibration - Sine Acceleration
Acceleration
0.2 Inch double amplitude
1-g acceleration peak
0.06 inch double amplitude
10 g acceleration peak
100 - 1000
100 - 50
1000 - 2000
Random Vibration Levels
20.06g /cps (9.3 g-rms)
Down 6 db/octave
Down 6 db/octave
6. Hughes - Follow-On Testing (Same Unit) (Ref. Bibliography H.6-7 through -13)
• Development test of boom length compensation (Bibliograph H.6-8,
pages 17 and 18).
• Room temperature test of drum drive negators (Bibliography H. 6-8,
pages 11 and 12).
• Vibration test of panels and cushion. Room temperature life test on
contoured drum negators (Bibliography H.6-10, pages 13 to 15).
• Completion of vibration test of panels and cushion. Bearing and negator
development tests. Boom actuation unit development test (Bibliography
H.6-11, pages 15 to 20).
7. Ryan - 280-ft2 Flex-Array Prototype (Ref. Bibliography R.4-5 through -8)
• Investigations of extension and retraction torque required for the beam
held radially against the wrap drum. The minimum torques required were
determined when the radial forces were such that the wrapped beam was
held against the wrapped drum with no deformation from the wrapped
drum curvature between the radial points. The radial forces were pro-
vided by 3/8-in. diameter rollers held against the flattened beam by a
tension spring each side of the beam. The test was conducted by record-
ing the force, at a given crank arm (torque), to extend and retract the
beam. (See Bibliography R.4-4, Test Results, page 186, Fig. 11-2.)
• For theoretical torque calculations, see R. 4-4, page 187 to page 190.
• Beam bending test was conducted to determine the vertical plane bending
capability of the cnnttlevered deployable beam.
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• See R.4-4, page 192, Fig. 11-4 for test results. For calculated
comparison, see pages 191-199.
• The deployment/retraction test of the array showed that clips attached to
array panel and bi-stem came loose resulting in tear of substrates. Prob-
lem has not been resolved.
British Aircraft Corporation - 8.1-ft2 Flex-Array Prototype (Ref. Bibliography
B. 2-1 through B. 2-3)
• Static Load 15g, Two Array Axes
• Longitudinal - normal to direction of deployment.
• Lateral
• Harmonic Vibration
• Frequency Two Array Axes
10 - 50
50 - 500
Hz
Hz
500 - 3000 Hz
3g
10 g
10 g
Scanning speed: 2 octave/minute
Random Vibration
• Frequency PSD
—5-
20 - 2000 Hz 0 . 0 7 g / H z
Amplitude Duration
11.5 g - rms 4 minutes
• Flexibility
Deployment/retraction: 20 cycles in normal room temperature
• Depressurization (Roll-up Array)
10 in 5 minutes
9. Lockheed Missiles & Space Co. - 50-ft2 Feasibility Model - Spindle (Ref.
Bibliography L. 4-3)
• Flat Spindle Deployment/Retraction Capability Test
Rate of extension erratic because of moment arm change. Retraction
rate was uniform. Problem solvable by use of cams but details not
worked out.
210. Lockheed Missiles & Space Company - 90 ft Flex-Array Prototype Flat Fold
(Ref. Bibliography L.4-19)
• Hold Down/Release System Test
• • Cable tension for redundant pin pullers
• Proper pre-load (1/2 lb/in.2)
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Deployment/Retraction — Vertically Upward
• SPAR unit only - alignment checks for offset, rotation and repeatability
Tension Test_on Complete_Panel Assembly
• Effect on pallet width
• Uniform tension distribution
• Higher edge tension distribution proved to be best support technique
• Edge curl not apparent in tests with proper support
Systems Capability
• Hold down/release and deployment test, 20 cycles at room temperature.
Vibration Test
• Acoustic — octave band sound pressure level, 124-139. 5 db at
frequencies from 63-8000 Hz.
• Shock synthesis, X-axis only
Acceleration Frequen
10 g
14 g
25 g
• Random sine search for resonance
Frequency:
Amplitude:
35 Hz
1
11. Boeing - 1424-ft Flex Substrate/Rigid Frame Prototype - Flat Fold (Ret.
Bibliography B.3-1 through -8)
Lead weights were added to a deployment model (MTA-3) for simulating the mass,
center of gravity, and mass moment of inertia of the flight prototype subpanel
units. For the effects of this test see Bibliography B.3-8, page 5-4, Table V-l.
Comparison of bending frequency attained at ambient temperature to suspending
a model in a deployment fixture simulating a structure in space (see B.3-8, Fig.
Fig. 5-2).
• Tests Performed
• Mechanisms functional testing
Deployment drive — electric motor drum assembly
Quadrant assembly
Main hinge assembly
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12,
• Simulated Zero-Gravity Deployment System
Mechanical System - With fixture to allow deployment of multiple
folding solar array panel with minimum gravity effects. Fixtures
consist of mechanical interface, cables and quadrant, air sled, air
track and overhead suspension lines.
• Test Method and Observation
• Zero Initial Velocity Tests. Test to obtain time-history and other data
for a given deployment swing starting with zero velocity and zero cable
tension. Deployment is Initiated by turning on the deployment motor
and allowing the panels to proceed through approximately 177 degrees.
Test provided data for comparison and definition of parameters.
• Controlled Starting Condition Tests. Obtained time history and other
data for a given deployment wing as influenced by the closing velocity
of the previous swings.
• Aerodynamic Test. Test conducted same as above, except a plastic
membrane was attached to the array frame to simulate aerodynamic
drag. Comparison of time history for test run showed no consistent
differences that could be attributed to aerodynamic membrane.
• Sign? Resistance Tests. Evaluate the sum of all resistance on each
deployment swing. Resistances arose from hinges, latch link, GSE
instrumentation frictions, air-bearing track, and ambient air effects.
• Deflected Panel Tests. Determined the effects on deployment of a
pressured deflection of a panel due to differential beating of the sunside
and the darkside. A 50°F steady-state differential was actually
shown by analysis based on a test run.
The testing of the MTA-3 showed that fabrication and assembly required closer
tolerances and more refined tooling. Misalignment of the holes in the hinge
plates caused interference with other mechanical parts during deployment.
Several areas of mechanical interference were discovered during assembly of the
MTA-3. These were generally minor In nature and were corrected by providing
reliefs or adjusting the location of the interfering parts.
TRW - 12 ft2 Feasibility Model (Ret. Bibliography T.3-19)
• Stowage Method^
• Cell Fracture Load Test. Determine ascent preload pressures.2
Cushion placed in different positions on 18 in. cell area.
Individual cells loaded as simply supported beam.
Result - in all cases cells fractured at 8 Ib.
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• .Face-to-face_Cell_yibration Three different configurations with
pressure bag on top and silicon pad on bottom. Vibration with retention
pressure levels of 6, 2, and 0.5 pslg, sine sweeping from 25 to 120 cps
in 2 minutes each at g-levels of 5, 12, and 17. S-g. There were 27
tests per configuration. Same panels used for all 27 testa, and upon
removal and Inspection damage was negligible.
Pads after every fold
Pads on backside of panels only
No pads
• Total Systems Demonstration Teat - 12-ft2 Model, 200 cycles
Stowage
Deployment/retraction
Articulation for suntracking
13. Royal Aircraft Establishment - 39 ft2 Prototype Model (Ret. Bibliography R. 3-10)
• Vibration and Acceleration Test. Dummy glass-covered cells and patches
of live cells in the stowed condition. Levels not available.
• Repeated deployment and restowing and mechanical tests in the fully
deployed state. Deployment test to be conducted vertically to minimize
gravitational effects and facilitate panel stowage. No apparent problems
reported.
14. Messerschmltt-Bolkow-Blohm GMBH - 1290 ft2 Inflatable Hex-Array Prototype -
Flat Fold (Ret. Bibliography M.3-1)
A comprehensive test program on component, subsystem, and system level was
carried out in 1969 and 1970. The tests on the complete panel comprised:
• Laboratory (3 months) and thermal storage (-20°C to +60°C at 60 percent
humidity)."
• Sinusoidal vibration 10-g (6 mm double amplitude) In thrust vector
direction. 6-g (4 mm double amplitude) normal to thrust vector direction
5 to 2000 Hz.
• Random noise vibration: 0.06 g2/Hz, 15 to 2100 Hz
• Mechanical shock: 150-g, 5 to 10 ms
• Pressure reduction (launch simulation). Pressure reduction to 10 Torr
within 12 - 15 mln.
• Space environment simulation, p- 10* Torr, cold wall cooled by liquid
N'2 panel stowed (launch phase)
Solar Radiation Intensity: I/- • solar constant (spinning rocket stage)
• Deployment duration: 30 to 45 minutes at 1 solar constant.
• Rlgidlzing and operational tests - temperature shock: (switching off solar
radiation simulator for 30 mln).
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The same test procedures were applied in general in the component tests. In the
dynamic tests an additional factor of 1.5 was applied to take into account increases
in amplitude due to resonance.
With critical components radiation tests were also performed. For example, the
gelatine-glass fiber laminate was subjected to ultraviolet (UV) and particle
irradiation.
Strength degradation of unprotected samples was as follows:
With simulated solar radiation (UV) under vacuum conditions: 20 percent
after 3500 hours.
With electrons irradiation (1016, 1 MeV, electrons per cm ): 15 percent
The very high safety factor considered in dimensioning the supporting tubes, due
to fabrication technical reasons, will therefore ensure a lifetime of several years.
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
4.1.1.3 Techniques Used in Flexible Array Dynamic Analysis
The techniques employed by several contractors for analyzing flexible solar arrays
were reviewed and the results summarized. The review revealed several techniques
that were used to dynamically analyze flexible solar arrays. Structural and thermo-
dynamic methods were the routinely used state-of-the-art techniques. However, the
most significant feature of the review was, as in the testing, the comprehensive mem-
brane analysis and analysis techniques by JPL and G. E. Further basic work is being
done by these organizations in the area of modeling in-plane motions. Modeling
techniques developed and verified by test under this program will be used as a basis
for Space Station Solar Array dynamic models used in the Langley/Falrchild-Hiller
Solar Array Interaction Study, contract NAS1-10155.
4.1.1.3. 1 Review of General Analysis Methods. For purposes of ensuring that speci-
fied natural frequency restrictions on the solar array are met, and also for determining
the dynamic properties of the array for use in control equations, accurate analytical
prediction of the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the array are necessary. The
four basic procedures for achieving this end are:(l) exact analysis: (2) Rayleigh-Ritz
energy- method: (3) lumped parameter or string method: and (4) finite element procedures.
These four methods are described below.
F-xact Method. If the array itself is considered to be a stretched membrane (i. e.,
capable of resisting in-plane tensile forces only) the equations of motion for the
membrane, the booms (as cantilever beams), and the stretcher beam may be written.
By Incorporating natural and geometric boundary conditions, it may be possible to
obtain a closed form solution for the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the system.
For the simplest cases this procedure would be fairly straight-forward. The case of a
rectangular stretched membrane supported on all four edges is readily dealt with in
"Vibration Problems in Engineering," by S. Timoshenko. However, as soon as two
edges are freed (as is the case with most contemporary' flex array designs) the problem
of satisfying the free edge boundary conditions becomes very complex. The additional
factor of the cantilever boom coupled with the membrane leads to further complication
and to the conclusion that though a closed form solution to (at least) the simpler con-
figurations may be possible, the use of numerical methods is more practical in terms
of time and effort required to obtain a solution of acceptable accuracy.
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Rayleigh-Ritz Energy Method. The basic procedure of this very powerful method of
determining natural frequencies is to equate the strain energy of the system at its
maximum displacement (i.e., zero velocity for simple harmonic motion) to the
kinetic energy at zero displacement (i.e., maximum velocity). It is necessary to
assume a mode shape to apply this method, but by expressing the mode shape in
infinite series form and using other opportune classical dynamic principles, it is
possible to obtain fairly accurate solutions for both mode shapes and frequencies.
As with the exact methods, the greatest drawback of this method is the difficulty of
satisfying all of the boundary conditions for some configurations. General Electric
used this method (Ref. Bibliography G. 2-6) to obtain solutions for a membrane with
two free edges and two fixed edges, and the resulting computations were quite complex.
Lumped Parameter Method. This is a numerical procedure in which an elastic struc-
ture is broken down into a series of lump masses (with or without rotary inertia),
connected together by springs. Depending on the modes of interest, this could include
any combination of shear, moment, and torsion springs. By solving the equations of
motion for each lump simultaneously, the relative displacements of each lump (mode
shape) and the associated modal frequencies are obtained. Usually, the equations of
motion are written in matrix form to facilitate computer solution.
The most convenient lumped parameter method for flex array analysis is the so-called
string method, in which the membrane portion of the solar array is replaced by a
system of elastic strings with lumped masses, representing the mass of the array,
disposed at various positions on the strings. Members having bending stiffness are
represented as lumped systems that have both shear and bending springs associated
with them. A typical roll-up solar array and one of the many string dynamic models
that could be used to represent it are shown in Figs. 4-1 and 4-2.
In the case illustrated the array is divided into six equal parts per wing, as shown by
the dotted lines in Fig. 4-1, and the mass of each one of these parts is lumped at its
eg as shown in Fig. 4-2(b). The boom is split into three equal length rigid bars and
its bending stiffness is simulated by shear and moment springs joining the rigid bars
together and to the center body. The strongback is considered to be a rigid bar pinned
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SPACECRAFT
ARRAY
MEMBRANES
KXTEND1BLE
B<X)M
Fig. 4-1 Typical Flexible Array Structure
TENSION SPRINGS
SHEAR & MOMENT SPRINGS
j- RIGID MEMBERS
PIN .101 NT
Kig. 1-2 Lump Spring (or String) Moael of Structure in Fig. 4-1
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to the boom end. However, if desired, this too may be given an elastic representation
similar to that of the boom.
The model of Fig. 4-2 may be used to determine longitudinal (in-plane) modes and, to
a lesser degree of accuracy, in-plane bending modes. The solar array representation
is somewhat inadequate for this case because of the lack of any chord-wise members
to give coupling between adjacent strings. Further work on modeling methods for
in-plane modes is currently under way at G. E., under the direction of JPL.
Generally, the in-plane modes have frequencies beyond the usual range of interest, so
the most important case is that of out-of-plane motion. In this case, the springs join-
ing adjacent array lumps provide out-of-plane shear forces by virtue of the relative
out-of-plane motion between adjacent lumps. Fig. 4-2(a) shows this situation. If the
tension (T) in the spring is assumed to remain constant during the deformation, the
T
shear stiffness is given by y- .
Modes and frequencies for the model of Fig. 4-2, or any other string model, may be
determined by any one of the many existing eigenvalue-solver computer programs.
At LMSC the "Wong-Choleski" or "Calvert-Choleski" program would be used.
Finite Element Methods. This method is essentially similar to the lump method, but
a more accurate representation of the structure is possible. Instead of being broken
down into lumps and springs, the structure is broken down into a series of structural
elements, each of which has a stress distribution associated with it. Continuity of
displacements between adjoining elements is maintained in contrast to the lump
method, in which step changes of displacement occur. The basic finite element
program at LMSC is the REXBAT (revised expanded BATDORF) program.
4.1.1.3.2 Review of Significant Dynamic Analysis Methods Employed in Flexible Array
Programs - General Electric (Ref. Bibliography G. 2-6 and -7). The work done
by G. E. was by far the most comprehensive of all those surveyed. The array they con-
sidered had one central extendible boom and a stretcher bar wi th the array disposed
2
symmetrically on each side of it. with an area of 250f t . The rolled-up configuration was
analyzed using a lump-spring model of the drum, stowed array, and support system.
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The deployed configuration dynamic analysis was performed using a finite element
approach considering the boom and stretcher bar as a series of beam elements,
with the effect of end load due to sheet tension taken into account. The array struc-
ture was broken down into a series of rectangular membrane elements.
An attempt was made by G. E. (Ref. Bibliography G. 2-6) to obtain a closed form
solution for the membrane modes by assuming X, Y, Z displacement functions of the
form:
u -^»u (x , y)elu"
and using Rayleigh-Ritz techniques. The resulting analysis was quite complex and
did not incorporate the boom effects. Accordingly, their recommendation was that
the finite element procedure be pursued further, possibly taking account of the bending
stiffness of the array also.
Frequencies calculated for out-of-plane motion varied from 0. 077 Hz for the first
mode to 0.29 Hz for the sixth in zero-g conditions and 0.18 Hz for first mode to
0. 65 Hz for sixth mode in a one-g field directed from the roller toward the stretcher
bar.
If the total axial load on the boom was no greater than one-quarter of the boom buckling
load, the end load had negligible effect on the frequency of the first mode. For higher
loads there was a significant drop in first mode frequency.
Reduction of the number of chord-wise elements (into which each subpanel was divided)
to less than two will cause some loss of essential modal information. Reduction of
the spanwise elements from ten to five had little effect on the first five modal fre-
quencies.
In addition to the analysis, the array was subjected to random, acoustic, and sinu-
soidal vibration, and a modal test of the deployed array was conducted in vacuum
and in air (Ref. Bibliography G.2-20). Results of the modal test indicated excellent
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agreement with analytical frequencies and also showed a measured first-mode damping
coefficient of 0. 004 in vacuum compared to 0.10 in air.
Ryan (Ref. Bibliography R.4-4 and R. 4-7). This company placed greatest emphasis
on dynamic analysis of the stowed array. They used a Rayleigh-Ritz technique,
assuming a combined longitudinal and circumferential mode shape given by:
Because the deployed array had two edge members, no pre-tension of the array was
employed. Hence, unlike the pre-tensioned arrays, the assumption that tension remains
essentially constant during array deformation cannot be made. Further, because of the
assumed displacement form and the essential slack in the system, the tension is not a
linear function of displacement.
For the deployed 300 square foot array natural frequencies of 0.04 Hz for first bending
and 0.438 Hz for first torsion were derived using calculated boom inertia and geometric
properties and a standard formula from "Mechanical Vibrations" by D. Hartog.
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Hughes (Ref. Bibliography H.6-6). This company analyzed a 50 square foot and a
500 square foot array, representing the array by a single continuous string and the
boom by a uniform cantilever beam. The stretcher bar was assumed to be rigid, and
no torsional motor was permitted. The exact equations of motion for the string and
boom were solved in conjunction with appropriate boundary conditions to evaluate the
natural frequencies and mode shapes of the string-boom combination.
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4.1.1.4 Evaluation of the Three Basic Flexible Array Packaging Techniques for
Space Station Use
•i
In section 4.1.1.1, data on ten flexible array designs, whose areas varied from 8.1 ft2
to 250 ft , were discussed and compared. In this section, the three basic flexible array
packaging concepts (drum roller, flat spindle, and flat fold) are evaluated in terms of
2
their adaptability to the 10,000 ft Space Station array requirement. Chart C lists the
three concepts and discusses the advantages and disadvantages of each in the major
categories of Packaging Characteristics, Ground Handling Capabilities, Ascent Capa-
bilities, Tiedown Release and Tensioning Mechanism Operation, Stowage Volume, and
Predicted Reliability. Comments are subjective in many cases because data or test
results to support conclusions are not available. Supporting data and general conclu-
sions in each of the categories are Included in the following discussions to help clarify
the comparisons.
4.1.1.4.1 Packaging Characteristics. Foam in thin sheets, placed between layers of
substrate, or in button or strip configurations, bonded directly to the flexible substrate,
are the most commonly used padding configurations. One new idea in this area is
especially interesting for the Space Station application. This is the use of Fluorinated
Ethylene Propylene (FEP) sheets employed in a double use as cell covers and as pro-
tective padding material.
FEP cell covers are currently being tested and, if successful, could replace conventional
covers. If the test program were expanded to include cell-to-cell vibration tests of
FEP covered wrap-around solar cells, the feasibility of using FEP as a combined cover
and padding may be demonstrated. Embossed K apt on material bonded to the rear sur-
face of the panels also appears to be a reasonable approach for either the drum or
spindle designs. However, this approach may lower the backside radiation capabilities.
The flat fold could also use this material, but protection may be required only in the
phases prior to first deployment. Should the panels be retracted, dynamic loads during
shuttle rosupply may not be severe enough to require the protective padding between
the cells.
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During extension and retraction the end supports of the rotating drum and flat spindle
concepts are points of concentrated loading and may also be subject to thermal dis-
tortion. The flat folding concept does not require end supports so the obvious advan-
tages are: weight saving, elimination of concentrated load points, and also elimination
of a power transfer device at that rotating interface.
4.1.1.4.2 Manufacturing, Test and Storage Handling. From manufacturing handling
considerations, the maximum width of the solar panel should probably not exceed 6 feet.
Kapton, a good substrate material is made in a standard off-the-shelf width of 5 feet.
Manufacturers of Kapton are not inclined to increase the width because it would require
major capital outlay for the equipment. Furthermore, the maximum suggested width
of a panel laid out flat on a table should only be 6 feet to allow manufacturing personnel
to reach their work from both sides with ease during assembly operations.
The container for the flat fold and spindle designs protects the solar panels at all
times during ground tests, including removal and replacement handling of the unit,
and also during performance of tests. Present drum designs do not incorporate a
closed container in the package design and therefore will require ground handling pro-
tection.
Long term storage appears to have a serious effect on the cushioning pads, requiring
readjustment of the panel restraining force. In the drum design for example, it may
not be desirable to maintain a tight wrap on the drum during storage, and then have to
remove and reapply tensions to it prior to launch. Tension readjustment cannot be
done in its rolled-up state. Roll-up forces can also cause substrate edge curl. In the
flat fold and spindle designs, however, the restraining force is a compressive load and
is easily removed or reapplied without excessive handling of the panels.
4.1.1.4.3 Ascent Capabilities. Since ascent and ground handling requirements for the
solar arrays are similar, design features should be considered that satisfy both needs.
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The discussion in Chart C is based on load and dynamic effects including acceleration
and acoustic/random vibration. It also includes discussion of thermal effects in the
packaged condition along with the possibility of exposure of the array minus the pro-
tective shroud for a six day orbit period. This could result in approximately 100
thermal cycles and extreme temperature changes due to "greenhouse" effects in the
stowed array.
4.1.1.4.4 Tie Down, Release and Tensioning Mechanism Operation. A release system
is normally initiated by pyrotechnic devices such as squibs, explosive nuts or bolts, or
linear shape charges. Assuming the drum design incorporates a releasable lock to
prevent ascent pre-rotation, no concept has an advantage over the others in this regard.
Increased tensions must be applied to the panel substrates during the artificial-g
experiment. The same tensioning system can be used for the outboard force In all
three stowage concepts; however, the restraining force that must be applied at the
array root presents problems in the roll-up concepts. The drum design, for example,
employs a releasable lock to prevent drum rotation which is the opposing inboard force
of the tensioning system. This force Is a function of the wrapped drum radius and
results in the highest restraining torque. The spindle also employs a releasable lock
that is indexed to stop with the spindle width parallel to the deployed panels. The
resulting lower restraining torque is a function of half the thickness of the wrapped
spindle.
Even with releasable locks the rotating versions may impose unacceptable loads on the
cell assemblies as tension is Increased. Also, a change in length by creep and/or
thermal expansion or contraction can change the fold area location on the flat spindle
so that the retraction indexing would be impossible.
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4.1.1.5 Stowage Volume. Section 4.1.1.1 presented a comparison of stowage volume
requirements for present flexible array design concepts after they were normalized to
250 ft2. Experience on those flexible array programs has shown that where there are
specific design envelope requirements, the available stowage volume and an L/D ratio
that is compatible with proper retraction tracking (substrate wrapping on drum) will
determine the drum diameter. For instance, in their Splice Station solar array studies
for NAR, G. E. selected a drum diameter of 25 inches.
In order to make a gross evaluation of packaging concepts for Space Station application,
three drum diameters were chosen based on the G. E. selection in their study. Those
selected were: 1. 5-ft diameter, 2. 0-ft diameter, and 2.5-ft diameter. For each of
the above drum diameters, three arbitrary flat-fold widths were selected to compare
stowage volumes. Those were: the fold width equals the drum diameter, the fold
width equals one-half the drum circumference, and the flat fold width equals the drum
circumference. The groundrules used in the comparison for baseline array design
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(1) There are four solar panel assemblies (quadrants) of 2,520 ft each, for a
total array area of 10, 080 ft .
(2) The aspect ratio of each quadrant (2,520 ft2) is approximately three to one.
(3) There are six, 5-ft wide solar panel strips 84 ft long in each quadrant.
Using the above groundrules, the comparison of stowage volume required for each of
the three concepts (drum roller, flat fold, and flat spindle) is tabulated on the next
page.
4.1.1.4.6 Reliability. Chart C contains only a stacking of the three packaging con-
cepts based on qualitative evaluation of design complexity. Comparison was based on
design simplicity and number of anticipated failure modes.
Comments concerning the reliability rating in each category are as follows:
• Stowage Methods
Drum Roller. The solar cells and Interconnects are subjected to some
bending stress due to the circular shape of the drum.
Flat Spindle and Flat Fold. Solar cells and interconnects are stowed on
the flat surface only. No cells appear in the area of the fold (bend) lines.
However, the feeder harnesses are subjected to a small radius bend, but
as shown on two existing designs, the effect was negligible. With respect
to reliability, the flat spindle and flat fold designs were considered to be
better.
• Protective Padding. No advantage was identified in this category. Although
the techniques are different between the flat fold and drum and/or spindle.
reliability is not affected.
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• Deployment/Retraction
Drum Roller. Partial deployment during artiflcial-g has two problem
areas, namely the need for a releaseable lock (brake) to prevent drum
rotation, and introduction of added bending stress to the solar cells due
to applied panel tensions.
Flat Spindle. Partial deployment during artificial-g requires a release-
able lock (brake) to prevent drum rotation as in the drum design, but no
bending stresses are introduced to the solar cells. Critical panel
indexing problem (no cell area can meet edge of spindle) during retrac-
tion. Uneven (jerky) rate of deployment due to changing moment arm
may be corrected with a cam mechanism.
Flat Fold. Partially deployed during artificial-g, the unfinished panel
folds utilize a hollow rod that is held in place by a pyrotechnic device;
also, there are no moving parts.
• Tension Method
Drum Roller. Requires a releasable lock (brake) which means a number
of moving parts. Also has most restraining torque. For artificial-g
requires a releasable indexing lock (brake) to assure the spindle will stop
with its width parallel to the deployed panels, resulting in a smaller
restraining torque. In this case more moving parts are necessary.
Flat Fold. A hollow rod attached to the panels and held in place by a
pyrotechnic device. No moving parts, pre-set prior to launch and again
more reliable.
The drum and spindle are rated equal in deployment reliability, since both require
releasable brakes. The drum has increased bending of the stowed cells during the
artificial-g mode. The spindle has indexing problems during retraction along with
uneven deployment motion.
From the viewpoint of reliability, the flat fold appears to be the outstanding deployment
technique, since no moving parts are required.
• Method of End Support
Drum Roller. This design employs bearings and shafts (axles),well estab-
lished and considered very reliable.
Flat Spindle. Same as above except it requires a greater distance between
the mounting base and axis of rotating spindle.
Flat Fold. No requirement.
• Power Transfer
Drum Roller/Flat Spindle. Utilizes slip rings or flex cable where possible.
Problems may occur such as lubrication/contamination: has moving parts.
Flat Fold. Uses conventional transfer at the base attach point. No moving
parts, therefore, inherently more reliable.
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NO.
1
2
3
STOWAGE
METHOD
DRUM
ROLLER
FLAT
SPINDLE
FLAT
PXdC
ILLUSTRATION
«
i
PACKAGING
PROTECTIVE PADDING FOR SOLAR
CELLS DURING FLIGHT AND
GROUND HANDLING
PRESENT STATE-OF-THE-ART METH-
ODS ARE APPLICABLE; BECAUSE OF
LARGE DEPLOYED AREA MANUFAC-
TURING PROBLEMS, COST, ETC. ARE
INCREASED. CONSIDER OTHER POS-
SIBILITIES. BOND SHEET OF EMBOS-
SED KAPTON TO ENTIRE REAR SUR-
FACE. FEP COVER SHEET BESIDES
RADIATION PROTECTOR. COULD RE-
PLACE EXISTING CUSHIONING
MAT'L TESTS IN PROGRESS -SHOULD
INCLUDE VIBRATION. DRUM CURVA-
TURE MAY REQUIRE USE OF CUSHION-
ING MATERIAL.
SAME AS ABOVE EXCEPT FEP COVERS
AND THE SPINDLE FLAT SURFACE
COULD ELIMINATE USING CUSHION
MATERIAL. POTENTIALLY APPEAR TO
BE VERY FEASIBLE.
SAME AS ABOVE EXCEPT CUSHION
MAT'L MUST BE ON CELL SIDE OF
EVERY OTHER PANEL. CELL AREA IS
DECREASED IF CUSHIONING BUT-
TONS, STRIPS, OR WINDOW FRAME
SECTIONS ARE USED. REMOVABLE
CUSHIONING SHEET BETWEEN CELL-
TO-CELL FOLD FOR HANDLING AND
ASCENT PROTECTION ONLY.
DEPLOYMENT/RETRACTION
VERY GOOD FOR ROLLING UP
LARGE SURFACE AREAS. IF PARTI-
ALLY DEPLOYED DURING ARTIFI-
CIAL "G"
1 . DRUM MUST BE RESTRAINED TO
PREVENT ROTATION
2. INCREASED PANEL TENSION RE-
SULT IN INCREASED BENDING OF
STOWED CELLS AND DAMAGE
MAY OCCUR.
SAME AS ABOVE EXCEPT INCREASED
TENSION DOES NOT AFFECT
STOWED CELLS. INDEXING OF
PANEL BEND AREA TO SPINDLE IS
CRITICAL PROBLEM DURING RETRAC-
TION. UNEVEN (JERKY) RATE OF
DEPLOYMENT DUE TO CHANGING
MOMENT ARM.
IF PARTIALLY DEPLOYED DURING
ARTIFICIAL "G," A HOLD-DOWN
FRAMEWORK DEVICE KEEP STOWED
PANELS IN PLACE. INCREASED
TENSION DOES NOT AFFECT
STOWED CELLS. AS PROVEN BY
TRW RETRACTION IS FEASIBLE.
DRUM/SPINDLE END SUPPORT
END SUPPORTED USING PRESENT
STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS . SUP-
PORTS ARE CRITICAL STRESS AND
THERMAL AREA. ADVERSE CONDI-
TIONS WILL NOT INTERFERE WITH
POSITIVE DEPLOYMENT/RETRAC-
TION.
SAME AS ABOVE EXCEPT SUPPORT
HEIGHT FROM THE BASE TO THE t
IS GREATER.
NONE REQUIRED.
ATTACHMENT TO STRUCTURE
ATTACHMENT IS IN THE AREA OF
END SUPPORT. RESULTS IN CON-
CENTRATED SYSTEM LOADING RE-
MOVAL OF UNDESIRABLE RESONANT
FREQUENCIES BY STRUCTURAL
CHANGES DIFFICULT TO ACHIEVE.
SAME AS ABOVE.
MOUNTING HOLES DISTRIBUTED AS
REQUIRED. EASY TO REMOVE UN-
DESIRABLE RESONANT FREQUEN-
CIES. (ADD MORE ATTACHMENTS)
POWER TRANSI
PRESENT STATE-OF-THE-
ODS ARE APPLICABLE. 1
TRANSFER EQUIPMENT C
ELIMINATED BY DEPLOY
BUT ALSO RESULTS IN H
LOAD.
SAME AS ABOVE.
NONE REQUIRED.
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GROUND HANDLING CAPABILITIES ASCENT C
POWER TRANSFER MANUFACTURING HANDLING GROUND TEST HANDLING EFFECT OF LONG TERM STORAGE PROTECTION FROMCONTAMINATION AND DAMAGE LOADS AND DYNAMIC EFFECTS
PRESENT STATE-OF-THE-ART METH-
ODS ARE APPLICABLE. POWER
TRANSFER EQUIPMENT CAN BE
ELIMINATED BY DEPLOYING DRUM,
BUT ALSO RESULTS IN HIGH TIP
LOAD.
EASY TO STORE SOLAR PANEL WITH
MINIMUM NUMBER OF PERSONNEL.
TENSION FOR TIGHT PANEL WRAP
IS NOT ADJUSTABLE AND ANY
CHANGE REQUIRES RE-EXTENSION.
VULNERABLE TO DAMAGE, SO A
PROTECTIVE CONTAINER MUST BE
PROVIDED
VULNERABLE TO DAMAGE ONCE
OUT OF CONTAINER. DIFFICULT
TO INSTALL INSTRUMENTATION ON
DRUM. DURING AND AFTER VIBRA-
TION TEST:
1. REQUIRES RE-EXTENSION OF
PANELS TO CHANGE TIGHTNESS
OF WRAP.
2. DIFFICULT TO VERIFY SMALL RO-
TATIONAL MOVEMENT BETWEEN
PANEL WRAPS.
3. REQUIRES EXTENSION TO VIS-
UALLY CHECK FOR DAMAGE TO
CELLS, INTERCONNECTS, ETC.
SLIGHT EFFECT ON INTERCONNECTS
AND CELLS DUE TO CURVATURE.
TIGHT WRAP MAY BE AN UNDERSIR-
ABLE CONDITION.
1. COULD RESULT IN A "SET" OF
CUSHIONING PAD CAUSING A
CHANGE IN THE RESTRAINING
FORCE
2. CAUSES UNDUE BENDING STRES-
SES ON THE SOLAR CELLS
3. FOR LARGE ASPECT RATIO SEC-
TIONS, ROLL-UP FORCES
AROUND THE DRUM HAS THE
TENDENCY TO CAUSE SUBSTRATE
EDGE CURL.
PROTECTIVE BLANKET CAN BE
ADDED TO THE PANEL FOR THE
FINAL WRAP ON THE DRUM. ADDS
LENGTH TO THE EXTENDED ARRAY.
EXPOSED DURING TEST. NO PRO-
TECTION FROM FALLING OBJECTS.
POSSIBLE DRUM PRE-ROTATION IF
NOT LOCKED. IF LAUNCH AXIS
IS PARALLEL TO DRUM (, WRAPPED
PANELS COULD "FUNNEL" DURING
ASCENT.
SAME AS ABOVE. EASY TO STORE SOLAR PANEL WITH
MINIMUM NO. OF PERSONNEL.
ADJUSTABLE PANEL RESTRAINING
FORCE. PANELS CONTAINED IN
BOX, ALWAYS PROTECTED.
PANELS ARE CONTAINED-
PROTECTED DURING TEST. DIFFI-
CULT TO INSTALL INSTRUMENTA-
TION ON SPINDLE IF NEEDED.
PANEL RESTRAINING FORCE EASILY
ADJUSTED DURING TEST. REQUIRE
EXTENSION TO VISUALLY CHECK
FOR DAMAGE TO CELLS, INTER-
CONNECTS, ETC.
NO EFFECT ON INTERCONNECTS
OR CELLS, STOWED ON FLAT SUR-
FACE. PANEL RESTRAINING FORCE
EASILY REMOVED, REAPPLIED, AND
READJUSTED.
PANELS ARE CONTAINED IN A BOX
ALWAYS PROTECTED.
PANELS ARE CONTAINED IN A BOX
1. SPINDLE HELD IN PLACE
2. EASY TO READJUST RESTRAINING
FORCE (ASCENT PRE-LOAD)
NONE REQUIRED. ADDITIONAL PERSONNEL REQUIRED
TO FOLD PANELS. ADJUSTABLE
PANEL RESTRAINING FORCE. PAN-
ELS CONTAINED IN A BOX, ALWAYS
PROTECTED PANELS CAN BE
CHECKED AND/OR REPLACED WITH-
OUT EXTENDING
SAME AS ABOVE EXCEPT NO DIFFI-
CULTY TO INSTALL INSTRUMENTA-
TION. EASY TO VISUALLY CHECK
FOR DAMAGE TO CELLS, INTER-
CONNECTS, ETC. WITHOUT
EXTENDING PANELS.
SAME AS ABOVE IN ADDITION
SHARP BENDS IN FEEDER HARNESS
WILL R6ULT IN 'KINKS" WHEN
EXTENDED, DISAPPEARING IN
TIME.
SAME AS ABOVE. PANELS ARE CONTAINED IN A BOX
EASY TO READJUST RESTRAINING
FORCE (ASCENT PRE-LOAD). MINI-
MUM NUMBER MOVING PARTS.
'HODS
ASCENT CAPABILITIES
LOADS AND DYNAMIC EFFECTS
POSSIBLE DRUM PRE-ROTATION IF
NOT LOCKED. IF LAUNCH AXIS
IS PARALLEL TO DRUM <t, WRAPPED
PANELS COULD "FUNNEL" DURING
ASCENT.
L PANELS ARE CONTAINED IN A BOX
1. SPINDLE HELD IN PLACE
2. EASY TO READJUST RESTRAINING
FORCE (ASCENT PRE-LOAD)
PANELS ARE CONTAINED IN A BOX.
EASY TO READJUST RESTRAINING
FORCE (ASCENT PRE-LOAD). MINI-
MUM NUMBER MOVING PARTS.
i
THERMAL
UNLESS THERMALLY PROTECTED,
1. TEMP. GRADIENT BETWEEN THE
INNERMOST TO THE OUTER-
MOST PANEL WRAPS.
2. POSSIBLE OUTGASSING OF LUB,
SEALS, ETC.
3. THERMAL DISTORTION OF
MOVING PARTS MAY OCCUR.
PANELS CONTAINED IN BOX. UN-
LESS THERMALLY PROTECTED
1. POSSIBLE OUTGASSING OF LUB,
SEALS, ETC.
2. THERMAL DISTORTION OF
MOVING PARTS MAY OCCUR.
PANELS ARE CONTAINED IN A BOX.
ALWAYS PROTECTED.
TIE-DOWN AND RELEASE
DRUM PRE-ROTATION MAY OCCUR
DURING LAUNCH AND ASCENT-
SHOULD HAVE A RELEASABLE LOCK.
EXISTING STATE-OF-THE-ART
METHODS ARE APPLICABLE.
PRIOR TO PANEL DEPLOYMENT
CONTAINER BASE ROTATE 180*.
EXISTING STATE-OF-THE-ART
METHODS APPLY.
SAME AS ABOVE EXCEPT CONTAIN-
ER BASE IS STATIONARY.
TENSION METHOD
IF PARTIALLY DEPLOYED DURING
ARTIFICIAL "G," RELEASABLE LOCK
(DRUM BRAKE) REACTS PANEL TEN-
SION. RESULT IN HIGHEST RE-
STRAINING TORQUE (FUNCTION
OF THE WRAPPED DRUM RADIUS-
LARGEST MOMENT ARM).
IF PARTIALLY DEPLOYED DURING
ARTIFICIAL "G" AND SPINDLE PAR-
ALLEL TO PARTIALLY EXTENDED PAN-
PANELS (SMALLEST MOMENT ARM),
RELEASABLE LOCK (SPINDLE BRAKE)
REACT PANEL TENSION. RESULT IN
LOWEST RESTRAINING TORQUE.
PANEL TENSIONS ARE NOT PRESENT
DURING DEPLOYMENT. IF PARTIAL-
LY DEPLOYED DURING ARTIFICIAL
•G* A CUSHION BACKED FRAME-
WORK HOLDDOWN THE REMAINING
STOWED PANELS. NO MOVING
PARTS AND ITS PRESET PRIOR TO
LAUNCH
STOWAGE VOLUME (FT3)
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TENSION METHOD
IF PARTIALLY DEPLOYED DURING
ARTIFICIAL "G," RELEASABLE LOCK
(DRUM BRAKE) REACTS PANEL TEN-
SION. RESULT IN HIGHEST RE-
STRAINING TORQUE (FUNCTION
OF THE WRAPPED DRUM RADIUS-
LARGEST MOMENT ARM).
IF PARTIALLY DEPLOYED DURING
ARTIFICIAL "G" AND SPINDLE PAR-
ALLEL TO PARTIALLY EXTENDED PAN-
PANELS (SMALLEST MOMENT ARM).
RELEASABLE LOCK (SPINDLE BRAKE)
REACT PANEL TENSION. RESULT IN
LOWEST RESTRAINING TORQUE.
PANEL TENSIONS ARE NOT PRESENT
DURING DEPLOYMENT. IF PARTIAL-
LY DEPLOYED DURING ARTIFICIAL
•G" A CUSHION BACKED FRAME-
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GENERAL DESIGN COMMENTS
UNCERTAINTIES OF ACTUAL FRICTION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN
ADJACENT WRAPS MAKE IT VERY DIFFICULT TO RELIABLY ESTIMATE
THE AMOUNT OF TENSION REQUIRED ON THE PANELS TO PREVENT
DAMAGE DUE TO ASCENT VIBRATION. THE TENSION REQUIRED TO
RESTRAIN THE PANEL IS NOT ADJUSTABLE AND IS VERY DIFFICULT
TO CHANGE. UNDESIRABLE RESONANT FREQUENCIES ARE DIFFICULT
TO REMOVE. THE END SUPPORTS ARE CONSIDERED TO BE A CRITICAL
AREA AND IT MUST WITHSTAND ADVERSE CONDITIONS (ASCENT
LOADING AND THERMAL DISTORTION TO ASSURE POSITIVE DEPLOY-
MENT. LOADING ON THE DRUM IS SMALL AND IT CAN BE LIGHT.
THE MINIMUM DRUM THICKNESS SHALL BE DETERMINED BY STIFFNESS
REQUIREMENT.
UNDESIRABLE RESONANT FREQUENCIES ARE DIFFICULT TO REMOVE.
END SUPPORTS ARE CONSIDERED TO BE A CRITICAL AREA AND IT
MUST WITHSTAND ADVERSE CONDITIONS (ASCENT LOADING AND
THERMAL DISTORTION TO ASSURE POSITIVE DEPLOYMENT. CREEP
OF SUBSTRATE MATERIAL AND CHANGING WIDTHS OF THE BEND
AREA MUST BE KEPT WITHIN A TOLERABLE RANGE TO MINIMIZE
INDEXING PROGRAM. HOWEVER, THERMAL EXPANSION/CONTRAC-
TION AND HIGH TENSIONS DURING ARTIFICIAL "G' INCREASE THE
PROBLEM.
UNDESIRABLE RESONANT FREQUENCIES CAN BE ELIMINATED BY
SIMPLE STRUCTURAL CHANGES SUCH AS ADDING MORE MOUNTING
BOLTS. CONTAINER BY ITSELf K VERY FLIMSY, HOWEVER WHEN
THE PANEL SUPPORT (CONTAINER BOTTOM), PANELS, AND COVER
ARE ASSEMBLED, IT BECOMES VERY RIGID. SIDE AND END MEMBERS
ARE THIN SECTIONS AND ARE CONSIDERED TO BE NON-STRUCTURAL
AND ONLY SERVE AS ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTORS. FOLD LINES
CAN BE HINGED SO THAT EACH FOLDED PANEL IS AN INDIVIDUAL
RECTANGULAR SECTION. REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT OF PANELS
CAN BE DONE WITHOUT EXTENSION.
FOLDOUT FRAME
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4.1.2 Solar Array Structures
The basic load carrying element in the Space Station Solar Array is the extendable
structure or boom. This component is of singular importance for the following
reasons:
• Based on preliminary evaluation, it will comprise at least 20 percent of the
system weight.
• It represents the pacing packaging envelope problem.
• It represents the most difficult portion of the retraction problem.
For these reasons a broad evaluation has been made of structural materials (4.1.2.1)
on basic boom designs (4.1.2.2). Candidate boom configuration material combina-
tions were then evaluated against nine potential Space Station array configurations in
Section 4.1.2.3 in order to avoid selection pitfalls associated with a point design.
It is anticipated that this evaluation will form a parametric base for boom selection
for a variety of possible space station configurations.
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4.1.2.1 Structural Material Candidates for LSSSA
Material selection for Space Station solar array applications Involves consideration of
many environmental and fabrication aspects. The materials used in these applications
must be capable of withstanding the environments of ground handling phases as com-
ponents during fabrication and assembly and as systems during various test phases;
boost phases where the materials will experience primarily compression, tension,
shear, bending, and fast changes in pressure; and orbital phase which will subject
the materials not only to compression, tension, shear, and bending but additional
factors such as fatigue, large temperature variations, temperature cycling and expo-
sure to high vacuum and radiation for up to 10 years. In addition to the environmental
factors, the material costs, development status, and produciblllty must be considered
to assure that a cost and time-effective design is produced.
These considerations leading toward a low cost, easily producible, lightweight, high
strength and high modulus material demand a constant search for new materials and
development of their fabrication techniques.
Chart D lists the most commonly used materials and includes some new materials
being considered for spacecraft applications. The chart reviews the material ambient
physical properties (with the exception of vapor pressure) and Includes present costs,
predicted costs, and a producibility rating. In general, the composites look very
promising as structural materials for Space Station applications, especially the
graphite/epoxy. They are lighter than aluminum, 2-1/3 times as strong and 5 times
as stiff. The stiffness-to-weight ratio is the best of the materials considered and
since the major design criterion in the solar array is stiffness for configuration
stability during extension/retraction, the material Is very promising. These com-
posites have a directional coefficient of linear expansion approaching zero
(-0.5 x 10 in. /in. /°F) which would minimize the thermal bending effects in struc-
tures. In addition, they can be fabricated with the techniques presently developed
for the epoxy/fiberglass materials. They are the most cost-effective advanced com-
posites and are presently being applied to many structural components in the aircraft
industry. Unfortunately, the space environment physical characteristics data of
these materials are limited. The only apparent space application work is being done
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by Goodyear in antenna applications and by Lockheed in a small independent develop-
ment effort to evaluate design applications. The Space Station designs will require
that work be done in thin sections (2 to 3 mil) applications, whereas present work
has been limited to pre-preg thicknesses of 5 to 6 mils. Joint designs must be inves-
tigated that would take up to 58,000 thermal cycles for temperature ranges from -200°F
to +200°F without failures in bearing or delamination. The long time effects of radia-
tion on the material properties must be established. The surface optical properties
for thermal control surfaces and the potential for applying various thermal control
surfaces must be investigated.
Repeatable and reliable data are not available at this time on graphite/epoxy and
graphite/aluminum vapor pressure (which is important from the sublimation stand-
point), because if the vapor pressure is low, the resulting sublimination could seriously
degrade the optical surfaces on the Space Station. Thermo-gravimetric analysis per-
formed on specimens of graphite/epoxy and graphite/polyimide advanced composites
at LMSC indicate very low weight loss (less than 1/2 percent) at elevated temperatures
when the cured composite has been properly post cured at elevated temperatures and
reduced pressures for several hours. The volatiles, evolved during the tests showed
no significant degradation to cold optical surfaces. Use of these composites for Space
Station applications will be determined by further evaluation of their properties in the
space environment, cost reduction, and producibility experience over the next few
years. One problem in applying this material is in joint applications where large
variations may occur.
The cost and time requirements of this contract will require the use of readily availa-
ble materials with fully developed fabrication techniques (aluminum, magnesium, steel
and developed non-metallics). Improvements obtainable by the use of the more advanced
materials will be evaluated during the design analysis phase of this program.
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AEROSPACE MATERIALS
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4.1.2.2 Deployment/Retraction Structures
This section summarizes the evaluation of current extensible structures technology.
The work was directed mainly toward a study of deployable space structures; however,
concepts and designs not yet used in space were reviewed for ideas applicable to the
Space Station.
The purpose of the evaluation was to investigate and summarize the current technology
of extensible structures and deployment/retraction systems. The section is presented
in a fashion to facilitate trade-off and systems selection. Six charts are employed
for this purpose:
• Beam Basic Cross-Section Forms (Chart E)
• Beam and Beam Member Cross Section Variations (Chart F)
• Truss Configuration Variations (Chart G)
• Basic Stowage Methods and Variations (Chart H)
• Extension/Retraction Methods (Chart I)
• Deployable Structures Survey (Chart J)
To evaluate all possible boom configurations would involve consideration of combina-
tions of beam cross-section, truss configuration (if employed), packaging method,
and drive method which, in total, number in the thousands.
The alternative is to classify the building block forms with respect to their basic
characteristics so that fundamental differences can be isolated and evaluated. With
this approach all boom types can be compared with respect to their worst fundamental
characteristics, and many approaches can be reasonably compared. This is the
approach chosen for this evaluation. Charts E and F present characteristics of basic
candidate member shapes, any one or combination of which may be used in a given
deployable structure design. Chart G presents several common truss shapes which
might employ one or more of the basic shapes shown in Charts E and F.
A second basic design parameter is stowage method, six basic forms of which are
discussed in Chart H. Chart I synthesizes practical combinations of basic shapes and
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stowage methods with applicable types of prime mover to complete the basic classifica-
tion and evaluation of deployable boom design approaches. Chart J presents and
evaluates twenty combinations of these basic design approaches which have actually
been designed and, in some cases, developed. Using combinations of these charts,
variations on these twenty boom types can be readily evaluated with respect to basic
advantages and disadvantages. The following sections discuss these charts in further
detail.
4.1.2.2.1 Basic Structure Forms. The Beam Basic Cross-Section Forms, Chart E,
show the common forms of beams and beam members in use. Each member has
advantages, as indicated, and the selection of one over another involves trade-off by
weight, strength, cost, availability, and fabricability.
Beams and Beam Member Cross-Section Variations are illustrated in Chart F. The
form variations shown are generally the results of a functional consideration and not
purely structural: i. e., the tubular variations result from the requirements that the
member be flattened for stowage and/or extension and/or retraction, and the solid
variations result from efficiency considerations. The structural characteristics of
the members vary considerably from those of their basic form.
A form often used is the curved solid, the first example on the chart. It is most
familiar as the steel measuring tape, from six to twelve feet long. The curved stock
is available in a variety of materials and has often been used in space as deployable
antenna elements. Continuation of the curvature will ultimately produce a section
commonly used in tubular extensible beams. Most solid or tubular beams become
inefficient as load carrying members when the length approaches SO feet.
Trusses are defined as a combination of members so arranged and joined as to form
a rigid framework. The framework is generally triangulated and loaded at the joints
so that the stresses in the members are essentially simple tensions or compressions.
Chart G shows truss configuration variations used as beams in deployable masts.
Truss-configured beams can be designed for a specific load bias or combination.
Therefore, they are the most efficient structures studied in terms of stiffeners, weight,
and material economy. Combinations of truss configurations are sometimes used to
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develop the geometry required to allow the beam to be folded, and yet be strong, stiff,
and lightweight when extended.
4-1-2.2.2 Structures Storage Methods. The three basic stowage methods and their
variations are illustrated in Chart H.
Folding is the method most used for stowing beams and beam members. It is mechani-
cally the simplest and most versatile stowage method. In hinged designs, the structural
characteristics of the extended beam are sometimes compromised by bearing/journal
clearance. A trade-off can be made between the structural characteristics and weight.
The bearing/journal can incorporate features that eliminate clearance.
Folding is used as a basic method for stowing some beams mat do not have hinges, such
as:
• Inflatables
• Lenticular tubes (modified cross-section)
• Curved plates (tapes)
Inflatables have the most advantageous stowed/extended length ratio and potentially
the greatest stiffness/weight ratio of the beams investigated. However, the extremely
thin walls required severely limits the strength available.
Combined folding methods and devices are used for stowing beams. For example, two
joined sets of folding beams form the widely used lazy tongs, and three sets of lazy
tongs joined to three lenticular columns form the tri-extender truss.
Rolling beams on or in drums is a clever solution to some stowage problems. The beam
occupies little volume when stowed in relation to it's extended size. It is a method that
can be used in stowing beams of a variety of cross-sectional forms. The technique of
rolling on or coiling in a drum, stresses the material so that the thickness is quite
limited. This limits the strength of the beam.
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Telescoping beams for stowage is a relatively common method. It is used in sizes from
pocket pointers (extends from 6 to 18 Inches) to natural gas storage tanks. Their stowage
efficiency-ratio of stowed to extended height is low in the designs investigated. However,
increasing the number of telescoping segments improves the ratio. (Increasing the
number of joints also increases weight and/or decreases beam strength/stiffness.)
Another way used to improve the stowed/extended height ratio is combining the tele-
scoping and folding methods. Using this combination, the segmented beam is telescoped
to its minimum height and folded 90-degrees about a hinge Joint at its base.
4.1.2.2.3 Structures Deployment Methods. The extension/retraction methods shown in
Chart I are actually used in the beam designs studied. The prime movers can be
exchanged in accordance with design constraints. It is conceivable that pneumatic or
hydraulic motors could be interchanged with electric motors to produce rotary motion,
but they cannot be reversed. The most effective or available energy source and the
motion required determine the method or energy/motion transducer used.
The term hydraulic actuator, as applied to most spacecraft actuators, is a misnomer.
They generally are mechanical spring actuators incorporating hydraulic damping.
4.1.2.2.4 Deplorable Structure Survey. The survey considers twenty unique extendtble
structures (Chart J). Most of the structures are available from several sources.
The structures are separated in the chart by stowage method, telescoping, folding,
and reel roll-up. Further separation is achieved by structural differences, i.e., truss
vs. solid, Interlocking vs. overlapping, etc. The chart displays general characteristics,
uses and experiences, known fabricators, and reference material on each structure.
A section of photographs of the structures follows Chart J, and are numbered (la, Ib.
etc.) to relate to the structure number in the chart. The photographs were selected to
clarify extension techniques and to illustrate the state-of-the-art. Photographs No. 3a
and 3b (Mobile Aerial Towers) illustrate the Incorporation of good engineering funda-
mentals. Most obvious is the simplicity of design and few moving parts. To achieve
that simplicity, the design utilizes the available stowage space very well, which allows
the structure elements to be of maximum size and minimum in number.
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The industry survey revealed a variety of designs in an advanced state of development
and use. Many designs have fundamental similarities; the features of each system
exhibit dominance of some primary consideration such aa stiffness, strength, weight,
economy, stowage, deployment, and retraction.
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DEPLOYABL
NO. ft NAME OF
EXTENOiaU
STRUCTURE
1
TELESCOPING
TRIANGULAR
TRUSS
2
TELESCOPING
CYLINDERS
3
FOLDING
BEAM
4
LAZY
TONG
5
TO AXIS
PANTOGRAPH
'
ILLUSTRATION
^MXKwxixsxsxi
i
|
• • - .
^zzz?
X>O A
DESCRIPTION ft OPERATION
OF STRUCTURE ft MECHANISM
(RETRACTION CAPABILITIES)
CONCENTRIC TRIANGULAR TRUSS SECTIONS SUPPORTED BY
ROLLERS. SECTIONS ARE EXTENDED AND LATCH IN THE
FULL EXTENDED POSITION. CAN BE UNLATCHED AND
RETRACTED
CONCENTRIC SOLID TUBES IN GRADUATED DIAMETERS.
SECTIONS ARE EXTENDED AND LATCH IN THE FULL
EXTENDED POSITION . CAN BE UNLATCHED AND
RETRACTED
SECTIONS MAY BE TRUSS, TUBULAR, OR SOLID: HINGES ON
EITHER END AND LATCHES AT FULL EXTENSION. USUALLY
DEPLOYED BY A TENSION CABLE SYSTEM WITH PULLEYS AT
EACH JOINT. CAN BE UNLATCHED AND RETRACTED.
STRUCTURAL PANELS HINGED TOGETHER AND STABILIZED
ATTACHMENT TO HINGED BEAMS AT THE EDGES. THE
HINGED BEAMS ARE SOMEWHAT LONGER FROM PIVOT TO
PIVOT THAN THE STRUCTURAL PANELS. THE PANELS ALIGN
TO ACCEPT COLUMN LOADS. MAY BE LATCHED AT FULL
EXTENSION, USUALLY NOT RETRACTABLE ONCE LATCHED.- .
USUALLY SPRING-LOADED; MAY HAVE SCREW JACK ASSIST-
ANCE. COULD USE A TENSION CABLE SYSTEM AS IN NO. 3
BUT THE NUMBER OF JOINTS IS USUALLY HIGH.
THREE LAZY TONGS TIED AT THE NODES WITH U-SHAPED
CUPS. MAY M LATCHED AT FULL EXTENSION. AS IN NO. 4,
MOSTLY USED AS A STRING-LOADED, NON-RETRACTING
DEVICE INVOLVING ONLY LIGHT COLUMN LOADS. MAY
USE A SCREW JACK ASSIST WHICH WILL CONTROL
DEPLOYMENT.
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE: NONE
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE: UNKNOWN
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE UNKNOWN
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE: NONE
USED FREQUENTLY IN SPACE FLIGHTS,
USUALLY AS RELATIVELY SHORT MEMBERS.
(LESS THAN 30 FT.)
THIS CONFIGURATION USED EXTENSIVELY BY
LOCKHEED TO DEPLOY SOLAR PANELS.
PANELS 14 BY 48 FT (EACH WING) AS METEROID
DETECTORS USINGJHIS SYSTEM.
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE: NONE
SOURCE
TRI-EX TOWER CORP. ,
VISALIA, CALIFORNIA
SANDERS ASSOC. INC.,
NASHAU, N.H.
ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISH-
MENT, FARNSBOROUGH, U.K.
TRI-EX TOWER CORP.,
VISALIA, CALIFORNIA
BOEING CO. ,
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
FAIRCHILD MILLER CORP. ,
GERMANTOWN, MD.
MOBILE AERIAL TOWERS INC.,
FT. WAYNE, IND.
LOCKHEED MISSILES ft SPACE
COMPANY,
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
FAIRCHILD HIUER CORP. ,
GERMANTOWN, MD.
LOCKHEED MISSILES ft SPACE
COMPANY,
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
DIVE
USED EXTENSIVELY IN if
PORTABLE ANTENNA TOV
QUITE ADAPTABLE TO SP/
TELESCOPING MAST WITI
LATCHING AND RETRACT
21 FEET AND 30 FEET, HA
INTERESTING ACTUATOR.
TWO MODELS OF PNEUV
17-FT LONG TRESCOPir'
USED EXTENSIVELY IN G
•SKY NEEDLE TOWERS'.
CABLES SYSTEM FOR EXT1
BOEING DID DEVELOPMf
ARRAY THAT DEPLOYED 1
FAIRCHILD HILLED BUILT .
MANUFACTURE FOR GRC
TOWERS TO ELEVATE MEI
130 FT. SIMPLE CONSTR
SPACE USAGES.
A WORKING MODEL B-l
TONG (NO FLAT PANR
FAIRCHILD KILLER
A SMALL 5-FT LONG DE
BUILT BY LOCKHEED.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK MOT FUJCE)
TOLDOUT FRAME
DEPLOYABLE STRUCTURES SURVEYED
SOURCE DEVELOPMENT WORK GENERAL DESIGN COMMENTS PRODUCIBILITY Gl
E
TRI-EX TOWER CORP.,
VISALIA, CALIFORNIA
USED EXTENSIVELY IN EARTH APPLICATIONS SUCH AS
PORTABLE ANTENNA TOWERS. SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION IS
QUITE ADAPTABLE TO SPACE USAGE
TRIANGULAR SHAPE PROVIDES EXCELLENT STIFFNESS-TO-WEIGHT CHARACTER-
ISTICS. MEMBERS MAY BE SIZED-UP ACCORDING TO LOAD REQUIREMENTS AND
PACKAGING ENVELOPE. VERY SIMPLE DESIGN ANALYSIS. AN EXTREMELY
EFFICIENT BEAM IF THREE OR LESS TELESCOPIC SECTIONS ARE USED. LOOSENESS
IN THE JOINTS WILL YIELD A NON-LINEAR SYSTEM AND MUST BE AVOIDED OR
MINIMIZED. AN IDEAL BEAM FOR THERMAL BENDING WHEN USED WITH A CON-
STANT SUN ANGLE, AS EXPOSURE TO SUNLIGHT CAN BE NEARLY EQUAL ON
ALL LONGITUDIONAL MEMBERS. UNEVEN SIDE HEATING COULD PRODUCE DE-
FORMATION AND RESULT IN RETRACTION PROBLEMS.
SIMPLE PARTS SECURED BY CONVENTIONAL
METHODS REQUIRES MINIMAL SPECIAL JIGS
AND TOOLING. DESIGN WOULD ADAPT WELL
TO USE COMPOSITE MATERIALS
PUGGED CC
DEPLOYMEr
FORMA NCE
REQUIRED F<
TESTING
SANDERS ASSOC. INC.,
NASHAU, N.H.
ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISH-
MENT, FARNSBOROUGH, U.K.
TRI-EX TOWER CORP.,
VISALIA, CALIFORNIA
TELESCOPING MAST WITH INCREMENTAL EXTENSION;
LATCHING AND RETRACTION UNLATCHING. TWO MODELS,
21 FEET AND 30 FEET, HAVE BEEN BUILT AND TESTED. VERY
INTERESTING ACTUATOR/LATCH MECHANISM.
TWO MODELS OF PNEUMATIC OPERATED
17-FT LONG TELESCOPING MAST
USED EXTENSIVELY IN GROUND APPLICATIONS UP TO 100 FT
"SKY NEEDLE TOWERS". USES MOTORIZED WINCH AND
CABLES SYSTEM FOR EXTENSION
COLUMN LOADED THIN WALL TUBES ARE BEST USED FOR INTERMEDIATE LENGTH
BEAMS (LESS THAN 50 FT.). INCREASES IN LENGTH REQUIRE AN INCREASE IN
TUBE DIAMETER TO MAINTAIN A MINIMUM SLENDERNESS RATIO. SIMULTANE-
OUSLY THE TUBE WALL THICKNESS MUST BE INCREASED TO MAINTAIN A LOW
RA RATIO TO AVOID LOCAL BUCKLING. CONSIDERABLE OVERLAP IS REQUIRED
TO AVOID ROTATIONAL LOOSENESS. NONUNIFORM TEMPERATURES WILL
CAUSE BENDING. CROSS-SECTION WILL NOT REMAIN CIRCULAR AND MUST BE
ANALYZED FOR BINDING DURING RETRACTION. THERMAL CONTROL SURFACE
MUST WITHSTAND SLIDING ABRASION DURING EXTENSION AND RETRACTION.
SIMPLE PARTS, PRUDENT DESIGN WILL PRECLUDE
THE NEED FOR EXTENSIVE TOOLING. STRUC-
TURAL SHAPES COULD BE ADAPTED TO USE
COMPOSITE MATERIAL
BOEING CO. ,
BERS. SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
FAIRCHILD KILLER CORP. ,
GERMANTOWN, MD.
MOBILE AERIAL TOWERS INC.
FT. WAYNE, IND.
BOEING DID DEVELOPMENT WORK ON A 63-FT LONG SOLAR
ARRAY THAT DEPLOYED IN THIS MANNER.
FAIRCHILD KILLER BUILT A WORKING MODEL 34-FT LONG
MANUFACTURE FOR GROUND USE A LINE OF MOBILE AERIAL
TOWERS TO ELEVATE MEN AND EQUIPMENT AS HIGH AS
130 FT. SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION IS QUITE ADAPTABLE TO
SPACE USAGES.
CHARACTERISTICS ARE THOSE OF THE BASIC SECTION SELECTED; MAY BE VERY
EFFICIENT, DEPENDING UPON THE DETAIL DESIGN. LOOSENESS IN THE JOINTS
WILL RESULT IN A DYNAMICALLY NON-LINEAR SYSTEM AND MUST BE MINI-
MIZED. THERMAL BINDING IS UNLIKELY. ALL OTHER THINGS EQUAL, THIS
BEAM GENERALLY REQUIRES MORE STORAGE SPACE THAN A TELESCOPING BEAM.
SIMPLE PARTS SECURED BY CONVENTIONAL
METHODS REQUIRES MINIMAL SPECIAL JIGS
AND FIXTURES FOR FABRICATION (SEE TESTING).
PARTS OF THE STRUCTURE WILL BE ADAPTABLE TO
COMPOSITE MATERIALS.
RUGGED CC
REPEATED Dl
WITHOUT PE
ZIG-ZAG Dl
EXTENSIVE F
DEPLOYMES
VELY BY
S.
FLAT-
METEROID
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE
COMPANY,
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
FAIRCHILD HILLER CORP.,
GERMANTOWN, MD.
A WORKING MODEL 8-1/2-FT LONG OF ONLY THE LAZY
TONG (NO FLAT PANELS) WAS BUILT AND TESTED BY
FAIRCHILD HILIER
VERY COMPACT STOWAGE. THIS BEAM IS AN EFFECTIVE DEPLOYMENT DEVICE.
PROPCR LOCKING OF PANELS IS REQUIRED TO CHANGE THE DEVICE INTO A
STRUCTURE. THE LARGE NUMBER OF JOINTS WILL PROBABLY LEAD TO A NON-
LINEAR STRUCTURE, WHICH MAKES MEANINGFUL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
DIFFICULT.
A LARGE NUMBER OF IDENTICAL SIMPLE PARTS
AND HINGE ASSEMBLIES. MINIMAL SPECIAL
JIGS AND FIXTURES. HINGE AND LATCH BEAR-
ING LOADS REQUIRE METALLIC CHARACTERISTICS
WHICH WILL REDUCE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF
COMPOSITE MATERIALS) HOWEVER, THE USE OF
BERYLLIUM AND MAGNESIUM SHOULD BE
INVESTIGATED.
CONSTRUCT
DEPLOYMEh
PERFORMAN
MULTIPLE JC
CAUSING L<
REQUIRED F<
TEST
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE
COMPANY,
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
A SMALL 5-FT LONG DEMONSTRATION MODEL HAS BEEN
BUILT BY LOCKHEED.
THIS IS A GOOD DEPLOYMENT DEVICE BUT A VERY POOR STRUCTURE, IN-
HERENTLY NON-LINEAR WITH LOW LATERAL AND TORSIONAL STIFFNESS.
COLUMN STRENGTH IS LIMITED BY THE EXTENSION MECHANISM; OR EVEN IF
LATCHED IN THE EXTENDED POSITION, ALL OF THE STRUCTURAL MEMBERS ARE
LOADED IN BENDING. THERMAL BENDING WILL BE SMALL IF BEAM SELF
SHADING IS HELD TO A LOW VALUE. VERY COMPACT STOWAGE.
A LARGE NUMBER OF IDENTICAL SIMPLE PARTS
AND HINGE ASSEMBLIES. MINIMAL SPECIAL
JIGS AND FIXTURES. HINGE AND LATCH
BEARING LOADS REQUIRE METALLIC CHARAC-
TERISTICS WHICH WILL REDUCE THE EFFECTIVE-
NESS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS; HOWEVER,
THE USE OF BERYLLIUM AND MAGNESIUM
SHOULD BE INVESTIGATED.
PRODUCIBILITY
SIMPLE PARTS SECURE) BY CONVENTIONAL
METHODS REQUIRES MINIMAL SPECIAL JIGS
AND TOOLING. DESIGN WOULD ADAPT WELL
TO USE COMPOSITE MATERIALS
SIMPLE PARTS, PRUDENT DESIGN WILL PRECLUDE
THE NEED FOR EXTENSIVE TOOLING. STRUC-
TURAL SHAPES COULD BE ADAPTED TO USE
COMPOSITE MATERIAL
SIMPLE PARTS SECURED BY CONVENTIONAL
METHODS REQUIRES MINIMAL SPECIAL JIGS
AND FIXTURES FOR FABRICATION (SEE TESTING).
PARTS OF THE STRUCTURE WILL BE ADAPT ABLETO
COMPOSITE MATERIALS.
A LARGE NUMBER OF IDENTICAL SIMPLE PARTS
AND HINGE ASSEMBLIES. MINIMAL SPECIAL
JIGS AND FIXTURES. HINGE AND LATCH BEAR-
ING LOADS REQUIRE METALLIC CHARACTERISTICS
WHICH WILL REDUCE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF
COMPOSITE MAT ERIALSi HOWEVER, THE USE OF
BERYLLIUM AND MAGNESIUM SHOULD BE
INVESTIGATED.
A LARGE NUMBER OF IDENTICAL SIMPLE PARTS
AND HINGE ASSEMBLIES. MINIMAL SPECIAL
JIGS AND FIXTURES. HINGE AND LATCH
BEARING LOADS REQUIRE METALLIC CHARAC-
TERISTICS WHICH WILL REDUCE THE EFFECTIVE-
NESS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS; HOWEVER,
THE USE OF BERYLLIUM AND MAGNESIUM
SHOULD BE INVESTIGATED.
TESTING & HANDLING
GROUND DEPLOYMENT DtMO
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING
STATC LOAD TEST
MIGGF.B CONSTRUCTION ALLOWS REPEATED
DEPLOYMENT/RETRACTIONS WITHOUT PER-
FORMANCE DEGRADATION. MINIMAL FIXTURES
REQUIRED FOR ENVIRONMENT AND LOAD
TESTING
SAME AS NO. 1 (ABOVE)
RUGGED CONSTRUCTION ALLOWS
REPEATED DEPLOYMENT/RETRACTIONS
WITHOUT PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION.
ZIG-ZAG DEPLOYMENT MAY REQUIRE
EXTENSIVE FIXTURES FOR GROUND
DEPLOYMENT
CONSTRUCTION ALLOWS REPEATED
DEPLOYMENT/RETRACTION WITHOUT
PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION. HOWEVER
MULTIPLE JOINTS AND LATCHES MAY WEAR,
CAUSING LOOSENESS. MINIMAL FIXTURES
REQUIRED FOR ENVIRONMENT AND LOADS
TEST
SAME AS NO. 4 (ABOVEI
INSTALLATION ON SPACECRAFT
SPECIAL HANDLING REQUIRED.
SAME AS NO. 1 (ABOVE)
NO SPECIAL HANDLING REQUIRED; HOWEVER,
DOES NOT STOW EFFICIENTLY. STOWAGE SHAPE
MAY BE TAILORED SOMEWHAT BY CHANGING THE
SECTION LENGTHS.
NO SPECIAL HANDLING REQUIRED. STOWS
VERY EFFICIENTLY
SAME AS NO. 4 (ABOVE)
VENDOR DATA •
P. 2-2,
*
P. 2-2,
*
R.3-11
f.2-2.
B.3-4, N.2r5,
T.3-1
T.3-1, N.2-5,
F.l-«
T.3-1, N.2-S
F.I -4 THRU -7,
•
NONE
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'
DEPLOY
NO. & NAME OF
EXTEND IBLE
STRUCTURE
6
EXTENSIBLE
TRUSS
(PROPOSAL
BASELINE)
7
BOX BELLOWS
(JACK-IN-
THE BOX)
8
ASTROMAST
ARTICULATED
LATTICE
9
ASTROMAST
COILABLf
LATTICE
10
TRI
EXTENDER
LMSC
ILLUSTRATION
,
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DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
OF STRUCTURE & MECHANISM
(RETRACTION CAPABILITIES)
TWO LAZY TONGS CONNECTED WITH PANELS TO PRODUCE
A RECTANGULAR TRUSS BEAM WHEN EXTENDED; PANELS
ALIGN TO ACCEPT COLUMN LOADS. MAY BE LATCHED AT
FULL EXTENSION: USUALLY NOT RETRACTABLE ONCE
LATCHED. MAY USE A SCREW JACK ASSIST WHICH WILL
CONTROL DEPLOYMENT.
FLAT RECTANGULAR PANELS JOINED LONGITUDINALLY BY
HINGES, INCORPORATING TORSION SPRINGS AND SUP-
PORTED BY FLANGES. HINGES OPEN INWARD AND OUT-
WARD ON ALTERNATE PANELS. MAY BE LATCHED AT FULL
EXTENSION, USUALLY NOT RETRACTABLE.
TRIANGULAR SECTIONS ARE RIGID: THE LONGITUDINAL
LINKS PIVOT AT EACH BAY. FOLDING IS ACHIEVED BY
LOOSENING ONE TENSION MEMBER (WIRE ROPE) IN EACH
BAY: THE TENSION MEMBERS ARE LOCKED AS EACH BAY IS
EXTENDED. RETRACTABLE.
FIBERGLASS CONSTRUCTION WITH WIRE ROPE TENSION
MEMBERS. LONGITUDINAL SECTIONS ARE CONTINUOUS;
THE TRIANGULAR BAY SECTIONS ARE RIGID AND PIVOTED
ON THE LONGITUOIONAL MEMBERS. RETRACTABLE.
FIBERGLASS BATTENS (SIDES OF TRIANGULAR SECTION) ARE
BUCKLED TO BEGIN COILING OPERATION.
TRIANGULAR BOOM, PANTOGRAPH LINKS CONNECT THE
LONGITUDIONAL MEMBERS. EACH LONG ITUDIONAL
MEMBER HAS A LENTICULAR SECTION BETWEEN THE LAZY
TONG NODES SIMILAR TO EXT. STRUCTURE NO. 12. THE
LENTICULAR SECTIONS ARE FLATTENED THEN BUCKLED
ALTERNATELY INWARD/OUTWARD TO STOW. NOT
RETRACTABLE
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE: UNKNOWN
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE: UNKNOWN
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE: UNKNOWN
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE: UNKNOWN
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE: NONE
SOURCE
FAIRCHILD HILLER, SPACE AND
ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS
DIVISION,
GERMANTOWN, MD.
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE
COMPANY,
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
FAIRCHILD HILLER, SPACE
& ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS
DIVISION,
GERMANTOWN, MD.
ASTRO RESEARCH CORP.,
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA
ASTRO RESEARCH CORP.,
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE
COMPANY,
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
!
A SMALL DEMONST
FAIRCHILD HILLER,
DIVISION. THIS O
THE PRINCIPLES USI
PEGASUS SPACECR>
SMALL DEMONSTR*
LOCKHEED AND FA
COMPLETED A 90* 1
COMPACTLY.
MANY APPLICATION
BOTH CIVIL AND M
BOOMS ARE MANU/
DEVELOPMENTAL U
ACTUATED (ERECTIh
DELIVERED TO THE
STEEL IS USED FOR
STELL WIRE ROPE FC
ONE FLIGHT UNIT
DELIVERED TO MAS.
EXPERIMENT AS PAf
PERIMENT CANCEL1
MAST WILL BE DELr
COW. AS PART OF
FREQUENCY RADIO
TWO MODELS BUIL
(5 BAYS HIGH) USEI
LENTICULAR CROS!
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BAYS WHEN EXTEN
IS MADE ENTIRELY
WORK IS UNDERW>
ALUMINUM LAZY 1
EPOXYCOMPOSITt
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DEPLOYABLE STRUCTURES SURVEYED
SOURCE DEVELOPMENT WORK GENERAL DESIGN COMMENTS PRODUCIBILITY GROUCENVII
FAIRCHILD MILLER, SPACE AND
ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS
DIVISION,
GERMANTOWN, MD.
A SMALL DEMONSTRATION MODEL HAS BEEN BUILT BY
FAIRCHILD HILLER, SPACE AND ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS
DIVISION. THIS CONFIGURATION IS AN EXTENSION OF
THE PRINCIPLES USED TO DEPLOY THE SOLAR ARRAY IN THE
PEGASUS SPACECRAFT.
VERY COMPACT STOWAGE. PRUDENT LATCH DESIGN WILL MAKE THIS A
REASONABLY STIFF STRUCTURE. HOWEVER IT WILL INHERIT SOME LESS
DESIREABLE STRUCTURAL QUALITIES SUCH AS NOW LINEARITY AND LOW
TORSIONAL STIFFNESS. LATCHES MAKE RETRACTION MORE DIFFICULT, LESS
RELIABLE. SELF SHADING MAY PRODUCE EXCESSIVE THERMAL BENDING AND
MAY INDUCE BINDING IF RETRACTION IS ATTEMPTED. BEAM IS NOT RIGID
UNLESS FULLY EXTENDED.
A LARGE NUMBER OF IDENTICAL SIMPLE PARTS
AND HINGE ASSEMBLIES. MINIMAL SPECIAL
JIGS AND FIXTURES. HINGE AND LATCH
BEARING LOADS REQUIRE METALLIC CHARAC-
TERISTICS WHICH WILL REDUCE THE EFFECTIVE-
NESS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS; HOWEVER,
THE USE OF BERYLLIUM AND MAGNESIUM
SHOULD BE INVESTIGATED.
CONSTRUCTS
MENT/RETRAC
DEGRADATIOI'
AND LATCHES
NESS. MINIM
ENVIRONMEN
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE
COMPANY,
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
FAIRCHILD HILLER, SPACE
& ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS
DIVISION,
GERMANTOWN, MD.
SMALL DEMONSTRATION MODELS HAVE BEEN BUILT BY
LOCKHEED AND FAIRCHILD HILLER. LOCKHEED'S MODEL
COMPLETED A 90* TURN WHEN DEPLOYED, YET FOLDS
COMPACTLY.
VERY COMPACT STOWAGE. BASIC DESIGN PROVIDES GOOD TORSIONAL
STIFFNESS. HOWEVER, THE HIGH L/B (SLENDERNESS RATIO) AND THE LOW 6/T
(LOCAL STIFFNESS) REQUIREMENT MAKE THIS STRUCTURE VERY INEFFICIENT FOR
LONG BEAMS. HOLES, AT LEAST ON THE SUN SIDE, ARE PROBABLY REQUIRED
TO MINIMIZE TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES. EFFECT Of NONUNIFORM TEM-
PERATURES ON ABILITY TO REFOLD WOULD HAVE TO BE EVALUATED. BEAM IS
NOT RIGID UNLESS FULLY EXTENDED.
A LARGE NUMBER OF IDENTICAL SIMPLE PARTS
AND HINGE ASSEMBLIES. MINIMAL SPECIAL
JIGS AND FIXTURES. HINGE AND LATCH
BEARING LOADS REQUIRE METALLIC CHARAC-
TERISTICS WHICH WILL REDUCE THE EFFECTIVE-
NESS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS; HOWEVER,
THE USE OF BERYLLIUM AND MAGNESIUM
SHOULD BE INVESTIGATED.
ASTRO RESEARCH CORP.,
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA
MANY APPLICATIONS ON EARTH FROM 30 TO 100 FT LONG;
BOTH CIVIL AND MILITARY. EXCEPT FOR ONE CASE THE
BOOMS ARE MANUALLY ERECTED AND RETRACTED. A
DEVELOPMENTAL UNIT OF A 30-FT HIGH, REMOTELY
ACTUATED (ERECTING AND RETRACTION) MODEL HAS BEEN
DELIVERED TO THE US ARMY. ALUMINUM OR STAINLESS
STEEL IS USED FOR THE RIGID MEMBERS AND STAINLESS
STELLWIRE ROPE FOR THE TENSION MEMBERS.
COMPACT STOWAGE. THIS BEAM CAN BE MADE AS EFFICIENT AS THE BASIC
TRIANGULAR TRUSS, WITH HIGH STIFFNESS TO WEIGHT RATIO. BEAM IS AT
FULL STRENGTH AT ALL TIMES DURING DEPLOYMENT. REMOTE (AUTOMATIC)
DEPLOYMENT MAY BE MORE COMPLICATED THAN REQUIRED FOR OTHER
DEPLOYABLE STRUCTURES. UNIFORM SOLAR ILLUMINATION IS BEST ACHIEVED
IN A TRIANGULAR OPEN TRUSS BEAM.
A LARGE NUMBER OF IDENTICAL SIMPLE
PARTS AND HINGE ASSEMBLIES. PRODUCTION
TOOLING AND TECHNIQUES ARE WELL
DEFINED. SOME DEVELOPMENTAL TOOLING
REQUIRED FOR THE REMOTE EXTENSION
MECHANISM.
CONSTRUCTIC
DEPLOYMENT,
DEGRADATION
FIXTURES REQI
LOADS TEST
ASTRO RESEARCH CORP.,
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA
ONE FLIGHT UNIT OF A 10 INCH BY 100 FT MAST WAS
DELIVERED TO NASA, HOUSTON FOR USE IN A LUNAR
EXPERIMENT AS PART OF THE APOLLO PROGRAM (EX-
PERIMENT CANCELLED) A 6 INCH BY 13 FOOT COILABLE
MAST WILL BE DELIVERED TO GOODYEAR AEROSPACE
CORP. AS PART OF A SCALE MODEL OF THE LOFT (LOW
FREQUENCY RADIO TELESCOPE)
COMPACT STOWAGE, LINEAR SYSTEM, HIGH STIFFNESS TO MASS RATIO.
BEAM IS AT FULL STRENGTH AT ALL TIMES DURING DEPLOYMENT. HOWEVER,
THIS BEAM IS LIMITED TO LOW LOAD APPLICATIONS. AS THE LOAD INCREASES,
THE REQUIRED DIAMETER OF THE LONGERON INCREASES AND QUICKLY
BECOMES TOO STIFF TO COIL IN A REASONABLE STORAGE AREA. LOW TEMP-
ERATURE BENDING CHARACTERISTICS MAY BE A PROBLEM. THE LOW THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY Of FIBERGLASS WILL ACCENTUATE TEMPERATURE NON-
UNIFORMITY. PLASTIC WILL REQUIRE A PROTECTIVE - THERMAL COATING TO
RESIST U.V. ETC. DAMAGE.
A LARGE NUMBER Of IDENTICAL SIMPLE
PARTS AND HINGE ASSEMBLIES. PRODUCTION
TOOLING AND TECHNIQUES ARE WEIL
DEFINED. SOME DEVELOPMENTAL TOOLING
REQUIRED FOR THE REMOTE EXTENSION
MECHANISM. SM
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE
COMPANY,
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
TWO MODELS BUILT, THE FIRST WITH 5-INCH BAYS
(5 BAYS HIGH) USED LUFKINS TAPES (SEMI-
LENTICULAR CROSS-SECTION) AS THE LONGITUDINAL
MEMBERS. THE SECOND MODEL HAS 40-INCH SQUARE
BAYS WHEN EXTENDED (3 BAYS OR 10-FEET TALL) AND
IS MADE ENTIRELY OF ALUMINUM. DEVELOPMENTAL
WORK IS UNDERWAY TO REPLACE SOME OF THE
ALUMINUM LAZY TONG MEMiERS WITH A GRAPHITE-
EPOXY COMPOSITE.
COMPACT STOWAGE, LINEAR SYSTEM. AN EXCELLENT STIFFNESS TO MASS
RATIO IS ACHIEVED WITHOUT THE COMPLICATION Of LATCHES. THE
LONGERONS BEND TO STOW BUT THE SECTION TO BE BENT IS FIRST FLATTENED
WHICH LOWERS THE STRESSES SIGNIFCIENTLY. HOWEVER, THE BENDING WILL
LIMIT THE COLUMN LOADING SOMEWHAT. BROAD LENTICULAR SECTIONS
MAY CAUSE MORE SELF SHADING THAN CIRCULAR SECTIONS. THE BEAM IS
NOT RIGID UNLESS FULLY EXTENDED. NO REASONABLE RETRACTION SYSTEM
HAS BEEN PROPOSED FOR THIS BEAM.
A LARGE NUMBER OF SIMPLE PARTS REQUIRES
ONE FORMING DIE FOR THE LENTICULAR
SECTIONS AND OTHER MINIMAL TOOLING
AND FIXTURES. ASSEMBLED WITH CONVEN-
TIONAL METHODS AND TECHNIQUES. MAY
PROVIDE LIMITED APPLICATIONS FOR EXOTIC
MATERIALS.
CONSTRUCTIO
DEPLOYMENT/
ANCE DEGRAD
USED IN FLATT
SECTIONS BEF(
FIXTURES REQL
LOADS TEST
nOOUOMUTY
A LARGE NUMBER OF IDENTICAL SIMPLE PARTS
AND HINGE ASSEMBLIES. MINIMAL SPECIAL
JIGS AND FIXTURES. HINGE AND LATCH
BEARING LOADS REQUIRE METALLIC CHARAC-
TERISTICS WHICH WILL REDUCE THE EFFECTIVE-
NESS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS; HOWEVER,
THE USE OF BERYLLIUM AND MAGNESIUM
SHOULD BE INVESTIGATED.
A LARGE NUMBER OF IDENTICAL SIMPLE PARTS
AND HINGE ASSEMBLIES. MINIMAL SPECIAL
JIGS AND FIXTURES. HINGE AND LATCH
BEARING LOADS REQUIRE METALLIC CHARAC-
TERISTICS WHICH WILL REDUCE THE EFFECTIVE-
NESS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS; HOWEVER,
THE USE OF BERYLLIUM AND MAGNESIUM
SHOULD BE INVESTIGATED.
A LARGE NUMBER OF IDENTICAL SIMPLE
PARTS AND HINGE ASSEMBLIES. PRODUCTION
TOOLING AND TECHNIQUES ARE WELL
DEFINED. SOME DEVELOPMENTAL TOOLING
REQUIRED FOR THE REMOTE EXTENSION
MECHANISM.
A LARGE NUMBER OF IDENTICAL SIMPLE
PATS AND HINGE ASSEMBLIES. PRODUCTION
TOOLING AND TECHNIQUES ARE WaL
DEFINED. SOME DEVELOPMENTAL TOOLING
REQUIRED FOR THE REMOTE EXTENSION
MECHANISM.
A LARGE NUMBER OF SIMPLE FARTS REQUIRES
ONE FORMING DIE FOR THE LENTICULAR
SECTIONS AND OTHER MINIMAL TOOLING
AND FIXTURES. ASSEMBLED WITH CONVEN-
TIONAL METHODS AND TECHNIQUES. MAY
PROVIDE LIMITED APPLICATIONS FOR EXOTIC
MATERIALS.
TESTING & HANDLING
GROUND DEPLOYMENT DEMO
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING
STATIC LOAD TEST
CONSTRUCTION ALLOWS REPEATED DEPLOY-
MENT/RETRACTION WITHOUT PERFORMANCE
DEGRADATION. HOWEVER, MULTIPLE JOINTS
AND LATCHES MAY WEAR CAUSING LOOSE-
NESS. MINIMAL FIXTURES REQUIRED FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL AND LOADS TEST.
SAME AS NO. 6 (ABOVE)
CONSTRUCTION ALLOWS REPEATED
DEPLOYMENT/RETRACTION WITHOUT
DEGRADATION IN PERFORMANCE. MINIMAL
FIXTURES REQUIRED FOR ENVIRONMENT AND
LOADS TEST
SAME AS NO. B (ABOVE)
CONSTRUCTION ALLOWS REPEATED
DEPLOYMENT/RETRACTION WITHOUT PERFORM-
ANCE DEGRADATION, IF REASONABLE CARE IS
USED IN FLATTENING THE LENTICULAR
SECTIONS BEFORE BENDING. MINIMAL
FIXTURES REQUIRED FOR ENVIRONMENT AND
LOADS rtST
INSTALLATION ON SPACECRAFT
NO SPECIAL HANDING REQUIRED.
STOWS VERY EFFICIENTLY.
SAME AS NO. 6 (ABOVE)
CYLINDRICAL SECTION REQUIRED TO STOW;
APPROXIMATELY 4 IN. LARGER THAN THE BEAM
IN DIAMETER AND APPROXIMATELY (2) BAYS
LONG. NO SPECIAL HANDLING REQUIRED.
SAME AS NO. B (ABOVE)
STOWS IN A LARGE TRIANGULAR AREA.
UNTRAINED PERSONNEL COULD DAMAGE THE
THIN WALL LENTICULAR SECTIONS.
J
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DESCRIPTION 4 OPERATION
OF STRUCTURE & MECHANISM
(RETRACTION CAPABILITIES)
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE SOURCE
11
TRIANGULAR
WIRE
SOLID SPRING WIRE CONSTRUCTION. TRIANGULAR SEC-
TIONS WELDED TO LONGERONS. ONE LEG OF THE TRI-
ANGULAR SECTION IS MADE TO FLEX (OR HINGED) SO THAT
THE REMAINING 2 SIDES CAN BE BROUGHT TOGETHER. THE
FOLDED BEAM CAN THEN BE ROLLED UP ON A REEL. REEL
ROTATED BY ELECT. MOTOR 4 GEAR TRAIN, RETRACTION
ACCOMPLISHED BY REVERSING MOTOR. IF RETRACTION IS
NOT REQD, SPRING FORCE (OR MOTOR) MAY BE USED FOR
EXTENSION.
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE UNKNOWN MARTIN MARIETTA
DENVER, COLO.
SOME DEVELOPMENT
EXACT STATUS UNKN
12
LENTICULAR
WELDED
SEAM
TWO PIECES OF SPRING TAPES ARE PRE-FORMED TO APPROX-
IMATE A HAT SECTION. THE TWO TAPES ARE WELDED TO-
GETHER AT THE FLANGES. THE SECTION IS FLATTENED AND
ROLLED UP ON A REEL FOR STOWAGE OR CAN BE LOCALLY
FLATTENED AND BENT IN A FIRE HOSE FOLD. THE MOTOR
DRIVEN REEL WOULD BE RETRACTABLE; THE FIRE HOSE FOLD
WOULD NOT BE RETRACTABLE.
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE UNKNOWN BOEING CO.,
KENT, WASH
ASTRO RESEARCH CORP.
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA
TRADE NAME MAST; D
FABRICATED AND TEST
A DEVELOPMENTAL M
BEEN DELIVERED TO M
RYAN AERONAUTICAL
THIS BOOM AND MUC
BEEN ASSUMED BY THI
13
TRIBEAM
(LMSC) VfVA'V AJ'O'CK /\t- \( o o o o ol ^^ ^X
BEAM COMPOSED OF 3 SPRING TAPES WITH EDGE FLANGES
CONTAINING VaCRO TAPE AND SNAP FASTENERS. TAPES
ROLL-UP ON REELS ARRANGED ABOUT THE BEAM CENTER-
LINE. REELS ARE INTERCONNECTED 4 ROTATED BY ELECT.
MOTOR 4 GEAR TRAIN, RETRACTION ACCOMPLISHED BY
REVERSING MOTOR.
NO FLIGHT EXPERIENCE LOCKHEED MISSILES 4 SPACE
COMPANY,
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
TWO GEh*RATIONS C
BUILT AND DEMONSTI
BEEN FABRICATED ANl
THERMAL TESTS.
M
INSTARECT
(SANDERS)
3 PIECE BEAM, TWO OUTER PRE-FORMED SPRING TAPES ARE
FLATTENED 4 ROLLED-UP ON REELS. THE CENTER (FLAT)
SPRING TAPE WITH EDGE INDEX HOLES 4 SLOTS IS ALSO
STORED ON A REEL. THE EDGES OF THE 3 TAPES INTERLOCK
AS THE BEAM EXTENDS. REELS ARE INTERCONNECTED 4
ROTATED BY AN ELECT. MOTOR 4 GEAR TRAIN. RETRAC-
TION ACCOMPLISHED BY REVERSING MOTOR.
RIGHT EXPERIENCE UNKNOWN SANDERS ASSOCIATES INC.
IMOSHAU, N.H.
TWO GENERATIONS C
BUILT, TESTED AND D
HARD 302 STAINLESS !
3 BY 4 INCHES CROSS
IS
INTERLOCKING
EXTEND IBLE
REEL
STORED
O
2 PIECES OF PRE-FORMED SPRING TAPES ARE FLATTENED 4
ROLLED-UP ON REELS. THE EDGES OF THE TAPES INTER-
LOCK AS THE BEAM EXTENDS. REELS ARE INTERCONNECTED
4 ROTATED BY AN ELECT. MOTOR 4 GEAR TRAIN. RETRAC-
TION ACCOMPLISHED BY REVERSING MOTOR.
SIX UNITS (60 TO 120 FT LONG) WERE FLOWN
ON NRL GRADIENT EXPERIMENT SATELLITES.
FOUR (750 FT LONGI EDGELOCK TEES WERE
USED ON RAE, 38 FT LONG HINGELOCK USED
ON OGO AND FRENCH SATELLITE FR-2 EDLE.
SPAR AEROSPAOf
PRODUCTS LTD.
ONTARIO, CANADA
FAIRCHILD HILLER,
GERMANTOWN, MD.
TRADE NAME INTERLC
COMPLETED AND DEN
AND LARGER DIA MO
TRADE NAMES, tOGE.
INCH DIA MODEL CO
TWO INCH MODEL IN
COMPLETED FOR NAS
CONDUCTORS.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT
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ENVK
S
MARTIN MARIETTA
DENVER, COLO.
SOME DEVaOPMENT WORK DONE,
EXACT STATUS UNKNOWN
REQUIRES DIAGONAL MEMBERS TO ACHIEVE REASONABLE TORSIONAL STIFFNESS.
BENDING STRESSES IN LONGERONS DURING STOW AGE WILL LIMIT THEIR SIZE
AND CONSEQUENT COLUMN LOADING CAPACITY. ANY THERMAL CONTROL
SURFACES MUST RESIST ROLLING ABRASION AND FLEXING; HOWEVER, THIS IS AN
EXCELLENT DESIGN TO MINIMIZE THERMAL DEFLECTIONS. MINIMUM
DEPLOYMENT/RETRACTION PROBLEMS ARE ANTICIPATED. LINEAR DYNAMIC SYS-
TEM, FULL-BEAM STRENGTH COULD BE DEVELOPED AS THE BEAM EXTENDS. VERY
COMPACT STOWAGE.
A LARGE NUMBER OF SIMPLE PARTS,
MINIMAL JIGS AND FIXTURES.
CONVENTIONAL FASTENING
METHODS.
CONSTRUCTION
DEPLOYMENT/RE
PERFORMANCE D
BOEING CO.,
KENT, WASH
ASTRO RESEARCH CORP.
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA
TRADE NAME MAST; DEVELOPMENTAL MODEL 20-FT LONG;
FABRICATED AND TESTED BY BOEING.
A DEVELOPMENTAL MODEL (20-FT LONG 2.3 IN. DIA) HAS
BEEN DELIVERED TO MARTIN MARIETTA FOR EVALUATION.
RYAN AERONAUTICAL CO. NO LONGER MANUFACTURES
THIS BOOM AND MUCH OF THE RYAN TECHNOLOGY HAS
8EEN ASSUMED BY THE ASTRO RESEARCH CORP.
LINEAR DYNAMIC SYSTEM, VERY COMPACT STOWAGE, BOOM, DEVELOPS FULL
STRENGTH AS IT IS DEPLOYED. THIS BEAM IS GOOD FOR MEDIUM LENGTH
APPLICATIONS (LESS THAN 50 FT). AS LENGTH INCREASES THE BEAM BECOMES
INEFFICIENT FOR COLUMN LOADS. THE MOMENT OF INERTIA OF THE BEAM
SECTION MAY BE INCREASED IN ONE DIRECTIONWITH VERYLITTLE EFFECT ON
STOWAGE VOLUME OR STRESSES. WELDED JOINTS SIMPLIFY THERMAL ANALYSIS.
HOLE PATTERN PROBABLY REQUIRED, THERMAL COATINGS MUST WITHSTAND
ROLLING ABRASION. THIS AND SIMILAR BEAMS COULD HAVE A THERMAL COM-
PENSATING CURVE BUILT IN.
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES
WELL DEFINED. CONSTANT SECTION
FACILITATES FORMING AND WELDING.
TITANIUM HAS BEEN USED FOR DEMONSTRA-
TION UNITS.
SAME
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE
COMPANY,
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
TWO GENERATIONS OF ENGINEERING MODELS HAVE BEEN
BUILT AND DEMONSTRATED. SEVERAL BEAM SECTIONS HAVE
SEEN FABRICATED AND SUBJECTED TO STRUCTURAL AND
THERMAL TESTS.
HIGH DYNAMIC DAMPING, FAIRLY COMPACT STOWAGE. FOR MEDIUM LENGTH
THIS IS A GOOD SELECTION. AS THE LENGTH APPROACHES 50 FT THE TRIBEAM
BECOMES INEFFICIENT FOR SIGNIFICANT COLUMN LOADS. REQUIRES HOLES TO
MINIMIZE THERMAL DEFLECTION. INSIDE AND OUTSIDE REQUIRE ROLLING
ABRASION RESISTANT THERMAL COATINGS. POOR THERMAL CONDUCTION
THROUGH THE VELCRO TAPES SHOULD CAUSE NO MAJOR PROBLEMS, IF ADEQUATE
HOLE PATTERN IS USED, ESPECIALLY WHEN USED WITH A CONSTANT SUN ANGLE.
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES
WELL DEFINED. REQUIRES SIMPLE PROGRES-
SIVE PUNCH PRESS DIES FOR QUALITY PARTS .
CONSTANT SECTION FACILITATES FORMING.
CONVENTIONAL ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES.
SAME
SANDERS ASSOCIATES INC.
NOSHAU, N.H.
TWO GENERATIONS OF ENGINEERING MODELS HAVE BEEN
BUILT, TESTED AND DEMONSTRATED. BEAM MATERIAL FULL
HARD 302 STAINLESS STER, 40 FT LONG BY APPROX.
3 »Y 4 INCHES CROSS SECTION.
LINEAR DYNAMIC SYSTEM, FAIRLY COMPACT STOWAGE. AGAIN A MEDIUM-
LENGTH BEAM CANDIDATE. HIGH R/T RATIOS IN THE CURVED SHEETS AND HIGH
B/T RATIO ON FLAT SHEET LIMIT THE COLUMN LOAD CAPACITY. NOT LIKELY
EFFICIENT IN LENGTHS GREATER THAN 50 FT. THE BEAM MOMENT OF INERTIA
CAN BE INCREASED IN ONE DIRECTION WITH LITTLE EFFECT ON STOWAGE
VOLUME OR STRESSES. SUBJECT TO LARGE THERMAL DEFLECTIONS IF CENTER IS
SOLID. TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS DIFFICULT TO PREDICT BECAUSE OF UNCER-
TAINTY IN EDGE CONTACTS AND COMPLEX INNER STRUCTURE. HOLES MAY BE
REQUIRED IN ALL THREE TAPES.
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES
WELL DEFINED. REQUIRES SIMPLE PROGRES-
SIVE PUNCH PRESS DIES FOR QUAirTY PARTS.
CONSTANT SECTION FACILITATES FORMING.
CONVENTIONAL ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES.
CONSTRUCTION
DEPLOYMENT/RE
PERFORMANCE D
TURES REQD FOR
.OWN
TES.
ERE
: USED
•OLE.
SPAR AEROSPACE
PRODUCTS LTD.
ONTARIO, CANADA
FAIRCHILD MILLER.
GERMANTOWN, MD.
TRADE NAME INTERLOCKED Bl STEM. TWO INCH DIA MODEL
COMPLETED AND DEMONSTRATED. STUDIES IN MATERIAL
AND LARGER DIA MODELS.
TRADE NAMES, tDGELOCK AND HINGELOCK TEf. A SIX
INCH DIA MODEL COMPLETED AND DEMONSTRATED. A
TWO INCH MODEL IN NON-MAGNETIC STAINLESS STEEL
COMPLETED FOR NASA, GOODARD CONTAINS 22
CONDUCTORS.
LINEAR DYNAMIC SYSTEM, VERY COMPACT STOWAGE. THIS BEAM (CONSIDERED
AS A SOLID TUBE) IS GOOD FOR SHORT TO MEDIUM LENGTH APPLICATIONS
(LESS THAN 50 FT). AS LENGTH INCREASES THE BEAM BECOMES INEFFICIENT FOR
COLUMN LOADS. TEMPERATURE PREDICTION UNCERTAINTY IS INCREASED IF THE
SUN DOES NOT SHINE SYMMETRICALLY ON THE INTERLOCKING LINE. HOLE
PATTERN MAY BE REQUIRED TO OBTAIN REASONABLE THERMAL DEFLECTIONS.
ROLL ABRASION RESISTANT THERMAL COATINGS ARE REQUIRED.
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES
WELL DEFINED. REQUIRES SIMPLE PROGRES-
SIVE PUNCH PRESS DIES FOR QUALITY PARTS.
CONSTANT SECTION FACILITATES FORMING.
CONVENTIONAL ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES.
SAME
FRAME FOLDOUT FRAME F01.DOUT FRAM
PROOUCIBILITY
A LARGE NUMBER OF SIMPLE PARTS,
MINIMAL JIGS AND FIXTURES.
CONVENTIONAL FASTENING
METHODS.
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES
WELL DEFINED. CONSTANT SECTION
FACILITATES FORMING AND WELDING.
TITANIUM HAS BEEN USED FOR DEMONSTRA-
TION UNITS.
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES
waL DEFINED. REQUIRES SIMPLE PROGRES-
SIVE PUNCH PRESS DIES FOR QUALITY PARTS .
CONSTANT SECTION FACILITATES FORMING.
CONVENTIONAL ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES.
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES
WELL DEFINED. REQUIRES SIMPLE PROGRES-
SIVE PUNCH PRESS DIES FOR QUALITY PAITS.
CONSTANT SECTION FACILITATES FORMING.
CONVENTIONAL ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES.
•
|i
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES
WELL DEFINED. REQUIRES SIMPLE PROGRES-
SIVE PUNCH PRESS DIES FOR QUALITY PARTS.
CONSTANT SECTION FACILITATES FORMING.
CONVENTIONAL ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES.
TESTING & HANDLING
GROUND DEPLOYMENT DEMO
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING
ITATK I CAD FES1
CONSTRUCTION ALLOWS REPEATED
DEPLOYMENT/RETRACTION WITHOUT
PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION.
SAME AS NO. 11 (ABOVE)
SAME AS NO. 11 (ABOVE)
CONSTRUCTION ALLOWS REPEATED
DEPLOYMENT/RETRACTION WITH MINIMUM
PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION. MINIMAL FIX-
TURES REQD FOR ENVIRON AND LOADS TESTS.
SAME AS NO. 14 (ABOVE)
INSTALLATION ON SPACECRAFT
STORES ON A REEL WITH THE OUTBOARD END
EXPOSED. THE EXPOSED SECTION SHOULD BE
PROTECTED FROM UNTRAINED PERSONNEL.
SAME AS NO. 11 (ABOVE)
SAME AS NO. 11 (ABOVE)
STORES ON A REEL WITH THE OUTBOARD END
EXPOSED. THE EXPOSED SECTION SHOULD BE
PROTECTED FROM UNTRAINED PERSONNEL.
SAME AS NO. 14 (ABOVE)
BIM.IO AND
VENDOR DATA •
NONE
T.3-1, L.4-5,
L.4-«, B.3-24,
& *
T.3-1,
L.4-5,
L.4-6,
R.4-5,
*
T.3-1,
L.4-5,
L.4-7,
L.4-23,
L.4-24,
•
L.4-5,
»
1.4-5,
F.I -10,
•
FOLDOUT FRAME tj FOLDOUT FRAME
LOCKHEED MISSILES ft SPACE COMPANY
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DEPI
NO. & NAME OF
EXTENDIBLE
STRUCTURE
16
EXTENDIBLE
REEL
STORED
17
SPRING
MUM
IS
INFLATABLES
19
RIGIDIZED
INFLATABLES
20
FLEXIBLE
TETHEH
DESCRIPTION & OPERATION
ILLUSTRATION OF STRUCTURE & MECHANISM
(RETRACTION CAPABILITIES)
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PRE-FORMED SPRING TAPE (OR TAPES) ARE FLATTENED AND
ROLLED UP ON A REEL FOR STOWAGE. THESE ARE THE
SIMPLEST OF THE REEL STORED BEAMS. THE REEL IS
ROTATED BY AN ELECT. MOTOR & GEAR TRAIN. RETRAC-
TION IS ACCOMPLISHED BY REVERSING MOTOR.
TUBE IS FORMED BY A HELICALLY PRE-STRESSED SPRING
TAPE WHOSE OVERLAPPING COILS FORM A RIGID TUBE
WHEN EXTENDED. MAY BE SELF-EXTENDING OR MOTOR
DRIVEN. THE MOTOR DRIVE CONTROLS DEPLOYMENT
SPEED AND PERMITS REMOTE RETRACTION.
GAS TIGHT TUBES (MYLAR, FOIL, MYLAR) ARE FLATTENED
AND FOLDED FOR STORAGE; AN EXTERNAL GAS SUPPLY
INFLATES AND ERECTS (AND REMOVES THE WRINKLES) THE
TUBES. THE ALUM. FOIL SANDWICHED IN MYLAR THEN IS
A THIN-WALLED TUBE AND LENDS ITSELF TO ANALYSIS.
GAS PRESSURE IS RELIEVED WHEN THE SYSTEM REACHES
EQUILIBRIUM. MAY BE USED AS A MULTIPLE-TUBE SYSTEM
STIFFENED BY SPACERS AND GUY WIRES. ARE USUALLY NOT
RETRACTABLE.
TWO SYSTEMS ARE SHOWN: (A) A SOLID CORE OF RIGID
FOAM IS FORMED INSIDE A FABRIC FORM WHILE RESTRAINED
BY A DIE. THE PRESSURE OF THE FOAM FEEDS IN THE FABRIC
FORM AS THE RIGID FOAM IS FORCED OUT THE OPPOSITE
END; IB) PRE-TREATED GELATINE-GLASS FIBER LAMINATED
TUBES MADE FLEXIBLE WITH A SOFTENING AGENT. THE
TUBES ARE GAS-INFLATED IN SPACE AND THE SOFTENING
AGENT EVAPORATES, LEAVING THE TUBES STIFF. COMPLETE
RIGIDITY IS ACHIEVED IN 10 TO 20 HOURS. IS NOT
RETRACTABLE.
CYLINDRICAL SECTIONS WITH SPHERICAL SEATS ON EACH
END, ALTERNATE WITH BALLS; ENTiRE ASSEMBLY HAS
CENTER HOLE TO ACCEPT FLEXIBLE TENSION MEMBER. THE
TENSION MEMBER IS FIXED TO ONE END; TENSION REACTED
AGAINST THE OPPOSITE END CAUSES THE LOOSE PARTS TO
ALIGN AND FORM A STRAIGHT COLUMN (THE SHORTEST
LENGTH OF CABLE).
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMIC
FOLDOUT FRAME ,
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE
USED AS ANTENNA, GRAVITY GRADIENT
BOOMS, ACTUATORS, ETC. APOLLO, ATS,
DODGE, MARINER AND MANY MORE SPACE-
CRAFT APPLICATIONS.
USED AS ANTENNAS, GRAVITY GRADIENT
BOOMS ETC. ON RAE, OGO, NIMBUS &
OTHERS.
UNKNOWN.
UNKNOWN.
UNKNOWN.
USED TO ERECT FOIL SUNSHIELD OF CENTRAL
CONTROL STATION ON APOLLO LUNAR SUR-
FACE EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE.
SEVERAL LOOP ANTENNAS, 6 TO 9 FT DIA,
WERE FLOWN ON THE OGO SERIES (STANFORD
UNIVERSITY EXPERIMENTS). ALL WERE SINGLE
TUBES 1 TO 2 IN. DIA. A MECHANISM CON-
TAINING A COLUMN OF MULTIPLE TUBES 10 FT
LONG WAS SUCCESSFULLY DEMONSTRATED ON
CLASSIFIED MISSIONS.
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE UNKNOWN
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE UNKNOWN
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE UNKNOWN
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE UNKNOWN
FLIGHT EXPERIENCE UNKNOWN
SOURCE
SPAR AEROSPACE
PRODUCTS LTD.
ONTARIO, CANADA
FAIRCHILD HILLER
GERMANTOWN, MD.
GENERAL ELECTRIC CORP.
MSD, VALLEY FORGE, PA.
GENERAL DYNAMICS/CONVAIR
DIV., SAN DIEGO, CA
WESTINGHOUSE DEFENSE &
SPACE CENTER, AEROSPACE OIV.
BALTIMORE, MD.
AMETEK/HUNTER SPRING CO.
HATFIELD PA.
LOCKHEED M.S.C.
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
GOODYEAR AEROSPACE CORP.
AKRON, OHIO
LOCKHEED M.S.C.
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
MESSERSCHMITT-BOLKOW-
BLOHMGMBH,
MUNICH, GERMANY
GENERAL ELECTRIC MSD
VALLEY FORGE, PA.
ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY, MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING DIV.
CHICAGO, ILL.
TRADE NAME STEM ,
EXTENDIBLE MEMBEI
IS STOWED BY COIL
"JACK HN-T HE-BOX
TRADE NAME TEE (T
MOD EL WITH A CRC
FABRICATED AND D
TRADE NAMEMOL^
TRADE NAME SCREE
TRADE NAME STACt
USED TO EXTEND A
APPROX. 9 FT.
DEVELOPED A SERIE
FOR AERO PROPULS
OIZED BY EXPOSIN
INFLATING SYSTEV
DEVELOPED FOR N/
IMPREGNATED FIBE
OF HEAT OR VACUl
DEVELOPED A RICH
SOLAR ARRAY. US
SYSTEM EVAPORATI
WORKING MODEL!
GROUND AND UNI
PROBLEMS.
DEVELOPED A COLI
PRINCIPLE.
FOLDOOT FRAME
I/
DEPLOYABLE STRUCTURES SURVEYED
SOURCE DEVELOPMENT WORK GENERAL DESIGN COMMENTS PRODUCIBILITY GROUND DEPLO'ENVIRONMENT
STATIC LO
SPAR AEROSPACE
PRODUCTS LTD.
ONTARIO, CANADA
FAIRCH1LD MILLER
GERMANTOWN, MD.
GENERAL ELECTRIC CORP.
MSD, VALLEY FORGE, PA.
GENERAL DYNAMICS/CONVAIR
DIV., SAN DIEGO, CA
WESTINGHOUSE DEFENSE &
SPACE CENTER, AEROSPACE DIV,
BALTIMORE. MD.
TRADE NAME STEM AND Bl STEM (STORABLE TUBULAR
EXTENDIBLE MEMBER). SELF-ERECTING MODEL THAT
IS STOWED BY COILING INSIDE A CYLINDER IS CALLED
" JACK-IN-T HE-SOX".
TRADE NAME TEE (TUBULAR EXTENDIBLE ELEMENTS) A DOUBLE
MODEL WITH A CROSS-SECTION RESEMBLING THE FIGURE 8
FABRICATED AND DEMONSTRATED.
TRADE NAME MOLY ROD
TRADE NAME SCREEN BOOM
LINEAR DYNAMIC SYSTEM, VERY COMPACT STOWAGE, LOW TORSIONAL STIFF-
NESS. AS ABOVE, INEFFICIENT IN LONGER LENGTHS. TEMPERATURE PREDICTION
IS MORE DIFFICULT BECAUSE THE JOINT THERMAL CONDUCTANCE IS UNLIKELY
TO BE REPEATABLE. HOLE PATTERN MAY BE REQUIRED TO OBTAIN REASONABLE
THERMAL DEFLECTIONS. ROLL ABRASION RESISTANT THERMAL COATINGS
REQUIRED.
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS
WELL DEFINED. CONSTANT SECTION
FACILITATES FORMING. CONVENTIONAL
ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES.
CONSTRUCTION ALLOV
DEPLOYMENT/RETRACT
PERFORMANCE DEGRAt
AMETEK/HUNTER SPRING CO.
HATFIELD PA.
TRADE NAME STACER, TWIN MOTOR-DRIVEN STACERS WERE
USED TO EXTEND A NASA EXPERIMENTAL SOLAR ARRAY
APPROX. 9 FT.
VERY COMPACT STOWAGE, VERY LOW AXIAL AND TORSIONAL STIFFNESS.
COLUMN LOAD CAPACITY, LATERAL AND TORSIONAL STIFFNESS DEPEND ON
FRICTIONAL FORCES EXISTING BETWEEN OVERLAPPING LAYERS. NO RELIABLE
METHOD OF ANALYSIS HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED. STIFFNESS WILL BE DERIVED
MAINLY BY TESTS. ROLL ABRASION-RESISTANT THERMAL COATINGS REQUIRED.
MATERIAL CONTINUITY AND THE RESULTING SPIRAL THERMAL CONDUCTANCE
PROBABLY RESULTS IN LOWER THERMAL DEFLECTIONS THAN A NON CONTINUOUS
TUBE SECTION.
MINIMUM SPECIAL TOOLING REQUIRED.
CONVENTIONAL ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES.
SAME AS NO. 1
LOCKHEED M.S.C.
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
HIGH DAMPING; PROBABLY A NON-LINEAR SYSTEM; VERY COMPACT STOWAGE.
1
 STRENGTH AND STIFFNESS VARY GREATLY AS THE STRUCTURE IS FOLDED MORE OR
JLESS, I.E., THEWRINKLED CONDITION OF THE FOIL. EMPIRICAL RESOLUTION
• MUST BE USED TO ESTABLISH FOLDING TECHNIQUES AND LIMITS MYLAR DE-
; GRADES WHEN EXPOSED TOU.V., SO A PROTECTIVE COATING MUST BE USED.
LARGE FRONT-TO-BACK TEMP. GRADIENTS ARE LIKaY, PARTICULARLY IF MULTI-
| PLE TUBE SYSTEM IS USED. ADHESION OF THERMAL CONTROL SURFACE TO THE
1
 MYLAR MAY BE DIFFICULT TO ACHIEVE.
MINIMUM TOOLING REQUIRED; HOWEVER,
A GREAT AMOUNT OF HAND CRAFTSMANSHIP
IS REQUIRED.
PERFORMANCE DEGRADES
EACH DEPLOYMENT/RETM
HANDLING AND PRUDENT
TESTING.
GOODYEAR AEROSPACE COUP.
AKRON, OHIO
LOCKHEED M.S.C.
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
MESSERSCHMITT-BOLKOW-
BLOHM GMBH,
MUNICH, GERMANY
DEVELOPED A SERIES OF INFLATABLE RIGIDIZED STRUCTURES HIGH DAMPING. LINEAR SYSTEM, CONVENIENT STOWAGE SYSTEM. FOAM
FOR AERO PROPULSION LAB. USING DACRON FABRIC RIGI- i MATERIALS HAVE A VERY LOW YOUNG'S MODULUS. TO MAKE UP THAT
DIZED BY EXPOSING A URETHANE RESIN TO MOISTURE IN THE I DEFICIENCY, A LARGE AMOUNT OF FOAM MUST BE PROVIDED THEREIN DEFEAT-
INFLATING SYSTEM. ING THE ADVANTAGE OF USING A LOW DENSITY MATERIAL. LARGE FRONT-TO-
BACK THEKMAL GRADIENTS ARE LIKELY. THERMAL CONTROL SURFACE APPLICA-
DEVELOPED FOR NASA AN ORBITAL ESCAPE DEVICE USING TION MAY BE A PROBLEM.
IMPREGNATED FIBERGLASS THAT HARDENED BY APPLICATION
OF HEAT OR VACUUM.
DEVELOPED A RIGIDIZED STRUCTURE TO SUPPORT A 215 SQ FT
SOLAR ARRAY. USES GELETINE-GLASS TUBES AND INFLATION
SYSTEM EVAPORATES THE SOFTENING AGENT.
MINIMUM TOOLING REQUIRED; HOWEVER,
A GREAT AMOUNT OF HAND CRAFTSMANSHIP
IS REQUIRED.
NOT RETRACTABLE; DEPLO
BE MADE ON FLIGHT HARf
TESTS AND OTHER QUALIT
MUST BE USED.
GENERAL ELECTRIC MSD
VALLEY FORGE, PA.
ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY, MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING DIV.
CHICAGO, ILL.
WORKING MODELS HAVE BEEN DEMONSTRATED ON THE
GROUND AND UNDER WATER WITHOUT ANY REPORTED
PROBLEMS.
DEVELOPED A COLLAPSIBLE CANE THAT WORKS ON THIS
PRINCIPLE.
POOR STORAGE CHARACTERISTICS (THE STOWED VOLUME IS EQUAL TO THE EX-
TENDED VOLUME). THE TETHER REQUIRES THE CONCENTRATION OF MASS TO BE
NEAR THE CENTER OF THE BEAM, RESULTING IN A POOR STRUCTURE FOR STIFF-
NESS. THERMAL DEFLECTIONS ARE DEPENDENT UPON MATERIAL AND THICKNESS
OF STRUCTURE.
DEPENDENT UPON DETAIL DESIGN; COULD
EITHER BE VERY EASY OR NEARLY IMPOSSIBLE
TO FABRICATE.
REPEATED DEPLOYMENTS
CRACK THE WHIP IF ACTU
I/
PRODUCIBILITY
TESTING & HANDLING
GROUND DEPLOYMENT DEMO
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING
STATIC LOAD TEST
INSTALLATION ON SPACECRAFT
BIBLIO AND
VENDOR DATA
VBRICATION AND ASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS
ELL DEFINED. CONSTANT SECT ION
CILITATES FORMING. CONVENTIONAL
SEMBLY TECHNIQUES.
CONSTRUCTION ALLOWS REPEATED
DEPLOYMENT/RETRACTION WITHOUT
PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION
STORES ON A REEL WITH THE
OUTBOARD END EXPOSED. THE
EXPOSED SECTION SHOULD BE
PROTECTED FROM UNTRAINED
PERSONNa
L.4^5, J.2-6, N.2-U,
S.4-1, P.2-2, J.2-3,
A.6-1, & »
L.4-5, N.2-M, P.2-2, J.2-3,
A.6-1, F.l-10, *
L.4-5, N.2-14, J.2-3, A.6-1
L.4-J, N.2-14, J.2-3, A.6-1
L.4-5, N.2-14, W.2-9,
J.2-3, W.2-4, A.6-1
NIMUM SPECIAL TOOLING REQUIRED.
DNVENTIONAL ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES.
SAME AS NO. 16 (ABOVE) SAME AS NO. 16 (ABOVE)
NIMUM TOOLING REQUIRED; HOWEVER,
GREAT AMOUNT OF HAND CRAFTSMANSHIP
REQUIRED.
PERFORMANCE DEGRADES NOTICEABLY WITH
EACH DEPLOYMENT/RETRACTION. CAREFUL
HANDLING AND PRUDENT FIXTURES REQD FCR
TESTING.
STORES WELL; MUST HAVE A GAS SUPPLY. VERY
DELICATE; MUST BE PROTECTED FROM UNTRAINED
PERSONNEL.
L.4-26
NIMUM TOOLING REQUIRED; HOWEVER,
GREAT AMOUNT OF HAND CRAFTSMANSHIP
REQUIRED.
NOT RETRACTABLE; DEPLOYMENT TESTS CAN NOT
BE MADE ON FLIGHT HARDWARE. DEVELOPMENT
TESTS AND OTHER QUALITY ASSURANCE TESTING
MUST BE USED.
STORES WELL, BUT DOES REQUIRE ATTENDING
PRESSURIZED CONTAINERS.
G.3-1
M.3-1
PENDENT UPON DETAIL DESIGN; COULD
FHER BE VERY EASY OR NEARLY IMPOSSIBLE
) FABRICATE.
REPEATED DEPLOYMENTS CAN BE MADE; MAY
CRACK THE WHIP IF ACTUATED RAPIDLY.
EXTENSIVE DEVELOPMENT WORK REQUIRED TO
OPTIMIZE PACKAGING/DEPLOYMENT
TECHNIQUES.
NONE
J
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1 — Telescoping Triangular Truss
Tower Capable of Extending
70 Feet (Tri-Ex Tower Corp.,
Visalia, Calif.)
2A - Telescoping Cylinders Mast
Capable of Extending 30 Feet
(Sanders Associates, Inc.,
Nashua, New Hampshire)
2B - Telescoping Cylinders Sky-
Needle Tower (70 Feetj (Tri-
(Tri-Ex Corp., Visalia,
California)
4 -.,
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LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
3A - Folding Beam, Mobile Aerial
Tower Application, Heights up
to 130 Feet (Mobile Aerial
Towers, Inc., Fort Wayne,
Indiana)
3B — Folding Beam (Mobile Aerial lowers,
Inc., Fort Wayne, Indiana)
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4 - Lazy Tong Model, Extends 20 Feet
(Lockheed Missiles i Space Company,
Sunnyvale, Cahf. i
4A — Two-Foot Modi'l of Lazy Tong,
Plus :i Sm.ill Model of Box Beam
(No. 7) (Fairchilri-mller,
. Germantown, Md. 1
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5A - Tri-Axis Lazy Tong (Deployed)
(Lockheed Missiles & Space
Company, Sunnyvale, Calif.)
6 - Eight- Foot Model of Extensible
Truss Beam (Fairchild-Hiller,
Germantown, Md.)
5B - Tri-Axis Lazy Tong (Stowed)
(Lockheed Missiles & Space
Company, Sunnyvale, Calif.)
6A - Fully Retracted Eight-Foot
Model of Extensible Truss
Beam (Fairchild-Hiller,
Gormantown, Md.)
4-88 4-89
LOCKHEED MISSILES ft SPACE COMPANY LOCKHEED MISSILES ft SPACE COMPANY
7A - Bellows (Jack-In-The-Box)
Model Extends Two Feet
(Lockheed Missiles & Space
Company, Sunnyvale, Calif.)
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7B- Bellows (Jack-In-The-Box)
(Lockheed Missiles & Space
Company, Calif.)
LOCKHEED MISSILES ft SPACE COMPANY
8A - Astromast Articulated Lattice (Series A15000)
(Astro Research Corporation, Santa Barbara, Calif.)
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8B - Automatically Deployable Variable Height Tower
(Astro Research Corporation, Santa Barbara, Calif.)
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9A - Microweight Astromast (0.02 Ib/ft)
(Astro Research Corporation, Santa Barbara, Calif.)
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1
 I
Extender Model Extends 12 Feet Extender Model Extends 3 Feet
9B - Lunar Antenna Mast - Engineering Model
(Astro Research Corporation, Santa Barbara, Calif.)
10 -Tri- Extender
(Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Sunnyvale, Calif.)
4-94 4-95
LOCKHEED MISSILES ft SPACE COMPANY LOCKHEED MISSILES ft SPACE COMPANY
12 - Astro Tube Engineering Model for Viking Soil Sampler
(Astro Research Corp., Santa Barbara, Calif.)
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13 - Tri-Beam Model, Capable
of Extending 40 Feet
(Lockheed Missiles & Space
Company, Sunnyvale, Calif.)
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14 - Instarect Reel Stored Mast
Model, Capable of Extending
40 Feet (Sanders Associates,
Inc., Nashua, New Hampshire)
LOCKHEED MISSILES ft SPACE COMPANY
750-FOOT RAE ANTENNA (TEE)
ISA— Deployment Mechanism and 750-Foot
Long Edgelock Tee (Falrchild-Hiller,
Germantown, Md.)
15B - Tubular Extendable Elements (Tee);
Hingelock, Edgelock, and Overlapped
(Fairchild-Hiller, Germantown, Md.)
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16 - Extendible Reel Stored; the Bi-Stem Is Capable of Extending
120 Feet (SPAR Aerospace Products, Ltd., Toronto, Canada)
4-99
LOCKHEED MISSILES ft SPACE COMPANY
Boom Cannister Before a
Boom is Released (Right)
Boom Extended to Its
21-Foot Length (Bottom)
17 - Spring Helix (Hunter Spring Div., Ametek, Inc., Hatfield, Pa.)
4-100
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\
18 - Inflatablcs, Model Height 13 Feet
(Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Sunnyvale, Calif.)
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4.1.2.3 Evaluation of Deployable Structures
This section applies the extensible structure data from Sections 4.1.2.1 and 4.1.2.2
to the Space Station. The characteristics of extensible structures vary a great deal;
therefore, their individual applicability to the Space Station depends largely upon how
they function in the design. The method used to evaluate extendible structures was to
define a series of configurations, one of which would be optimum for a specific type of
extendible structure and all of which would satisfy the Space Station operational and
packaging requirements. These configurations are shown in Chart K. Each type of
extendible structure is then evaluated by analysis for use in one or more of the chosen
configurations; the results are shown in Chart L. The beam loads are quite variable
from one configuration to another (bending from zero to 16,000 ft-lb and column loading
from 64 to 4,560 Ib). This allows the beam to be studied as an independent variable
with only stowage volume constraints. This method of evaluation will allow considera-
tion of new extendible structures without repeating a complete structural analysis.
4.1.2.3.1 Solar Array Configurations (Chart K). This chart illustrates nine different
ways the panels can be positioned. Configurations are varied through the range of com-
plexity, from the simplest approach of 100-percent deployment at all times to complex
pivoting and trans versing full panels and panels with only partial (37. S percent min.)
deployment during the artificial gravity assessment. The objective of the chart Is to
provide a configuration that is near optimum for each type of beam, to provide a basis for
evaluation of the overall structure system complexity and weight. The number and
placement of extensible beams used in any configuration can readily be adjusted to
optimize the design.
4.1.2.3.2 Structures and Mechanism Applicability to Space Station (Chart L). The loads
determined for each solar array configuration were developed for the artificial gravity
experiment, which represents the worst case (highest loads). This case assumed 4 rpm
rotational speed from the beginning to the conclusion of the experiment.
4-103
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Extensible beams Nos. 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 17 through 20 (Chart J) were not considered
applicable to the Space Station for any of the nine configurations because of the high loads
carried by the beams during artificial gravity. Also, the shock loads resulting from docking
during zero gravity must be considered regardless of the artificial gravity assessment.
These beams are not efficient extensible devices for high load applications.
The column, Extensible Structure Usable in This Configuration is used to eliminate highly
unlikely beam candidates. The two reasons considered valid for elimination are when
the configuration requires a function that the beam cannot normally perform; or when
the loads make the beam so outsized that it is obviously beyond the state-of-the-art
existing to fabricate the beam. Consider the following examples:
• A Functional Requirement. The Extensible Truss Beam No. 6, as used in
Space Station Configuration No. 6 or No. 7, requires partial extension. The
extensible truss does not develop any real load-carrying capabilities until it
reaches full extension. It is conceivable that a design could be produced where
one shortened extensible truss sets atop a second extensible truss, with sequenced
extensions producing the configurations. The extra operations and complications
reduce reliability and increase costs unnecessarily, especially when other beams
adapt well to Space Station Configurations 6 and 7; therefore, beam No. 6 was
eliminated in those configurations.
• An Outsized Beam Requirement. Consider the Interlocking Extendable Reel
Stored Beam No. IS, as used in Configuration No. 1. Using stainless steel,
the loads require a beam 0.07-in. thick by 17.5-in. diam, beam element
weight is 1,430 Ib. The largest size made to date is a short section of 6 in.
dla. Scale-up to 17.5 in diam by 100 ft long would require tremendous expan-
sion of technology and completely new fabrication facilities. Space Station
Configurations Nos. 1, 2, and 3 do not favor the characteristics of beam
No. 15; therefore consideration of beam 15 was eliminated in Configurations 1,
2. and 3.
The ancilliary structure and mechanism weights shown in the Applicability to Space
Station Column of Chart L were estimated, as shown in the tabulations that follow.
Weights are for total Space Station solar array structure. Materials considered are
standard aluminum and stainless steel alloys.
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Configuration 1, Baseline (Proposal)
Weight (Ib)
160
320
160
LO
Qty Description
4 Outer panel support beams
2 Outboard cross arm (40 by 2 ft sq. folding, truss beam)
4 Containers, 32 by 2 by 3 ft, with cover and mounting frames
4 Guys, ISO ft by 5/64 in. dla with fittings
Total Structure 13SO
4 Cables (panel pull-out) 250 ft by 3/16 in. diam 78
As/Reqd Pulleys and cable guides
2 Cable reel and motor 14
2 seta Wiring and controls 4
Total Mechanism 104
Total Ancillary System 14S4
Configuration 2, Baseline Mod. A
Qty Description
2 Outboard cross arm (40 ft by 2 ft sq. folding truss beam)
4 Outer panel support beams
4 Containers, 32 by 2 by 3 ft, includes cover md mounting
frames
4 Guys, 150 ft by 1/16 In. diam. with fittings
Total Structure
4 Cables (panel pull-out) 250 ft by 1/8 In diam
As/Reqd Pulleys and cable guides
4 Cable reel and motor
2 sets Wiring and controls
Total Mechanism
Total Ancillary System
4-105
Weight (Ib)
:: 1:.
mi
7HIJ
I
1118
M
a
20
6
70
1188
LOCKHEED MISSILES * SPACE COMPANY LOCKHEED MISSILES ft SPACE COMPANY
Configuration 3, Baseline Mod. B Configuration 5, (Continued)
(Same as Configuration No. 2)
Configuration
Qty
2
4
4
4
4
Aa/Reqd
4
2 sets
Configuration
Qty
2
6
2
4
2
4, Symm. Dynamic Loads
Description
Outboard Cross arm (40 by 2 it sq. folding truss beam)
Outer panel support beams
Containers 32 by 2 by 3 ft, includes cover and mounting
frames
Guys ISO ft by 1/16 dlam with fittings
Total Structure
Cables (panel pull-out) 250 ft by 1/8 In. dlam
Pulleys and cable guides
Cable reel and motor
Wiring and controls
Total Mechanism
Total Ancillary System
5, Panels Tension Loaded
Description
Outboard cross arm 25 by 1.5 ft sq
Containers 24 by 2 by 3 ft, includes covers and mounting
frames
Folding rail system
Extendable beams 3 in. dlam by 89 ft long
Secondary outboard beam (folding truss 45 ft long)
Weight <lb)
200
120
800
8
1128
36
8
20
6
70
1188
Weight (lb)
60
880
480
660
120
Qty Description
2 Cable (panel pull-out 300 ft by 1/8 in. dlam
As/Reqd Pulleys and cable guides
2 Cable reel and motor
2 sets Wiring and controls
2 Rail traversing drive mechanism
Total Mechanism
Total Ancillary System
Configuration 6, Framed Assy
4 Outboard beams 32 by 1.5 ft
4 Containers 32 by 2 by 3 ft
) Total Ancillary Structure
(No Ancillary Mechanisms Required )
Configuration 7, Symm. Partial Deploy
(Same as Configuration 2)
Configuration 8, Symm. Pivoted Panels
Qty Description
4 Outboard beams (32 by 1.5ft)
4 Containers
Weight (lt>)
20
6
12
8
30
76
2276
280
800
1080
Weight (lb)
280
800
1080
Total Structure 2200
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Configuration 9, Equilibrium Pivoted Panel
Qty Description Weight (Ib)
2 Outboard cross arm, (40 by 1 ft folding truss beam) 130
4' Outer panel support beams 80
4 Containers 32 by 2 by 3 ft 780
2 Pivot mechanism structure 20
Total Structure 1010
4 Cables (panel pull-up) 250 ft x 1/8 dlam 36
As/Reqd Pulleys and cables guides 8
4 Cable reel and motor ~ 24
2 sets Wiring and controls 6
Total Mechanism 74
Total Ancillary System 1084
4.1.2 3.3 Conclusions. A review of the applicability matrix will verify that only
truss-type beams (Nos. 1. 3, 6. 8, and 10) are efficient (strength to weight) for the
Space Station stress load levels. A review of the flight experience column of the
technology survey will verify that no extensible structures have been used on space-
craft that approach the strength requirements of the Space Station. This lack of
experience, combined with the obvious superiority of the truss beam, indicates the
necessity for a development program.
The two chart system (configuration and applicability) is versatile and quite adaptable
to change, either to consider a change in the basic requirements or to evaluate a new
extensible structure. A change in the basic requirements will be reflected in the con-
figuration chart and/or the loads,column of the applicability chart.
Addition of a new extensible structure to be evaluated requires only that it follow the
same general procedures used to evaluate the 20 existing beams, 1. e., analyze and
display the characteristics of the beam In terms similar to the technology survey
matrix, and then evaluate those characteristics in the applicability matrix.
'-i ' *
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STRUCTURES AND MECHANISMS APPLICABILITY TO
NO AND NAME
Of EXTENDIBLE
STRUCTURE
1
TaocoriNO
TRIANGULAR
TRUSS
J
taoconNGCYLINDERS
3
FOLDING REAM
SPACE STATION
CONFIGURATION
NO
1
1
>
4
S
6
7
•
•
1
>
3
4
9
(
7
e
9
'
1
J
4
9
6
7
a
t
EXIENDItLE STRUCTURE USAtlE
IN THIS CONFIGURATION
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO. REQUIRES PARTIAL DEPLOYMENT
YES (ERECT STOWED LENGTH)
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YB
NO. IfQUHB PARTIAL DEPIOYMENT
YO (FJtECI STOWED LENGTH)
YES
YO
YO
YES
YB
YES
VO
NO, REQUIRES PARTIAL DEPLOYMENT
NO UQUlRtS PARTIAL DEPLOYMENT
YO
YD
STOWAGE TO FIT WITHIN EXISTING
SHROUD
YES, {STOW AS NO 7)
YES, (STOW AS NO 7)
YES, (STOW AS NO 7)
YO, (STOW AS NO 7)
YES (STOW AS NO 7)
YES.
YES, (STOW AS NO 7)
YO,
YD. (STOW AS NO 7)
YD (STOW AS NO 7)
YD. OTOW AS NO 7)
YO BTOW AS NO 7)
YD (STOWASNO 7)
YO
YO (STOW AS NO 7)
YO
YO (STOW A! NO 7)
YD. (STOW AS NO 7)
YES (STOWASNO 7)
YO, (STOW AS NO 7)
YD, (SIOW AS NO 7)
YO (STOWASNO 7)
YD,
LOADS (EACH REAM)
WITHOUT GUYS
FT US KNDINO
16,000
4,800
5, TO
3.840
0
400 (FRONT)
ISO (AFT)
1.450
4.100
4.ROO
16.000
4.600
J.JOO
3.MO
0
tOOjFIONT)
390 (AFT)
1.490
4.800
4. TO
14,000
4,100
5.100
J.KO
0
600 (FRONT)
390 (AFT)
1.650
4X0
4.100
WITH OUTS US
COMFUSSION
S30 - —
140
173
raj
0
-
-
-
-
930
ltd
173
no
0
-
-
-
930
160
173
330
0
-
-
~
"- —
COMFUSSION
REACTING PANEL
TENSION
4030 - •
1670
416
no
194
103 (FRONT)
64 (AFT)
660
1040
«J4 (RESULTS IN
12,500 FT U) RENO )
4030
urn
416
92D
1M
KOfftONTl
MtAFIl
660
1040
<34(ieULniN
I1.900FT U 684DING)
4030
1670
416
- WO
IM
103 (FRONT)
M(AFT)
660
1040
R34 (RESULTS M
11, JOB FT U >EM>tNG)
-AL AUOYTU8ULAII
(CAM
W8GHI
6M
190
to
in
30
166
431 .
1104
1716
IJM
960
m
ia
in
90
419
•76
1160
1160
1369
t/u
inn
999
111
140
4tB
1103
IM1
MECHANISM
WEIGHT
<U)
19
19
19
»
19
11
11
19
19
16
16
19
19
19
19
11
»
13
19
16
a
n
"
T7
17
14
14
17
17
U
TOTAL REAM AND
MECHANISM WEIGHT
(U)
(710X1 - ICO
(7HX1 - 990)
(109 X 1 - 110)
009 X J - 410)
(49 X 1 - 90)
(181 X 1 - 361)
(447 X 4 • 1788)
(IIMX7 - SMO)
(1731 X 1 - 3464)
(1179X1 - B90)
(979X1 - 1190)
(891 X 1 - ITU)
O71X1 - 746)
030X4 - «0 ,__
1101X4 - 408 '*•
(440X1- 810)
(891 X 4 - 1964)
(1174X1 . BSD
(1178 X 1 - 4396)
(1 JD X J • Z764)
(887 X 1 • 1774)
(II»XI - 2240)
(971X1 • 1144)
OOX4 . 918 ....
1194 X 4 • 614 Is*
1909 X 1 - 1010)
din X 4 • 4480)
(1JBX1 - 1746)
EPLPQUIJERAME
PREC£DJLNG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMEP / rou
APPLICABILITY TO SPACE STATION
1 1 YIELD SAFETY MARGIN
MECHANISM
WEIGHT
<U»
IS
19
19
19
19
11
19
19
16
16
19
19
19
19
11
11
19
19
16
II
17
"
17
14
14
17
17
11
TOTAL BEAM AND
MECHANISM WEIGHT
(LI)
(710X1 • 1410)
(299 X 1 - 990)
(109X1- 110)
(205 X 2 - 410)
(49 X 2 > (0)
(1B1 X 2 • 362)
(447 X 4 ' 1788)
(1120X1 - 1240)
(1731 X 1 - 3464)
(1279 X 2 • 2990)
(573X2 - 1150)
(891 X 1 - 1782)
(373 XI- 746)
O30X4 • 920
 )nn(101X4 . 408 I5JB
(440X1 - 180)
091 X 4 - 1564)
(i JT» x i • fan
(1171X1 - 4356)
(1382 X 1 - 1764)
[BB7 X 2 - 1774)
(I1ZOX 2 • zUd]
(977X1 - 1144)
(732X4 • fS ....
(154 X 4 . 616 '*"
(505 X 1 - 1010)
(1110X4 • 4480)
(I3B3X2 > 1746)
NO OF
BEAMS
RECTO
1
1
1
2
2
4
4
2
4
2
2
2
2
1
2
4
4
2
4
4
1
2
2
2
2
4
4
1
4
1
ANCILLARY
STRUCTURE
WEIGHT
ISM
1MB
1MB
1128
2200
ion
1118
1080
1010
1350
nil
1128
na
2200
1080
1118
ion
1010
USD
1118
III!
1128
2200
ion
nil
ion
1010
ANCILLARY
MECHANISM
WEIGHT
104
70
70
70
76
-
70
~
74
104
70
70
70
76
-
n
•
74
104
70
70
ID
76
-
n
-
74
WEIGHT
SUMMARY
2B74
1778
1398
1600
2366
-
1550
1876
33U
4911
3772
2338
2980
3021
1408
208
4661
3631
5910
3952
1M2
3431
MX
1634
m>
5560
3890
ANCILLARY MECHANISM COMMENTS
EXPERIENCE. COMPLEXITY (EACH WING)
TWO SIMPLE. WIDaY USED, MOTOIIZED REa AND CABLE -SYSTEMS REQUIRED
ONE EACH TO EXTEND THE BEAM AND THE PANELS
THREE SIMPLE, WIDaY USED. MOTORIZED REa AND CAKE SYSTEMS
REQUIRED ONE FOR BEAM EXTENSION, TWO FOR PANa PULL-OUT
THREE SIMPLE, WIDaY USED MOTORIZED REa AND CAKE SYSTEMS
REQUIRED ONE FOR BEAM EXTENSION TWO FOR PANa PULL-OUT
THREE SIMPLE, WIDaY USED MOTORIZED REa AND CABLE SYSTEMS
REQUIRED ONE FOR BEAM EXTENSION, TWO FOR PANa PULL-OUT
TWO SIMPLE WIDaY USED, MOTORIZED REEl AND CABLE SYSTEMS REQUIRED
FOR FORWARD ASSEMBLY TWO TO SIX DEPLOYAKE STRUCTURES AND
MECHANISMS REQUIRED FOR AH ASSEMKY
TWO SIMPLE, WIDELY USED, MOTORIZED REa AND CABLE SYSTEMS REQUIRED
ONE EACH TO EXTEND THE BEAM AND PANELS PRUDENT DESIGN MAY
COMBINE FUNCTIONS AND USE ONLY ONE MECHANISM
FOUR SIMPLE. WDaY USED, MOTORIZED REa AND CAKE SYSTEMS
REQUIRED 1 TWO EACH FOR BEAM EXTENSION AND 2 EACH TO PULL OUT
PANELS (MAY COMBINE FUNCTIONS) A PYROTECHNIC LOCK IS REQUIRED
THREE SIMPLE, WIDaY USED, MOTORIZED REa AND CAKE SYSTEMS
REQUIRED ' ONE FOR BEAM EXTENSION. TWO FOR PANa PULL-OUT
A PYROTECHNIC LOCK IS REQUIRED
TWO SIMPLE, WDaY USED, MOTORIZED REa AND CARLE SYSTEMS REQUBtED
ONE EACH TO DEPLOY THE BEAM AND THE PANELS
THREE SIMPLE, WDaY USED, MOTORIZED REa AND CAKE SYSTEMS
REQUtED ONE FOR BEAM EXTENSION, TWO FOR PANa PULL-OUT
THREE SIMPLE. WDaY USED. MOTORIZED REa AND CAKE SYSTEMS
REQUIRED ONE FOR BEAM EXTENSION, TWO FOR PANa PULL-OUT
TWEE SIMPLE, WDaY USED, MOTORIZED REa AND CARLE SYSTEMS
REQUIRED ONE FOR BEAM EXTENSION, TWO FOR PANa PULL-OUT
TWO SIMPLE. WDaY USED. MOTORIZED REEL AND CAKE SYSTEMS REQUIRED
FOR FORWARD ASSEMKY TWO TO SIX DEPLOYAKE STRUCTURES AND
MECHANISMS IEQUBLED FOR AFT ASSEMKY
TWO SIMPLE, WDaY USD. MOTORIZED REa AND CABLE SYSTEMS REOURttD
ONE EACH TO EXTEND TIC IEAM AND PANELS PRUDENT DESIGN MAY
COMBINE FUNCTIONS AND USE ONLY ONE MECHANISM
FOUR SIMPLE. WDaV USED MOTORIZED Ufa AW CAKE SYSTEMS REQUtED
1 EACH TO EXTEND THE BEAMS AND 2 EACH TO FULL OUT PANELS (MAY
COMWNE FUNCTIONS) A PYROTECHNIC LOCK IS REQUIRED
THREE SIMPLE. WDaY USD.MOTOR1ZD REa AND CAKE SYSTEMS
REQUIRED ONE FOR KAM EXTENSION. TWO FOR PANa PULL-OUT
A PYROTECHNIC LOCK IS REQUIRED
TWO SIMPLE, WDaY USD MOTORIZED RFA AND CAKE SYSTEMS REQUIRED
ONE EACH TO DEPLOY T« ICAM AND THE PANaS
TWR SIMPLE, wmav USD. MOTORIZED REEL AND CAKE SYSTEMS
REQUIRED ONE FOR IEAM EXTENSION. TWO FOR PANa PULL-OUT
TWEE SIMPLE, WDaY USED. MOTORIZED REa AND CAKE SYSTEMS
REQUIRED ONE FOR IEAM EXTENSION TWO FOR PANa PULL-OUT
TWEE SIMPLE, WDaY USED. MOTORIZED RES. AND CAKE SYSTEMS
REQUIRED ONE FOR IEAM EXTENSION TWO FOR PANa PULL-OUT
TWO SIMPLE.' WDaY (BO. MOTORED Rta AND CAKE SYSTEMS REOU.RED
FOR FORWARD ASSEMKY TWO TO SIX OEPLOYAKE STRUCTURES AND
MECHANISM! lEOUOH) FOR AFT ASSEMHV
FOUR SIMPLE, WDaY USD. MOTORIZED REEL AND CAKE SYSTEMS REOURB
1 EACH TO EXTEND THE IEAM AND 1 EACH TO PULL-OUT PANaS (MAY
COMBINE FUNCTIONS A PYROTECPNIC LOCK IS REQUIRED
TWEE SIMPLE, WOaY USD, MOTORIZED REa AND CAKE SYSTEMS
REQUIRED ONE TO EXTEND MAM, TWO FORPATTO. PULL-OUT
A PYROTEOMK LOCK IS ttQURtD
I
APPLICABILITY SUMMARY
EXTREMaY SIMPLE, BUT A BIT HEAVY, AND SOME PROBLEM AREAS IN
RIGGING CAKES
SIMPLE DESIGN, A GOOD CANDIDATE TO REVIEW FOI WEIGHT REDUCTION
AND CAKE RIGGING PROKEMS
LIGHT WEIGHT SYSTEM, REQUIRES CRITICAL REVIEW OF CABLE IIGGING
NOT APPLKAKE, SHORTENED STOWAGE LENGTH MAKES T HIS CONFIGURA-
TION LESS DESIRABLE THAN NOS 1 OR 7
NOT APPLKAKE
IMPRACTICAL DUE TO PARTIAL EXTENSION
LIGHT WEIGHT SYSTEM WITH MINIMUM CAKE RIGGING PROKEMS
A LIKELY CANDIDATE.
NOT APPLICAKFj COMPLEX SYSTEM IS HEAVIER THAN OTHER SIMPLER
CONFIGURATION
EXCESSIVE WEIGHT
NOT APPLKAKE AS THERE ARE Ni0 ADVANTAGES OVER THE
EXCESSIVE WEIGHT
EXCESSIVE WEIGHT
HEAVY AND POTENTIAL CAKE RIGGING PROKEMS A CANDIDA!!
BUT NOT VERY UXav
EXCESSIVE WEIGHT
NOT APPLICABLE. TOO COMPLEX
IMPRACTICAL OU TO PARTIAL EXTENSION
IMPRACTICAL DUE TO PARTIAL EXTENSION
EXCESSIVE WEIGHT
EXCESSIVE WEIGHT
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STRUCTURES AND MECHANISMS APPLICABILITY
NO AND NAME
Of EXTENDIBLE
STRUCTURE
6
EXTEND1BLE
TRUSS
(PROPOSAL
BASatNEJ
8
ASTROMAST
ARTICULATED
LATTICE
to
EXTENDER
IMSC
SPACE STATION
CONFIGURATION
NO
I
t
3
4
S
6
7
6
9
t
1
S
4
*
6
7
8
9
1
>
3
4
9
6
7
•
9
EXTENDIUE STtUCTUtE USABLE
tN THIS CONFIGURATION
VEX
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO UNSTABLE AT PARTIAL EXTENSION
NO UNSTABLE AT PARTIAL EXTENSION
YES
YEJ
YES
YES
YB
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YD
YES
YfS
YES
NO REQUIRES PARTIAL DEPLOYMENT
NO, REQUIRES PARTMI. DEPLOYMENT
YES
YEJ
STOWAGE TO FIT WITHIN EXISTING
SHKXJD
NO EXCESSIVE STOW HEIGHT
NO EXCESSIVE STOW HEIGHT
NO EXCESSIVE STOW HEIGHT
YES
YCS
.*•
YES
NO, EXCESSIVE STOW HEIGHT
NO. EXCESSIVE STOWAGE HEIGHT
NO. EXCESSIVE STOWAGE HEIGHT
**° tftGBIIYf. STOWAGE HEIGHT
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO EXCESSIVE STOWAGE HEIGHT
NO, EXCESSIVE STOWAGE HBGKJ
NO, EXCESSIVE STOWACf HEIGHT
NO, EXCESSIVE STOWAGE HEIGHT
YCS
YD
YEJ
NO
DYNAMICS
LOADS (EACH BEAM)
WITHOUT GUYS
FT IBS BENDING
16,000
4. BOO
S.JOO
9,640
0
600 (FRONT)
330 (AFT)
2.650
4BOO
4,800
16.000
4.BOO
3.700
9, (40
0
600 (FRONT)
3SOIAfTI
1,650
4,800
4800
14.000
4.800
5,100
3840
0
600 (FRONT)
990 (AFT)
1,630
4 800
4600
WITH GUYS US
COMPRESSION
530
T60
173
920
0
-
_
-
-
— 930
160
in
no
0
_
-
-
-
530
160
173
310
0
-
_
—
-
COMPRESSION
REACTING PANEL
TENSION
4030 _
1670
416
f»
194
103 (FRONT)
64 (AFT)
660
1040
614 (RESULTS tN
11,900 FT U BENDING)
4030
1670
416
930
194
•SES"1
660
1040
634 (RESULTS IN
12.500 FT US UND )
4100
1670
4M
910
194
lOfftOHT)
64 (AFT)
660
1040
614 (RESULTS IN
12,900 FT U IENDING)
STRESS, 1 1 YIELD SAFETY MARGIN
BEAM aEMENTS SIZED
(4) 1 IN SO TUBES CROSS SECT
ON O TN CENTERS AREA • 507 IN SO
EACH TUBE
SEEAIOVE AREA- KO"'
SEE ABOVE AREA- 066-2
SEE ABOVE AREA- IM"!
SEE ABOVE AREA- 022"1
SEE ABOVE AREA- 023-!
AREA- 0\f'
SEEAIOVE AREA- I60-*
SEE ABOVE AREA- Z73-*
SEEAIOVE AREA- 699-*
AL. ALLOY TUBULAR
LENTICULAR SCO STAINLESS STEEL T- OT9
SPACED IB- APUT 1.1(0
DIAGONAL MEM9BS ALUM. W-740
LENT ICULAI SCO ASUAM'12
sa-OWE
 I:i°" «•«••
S0ABVE t.o007 w.,,
SEEAKVE I- TO
 w.40)
SEEABOV. T.oOO. w. l to
SEE ABOVE
SEE ABOVE
SEEAWVE ;:oy wo.
SEEAIOV. T-o(«, W.J2<
BEAM
WEIGHT
448
179
59
m
X
11II
142
241
561
978
in
'79
IB
a
I3t
MO
920
70
m
96
JW
14
167
MECHANISM
WEIGHT
aw
14
14
14
14
14
12
12
14
14
14
ISO
93
99
99
99
to
60
99
93
I3D
6
6
6
6
14
6
6
6
6
113 6
TOTAL BEAM AND
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<LB)
(462 X 2 - 914)
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(73 X 2 - 146)
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(13 X 4 . 112) _.
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(102X2 . UN)
OW X 3 - 406)
(40X3 - 60)
(I79X 4 • 072)
(119 X 2 . 271)
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IECHANISM
WEIGHT
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14
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11
14
14
14
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to
60
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93
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6
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I
6
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TOTAL BEAM AND
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aw
(462 x i . «4>
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(139 X 2 • 27t)
NO OF
BEAMS
REO'D
3
2
2
2
2
4
4
2
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
2
4
1
9
2
2
2
2
4
4
2
4
2
ANCILLARY
STRUCTURE
WEIGHT
1350
1118
1128
I12>
2200
10W
1118
10BO
1010
1350
1118
1118
1128
2200
1080
1118
1080
1010
1950
1118
nia
1128
MOO
ton
1118
1080
1010
ANCILLARY
MECHANISM
WEIGHT
104
70
70
70
76
-
70
-
74
104
70
70
70
76
-
70
-
74
104
70
70
70
74
-
70
-
•4
WEIGHT
SUMMARY
2388
1574
1314
1470
2344
1314
1500
2104
2276
2910
1044
1530
1704
2516
-
1654
900
3244
7BO
I7»
1392
!60»
2356
-
-
1772
1362
ANCILLARY MECHANISM COMMENTS
EXPaiENCE. COMPLEXITY (EACH WING)
BEAM EXTENDED BY SPRING FORCE PLUS A MOTORIZED JACKSCREW ASSIST
AND LOCK TWO SIMPLE, WIDaY USED, MOTORIZED WINCH AND CABLE
SYSTEMS REQUIRED FOR PANa PULL -OUT
BEAM EXTENDS 8Y SP1INQ FORCE PLUS A MOTORIZED JACKSCREW ASSIST
AND LOCK A MOTORIZED REa AND CABLE SYSTEM PULL-OUT FORWARD
PANaS TWO TO SIX DEHOYABLE STRUCTURES AND MECH REQUIRED
FOt AFT ASSEMBLY
SIMPLE SCREW JACK EXTENDS 3PAM (2 REQUIRED) MOTORIZED REEL
AND CABLE SYSTEM PULLS-OUT (2 REQUIRED) A PYROTECHNIC LOCK IS
REQUIRED
-
BEAM AND FORWARD PANELS DEPLOYED BY A ROTAtY DRUM AND CAM
LATCHING MECHANISM. A SIMPLE. WEaY US£D, MOTORIZED REa AND
CABLE SYSTEM INQUIRED FOR AFT PANa PULL-Ouf
BEAM AND FOtWARD PANELS ASSEMBLY DEPLOYED BY A ROTARY DRUM
AND CAM LATCHING MECHANISM TWO TO SK DEPLOYABLE STRUCTURES
AND MECHANISMS REQUIRED FOR AFT ASSEMBLY
FOUR BEAMS AND PANELS DEPLOYED BY ROTARY DRUM AND CAM
LATCHNC MKHANISM
BUM AND PAH ELS DEPLOYED BY A ROTAtY DRUM AND LATCHING
MECHANISM ,
BOM AND PAMOS DEPLOYED BY A ROTARY OtUM MECHANISM
A PYROTECHNIC LOCK IS REQUIRED
BEAM DEPLOYS BY SUING ENERGY STORED IN LONGERONS, DAMPER
REQUIRED TO CONTROL TWO SIMPLE WIDUYUSED MOTORIZED
Ua AND CAtlE SYSTEMS PULL-OUT PANaS
BEAM DEPLOYS OY SPIING ENERGY STORED IN LONGERONS, DAMPER
REQUIRED TO CONTROL SIMPLE MOTORIZED REa AND CABLE SYSTEM
DEPLOY FORWARD PANELS TWO TO SIX OEPLOYABLt STRUCTURES
REQUIRED FOR AFT SECTION
BEAM DEPLOYS »Y SPRING ENERGY STORED IN LONGERONS DAMPER
REQUIRED TO CONTROL SIMPLE MOTORIZED REELS AND CABLE SYSTEMS
REQUIRED FOR PANa PULL-OUT A PYROTECHNIC LOCK IS «OU«EO
L
APPLICABILITY SUMMARY
CANNOT BE STOWED
CANNOT BE STOWED
CANNOT BE STOWED
SIMPLE SYSTEM LIGHT WEIGHT, A LIKELY CANDIDATE IF RETRACTION
IS NOT REQUIRED
VERY COMPLEX SYSTEM HEAVY, NOT APPLICABLE
IMPRACTICAL DUE TO PARTIAL EXTENSION
IMPRACTICAL DUE TO PAITIAL EXTENSION
SIMPLE SYSTEM PIVOT REQUBU5 DEVELOPMENT, NOT AS LIKaY A
CANDIDATE AS NO 4
CANNOT BE STOWED
CANNOT BE STOWED
CANNOT BE STOWED
CANNOT BE STOWED
A GOOD CANDDATE. VEtV SIMPLE, SHOULD BE CVALUAI ED WITH
NOS 6 AND 7
EXCESSIVE WBGKI AND COMPLEXITY
A PRIME CANDIDATE TO BE CONSDERED WITH ONLY 2 BEAMS PER
WHO (4 PER VEHICLE)
FUME CANDIDATE, VERY SIMPLE FULLY RETRACT Atll, LIGHT WEIGHT
SYSTEM.
EXCESSIVE WEIGHT
CANNOT BE STOWED
CANNOT IE STOWED
CANNOT IE STOWED
CANNOT BE STOWED
SIMPLICITY OF DESIGN IS FAVORABLE SHOULD BE CONSIDERED A
CANDIDATE IF RETRACTION IS NOT REQUIRED
HEAVY, COMPLEX
WILL NOT BE SIAtLE At PARTIAL EXTENSION
WILL NOT BE STABLE AT PARTIAL EXTENSION
CANNOT BESTOWED
CANNOT BE STOWED
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4.1 3 Solar Array Flexible Substrata Assembly
With the advent of large space station concepts, photovoltaic power system projected
sizes have grown ten times compared to that of the largest previously flown Conventional
rigid solar panels needed to meet the new size requirements have outgrown the weight
and volume allowances. Since 1964 lightweight solar array design activities have been
underway. Fairchild-Hiller and Ryan initiated Investigation, followed by Hughes,
Boeing, G E., and Lockheed. Several foreign firms and government agencies have also
designed flexible type solar arrays, i.e., Royal Aircraft Establishment, British Aircraft
and Messerschmltt.
Each e\aluated individual components, investigated fabrication processes, built proto-2
tvpe solar arrays ranging In size from 8 1 to 250 ft , and conducted component and
assembly testing
This section covers the technology review of existing data gleaned from the available
Investigators reports and manufacturers data sheets, technical conferences, and
personal contacts.
The major subjects to be discussed are (1) Flexible materials most commonly used
and other possible substrate candidates, (2) Interconnect configurations, materials
and joining techniques, (3) Solar cells as selected for flexible solar arrajs to date and
solar cells presently available for consideration, (4) Feeder harness summary,
(5) Flexible material joining techniques, (6) Temperature cycling summary of existing
designs, (7) Thermal control design approaches and, (St On-arraj electronic power
conditioning.
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4.1.3.1 Flexible Substrate Materials
The feasibility of flexible light-weight solar arrays became practical with the develop-
ment of high-strength thin Sim plastic materials. A candidate material for such a
mission as required by the Space Station must meet the demands of both the mechanical
requirements and the rigors of a 10-year space environment. Such thin film require-
ments can thus be listed as follows
• It must be highly flexible, experience minimum elongation under load, and have
a high tensile strength.
• It must be an electrical Insulator.
• It must be stable in space environment (hard vacuum, radiation, and tempera-
ture extremes).
• Ideally, it should be highly transmissive to infrared wavelengths to transfer
heat directly from the cell back surface to space or be compatible with
thermal coatings that may have to be applied.
• It must be transparent enough to Inspect backside solder joints.
• It Is also desirable to have a thin film material useable with printed circuit
technology and resistant to damage from soldering and other manufacturing
operations.
Based upon this, candidate substrate materials that have been evaluated Include Kapton,
FEP Teflon, Aclar, Nomex, Mylar, and Teflon (FEP and TFE) Impregnated fiberglass
(see Chart M). These basic materials were most commonly selected by flexible sub-
strate designers for evaluation either because of their mechanical properties, environ-
mental stability, or their applicability to a laminatn system. Each has good dielectric
strength and is readily available in thin film form and in a varieu of thicknesses and
widths.
Kapton and Mylar have been widely used because of their structural qualities. Mylar
comes in a variety of types. Type T was considered because of its verj high tensile
strength. When data for Type T were not available, properties of the commonly used
Type A were Inserted in Chart M. Nomex, a high temperature resistant n>lon paper,
has not as jet been considered for flight hardware use , however, because of Its high
tear resistance and low cost, it may be ver> suitable for use as a mockup substrate for
the Space Station array. Teflon and Aclar were chosen as candidate adhesive s>stems
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because of their ability to be heat sealed. (Type C FEP-Teflon is listed in the Chart
because its treated surface allows a lower heat sealing temperature and greater
adhesion than the untreated Type A). FEP-TFE impregnated fiberglass is not only
heat scalable because of its Inherent FEP-Teflon, but also has excellent tear resistance.
Kapton and Mylar have relatively good edge tear resistance but have very low propagating
tear strength (8 gm/mll and 20 gm/mll, respectively).
In a space environment the radiation effects indicate that Kapton is superior to Mylar,
which discolors and becomes brittle. In addition, Aclar (the optically clear type 22A)
becomes brittle while FEP and FEP-TFE Impregnated fiberglass are almost unaffected.
In addition, Mylar has a service temperature range of only -70°C to 150°C as compared
to a range for Kapton of -270°C to +400°C. FEP-Teflon and FEP-TFE Impregnated
fiberglass have useful temperature limits of -240°C to +200°C.
From these general observations and the experience of nine domestic and three foreign
flexible substrate developers, Kapton, FEP Teflon, and FEP-TFE impregnated fiber-
glass stand as the most widely used choices for flexible substrates. However, additional
critical material property Information Is required before a final selection can be made
for application to the Space Station requirements. Tensile strength, creep values, and
tear strength properties as a function of the expected temperature and load ranges are
vital in designing for an artificial-g condition where abnormal!) high loading occurs.
The logical approach to obtain the needed Information is to procure representative
sample substrates from the various developers and Include other practical combinations
of materials in a test evaluation program.
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CAh
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
MATERIAL
KAPTON
H-FILM
(POLYIMIDE)
(1 MIL)
TEFLON
FEP
(FLUORO-
PLASTIC)
(1 MIL)
ACLAR
22A
(CTFE)
(1.5 MIL)
NOMEX
(TYPE
410)
2-MIL)
MYLAR
TYPE T)
POLYESTER)
I-MIL)
FEP.TFE
COATED
FIBERGLAS
50% FEP.TFE
8Y WEIGHT)
RELATIV
COST
1.0
0.62
0.29
0.28
0.08
1 40
PROPERTY
TEMP
UNLESS
OTHERWIS
NOTED
-195°C
25°C
200°C
25°C
ROOM
ROOM
200°C
25°C'
ULTIMATE
TENSILE
STRENGT
(PSD
35,000
25,000
17,000
3,000-
(MD)8,000
TO 11, 000
(TD) 4,000
TO 6,000
MD)U,000
0) 6,500
MD) 8,150
D) 4,550
45,000
YIELD
POINT
AT 3%
(PSD
10,000
6,000
1,700
— !
—
 h
•* R
NOT
RE-
ORTED
STRESS
TO PRODUCE
5%
ELONGATION
(PSI)
13,000
NOT
REPORTED
JOT _
EPORTED
IOT
EPORTED *
23,000
ULTIMATE
ELONGATION
(%)
2
70
' 90
300
(MD)150
TO 250
(TD)200
TO 400
(MD) 10
(TD)8
40
TENSILE
MODULUS
(PSI)
510,000
430,000
260,000
70,000
MD-
143,000
D-
133,000
NOT
REPORTED
800,000
FOLDING -
ENDURANCE
(CYCLES)
10,000
4,000
NOT
REPORTED
250,000
100,000
NOT
REPC
TEAR STRENGTH
- INITIAL
(GRAVES
grn/MIL
510
270
(MD)480
(TD) 420
NOT
REPORTED
450
RTED
PROPAGATr
(EMELDORF
gm/MIL
8
125
(MD)200
(TD) 50
(MDJ47.5
(TD) 70
20
SPECIFIC
GRAVITY
1.42
2.15
2.08
0.75
TO
1.1
1.377
DIMENSIONAL STABILITY
STRES
(PSI)
8800
8800
8800
8800
3000
3000
3000
500
TIME
(HR)
1
12
24
96
NOT
REPC
NOT
REPO
NOT
REPO
24
260
1000
4000
TEMP
<°C)
100
100
100
100
)RTED
'
RTED
RTED
25
25
25
100
CREE
%
5.2
5.8
5.9
6.0
0.03
0.1
0.2
0.9
MELTING
POINT
<°C)
NONE
260-280
183-186
NONE
250
STRE
Tl
f
6
2
—
*— -
NOT
REPC
CANDIDATE SUBSTRATE MATERIAL PROPERTIES
SPECIFIC
GRAVITY
1.42
2.15
2.08
0.75
TO
1 1
1.377
DIMENSIONAL STABILITY
STRESS(PSD
8800
8800
8800
8800
«
3000
3000
3000
500
TIME
(HR)
1
12
24
96
NOT
REPC
NOT
REPO
NOT
REPO
24
260
1000
4000
TEMP
(°Q
100
100
100
100
RTED
RTED
RTED
25
25
25
100
CREEP
%
5.2
5.8
5.9
6.0
0.03
0.1
0 2
0.9
MELTING
POINT
<°Q
NONE
260-280
183-186
NONE
250
ZERO
STRENGTH
TEMP
(°C)
815
255
-
^ NO'
"* REPC
„ NOT
REPC
NOT
REPORTED
COEFF OF
THERMAL
EXPANSION
(IN./IN./°C
2.0 X 10~5
(U°CTO
38°C)
2.55 X 10-5
@ -77°C •
5.0 X 10-5
@100°C
)RTED *
RTED *
.7X 10~5
(30°C TO
50°Q
COEFF OF
THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY
(CAL) (CM)
(CM2) (SEC) (°C)
3.72 X 10"!
4.26 X 10"*
4.65 X 10™*
5.3 X 10"*
0.262
3.7 X 10'4
(25°CTO
75°C)
SPECIFIC
HEAT
CAL/giVC
0.261
@40°C
0.28 "
NOT
REPORTED
"" REP<
0.28
HEAT
SEALABLE
NO
YES
(280°CTO
370°C)
YES
<230°C TO
260°C)
T
DRTED
NO
(UNLESS
COATED
OR TREATED )
YES
/CAJUC AC
FEP-TEFLON)
SHRINKAGE
0.3%@250°C
0.5%@300°C
3%@400°C
(FOR 30 MIN)
0 7% STRETCH
(IN M.D.)
2. 2% SHRINK
(INT.D.)
150°C, 30 MIN
12% STRETCH
(IN M.D.)
12% SHRINK
(IN T.D.)
150°C, 30 MIN
1 6% (IN M D.)
1.9% (IN T.D.)
AT300°C
USABLE
TEMP
LIMITS
<°Q
-269
TO
400
-240
TO
+200
NC
REF
UP TO
220
-70
TO
150
EMISSIVITY
INFRARED
e ^0.34
NOT
REPORTED
3T
ORTED
ABSORPTIVITY
NOT
REPORTED
0 03 FROM
0.5 TO 3. 8^
~0 03
AT 0.8pm
<0.08
TO 6. 8 urn
NOT
REPC
NOT
REPC
NOT
REPO
TRANSMISSIVITY
0.66
96% FROM
0.5 TO 3. 8 m
-93%
AT 0.8 urn
'80%
TO 6. 8 tun
IRTED
RTED
KltU
REFLECTIVITY
-0.13
NOT
REPORTED
NOT
REPORTED
t
c
<
MY ABSORPTIVITY
NOT
REPORTED
0.03 FROM
0.5 TO 3. 8 (.m
>
-0 03
AT O.S^m
<0.08
TO 6. 8 ^m
NOT
REPC
NOT
REPO
NOT
REPO
TRANSMISSIVITY
0.66
96% FROM
0.5 TO 3. 8 m
-93%
AT 0.8 >jm
-80%
TO 6. 8 (irn
)RTED
RTED
Klkl)
REFLECTIVITY
-0.13
NOT
REPORTED
NOT
REPORTED
DIELECTRIC
STRENGTH
(1-MIL,
60 CYCLES
(VOLTS)
10,800
7,000
5,600
6,500
3,700
450
- 7,500 '
MOISTURE,
ABSORPTANCE
2.9% IN
H,0 FOR
24 HR
 0AT 23.5°C
<0.01% IN
H2O FOR
24 HR
AT 23 5°C
NIL
-<0.8% IN
H2O FOR
24 HR .
AT 23.5°C
i
OUTGASSING
WEIGHT
LOSS
0 25% IN
HELIUM
FOR 2 HR
AT400°C
NOT
REPO
NOT
REPORTED
0.5%
AFTER
5 DAYS
AT350°C
RADIATION RESISTANCE
NO LOSS IN TRANSMISSIONAFTER
10'4, 800 KEV PROTONS/CM2,
2.6 X 1017, | MEV aECTRONS/CM2
OR UV UP TO 9600 ESH
NO LOSS IN TRANSMISSION AFTER
10'4, 800 KEV PROTONS/CM2 OR
2 6 X 10'T, 1 MEV ELECTRONS/CM2.
4.5% LOSS IN TRANSMISSION AFTER
2 EQUIVALENT SOLAR YEARS OF UV.
NO LOSS IN TRANSMISSION AFTER
O'4, 800 KEV PROTONS/CM2. SPEC-
MENS DEGRADED QUICKLY UNDER
MEV ELECTRONS AND UV RADIA-
TION (BECAME BRITTLE)
RTED *
NO LOSS IN TRANSMISSION AFTER
10' 4, 800 KEV PROTONS/CM2, 5%
LOSS AFTER 2.6 X lO'7, 1 MEV ELEC-
TRONS. 20% LOSS AFTER 3510 ESH
NOT
REPORTED
AVAILABILITY
0.25 TO 5
MILS 6036
IN. MAX
WIDTH
0.5 TO 20
MILS
48 IN.
MAX
--WIDTH
1.5 AND
5 MILS.
47 IN. MAX.
WIDTH
2 TO 30
MILS
0.5 TO 1 5
MILS
1 TO 30
MILS
UP TO 144
INCH MAX
WIDTH
5
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4.1.3.2 Solar Cell InterconnectorB
The section which follows presents the results of the literature search on cell
interconnectors. Materials, configurations and Joining processes are dlscusned with
reference not only to the existing flexible array studies but also to rigid arrays and
other applicable areas of technology. In addition, the Interconnector data compiled
and the results of Its evaluation are presented as applicable to the space station array
design and fabrication.
4.1.3.2.1 Interconnector Materials. Seven basic materials repeatedly appear In solar
conversion literature as either recommended for, or actually used on, solar arrays for
cell-to-cell and bus strip Interconnections. These materials are aluminum, berylllum-
oopper, copper, Kovar (an alloy composed of 53-percent Fe, 29-percent Ni, 17 Co),
molybdenum, nickel, and silver. Sliver and solder are most frequentlj mentioned
coatings, with tin and gold also often used.
To aid in the comparison of the solar cell Interconnector materials, their basic physical
properties are presented in Table 4-1. Silicon and titanium are Included because many
of the reports reviewed recommended materials with coefficients of thermal expansion
compatible with the silicon cells (e.g. , copper in Refs T.3-9, and M.4-2; and Kovar in
Refs. N.4-16 and E.2-1), while titanium Is used for cell ohmic contacts.
Particular mission requirements dictate material/coating selections. Therefore,
selecting an interconnect material/coating has required designers to first examine
expected environments to which a solar array will be exposed, men determine how
these environments will affect the stresses between cells and Interconnects. Final
selections then became a function of how various designers balance electrical and
thermal characteristics, while keeping in mind the joining processes to be used.
The results of studies published prior to 1968 more or less concerned the "proving out"
of particular designs for specific contracted missions or Investigations. Since 1968,
however, it appears that more emphasis has been given toward conducting specific
material comparison tests in on effort to optimize Interconnector materials by expanding
our knowledge of their basic behavior in the environmental extremes of space.
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Unfortunately, a selection of Interconnect material/coatings cannot be reduced to a
simple formula. For example, molybdenum and Kovar are each good choices for
thermal compatibility with silicon. Yet, a principal problem associated with molybdenum
is a difficulty in obtaining quality platings (ref. Table 4-2). By the same token, a mis-
sion requirement for nonmagnetic materials would eliminate Kovar or Invar because of
their high Iron content.
Comprehensive new data were published this year by Heliotek In their study reports on
Development of an Integrated Lightweight Flexible Silicon Solar Cell Array (Ref. H.3-1
through -4). In these reports they modify somewhat the importance of matching co-
efficients of thermal expansion to silicon. Instead, they point out that by reducing the
thickness of Interconnect material, some of the effects of thermal mismatch are
greatly reduced. "There is no clear cut indication of the superiority of any one metal
interconnect." (taken from the study of Structural Failures in Lightweight Solar Cell
Arrays Under Thermal Cycling, Table 4-3 and Bibliography Ref. M.4-2). The metal
chosen should be no thicker than 1 mil. This holds true even when temperatures are to
be experienced that are on the order of -175°C (Ref. H.3-2). With selected materials
kept to 1 mil thicknesses, the emphasis shifts to Joining methods and interconnect design
(i.e., to keeping interconnect/solar cell joints and interface areas as small as practicable
so as to reduce the Hkffllhf"ri of silicon "divoting" at these low temperatures.)
Brief abstracts of each of the seven materials as used by the various manufacturers
appear in Tables 4-2 through 4-9
L3SSA Materials'Appllcatlon. In light of the foregoing, It is not yet advisable to reject
any of the cited Interconnection materials for LSSSA, especially if rejection were to be
based only on data presented to date. This stems from the fact that mere is a pronounced
lack of standardized thermal cycling comparison data, particularly with materials in the
1 mil to 1.5 mil thickness range, configured for optimum stress relief.
A standardized comparison testing program is therefore recommended, since the
scattered material selection tests were predominately oriented to verifying adequacy
for specific mission objectives. LSSSA's 10 year service life requirement is way beyond
me limits envisaged for these missions.
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TABLE 4-2
SOLAR CELL INTERCONNECTOR MATERIAL
MOLYBDENUM
Source
AEG-Telefunken
European Space
Research Organi-
zation (ESRO)
Heliotek
Lockheed Mis a lie 8
tc Space Co
(LMSC)
MIT
NASA-Goddard
Ryan
Aeronautical
Comments
Silver coated molybdenum interconnects
gave good performance, aa did 50
micro-meter silver mesh, when RC
welded to solar cell contacts This
is comparable to regular modules
interconnected with solder
Molybdenum and Kovar as interconnect
materials show great promise
When solar arrays are subjected
to a high number of thermal cycles
with large temperature excursions -
interconnect metal should be
thermally matched with silicon
(with the emphasis on molybdenum)
Conventional interconnects formed
from 3 -mil molybdenum with gold
flash and silver plate
Primary cracks were influenced by
thermal mismatch between silicon
of the solar cells and the interconnect
metal Molybdenum gave the best
results, copper the worst
Cold plated molybdenum bus bar is used
for series and parallel interconnections
of 48 cells in series and 5 cells in
parallel - on Explorer XXXIII,
Anchored Interplanetary Monitoring
Platform
A principle problem associated with
molybdenum is the difficulty of
obtaining vendors capable of plating
"molybdenum
Bib No
A 1-1
E 2-1
H 3-12
Classified
Report
M. 4-2
N. 2-10
R 4-6
4-126
LOCKHEED MISSILES ft SPACE COMPANY
Source
MOLYBDENUM (Continued)
Comments Bib. No
RAE When mounting and interconnecting solar
cells on flexible substrates, current
indications favor wrap-around cell,
punched holes and simple foil inter-
connections of silver-plated molyb-
denum or annealed copper.
R 3-4
TRW Tests show that when 0. 003 inch thick in-
terconnectors of molybdenum, Kovar
and copper, were thermal cycled 100 C
to -175°C @ 10°C-25°C per minute,
failure levels correspond with their
relative coefficients of thermal ex-
pansion The tests also confirm that
failure levels increase with interconnector
thickness It was concluded that
molybdenum or Kovar joints fail less
rapidly than those of copper
T. 3-9
4-127
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
Source
TABLE 4-3
SOLAR CELL INTERCONNECTOR MATERIAL
COPPER
Comments
Source
A MAX
Copper, Inc.
European Space
Research Organi-
zation (ESRO)
Heliotek
Cooper joining techniques (welding,
brazing, and soldering) are applicable
to interconnecting solar cells
Copper has disadvantages as inter-
connect material due to coefficient
of thermal expansion problems it
presents
Copper interconnect offers no fatigue
advantage over aluminum.
For interconnects with, coefficients of
thermal expansion much higher than
silicon (e.g - copper), and for inter-
connects with coefficients quite near to
that of silicon, such as molybdenum, cal-
culated solder stresses show only slight
variation. Further, these stresses
are quite close to the tensile strength
of solder which varies from 6400 psi at
room temperature to approximately
10, 000 psi at temperatures below -100 C
Copper exhibited a steadily increasing
number of surface cracks up to a maxi-
mum of 92% cracked solder'joints at 350
thermal cycles. A large margin in
design of interconnect thickness and
material is allowed if temperature cycle
is in the range of 0°C to -100 C
However, if temperatures on the order
of -175°C are to be experienced then '
0. 0035 inch is the thickest interconnect
which will provide a safe system (preli-
minary finding - ref note in TRW below).
Copper is marginal for design when tem-
perature changes of 150°C or more
are encountered.
Bib No Hughes
Copper Joining
Techniques
Review
E 2-1
H 3-1
H 3-2
LMSC
MIT
NASA-J PL
H.3-12
COPPER (Continued)
Comments
Expanded copper mesh, tin-plated, for
bus leads on a Flexible Integrated
Solar Cell Array (FISCA), was
selected.
Expanded copper mesh for cell inter-
connects and etched copper foil for
power buses were used on the Large
Retractable Solar Cell Array (LRSCA)
Etching of 0 0007 inch thick copper foil
bus strips on 0 0005 and 0 001 inch
thick Kapton base
Dead soft copper was photoetched and
sandwiched between two layers of
Kapton F-film to form a flexible
substrate with integral interconnect s
It was found that after 1300 thermal
cycles between -200 F and'+140 F,
there was no physical degradation of
the interconnect.
Other tests by MIT - Lincoln Labs
indicated that after 1200 thermal
cycles between -256 F and +140 F
in dry Nitrogen there was cell
cratering caused possibly by the
amount of solder used
Primary cracks were influenced by
thermal mismatch between silicon
and the interconnect metal - molyb-
denum gave best results, copper
the worst
When comparing dead soft tin plated
copper, nickel A, and Kovar - any one
of these can be used However copper
has the best electrical conductivity,
nickel is the most easily welded, and
Kovar provides the best match with silicon
in coefficient of thermal expansion.
Bib No
H. 6-2
H. 6-8
L 4-3
M 4-2
M 4-2
N 4-1
4-128 4-129
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Source
Royal Aircraft
Establishment
(RAE)
Ryan
Aeronautical
TRW
COPPER (Continued)
Comments
Annealed copper is favored along with
silver-plated molybdenum for solar
cell interconnections
Copper foil interconnects (annealed Cu)
are favored for mounting and inter-
connecting solar cells on flexible
substrates* along with silver-plated
molybdenum
Copper foil, aluminum foil, copper-clad
aluminum foil, and silver plated
aluminum foil were considered initially
during the Feasibility Study for the
Roll-up Solar Array (Copper-clad
aluminum foil was not available,
howeve r )
Copper with silver plate appears to be the
best bus bar* material
* cell-to-cell
Tests show that when 0 003 inch thick
interconnectors of Copper, Kovar, and
molybdenum, were thermal cycled 100 C
to -175°C @ 10°C-25°C/minute. failure
levels correspond with their relative
coefficients of thermal expansion, i e -
copper proved to be the worst of the
three, particularly poor showings*
occurred at lower temperature extremes
as the number of cycles at these extremes
increased The testa confirm that
failure levels increase with interconnector
thickness It was concluded that copper
joints fail more rapidly than either Kovar
or molybdenum
»Note Comparison of the 3 materials was
not made in any thinner gauges than 0 003
inch Only Kovar was tested in the 0 001
inch thickness. Findings, therefore,
conflict somewhat with a more recent
study finding by Hehotek which appears
above
Bib. No
R 3-4
R 3-4
Source
TABLE 4-4
SOLAR CELL INTERCONNECTOR MATERIALS
ALUMINUM
Comments
Alpha Metals
Inc
R 4-6 Electro-OpticalSystems (EOS)
Heliotek
R 4-6
R 4-8
T 3-9
Ion Physics
NASA-JPL
Nickel and tin-nickel are effective
barrier coatings that permit joining
of normally unsolderable materials
such as aluminum and silicon.
Electroformed aluminum contact
solar cells are discussed
Aluminum is recommended aa a low
2. interconnect material in order
to minimize the abaorbed energy
atep function that generates localized
thermo-mechanical stresses Type
1100 Aluminum alloy, in an HZ 5
temper condition, and in expanded
metal form la used for interconnecting
lithium doped hardened solar cells
(aluminum is EXMET Corp Part
No ZA16-3/0)
Aluminum ribbon (3 mils thick x
320 mils wide) is bonded to solar cells
contacts with a Unitek Z-axis welding
unit and a Sonobond Power Supply,
using ten grams of tip pressure.
In efforts to improve solar cells, many
material systems may be considered
Some of these material systems have
previously been investigated for use in
silicon transistors The more subtle
disadvantages are just beginning to be
apparent Aa an example, aluminum
is still the material moat commonly uaed
as interconnection metal in transistors It
is now known to have limitations of (1)
reacting with gold, (2) migrating at ele-
vated temperatures and high current
densities, (3) attacking silicon dioxide,
and (4) forming gross grain structure
which increases the reaistance
Bib No
A 4-1
E 1-1
H 3-5
1.3-12
N. 4-2
4-130 4-131
LOCKHEED MISSILES ft SPACE COMPANY LOCKHEED MISSILES ft SPACE COMPANY
Source
NASA-LeRC
RCA
Ryan
Aeronautical
TRW
ALUMINUM (Continued)
Comments
Aluminum foil (1 mil thick) is used to
interconnect six-cell series strings
without physically bonding the foil to the
cell Cells and interconnects are sand-
wiched between 2 layers of FEP Teflon
(which is bonded to the cells) Foil is
held in pressure contact on the cell
contacts by the FEP packaging
Aluminum foil has been shown to be :
practical substrate for fabricating
flexible, lightweight (GaAs thin film
solar) cells
The power bus (as differentiated from
the silver-plated copper cell-to-cell
interconnects) conductor, aluminum
1100 EC-grade, was selected for its
weight advantage Aluminum was silver
plated locally where solderability was
needed This enabled repeated soldering
operations during fabrication Aluminum
bus bars with nickel and silver plate
and with copper and silver plate streched
and wrinkled slightly when exposed to
slightly over 100 thermal cycles (-148°F
to + 168°F @ 54°F/minute)
Aluminum interconnects joined with
ultrasonic bonding techniques is being
done at TRW Repair problems were
encountered with the process
Bib No
N 6-4 Source
TABLE 4-5
SOLAR CELL INTERCONNECTOR MATERIALS
BERYLLIUM - COPPER
Comments
General
Electric
R 1-8
R 4-8
Photoetched beryllium-copper can
be used for interconnect tabs
Use of beryllium-copper or silver
interconnections for the Roll-Up
Solar Array is doubted,because their
coefficients of thermal expansion
are too great when compared to
silicon over the -250°F to +200°F
range.
Bib No
G. 2-1
G 2-4
LMSC Trip
Report
10-29-70
4-132 4-133
LOCKHEED MISSILES ft SPACE COMPANY LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY
I I
Source
TABLE 4-6
SOLAR CELL INTERCONNECTOR MATERIAL
KOVAR
Comments
European Space
Research Organi-
zation (ESRO)
Lockheed Missiles
& Space Co
(LMSC)
NASA-JPL
TR\V
Kovar and molybdenum as interconnect
materials have many advantages
SERT II interconnects were formed
from 10-mil, perforated, gold
plated Kovar with conventional
tabs The rigid arrays for SESP
had conventional interconnects formed
from 3-mil Kovar with Nickel/Silver
plate.
Kovar provides the best match with
silicon in coefficient of thermal
expansion (when compared with
dead soft tin-plated copper, and
Nickel A )
Mariner IV used Kovar for inter-
connects because of its thermal
match to that of silicon.
TABLE 4-7
SOLAR CELL INTERCONNECTOR MATERIAL
NICKEL
Tests show that when 0 003 inch
thick interconnectors of Kovar, copper,
and molybdenum, were thermal
cycled 100 C to -175°C @ 10°C-
25°C/nrunute, failure levels
correspond with their relative
coefficients of thermal expansion
The tests confirm that failure levels
increase with mterconnecior thickness
It is concluded that Kovar or molybdenum
joints fail less rapidly than those of copper
For lunar application, use of Kovar inter-
connects are favored Traditionally
photoetched, or stamped interconnects
were used as opposed to expanded mesh
Bib No
E Z-l
Source
NASA-JPL
Alpha
Metals, Inc
Comments
Of three typical materials available
for interconnector selection, dead soft
tin plated copper. Nickel A, and Kovar,
Nickel A is the moat easily welded
Nickel and tin-nickel are effective barrier
coatings that permit joining of normally
unsolderable materials such as aluminum
and silicon
Bib No.
N 4-2
A. 4-1
N 4-2
N 4-16
T 3-9
LMSC Trip
Report
10-20-70
4-134 4-135
LOCKHEED MISSILES ft SPACE COMPANY
Source
TABLI- 4-8
SOLAR CELL INTERCONNECTOR MATERIAL,
SILVER
Comments
SILVER. (Continued)
The Boeing
Company
British Aircraft
COMSAT
European Space
Research Organi-
zation (ESRO)
Source
Fair child Hiller
Expanded silver mesh was used on the
Large Area Solar Array concept
Expanded silver mesh (0 002 inch),
pulse soldered, was used to inter-
connect solar cells for the Boeing
Mars Mission Solar Array
In their stud), expanded silver mesh is
detailed as follows "4. 5 mm x 4 0 mm,
with strand width of 0. 25 mm, a
thickness of 0. 063 mm and a weight of
130 grams/sq. meter Four welds
are made per cell along the top N solar
cell contact and up to 9 welds on the
bottom P contact.
Solar cells were interconnected* using
expanded metal mesh.
*Note Section 3, line 39 - Coated
over the thin layer of bonding material
17, 18 is a thin layer of tin-lead solder
19,21 respectively, the solder being
necessary for the expanded metal inter-
connectors (See also - Section 6, line 6)
Expanded silver mesh, when RC welded
to solar cell contacts, is comparable
to regular modules interconnected with
solder
Detailed description of the silver
expanded mesh and the soldered inter-
connections used on Fabrication
Feasibility Study of a 30 watt per pound
Roll-up Solar Array
Expanded silver mesh is used and can be
soldered on the Fabrication Feasibility
Roll-up Solar Array.
Bib No
Fair child Hiller
(continued)
B 3-8
Semi-annual
Report
Feb 1970
General Electric
B 2-2
U S Patent
#3,459,391
Aug. '69
Hughes
MeBserechirutt
A. 1-1
F 1-2
F 1-4
Comments
Three mil thick expanded silver mesh
soldered with 7-9 contact points to
each cell with 62-36 solder with 2%
silver (Sn 62, per Specification
QQ-S-571) was used in the Positive
Deployable Solar Array Development
Program. The mesh is recommended
for future module designs.
Expanded silver mesh used for inter-
connects on the Roll-up Sub solar Array.
Infrared heating of solder used for
electroplating on the me ah.
60/40 tin-lead is selective plated on
expanded silver mesh, with a co-
deposit of 2% silver to make it
"equivalent" to Sn 62 solder.
Coarse silver mesh - favored by bend
test data - for the Flexible Integrated
Solar Cell Array (FISCA).
Welded silver mesh interconnects
are attached to substrates without use
of a bonding agent. Bond strengths of
more than 2 KP/Cell were obtained. For
connecting solar cells in parallel,
silver mesh from cell-to-cell is welded
to an integrated wiring arrangement after
it is "inter-meshed" with the substrate
Bib No.
F. 1-7
G.2-5
G 2-6
H 6-6
M. 3-1
4-136 4-137
Source
TABLE 4-9
SOLAR CELL INTERCONNECTOR MATERIAL
OTHER
Comments
General
Electric
Royal
Aircraft
Establishment
(RAE)
Schjel Clad 5550 or L7510 - are
considered as materials for the bus
bar function in the Feasibility Study
of the Roll-up Solar Array
"Invar" may be used as an inter-
connection material for the Ion
Engine and Large Solar Array for
the X-S Spacecraft Its coefficient
of thermal expansion is close to that
of silicon However, it has the
advantage of being ferromagnetic.
Bib. No
G 2-1
R 3-5
Should above tests reveal that molybdenum be selected as the best interconnect
material, then there would be a pressing need to establish reliable, high-quality low-cost
plating techniques for this material. As Ryan Aeronautical stated regarding molybdenum
(see Table 4-S), there is now a problem in obtaining vendors capable of plating this
material.
IBM claims that a new alloy of aluminum with. 4-percent copper added substantially
retards electromigration (Materials Engineering Magazine, September, 1970, page 23).
This new material Is but one example of a material not now being considered, but which
might be worthy of Inclusion in the selection tests.
Aluminum is recommended as a low-Z Interconnect material (see Table 4-4). There is
a void In the Information regarding the importance of this factor for LSSSA. A decision
regarding the Importance of low-Z materials is recommended earlj in the material eli-
mination test phases.
4.1.3.2.2 Inter-connector Configurations. This section pertains to electrical intercon-
nections between groups of solar cells in parallel and In series. Electrical power for
spacecraft systems is generally provided by large numbers of cells connected In this
fashion to obtain the necessary currents and voltages
Almost every company ever concerned with designing solar cell arrays has specific
configurations which it considers to be uniquely advantageous and therefore proprietary
As a result, a wide variety of Interconnect designs exist today, with also a great deal
of similarity
By looking at Chart N on Solar Array Interconnections, one can see that six companies
have chosen almost identical designs PalrchUd-Hiller, General Electric, Hughes.
Boeing, British Aircraft Corporation, and Messerschmltt, all use a version of plated
and unplated mesh screen wire The major differences are in the materials selected,
the methoo of manufacturing, and the size of the mesh
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Other Interconnect designs are distinctive in the way that they vary the degree of
redundancy (parallel current paths, increased numbers of interconnects, etc.), which
is Incorporated to increase mission reliability. For example, Ryan Aeronautical (again,
referencing Chart N) used a straight-line type cell-to-cell bus bar for their Feasibility
Study for a 30 Watts/Pound Roll-Up Solar Array (Refs. R.4-5 through -3). This design
provides three points of contact on each cell 'P' surface, four 'N' tab contacts for
series connecting the next adjacent cell. All designs incorporate some degree of
redundancy. Similar bus bars for 2 by 6 cm cells, were designed by Martin Marietta
for the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) Solar Cell Module (Ret. M.l-7).
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company (LMSC) and Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE)
relj on the interconnect points to hold the solar cells on an annealed copper or silver-
plated molybdenum bus strip. Buses are sandwiched between two layers of Kapton
polyimide film. Four points of contact on each cell supply mechanical strength to
retain the cells in position and provide required interconnect redundancy.
For their Advanced Lightweight Solar Array (Ref. R.3-4), RAE uses a circular inter-
connect bus pattern, each circle is selectively exposed to simultaneous!) pick up two
'N' contacts and two 'P' contacts of four wrap-around solar cells.
There is considerable concern about the stresses Involved when joining metal to a
glass. These stresses are caused by differences in thermal expansion and conduction
of the materials Involved, the Joining processes involved, and the interconnect forming
techniques. If these stresses are allowed to accumulate at one point and exceed the
material/Joint capabilities, failure will occur" (quoted from Ref. N.4-2). Heliotek,
for Development of An Integrated Lightweight Flexible Silicon Solar Cell Arraj (Refs.
H.3-1 through -4), made its Interconnects vary In size and shape to achieve particular
thermal stress compensation with the solar cells. Heliotek thus avoided connecting
adjacent solder Joints by a straight section of interconnect. The theory was that the
stresses imposed at one solder Joint should not be allowed to travel a straight line to
an adjacent solder Joint. Several other companies, including Lockheed Electronics
Compan}, Electro-Optical Systems (EOS), and TRW (Ref. N.4-2) use similar curved
Interconnects to avoid stress accumulations.
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The LMSC configuration (Ref. L.4-10), while originally designed for connecting stress
compensated series tabs to top 'N1 contacts of conventional cells, has easily been
adapted to wrap-around cell contacts as well.
Nowhere in cell-to-cell interconnection design is there more concern with stresses than
in Joining series tabs to top 'N' strip solar cell connections. Thermal environment
changes in space produce cell expansion and contraction movements. Therefore, stress
loops must be added to series tab configurations so that as cell movements take place
there Is minimum stress imposed at the joints.
These movements can engender stress loop fatigue which, for Z-rype interconnects,
causes failures to occur predominately at the tops of the stress loops (Ref. H.3-3).
Z-type Interconnects refer to etched foil designs, not mesh. Hughes uses an expanded
mesh Z-strip for their Flexible Roll-Up Solar Array (Ref. H.6-7), Illustrated on
Chart N. The mesh is intended to absorb cell movement stresses as they occur.
One way to Improve stress loop fatigue resistance is to place loops higher above the cell
surfaces (Ref. H.3-1). Heliotek developed a method for calculating this stress loop
height (Ref. H.3-12). They calculated mat a no-fatlgure stress loop would have to be
84 mils high (Ref. H.3-1). For Hughes, this would have been too high. Their Flexible
Integrated Solar Cell Array (FBCA) (Ref. H.6-2) had the heights of their series tabs
limited to less man 25 mils. Higher tabs would have Interfered with deployment of the
array by increasing changes of snagging. '
Optimum flexure resistance of interconnector material appeared to be when its thickness
was 1 mil or less. Materials 1 mil or less In thickness were more fatigue resistant
than those greater than 1 mil (Ref. H.3-2).
Along with obtaining the right loop design for the series tabs, there is a related problem
of reducing stresses on the Joints themselves. British Aircraft Corporation, for their
Large Solar Cell Arrays (Ref. R.3-6), emphasizes the importance of keeping effects of
thermal mismatch small — "by'suitable design, for instance, by keeping areas of
soldered Joints small and avoiding the encapsulation of metal interconnects in silicon
cements."
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As part of their Development of an Integrated Lightweight Flexible Silicon Solar Cell
Array, Heliotek designed a top series tab Interconnect system which offers on "Im-
mediate and practical solution" (Ref. H 3-1) to the problem of bending fatigue failures.
They devised a wrap-around interconnect system that modifies the Z-type interconnect,
so that stresses transmitted to the solder Joints, from cell-to-cell dimension changes,
are greatly reduced. Small stress loops, approximately 5 mils high, are still evident,
but they are mostly to allow space for motion of the cell, so that It does not touch the
interconnect at an electrical shorting point. Both total span wrap-around and stress
relieved wrap-arounds were found by Heliotek to be much superior to all other concepts
in fatigue resistance tests. However, when failures did occur, the mechanism consisted
of Interconnect metal fatigue, with evidence of surface pitting and tearing at the edges,
along with a generally crystalline appearance prior to failure (Ref H.3-3)
NASA-LeRC also recently displayed a design concept (Ref N.6-4) that shows promise
of providing relief in the area of potential thermal c> cling damage (particularl} within
the silicon at the Interconnect Joint, for "solder failure at low temperatures la not the
major problem, but instead, silicon dlvoting is a common failure" (from Ref. H.3-2).
NAS\-LeRC laid foil on the cell contact areas, then sandwiched cells and interconnects
between two layers of FEP Teflon (The top FEP layer performs as a filter cover for
the cells, the same function now done by conventional covers.) Pressures created by
this bonded Teflon holds the foil in intimate contact with the solar cell conductor areas.
Interconnects and cells are free to expand and contract under the Teflon and thus can
slide across the solar cell contact surfaces, maintaining electrical connection while
doing so.
The advent of the wrap-around contact solar cell brings promise of not only being able
to increase the effective area of solar arrays, but also, as Heliotek states, "the wrap-
around contact offers the ultimate solution to top series tab interconnection problems
from a conceptual viewpoint" (quoted from Ref. H.3-1). Their interconnector studies
showed a number of configurations that can substantially improve the reUabllitj of the
Flexible Lightweight Silicon Solar Cell Array. "Extending these studies to . .
establishing practical handling for the.wrap-around contact cells will provide a further
weight-saving without reliability loss" (from Ref. H.3-4).
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Interconnector Configurations Potentially Adaptable to LSSSA. As a result of this
technology evaluation, several interconnector configurations stand out as potentially
adaptable to LSSSA However, they are not necessarily directly applicable in their
original configuration. Instead, they might better be considered as ingredients. By
combining these ingredients, that is, by using certain favorable characteristics from
several designs, an Interconnect system for LSSSA could emerge which incorporates the
best features of each. For example, Heliotek's wrap-around 'N'-strip interconnector
concept might be incorporated into LMSC's flexible substrate design (See Chart N) along
.with their (Heliotek's) recommendation for 1 mil to 1.5 mil Interconnector material
thickness and use of calculated Interconnect stress loop heights.
'Another approach would be to Incorporate one of the six expanded mesh designs into a
configured design, rigldlzed by encapsulation in layers of Kapton. Selecflvel> exposed
interconnect areas would be allowed for 'P' solar cell contacts and to allow configured
areas to be attached to the 'N'-strip surfaces. (Refer to RAE and LMSC design con-
cepts discussed earlier in this section)
At mis Juncture, a most fatorable approach" recommendation for a LSSS^ intercon-
nection system cannot be sufficiently Justified Instead, a rigidlj standardized test
program is suggested that would compare thermal cycling behavior of some of these
designs singl) and/or in combinations similar to those suggested above.
Based on technology reviewed to date, another factor which complicates design selection
is that no data exist that compares thermal cycling behavior of basic controlled minimum
soldered vs. welded/brazed or ultrasonlcally bonded Interconnection joints when mate-
rials, material gauges, and configurations have all been objectivel} standardized for
optimum test results This is mandatory if realistic selection of a joining technique is
to be made empiricall) .
Different cell sizes and configurations require examination In light of interconnect
1
 design, for their impact could be severe, particularly since cell changes can profound!}
affect basic Interconnector designs, e.g., 2 cm by 4 cm cells offer a potential of
increased packing densit), while wrap-around solar cell contacts promise this and also
a greatly simplified 'N' interconnector design. Wrap-around cell contacts would ellmi-
—jiate any need for stress loop configurations for 'N' contacts.
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Finally, there Js the potential of NASA-LeRC's interconnect system described
previously Should the FEP premise prove valid as a quartz substitute, then this con-
figuration too should be tested and compared along with above tests before final selec-
tion of LSSSA Interconnects Is made.
4.1.3.2.3 Interconnector Joining Processes and Materials. Jet'Propulsion Laboratory,
in their Survey and Study for an Improved Solar Cell Module (Ref. N.4-2) provided
extensive and detailed information regarding the various interconnect processes and
soldering materials in current use. They described each process in sufficient detail that
this single publication can be used as a comprehensive overview of industry practice by
itself They covered reflow soldering (single point, parallel-gap, Infrared and induction
beating, and tunnel ovens), resistance welding, and ultra-sonic bonding.
JPL also included Information on solder, its composition, recommended fluxes, and
other Information pertinent to solar cell joining processes, i.e., "The solubllitv of
silver in a tin-lead solder is about 3 percent at 460°F approximately soldering tempera-
ture" (from Ref. N.4-2)
It is unfortunate mat, like interconnection configurations, most of the other sources
concerned with designing solar cell arrays use processes and techniques that they con-
sider to be uniquely advantageous and therefore proprietary. Consequently, processing
information was often found to be rudimentary and lacking in sufficient detail to be use-
fully applied.
For clarity and convenience, processing abstracts of the materials found are listed in
Tables 4-10 through 4-12 in a similar topical order to that used by JPL (Reflow Solder-
Ing, Resistance Welding and Ultrasonic Bonding). Additional information in soldering
and welding may be found in Tables 4-13 and 4-14.
Joining Processes and Materials Applicable to LSSSA' Concepts. The majority of solar
cell interconnection systems use soldering for the joining technique (See Chart N). How-
ever, with reported adverse thermal cycling affects of solder upon solar cell surfaces
at -200°F, extensive work is needed in solderless interconnector development to provide
reliable alternatives, if necessary, to soldering. This is not to say that soldering. ..
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should be abandoned while solderless interconnect Investigations are made. Data voids
exist in areas of using minimum amounts of solder In conjunction with the best thermal
cycling response materials and,interconnector configurations. These voids must be
filled before the LSSSA interconnector system is selected.
Data on solderless interconnection methods Is scattered and sparse. Only two sources
reported extensive use of resistance welding - both are European, British (BAC) and
German (for ESRO) see Table 4-11 Neither source provided test data with any degree
of uniformity or standardization between them Thus, effective evaluation, based on _ .
their data, would not be sufficiently reliable or adequate to make a LSSSA design deci-
sion. The same can be said for ultrasonic and thermo-cdmpresslon bonding data
(Heliotek and Ion Physics Corp., Table 4-12) which are also sparse Both of these
bonding methods and Electro-Optical Systems' electroformed aluminum contact system
appear to warrant increased comparative investigation. In addition, no data exists on
proposed techniques such as using silver bearing conductive epox>/polvurethane-type
adhesives for interconnect Joints, or sandwiching cells and interconnects between la\ers
of FEP Teflon/Kapton for pressure contact Joints (NASA-LeRC)
The following three basic studies are recommended to help fill the gaps of knowledge
in three areas .
(1) Methods and techniques should be developed for repeatedlj making high-qualitj
solderless interconnections to solar cells through welding/brazing, ultrasonic
i and thermocompression bonding, electrofbrmlng, using conductive epoxj/
polyurethane-type adhesives, or sandwiching Interconnections to solar cells.
(2) Thermal cj cling behavior of each developed interconnect system should be
compared with the best designed soldered Joint sjstem for unlformlt} and
1
 minimum size. This is to be accomplished by objectively standardizing
materials, material gauges, configurations, and testing methods to establish
high levels of confidence in results obtained.
(3) Trade-off studies should be performed to simultaneous!} compare the relative
manufacturing technical and economic merits of each interconnection 8) stem
as the above baseline methods and techniques are developed. Final inter-
connection system selection could therefore be based, not only on technical
excellence of a particular system for LSSSA application, but also on its
merits with respect to high quality and economical manufacture (particular!}
its adaptabilit} to reliable low cost, high volume production).
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Perhaps the most important consideration for this study lies in the fact that all references
cited herein avoid mention of repair techniques (particularly those advocating use of
welded/brazed or ultrasonically bonded Joints). It la difficult, if not impossible, to con-
ceive how any contractor, no matter how skilled, can build a 10,000-square-foot LSSSA
without breaking a few solar cells during, the processing. Soldering, so far is the only
Interconnection process that enables one to potentially remove a damaged cell and replace
it with a good cell without degrading the circuitry system. An extensive study of repair
techniques for all types of joints is needed to either confirm the present position of
soldering techniques, or deny it quantitatively, by offering a viable and repairable
alternative.
TABLE 4-10
JOINING TECHNIQUES FOR SOLAR CELL INTERCONNECTIONS
REFLOW SOLDERING
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Source
Aeropropulsion
Labs
Alpha Metals
Boeing
European Space
Research
Organization(ESRO)
General
Electric
Hughes
Lockheed Missiles
Ic Space Co.(LMSC)
Comments
The area of cell contact should be as
small and free of solder as possible
A good connector should be thin (2 mils,
or less) and looped to prevent stress
transmission from one cell to another
Solder preforms should be shaped aa
required, with or without flux They
can produce superior joints, but are
no "panacea" for problems due to
improper techniques.
For the Large Area Solar Array (LAS A),
coverglasees are bonded to the cells
prior to installing interconnections
Next, a paste solder is applied to
7-cells at-a-time with a stencil
Finally, a silver mesh interconnector
is positioned and held while a pulse
soldering machine solders each spot.
Interconnections can be made using
resistance soldering, brazing or
welding
Infra-red soldering can be accomplished
with heat from a lamp.
Selective plating ot tin-lead {Sn 62)
solder with a co-deposit of 2% silver(to make it 'equivalent' to Sn 62
solder) can be deposited on silver mesh
Two matrices of solar cells were
formed - one had hand soldered wire
loop interconnects and the other had
machine-soldered, expanded copper
mesh interconnects
Up to six 2x2 cm solar cells can be
simultaneously soldered in paralllel
on a 'P1 interconnect bus strip using
induction soldering.
Bib No
A. 2-3
A 4-1
B 3-8
E 2.1
G.2-5
G 2-6
H 6-1
L 4-2
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Source
REFLOW SOLDERING (Continued)
Comments Bib No
MIT The amount of solder used for inter-
connects should be reduced to a mini-
mum in order to minimize structural
failures in lightweight solar cell
arrays under thermal cycling
M 4-2
NASA-Goddard After a series of tests comparing
various solders, it is concluded that
lOOTo Indium solder and 15% Pb,
80"i Sn, 5% Ag solder are both
superior to SnPb solder for the purpose
of bonding interconnectors to solar
cells However, more tests must be
performed in order to be sure that
there is not some hidden factor which
viill in some way make these solders
unacceptable for use with solar cells
Pic Paper
# 1919
NASA-JPL Rigid busbars of gold-plated Kovar,
soldered with 60/40 solder preforms
in a soldering 'boat' fixture are used
on Mariner Mars 1964 Spacecraft,
Mariner Venus, 1967, and Surveyor
A-21 (SC-5, -6, 8. -7) spacecraft
N 4-10
NASA-LeRC CdS solar cells can be interconnected
in series \\ith Indium solder
N 6-5
Hewlett-Packard An extensive treatise on Design Re-
quirements for Good Soldering and
Material Selection for Soldering
is presented in Chapters 11 and 12 of
this book
Note Table 4-13 nos compiled from this
source.
H 4-1
Royal Aircraft
Establishment
In the Advanced Lightweight Solar Array
solar cells are mounted and interconnected
on flexible substrates using preforms
and hot gas soldering as their preferred
method ol attachment See also
R 3-6, -10, -11
R 3-4
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REFLOW SOLDERING (Continued)
Source
Sandia Corp
Weltek
Comments
Methods and techniques for obtaining
high quality parallel-gap soldering
joints can be adapted to top solar
cell series tab soldering
Reflow soldering iron tip materials,
shapes, and techniques can be applied to
solar cell series tab reflow soldering
Bib No
S 1-1
W 1-1
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TABLE 4-11
JOINING TECHNIQUES FOR SOLAR CELL INTERCONNECTIONS
RESISTANCE WELDING
Source
AEG Telefunken
British
Aircraft
Corporation
(BAG)
European Space
Research
Organization
(ESRO)
Western
Electric
Comments
Thermo-compression Honding RC
Welding and Ultrasonic bonding techniques
are applicable to interconnecting solar
cells
Resistance welding lechmque can be used
for joining silver mesh and silver-coated
molybdenum strips to solar cell contacts
A Hughes MCW-558 parallel-gap vi elding
system was used to interconnect expanded
silver mesh to solar cells during their
Study of an Advanced Solar Arrav Design
Work with the Hughes MC\V-550 parallel-
gap v. elder had provided weld parameters
for the optimum welding of silver, gold
plated molybdenum and Kovar to silver-
plated solar cells See Table 4-14
Laser welders presently available must
be refined considerably before satisfactory
welds to thin films can be made
Bib No
A 1-1
A 1-2
B 2-2
E 3-2
El Des
Nbgazine
Oct 1 65
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TABLE 4-12
JOINING TECHNIQUES FOR SOLAR CELL INTERCONNECTIONS
, ULTRASONIC BONDING
Source
General Electric
Syracuse
-Heliotek
1C Engineering
Corporation
Ion Ph>sics
Corporation
TRW
Special
Report
Comments
General information on ultrasonic
bonding
Ultrasonic Bonding of aluminum
mesh is superior to thermo-com-
pression bonding. One ultrasonic
bond, roughly 0. 015 inch to 0. 025
inch diameter, is sufficient to make
an adequate, reliable, ohmic contact
between the aluminum me eh tab and
a solar cell contact, although 3 bonds
were used for redundancy
Treatise on the mechanics of
ultrasonic bonding
Ultrasonic welding was successfully
utilized to achieve aluminum bonds
Some problems 1-1 repeatability were
encountered and were attributed to
differences in silicon surface
characteristics Soft aluminum
ribbons, 3 mils thick, 320 mils wide
were ultrasonically bonded to aluminum
contacts 2 microns thick by means of
three ultrasonic bonds. These have
withstood pull tests perpendicular to
the cell fact of up to 1,750 grams
(the limit of the particular pull tester
utilized) The area of the welds was
approximately 62 mils in diameter.
The radius of an ultrasonic probe is
equally as important as time or
pressure in obtaining a good bond
Radiation Hardened Flexible Array
work for AF-APL utilizes aluminum
interconnected cell assemblies
Some of the promises and perils of
ultrasonic bonding of 1C chips are
partially applicable to aolar cell
bonding.
Bib No.
G. 1-1
H 3-5
I 2-1
Pic Paper
H882
LMSC Trip
Report
10-20-70
S 1-2
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SOLAR CELL INTERCONNECTOR DESIGNS
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4.1.3.3 Solar Cells
The standard 2 by 2 cm n/p solar cell was selected as part of the baseline design of the
Space Station solar array because of the wide range of programs this cell has been
successfully used on. Solar cells are similar to interconnects in that almost as many
cell configurations exist as there are solar panels. Prior to making a final selection
for the Space Station array, that would require two million by 2 cm cells, trade-offs
must be made in the areas of cell size, cell configuration and thickness, type of con-
tacts, optical coatings required, and special efficiency improving processes to obtain
maximum end of life power for the least cost.
This section of the report includes a review of -solar cells used to date on flexible array
programs and a discussion of the overall solar cell technology as it applies to the Space
Station solar array development task.
4. 1. 3. 3. 1 Solar Cells Used on Flexible Substrate Systems. Since 1965, the conventional
silicon solar cell has been adapted quite successfully to flexible substrate solar array
systems. During this time 14 investigators have evaluated most of the size, thickness,
and solar cell material configurations available to the Industry. Chart 0 at the end of
this section Is a summary of tola information, and includes data not only of the cells to
be considered for final design, but also some early development concepts
Additional information presented on this same chart includes cell cover materials,
interconnect materials and Jff<fl*pg methods, substrate material, and cell bonding tech-
niques. These data are relevant, since the adaptability of an assembly to mechanical
and environmental requirements is related to the entire system and not just to a single
component of a composite design.
A review of Chart 0 in**""***" that, excluding cadmium sulfide cells, the only areas of
similarity in the silicon solar cells selected la the fact that all cells used were pre-
dominately of the n/p type. Sites varied from 1 by 2 cm, 2 by 2 cm. and 2 by 6 cm for
the conventional cells to 1 by 30 cm for the dendritic cells to 2 by 2 cm for the wrap-
around contact cells. The thicknesses varied from 4 to 14 mils. Both 2 ohm-cm and
10 ohm-cm cells were used. The cover type ranged from fused silica to microsheet to
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Corning type 8871 ribbon glass to cerium doped microscope glass. Zone-soldered,
conventional soldered, and solderless cells have been used. Because of availability
there was almost total agreement on using silicon monoxide coated cells with silver
titanium contacts. Finally, numerous Interconnect and attachment procedures were
used in conjunction with the cells.
Cadmium sulflde cells are mainly experimental cells still in the development phase.
Production quantities have efficiencies of only 4 percent or less as compared to 11 to
12 percent for silicon. The Clevtte Corporation supplies the CdS cells In a standard
size of 3 by 3 in., but they have supplied larger ones to TRW for a MulUmlesion
Electric Spacecraft Study. The contact material of the CdS cells is gold-plated copper.
The covers most frequently used are Mylar and Kflpton.
From the above It can be seen that there Is, In fact, much variation on the type of cells
used with flex arrays. There are trends, however, that are noted as follows. Most of
the cells used were required by contract to be 8 mil, 2 by 2 cm cells with covers of
6 mil or thinner 0211 mlcrosbeet. This resulted from the fact that a higher power-to-
weight ratio was required, but possibly with some compromise in radiation resistance.
If there woe no specific contractual requirement, the tendency was to use even thinner
cdls and covers. With few exceptions, this is because the flexible arrays designed to
date resulted from study contracts with non-earth orbiting missions. Therefore, the
tendency was to use the lightest state-of-the-art components available. To produce a
more efficient or more easily manufactured array, large cells, wrap-around electrode
cells, and solderless cells have been used. These variations are all within the state-
of-the-art, and cells with these features will probably have more widespread use in the
future.
4.1.3.3.2 Evaluation of Solar Cell Technology for Space Station Use. Solar cell tech-
nology is adequate for meeting the requirements established for a Space Station solar
array. Presently available and potentially applicable candidates are summarized In the
following tabulation.
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CANDIDATE SILICON SOLAR CELLS
Conventional
•
(Gettering)
(Advanced)
Lithium
Doped
Wrap-Around
Contacts
Type Thickness
N/P 4-16 Mil
N/P
P/N
P/N
P/N 4-16 Mil
&
N/P
Base
Resistivity
1-3
7-14
Low to
High
1-3
7-14
Air
Coating
fflO
TlOx
CeOx
ZuS/MgF2
S10
CeOx
TlOx
Contact
AgTl
Ag-Pd-Tl
Al
Ag
Nl-Cu-Au
M
Au-Nl
AgTi
Nl-Cu-Au
Size CM
Iby 2
2 by 2 -10
3 by 3
2 by 2
Although the technology is adequate, this is the single area where minor improvements
can have major system Impact. Reducing system size by cell efficiency improvements
not only saves cell area and cost, but greatly reduces structure and orientation system
requirements. It is, therefore, very important to consider every area of recent cell
development for application to the Space Station.
4.1.3.3.3 Solar Cell Technology Status. The types of solar cells currently In use or
being developed are summarized in Table 4-15. Conventional production solar cells are
silicon and are presently predominantly manufactured in the non-p configuration. The
base silicon material is positive doped with boron to 10-ohm-cm or 2-ohm-cm resistivity
and used to produce single crystals of approximately 1.5 in. diameter and 8 In. long.
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Table 4-IS
SOLAR CELL CATEGORIES
Major Category
Silicon
Thin Film
Subcategory
Conventional, diffused n on p
junction, 2 by 2 cm.
Lithium-Doped, diffused p
on n junction.
Wrap-around contact,
derived from conventional
cell.
Ion— implantation n on pjunction formed by
impinnHng n dopant ions.
Large area (derived from
conventional cell).
Aluminum contact
Cadmium sulfide, CdS
Cadmium tellurtde, Cd Te
Variations
Crystal orientation. 4 to 16 mil
thick. 2 and 10 ohm-cm base
resistivities.
Lithium source is painted on,
evaporated, or implanted as an
Ion. Lithium concentration
distribution profile and oxygen
content varies. Diffusion
barrier to hold lithium.
Geometry of negative contact
brought to back of cell.
Conventional n on p, lithium-
doped p on n
Width 2 cm to 1. 5 in.
Length- 2 cm to 6 in.
Interconnections made by
electric welding and ultra-
sonic bonding.
Ibylln. to 3 by 3 in. in area
3 to 5 mils thick, including
flexible substrate.
Fabrication process steps under
investigation to develop
temperature stable cell.
The crystal is sliced and lapped to a thickness of from 4 to 16 mils and cut to a cell
o
area of from 2 to 12 cm . The non-p Junction is then formed by n-type diffusion with
phosphorous diffusing Into the cell surface. Relatively high production yields of cells
with 11-percent efficiency at room temperatures, outer space sunlight conditions
(AMO), and at thicknesses above 7 mils are achieved.
Spectral response of silicon cells was Improved slightly In the short wavelength area
a few years ago and has remained fairly constant In this area since. Depending on the
properties of the anUreflectlon coating, Junction depth, and base resistivity, peak
cell responses range from 0.8 to 0.9 micron and the blue response extends down to
20 to 40 percent of the peak value at about 0.4S micron. For every °C Increase in
temperature there is a corresponding 0.6 percent loss In original power at temperatures
above -20* .^
Radiation degradation of conventional silicon solar cells continues to be a problem for
space applications. The solution for most missions Involves one or a combination of
the following conditions.
• Array Is oversized to allow for degradation.
•' Cell cover material and thickness selected for cell protection.
• Cell designs are selected for radiation resistance.
ii
While the solutions are also reflected in increased system weight and cost, the system
design for a specific mission radiation environment and lifetime can be optimized to
minimize me above increases. Development efforts are being directed to further reduce
. the impact of space radiation on system cost and weight. A silicon solar cell without
a cell cover in a 600-nm polar orbit will degrade approximately 20 percent in one year
and at ISOO-nm (an altitude of strong radiation) will degrade 40 percent in one year.
Depending on the thickness of the protective cover, these figures can be reduced.
The present major domestic suppliers of conventional silicon solar cells are Centralab,
Division of Globe-Union, El Monte, California, and Hellotek, a Division of Textron,
Inc., Sylmar, California. Texas Instruments me., Dallas, Texas, a former supplier,
Is not presently producing solar cells but does produce high-purity silicon for the
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fabrication of solar cells, as does Dow Corning. Ion Physics Corporation, Burlington,
Mass., produces an Ion-Implanted junction cell In relatively small quantities. Non-
domestic suppliers include Soclete Anonyme de Telecommunication (S. A. T.) of France,
Telefunken of West Germany, Siemens of West Germany, Selemla of Italy, and several
Japanese Firms. Ferranti of England has stopped production but Is maintaining a
capability to resume when they desire to do so. A number of U.S. and foreign institutions
including universities, privately-owned laboratories, and government laboratories do
research and development work in solar photovoltaic devices. Many firms, Including
LMSC, have the capability to fabricate silicon solar cells. Past and present market
conditions of very cyclical demand, however, result in relatively few firms having the
experience and equipment to handle production orders with good yields and competitive
prices.
Conventional Silicon Solar Cells
Cell Production and Cost Trends
Both Centralab and Heliotek can produce the equivalent of 30,000 to 50,000 2 by 2 cm
cells per week with present facilities. The shipable numbers will be a 40-to-70-per-
cent yield on the above rates, based on the tightness of the procurement specification.
Floor space is available now to Install additional machinery and to Increase each of the
above rates by 100 percent. To provide a large number of cells, such as for a large
space station array (2 million cells), in a reasonable length of time is a difficult
logistics problem; a possible solution is early selection of the cell design and stock-
piling of a part of the Heliotek and Centralab outputs. Both silicon cell vendors would
consider this because of the leveling effect it would have on present production rate
fluctuations.
The price of the bulk silicon and other materials is going up. The cost lines can be
held or reduced by several conditions, some of which are not likely to be affected in
the near future. In this latter group is the reduction of fluctuation in production orders.
When no cells are being produced an engineering staff Is carried. Production people
are laid off, with the resulting cost of retraining new hires when production is resumed.
It is estimated that this factor represents a 10 to IS percent Increase in cell costs.
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Costs of cells can be reduced if many of the present manual handling tasks were
automated. For example, for each of approximately 15 process steps there Is a
manual loading and unloading step, accompanied by a cleaning process with another
manual loading and unloading operation. The high cost of additional automation is
not justified by expected production rates at these facilities. Standardization of cells
Into one, two, three or four design specifications would result in significant cost
savings, since cells are now produced to a different specification with every new
procurement.
Some cost Improvements that the vendors can control to a higher degree than those
above and that are receiving attention include the following
• Improve fabrication process steps, hanging, and testing techniques so
that fabrication costs are reduced.
• Improve cell efficiency and design BO mat dollars/watt Is Improved.
• Develop production capability for larger area cells, also a dollars/watt
improvement at the cell production level.
• Place the cell cover assembly activity In the solar cell fabrication line,
where the cover technique used is compatible with the fabrication line.
Review of Heliotek and Centralab cell production reveals that while the overall process
steps by function are the same for the two vendors, the method and equipment used for
many of the steps vary. No edge by one vendor In total fabrication expertise is apparent.
Conventional Silicon Cell Improvements
The cell improvements sought are in cost and weight reduction, radiation resistance,
and higher efficiencies, with at least no decrease in reliability while being compatible
with large production requirements. Several areas of cell improvement are under
investigation, while some investigations performed over the past few years have been
completed or discontinued.
Development of the dendritic grown large area silicon cells pioneered by Westinghouse,
and the silicon solar cells with non-uniform Impurity concentration profiles versus cell
base material depth (drift field), have been discontinued because the Improvements
gained were not significant or were not cost competitive. New developments in cover
techniques or less costly Impurity gradient control might revive Interest In these developments.
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New Dopants
Boron and phosphorous are the conventional p-type and n-type dopants, respectively.
Attention has been given to boron replacements and to additives to improve silicon
solar cell radiation resistance. Lithium doping (additive) has had success In improving
radiation resistance and is discussed later. The replacement of boron by aluminum in
the p-rype silicon is under study by Northrop Corporate Laboratories for JPL. They
have demonstrated that Al-doped silicon following a heat treatment is significantly
less sensitive to gamma radiation than boron doped material. This limited investigation
is a part of the JPL directed Lithium Solar Cell Development Program to develop
cells for use in radiation environments. Much more research will be required before
a new dopant (such as aluminum) will replace boron. The development of additives to
the boron and phosphorous doped cells has been limited to lithium.
Gettered Cells
It has been established that the cell fabrication processes degrade the lifetime of
excess minority carriers. This degradation in I Is approximately 4 percent going
from a 14-mil cell to a 10-mil cell and approximate!) 8 percent in going from a 10-mil
cell to a 6-mil cell. The degradation is much stronger for thinner cells than for
thicker cells and the output of thinner cells has been observed to be lower than was
theoretically predicted. Telefunken has developed a method of regenerating the life-
time of the carriers by a getter step that can be applied to the nearly-assembled solar
cell. Complete collection of photogenerated excess carriers can be achieved in the
gettered solar cells and the output of the cells approaches the practical limit.
The degradation in the lifetime of minority carriers is caused by mechanical prepara-
tion of silicon wafers that produce lattice defects in the crystal and bv elevated
temperature treatments employed during diffusion or cell contact sintering that intro-
duce additional Impurities, mainly heavy metals, that act as recombination centers
for photogenerated carriers. The regeneration of carrier lifetime is achieved b\
establishing a quasi-liquid layer on the surface of the cell. The solubility of the un-
deslred impurity atoms is higher in this laver than In silicon. The process is carried
out at a temperature when these impurities are quite mobile in silicon. The main
portion of the impurities can be segregated in the getter layer and eliminated as effectU e
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recombination centers. Telefunken has developed a practical low temperature getter
technique based on the above principles that is compatible with solar cell production
methods. The getter effect seems to be more effective for cells less than 10 mils
thick. The gettered cell IBC is 4-percent higher than a standard cell at 14 mils thick-
ness and 8-percent higher at 6 mils thickness.
Antl reflective Coating
The recent efforts by AEG-Telefunken, Crabb and Atzel of ESTEC, Roger and Coladelle
of SAT, Qes of Centralab, and Schwartz of Globe-Union, Inc., have all demonstrated
consistent I Improvements of greater than 4 percent when conventional antireDectlve
coating of S10 are replaced by achromatic coating. The most common of these being
TiO
 2and CeOj. The theory behind this thinldng was to try to optically match Indexes
of refraction between silicon coating and coverglass adheslves. As It turns out, the
most efficient optical matching lies between 0.55 and 0.6 microns at n = 2.40. Silicon
monoxide (SiO) optimized Is approximately 1.85, with a minimum of absorption loss.
When rates of evaporation are optimized, Ti02 can realize refractive indexes of 2.35
with negligible absorption In the short wavelength range. Although It is recognized that
Ti02 and CeOgare more difficult materials to control during evaporation (rate increases
have a major effect on absorption increase and result In high cell operating temperatures),
a definite overall improvement exists that can be directly applicable to any silicon cell
selected.
Multi-Junction Solar Cells
The multilayer concept involves several layers of alternate n and p materials that give
increased junction and/or multiple junctions. The objective of the design is to prevent
the loss through recombination of minority carriers generated deep within a solar cell
by red light and thus Improve cell efficiency and radiation resistance over present cell
design. Investigations In this area were performed in this country by Westinghouse in
1968 with AFAPL support. The design Involved epitaxial deposition procedures, the
use of a vapor phase transport technique, to obtain an impurity gradient profile while
generating buried junction areas. The analysis and fabrication of a multi-junction cell
is complex and further development effort has not been spent on this concept.
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Increased Output Cells
Laboratory developments of advanced high output silicon solar cells have been achieved
but the advances have been difficult to achieve In production. Similarly, higher output
designs are sometimes less temperature stable or radiation resistant. P. A. Ues, of
Centralab, recently reported on improved cell outputs achieved by several steps in
both n/p and p/n Junction 2 by 2 cm cells. The steps included
a. The use of moderately high resistivity silicon (5 to 100 ohm-cm).
b. The use of Improved diffusion methods, giving good quality shallow
layers, with low sheet resistance and high I , with a low fraction of
inactive dopant and minimum damage IntrodflSed into the bulk silicon
by the diffusion. The surface left after diffusion was capable of treat-
ment to give low reflectivity over the spectral range of interest when
coated with thin antlreflecting aims. -
c. The use of a back surface finish, and metal contacts with good
reflectivity for unabsorbed radiation, giving the chance of extra
absorption on the reflected path.
d. The reduction of contact resistance by providing a highlj doped like-
impurit} layer at the back surface
e. Adjustment of the drift field resulting from the gradient of the Uke-
impurlHes to prevent minorih carrier recombination at the back surface.
f. Voc was increased without decreasing I For p/n cells this resulted
from diffusion of a thin, layer of lithium Into the n-silicon. For n/p
cells, suitable heat treatments apparently gettered recombination centers
and decreased [Q.
Maximum values of the photovoltaic parameters were obtained as follows
18C bv "OP3 (a), (b), (c) and (e)
VQC by steps (b) and (f)
CFF by steps (b) and (d).
The power output of the cells was increased 15 percent over conventional cells.
Radiation tests are in progress to compare these advanced cells with conventional cells
and the results will help determine their usefulness for space application An additional
factor is the determination .of.the cost premium for these cells, which is anticipated to
be small. The improvements are also expected to stimulate work towards improved
theoretical understanding of silicon solar cells.
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Crystal Orientation
The orientation of the silicon crystal planes can be controlled In the crystal growing
process by the orientation of the planes of the small starting crystal with respect to
the melted silicon and the pulling direction. The orientation of crystal planes In a
silicon solar cells has been established in the past, although control within several
degrees la easily accomplished. Recent thermal cycling tests conducted on cells
bonded to interconnects by solder indicate, according to some observers, that cells
with their large planar area parallel to the (111) silicon crystal plane are more
resistant to cleavage and also silicon craterlng at backside solder joints. Other tests
have Indicated that no difference In cell strength can be ascribed to selected crystal
plane orientations. A further opinion is that If a difference does exist, no advantage '
-can be taken by preferred orientation of the solar cell. This is because the cell In the
operating environment Is essentially stressed equally in all directions and only the
orientation of the cell failure could be controlled. In any event, me existence of a
difference and Its significance have not been established at this time.
Wrap Around Contact Cells
The wrap around contact cell is designed to place the contact bar or contact corner
darts, located on the front surface of conventional silicon solar cell, on the back sur-
face of the solar cell. This is accomplished by forming the junction so mat it wraps
around one edge of the cell but Is Isolated by a dielectric from shorting to the base
material. The front surface contact grid is deposited so mat it extends across the
front surface of the cell and around the edge of the cell, following the junction The
grid terminates in several rear surface contact designs including a bar, two corner
pads, and a single pad centered at the edge of the cell. This contact design can be
supplied to cells of 10 mils thickness or greater. A hoped for advantage of wrap
around cells was Increased cell output due to the reduction of contact surface on cell
front. This Increase has apparently been offset by the reduction in back contact area
due to area required by the wrap around contact. An optimized contact configuration
has not been arrived at as yet. The second advantage is believed to be a cost reduction
in cell interconnecting activities where the same bonding technique is used for all cell
-Contacts and all connections are made on one side of the cell.
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Both Heliotek and Centralab have successfully made small quantities of wrap-around
contact cells in the laboratory to meet small orders for evaluation purposes but have
not received any using program orders.
Heliotek would like to see more development effort In diffusion and masking techniques
for wrap arounds to optimize the cell design and the fabrication process. They fell
that the number of process steps can be the same as present conventional cells. The
fabrication process in the laboratory does not appear to be completely defined and
repeatable for good yields, but no development problems are anticipated.
Solar cell users have not optimized array fabrication techniques for wrap-around cells,
so the advantages have not been fully demonstrated. This process is proceeding at a
slow pace at this time. Small quantities of wrap around contact 2 b> 2 cm cells can be
obtained at about S10.00 each for evaluation purposes (less than cost to vendor).
Wrap around contact solar cells have been investigated recently for flexible array use
by LMSC and RAE. Cells of this type are considered to have high potential for use in
mass production of flexible arraj s and are therefore very significant for Space Station
consideration. A thorough discussion of wrap around contact cells is Included here
for mat reason.
In patent number 3,255,047 titled, "Flexible Fabric Support Structure for PhoUnoltaic
Cells", filed 7 September 1961 and issued 7 June 1966, Escoffery proposed wrap
around contact or backside contact cells. In the mid 60's, all of the domestic cell
vendors fabricated pilot runs of wrap around contact cells and attempted to solicit
industry acceptance. X major objection thereto was that no Joint inspection could occur
after panel assembh. In retrospect, this argument was only half valid because with
cells characteristically mounted to rigid substrates there never was an opportunity
after assembl} to Inspect the backside parallel contacts.
With the advent of flexible substrates, predominantly of Kaptpn or laminates thereof,
joint vlslblllt} after assembl} is possible, either with substrates that Incorporate the
circuit, or with independenth Interconnected solar cells if transparent fldheshes are
used.
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More recently, Ferranti has fabricated 1000 4-mil thick backside contact cells for
RAE. Backside contact cells were used in the RAE flexible array work reported by2
Treble and Crabb. In the Lockheed 90-ft flex array, one electrical module, 100 cells,
Is made up of Centralab wrap-around electrode cells.
Quoting directly from the Final Report, Development of an Integrated Lightweight
Silicon Solar Cell Array, JPL Contract No. 9S2S60 to Heliotek, page 4-1, the follow-
|ing recommendations are stated.
"The use of wrap around contact solar cells will simplify the interconnector*
design and also reduce weight and costs of Interconnecting the cells". And
further, "Using wrap around contact cells and perfecting methods of bonding,
mechanically and electrically, these cells to a laminated metallic polylmldc
substrate will provide not only a large weight reduction, but also a decrease
in the array assembly cost through the deletion of the tedious interconnector
and bonding techniques now required with top contacted cells."
The Intent of the preceding commentar> is to point out that the advocation of backside
contact solar cells Is not unique to only one cell vendor or user; their suggested use is
not new, and a government-funded program, Independent from the Space Station array
technology program, has recommended their development.
Table 4-16 lists some of the advantages that could occur with the development of wrap
around electrode cells.
Lithium Doped Cells
Investigations of lithium doping in boron and phosphorous doped silicon solar cells have
been in process for over four years. These efforts have been directed to develop an
Improved radiation-hardened solar cell. Both NASA, through the Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory and the Air Force, through AFAPL, Wright-Patterson AFB, have supported
various industry, government, and university groups in this development effort. The
NASA concern is with'natural space radiation and the Air Force has the same concern
along with nuclear weapons effects. The latter effects include both nuclear interactions
and heating by energy deposition.
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The lithium doped cells, which are p on n junctions, appear to be overcoming an early
drawback, namely initial output was less than a comparable undoped cell. Thus, a
less expensive undoped cell might take a year or so of space radiation before its
absolute power degraded to the value of a more stable lithium doped cell similarly
exposed. Laboratory 2 by Z cm lithium doped cells are being made with 60 Mw,
AMO, outputs.
The A FA PL program includes the procurement of lithium doped cells without contacts.
These cells are then given aluminum contacts, placed in modules with aluminum inter-
connections, given Integral cell covers, and tested in weapons radiation environments.
Normal dopant concentrations in the cell base (p/n or n/p) are In the range 5 by 10 to
"* Ifi5 by 10 atoms/cc. The top surface layer is shallow (0.3 to 0.5 microns) and is
highly doped to provide the best output when illuminated. The additional doping with
lithium provides mobile lithium ions that can interact with lattice defects produced by
radiation to reduce recombination of minority carriers. Hie lithium is also an active
electrical dopant (donor impurity) that can alter the properties of the cell. Type n
silicon is the usual base material. After the shallow p-type layer is formed on the
front of the cell, the front surface contacts and the anttreflection coating are added.
The lithium is usually'introduced from the back surface before the back contact is
.applied. There are several methods of introducing lithium to the cell, including
paint-on suspensions of lithium metal, thermal evaporation of metal, and deposition
from lithium vapor. These methods are combined with a diffusion cycle with
-temperatures between 3SO°C to 500°C, and corresponding times from hours to
minutes to provide degrees of diffusion severity. A relatively severe Initial diffusion
cycle provides initial distributions. This can be followed by cooling the cell, removing
excess lithium from the back surface, and subjecting the cell to an additional diffusion
cycle. Redistribution cycles can provide more uniform profiles, and they cause loss
of lithium (30 to 60 percent) due to diffusion and escape of the lithium. The final
lithium concentration will also lower the base resistivity of 20 ohm-cm n material to
1 ohm-cin or less. Competing effects appear to be that high lithium content increases
cell recovery but decreases cell output, and that higher oxygen impurity content in the
starting silicon increases initial lithium-doped cell output but decreases cell recovem.
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The JPL Program Development has been in two major areas. One area involves the
cell vendors and the development of processes and fabrication techniques to control
the various parameters of lithium doped cells to provide high yields and high efficiencies.
The other involves theoretical studies, environmental testing, and correlation of test
results. The number of variables in the above two development areas is very high.
These include composition of starting materials, concentration profiles of lithium in
the cell, types and energies of radiation, irradiation rates'in testing and in space,
and temperature history of cells during Irradiation and post-Irradiation periods.
Several conclusions have been reported to date. Lithium has the capability of associating
with almost all radiation-induced defects and of reducing the effectiveness of the defect
in acting as a recombination center for electron hole pairs that would otherwise con-
tribute to cell power. The rate of this repair depends on the diffusion rate of LI in Si.
This rate increases with temperature, with reduction of oxygen Impurity In the silicon
or with increase In ratio of lithium to oxygen Impurity concentration. Good efficiency
lithium doped cells have been fabricated with repeatability and have exhibited recovered
powers that are more than 20-percent higher than state-of-the-art n on p cells after
exposure to 3 by 101S 1 MeV electrons/cm2. All indication are that the improvement
is even greater when the irradiation Is by the heavier particles, protons, and neutrons.
Considerable work is still required to further understand the interaction between Si
radiation-induced defects and Li. The characteristics of lithium-doped cells under
space conditions of temperature cycling, thermal shock, under temperature storage,
and under low-rate Irradiation must be determined. The fabrication process must be
translated to production scale and yields, and costs must be established. The aMUtj
of lithium to diffuse to a cell effect also allows it to change its concentration distri-
bution in the cell and to escape the cell during fabrication, storage, and operation.
Diffusion barrier concepts are being investigated for solar cells to limit undesirable
lithium diffusion.
Large Area Cells
Studies by solar cell vendors have indicated that the use of solar cells, made larger
in area than the present standard 2 by 2 cm cell, will result in solar arrajs with
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improved watts/dollar performance. Within the constraints of Installed silicon crystal
growing equipment and efficient utilization of each crystal volume, a number of larger
cell designs are possible, with a resultant reduction in cell manufacturing costs/watt
in production. The more common designs that have been made are 2 by 3, 2 by 4,
2 by 5, 2 by 6, 2 by 8 and 2 by 10 cm with the negative contact bar located along one of
the long edges. Investigations have been performed to evaluate the Impact of large
area cells on the total solar array fabrication and operation In space. The Interaction
caused by the difference In thermal coefficient between the coverslide, adhesive, and
silicon system can be handled by available adhesives that are sufficiently resilient over
the cell/cover glass operating temperature range. Where the cell is bonded to a sub-
strate with an adhesive the differences in thermal expansion are more significant,
' particularly if operating'temperatures drop below - 100°C where the resilience of
'adhesives Is reduced. Above this temperature, the adhesive system will perform
' satisfactorily. For low temperature extremes, partially bonded areas of cells reduce
the thermal stresses. These can be combined with smaller tacked pads that provide
support during launch vibration, but can fall In orbit when thermal stress limits are
reached. The partially bonded area can still provide the required mechanical support,
i On flexible substrates, where the electrical contacts are also the mechanical cell
support, as in me LMSC design, concepts have not been developed and tested (an
experimental 2 by 4 cm cell flexible substrate module of 9 cells Is being tested at this
time). Cell spacing, particularly In the long cell dimension direction, must consider
substrate contraction to prevent cell-to-cell interference when the substrate contracts
at the low temperature limit. The problems associated with Interconnect designs and
materials used for large area cells Is similar to that for 2 by 2 cm cells. An evalua-
tion of likely cell fracture locations and their effect on large area cell current flow
shows that the large cell reliability is equal to, if not better than, the reliability of
2 by 2 cm cells.
Economic considerations Indicate that although fewer parts are being handled and fewer
cell/Interconnect Junctions are being made, the labor costs are not significantly lower
in all areas of fabrication. Labor required to apply separate cell covers tends to In-
crease more with area than by parts. Where adhesives are used to attach cells to
substrates, cost is also a function of area. In the material area for cells that have
been produced, the cell prices increase at a rate less than the Increase in area. This
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is for production quantities, and small orders of large area cells usually cost more
per area of silicon than 2 by 2 cm cells. Cell vendors emphasize the fact that the
present grown silicon crystal size allows silicon cells of any size fitting in an area
2.54 cm by 6 cm to be made economically in large quantities. Investigations by
Hellotek in the range of 2 cm by 3, 4, 5 and 6 cm leads them to believe that the 2 by
4 cm cell will replace the 2 by 2 cm as the standard within two years.
Limited handling experience by the vendors indicates their percentage losses in cell
fabrication will be the same as for a comparable 2 by 2 cell. The lack of large area
cell handling experience makes it difficult to pick the length value that may be limiting
for flexible solar array application. It is apparent that cell damaging bending moments
are more likely to appear in handling flexible arrays as the length-to-width ratio of the
cells goes beyond a yet undetermined value. Wrap around techniques for 2 by 2 cm
cells will be readily applicable to large area cells, as will be integral covers and
lithium doping.
The economic effect on separate co\erslldes Is unpredictable, reduced handling should
reduce costs, but larger area thin cell cover (6 mils) handling will increase breakage.
Ion Implantation
Ion Physics Corporation (IPC), a whoh-owned subsidiary of High Voltage Engineering,
produces a silicon solar cell junction b> using a high voltage ionized particle accelera-
tor. Phosphorous ions of 80 to 100 Kev are directed at p-type silicon wafers to pro-
vide ttie shallow n-type layer on the face of the cell. The process enables tight control
of doping and junction depth. The base material Is procured as-cut from a supplier,
such as Texas Instruments, or procured with a lapped finish. Ion Physics Is Installing
a new Van de Graaf accelerator that is the first system designed speciQcall) for ion
implantation operations. Present equipments are adaptations of accelerators. The
ion implantation cells are not competitive on a cost basis at present but could be if a
production facility was in existence. Small quantities (-2000/week) of ion Implantation
2 by 2 cm cells can be produced by Ion Physics with existing equipment. No electrical
performance advantages of ion implantation solar cells are claimed.
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In addition to standard n on p Junction production, ion implanation Is being used to dope
cells with lithium and to Implant diffusion barriers to control lithium migration.
Aluminum Contact Cells
Aluminum contacts can be placed on any of the silicon solar cells discussed
are some of the advantages over the conventional titanium-silver contacts
Following
• The contacts can be sintered after deposition on the cell at 300°C rather than
600°C used on Ti-Ag contacts This reduces stressing of the cell
• The degree of Internal reflection of solar illumination at the cell back contact
provides Improved conversion efficiency.
• Humidity resistance Is better.
• The cells are used in non-soldered cell contact/Interconnect systems that may
improve thermal cycling life capability.
• Aluminum is a low Z (atomic number) material, that for a given thickness will
result in lower attenuation of Incident short wavelength electromagnetic radia-
tions. Thus, the energy deposition and resulting contact temperature rise
caused by x-rays and gamma rays from nuclear weapons will be less than for
the higher Z contact materials.
The contacts are vapor deposited on the cell in vacuum similar to the Ti-Ag contacts
The cost of cells with aluminum contacts are similar to cells with other contact mate-
rials The development of bonding techniques using nonsoldered aluminum contact-
aluminum interconnect circuits is being encouraged and lower costs than for solder
joining systems are predicted for solar array fabrication. The designs of interconnect
circuits and substrates and array fabrication processes have not been developed or
optimized at this time.
The contact resistance of evaporated aluminum contacts per unit area has been reported
—2 2 -2 2to be 8 by 10 ohm-cm compared to 5 by 10 ohm-cm for Ti-Ag contacts. Verj
shallow junction cells, less than 0.2 microns, are adversely affected by aluminum
penetration to the junction. Ti-Ag contacts work well down to junction depths of
0 1 microns. Since most cells are built with junction depths of 0.3 to 0.5 microns, the
aluminum contacts present no problem In this area. The process of applying the
aluminum contacts is also controlled to limit the p-type doping with aluminum of the
n-type diffusion layer on the surface of the cell and thus limit counter voltage effects.
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Recent investigations of electroformlng aluminum contacts on solar cells have been
performed by JPL under NASA contract The method takes advantage of the fact that
a highly doped'semiconductor such as a solar cell possesses sufficient conductance to
carry the current required to electroplate aluminum,from an anhydrous dlethylether
The method eliminates the formation of oxides between the contact material and the
—2 9
silicon and thus reduces contact resistance (1.3 by 10 ohm-cm ) compared to the
vapor deposited aluminum contacts. Some penetration of the aluminum through the
junction occurs but shunting amounts to only 0.03 percent of the cell current. The
ultimate objective of the electroformlng technique is to develop a one-step process of
laying contacts and Interconnections on to cells, making use of a mandrel for the
Interconnect formation. .
Predominant Foreign Silicon Solar Cell Sources
AEG-Telefunkep
Solar cells are manufactured in a modern cell production facility at the Heilbronn,
Germany plant. This plant also includes an R&D facility with a small pilot production
line. The Hamburg plant has a modern solar panel assembly facility.
Domestic evaluation of passivated contacts has been done by Bishop of Boeing, Ralph of
Hellotek, Ling and Isles of Centralab, and Becker of the University of Pennsylvania.
, Soclete Anonyme de Telecommunications (SAT)
SAT solar cells are manufactured at a new facility at Lonnion on the Brittany. coast
300 miles from Paris. Solar arrays are fabricated at the Paris facility.
,SAT purchases boron doped, P type, float zone silicon wafers from either-Dow Corning
or Wacker Chemle. The wafers are close to the final 2 by 2 cm size when bought and
are sized by etching prior to diffusion of me phosphorous to form the n on p junction.
Silver titanium contacts and an S1O anttreflecttve coating are placed on the cells.
SAT has produced.over 40,000 1 by 2 cm cells for several European satellites and
20,000 2 by 2 cm cells for INTELSAT m. They have aiso produced 6000 2 by 2 cm
,06118 for D-2 and 50,000 2 by 2 cm solar cells for INTELSAT IV.
SAT has a licensing agreement with Hellotek and the SAT cell is similar to the
Hellotek cell.
AEG-Telefunken purchases boron doped p-type silicon in single crystal cylindrical form
and proceeds from there to slice, lap, and size the cells prior to diffusing phosphorous
Into the cell to form the n on p junction. As of a year ago they bad manufactured 24,000
2 by 2 cm solar cells for the German Azur satellite and they have since produced over
100,000 2 bj 2 cm solar cells for the INTELSAT IV Program at the rate of 2000-3000
cells per week. An S1O anUreflectton coating Is placed on the cells.
AEG has done little work in thin silicon cells and only exploratory work on lithium doping
They have done wrap around contact cell development and titanium palladium silver contact
development (passivated contacts) The palladium is not a layer between the titanium and
the sliver but is alloyed with the titanium. The alloy is more stable than the titanium
alone. These cells can also be solder dipped. Without solder, the contacts can operate
at 400 to 500°C, allowing interconnect bonding to the contacts by resistance welding.
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NASA FUNDED
AF 33(615)- 2750
AF22(6I5)-2750
-**
AF 33(61S)-27SO
AF336I5-4B-C-1676
FLIGHT PENDING
REMARK
CRLS SOLDERED SERIES AND PARALLEL BY EXPANDED
2-MIL SILVER MESH THE CELL ASSEMBLY WAS THEN
BONDED TO A 0 003 X 0 014 IN FIBERGLASS STRIP
LATTICE SUBSTRATE WITHIN BERYLLIUM FRAMES
NOTE CdS2 SOLAR CELLS WERE ALSO CONSIDERED.
18 0 X B FT STRIPS STRETCHED WITHIN THE SAME
FRAMEWORK AS THE CONVENTIONAL CELL BUT
WITHOUT THE FIBERGLASS LATTICE (KAPTON
ENVELOPED CdSj CaL )
CELL ATTACHED TO SUBSTRATE BY TWO METHODS*
(T) CELL WELDED TO 2-MIL KAPTON, CaLS ON TOP.
INTERCONNECTS ON BACKSIDE, (2) SOLAR CELL WELDED
TO INTERCONNECT THEN BONDED TO 2 MIL KAPTON
CELL MODULES BONDED TO KAPTON SUBSTRATE
CELLS SOLDERED TO 2-MIL EXPANDED SILVER MESH
INTERCONNECTS (CONVENTIONAL DESIGN) SUB-
MODULE IS ATTACHED TO 2-MIL KAPTON H FILM
CaiS SOLDERED TO FLEXIBLE 0 003 PHOTOETCHED
BERYLLIUM-COPPER INTERCONNECTS CaL SUBMODULE
MOUNTED ON 2-MIL KAPTON BY ADHESIVE HELIOTEK
USED A WRAP-AROUND SERIES TA» CONCEPT
CaUS SOLDERED TO SILVER EXPANDED MESH AND
ATTACHED TO 3-MIL KAPTON (CONVENTIONAL DESIGN)
CELLS SOLDERED TO MOLY (Au/Ag FLASH) FLEXIBLE
CHEM-MILLED INTERCONNECT (CONVENTIONAL DESIGN)
CELLS SOLDEBED TO COPPER (Ag FLASH) FLEXIBLE CHEM-
MILLED INTERCONNECTS (CONVENTIONAL DESIGN)
CEILS SOLDERED TO EXPANDED MESH (CONVENTIONAL
DESIGN)
CaLS SOLDERED TO 3-MIL Cu EXPANDED MESH SUB-
MOOULES A HACKED TO SUBSTRATE BY HUGHES EPOXY
TO 0 0015 TFE IMPREGNATED FIBERGLASS MESH
(ZIG-ZAG) CONFIGURATION USED
Cats SOLDERED TO 3-MIL G> EXPANDED MESH
SUBMODULES ATTACHED TO SUBSTRATE IY HUGHES
EPOXY TOO 0015 TFE IMPREGNATED FIBERGLASS
MESH (ZIG-ZAG) CONFIGURATION USED.
CELLS SOLDERED TO SILVER MESH
CaiS SOLDERED 0 002 PHOTOETCHED Cu MESH (Z- STRIPS)
ASSEMBLY WAS BONDED IN COMBINATION WITH
0 001 FIBERGLASS TO 0 001 KAPTON H-FILM
BIBLIO
NO
B 3-1
THRU
B 3-4
B 2-1
THRU
B 2-3
F 1-5
THRU
F t-7
f l-l
THRU
F 1-4
G 2-1
THRU
G 2-4
G 2-5--*
G 2-5 - -»
H 6-1
THRU
H 6-6
H6-1
THRU
H6-6
H 6-1
THRU
H 6-6
H 6-7
THRU
H 6-12
rJXDOUI CRAME
k" "< 4-179
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SOLAR CELL USAGE ON FLEXIBLE SUBSTRATES
NO
4
7
a
»
10
11
12
13
14
SOLA! COL
CANDIDATE
SI (CONVENTIONAL)
SI (CONVENTIONAL)
SI (CONVENTIONAL)
SI (CONVENTIONAL)
SI (CONVENTIONAL)
SI (WRAP-AROUND)
SI (CONVENTIONAL)
SI (CONVENTIONAL)
SI (WRAP-AROUND)
SI (CONVENTIONAL)
SI (CONVENTIONAL)
SI (CONVENTIONAL)
CdS
as
TYPE
N-P
N-P
N-P
NH>
N-P
N-P
N-P
N-P
N-P
N-P
N-P
N/A
N/A
SIZEM
2 X 2
2 X 2
2 X 2
2 X 2
2 X 2
2 X 2
2 X 2
2X1
2 X 2
2X1
JX«
IX]
2 X 2
3 0 X 3 0 IN
2 n X 3 88 IN.
THICKNESS
0006
0014
0 014
0010
0004
0013
0008
0 004 IDO 006
0000
0006
0 006
THIN FILM
THIN FILM
BASE RESISTIVITY
,
20 CM
20 CM
ion CM
ion CM
20 CM
2HCM
ion CM
IOOCM
JO CM
20CM
At COATING
SIO
SIO
SIO
SIO
SIO
SIO
CERIC OXIDE
SIO
SIO
SIO
CONTACT MAT'L
Ag-TI
Ag-TI
Ag-TI
Ag-TI
Ag-TI
Ag-TI
Ag-TI~-
NI-Gi-Au
Ag-TI
Aj-TI
Ag-TI
-
An PLATED Cu
Au PLATO) Cu
SOLDER/
SOLDERLESS
SOLDERED
SOLDERLESS
ZONE SOLDERED
SOLDERLESS
WRAPAROUND
SOLDERED
SOLDERED
SOLDERED
ZONE SOLDERED
SOLDERS)
(BACK ONLY)
THIN FILM
THIN FILM
COVER TYPE
0 0013-0 0018
CORNING RIBBON
GLASS TYPE 8871
0011 FUSED SILCA
0 003 FUSED SILCA
0 006
0211 MICRO-
SHEET
0 004 CHANCE
CMD MICROSCOPE
GLASS DOPED WITH
3% CERIC OXIDE,
Mg Fj COATED,
NO 6.UE FILTER
0003 GLASS
(CONSIDERED 0 0031
COINING RIBBON
GLASS TYPE 8871)
0003 GLASS
0006 GLASS
0 001 MYVAR
0 001 KAPTON
0 001 Cu
0 001 KAPTON
WITH CONDUCTIVE
COATING
0 001 MYLAR
MANUFACTURES
cat.
HELIOTEK
CENTRALAB
CENTRALAI
CENTRALAB
TEXAS
INSTRUMENT
CENTRALAB
,
FERRANTI
HELIOTEK
CENTRALAB
CLEVITE CORP
CLEVITE C0«?
SU8MODULE
HELIOTEK
LMSC
LMSC
LMSC
LMSC
LMSC
BBG
FAIRCHILD-HILLER
RAE
HEIIOTEK
TKW
TRW
LEWIS RESEARCH
CENTER
nw
APPLICATION
jn SUBCONTRACT,
DEVELOPMENT OF
AN INTEGRATED
LIGHTWEIGHT
FLEXIBLE SILICON
SOLAR CELL
ARRAY
LMSC INDEPEND-
ENT OEVaOP-
MENT FUNDED;
CONSIDERED FOR
PLACEMENT OF
RIGID SOLAR
AKAY SYSTEM ON
AF CONTRACT
SPACE STATION/
COMMUNICATION
MULTIKILOWATT
POWER SYSTEMS
SPACE STATION,
MCDONNELL
DOUGLAS
ASTRONAUTICS
CO
RAE, ADVANCED
LIGHTWEIGHT
SOLAR AWAY
RYAN UWATT/LB
ROLLUP SOLAR
ABtAY
nw, 40WATT/U
SPACECRAFT
SOLAR ARRAY
,TI«V, LUNAR
SURF ACE SOLAR
AOAY
EXPLORE CON-
STRUCTION
PROBLEMS
ASSOCIATED WITH
THIN FILM; TWO
ARRAY SIZES;
ttYIEWtD p 4
FT'/lje FT*
INTERPLANETARY
ELECTRICALLY
PROPELLED
SPACECRAFT
UNDING AGENC
NASA FUNDED
ID FUNDED BY
LMSC, STUDY TO
DEVELOP FOR
FLIGHT
APPLICATION
MESSERSCHMITT
(BBG) IN-HOUSE
STUDY
NASA FUNDED
SPACE STATION
DEFINITION
RAE STUDY
NASA FUNDED
TKW INDEPENDEI
DEVELOPMENT
STUDY
NASA/TRW STUD
MINOR HARDWA
AND TESTING
OCCURRED
NASA LEWIS
STUDY, SERT II
PROPOSED
TRW MULTI-
MISSION ELECT*
PROPULSION
SPACECRAFT
STUDY
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMO
FOOXXIT FJWME
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SOLAR CELL USAGE ON FLEXIBLE SUBSTRATES.
 Q
CONTACT MAT'L
AT-TI
Ag-TI
AB-TI
Ag-TI
Ag-TI
AB-T,
Ag-Ti
NI-Cu-Au
Ag-TI
AO-TI
Ag-Ti
Au PLATED Cu
Au PLATED Cu
SOLO EH/
SOIDEU.ESS
SOLDERS)
SOLDERLESS
ZONE SOLDERED
SOLDERLESS
WRAPAROUND
SOLDERED
SOLDERED
SOLDERED
ZONE SOLDERED
SOLDERED
(BACK ONLY)
THIN FILM
THIN FILM
COVER TYPE
0 OOI3-O 0018
CORNING RIBBON
GLASS TYPE 8871
0 012 FUSED SILCA
0 003 FUSED SILCA
0006
0211 MICRO-
SHEET
0 004 CHANCE
CMC MICROSCOPE
GLASS DOPED WITH
5% CERIC OXIDE.
Mg Fj COATED,
NOfi.UEFU.TS
0003 CLASS
(CONSIDERED 0 0031
CORNING RIIBON
GLASS TYPE 8871)
0003 GLASS
0006 GLASS
0 001 MYLA*
0 OOt KAPTON
0001 Cu
0 001 KAPTON
WITH CONDUCTIVE
COATING
0 001 MYLAR
MANUFACTUHER
CELL
HELIOTEK
CENTRAUB
CENTRALAB
CENTRALA6
TEXAS
INSTRUMENT
CENTRALAB
FERRANTI
HELIOTEK
CENTRALAB
CLEVITE CORP
CLEVITE CORP
SUBMODULE
HELIOTEK
LMSC
LMSC
LMSC
LMSC
LMSC
BBC '
FAIRCHILD-HILLEI
RAE
HELIOTEK
TRW
TRW
LEWIS RESEARCH
CENTER
TRW
APPLICATION
JPL SUBCONTRACT,
DEVELOPMENT OF
AN INTEGRATED
LIGHTWEIGHT
FLEXIBLE SILICON
SOLAR CELL
ARRAY
LMSC INDEPEND-
ENT DEVELOP-
MENT FUNDED,
CONSIDERED FOR
REPLACEMENT OF
RIGID SOLAR
ARRAY SYSTEM ON
AF CONTRACT
SPACE STATION/
COMMUNICATION
MULT1KILOWATT
POWER SYSTEMS
SPACE STATION,
MCDONNELL
DOUGLAS
ASTRONAUTICS
CO
RAE. ADVANCED
LIGHTWEIGHT
SOLAR ARRAY
RYAN30WATTAB
ROUUP SOLAR
ABAY
TRW, 40 WATT/IB
SPACECRAFT
SOLAR ARRAY
TtW. LUNAR
SURFACE SOLAR
ARMY
EXPLORE CON-
STRUCTION
PROBLEMS
ASSOCIATED WITH
THIN FILM, TWO
ARRAY SIZES,
REVIEWED p 4
FTV>58 FT"
INTERPLANETARY
ELECTRICALLY
PROPELLED
SPACECRAFT
FUNDING AGENCY
NASA FUNDED
ID FUNDED BY
LMSC, STUDY TO
DEVELOP FOR
FLIGHT
APPLICATION
MESSERSCHMITT
(BBC) IN-HOUSE
STUDY
NASA FUNDED
SPACE STATION
DEFINITION
RAE STUDY
NASA FUNDED
TKW INDEPENDENT
DEVELOPMENT
STUDY
NASA/IRW STUDY.
MINOR HARDWARE
AND TESTING
OCCURRED
NASA LEWIS
STUDY. SERT II
PROPOSED
TRW MULTI-
MISSION ELECTRIC
PROPULSION
SPACECRAFT
STUDY
REMARK
INTERCONNECTORS (2 MIL COPPER) BETWEEN TWO
POLYTMIDE SHEETS THAT HAD HOLES THROUGH WHICH
METAL TABS PROTRUDED AND MADE CONTACT TO THE
CELLS A 1 -MIL FIBERGLASS STRIP IS REQUIRED FOR
INSTALLATION OF REAR CONTACT
EACH CELL IS INDUCTION SOLDERED TO THE
SUBSTRATE (PRINTED LAMINATE CIRCUIT)
1 MIL KAPTON ">
0 S MIL FEP 1
2 MIL Cu (OFHQ I LAMINATE SUBSTRATE
0 9 MIL FEP I
1 MIL KAPTON J
TABS ARE f OKMED BY UPSETTING EXPOSED PRINTED
CIRCUITRY
THE SUBSTRATE IS KAPTON WITH Cu PRINTED CIRCUIT FOR
CELL BACKSIDE WIRING Aj MESH IS WELDED TO THE Cu
TO FORM THE SERIES INTERCONNECT FOR THE CELL NO
ADHESIVE IS USED TO BOND THE CELL TO THE KAPTON
OTHER THAN SOLIDER
MACDAC SELECTED FAIRCHILD-HILLER ROLL-OUT DRUM
CELLS SOLDERED THROUGH 2-5*11 KAPTON 11 KAPTON
FILM 1 NTERCONNECTS ON KAPTON WERE 1 -MIL Ag
PLATED Mo
CELLS SOLDERED TO SILVER PLATED COPTS INTERCON-
NECTS (CONVENTIONAL DESIGN). SUBMODULE IS
An ACHED TO 1 MIL KAPTON H-FI1M
COL/INTERCONNECT ASSEMBLY BONDED TO 2-Mll
KAPTON
CELLS SOLDERED TO FLEXIBLE CHEM-M1LLED INTER-
CONNECTS THE 3-CELL SUBMODULE WAS THEN BONDED
TO KAPTON H-FILM
CELLS ARE SOLDERED IN SHINGLE FASHION USING
INDIUM SOLDER, 5 SERIES BY 5 PARALLEL MODULES.
THREE TYPES OF SUBSTRATES WERE CONSIDERED
CELLS ARE SOLDERED IN SHINGLE METHOD, S IN
PARALLEL, S IN SERIES SUBMODULE IS MOUNTED ON A
1 MIL KAPTON LATTICE BY MEANS OF THERMOSETTING
ADHESIVE THIS MODULE BECOMES THE BASIC
BUILDING BLOCK
BIBLIO
NO
H3-2
THRU
H 3-4
L4-3
M 3-1
M 2-2
R 3-4
R 4-5
THRU
R 4-6
T 3-19
T 3-7
N 6-5, -»
T 3-6
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4.1.3.4 Coverglass Technology Evaluation
4.1.3.4.1 Available Technology. There are two reasons that coverglasses are Installed
on solar cells. The first and primary reason Is to reduce the cell operating temperature
in space. Typically, a bare silicon solar cell with a silicon monoxide coating has an
emittance of approximately 0.6 and a solar absorptance of approximately 0.68. At 1 a.u.
Q
normal incidence to the sun with solar constant of 140 mw/cm and back surface emit-
tance of 0.9, the equivalent temperature of the solar cell would be 6S°C (Ret, Bibliography
C.3-4). The emittance of the first surface may be Increased by glass of certain organic
materials that are transparent in the wavelength region where the cell is able to convert
solar energy Into electrical energy and absorptive In the region where it emits radiation.
Historically, Coming 0211 microsheet or Coming 7940 fused silica have been used for
this purpose. Coming 0211 microsheet is a fire-polished drawn glass available in thick-
ness from 0.005-in. The 7S40 fused silica is made by vapor deposition from Si and is
extremely pure. It must be cut to size and polished.
If either of these glasses (with an anttreflecUon coating to decrease reflectance in the
wavelength range where the cell is responsive) is cemented to a cell, the coverglass-
solar cell unit will have an emittance of => 0.84 and a solar absorptance of <*> 0.83.
This produces an In-space operating temperature of 46°C (Ref. C.3-4) There is a slight
transmission loss from the glass and the adhesive but there Is a net power gain of
11 percent over tbe base cell. This fact points out one advantage of using coverglasses.
The second reason for using coverglasses is to reduce the damage to the cell resulting
from space environmental radiation. The two commonly used coverglass materials vary
greatly in radiation resistance. Corning 7940 fused silica is very resistant to radiation.
There was no loss In transmission after 1015, 1 MeV electrons/cm2, 10 , 5 MeV
proton/cm2; or 300 equivalent solar days of UV (See Chart P at the end of this section)
Under the same fluencea of radiation, however, 0211 microsheet suffered a 15-percent
transmission loss from the electrons and a 10-percent transmission loss from the pro-
tons. Thu UV offered a slight annealing effect. Thus, fused silica is commonly used
where charged-particle radiation is a problem and microsheet is used where it is not
4-183
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As stated, the two aforementioned coverglass materials have received more usage than
any other material However, over the past few years there has been an increasing
number of studies to develop new coverglass systems at a lower cost than fused silica,
but with the same excellent radiation resistance.
It has been determined by Hellotek (Ref H 3-1 through -4) that, in general, there are
six areas that affect the cost associated with a coverglass
Purchased Coverglass Cost ' ,
1 Cover substrate material
2. Type of optical'coating and filter applied
3 Tolerance or dimensions
Installation Costs
4. Amount of breakage associated with thickness of covers
5. Cover to cell location tolerance
6., Type of cover bonding adhesive used
On the basis of covering 500,000 cells/year with 6-mll covers of fused silica, tight
dimensional tolerance, and on AH but no blue filter, the cost would be $3.49 per cell.
Microsheet of the same specifications would cost $2.44 per cell.
One of the first attempts to reduce this cost was to deposit an integral cover on the cell,
thereby eliminating the entire adhesive operation. Hoffman Electronics (Ref. C.3-1
and -2), under a NASA-Goddard contract, developed a procedure of powdering a boro-
silicate glass that was men dispersed in a slurry and deposited on the solar cell surface
in a. centrifuge. The particles were then fused to the cell surface at temperatures ranging
up to 900°C Nominal thickness of 1 mil were produced. There were initial problems
with diffusion on the K-contact caused by the high temperature but, even when they were
overcome, the fabricated cell exhibited radiation darkening of the glass comparable to
0211 mlcrosheet.
NASA-Goddard then contracted Ion Physics (Ref. 1.3-2 through -9) and Texas Instruments
(Ref. T 2-1) to investigate other methods of integral cover-slipping. Ion Physics
developed the method of using a high vacuum ion beam (HVIB) to sputter Corning 7940
o
fused silica onto solar cells Nominal deposition rates of 200 A/mln were obtained
4-184
(approximately 33 hours to deposit one mil of SiO.) The films produced exhibited
severe compressive stresses at thicknesses above about 6 mils. However, films
below 3 mils are well bonded to the cell and show the same optical properties as 7940
coverslldes cemented to the cells. Texas Instruments investigated the method of radio
frequency (rf) sputtering of 7940 fused silica onto cells. Films obtained from this
method were deposited at rates of approximately 1600 A/mln. These films also ex-
hibited severe compressive stresses at thicknesses above 6 mils.
NASA-Goddard conducted an evaluation of the three above-mentioned Integral cover-
sllps (Ref. N. 2-1) Significant results of this study were 1) the borosillcate glass
degrades severely under proton irradiation, 2) both HVTB and rf-sputtered covers
showed a normalized maximum power loss of 6 percent after 10 , SOO KeV protons/
cm and no power loss after 10 , 2.0 MeV proton/cm . 3) 5 of 10 rf-sputtered
.test cells failed catastrophlcally after two weeks at 95 percent RH and 70UC. In view of
this, study Is continuing on the HVIB approach of Installing thin integral coverslips.
Hellotek (Beta H. 3-1 through -4) has also studied the HVIB approach to solar cell
covers and they estimate that In comparison to the $3.49 for fused silica covers
cemented to the cells by conventional techniques, comparable Integral coverslldes
should cost about $0.86 per cell.
LMSC is also studying Integral covers under independent development funding. The
present Lockheed approach, not to be confused with the earlier "Marks" coating, entails
a sprayed-on fluorocarbon film. The process Involves dissolving the fluorocarbon,
spraying it onto the cell, and then heat curing it. It Is a new program and Is still
under development, but it shows promise of cost reductions over conventional fused
silica covers with the radiation resistance of other fluorocarbons (Ref. N.6-2).
There have been several other attempts at using a fluorocarbon as a coverglass. The
first and major effort has been me heat sealing of FEP-teflon directly on a solar cell.
Initial wrrk was begun at LMSC, followed by a study at NASA/Lewis (Ref. N.6-21).
The process involves laying a piece of FEP-Teflon on one or several solar cells and,
with the heat and pressure of a platen press (»450°F, =1000 psi), fusing it directly to
the cell' The temperatures experienced require the use of a solderlesa cell.
However, covers from one-half to 20 mils can be heat sealed onto multiple
4-185
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cells at once In another NASA/Lewis study (Ret N.6-2), the radiation resistance of
FEP-Teflon was shown to be nearly the same as fused silica. There was no loss in
transmission after 1014, 800 KeV protons/cm2 or 1017 1 MeV electrons/cm2. The
studv did show, however, a four and one-half percent loss In transmission after two
equivalent solar years in UV.
LMSC Is studying the applicability of a tape technique utilizing FEP-Teflon's high
transmlssivtty (>93 percent up to 3 ^m) and radiation resistance in conjunction with
one of two silicon adhesives - one pressure sensitive and one heat curable. One
obvious advantage in this technique is a very rugged and inexpensive process capable
of eo\ ering anj number of solar cells at once. Preliminary results show that the
adheslxes that will adhere to FEP-Teflon are also very resistant to ultraviolet radiation,
thereby eliminating the need for a blue filter. This study is continuing.
Another fluorocarbon under study (by the British) is ACLAR, the Allied Chemical
Compam trade name for CTFE, a fluorohalocarbon film. The film has high trans-
mission (>93 percent to 0.8 jim) and IB heat scalable. Indications are, however,
that it becomes very brittle when exposed to UV (Ret. N. 6-22).
The final coxerglass system under development, for the specific purpose of reducing
cost, is the ribbon glass approach. Both Hehotek (Ref. H.3-1 through -4) and Ryan
(Kef. R.4-6) hate studied the approach. Hellotek, however, has done much more
Investigation and has determined that, compared to the previously mentioned cost of
S3.49 for a fused silica cover, a comparable ribbon glass cover would cost about
SO. 65 per cell. The glass studied by both companies was Corning 8871 glass, 0.003
inch thick. It Is flexible and in the form of a rolled-up piece of tape. The potentially
automated process involves the bonding of the glass to the cells in a continuous pro-
cess and trimming awaj the excess. Development is continuing at Heliotek. Indica-
tions are that other types of glass (Including 0211 microsheet) whose radiation
resistances have been determined are available from Corning if the quantity merits.
In addition to reduced cost, another advantage of all of the above cell covers is the
variet} of thicknesses available. Fused silica must be cut and polished to a desired
thickness. At thicknesses below 0.006 Inch, the cost ma> become excessive because
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of to handling breakage. Bulk thermal properties desirable in a coverglass can be
obtained in thicknesses as small as 0.001 inch. So, from a systems standpoint, the
other types of coverglasses other than fused silica make appreciable cost reduction
possible.
The aforementioned coverglasses were studied with hopes of reducing cost but still
maintaining a coverglass with high transmission and radiation resistance. In effect,
they Involved unconventional and untested methods of Installation.
Another cost-savings technique being investigated is that of doping less expensive glass
materials as a means of radiation resistance Improvement. This glass would be
assembled like conventional covers being installed by an adhesive system. It,Is hoped
that the cost of these glasses will fall between that of microsheet and fused silica.
The first attempt was the doping of microscope glass with cerium by Milliard Ltd.
(Ref. M. 5-1). The glass used is readily obtainable in Europe. It Is reported that
with a 5-percent ceria dope, there were no transmission losses after 1015, 1 MeV
electrons/cm , 10 , 5 MeV protons/cm , or 300 days of UV. This compares to a
5.5 percent loss after protons and 1 percent loss after electrons of the same Quence In
undoped microscope glass (see Chart P).
Another attempt at cerium doping was at NASA/Langley (Ref. N.5-1) by Gilbert Haynes.
In that study, microsheet was used. Mr. Haynes reports that with a 3-percent cerium
- dope, there was a 6-percent loss In wideband transmission after 5 by 10 , 1 MeV
electrons (26 percent loss in undoped microsheet) and 1 percent loss in wideband trans-
mission after 10 , 22 MeV protons (23 percent loss In undoped microsheet). He also
suggests that a one and one-half percent cerium dope is about the optimum for micro-
sheet. This is a result of tradeoffs between a basic loss in initial transmission with a
high cerium dopent level and a lower radiation resistance with a low cerium dopent le\ el.
The last type of doped or treated coverglass was the hydrogen-impregnated cover
(Ref. T. -10). Ten types of glasses were Impregnated (including 0211 microsheet)
anO It was found that all exhibited Improved radiation resistance at low dose levels
(10 rads). Some glasses resisted color center darkening even at higher dose levels.
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It must be stated that fused silica was not tested because of Its inherent radiation
resistance.
The last type of coverglass reported was one developed by NASA/Lewis (Ref. N. 6-1)
for use with cells with a high blue response (the so-called super-blue cells). The
coverglass system essentially eliminates a radiation degradable adhesive. They are ,
prepared by evaporation of cerium silver contacts on the glasses through the same
mask used to put contacts on silicon solar cells. Cell and glass are then solder
dipped, placed together, and heated. There is no need now for a blue filter but the
span between the cell and cover give rise to possible thermal "greenhouse" effects.
Also, the basic handling and alignment problems continue to exist with their related
cost impact.
(3) FEP-Teflon exhibits high transmission and good radiation resistance.
Its potential as a simple, rugged, and,inexpensive cover merits detail
consideration.
(4) There should be more detailed studies to determine the optical properties
of the various cover glasses as a function of temperature and radiation
environment.
4.1.3.4.2 Applicability to Space Station Requirements. Considering the vast amount
of test and flight data that exists today as the result of 10 years of photovoltaic power
experience, co\er glass materials and adhesives, such as fused quartz 7940 and
Sylgard 182, more than adequately meet the needs for the Space Station., However,
new, less costly, lighter weight, and easier applied materials are in the immediate
offing which make for an attractive overall cost savings. It is obvious that certain
application and production problems need appropriate attention as well as further
environmental testing before serious consideration can be given. Basic areas of
concern were discussed in the existing data section.
4.1.3.4.3 Recommendations. There appears to be at least four areas that need further
study, as discussed below
(1) Cerium doping shows promise of improving the radiation resistance of
mlcrosheet to where it is comparable to fused silica but at a reduced cost.
There should be further study to determine the optimum level of cerium
doping and its associated problems.
(2) There are studies that Indicate that the multilayer interference blue filter
is no longer necessary with today's adhesives (Ref. E.4-2). Tests should
oe conducted to determine the effect of UV radiation on these adhesives and
compare it to the degradation experienced now b> the blue filter itself. In
addition, thermal studies should be conducted to determine if the blue filter
has a cooling effect on the cell. With the data obtained, trade studies can
be made comparing loss in transmission resulting from the blue filter and
loss in transmission due to a degraded blue filter, to the losses in power due
to a possible degraded adhesive (no blue filter) and perhaps a higher cell
operating temperature. ' ' '•
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GENERAL SOLAR CELL COVER SUMMARY
NO
'
2
3
4
S
t
7
8
COVER TYPE
FUSED SILICA
(CORNING 7940)
SOLDERED COVER
GLASS (FOR 'SUPER
BLUE' CELL) (ANY
TYPE OF GLASS)
HYDROGEN DOPED
M1CROSHEET
(CORNING 0211
WITH MULTILAYER UV
FILTER)
CERIUM DOPED
MICROS HEET
(CORNING 0211)
MICROSCOPE GLASS
5% CERIUM DOPED
MICROSCOPE GLASS
RIUON GLASS
CORNING 8871
(HEL1OTEKJPL
952540)
SPECIFIC
GRAVITY
2 20
NOT
REPORTED
2 S3
2 SO
2 Si
2 62
3.60
THICKNESS
OPTIONS
0 003
AND UP
NOT
REPORTED
0.003
AND UP
0 003
AND UP
NOT
REPORTED
NOT
REPORTED
0.0013 TO
0.0018
RADIATION EFFECT
NO TRANSMISSION LOSS AFTER I015
1 MEV ELECTRONS/CM^ 101Z, S MEV
PROTONS/CM^ or 300 DAYS UV
— THIS DATA APPLICABLE TO TYPE OF
IMPROVED RADIATION COLORATION
RESISTANCE IN LOW DOSE RANGES
SOME GLASSES RESIST COLORATION
AT VERY HIGH DOSE LEVELS
TRANSMISSION LOSS
• 15% AFTER lO15,! MEV
ELECTRONS/CM' AT 0 48 I'M
(ANNEALED TO A 6% LOSS AFTER
300 DAYS UV)
• 10% AFTER 1012, 5 MEV PROTONS/
CM2 AT 0.48 f M (ANNEALED TO
A 6% LOSS AFTER 300 DAYS UV)
FOR 3% CERIUM DOPED
• 6% LOSS IN WIDE-BAND TRANS-
MISSION AFTER 5 x 10", 1 MEV
ELECTRONS (26% LOSS IN UN-
DOPED uSHEET)
• 1% LOSS IN WIDE-BAND TRANS-
MISSION AFTER 10", 22 MEV
PROTONS (23% LOSS IN UN-
DOPED (.SHEET)
TRANSMISSION LOSS
• 5 5% AFTER I015, 1 MEV
ELECTRONS AT 0 5 uM (ANNEALED
TO A 2% LOSS AFTER 300 DAYS UV
• 1% AFTER 1012, S MEV PROTONS/
CM? AT 0.5 |>M (SLIGHT ANNEAL
AFTER 300 DAYS UV)
• MAX LOSS AT LOW WAVE LENGTHS
NO TRANSMISSION LOSS AFTER ID'S,
1 MEV ELECTRONS/CM2, 10", S MEV
PROTONS/CM2, or 300 DAYS UV
-» NOT RE
EMMISSIVITY
0.84
(GLASS
CELL COM-
BINATION)
CLASS USED •
h« N
0.84
(GLASS
CELL COM-
BINATION)
NOT
REPORTED
NOT
REPORTED
NOT
REPORTED
PORTED
REFLECT-
IVITY
4.2%
OT REROUTE
4 2%
NOT
REPORTED
NOT
REPORTED
NOT
REPORTS
TRANS-
MISSIVITY
>9S% 045
rod 9,iM
»•
D •-
-90% 0.45
TO0.90M
NOT
REPORTED
>93% 0.4
TO 0.9 MM
>8S% 0 4
TOO 9 MM
COATINGS
AR
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
UV
.YES
NO
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
YES
APPLICATION
TECHNIQUES
CONVENTIONAL
ADHESIVE
COVER GLASS IS
METALLIZED WITH A
PATTERN IDENTICAL TO
TOP SOLAR CELL CON-
TACT CELL AND
COVER GLASS ARE
SOLDERED TOGETHER
CONVENTIONAL
ADHESIVE
CONVENTIONAL
ADHESIVE
CONVENTIONAL
ADHESIVE
CONVENTIONAL
ADHESIVE
CONVENTIONAL
ADHESIVE
BONDING OF GLASS
TO CELL AS CONTIN-
UOUS PROCESS AND
TRIMMING AWAY
EXCESS GLASS
(DIAMOND SCRIBE WAS
OPTIMUM CUTTER)
(CONVENTIONAL
ADHESIVE)
COMMENTS
• EXCELLENT RADIATION
RESISTANCE (NO NEED TO H2
IMPREGNATE)
• EXPENSIVE
• GREATER RESPONSE THAN
CEMENTED CELLS IN THE 0 4 TO
0 5 MICRON RANGE
• NO UV FILTER NEEDED
. 5% HIGHER TOTAL RESPONSE
• POSSIBLE HEATING OF SOLAR
CELL DUE TO "GREEN HOUSE"
EFFECTS
• NOT APPLICABLE TO LARGE
PRODUCTION QUANTITIES
• Ho CONCENTRATION RANGES
FROM -.2 CC TO 1 5 CC PER CC
OF GLASS
• FUSED SILICA (CORNING 7940)
NOT TESTED DUE TO ITS
INHERENT RADIATION
RESISTANCE
• MUCH DEGRADATION BUT
INEXPENSIVE
• 'OPTIMUM1 DOPANT LEVEL IS
BETWEEN 1% AND 2%
• 2% CERIUM DOPE CAUSES 5%
LOSS IN WIDE-BAND TRANS-
MISSION OVER UNDOPED 0211
GLASS
• HIGH DOPANTS (>5%) HAVE
ABSORPTION BAND AT - 0 57 pM
• TEST SPECIMENS WERE 4 TO 40
TIMES THICKER THAN NORMAL
COVER GLASSES
• SUBJECT TO COLOR CENTER
DARKENING
• SUGGEST AGAINST USE OF UV
FILTER - POSSIBLE DAMAGE TO
ADHESIVE
• NO DARKENING DUE TO
RADIATION
• APPEARS AS GOOD AS FUSED
SILICA
• DOPING CAUSES TRANSMISSION
LOSSES
• ELECTROSTATIC BONDING WAS
TRIED FAR FROM OPTIMIZA-
TION BUT PROCESS HAS
POTENTIAL
. OTHER TYPES OF GLASS AVAIL-
ABLE (INCLUDING 0211 MICRO-
SHEET) FROM VENDOR IF LARGE
QUANTITY
• POTENTIAL 2/3 REDUCTION IN
COST OVER CONVENTIONAL
FUSED SILICA OR (-SHEET
BIBLIO
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INSTRUMENTS
NAS5-103I9)
FUSED BOROSILICATE
GLASS (HOFFMAN
aECTRONICS
NASS-38S71
HIGH-VACUUM -
ION SPUTTERED
FUSED SILICA
(CORNING 7940
SIOl) (ION PHYSICS
NAS3-I0236)
SPRAYED
FLUOROCARBON
FILM (LMSC ID)
FEP-TEFLON (TYPE
C) HEAT SEALED
ONTO SOLAR CELL
(NASA-LEWIS AND
LMSC ID)
FEP-TEFLON WITH
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ADHESIVE (LMSC
ID)
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COVER TYPF
RIBBON GLASS
(CORNING 8871)
(RYAN JPL95W1)
ACLAR
RADIO FREQUENCY
SPUTTERED FUSED
SILICA (CORNING
7940 SIOj) (TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
NASS-1031?)
FUSED BOROSILICATE
GLASS (HOFFMAN
aECTRONICS
NAS5-3857)
HIGH-VACUUM-
ION SPUTTERED
FUSED SILICA
(CORNING 7940
SIOj) (ION PHYSICS
MASS- 10236)
SPRAYED
FLUOROCAR8ON
FILM (LMSC ID)
FEP-TEFLON (TYPE
C) HEAT SEALED
ONTO SOLAR CELL
(NASA-LEWIS AND
LMSC ID)
FEP-TEFLON WITH
SILICONE
ADHESIVE (LMSC
ID)
SPECIFIC
GRAVITY
3 60
2 08
2 20
2 23
2 20
2 13
2 IS
2 19
THICKNESS
OPTIONS
0 0013
0.001
AND UP
UP TO
2 MILS
2 TO
20 MILS
UP TO
2 MILS
1/4-
20 MILS
1/2-
20 MILS,
1/2-
20 MILS
RADIATION EFFECT
• 8871 GLASS WIT HRTV 602
ADHESIVE HAD 1/2 OF 1% LOSS
AFTER EXPOSURE TO 17 5 HR OF
UV AT 5 SUN LEVEL
• NO TRANSMISSION LOSS AFTER
10'4, 800 KEV PROTONS/CM2
• TEST SPECIMEN BECAME TOO
BRITTLE TO TEST AFTER 2 6
x 101/7 1 MEV ELECTRONS
• TEST SPECIMEN BECAME BRITTLE
VERY QUICKLY UNDER UV
WITH 1 x 2 CM, N/P, 10 t.CM,
(CaOj AR CELL COATING) 13 MIL
SOLAR CELLS (2 MIL SHIELD)-
• FOR 500 K.V PROTONS AFTER
ION/CM2
• NO ISC DROP
. -6* Voc LOSS
• -4% NORMALIZED PUAV LOSS
• FOR 2.0 MoV PROTONS AFTER
10" PROTONS/CM' ALMOST NO
DEGRADATION IN EITHER ljc,
• COMPjM&flVE CELLS WITH 6 MIL
CORNING 7940 COVER-SLIDES
SHOWED NO DAMAGE
• AFTER 500 EQUIVALENT SOLAR
HOURS, NO PHYSICAL DEGRADA
TION RESULTED
SAME AS RF SPUTTERED EXCEPT
16 MIL CELLS, S!O AR CELL COAT-
ING, 1 Mil SHIELD - SEVERE DE-
GRADATION AFTER PROTON
IRRADIATION, NO UV TESTS
PERFORMED
SAME AS RF SPUTTERED EXCEPT 15
MIL CELLS WERE USED
UNDER INVESTIGATION
NO DEGRADATION AFTER I01*
800 K.V PROTONS/CM2 OR 1017,
1 M.V ELECTRONS/CM2 4-1/2%
LOSS IN TRANSMISSIVITY AFTER
2 EQUIVALENT SOLAR YEARS
SEE ABOVE FOR RADIATION
EFFECT ON FEP EFFECT OF
RADIATION ON ADHESIVES IS
BEING DETERMINED
EMMISSIVITY
m f
NOT
REPORTED
NOT
REPORTED
093 TO
0 960° TO
POLISHED,
30 MICRON
SAMPLE
» h
0 85
0.85
(GLASS
CELL COM-
BINATION)
0.85
(GLASS
CELL COM-
8INATION)
REFLECT-
IVITY
OT REPORTI
NOT
REPORTED
4% TO
10%, 0 4
TO1 0 M
(1MIL
SLIDE ON
CELL
NOT
REPORTED
OT REPORT E
UNDER
INVEST)-
f AT H")NIVVAt JP*
UNDER
INVESTI-
GATION
UNDER
INVESTI-
GATION
TRAN5-
MISSIVITY
D fc.
>93%AT
0.8 MM
>80%TO
6.8 11 M
>90X>,
04 TO
1.2 MM
(« 2 MILS
SLIDE)
NOT
REPORTED
) f
UNDER
INVESTI-
GATION
>96%IO
3 5 i.M
UNDER
INVESTI-
GATION
COAT
AD
YES
NOT
RE-
PORTI
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
INGS
UV
YES
YES
)
NO
-
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
APPLICATION
TECHNIQUES
BONDING OF GLASS
TO CELL AS CONTIN-
UOUS PROCESS AND
TRIMMING AWAY
EXCESS GLASS
(DIAMOND SCRIBE WAS
OPTIMUM CUTTER)
(CONVENTIONAL
ADHESIVE
HEAT SEAL WITH HEAT
AND PRESSURE OR USE
AN ADHESIVE
1600 A/MINUTE
- -
POWERED BORO-
SILICATE GLASS DE-
POSITED ON SOLAR
CELL IN CENTRIFUGE
AND FUSED AT -7SO°C
• 200 A/MINUTE -
WITH A ROTATING
DRUM, IT TAKES
-60 HR TO DEPOSIT
1 MIL FILM ON
800 CELLS
• FILMS ARE
EXTREMELY WELL
BONDED TO CELLS
FLUOROCARBON IS
DISSOLVED, SPRAYED
ONTO SOLAR CELL,
AND CURED WITH HEAT
HEAT SEALED WITH
HEAT |-450°F) AND
PRESSURE I-IOOOPSI)
HEAT CURABLE OR
PRESSURE SENSITIVE
ADHESIVE AVAILABLE
'
COMMENTS
. . OTHER TYPES OF GLASS COULD
BE DEVELOPED
• VERY STRONGLY AFFECTED BY
UV AND 1 MEV ELECTRONS, TEST
SPECIMENS BECAME BRITTLE
• SEVERE COMPRESSIVE STRESS
EXHIBITED IN THICK FILMS
(>6MILS)
• 5 OF 10 TEST CELLS FAILED
CATASTROPHICALLY AFTER 2-
WEEKS AT 95% R H AND 70°C
• H? IMPREGNATION OF COVER
SLIDE INCREASED l<r BETWEEN
5% AND 9% (NO ANNEAL)
• C«Oj AR CELL COATING
BECAUSE OF BETTER OPTICAL
MATCHING THAN SIO WITH
INTEGRAL COVERSLIDES
• 300 THERMAL CYCLES FROM
+IOO°C TO -100*C (10 MINUTES
EXTREME TEMPS ) - NO DAMAGE
• RADIATION DARKENING COM-
PARABLE TO CORNING 0211
MICROSHEET
• INITIAL PROBLEMS WITH N-
CONTACT DIFFUSION
• SEVERE COMPRESSIVE STRESS
EXHIBITED IN THICK FILMS
(>6MILS)
• NO DEGRADATION AFTER 2
_ WEEKS AT 95% RH AND 70°C
• H, IMPREGNATION CAUSED
AVERAGE OF 6 MILLIAMPS
INCREASE IN Icr AFTER 20
MINUTE, SOWTANNEAL
• C.Oj AR CELL COATING
STILL UNDER DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS PERMITS COVER
INSTALLATION ON UP
TO 30 CELLS AT A TIME '
STILL UNDER DEVELOPMENT BUT
SHOWS PROMISE OF BEING IN-
EXPENSIVE, EASY TO INSTALL,
AND CAPABLE OF COVERING A
LARGE NUMBER OF CELLS IN A
SHORT TIME
P
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4.1.3.5 Technology Evaluation for Array Feeder Harness
A primary candidate for the power feeder harnesses on the Space Station Solar Array is
flat conductor cable. Flat Conductor Cable (FCC) is a generic name, describing the
principal feature of flat conductors, as opposed to round conductors. Both FCC and
RWC (round wire cable) ore produced as flat cables, having the conductors In one plane.
During the last few years, the names have been established for both types. A flat cable
with flat conductors is called FCC, and a cable in flat form having round conductors is
called a ribbon cable. The FCC can be made in several different ways by extrusion,
laminating, chemical etching, or weaving. The most common methods are laminating
and checmlcal etching.
Where extensive bending and flexing occur, mulUstrand ribbon cable may be preferred
over FCC, Such a case occurred on an early Air Force/Agena reset tracking array
where the Clcoil Corporation of North Hollywood, California provided such a transfer
or flex harness for the array-vehicle Interface. The feeder harness for a space station
array will be subjected to very few flexures corresponding to array deployment and
retraction. Therefore, the feeder harness technology evaluation, as opposed to rota-
tional power transfer flex harness, was concentrated on more conventional flat cable
technology. The survey, (ref. Chart Q), revealed that both printed circuit (etched) and
roll laminated conductor harnesses were developed for use with flexible substrate
arrays.
It was of Interest to note that flat cable conductors did not originate with the aerospace
industry. Aerospace use of flat conductor cable generally followed the developments by
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, that began in 1956. The concept was first con-
ceived, however, as early as 1884, when a patent (No. 303, 735) was granted to
Charles Temple Jackson, of New York. This patent featured flat copper conductors
cemented with shellac between strips of high voltage paper. Intended use of this origi-
nal FCC was for concealed electrical house wiring.
All of the survey material used in developing the Feeder Harness Chart Q was taken
from array studies in the 20 to 30 watts per pound category. Over half of the material
is from the NASA 30 watt per pound studies and was furnished by R>an, Foirchlld-
Hlller, and General Electric.
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There is universal agreement that flat conductor cabling should be considered for large
deployable arrays. Compared to round conductors, the flat conductor is easier to
package, is more flexible and is lighter in weight. The weight advantage comes from
the fact that there Is less insulation required, the insulation material used is of lighter
weight, and a higher current density can be used because of the higher surface area
(heat radiating area) in relation to cross-section area. Some favor the use of aluminum
conductors and some favor copper, however, for larger arrays such as the Space Station
solar array the use of aluminum conductors. If larger wire sizes are required, may
result in significant weight savings. Wide variances were noted in the current density
allowances, some of which could be accounted for by different voltage drop priorities.
In the reports reviewed, there was very little data on harness termination techniques.
Proper termination of individual conductors will be important to the produclbility,
maintainability, and reliability of a selected design. The work currently underway at
Martin, Denver on the "Design, Development, Manufacturing, Test and Delivery of
Devices for Connection of Solar Panel Circuitry to Flat Conductor Cable Solar Cell
\rraj Harness", NAS8-26114, for NASA-MSFC, will be a valuable information source
for FCC termination on flexible solar arrays.
The second sheet of Chan Q Illustrates some of the terminations peculiar to the Boeing
rigid periphery frame lightweight arraj. These methods were design-peculiar, however;
the) incorporated unique ideas on insulation and interconnecting that may be adaptable
to feeder harness terminations at the root of the array where the array substrate panels
interface with base structure.
Some of the studies pointed out that if the feeder harness was located on the back of the
substrate, consideration should be given to,through-the-substrate snorts. It should also
be noted that if the feeder harness is located on the back of array panels, as opposed to
the edges adjacent to the solar cell modules, that localized higher cell temperatures may
occur due to the increased backside thermal barrier the harness introduces, and the
introduction of heat via feeder harness IR losses. These and .other considerations can
be treated in tradeoff analyses during the next contract period.
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Dciause of the large area of the Space Station array, the lightest possible busing system
is needed. The present technology, as condensed in the matrix, forms a basis that is
directly applicable and fairly comprehensive except for the copper/aluminum choice
conflicts, and greater detail on conductor termination techniques. General flat coble
technology has been significantly advanced by the pioneering work at NASA-MSFC.
iThelr recent publication, "Flat Conductor Cable Design, Manufacture, and Installation",
dated 9 January 1970 (NASA TMS-S3975) provides extensive information for hardware
selection, design;1 manufacture, and quality control for flat conductor cable intercon-
necting harness applications.
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FLEXIBLE ARRAY FEEDER HARNESS SUMMARY
NO
1
2
3
4
5
,
6
7
AMAY
TRW
i i KW on, .
31 WAB AT 2S°C.
672 SO FT
tOEING
» KW. 10 W/L«,
4724 SO FT
(SAME BASIC DESIGN
USED IN CONIHACTS
951453 AND 951934)
HUGHES
20 KW 26 WA»
(CONTRACTS 2750
AND 1674
WAN
230 SO FT,
30 WAB,
IOW/SQ FT
(CONTRACT 9S1I07
AND93I97I)
FAaoau>-MLLaiso son, SWA*,low/son
CONTRACT WI969
at
230 SOn 90 WAB,
10 W_AQ FT
tCONTRACT 93I970
AND 9S23I4I
LMSC
P-95 SATELLITE
PROPOSAL
OPERATING
VOLTAGE
77
28 * 100
39
n
74
109
n
OUTPUT/BUSED
SECTION
(AMP)
4 1O 16
NOT
REPORTED
3 1
3 1
077
NOT
REPORTED
0 65
BUS CONDUCTOR AND SIZE
COPPER SHEET
4 M 1600 MILS TO 4 * 6200 MILS
ALONG SUBPANtU
COPPER, FLAT 4 TO 6 MILS > 1 IN
WIDE
A1SO ALONG SUBPANEL
ALUMINUM, FLAT THICKER THAN
COPPER BUS, AND 1-1/4 IN
WIDE
PANEL TO PANEL AOOSS HINGE
LINE:
TYPICAL -SIZE EQUAL TO NO 6
AWG
ARRAY TO VEHICLE:
TWISTED WIRE CONDUCTORS
TIN PLATED EXPANDED COPPER
MESH EQUIVALENT TO NO 22
AWG, CHANGED TO 0 7 MIL
ETCHED COPPER IN 1676 CONTRACT
BUSES ACROSS EACH OF THE
13 MODULES:
ALUMINUM: 0 002 K 0 SIN
BUS DOWN THE ARRAY TO VEHICLE:
ALUMINUM FOIL - 1 100 EC-GRADE
0 001 IN THICK, WOTH OF BUS
INCREASES FROM 0 706 IN (OUT -
BOARD MODULE) IO 3 735 IN
(NO II INBOARD MODULE) TO
MAINTAIN LOSS OF 0 10 WATTV
SOFT
BUS TERMINATES ON A TERMINAL
BOARD AT INBOARD END OF AUAY
COPPER, FLAT -EACH CONDUCTOR
OB26»0 006 IN
PRINTED CIRCUIT
_
COPPER -FLAT
FROMO II- 0002 IN
TO 0 a » 0 002 IN
AREA
(SO MILS)
6400 TO 24,800
4000 TO 6000
UNKNOWN
500(2750
CONTRACT)
1000
706
156 « 2 CON-
DUCTORS • 312
NOT
REPORTS
220 TO 500
CURRENT
DENSITY
(SQ MILS/AMP)
1600
NOT
REPORTED
154(2750
CONTRACT)
320
230 NOT
INCLUDING
REDUNDANT
BUS
106 EACH
CONDUCTOR,
2 CONDUCTORS
USED FOR
REDUNDANCY
_
140 TO 779
PLACEMENT OF BUS
BACK EDGES OF SUBSTRATE NOT
STACKED
BONDED TO PANa FRAME ON SUN
SIDE PLUS AND MINUS PAIRS
STACKED
BONDED TO PANEL FRAME ON
SUN SDE AND SIDE PLUS AND
MINUS PAIRS STACKED
ACROSS HINGE LINE
BACK OF SUBSTRATE
~ ~~ — ..
BACK OF SUBSTRATE
BACK OF SUBSTRATE
LACED TO EDGES OF THE ROWS
OF MODULES
- -
BACK OF SUBSTRATE
EDGE OF SUBSTRATE
DETAILS
TABS EXTEND BEYOND HINGE LINE AND JOINED AFTER
MECHANICAL SCAM
INSULATION BETWEEN PAULS. SPUYED ON IN LAYERS WITH
NEW PROCESS (SEE FIG 1 BUS DETAILS)
INSULATION BETWEEN PAIRS BONDED SHEET FILM
(TOO RIGID FOR SPIAY) (SEE FIGS 2 1 3. BUS DETAILS)
2750 CONTRACT MESH PREPARB) FROMO 003-IN COPPER
FOIL BOND TO BACK NO ADDITIONAL INSULATION
OTHER THAN THE SUBSTRATE
1676 CONTRACT 0 7 MIL ETCHED COPPER. INSULATED WITH
KARON FRONT TO BACK CONNECT IONS MADE BY FOLD-
ING BUS STRIP AIOUND EDGE OF PANa RATHER THAN
THROUGH HOLES
ALUMINUM IS BONDED BETWEEN KAPTON DOUBLED WITH
FM-I044R ADHESIVE MULTILAYER FOB. CONDUCTORS. PLUS
REVERSING JUXTAPOSED CIRCUITS MINIMIZES MAGNETIC
FIELDS LOCALLY SILVER PLATED FOR SOLDER CONNEC-
TIONS ACCESS BY SLOTS IN THE KARON SUBSTRATE
REDUNDANCY BY BUSES ALONG BOTH EDGES OF ARRAY
FLEXBLE FOIL OR EXPANDED MESH JUMPERS CONDUCT
ACROSS SUBPANEL JOINTS WOE ROOM AND OTHER
METALS WERE CONSIDERED IN TRADE-OFF STUDIES
SaECTED ALUMINUM BECAUSE OF LEAST WEIGHT
EACH MODULE HAS i FLAT CONNECTORS FOR REDUNDANCY
SPARE PINS OF THE CONNECTORS SERVE AS TEST POINTS
FOUR HARNESSES RUN THE LENGTH OF THE ARRAY TO CON-
NECT THE MODULES EACH HARNESS HAS 4> 0 ». 0006
COra CONDUCTORS IN 2 LAYER! (24 EA LAYER) WITH
003-IN SPACE BETWEEN CONDUCTORS HARNESS IS MADE
OF THE 2 CONDUCTOR LAYERS SANDWICHED BETWEEN
LAYERS OF KARON AND BONDED WITH RTV IOB ADHESIVE
CONNECTORS ARf CANNON TYPt MTB CROSS-SECTION
Of CONDUCTORS TO NEAR MODULES SAME AS THOSE TO
FA« MODULES FOR UNIFORMITY
BASIC SUBSTRATE MATERIAL IS SCHja-OAD I -7510
(I/I OZ FTO COPTB ON 2-MJL KAPTON-H FILM, ETCHED
TO FORM THE BACK SDE BUS STRD> PATTERN COPPER BUS
IS THEN COVERED WITH KAPTON PRESSURE-SENSITIVE TAPE
(TECHNICAL FLOtOCAUON ENGINEERING P/N 603 1)
CONNECTIONS FROM SIDE TO SIDE A«E MADE AROUND
THE EDGES RATHER THAN THROUGH HOLES CROSSOVERS
ARE MADE BY TAPE INSULATION AM) RIDGE JUMPER
STRIPS JUMPER STRIPS ARE USED WHEN PIECES OF THE SUB-
STRATE NEED TO BE JOINED BUS STRETCHOUT RESISTANCE
WAS MEASURED TO BE BETWEEN 0 7S AND I 06 OHMS
44 CONDUCTORS OF VARIOUS SIZES STACKED IN S LAYERS
CABLE MADE Of LAYERS OF KAFTON CONDUCTORS AND
ADHESIVE CABLE DIMENSIONS ARE 2> 0027 IN IND1-
VOUAL CONDUCTOR TO EACH MODULE VOLT DROP OF
06 FOR LONGEST RUN (SEE FIG fc b c, BUS DETAILS 1
MAX TEMP
(°F)
130
NOT
REPORTED
17J
NOT
REPORTED
NOT
REPORTED
NOT
REPORTED
NOT
REPORTED
COMMENTS
STEPPED WIDTH OP BUS SELECTED TO MINIMIZE BUS WEIGHT
AND IHE DIMENSIONS LIMIT THE OHMIC LOSSES TO 1*
MAGNETIC EFFECTS EMPHASIS IN DESIGN AND EXTENSIVE
MAGNETIC EFFECTS ANALYSIS
REASON FOR ALUMINUM BUS NOT STATED STATEMENT
•TOO RIGID FOR SPRAY- IS NOT CLEAR DETAILED
DRAWINGS OF BUS TERMINATIONS
MADE FROM NO 34 COPPER STRANDS. LAID STRAIGHT AND
PARALLa AND WRAPPED WITH GLASS FIBER INSULATION FOR
FLEXIBILITY PAIRS TIGHTLY TWISTED FOR LOW MAGNETIC
EFFECTS (SEE FIG .)
REASONS FOR USING MESH NOT STATED VERY FEW
DETAILS OR DOCUMENTED TRADE-OFFS
COPPER CLAD ALUMINUM FOB, RECOMMEM>ED HOWEVER,
NOT CHOSEN IN THIS DESIGN BECAUSE IT WAS NOT
AVAILABLE AT THAI TIME. THE STATEMENT -LAMINATIONS
TO MINIMIZE MAGNETIC FIELDS* IS ASSUMED TO MEAN
STACKING OF PLUS AND MINUS (USES
SECOND QUARTERLY HAS EXTENSIVE CALCULATIONS
SHOWING OOPfa TO RE SUPERIOR TO ALUMINUM CON-
SDERING WEIGHT AND POWER LOSS, IF THE WEIGHT OF
THE INSULATION IS CONSDERED
KAPTON S LOW RESISTANCE TO TEAR WAS CIRCUMVENTED
BY THE BUS BARS AND KAFTON INSULATION BONDED TO
THE EDGES (PLUS 1 HE CELL TO SUBSTRAK BONDS) HOW-
EVER, BECAUSE OF WRINKLE AND FLATNESS PROBLEMS,
THIS AJftOACHWAS CHANGED TO THE PRINTED CIRCUIT
WITH PRESSURE SENSITIVE TAPE INSULATION IN THE FOLLOW-
ON CONTRACT (9S23I4) SOME SUBSTRATE RIPPLE NO1ED
AFTER ETCHING WHICH RESULTED IN ADHESIVE VOIDS IN
THE MODULES WHEN ASSEMBLED TO THE SUBSTRATE
LONGITUDINAL PRELOADS ARE BEING IMPLEMENTED TO
aiMINATE THAT PROBLEM RECOMMEND A STRESS-f REE
SUBSTRATE FOR BRIER APPROACH SYSTEM VOLTAGE OP
102 WAS CHOSEN IN A TRADEOFF STUDY FOR LOWEST BUI
WEIGHT AND POWER LOSS POWER LOSS IN (US IS 2%
BIBUO
NO
T J-l
B 3-1
IHRU
B 34
a
B3-I6
H6-I
THRU
H 6-13
R.4-1
THRU
R.44
1 l-l
IHRU
F 1-4
G 2-1
IHRU
G M
L 4-9
FOLDOUT FRAM1
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FLEXIBLE ARRAY FEEDER HARNESS SUMMARY
(Feeder Bus Details)
:ormrmtM
»u CM -0*410
»«a | ccwtwo iiji-**Ntl
Fig 2 CROSSOVER-MAIN SUBPANEL TO
MAIN SUBPANEL
Hg 1. ELECTRICAL BUSES
Fig 4a. FEEDER HARNESS TERMINATION
Q.M * oata - 040030 in3 13 PLACES
O.UX 0.009 - 0 00037 "»* • PLACES
0 13 1 0 00} - 0 DOOM IN2 10 PLACES
0 II X 0007 9 000073 « I* «»LAC€S
«4 CONDUCTORS TOTAL
V«06 VOLT
W 0^3 AUP
Fig 3 CROSSOVER-AUXILIARY TO
MADJ SUBPANEL
TY« - II TYW - I
AUXIUMV CtOSSOVOI IAB
J flOOU DEPLOTHEHT DOOM
• INDIVIDUAL PAIR OF CONDUCTORS FOR EACH MODULE
• LONGEST CONDUCTOR MO INCHES
• NO ON ARRAT MODULE PARALLELING
• TOTAL •EIGHT <10LB
Fig 4b FEEDER HARNESS CROSS SECTION Fig 4c FEEDER HARNESS
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4 1 3 6 Substrate Assembly Joining Techniques
Joining techniques for thin film substrate materials have been considered by all
investigators who have dealt with flexible array substrates. The width of present-day
materials are limited by suppliers manufacturing capabilities requiring some Joining
method to reach the necessary final array size. This Is not particularly a disadvantage,
since smaller segments compliment the preferred modular concept by facilitating the
assembly of solar cell to substrate assembly, test, repairs and replacement.
Charts R and S list the features of the various methods investigated. The methods used
generally fall into the three categories of adhesive, tape, or mechanical. Mechanical
methods such as the use of lacing, velcro, or pin splicing (piano hinging) require more
labor and tooling than the other categories; however they appear best for removal and
disassembly. The early joint investigations in the Lockheed Independent Development
programs favored the use of Fluoroplastics Adhesive 80. Later work pointed up ad-
vantages of Kapton-slllcon adhesive tape.
One of the longest term evaluations of adhesive for Kapton joining (breakstrength and
creep tests) has been conducted at NASA-Goddard. The testing was initiated to de-
termine If Kapton substrates could be feasibly joined by adheslves for solar array
applications. Break strength testing was performed on a Hunter Spring (Division of
AmteK) tester. The samples are 2-1/16 in. wide, 7-9/16 in. long, and 2 mils thick
and all bonded with approximately 5 mil thick adhesive with a 1/3-iru overlap except
for some unbonded Kapton controls. On the tester, the distance between sample clamps
was 5-9/16 in. The tester separates the clamps at a constant rate regardless of ten-
sion and Indicates the breakpoint force and the accumulated separation movement at
the breakpoint. The tests were performed at room temperature. All the Kapton ma-
terial breaks occur in the total tension force range of 80 to 100 Ib, and variation Is
ascribed to variations in the sample parameters such as in thickness and in local de-
fects. The bonding Is proceeded by a chemical etch or abrasion with No. 40 emory
paper of the surfaces to be bonded. Prior to break testing, the samples were cycled
25 times in liquid nitrogen and boiling water. With the exception of Sylgard 182, all
bonded joints with the adhesives used held to the point at which the Kapton broke, in
an area other than at the joint. The adhesives used were Sylgard 182 and Sylgard 186,
RTV 41 and RTV 8243.
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The creep tests, which NASA-Goddard also performed at room temperature, have been
in progress for over a year The test samples include a Kapton control (no bonded joint)
and Kapton-to-Kapton bonded specimens similar to the break strength test items. The
adhesives tested are RTV 8243 (3 samples), RTV41 (3 samples), Sylgard 186 (3 samples)
and Sylgard 184 and 186 in equal parts (3 samples) The samples are attached to a sup-
port frame approximately three feet high. A characteristic noted is that with the ini-
tial addition of a 5-lb weight the creep rate starts at some relatively high value and
decreases soon to a very low value. At this point, another S-lb weight has been added
to the test specimens with the same results observed but with lower creep rates. The
samples are presently loaded with a total weight of 40 Ib. One of the Sylgard 186
samples has failed, apparently by some slippage in the bonded joint that resulted In
unsymmetrtcal loading at the joint and then caused a tear and a break at the joint.
Detailed analysis of the information collected at NASA-Goddard over the test periods
has not been made and has an internal low priority. The objective of tests, namely
the demonstration of the feasibility of bonding Kapton to Kapton, has been accomplished.
Etching or mechanically preparing the surfaces to be bonded prior to bonding appeared
to be required.
With the 3-ft maximum manufactured width In Kapton it is apparent that substrate
joining for both permanent and removable joints will need be considered In design
analysis. Adhesive and also heat scalable bonding, possibly with FEP or thermoset
epoxy, may be considered for permanent bond applications. The technology is avail-
able for permanent substrate bonds. The techniques are available for removable Joints,
and, dependent upon selected solar cell module and panel designs, & variety of main-
tainable joint concepts have been evolved. Additional tensile and creep tests under
this program will demonstrate which concepts are most feasible for the space station
application.
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4.1.3.7 Flexible Substrate Thermal and Optical Properties
4.1.3.7.1 Background and Requirements. The space station solar array thermal
design is of major significance because of the high performance and long mission life
requirements in a potentially damaging solar space environment. Array operating
temperatures strongly Influence solar cell efficiency and array material life. Large
temperature changes are anticipated as the array Is alternately subjected to Intense
solar radiation and darkness during the space station's orbit around the earth. These
temperature changes, ranging from -180°F to +160°F, could be repeated up to
58,000 times, depending upon altitude and inclination as the array moves in and out of
the earth's shadow.
Maximum array steady-state temperature predictions are used primary for initial
design purpose and the establishment of basic test requirements. These temperatures
are determined largely by the optical properties of the exposed array surfaces and the
amount of incident radiant energy upon those surfaces. These properties Include solar
absorptivity and infrared emisslvity. Solar cell electrical power output Is strongly
temperature dependent and drops significantly with Increased operating temperature.
Minimum array steady-state temperatures are determined largely by the Infrared
emlttance of exposed surfaces and the amount of reflected or radiated energy that Is
absorbed by these surfaces while In the earth's shadow. The source of this energy
may be reflection or radiation from the earth or other spacecraft surfaces.
Minimum transient temperatures are strongly influenced by the beat capacity of the
array and Infrared emittance-infrared absorptance of exposed surfaces while In the
earth's shadow. The combination of large array area and light weight provide a low
thermal mass (heat capacity) that greatly Increases array cool-down and heat-up rates
as the spacecraft orbits from sun to shadow.
The reliability of thermal-optical property values for array materials are important
to the thermal designer for thermal analysis and accurate temperature predictions.
Initial property values are required as well as degraded values after 5 to 10 years of
exposure to the damaging solar space environment. Many of these properties are
temperature dependent and must be known for the anticipated temperature range.
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Temperature Requirements and Predictions. Satellite orbital altitudes vary from
100 nautical miles to 22.000 nautical miles (synchronous altitude). This variation
has a very significant effect upon expected flexible array temperatures where a tran-
sient minimum may run as much as 200°F lower in synchronous orbit than In a 100 nau-
tical mile orbit. Flexible array life may therefore be much longer In the Space Station
orbit of 270 miles. This difference Is due to the presence of solar reflection (albedo)
from the earth and the earth's atmosphere. Additional infrared radiation is emitted
from the earth (earth shine). The presence of these two radiation sources is most
noticeable at low altitudes and approaches insignificance at synchronous altitude. The
effect of this extra energy at low altitude is to greatly increase the minimum temper-
ature while in earth's shadow and to only slightly increase the maximum temperature
while In the sun.
There are two important thermal differences between flexible solar array assemblies
such as the one planned for the Space Station and conventional rigid panel honeycomb
assemblies such as will be used in Skylab. These differences are
• The increased heating and cooling rate of flexible systems that Is the result
of the comparatively lower mass of these systems (1/5 to 1/3 the weight per
sq ft of the honeycomb assemblies).
• Variations in upper and lower equilibrium temperature extremes due to the
above transient effects pins differences In the absorbing, emitting, and re-
flecting and conduction properties of the materials of construction used in
the two types of assembly. This effect can be in either direction for either
temperature extreme, depending upon specific configurations chosen and
thermal control materials employed.
An example of these differences Is shown In Fig. 4-3. which plots the results of a
simulated sun-shade cycle conducted in the same chamber at the same time using the
Lockheed flexible cell assembly and a sample of a flight qualified honeycomb solar
cell panel. Note the higher heating and cooling rates for the flexible panel, which
allowed It to reach a level "shade-side" temperature while the honeycomb panel was
still dropping at the end of the 47-minute shade period. In this case, for this partlc- -
ular pair of designs, the flexible assembly achieved a substantially lower equilibrium
sun-shade temperature. To ensure validity of results, these tests were-re-run with
the instrumentation exchanged between samples and temperatures were further checked
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Fig. 4-3 Cooling and Heating Rates for Solar Panels
(Flexible and Honeycomb)
against variations In cell output. These steps revealed no anomalies In measurement.
The 144.5-degree maximum temperature shown for the rigid panel matches within two
degrees with equilibrium temperatures recorded in flight at normal incidence on simi-
lar panels in a 300-mile orbit (which is very close to the proposed Space Station orbit).
These upper limits are thus believed to the reasonably valid, with the exception that
albedo was not simulated during this test and this energy source could cause tempera-
ture raising (greenhouse) effects on some flexible panel designs.. This area needs
further evaluation. Since this test was run in a liquid nitrogen cooled wall chamber
with no external heat source during the shade portion of the test, the lower limit tem-
peratures are known to be unrealisttcally low. As an example, the test shows a mini-
mum temperature of -140°F for the honeycomb panel, whereas the lowest shade side
temperature ever recorded on a Lockheed satellite in this altitude range In dozens of
flights is -100 F. This higher temperature is due to the combined effects of earth
radiation and heat inputs from the spacecraft. An optimistic appraisal of this test
would lead, then, to a maximum temperature cycle prediction of -100°F to +125°F.
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However, until thermal analyses are conducted that are specific to the Space Station
solar array configuration, the assumption for design and preliminary teat purposes
will be a conservative temperature cycle range +160°F to -180°F. This conservative
approach is used to avoid repeating testing that might be underway before thorough
thermal analysis and supporting flight data are available,
4.1.3 7.2 Review of Significant Data. A review of available thermal design technology
reveals some data that can be applied to the design or construction of the Space Station
solar array. Optical property values, orbital parameters, and preliminary tempera-
ture predictions have been gathered from the available literature on flexible solar array
design. These data, together with a brief description of the designs and data source,
are tabulated In Chart T, Substrate Thermal/Optical Properties, and discussed as
follows.
Initial optical property values tabulated for solar cell front surfaces show a significant
variation with solar absorptance (o8) ranging from 0.70 to 0.81 and infrared emittance
(Em) ranging from 0.80 to 0.85. A portion of this variation is due to multiple com-
binations of antireflectance coatings, filters, adhesives, and covers. A variation In
front surface solar absorptance of Aas = 0.09 (0.81-0.70) may amount to a change
In maximum steady-state array temperature of 18°F. Thermal/optical properties
are especially scarce at low temperatures. Lockheed currently has an in-house pro-
gram to evaluate such properties over wide temperature ranges.
Initial optical properties of both front cell surfaces and back-substrate surfaces are
expected to degrade In the solar space environment. Degraded optical property values
are not available in the literature for either front or rear surfaces for 5 to 10 year
missions. These degraded values are required to predict array operating temperatures
throughout mission life.
The Initial optical property values tabulated for substrate back surfaces show a greater
range than front surface properties. This is due to the larger variety of substrate ma-
terials and the lack of reliable optical property values for these relatively new materials.
These values have a significant effect upon the minimum array temperatures which in
turn affects material thermal fatigue life.
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Thermal-Optical Property Temperature Dependency. The thermal-optical properties
of array materials will change significantly with temperature. Infrared emtssivity and
heat capacity are both expected to change during the large temperature excursions pre-
dicted during a low altitude orbit. Infrared emittance values and specific heat values
are generally available for the common metals and dielectrics In the anticipated array
temperature range. These temperature-dependent properties are generally unknown
for the less common flexible array materials and were not found In available technology.
Flexible Array Substrate Thermal Design. A large variation in flexible array substrate
design was noted during this technology review. Many different design configurations
were revealed that have a very significant Influence upon array operating temperatures
and In turn affect electrical efficiency and array life. Most of the substrate designs
were described, but In general were not supported by sufficient thermal analysis to
determine their effect upon array temperature.
Researching the various design approaches revealed the following substrate design
factors of thermal engineering significance.
1. The size and placement of possible openings In the substrate that permit
direct exposure of the cell back surface. (Rot. Bibliography R. 3-4 through
-6, L.4-3, and H.3-1 through -4).
2. The optical properties of the cell back surface when directly exposed (as In
item 1 above) or when the substrate material is partially transparent to
Infrared or solar radiation. (Ref. Bibliography R. 3-4 through -6).
3. The attachment method used to fasten the solar cells to the array substrate.
Some designs are based upon adhesive bonded cell-substrates (Ref. Biblio-
graphy G.2-1 through -4, and H.6-1 through -13). where thermal energy
can be easily conducted from the cell through the adhesive Into the substrate.
Other designs rely upon soldered or welded electrical connectors for attach-
ment purposes (Ref. Bibliography L.4-3. R.3-4, and H.3-1). Thermal
energy in this case may be less efficiently transferred by a combination of
radiation-transfer between the cell back surface and substrate plus thermal
conductance through the electrical connectors.
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4. The size and location of possible cell cushioning materials fastened to the
back of the substrate for protection during ascent and stowage conditions.
(Ref. Bibliography G.2-1 through -9, F.l-1 through -4, and R.4-1 through
-4). These materials are generally good thermal insulators and will strongly
Influence array operating temperatures.
5. The possible use of a thermal control coating on the back surface of the
substrate. (Reference RAE Report R. 3-4 and -11).
4.1.3.7.3 Summary of Missing Array Thermal Technology. Based upon the review
of available thermal technology, it is apparent that additional knowledge will be required
for Space Station flexible array thermal design purposes. The most significant missing
technology areas are itemized as follows
• Long-Term Thermal Cycling Performance. The acquisition of performance
data will require development of suitable test conditions to provide a meaning-
ful simulation of the expected environment. A study of the candidate material
properties will provide knowledge that may reduce test time and cost. Long
term thermal cycling tests should then be conducted on flexible array material -
design combinations in a simulated space station environment. (This Is
discussed further in Section 4.1.3.8).
• Initial Thermal-Optical Properties. Thermal-optical properly values are
known for many commercially available candidate materials at room tempera-
ture. The optical properties of array substrate combinations are generally
unknown. Additional laboratory measurements are required to establish
suitable engineering emissivtty values for the front and rear surface com-
binations. Since this property is known to vary with temperature these
measurements should be made over the anticipated temperature range. Spe-
cific heat values should also be determined for various substrate combinations
over the anticipated temperature range. Several substrate design factors
appear particularly applicable to the Space Station solar array and may justify
further investigation. Included are the use of openings on the substrate to
permit direct exposure of the cell back surface for better thermal conductance.
Long-Term Optical Property Degradation. The optical properties of thermal
control surface-materials are well documentated for short-term spacecraft
use. Considerable knowledge and data have been developed on the damaging
effects of the ultraviolet, proton, and electron environments as,simulated in
the laboratory. Only a limited amount of short-term flight data are available
on the degradation of thermal control surfaces. Additional long-term labora-
tory testing is required, as well as reliable flight data on candidate thermal
control surfaces.
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SUBSTRATE THERMAL / OPTICAL
COMPANY SOURCE
HUGHES FLEXIBLE ARRAY
STUDY
BRITISH AIRCRAFT CORP.,
U.K.
RYAN
GENERAL ELECTRIC
MC DONNEL DOUGLAS
SPACE STATION
ROYAL AIRCRAFT CO.,
U.K.
NORTH AMERICAN
FAIRCHILD-HILLER
HUGHES
ARRAY DESIGN DESCRIPTION
FLEXIBLE ARRAY USING 3 AND 6-MIL CORNING 0211 MICROSHEET.AR AND UV COATED
COVERS BONDED TO 4, 8. AND 15-MIL N-P CELLS SUBSTRATE CONSISTS OF 1 5-MIL
TEFLON-GLASS CLOTH BONDED TO THE CELL BACK WITH A MODIFIED EPOXY
ADHESIVE
FLEXIBLE ARRAY DESIGN USING 6-MIL GLASS COVERS BONDED TO 8-MIL N-P CELLS
WITH A SILICONE ELASTOMERIC ADHESIVE. THE SUBSTRATE CONSISTS OF A 2-MIL
THICK KAPTON FILM WITH 1-CM DIAMETER CIRCULAR OPENINGS WHICH PERMIT
DIRECT INFRARED RADIATION FROM THE CELL BACK.
FLEXIBLE ARRAY DESIGN USING CORNING 0211 MICROSHEET COVERS BONDED TO
8-MIL N-P CELLS WITH GE RTV-602 ADHESIVE SUBSTRATE CONSISTS OF A 1-MIL
KAPTON FILM BONDED TO THE CELL BACK WITH DOW CORNING 3145 ADHESIVE.
FLEXIBLE ARRAY DESIGN USING 3-MIL MICROSHEET BONDED TO 8-MIL N-P CELLS
WITH SYLGARD 182 ADHESIVE. SUBSTRATE IS 2-MIL KAPTON BONDED TO BACK OF
CELL WITH GE SMRD-745 ADHESIVE
FLEXIBLE ARRAY DESIGN USING 6-MIL CORNING 0211 MICROSHEET BONDED TO
8-MIL N-P CELLS. CELL COVER HAS ANTI-REFLECTANCE COATING SUBSTRATE IS
3-MIL THICK KAPTON-GLASS CLOTH BONDED TO BACK OF CELL.
FLEXIBLE ARRAY DESIGN USING 4-MIL THICK CHANCE CMO MICROSCOPE GLASS
COVERS BONDED TO 5-MIL N-P CELLS WITH GE RTV-602 ADHESIVE. COVER HAS
Mg FjANTI-REFLECTANCE COATING. SUBSTRATE IS 2-KAPTON FILM BONDED TO
BACK OF CELL WITH AN ADHESIVE. CIRCULAR OPENINGS IN THE SUBSTRATE
EXPOSE 60% OF CELL BACK WHICH IS BLACK CHROME PLATED.
FLEXIBLE ARRAY DESIGN USING 6-MIL CORNING 0211 MICROSHEET BONDED TO
10-MIL N-P CELLS WITH ADHESIVE: ANTI-REFLECTANCE COATING AND UV FILTER
USED. SUBSTRATE IS 3-MIL KAPTON FILM BONDED TO CELL BACK
FLEXIBLE ARRAY DESIGN USING 3-MIL GLASS BONDED TO 8-MIL N-P CELLS
SUBSTRATE IS 2-MIL KAPTON BONDED TO CELL BACK WITH GE RTV-108 ADHESIVE.
FLEXIBLE ARRAY DESIGN USING 6-MIL GLASS COVERS. 1-MIL GLASS, -
1-MIL KAPTON BONDED TO CaL BACK WITH KAPTON THE OUTER LAYER.
COPPER MESH Z -STRIP INTERCONNECTIONS ARE USED
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ORBITAL PARAMETERS
150 TO 22,000 NM, 90" INCLINATION,
3-YR LIFETIMES, 10% EFFICIENCY
HIGH ORBITAL ALTITUDE
132-MIN SHADE TIME
1 A U (VENUS CONDITION EXTRA-
POLATED TO 1 A U W/SQ FT
POWER/OUTPUT
HIGH ORBITAL ALTITUDE AT 1 A.U
AND 0 733 A.U 10-W/SQ FT POWER
246 NM, 50° INCLINATION, EQUINOX
AND SOLSTICE ORBITS
SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT
270 NM, SUN-ORIENTED, SUN LINE
IN ORBIT PLANE
100 NM EARTH ORBIT AND VENUS
FLY BY
400 NM NOON CIRCULAR POLAR
ORBIT
SYNCHRONOUS EQUITORIAL ORBIT
ORBITAL TEMPERATURE RANGE
(STEADY STATE IF NOTED S.S )
MAX «C
79°C (175°F)
79°C (175°F)
50°C (122°F)
56 «C KAPTON (134°F
KAPTON) 134°F + 8%
FIBERGLASS
TEMP BASED UPON 40%
BACKSIDE CUSHIONING
49 4-51 7°C (DEPEND Oh
PROXIMITY TO VEHICLE)
AT 1 A U. (S.S.)
69°C (157°F)
(S.S.)
51 ° or 58°C (CEMENTED
OR SOLDER-THROUGH
BACK)
79^C (175eF)
83°C (181 °F) AT 100 NM
(AWAY FROM STRUCTURE)
(S.S.)
82CC (180'F) AT 400
NM
60 "C (140,°F) AT
SYNCHRONOUS
MIN °C
-73°C (-100°F) at 150NM
-184°C (-300°F) AT 22,000 NM
-180«C (-292°F)
'
-90°C (-130T)
(S.S.)
-186«C
-82°C H15f)
-84°Ci-120'F)AT400NM
-I84«C (-300°F) AT
SYNCHRONOUS
COMMENTS
UNLIKELY THAT THE MAX TRANSIENT
TEMP WOULD BE THE SAME AT 150 NM
AS AT 22 000 NM
TRANSMITTANCE VALUE FOR KAPTON
FILM IS 0 425
DESCRIPTION OF THERMAL ANALYSIS
•IS UNCLEAR.
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4 1 3 8 Thermal Cycling
Long-term solar array thermal cycling data suitable for Space Station array design
purposes are not available from current technology Estimates of environmental re-
quirements Indicate that If no resupply occurs the array may have to survive over
58,000 thermal cycles over an approximate temperature range of -180°F to +160°F
A limited number of thermal cycling tests have been conducted on flexible array com-
ponents in both the U. S and in Europe (See thermal cycling of flexible substrates.
Chart U ) These tests were conducted on a great variety of substrate assemblies for
varying and relatively few number of cycles In addition, there were wide variations
in the temperature cycle range and rate One indication of the poor background
available in this area is that there has been no testing of more than one flexible
..approach under a given set of conditions, so that there is little basis for even ele-
mentary comparison of candidate approaches.
Some of the tests were radiative, being conducted in a vacuum, such as the Boeing
tests. The majority of tests conducted were convectlve, or if conducted In vacuum
in some cases the specimens' performance were not measured In situ, but the speci-
mens were removed to room ambient for performance of electrical measurement
To date no temperature cycling tests on flex modules have been conducted ahich, nith
identical test and control specimens, have attempted to accurate!} assess, the validity
of the accelerated convectlve testing as compared to near realtime vacuum in situ
tests In very few cases did the reported data include all test parameters, such as
dwell at extremes, maximum rate of change, and cycle period - peak to peak
There are, therefore, verj few design facts that could be extrapolated from the data
It is Indeed clear that a parametric test of existing and experimental substrate assem-
blies is needed using the anticipated Space Station environment
Of the test facilities reviewed, those at NASA-Goddard and LeRC are best suited to
testing that most closely simulates on orbit conditions Both facilities utilize
vacuum radiative testing and are equipped so that electrical measurements can be
made on the specimens without removing them from the chamber LcltC has been
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performing temperature cycle tests for AFAPL on Hughes flexible array module
specimens As of mid-September 1970, one specimen had successfully completed
400 cycles for -125°C <-193°F) to +85°C <185°F) The NASA-Goddard facility is
unique la that It contains two chambers, the smaller one holding 6 each 6 by 6-inch
specimens and the larger one capable of 36 each 6 by 6-inch specimens The
specimens are mounted on a carrousel so that they can be rotated, raised or lowered
to place the test specimen in position In front of an illumination port for in situ
electrical measurements Full details of this facility are contained In the paper by
J W Fairbanks and M E Eck, "A Programmable Dynamic Thermal Vacuum System
fpr Solar Array Component Testing", presented at the Fifth Space Simulation Confer-
ence, Gaithersburg, Mainland, September 1970
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4 1 3 9 On-Array Electronics
On-arrny electronics are defined as electronic devices mounted on or near the flexible
solar array substrate for the purpose of conditioning solar cell power at the source
Also included in the definition of on-array electronics are the more commonly used
blocking/isolation diodes and by-pass diodes. This concept is new as compared to the
more conventional method of locating all power conditioning/battery control electronics
on the vehicle In concept, on-array electronics appears to have several advantages
over the conventional method. One advantage is that voltage and current control can
become more versatile by switching in or out specified electrical sections, depending
on battery and system demands. Another advantage is that excessive heat is Ideally
dissipated from the solar array source by direct radiation rather than adding to the
heat load. The third and most important potential advantage is the potential reliability
Increase associated with modular power conditioning as apposed to large, central
power conditioning units Work to date with on-array electronics has been conceptual,
more development of such a technique is needed before specific space station feasibility
is decided. Further, although much guidance can be obtained from the work presented
in the following sections, selection of a Space Station approach will be a unique function
of the basic flexible module design and the power conditioning and battery charging
requirements of the Space Station.
History and development is very limited to date on the use of on-array electronics to
voltage limit and/or power regulate the output of a solar array In the conditioning
function, only voltage limiting has had flight history and only on two applications, one
by JPL and the other by LMSC, both using zener diodes to limit over-voltage. Both
applications used the zener function In the early portion of their missions to limit what
would be higher than desired battery /system voltage. Design problems of zenera used
in this application are heat dissipation and the zener voltage variations with changing
temperature. Advantages include high reliability because of being a passive system,
light weight, and installation in an Ideal location from which to dissipate heat
On-array electronics to completely regulate array output has been found feasible with
present technology in three separate studies by C E , Boeing, and Hughes These
concept studies were for a 1 kV to 16 kV array, however, although they were applied
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in a relatively high voltage range the general concepts are still of value when
considering a low voltage application All three studies envision short-circuiting
series connected solar cell groups for voltage regulation, and using array switching
techniques for current regulation An on-board computer would control the various
switching functions Problem areas include charged particle radiation and thermal
transient effects, high local power dissipation in semiconductor switches and electronic
packaging, and feeder harness complexity Advantages include minimal total system
power dissipation, high power transfer efficiency, light weight, high reliability, and
the potentiality for a finer current control for battery charging than that normally
feasible by on-board electronics
Blocking/isolation diodes mounted on the array have had extensive successful flight
history. These are used to prevent battery discharge through the array during shadow
periods and to protect the electrical system from array shorts. By-pass diodes to
protect the arraj from the "hot-spot" failure mode have been proposed several times but
do not hare any flight history. This failure mode is being discussed in Section 4.1 3 9 3
4.1 3 9.1 Conditioning Electronics (reference Chart V). Array temperatures for
flexible arrays are reported to vary over a maximum range from -180 F to +160 F in
the earth orbit mode of operation. It is noted in the General Electric high voltage
study (Ret Bibliography (G-2-L1) that there is an absence of performance data for
electronic devices below -55 C Therefore, testing of the electronic components
below -55°C will be necessary.
An observation on voltage control comes from the General Electric study, where
limits on regulation are emphasized in connection with digital switching of solar cell
modules In this case the voltage of the individual solar cell becomes the Incremental
limit for regulation precision. However, as the study points out. If so desired, .reg-
ulation precision may be obtained by means of the linear regulator switching device.
In concept, the ideal use of this device can allow very small incremental steps for the
operation of a digital voltage control of solar arrays.
The Boeing high \oltage solar array study (reference B. 3-10) uses simultaneous
sensing of both voltage and current to track the peak power point (PPP) on the I-V
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characteristic of the solar array. The quantities are compared to references in a
spacecraft computer, from which switching command signals are retransmitted to
the array
Regulation of voltage only has been chosen by General Electric'and Hughes In their
high voltage studies. Hughes, however, conceives a fine current control injected into
the control loop. The effect is to superimpose a small shift of the characteristic
along the voltage axis for a corresponding change in current This would adjust the
operating point more nearly at the peak power point operation, which is approximated
by system design On the other hand, General Electric asserts that "the capability of
power tracking configurations present no advantage to the HVSA (High Voltage Solar
Array) system, and Implementation of the inductor and capacitor components required
In micro-circuit form would present a significant If not Impossible, packaging
challenge."
Failure protection has been used In the "power block" systems of the three high voltage
studies, where each block is separately regulated with switch ties to a number of
different loads. Redundance In circuit design is used extensively In the same three
high voltage studies This Includes redundant blocking diodes, switching diodes,
solar modules, and redundant cells In each sub-module.
1
 ,The radiation environment anticipated for the high voltage solar arrays includes alti-
tude dependent proton and electron flux and probability of proton flux due to solar
flares. Discussions on radiation and temperature may be found in the General Electric
HVSA report (Ret. Bibliography G.2-11), section 9.1, page 131, and in the Hughes
HVSA report (Ret. Bibliography H 6-20). page 77. All recommend the use of shield-
ing around the electronic parts for protection against radiation. General Electric
suggests the use of tantalum as a shielding material, Hughes suggests the use of tung-
sten, and Boeing believes that there should be more evaluation before proceeding in
that direction. However, it may be Inferred from the HVSA discussions that lower radi-
ation dosage will be experienced by on-array electronics at low earth orbits, in compar-
ison to the higher altitudes, extending to the synchronous,orbit. Polar orbits are
recognized as exceptions However, it may be possible that for selected orbits the
need for protective shielding could be" considerably reduced.
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Flexibility In scaling the size of an array Is relatively Independent of on-array
electronic power conditioning of the output. There are two reasons for this
• The ratio of electronic devices to the total number of solar cells is not
required to change, with changes in size.
• Although the electronic device ratio must change for some design revisions of
load current, the change could be minor, being mainly a change to Increase
the current rating of certain transistor shorting switches
Assuming an effective basic module design, thermal limitations with regard to scaling
flexibility appear to pose no problem, because the electronic control devices are uni-
formly distributed over the area of the array. No concentration of heat should be
expected due to the scaling procedure.
The problem of heat dissipation was solved In all three HVSA studies by
• Selection of microelectronic devices for minimum heat dissipation.
• Provision of barge heat sink radiation areas.
• Use of shielding against the sun's radiant beat.
The Boeing report asserts that "to avoid thermal run-away, the transistor heat sink
should be designed to dissipate significantly more power than required when the transis-
tor is ON " General Electric asserts that "large heat sink areas (64 cm2 and greater)
are required to limit semiconductor chip temperatures." It could be ai[mm«aitf that
the scale factor given by the Hughes report is for earth orbit at 270 nautical miles, at
an operating temperature of 70°C The concern expressed for proper beat sink to all
HVSA studies suggests that the factor of heat sink radiation area should be carefully
evaluated before proceeding with a design. Further, an additional problem could
develop with Increasing area of the heat sink, in that It must be flexible to be compat-
ible with stowage and deployment.
The use of shielding over the microelectronic chips for protection against the sun is
recommended by the Hughes HVSA report. This could explain the seemingly amal]
heat sink radiation area calculation. Therefore, the use of the recommended quartz
mirrored chips over the microelectronic devices becomes an important consideration
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The limits on size for an equivalent low voltage solar array are indicated in the HVSA
studies to be associated with the thickness of the microelectronic packages The
thickness of these packages is caused by the use of alumina base for the electronic
chips and tantalum or tungsten shielding against proton and electron radiation. The
General Electric report assigns an electronic package thickness of 0 09S in., the
Hughes report speaks of 0 25 in., and the Boeing study is limited to conceptual designs
of electrical configurations.
The voltage reference should be located on board the vehicle, according to General
Electric and Hughes The Boeing HVSA study chose to locate the voltage reference on
the array. An array location makes the temperature problem more severe.
It is Important to realize that on-array electronics to regulate an array exists only in
conceptual studies. Component development would probably be necessary, even for a
low voltage application, but the extent Is not known, since the existing studies are for
a high-voltage application only
4.1 3.9.2 Blocking/Isolation Diodes. Diodes used to prevent battery discharge through
the array during shadow periods and to protect the electrical system from array shorts
have been used successfully in many flights. Some recent studies of roll-up arrays
propose not using these diodes, since the substrate is usually an Insulator This
greatly reduces shorting possibilities on the array. In certain missions there is either
no shadowing (or eclipse) or the battery leaking back through the array during shadow
periods is less than the power lost in the forward resistance of the diode However, if
the feeder harness is located on the back of the substrate, as is depicted in some roll-up
array studies, consideration must be given to the possibility of through-substrate shorts
Each mission and design would necessitate trade-off studies to determine if the diodes
are needed
4.1.3 9.3 By-Pass Diodes. The "hot spot" failure mode may be considered a malfunc-
tion, with either a functional or environmental cause. This type of failure occurs within
a sub-module, composed of a group of cells connected in parallel The malfunction of
one or more of these sub-module cells will cause the balance of the cells in the sub-
module to experience a reverse voltage across the sub-module in question. The product
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of the reverse voltage and the circuit current can result in a localized overheating and
the generation of a "hot spot" sufficient to melt solder The effect can be cumulative
to the point of catastrophic failure. The cause may be breakage from operational
causes, shadowing resulting from the physical position of the space vehicle relative
to sun line of sight, or damage from meteorites This type of failure has been
reported by Baron and Virobik of Thompson Ramo Woolrldge (TRW), Blake and Hanson
of General Electric Company, and Rauschenback of TRW Systems, among others
Shunting or by-pass diodes provide the recommended solution to the problem. Since
this problem is much more severe with high voltage arrays, it was considered In
detail in the high voltage solar array studies at General Electric, Hughes, and Boeing
The "hot spot" severity and necessity of by-pass diodes for a low voltage system must
-»
be evaluated relative to the selected electrical design configuration. A recent develop-
ment by Hellotek includes the by-pass diode as an integral part of the silicon solar
cell (Bet. Bibliography S. 5-11). They report having tested the unit over a temperature
range from -20°C to +100°C. That report shows no consideration of radiation or very
low temperatures on the diode performance
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4 2 Orientation Drive and Power Transfer System
Evaluation of the technology related to array drives and power transfer
assemblies is contained in this section. As a prelude to presentation of
detailed subject material, a discussion of selected satellite programs with
successful histories of orientation drive and power transfer systems is
included. Subsequent to that review, there are three main sections which
contain matrix charts and comments concerning that data Those sections
are Drive Systems, Power Transfer Devices, and Lubrication.
421 Satellite Program Review
Several space programs have used orientation drive and power transfer
systems. OGO, Nimbus and OSO are three that have provided valuable
experience from the standpoint of flight history. For this reason a short
history of these programs is included.
4.2 1.1 Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (OGO)
All OGO spacecraft have two limited rotation shafts, one is used by the
solar array and the other positions an experiment package so that it is
looking forward into the orbit plane. Both drives are similar, use much
of the same hardware and are controlled in a bang-bang (or on-off) manner.
Driving torque is supplied by a two-phase gearhead servomotor driving
a TRW wabble gear. The servomotor and gearhead is within a hermetically
sealed bellows. The wabble gear and bearings are plated with precious
metal. Power and signal transfer is accomplished with a flex cable having
a total angular travel of 460 degrees. Program history is as follows:
o OGO I
Launched 4 September 1964 (ETR). Horizon scanner locked
on undeployed appendage causing gas jets to spin up the
spacecraft. After this the spacecraft was operated in the spin
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o OGO I (cont'd)
stabilized mode Seventeen of the 20 experiments were still
returning data until January 1969 ' The observatory le now
deactivated.
o OGO II
Launched 14 October 1965 (WTR). Deactivated February 1968.
o OGO III
Launched 6 June 1966 (ETR). Twenty experiments still re-
turning data as of January 1969. Now deactivated.
o OGOIV
Launched 28 July 1967 (WTR). Tape recorder failed 19
January 1969, spacecraft exceeded expected lifetime.
o OGO V
Launched 4 March 1968 (ETR). Twenty-three of twenty-four
experiments returning data.
o OGO VI
Launched S June 1969 (WTR). Twenty-three of twenty-five
experiments returning data.
4.2.1.2 Nimbus
The Nimbus spacecraft serves as a testbed for research and development
of new meteorological sensors, subsystems and system configuration.
Nimbus has a single axis solar array drive (two 8 by 3 feet panels). Slip
rings are used to carry signals and power across the gimbals Operational
status is as of 31 December 1970
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o Nimbus I
Launched 28 August 1964 (WTR) Returned cloud cover photos
until 23 September 1964. The solar array drive failed after
three months due to lubrication failure in the motor gearhead
caused by excessive heat from the rotor
o Nimbus n
Launched 15 May 1966 (WTR). Silenced IB January 1969.
Met all requirements for 30 months, then a failure in the
forward scanner of the Attitude Control System occurred.
Also, experienced a tape recorder failure.
o Nimbus HI
Launched 14 April 1969 (WTR). Returning IR. UV, geodetic
and TV data. Still meeting all requirements after 18 months
in orbit.
o Nimbus IV
Launched 8 April 1970 (WTR). Still meeting all technical re-
quirements after six months in orbit.
4. 2. 1. 3 Orbiting Solar Observatory (OSO)
All OSO spacecraft have two brush type torque motors, a slip ring assembly
about the azimuth axis, and flex cables across the elevation axis. All
bearings, slip rings and motor brushes were lubricated with Vac Kote.
The following is the flight history of the OSO programs as of 31 December
1970
o OSO1
Launched 7 March 1962. Operated 75 days (1,823 hours of
data transmission) and was incapacitated by radiation damage
from the Starfish Nuclear Test. After one year in orbit and
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OSO I (cont'd)
again at 18 months (Phase in and V) OSO interrogation indi-
cated satisfactory slip ring performance continued
OSO n
Launched 3 February 1965 Operated 9 months (4, 590 hours
of data transmission) and became inop'erational because of the
pitch pneumatic gas depletion resulting from incorrect magnetic
compensation prior to launch. Satellite was turned off after
ninth month (Phase II) Eight months later OSO n was com-
manded on by Fort Meyers for approximately 150 hours
(Phase m) Slip ring performance was again satisfactory
OSO n was then turned off (Phase IV) for seven months. In
December 1966, OSO II was commanded to acquire the sun for
approximately two hours - torque motor, bearings and slip
ring performance appeared to be satisfactory.
OSO in
Launched 8 March 1967 Forty-five months later it is still
capable of being operated. It is presently being turned on for
about 30 orbits or 2 days a week and the entire drive system
still functions properly.
OSO IV
Launched 18 October 1967 Thirty-eight months later it is
still capable of being operated It is presently being turned on
for about 30 orbits or two days a week and the entire drive
system still functions properly. <
OSO V
Launched 22 January 1969 Twenty-three months later it is
still fully operational
OSO VI
Launched 9 August 1969- Seventeen months later it is still
fully operational
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For the purpose of this technical review, a drive system is defined as a unit
having a motor to supply rotational power, a slip ring or power transfer
device for taking electrical power across the rotating joint and its own
bearings so that it maintains alignment
On. the ".Drive System" chart, AA, there are entries covering most of the
major known systems of this type used on space vehicles or other applicable
hardware. The matrix charts show the type of system, the size, the type of
.components and where available, both test history and flight history on the
unit.
A review of the Drive Systems charts shows that all of the systems
except ATM, are between 2 inch to 8 inch diameter range These systems
are all "inside" drive systems, i e., designed and adapted to the space-
craft in such a way that the specific spacecraft structure is wrapped around
the drive system. The ATM/Skylab drive system is an outside drive system
since the drive ring is wrapped around the structure.
It should also be noted that approximately 50 percent of the systems listed
provide full, rotation, while the remaining 50 percent provide limited
.rotation from +_ 6° up to +_ 360°. All this information substantiates the
premise that drive systems have not been standardized, but are designed
specifically for'each application and associated requirements. The indivi-
dual components of drive systems can be used from system to system, but
the packaging of these components IB unique for each requirement
The ATM/Skylab system is the only system designed to date that is com-
parable in size to the ODAPT. The ATM roll ring is 110 inches in
diameter and supported by four roller bearing clusters. The roll travel
of 150 degrees is provided by a 7 foot-lb Inland Torque motor that is geared
to a large gear mounted on the 110 inch diameter roll ring Power transfer
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is provided by flex cables The pitch and yaw travel of the ATM is + 6 ,
and is provided through flex pivots driven by torque motors.
All the other drive systems are much smaller and cannot be scaled up for
use on the ODAPT However, the technology used to develop the smaller
scale drive systems can be applied to the design of this system. Specifi-
cally, the technology used for the bearings, motors and gearing will be
applicable. Problems to be considered when designing components for
this size system pertain to installation, handling, and maintenance before
and during mission flight. Safety requirements must also be considered
when designing an electrical power transfer device for manned flight
which has the current capacity anticipated. Trade-off studies
will be made to determine the most desirable design configuration.
Technology already developed for bearings and motors is definitely
applicable to Space Station design. The problem to date is, without the
aid of 10 year flight experience or long term ground testing to Space
Station environmental or operational conditions, the element of maintenance
and man's role in such needs must be further evaluated Analysis within
this contract will include investigation of storing or re supplying lubricants
to sliding or rotating surfaces and the study of techniques for routine
maintenance and replacement of failed units. The results of such analysis
are becoming more important as space vehicle design life and missions have
increased in magnitude.
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LUBE
N/A
Self-lu-
brica-
ting
compact
nafl
Boexnc
046-49
R^ O
N/A
10 1
leipel
pinion
«ear
aated
with
Stn
Stl
drive
gear
Street
Drive
CEAR
. LUBE
N/A
Self
lubri-
cating
leipel
Pinion
aear
TRANSFER DEVICE
TYPE
ilip rin(
rle>
cable!
rl t cop-
pe atrij
incapau-
la ed ii
pi >tic
aa erial
Urapped
on a
drum
Rotary
•ave
guide
SHE
20
cir-
cuit*
-
OF
LUBE
l"ac Kote
N/A
TEST
HISTORY
Quali-
fied
FLIGHT
HISTORY
1 year
operatiui
Flown on
Skynet
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
AMD
REMARKS
fomance for 1 year deiign life
v
lual aotor used for redundancyi
information obtained through personal
ccanunication
Final version NDA
Philco-Ford - Flovn on Skynet
Selenia - Rone Italy - Eval Eng'g
•odel
BIBL|0
HO.
LL 1-31
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DRIVE SYSTEMS
HO.
34
35
3C
37
30
HANUrACrURER
AMD
PROJECT OR OTHER IDENT
TRK. INC
INTELSAT III(Drive ayaten •ubcontracted
by Sylvania)
Application! Technology
Satellite (ATS III)(Drive ayatea aubcontracted
by Sylvania)
Orbiting Geophyaieal Obser-
vatory (OCO)
Dofenae Systeas COBanmica-
tiona Satellite (DSCS II)
Solar Array Driv* Asaeably
uso Classified
NUMBER
OP
AXES
,1
1
1
I
1
DECREE
or
TRAVEL
360'
360'
240*
nax
« 10'
roll
rot
HEIGHT
or
OKIVE
ABS'Y.
01
51
ei
14 21
101
test }
BEARINGS
TYPE
Ball
Dup
Pair
Ball
2-Ball
Dup
palra
tall
Dup ft
• Rid
Dup Pr
BBRC SCO
«'«
22377
22313
site,
OJ>
3 5 In
2 5 in
2 625
In
3 S
•nd
4 0
2 6-
TYPH
OF
LUBE
Liquid
Vac Kote
Liquid
Vac Kot<
- '
1) Gold
HOB,
ll'Bray
ail NPT-
MOTORS
TYPE
Stepper
Stepper
Siie 11
atepper
Iray oil' Si to IS
IPT-4 '»»'
latepper
I
1
1
v.c Kotol1"1*™1
'torquer
1(2) BBRC
SCO
22043
1
TORQUE
IN -LB
-
0 in
z
0 in
I
BRUSH
LUBE
B/A
N/A
N/A
RATIO
N/A
K/A
24,000
to 1
apur
years
^
'
N/A
Vac Kate
-
28(0 1
1
Direct
Drive
-
GEAR
LUBE
N/A
N/A
Au pltd
• tocl
sinite
tapreg
w/ltoSj,
Bray oil
NPT-4
TRANSFER DEVICE
TYPE
I FREE
FREE
Flex
cable
Fle»
cable/
flex
wave
guide
Slip
ring
BBRC
SCO
22081
SIZE
STANDIK
ITAHDIH
50 -
100
cir-
cuita
1 cir-
cuit
2 4 OD
X2 a
long
OF
LUBE
a HAVE Gl
C HAVE Cl
N/A
N/A
Jmc Kote
TEST
HISTORY
4300
hour*
eooo
hours
3 unita
teatod
Paaaod
qual
testing
Quali-
fied
FLIGHT
HISTORY
See
Rcmarkii
"
24 n»
-
Soe
Remarks
Tern
Applica-
tion
claiflt-
fied
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
WJD
REMARKS
evidence of bearing wear at end of
ITS III No 1 and No 5 BOOB tor failed
and aatellite did not achievo orbit
ITS IXI No 3 - Launched 12/18/68
Perforated adequately (with 2 or 3 out-
ages) during 2 yoar orbit life De-
activated March 1970
ITS III (to 3; No 4? No 6 and No 7
have operated 20, 16, 12. and 3 month!
respectively and arc still operating
ITS III NO 8 - Orbit injection fail-
ure Lost in space
Continuous rotation at 100 rpa - no
evidence of bearing woar at end of
test
Satisfactory in-orbit perxoraanco for
24 month design life
3 units life tested to 12.250 hours,
10,350 hours and 6500 hours
6 units have been flown
OCO 1 launched Septeotwr 1964 Exper-
ienced spin problca but experiiaents
returned data until deactlvation Jan-
uary 1969
OCO 11 launched October 1965 Data
returned until deactivation Feb 1*69
OGO 1X1 launched Juno 1966 20 oxpor-
inents returned data until deactiva-
tion January 1969
OGO ZV launched July 1967 Tapo re-
cordered failed but spacecraft CM-
ce«d*d expected l ife
OGO V launched March 1966 23 of 24
experiments returning data
OCO VI launched June 1969 23 of 25
experiments returning data
-
Solar array drive assembly for ran
qualified for 1600 in-lb moment load
300 • Axial load * environmental
Dl&UO
BO.
*~
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4. 2. 2. 1 Bearings
The bearing charts, BB, show not only components from drive systems
but many tests run solely for the purpose of testing bearings
Examination of the charts for "Drive Systems" AA and "Bearings" BB
indicates that only ball bearings, either deep groove radial and/or pre-
loaded angular contact, were used in previously flown spacecraft, i. e. ,
neither hydrostatic gas bearings or roller bearings were employed. In
the case of gas bearings smooth uniform almost negligible torque perfor-
mance can be obtained, however, large weight penalties for heavy pres-
surized tanks and associated plumbing are required to obtain the radial
and axial stiffnesses necessary to endure launch loads and prevent
damage to the bearing surfaces. Of course, it is possible to install
launch locks to protect bearings from launch loads, but additional weight
penalties must be considered. To date, this approach has not been used
on any known major space drive system.
Roller bearings which have stiffness values comparable to ball bearings
usually require more torque to drive than ball bearings because they are
line contact, whereas ball bearings are point contact. Roller bearings
are also more susceptible to skewing loads caused by built-in misalignments
which increase the torque losses and reduce bearing life. Ball bearings
will tolerate misalignments to a greater degree than roller,bearings without a
much increase in torque or reduction in bearing life.
A notable exception to the bearing type and design utilized in the drive
systems previously flown is that employed in the ATM drive system which
is being built for NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center and is scheduled for
launch in 1972 (AA-32). It includes four roller bearing clusters equally
spaced around two large gimbal rings (approximately 7 ft diameter) which
support the ATM experiment canister (10 ft long) and 6, 000 Ibs of solar
experiments
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Two each pitch and yaw actuators join the gimbal ring to the roll ring and
the canister to the pitch-yaw gimbal ring respectively The actuators are
identical and consist of flexure bearings which provide limite'd rotation
in the pitch and yaw axes The flexure bearings serve the purpose of
providing a support system with mechanical rotation similar to ball
bearings but with several unique advantages. A flexure bearing functions
much like a torsional spring but is designed to have a low torsional spring
rate, with no friction. These bearings have no radial and axial play and
have no moving parts in the sense of rotating balls in a ball bearing race.
However, they do have limited rotation capability. They are eminently
suited for space application where a hard vacuum exists and temperatures
are highly variable.
The ball bearings used on Nimbus (BB-13, BB-14), the later model OSO's
(BB-7, BB-8, BB-9), and most of the later space flights are constructed
of 440C stainless steel rings and balls. Torque critical applications
usually require ABEC Class 5 or better bearings. Phenolic retainers are
normally used where oil/grease lubrication is employed, because of its
lubricant retention capability.
Lubrication systems in which the bearings were charged with an initial
supply of lubricant and never replenished have been used in most of pre-
viously flown spacecraft. That is, the lubricant was self-contained in the
bearings. Once the lubricant was consumed and/or evaporated, the bearings
would be dry and consequently its life, thereafter, would be doubtful. A
notable exception to this system is that employed by BBRC where in the
case of liquid lubricant, reservoirs containing the lubricant are positioned
outside the bearings to replenish lubricant via molecular transfer.
Metal shields, not seals, were used in some of the bearings previously
flown,, but they were located on the outboard faces of the outboard bearings
only. Shields are usually mounted in the outer ring and extend radially to
form a non-contacting labyrinth with the inner ring to prevent contamination
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and/or retard lubricant migration. Seals, on the other band, are more
effective than shields but because of their rubbing contact, they do
generate some accountable friction loss.
The largest bearing previously flown had an approximate 9 0 inch outside
diameter and was used in the BAPTA TACCOM SAT (BB-15. BB-16) Space-
craft built by Hughes Aircraft Company
The predominant types of lubricants used in the bearings listed were
greases and oils Notable among these were F50 oil (FF-24). G300 grease
(FF-35), Bray oil NPT-4 (FF-28), KK949B grease plate and liquid Vac
Kote (FF-25) which were used to lubricate the bearings in the Nimbus,
OGO and OSO spacecrafts respectively. One of the longest known flight
successes with bearings containing dry lubricant is the OSO I Spacecraft
(75 days, 1,823 hours).
Large bearings in excess of 4. 0 feet O. D. have been used in large earth
moving equipment, turntables, worktablea, indexing tables, and transfer
tables, steering mechanisms, etc., where high loads and/or alow inter-
mittent omooth operation may be required as will be the case in the Space
Station. A few of the bearing manufacturers who make large bearings in
excess of 5-foot diameter bores are Kaydon Engineering Corporation,
Rotek, Inc. and Messinger Bearings, Inc. An example can be found in the
April 25, 1968 edition of Machine Design, page 29, in which a 2, 350 Ib.
165-7/16 inch O. D. double row angular contact bearing which contains
744 one-inch balls as built by the Kaydon Engineering Corporation, is shown
The technology already developed for bearings is definitely applicable unless
some unusual mounting arrangement (unsupported or partially supported
bearings) would invalidate the methods of predicting bearing life, torque
and deflection characteristics. In that event, development tests may be
conducted in order to derive the new relationships. Bearing lubrication
systems must be designed to meet the ten-year life requirement Assuming
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that periodic maintenance can be performed, it is not beyond the "state
of the art" to develop a lubrication system meeting these life requirements
Undoubtedly, weight will be an important and limiting factor for a system
this size. Should ball or roller bearings be selected, it may be desirable
to consider bearings having hollow rolling elements and bearing rings
having recessed bearing seats i. e., a compliant bearing. Some weight
advantage may be gained from this type of design. However, the theory
associated with compliant bearings has not yet been fully derived De-
velopment testing would undoubtedly be required to establish its design
limits.
Individual rollers can be manufactured to provide the rotary motion
required by this large system and there is precedence for this type of
deaign in the ATM. These smaller units could be made replaceable thus
giving them an advantage over a large bearing.
The trade-off between these two ideas can only be made after extended
study and testing. The primary idea (either large bearings or individual
rollers) is a part of the present program and will be tested. However,
since these elements are so important to the space station life expectancy,
it is recommended that testing of the alternate method also be accom-
plished as a backup to the baseline approach. The only way to obtain
confidence in either system is through testing and since they each have
advantages and disadvantages the final choice should be made from test
data.
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BEARINGS
»
1
2
3
«
5
fi
SYSTEM MANIirACTOKER
PROJECT
MANUFACTURER,
TYPE, AND
PART NUMBER
BALL BROTHERS
RESEARCH CORPORATION
3SO I
Flight
Hardware
5 16
Joel
teport
ISO S 17
r/v Test
»f Star
tracker
?oapon
ents
Oa.1
Teat OSO
B 17
>SO brg
Xu.1
OSO XI
rlight
New Departure ND-
330BJR7, ND » IB
XR7 ABEC 7 Rad
Dp Groove
Rad Dp Groove
ABEC 7 ND 3305
X87
Had Dp Groove
ND 330SXR7 ABEC 7
M> Rl» ABIC 1
Burden J9SS
Barden A 540 D
Ex thin torque
tube
Duplex pair
Hew Departure
ND 330BXB.7
Rad Brg ABEC 7
New Departure
Rad Brg ABEC 7
HO 3305 - 4 00
ND 3308 - 4 ea
Red Brg
HD R-18 - 4 ea
Mow Departure
R3308IR7 - Red
Brgt OR18XR7 -
Red Brgs ABEC 7
Hew Departure
03305XJI7 Red
Orga
SIZE
00
IN
3 543
2 1/8
2 440
Z 1/8
1 023
1 312
1 5433
> 4409
3 S433
I 125
5433
125
1 4<0i
I a
m
1 574
1 1/1
914
1 1/B
354
875
5748
9843
1 5748
1 125
5478
1 125
9843
MATERIAL
OUTER
RACE
52100
STL
52100
STL
STL
52100
STL
440C
8 S
52100
Stl
52100
SU
52100
Etl
S210(
SU
52100
Stl
52100
SU
INNER
RACE
52100
STL
52100
STL
51100
STL
52100
STL
440C
S 3
52100
Stl
52100
Stl
52100
Stl
52100
Stl
52100
Stl
52100,
,
SU
BAUB
52100
STL
52100
STL
S2100
STL
52100
STL
440C
S S
52100
SU '
51100
SU
S2100
Stl
52100
SU
52100
SU
52100
Stl.
RETAINgR
Synthane
Phenolic
Synthene
Phenolic
Synthane
Phenolic
Rib-steel
39SS-rib-
bon steel
Teflon
Phenolic
Phenolic
Phenolic
Phenolic
Phenolic
Phenolic
SEALS
No
No
ho
Bib No
39SS
Double
Shield
No
t
TEST HISTORY
TWE
HRS
17 00(
(7206
I Id8
revs)
4200
(17 2
«10*
revs)
4 ZOO
(low
speed
45 (b
speed
50
Tun
n)
ZSOO
(lifol
40
loura
(8
D 72fi
X 10
revs
10 t.
x 10
10 4,
> 10'
reva
17000
total
17000
total
PRESS
10-'
torr
_
10"'
torr
.10-'
torr
io-«
torr
10-'
torr
10'*'
torr
10"
torr
150»i
200B1
330SU
20001
*
TEMP
T
S*C
5*C
26°C
30 .
f £
3
-15' C
-10' C
-10" C
Peri-
gee
Apogee
Peri--
gee
FAILURE
MODE
No Failures
None
Kone
So Failures
Retainer fail
urea '
W»e
Bone
Kone >
Bone
Kone
SPEED
RPM
30 rpo
60 t 5
60 1 5
1
1000 :
50
!i« :'
to 30°"
30 » 3
.
arc.
Deg-Osc
to
60
30
40 eun
on
20 lain
off
o»cil
•Dtlon
ts-
FLIGHT HISTORY
TIME
MRS
24 mo
40 HI
on. 20
aln
off
S/A
N/A
N/A
*/*
N/A
«/A
N/A
N »
K/A
PRESS
350 D
clrc
orbit
VA
N/A
!
VA
1
a/A
W
'
«/A
N/A
N/A
N A
FAILURE
MODE
Bearing porf
nonaal after
24 oon
flight
VA
N/A
N/A
»/A
«/A
VA
N/A
N,A
% A
SPEED
RPM
30 rpn
40 nln
on 20
Din off
S/A
SM
\/A
K/A
S/A
N/A
»/A
VA
A/A
LOADING
TVPE
Launch t
Orbit
Load*
Sane
/MOUNT
LUBRICATION
TYPE
\nckote(Dry)
V«cKot«
(Liquid)
Vac Koto
(Dry)
Vac KOto
(Liquid)
Vac Koto
(Liquid)
Vac Koto
(Luquid)
Vac Kotw
(Liquid)
V«c KotA
(Liquid)
ac Kot*
(Liquid!
METHOD
OF
BBRC Pro-
ceaa
BPS in oo
(proprie-
tary)
3BRC Pro-
eosa spec
14 01 Va-
cuum im-
oroo,nation
.proprio-
tary)
BMC
Pracvsa
OPS 14 00
(proprio—
tary)
Ball Pro-
coo* Spoc
*4 01 va-
cuun lat-
progna-
-ion pjro-
coaa (pxo*
prioury)
Sana
Sane
Ball Pro-
c«>* SMC
1« 01 \a-
Cttla* I»-
larogna-
•ion pro-
CVBS (pro-
Tivetar) ^
REMARKS
Rof Report OSO Roporc
Ref Report Qual Report OSO
Ref Raport F6*-I
Ttfo betarin^ i t**t*d Soaring*
«mro noiay during teat Batain-
or brok« duo to inaufficient
lubrication ratontion and ro-
tainor poroalty
Daily Donitoriny of brg tor-
qu« teaporature* chotwr proas
MX brgs parforaod ••ti*rao-
torily Boaulta indicate tb»
lobcicatlon procadura ia ado-
•jOeito lor OSO •pacecr*ft
••.•ring perfonMnc* «atia/«ctory
for at laast 3* anntht 11 f«
Bearing p«rcon*anc« satisfactory
BIOLIO
na
OB i-ie
DD 1*34
BD 1*39
as 1-43
aa 1-44
aa 1-4S
?-v ry>!JT r
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BEARINGS BB
NO.
7
1
SYSTEM MANUFACTURER
PROJECT
HARUPACTURER.
TYPE, AMD
PART NUMBER
BAIL BROTHERS
RESEARCH CORPORATION
Plight
OSO IV
Plight
•
ISO V
•light
NRC300 ST1S 2 ee
KRC Rll ET3 2 e*
Redlel Brg
KRC 109 ST24 2 e«
KRC Radlel Brg
KRC 108 6T1S 2 ee
HRC R18 ST3
Rediel Brg 2 ee
HRC 109 ST24
Rediel Brg 2 ee
KRC Redlel Brg
KRC 308 ST19 2 ee
Rediel Brg
IRC «!• ST1 > ee
Rediel erg 2 ee
OtC 309 ST24
SHE
O D
IN
129
2 4409
1 5O3
2 129
t 4409
1 941
1 4401
i ain.
129
.9843
1 947t
1 129
9843
1 9471
k 129
9841
MATERIAL
OUTER
RACE
440C
440C
440C
440C
440C
440C
1KNER
RACE
440C
440C
440C
440 C
440C
BAUS
440C
440C
440C
440C
44CC
440C
RETAUCR
Phenolic
Phenolic
Phenolic
Phenolic
Phenolic
Phenolic
SEALS
TEST HISTORY
TIME
HUE
1
press
REFE
REFE
RITE
RIPE
REPC
REPE
REPC
BETE
TEMP
•P
t TO OU
TO OU
TO OU
TO OU
TO OU
TO flC
TO OU
TO gu
FAILURE
MODE
LIFICATIOB TE
LIFICATIOM TC
L1FICATIOH TC
LiriCATIOH TE
LIFICATIOH TC
LIFICATIOM TE
LiriCATIOH TC
LirlCATION Tt
HPH
rrs ---
TS
TS
TS ---
tTS -*• -
TS — -
tTS
tTS
'
1
PLIGHT HISTORY
TIME
HFG
165-
60
(20 E
LO*
•evs)
Same
11,160
Sasn
1440
Jo**1
revs)
SUM
PRESS
ISOmi
cir-
>rbit
Sane
3SOai
cir-
cular
orbit
SaM
Sea.*
JSOmi
cir-
cular
orbit
San
Sane
FAILURE
MODE
Bone - per-
formance ox-
eel lent
Sane
Hone - bear-
ing torques
axe norm. I
S*ac
Hone - bear-
ing torques
are carnal
Sea*
SAM
SPEED
RPH
30
30
Oscill-
atory
notion
1 5"
30
30
Oscill-
atory
potion
* 5-
30
LOADING
TYPE
Launch 4
Orbit
Loads
Same
Launch 4
Orbit
Loads
_
Sane
Launch 4
Orbit
Loads
30
Oscill-
Saae
ator)
action
* 3' saw
1
AHOUNT
LUBHI JtTION
( k£THOD
TYPE , OP
APPLICATD
Vac Kote
{Liquid]
Vac Kote
.Liquid)
Vac Kote
(Mnutd)
V
Vac Koto
(Liquid)
vac Kote
(Liquid)
tac Kote
(Liquid)
vac Kote
(Liquid)
\ac Kote
(Liquid)
.ac Kote
Ball Pro-
cons Spec
14 01 Va-
cuum Im-
pregna-
tion pro-
cess (pro-
prietary)
S*BiS
Saae
Ball Pro-
cess Spec
14 01 VA-
CUUM Im-
pregna-
tion pro-
cess (pro-
prietary)
Sane
Kail Pro-
cess Spec14 o; va-
cuun Im-
pregna-
tion pro-
cess (pro-
prietary )
6a»
Sane
ftCHAAKS
BIbLIO
WX
t
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FRAME 4-2SS
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BEARINGS
BO.
10
11
12
SYSTEM MANUFACTURER
PROJECT
MANUFACTURER,
TYPE, AND
PART NUMBER
EELL TELEPHONE
LABORATORIES
BTL COO]
test 11
on. coep
Feae
test • «
BTL COB
Peas
test tj
Kaydon
KA 47AH — oupl Pr
KA 35A1I — Rad Brg
Uev Departure
Radial Brg
SD 3305
Kaydon
KA 47AB - Dupl Pr
KA 35AB - Bad Brg
Bov Departure
RD 3305 Bad Brg
2 ea
Bew Departure
BD 3305 Bad Brg
2 ea
SHE
O D
IN
1 750
1 500
1 4409
4 750
3 500
2..«
2.««09
09
I D.
IN.
i 250
1 000
9843
5 250
4 000
9943
.9843
MATERIAL
OUTER
RICE
&2100
S2100
52100
Stl
52100
52100
52100
Stl
52100
Stl
INNER
RACE
52100
52100
52100
Stl
52100
52100
52100
Etl
52100
Stl'
BALLS
52100
52100
52100
Stl
52100
52100
52100
Stl
52100
Stl
1
RETAINER
Phenolic
Phenolic
Phenolic
Phenolic
Phenolic
Phenolic
Phenolic
SEALS
TEST HISTORY
TIME
HRS
128
Sans
475
70
475
70
832
PRESS
torr
to
9 «>lo-e
torr
San
10-'
torr
i
TEMP
T
-20"C
to
«80'C
San
-20- C
to
»80' C
Sane
-20' C
to
FAILURE
MODE
Bon.
Bone
—
Bone
Bone
SPEED
RPH
33 cpa
+ 100V
San
28 cja
* 100V
5f
S-e-
20 cpo
* 100V
ey
FLIGHT HISTORY
TIME
HRS
.,.
.
B/A
H/A
.A
( ,
PRESS
1
N/A
1
""
1
.A'
B/A
FAILURE
MODE
N/A
B/A
B/A
H/A ,
H/A
r
1 - ...
SPEED
RPH
N/A
N/A
B/A
H/A
H/A
LOADING
TYPE AHOUNT
1
LUBRICATION
TYPE
Vac Kote
(Liquid)
Vac Kote
(Licu'f)
Vac Kot«
(Liquid)
Vec Kote
(Liquid!
Vac Kote
(Liquid)
OP
APPLICATOR
Ball Pro-
cess Spec
14 01 Va-
cuun In-
tion pro-
cess (pro-
prietary)
Sam
Ball Pro-
cess Spec
14 01 Va-
cuua ID-
pregna-
tioii pro-
cess (proprletary)
S-.
Sail Pro-
tess. Spec
U 01 Ve-
cmta Xsr»
tion pro-
cess (pro-
prietary)
I
KEMAfiJCS
No evidence of degradation
Bearing lubrication and toato
subcontractttd to BBRC
Ho evidence of dearodation
Bearing lubrication and tests
subcontracted to BBRC
No evidence of degradation
Bearing lubrication and testa
subcontracted to BBBC
•o evidence of degradation
Bearing lubrication and tests
subcontracted to BBRC
Ho evidence of degradation
Bearing lubrication and tests
subcontracted to BBRC
-
DIOLIO
KO.
BO 1-40
U 1-40
an 1-40
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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BEARINGS
NO,
11
14"
SYSTEM MANUFACTURER
PROJECT
MANUFACTURER,
TYPE, AND
PART NUMBER
CENTRAL ELECTRIC
COHPANY
NIMBUS
I. II.
Ill
•tous~
IV
SBBi Lebannon,
N H Oiv ot MBB
Keeno.
Radial Deep
Groove
Barden. Danbury
Conn Radial
Deep Groove
Support brga
Ray-Too Monark
TB-7JHIB1
Radial Oeep
Groove
MPB, Eeeae, » u
Radial Doop
Groove
•
SIZE
0.0
IN
Suppt
2 875
Mtr •
J75Q
500(
C250
Supix
TT51
Ntr •
1750
5001
6251
i ain.
•t Bel
1 3125
Gear)
1254
187!
2500
:t Bei
2 5591
Goart
155(
117!
2500
MATERIAL
OUTER
RACE
•in,.
44OC
tad Bi
44OC
ringe
'UK
>ad Bi
440C
INKER
RACE
440C
va
«40C
440C
••
440C
BAUS
440C
440C
440C
440C
RETABCR
One pc
Phenolic
Ribbon
8 S Rot
ti voted
ribbon
ret
Riveted
ribbon
live tad
ribbon
live ted
ribbon
SEALS
Shield
Bd only
on out
board
aide
of out
roard
brga
Shield
ed onl
on out
board
aide
of out
board
brga
Shield
od
only
on out
board
aide a
out-
board
brga
TEST HISTORY
TIME
HRS
Aprox
2 BO
of 24
hour
oper-
ation
at
OBb
t (11
11 da
cycll
T/v
taata
Aproa
2 BO
of 24
bour
oper-
ation
at
anb
cond
I 111
11 da
cycll
T/V
teata
1
PRESS
Atnoa
preae
10"
torr
Atnoe
prea
TEMP
T
25' »
10' C
•5* C
to
MO* C
25* »
10' S
'
FAILURE
MODE
Bone
Bone
None
RPM
Support
brga
ran at
1 rev
per 180
Bin
Mtr
grhd
brga
ran at
800 to
4500
rpB
Sup brg
1 rev
per 180
Bon
Mtr-gh
1020 to
4080
rpm
FLIGHT HISTORY
TIME
use.
Aprox
2000
houra
Aprox
4000
1
PRESS
torr
or
bat-
ter
torr
or
bet-
ter
FAILURE
NODE
Biabua 1 Btr-
gaarhd brga
(ailed after
1 mon flight
duration due
to lubrica-
tion break-
down cauaed
by excoaaive
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4 Z 2 2 Motors
Chart CC treats any component of drive systems that provide the motive
power for the system. Any type of motive power Is considered a motor
for this discussion Where there was gearing concerned with the motor,
it is also shown on this chart There are two different types of lubrication
involved. The first is that required for the brushes of the motor, if it is a
brush-type motor The second is that required for bearings or other
mechanical surfaces.
A review of the motors listed on the "Drive System" and "Motor" charts
indicates that almost all,of them were brusbless motors, either AC servo,
DC stepper, or DC torquer. The only brush type motors listed which have
flown were used on OSO and Tacsat. The motors for the other spacecraft
programs drive through gears which produce overall gear ratios for their
respective drive systems ranging from 1 1 to 1,000,000 1. One of the
largest known motors to be flown is the 345. 6 in-oz DC brush type motor
used on the OSO spacecraft (CC-1) built by BBRC. Brush and brushless
type DC motors having a peak torque output of 518. 4 in-oz were tested
by Hughee for the OLSCA program (CC-5). However, they were tested only
as part of the design study program and were never flown. The present
OSO-H spacecraft (which has not been launched) uses a 1150 in-oz DC motor.
One of the motors with the longest taowo successful flight history is the one
used on OSO IU which has accumulated 42 months life (12,265 hours)
without failure as of 28 September 1970, and the spacecraft is still trans-
mitting data. This motor, a DC brush type, has a rated capacity of 345. 6
in-oz. Other motors which have achieved long space flight history are
those flown in Nimbus (CC-2, CC-3, CC-4) and OGO (CC-6) spacecraft
which were built by G. E. and TRW, respectively.
The predominant type of lubricant used on the gearing associated with all •
the motors listed was an oil or grease. The types of oils/greases used
with F-50 silicone oil (FF-24), Bray NPT-4 with and without grease plate
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of KK949B (FF-25). liquid Vac Kote (FF-25). and G-300 silicone grease
(FF-35) Electrofilm MoS, coatings were used on the gearing for the
Air Force type I and II spacecraft built by Lockheed (FF-2).
The brush material used in the DC motors for the spacecraft were grade
RS-S2 (GG-2) consisting of 50 +_ 5 percent silver and 5 0 + 5 percent graphite
OLSCA design study program redevelopment tests were performed on OC
brush type motors consisting of 15 percent molybdenum, 80 percent moly-
bdenum disulfide and 5 percent tantalum.
Motors of (he rating required for this system (10 to 15 ft-lbe) have been
built for commercial use However, the ten-year life requirement will
impose limitations upon the applicable technology. Periodic maintenance
and component replacement will be a major consideration for the design.
The selection of the motor which will meet all the design and performance
requirements must be made during the trade-off study. Both brush and
brushless type motors have been used in previous spacecraft. None of the
spacecraft have used an "on-axis" motor with' a large bore through its
center. One of the largest motors of that type found in the catalogs is an
Inland OC permanent magnet torque motor. No. T-36001 which has a
25. 625 in bore and 41 inch outside diameter. A direct scale-up to a motor
having a five foot diameter bore is questionable. Most probably an "off-
axis" motor will be selected which drives through a gear reduction. Many
applications can be found both in aerospace and commercial work which use
motors in this manner. If this drive arrangement is selected; conventional
existing motor design can be used. While motor technology is fairly well
, known, the combination of the motor and gear box or gear reduction system
will have to be designed specifically for the orientation drive assembly.
Since this is a key part of the assembly, it ia suggested that the testing
be extended to include life testing of the unit. The purpose would be to
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determine failure modes, reliability and the spares requirements for
various components in the assembly. The test would probably run for
several years with the expenses small since little or no maintenance is
required The results would fill one more of the technical gaps in a large
drive system Past experience indicates that the motor-gear reduction
system, is an area prone to failure. However, the failures in this type
assembly are not predictable. They are unique to a particular design
in almost every case and the only method of determining actual failure
modes is by running a life test on the unit.
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4. 2. 3 Power Transfer Devices
Before going into any detail on the various schemes, it is expedient to
consider what sort of current magnitudes will be required. The power
levels specified for the large space station are 25 KW nominal and 100 KW
maximum. There is a wide range of voltages and corresponding currents
that will yield the specified power levels. The ultimate voltage and current
determination is involved in the total apace station system study However,
based on Space Station studies to date, the lowest probable DC voltage will
be 56 volts, yielding wiMHmnm array currents of 2000 amperes.
The selection of materials to be used in ODAPT will be influenced by the
current/voltage ratio used in the make-up of power consumed by the space
station.
Dielectrical properties of the electrical insulation will obviously be more
important for the high voltage system, but the high current system will
require heavier conductors and. hence, high mechanical strength in the
insulation material,in order to support the heavier loads during launch.
The high current system will require more or larger contacts (brushes,
meshing gears, or clutches), and more power will be consumed in over-
coming the greater frictional drag. Electrical heating due to contact
resistance and heating in brushes and conductors ( IR) will also result
in lost power and cause brushes to run hotter. The higher operating
temperature in brushes, for example, will affect the choice of and
evaporative loss rate of an impregnating liquid lubricant. Disposing of
heat through rfldlatiOTi in addition to conduction will be an additional con-
sideration for the high current system. The high voltage system appears
to offer the possibility of fewer material problems, but until the overall
system analysis Is made on the current/voltage ratio, the relative im-
portance of electrical insulation considerations compared with con-
side rations, associated with the high-current system cannot be adequately
assessed. Obviously, a compromise band of ratios will be found to exist
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somewhere between the two extremes rather than at either end
For the purpose of the ODAPT study, no data has been found to cause
a change from the original estimate of 100 volta and 1,000 amps, since
a factor of two or three either way will not change the basic conclusions
reached in this study.
For the purpose of the survey, power transfer devices were divided into
two categories. The first is slip rings, primarily because slip rings
are the most universally used transfer devices across rotary joints. All
other types of power transfer devices are grouped under a heading called
"Other" and these include rotary transformers, rolling contact devices,
etc.
An attempt has been made to study not only the things that are known to
work well, but to also look for new ideas that might have been tested or
that might be capable of being tested and that may be usable on a large
space station. This type of device is shown on the chart headed "Electrical
Power Transfer Devices Other Than Slip Rings".
The technology of power transfer across a rotating joint was already highly
advanced when the space age began, and it was concentrated in slip ring/
brush assemblies. The experience gained during W. W. U with prevention
of brush wear in high altitude aircraft provided a sound basis for
developing brushes suitable for space vacuum environments. The
literature search has clearly revealed this relationship, but it has also
shown the considerable further advancement which has occurred in
development of brush compositions specifically intended for space vacuum
applications, especially dry and liquid brush lubricants.
Very little work has been done on other types of continuously rotating
power transfer devices, as revealed by the literature survey. Some
preliminary tests have been conducted on power-level current transfer
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through meshing gears and across alternately engaged power clutches used
with flex-cables. Tests with only signal-level currents have been conducted
successfully with purely rolling contact devices (ball bearings)
Of all the spacecraft that detailed information pertaining to the power trans-
fer device was available on, every one used slip rings where continuous
rotation is required and flex cables where limited rotation is acceptable.
Hughes Aircraft is using a rotary transformer to carry signals across a
rotating joint on Intelsat IV (EE-21) which has been qualified but not
flown.
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4 2 3 1 Slip Rings
The information presented in charts DD-1 through DD-36 show that slip
ring operation in vacuum, both in test chambers and outside the earth's
atmosphere* has become quite common and a large amount of data is
available The largest slip rings, in terms of current, that have been
flown are on the Nimbua spacecraft (DD-22) and are capable of 10 amps/
circuit continuous current The largest diameter slip rings flown as
far as has been determined are less than 5 inches.
Or F J Clause of Lockheed Missiles and Space Company supervised a
program to provide radiation inside a large aerospace environmental
chamber (Ref- Bib LL. 2-4). The radiation was to simulate albedo
and earthshine (or secondary radiation) to the spacecraft under test and
was provided by banks of tungsten filament lamps. To simulate the
radiation received by a tumbling spacecraft, it is necessary to rotate
the lamp banks. The entire installation is rated at 1 megawatt, and the
slip ring tests were run with 75 amps and current density about 300 amps
per square inch. Optimum brush composition determined from these
tests is from 82 5 to 85 percent silver, 2 5 percent copper, and 12. 5 to
15 percent molybdenum disulfide (GG-5).
Current densities in the various applications shown on the charts range
from 75 to 300 amps per square inch. The amount of power required by
the space station is not a problem, as long as the current densities are
maintained comparable to that of successful testa and flights, the large
amount of current necessitates more brush area Additional brush area
means more brushes, larger brushes, or both.
Although there is no flight history of slip rings operating in orbit for ten
years, several satellites with slip rings have compiled substantial
time in orbit. The longest time is the OSO HI spacecraft (AA-5) that has
been in orbit since March 1967 Although the experiments are not being
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turned on, the despin drive with the slip rings la presently being turned
on about two days per week and all spacecraft ay stems are operating nor-
mally. It is worthwhile noting that when OSO in is not turned on, the
relative motion between the wheel and the sail is zero and the batteries are
pulse charged as the sail rotates The slip ring brushes are carrying the
pulse current while still. This operation closely simulates that of the
space station power transfer for some attitude modes. Or. Clauss (DD-33
and DD-34) tested brushes and slip rings stationary for up to SO hours
while carrying full current
A rather impressive array of data pertaining to slip-ring operation in
a vacuum is now available To apply it to the space station task, questions
of scaleup and the ten year mission will require more testing.
Aa a part of the technology survey, an inquiry letter was sent to 69
companies listed in the 1970 Thomas Register as manufacturers of slip
rings, collector rings and/or slip ring assemblies. The inquiry letters
were mailed on August 17, 1970, and responses have now been received
from 42 of the companies. The letter outlined the power-type slip ring
requirements for ODAPT (without identifying it), giving such items as
o Transfer up to 100 KW power
o Operate in air and hard vacuum
o Ring diameter up to seven feet
o Rotary and oscillatory motion
o Current conduction while-stationary and at slow sbdmg-speeds
o Relatively short sliding distance but long time duration
The letter then requested copies of whatever catalogs, brochures, papers,
reports, etc. the company could submit to indicate its capabilities along
these lines.
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Of the 42 responses, 7 companies have indicated their interest and, at
least to some extent, their ability in power-type slip ring technology.
Those seven companies are as follows*
a. Poly-Scientific Division of Litton Industries, Blackaburg, Virginia
b. Electro-Tec Corporation, Blacksburg, Virginia
c. Superior Carbon Products,Inc. , Cleveland, Ohio
d. Engelhard Industries, Attleboro, Massachusetts
e. Welco Industries, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio
f. Industrial Electric Reels, Inc., Omaha. Nebraska
g. Electro-Miniatures Corporation, South Hackensack, New Jersey
Figure 4-4 illustrates the various shp ring configurations that are
.mentioned on the slip ring charts (DO).
The technology developed for small satellites is applicable to the large
rings that will be required for the space station power transfer.
Scaling up slip rings should offer very few problems from the electrical
aspect because the current density in the brushes is the important parameter
and the brush area can be enlarged by using larger brushes or more brushes
to accommodate the desired current. The ring itself, of course, must be
sized to handle the current.
The large shaft diameter means more mechanical runout and this will
influence the brush holder design. These very large diameter rings
will quite likely require special plating tanks, and the mechanical design
problems of providing a structure that can withstand ground handling and
the launch environment will require much attention.
Slip rirgs approaching the size of the space station application have been
made and successfully operated. Electro-Tec Corporation made a slip
Titos, assembly that mounted around a four-foot diameter solar telescope
tube. This assembly has four power-conducting rings rated.at 2,500 amps
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a V-Groove Ring
Wire Brushes
b. U-Groove Ring
Wire Brushes
c. Drum Ring
Wire Brushes
d. Drum Ring
Button Brushes
e. Disc Ring
Button Brushes
Fig 4- 4 Slip Ring Configurations
0>
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each, plus 94 "signal" circuits ranging from 10 to 20 amps each While
this'is an atmospheric application, the technology is directly applicable
to making power slip rings for a large space station. Radio telescopes,
tracking radars, and large centrifuges are applications where very large
slip rings have been used
The ten-year life, the stop and go operation and the large currents involved
are the reasons for the testing now under way As mentioned in earlier
discussions, there are slip rings in orbit that have operated in a stand-still
mode for extended periods of time and are still operable after five years
but the conditions (current density, brush pressure, heating, etc ) are
different. The present series of tests will advance the technology enough
to allow the design'to proceed with confidence
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4 2 3 2 Other Power Transfer Devices
As has been stated, all known spacecraft flown to date, that require con-
tinuous rotation, have used slip rings. It could be assumed that slip
rings have no serious competition and that they should be selected for this
drive system However, this survey turned up several ideas that have
merit and one or more of them could, with development, replace slip
rings The most promising contender, at present, is the power clutch.
When continuous rotation is not required, a direct cable is possible.
Of course the cable must be flexible enough to allow the required
rotation and this, in the wire sizes necessary for large power transfer,
requires more development and testing. Following are several of the
"other" candidates for power transfer across a rotary joint.
4. 2. 3. 2. 1 Flexible Cables
As mentioned before, every spacecraft that information was received
on used flex cables for power transfer across limited rotation gimbals.
Both the OGO and OSO spacecraft use flex cables (EE-11 and EE-1).
Paragraphs 4. 2. 1. 1 and 4 2. 1 3 summarize the flight history of these
two observatories, and together they have logged more than 25
satellite-years of successful flex cable operation Lockheed (EE-10)
has used flex cables on one of the Agena Satellite programs. OGO (EE-11)
has the largest travel capability of the flex cable which is +~ 220~degrees
(or 440 degrees total). OSO (EE-1) has the smallest which is + 15
degrees (or 30 degrees total).
F. J Clause (Ref. Bib. LL. 2-4) considers flex cables for transmitting
power into a large aerospace environmental chamber. Current level in
this application is 2, 000 amps.
This is the same application as discussed in Paragraph 4. 2. 3. 1 for
supplying simulated secondary radiation to a test satellite in the chamber
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Flex cables are required for the operation of the power clutch type
devices, which are discussed in Paragraph 4 2 3 2 2
With the very satisfactory performance history of space operation, there
should be no hesitation in considering flex cables for the space station
power transfer task
The examples of industrial usage of flex cables are quite numerous,
elevators and traveling cranes are two common applications The
technology of designing the conducting element with respect to fatigue
can no doubt be applied directly from industrial experience The
technology of flexing insulation in a vacuum developed for the small
applications (such as OCO and OSO) can be applied to the large cables
required by the ODAPT program
The torque required to flex the cables is an important consideration, and
in particular the change in the torque due to age. Further, if the glmbal
design allows the flex cable to receive direct solar radiation, the
insulation's resistance to UV damage must be determined. The adaptation
of flex cables to the space station power transfer job should be very
straightforward although additional testing will be required.
A 2 3.2.2
 : Power Clutch
A very interesting approach to the problem of power transfer has been
disclosed by H T Haynie of the Boeing Company (EE-14), which he
calls a power clutch '
The Special Products and Applied Research (SPAR) division of the,
deHaviUand Aircraft of Canada, Ltd. has what they call a "snap back
system" (EE-15) They are applying for a patent on the device-and not
much is known about it From the information available the device
can be classified under a generic term of "power clutch"
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BBRC has a conceptual design that is a variation of the power clutch
(EE-13) This concept would allow continuous rotation of a drive system
at any reasonable speed without interruption of the power circuit The
design contains three clutch assemblies, electrically in parallel, that
travel, one at a time, around a large conducting ring The maximum
wrap-up on the associated flex cable is about 120 degrees The device
will run either direction or remain stopped without varying the power
across it
Power Clutch Design*
The design described here represents a different approach to power
transfer It is made up of three pairs of rotors and stators, each pair is
complete circuit. Cable pairs are used to reduce the conductor size
Adjacent rotors and stators are insulated by a Teflon washer Fig 4-5
shows a typical wiring circuit that can be quickly reset during an
all-sunlight orbit Fig 4-6 is a low-current housekeeping clutch
with several circuits Adjacent conductors are insulated by a Teflon
washer.
A central tube of nylon, the structural backbone of the system, serves
as the rotor pivot, it also houses the recycle actuator and guides the
clamping piston. An extension handle protruding from the center enables
manual actuation.
The stator assemblies are made up of circular plates with a metal-matrix
solid-lubricant composite attached with silver'foil diffusion bonding
The stators are held concentric by the nylon backbone tube and are pre-
vented irom rotating by the cabling connection. The composite lubricant
is Boeing Compact 046-46, which prevents vacuum welding to the rotor
* This part of this paragraph, including figures, has been essentially
exce'rpted irom H Theron Haynie's paper "Rotary Relay for Space
Power Transfer " (Ref Bib - BB 3-3)
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SUN
Prior to opening breaker charge con-
troller is turned off and voltage
regulator is turned on to carry vehicle
load during power clutch reset.
SOLAR ARRAY
WITH INTEGRATED,
REGULATION
Part of the distribution and switching
required for overall power system
reliability and flexibility. Not
added just for power clutch.
I
VEHICLE LOADS
Fig 4- 5 Power Clutch Reset During an AU-Sunlit Orbit
SEGMENT
ROTOR
STATOR
CONTROL CIRCUITS
Fig 4-6 Low-Current Hoii•<> k»,i ping Clutch
t
J-J9S
The rotor assemblies are circular plates assembled to the conducting
segment. The segments pivot around the nylon tube and are separated
from each other by Teflon insulating bars. Flexible, straightlay multi-
strand No. 30 wire (0. 010 m. diameter) constitutes the cables bolted to the
segments. The umbilical is made of two cables for each rotor assembly
The operating piston and springs supply the clamping action to maintain
the rotors and stators in contact for good electrical conducting properties
Recycle driving torque is supplied by a clock sprmg. A stepper motor or
a gear train can also be used.
Earth satellites and space stations that are required to be earth or stellar-
oriented during orbit will ordinarily be designed to have symmetrical
solar panels mounted at the end of the boom. In service, the boom rotates
one revolution per orbit to keep the panel pointed toward the sun. The
cabling is routed inside and along the axis of the boom. The electrical
connections to the spacecraft power bus have sealed pass-through con-
nections in the pressure barrier. A manual override release can be
mounted in the pressurized compartment.
* * * * * * End of Excerpt of Mr Hayme's paper * * * * *
A small working model using this concept has been fabricated and demon-
strated The model uses on-axis concentric circuits that would not be
acceptable on the space station inner gimbal because of the five foot
passageway running through the power boom " The concept can be
modified'to overcome this objection, and the technology to develop the
rest of the device is available Development of this device has been
suspended due to lack of funds.
Since the power clutch uses flex cables, the entire flex cable discussion
applies In addition, the power clutch clamp and release mechanism
must be developed. However, this mechanism should be a straight-
forward design job and could be approached with a high degree of confidence
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The lubrication of the mating surfaces is an application that will require
analysis and testing, since the'surfaces will be clamped tightly, then
released and clamped again in a new position
4 2 3 2 3 Rolling Contacts
Pure rolling contacts have some appeal in a vacuum application because
there is little or no sliding action which results in wear A general
drawback to this type of device is the relatively small contact area ob-
tained unless one of the members is deformed to mate with the other,
but this leads to fatigue problems W P. Fleming of MIT has developed
a'working model of a rolling contact power transfer device (EE-17).
Actually two working models have been made for laboratory test and
demonstration One model has been used on current transfer tests while
the other has been used for driving torque tests Neither has been
tested in a vacuum as yet.
The concept is quite interesting and could easily have applications in the
future although it would appear that it is not nearly far enough along in
its development to be seriously considered for ODAPT
There are some areas where more work is needed but the concept is
intriguing and some space will be devoted to a description of the idea
as written by Fleming in his paper (Ref. Bib MM 2-2).
The way this device achieves continuous non-sliding contact may be
illustrated by the action of a ring rolling inside a slightly larger ring
(Fig 4-7). If both rings are rigid, then rolling point contact exists.
If, however, the rings have some depth and one or both rings possess
a small amount of flexibility, then a contact area exists It is apparent
that if the rings are nearly the same size, then very large contact areas
will be formed with very little deformation of either ring.
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INNER RING ROTATES, OUTER RING STATIONARY
90° 180° 270° 360e
Fig 4-7 Movement Pin Rotation
If the inner ring is constrained so that it cannot rotate about its own
center, the outer ring is caused to rotate about its center. The final
result, then, is an orbital motion of the inner ring and a rotary motion
of the outer ring Because the "orbit" is quite small, it is practical to
attach leads to it, and allow them to flex slightly as the device operates
They will'not twist or wind up, because the inner ring does not revolve,
it only orbits It is equally apparent that leads connected to the outer
ring will revolve continuously In this way, continuous physical contact
is maintained between a ring which rotates and a ring which does not rotate
Referring to the orbiting movement of the inner ring and the rotary move-
ment of the outer ring implies, of course, that a friction driving force
exists between them. If the contact surfaces of the two rings (neglecting
any ring flexibility) were not smooth but had teeth, then a positive gear
drive would result. Figure 4-8 shows the similarity between the contact
ring motion and the gear engagement. This internal/external gear pair
is the classic wobble gear, a well-known and effective differential type
of speed reducer
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CRANK THROW
WOBBLE PINION AND
WOBBLE CONTACT RING
ROTATING
CONTACT RING
WOBBLE
CONTACT RING
WOBBLE GEAR
WOBBLE PINION
WOBBEL GEAR AND
ROTATING CONTACT RING
Fig 4-8 Contact Ring/Drive Gear Pair
(Separated for easy viewing)
By attaching the wobble pinion and w obble contact ring of Fig 4- 6
to a common cylindrical support up through the center of each, and
likewise attaching the wobble gear and rotating contact ring to a common
cylindrical member around the outside of each, then both will operate
together exactly as previously described In this way, the gear mesh
will carr) the torque load required for the inner cylinder to drive the
outer cylinder, and the contact rings will contact just as before By
stacking up several contact ring pairs on these cylinders, with each
pair insulated from its adjoining pairs, then a contact assembly of
several circuits can be assembled
The application of a gear set fixes the speed ratio between the rings
Because of this, careful ring si-mi; is required to achieve zero contact
slippage, while by the same token, deliberate forward or reverse
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slippage may be built in by sizing the contact diameters or gears accordingly
Another approach to the pure rolling contact was developed and tested by
Edward J Devine of Goddard Space Flight Center (EC-16). The device
is basically a special ball bearing with gold-plated balls and MoS,
lubrication A demonstration model has been extensively tested in a vacuum
chamber with satisfactory results.
Electrical energy transfer through rolling contact (either gears or
bearings) is a highly attractive idea and probably deserves more develop-
ment work. However, it does not appear that this technology is far
enough along to be available for a 1977 launch.
J 2 3. 2 4 Liquid Metal Slip Rings
The liquid metal slip ring is included here mainly in the interest of
completeness. This is a very attractive concept and SKF (EE-8), among
others, has done work on the device However, the present state of the
liquid metal slip ring art is not sufficiently advanced to be seriously
e-.tertained for a mid-70 space station launch
4 2 3 2 o Rotary Transformers
A natural inclination is to turn to rotary transformers when transferring
power across rotary joints for very long periods of time. The reason
.or this is the absence of any mechanical contact For example,
Or Clauss of Lockheed considered rotary transformers for the power
transfer to the secondary radiation simulators to the large aerospace
en\ ironmental chamber (Ref. Bib LL 2-4) and Hughes Aircraft Company
considered the rotary transformers for the power transfer job for the
OL5CA study (Ref Bib HH 1-6) In both cases, as in all other similar
studies, the rotary transformer loses in the final trade-offs because of
hi«n weight or low efficiency
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Two comprehensive analyses and design studies have been conducted by
E E Landsman at MIT (EE-2Z) (Re£ Bib MM 2-3) and F J Clause
at Lockheed (EE-19) (Ref Bib LL 2-4) to define equations and para-
meters necessary for rotary transformer design
With air gaps that can be maintained on usual sized rotating equipment,
rotary transformer efficiencies up to 96-97 percent are possible, given
enough core material, which means enough weight However, in cases
where the electrical energy on both aides of the rotary joint is DC, the
conversion losses must also be charged to the power transfer system
The inverter efficiency is probably 85 to 90 percent while the rectification
and filtering is around 95 percent If the OOAPT space station uses AC
and the conversion would have to be done anyway, the conversion losses
vould not be charged to the power transfer equipment
Nine rotary transformer manufacturers were contracted with requirements
similar to those given the slip ring manufacturers (Para 4 2 3. 1)
The only response was from the S Hunmelstein and Company, Elk Grove
Village, Illinois, one of the leading rotary transformer manufacturers
Their response was that there is no fundamental reason why the ODAPT
power transfer requirements cannot be met by a rotary transformer
Following is a short discussion on the operating principle of a rotary
transformer *
Figure 4-9 illustrates an elementary rotary transformer One winding
(the rotor) is mounted on a rotating shaft while the other winding (the stator)
is fixed to an outer housing An air gap is provided between the rotor and
stator sections to allow rotation without physical contact. The magnetic
circuit is designed so that there is no intentional change of flux linkages
* Extracted front literature supplied by S. Himmelstein and Company
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when relative motion between the rotor and stator occurs This is
exactly opposite rom motors and resolvers where a change of the flux
linkages with rotation is desired
With this arrangement, electrical signals and power can be coupled
between the rotating and stationary member without any contact - brushes,
fluid couplings, etc The energy transfer is independent of shaft
speed or direction - from shaft stopped through maximum rated speed
STATOR HOUSING
STATOA COI1.
ROTOR COIL
Fig 4-9 Rotary Transformer
A rotary transformer has the following inherent advantages
1 No wear or wear products
2 No arcing •'
3 No friction or heating effects
4 No viscous drag from liquid contact
5., Energy transfer is unaffected by the presence of oil, water,
vacuum and other environment-borne contaminants
The rotary transformer can be designed with extremely high electrical
performance even when compared to fixed transformers
Almost all of the technology available for transformer design for atmospheric
application is usable for the space station application Material selection
is necessary because the winding encapsulent and the insulating material
may be exposed to ultraviolet radiation Also, the outgassing properties
of these materials must be considered The materials problem has been
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solved for windings in general and the flight-proven technology can be
applied to the rotary transformer design with confidence Some attention
is required to removing the heat generated by transformer losses in the
absence of convection cooling This, too, has been solved on other
equipment and is not considered a serious problem
Rotary transformer design has been reduced to practice and is quite
straightforward However, the problems involved with getting several
parallel circuits (some power and some low level signal) across a.
rotary joint are not all obvious Getting one "large power circuit across
the joint seems to be no prlblem but the complication of many circuits
might prove to be difficult or impossible The basic idea of a rotary
transformer is very attractive however and a study to investigate its
possibilities has bean suggested This study should be run in parallel
with the rest of the program so that the information could be compared to
other transfer device tests now in progress
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ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSFER DEVICES(other than slip rings) EE
NO
1
2
3
S
6
7
8
9
ORIGIN
FLEX CABLES
Ball Brothers
Research Corpora-
tion
Ball Brothers
Research Corpora-
tion
Ball Brothers
Research Corpora-
tion
Company
Hughes Aircraft Co
auqhes Aircraft Co
Hughes Aircraft Co
flughos Aircraft Co
Hughes Aircraft Co
TRANSFER
MECHANISM
Flex Cable
Power and Signal
Flex Cable
Power, Signal end coax
Flex Cable.
Power and Signal
* Rotary RF Joint
Flex Cable
Flex Cable
Flax Cable
Flex Cable
Flex Cable
, .. ~
DEVELOPMENT
STATUS
Flight hiotory--OSO Satellite
Qualified
Dual Model Fabricated, Project
Cancelled
Advent Program - Cancelled before any
flights
Quail f led i 1970 launch scheduled
Qualified
Flight history - Surveyor spacecraft
Life Tested
Qualified - Life Test in progress
l
WORKING
CURRENT
1 amp max
i/2 *np
SCALE- UP
POTENTIAL
Feasible
Feasible
1
 Feasible
Feasible
Feasible
Feasible
1
[Feasible
Feasible
Feasible
TRANSMISSION
CHAR. CTBRISTIC6
Efficiency can bo
as close to 100%
as weight and tor-
que permit
Efficiency can be
as close to 1001
as weight and tor-
que permit
Efficiency can be
as close to 100%
as weight and tor-
que permit
Efficiency can be
as close to 100%
as weight and tor-
que permit
as close to 100%
as weight and tor*
que permit
Efficiency can be
as close to 1001
as weight and tor-
que permit
Efficiency can be
as close to 1001
as weight and tor'
que permit
Efficiency can be
as close to 1001
as might and tor-
que permit
Efficiency can be
as close to 100%
as weight and tor-
que permit
REKAMS
6 Flight*--no failures 30* rotation
Bi-Ax for pointing antenna on Nimbus spacecraft
216* rotition, each axis Personal coonBunlcations
200* rotation
+ 180* rotation
Personal communications
Personal coamuni cat ions
Bi-Ax Load Positioner Oft Advanced Satellite
Personal communications
Solar Array Positioner - Performed as required on
all flights
Personal communications '
Antenna Positioner Development
Personal communications
Single A*i» Load Positioner Advanced Satellite
Personal coaounications
OIBL10
NO
BD 1-42
OB 1-41
BB 1-40
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ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSFER DEVICES
(other than slip rings) EE
NO
10
11
12
ORIGIN
FLEX CABLES COH'D
Lockheed Missile
and Space Co
TRH; Xnc
TRW, Inc
TRANSFER
MECHANISM
Flex Cable
Flo* Cable
Flex Cable
DEVELOPMENT
STATUS
10 Flights - 30 days to one year
Total Cycles - 1,000 to 12,000
Flight History
OGO Satellite
Qualified
-
WORKING
CURRENT
7 0 anps on singlo
conductor PR (4 PR
signal conductors
in saae cable I
—
SCALE- UP
POTENTIAL
Feasible
Feasible
Feasible
•
TRANSMISSION
CHARACTERISTICS
Efficiancy can be
as close to 1001
as weight and tor-
que permit
Efficiency can be
as close to 100%
as weight and tor-
que permit
Efficiency can be
as close to 1001
as weight and tor-
que permit
REMARKS
Classified Program
3 Drive Systen per Vehicle ±175* rotation
wind-up cable - no power ay* ten failures
440* rotation C Plights, no flex cable failures
Solar array and Experiment shafts
Personal communications
Military communication satellite
Persona, communications
BZBLIO
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J-AOt. tfLAN'K NOT
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ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSFER DEVICES(other than slip rings) EE
no
13
14
16
17
IB
ORIGIN
POWER CLUTCH
Ball Brothers
tion
The Boeing Co
Product* Lieu ted
ROUII.G CONTACT
Goddard Space
FUo*it Ce-ter
nologi
L1GUIC TETAL
SLIP RIKC
sw
TRANSFER
MECHANISM
Power Clutch
Power Clutch
Current-can^ irg ball bearing
-iquid HetBi. S.ip «*-"?
DEVELOPMENT
STATUS
Conceptual Design
Working Model ,
-
Devi no >
horitng aod«l £e\o_cpe£ bj « ?
Fleming
WORKING
CURRENT
S/A
500 amps
]
.0 ~& =i-r_-.ouB
1
. 2 «=F
]
'
'
SCALE- IP
POTENTIAL
Foaaiblo
Feasible
*
:o.ttf-.
•
TRANSMISSION ^
CHARACTERISTICS
Can bo clone to
flex cables
Can bo cloao to
100% Requires
f lex cables
flex cafctea
931 c- ti-o worn-
.rg rcdei
Sho-id bo arcjn-l
9SI on the worn-
irg sodel
REMARKS
An ad&p-ion of H T Haynio'a idea but modified
Laos hofct rotor ond spring rouot
ho vork ir progress
•Catena •
Has -ss £ao- tested i- ac.j- jot
'
~
•
D1DLIO
HO
DB 3-J
HM 2-2
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ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSFER DEVICES(other than slip rings) EE
NO
19
20
21
22
ORIGIN
ROTARY
TRAHSFORKERS
Lockheed Missile
and Space Company
Lockheed Elec-
tronics
Hughes Aircraft Co
Massachusetts In-
stitute of Tech-
nology
TRANSFER
MECHANISM
Rotary Transformer
Rotary Transformer
Rotary Transformer
Rotary Transformer
OEVEIO«C»T
STATUS
Design Study
Development Model
Qualified - launch in 1970 scheduled
Design study by £ E Landsnan
_ , ,
WORKING
CURRENT _
N/A
Signal level
N/A
-
SCALE-UP
POTENTIAL
Feasible
Feasible
Feasible
Feasible
TRANSMISSION
CHARACTERISTICS
Can be designed
for 95 to 97«
efficiency if
weight is not
critical
Can be designed
for 95 to 971
efficiency if
weight is not
critical
Can be designed
for 95 to 971
efficiency if
weight is not
critical
Can be designed
for 95 to 971
efficiency if
weight is not
critical
REMARKS
Design Parameters
NASA Prcoram
Part of the Intelsat IV Despln Searing end
Power Transfer Assembly
Persons] CooBunlcatlons
-
Design procedures derived
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4 2 4 Lubrication
Existing technology of lubricants for apace applications will be reviewed
under two categories as follows 1) lubricants for bearings, gears, and
other mechanical devices, and 2) lubricants (both solid and liquid) for
electrical brushes and contacts Matrix charts for these two categories
are headed "Lubricants" and "Brush Materials", respectively, and the
former are further classified as "Oils", "Greases", and "Solids"
Successful spacecraft lubrication, both mechanical and electrical, has
been accomplished in the face of severe environmental conditions. The
absence of oxygen and water vapor has required that lubricants be speci-
fically incorporated into brush compositions to avoid rapid brush wear, and
the hard vacuum of space has limited the selection of bearing and gear
lubricants to low'volatility oils and greases and to solid lubricative films
and self-lubricating solids
The requirements of ODAPT will impose some additional limitations on
lubricant selection. The long anticipated life and minimum maintenance
requirement may possibly mean that at least the mechanical lubricants
will be selected from among those which can be replenished periodically
through feed lines or supplied continuously from adjacent reservoirs
The following paragraphs are concerned with the lubricants and brush
materials which appear to have application to ODAPT After a discussion
of most of the materials known to be used in similar applications the ones
which are the most promising are listed Testing is now underway which
will aid in making a final selection
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4 2. 4. 1 Bearings and Gear Lubricants
Space lubrication technology has advanced during the past decade with
regard to more effective lubricating fluids and solids, improved under-
standing of sliding and rolling phenomena, and increased experience
(successes and failures) with space and vacuum chamber lubrication
Fluorine-containing fluid compounds have been developed, such as the
flurosilicones and perfluoro ethers, which possess chemical stability at
higher temperatures and unproved load-carrying properties, the concepts
of elastrohydrodynamic lubrication have provided much better under-
standing of rolling contact bearing lubrication, and successful satellite
systems operational for periods of up to three to four years have greatly
increased confidence in the correlation between vacuum test performance
and actual space vacuum experience.
An indication of the advances in space lubrication technology is reflected
by the entries in the "Lubricants" matrix charts, both those related to
successfully flown spacecraft and those related to carefully controlled
hard vacuum evaluation tests. Significant lubricant space experience
and vacuum chamber evaluations shown in the matrix charts are discussed
below.
o Oils
General Electric Versilube F-SO lubricating oil (methylchlorophenyl
silicone) has probably been more widely used in spacecraft
bearings than any other single lubricant (FF-24) It has flown
on such programs as Ranger, Mariner, Nimbus, and Mercury,
setting a good success record in each case. The choice of F-SO
has undoubtedly been due to its all-around good lubricant
characteristics, such as low pour point ( <, -100°F), wide useful
temperature range (-100 to +400°F), relatively low volatility, and
inherently effective boundary lubrication properties.
One of the longest periods in the space environment (and still
operational) has been accumulated by Vac Kote lubricated bearings
on OSO in (three and two-thirds years as of November 1970).
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Oils (cont'd)
The Vac Kote oil (FF-25) used in this and other OSO satellites
has a very low vapor pressure (6 x 10* torr at 25 C) and is
fortified to provide the boundary lubrication properties required
in slow speed ball bearings. Both Vac Kote and F-50 have been
subjected to extensive vacuum chamber testing
Winsorlube LZ45X (FF-26) is not an especially low volatility oil;
but in spite of loss by evaporation, an effective reservoir of
oil-impregnated porous nylon in close proximity to bearings in
Nimbus and Tiros served to maintain an adequate supply of oil
This technique has been widely used in other spacecraft, supple-
mented frequently with porous ball retainers and labyrinth seals.
The Apiezon oils "J" and "K" (FF-27 and -31) have been proven
to be very effective ball bearing lubricants in space vacuum
applications and vacuum chamber tests These are molecularly
distilled petroleum base oils having very low vapor pressures
_q .10(10 to 10 torr for oil "K") but which, unfortunately, have
high viscosities and high pour points. The chart entry for oil
"J" shows it to have a viscosity of 50, 000 SUS at 70°F compared,
for example, with 1.250 SUS at 70°P for Vac Kote used in OSO.
The viscosity of oil "K" is even higher, nevertheless, as shown
in the oil chart, this oil was successfully used in OGO ball bearings
where its viscosity was not detrimental. Both oils "J" and "K"
gave excellent long-life test bearing lubrication in the LMSC
vacuum chamber test program Another oil which exhibited
excellent bearing lubrication in this test program is Mobil XRM 141 C
(FF-30). Its base oil is similar in nature to the Apiezon oils, but
it contains additives to enhance oxidation stability and load-carrying
properties. After 4.5 years in the vacuum bearing test, oil was
still present, which is an indication of low volatility
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-The Dow Corning fluorosilicone fluids FS-1265 (FF-32 and-33)
represent a significant improvement in silicone lubrication
characteristics Both low volatility and good load-carrying
properties are reflected in the bearing test results obtained
in the LMSC vacuum bearing test program, epsecially for the
250 ca fluid, which was still present in well-lubricated ball
bearings after 5 5 years. Another Dow Corning fluid, DC-7024,
a high-phenyl content silicone (FF-34), gave equally good per-
formance for 4.3 years in the LMSC test program.
Greases
The improvements in liquid space lubricants over the past
decade have been paralleled by impressive developments in
greases. This is primarily the result of having the improved
liquids, since greases are but liquids which have been thickened
with metal soaps or finely divided solids, but the variety of
advanced thickeners now available to aerospace grease com-
pounders, as reported by Christian (Ref Bib UU 2-1), has
vastly increased the versatility of greases which can be made
from the new synthetic fluids.
Fortunately, at the beginning of the space age, General Electric
Versilube G-300 (F-50 plus lithium soap thickener) was an
available, effective, low-volatility grease and has been utilized
successfully on a number of spacecraft systems, such as
Mariner, Ranger, Gemini, and Nimbus (FF-35). As noted on
the drive system chart (AA-8), Nimbus I suffered an early
bearing lubrication failure using Versilube G-300, but careful
failure analysis and verification tests showed (Ref Bib GC 1-4)
that the problem was ultimately caused by improperly designed
heat removal and dissipation features This experience points
up an important consideration in designing space lubrication
systems, i e , that heat removal provisions must be included as
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a necessary part of every drive system (bearings and gears)
where detailed heat balance and prototype vacuum testing reveal
that lubricant temperatures will reach unacceptably high levels
Although G-300 has claimed operating range of -100 to +400°F,
the LMSC vacuum bearing test program showed that effective
lubricant life is significantly reduced when the bearing operating
temperature range is increased from 130-230°F to 290-300°F
(see entry (h) of FF-35 on the Lubricant chart)
Other greases successfully used in spacecraft bearings and gears
have been Aeroshell 7, an extreme pressure diester grease
(FF-36), Aeroshell 15. a ailicone base grease (FF-37), and Dow
Corning FS-1290, a lithium-soap-thickened flurosilicone (FF-39)
This last grease is one which incorporates the effective FS-1265
fluid discussed previously, however, experience in the LMSC
vacuum chamber bearing test program has shown that thickeners
other than lithium soap may produce greases with improved bearing
lubrication properties. For example, the FS-1290 grease showed
signs of degradation after only 1. 6 years, although the bearings
were still operating satisfactorily, by comparison, the fluoro-
silicone fluid thickened with arylurea (FF-42) and with ammeline
(a triazine compound) (FF-43) produced greases which ran for
' 6 -94. 4 years in bearings exposed to 10" to 10 torr. The tests
were terminated while the bearings were still in excellent
condition with grease present.
Other fluorine-containing fluid compounds have been formulated
into grease compositions and subjected to vacuum bearing tests
A perfluoro ether thickened with fluorinated ethylene-propylene
copolymer (FF-47) ran for 39 days before failure in a'ball bearing
turning at 1750 rpm and exposed to 10~ to 10~ torr. The same
fluid thickened with ammeline (FF-48) was run in bearings under
similar test conditions for periods ranging from 45 to 302 days
before failure, and four bearings with this grease were still
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running after periods of 160 to 190 days These or similar grease
compositions have also been vacuum tested in ball bearings at
the Air Force Materials Laboratory The ammeline-thickened
greases (Crease "A" and Crease "B," FF-49 and -50) appeared
to provide longer bearing performance than those thickened
with fluorinated ethylene-propylene (Grease "C" and Crease "DJ"
FF-51 and -52) but insufficient data were obtained to distinguish
clearly between the relative performance levels of perfluoro
polymeric fluids #1 and #2 used in these greases. On the other*
hand, the data does indicate a very marked effect of test tem-
perature on bearing life with Crease "A" At ultrahigh vacuum
-9 -11levels (10 to 10 torr), bearings with Grease "A" ran for
583 hours at 400°F and longer than 7500 hours at 300°F
Estimated bearing life at 200°F was> 50, 000 hours.
Solids
Fortunately, MoS-,, unlike graphite, exhibits lower frictional
properties in vacuum than it does in normal air atmospheres
This makes it a very desirable ingredient in most solid film
lubricant formulations Nevertheless, lubrication of bearings
and gears in hard vacuum with solid film lubricants is
generally limited to slow speed applications if long life is a
requirement. Otherwise, solid films have been successfully
used on single-operation or intermittently-operated spacecraft
mechanisms such as deployment devices (Pegasus, Manner,.,
and Nimbus), hinges and latches (Surveyor, Nimbus, and
Mercury), and shutter and thermal-louver pivots and shafts
(OAO and OGO) In some applications, dry lubricants are
absolutely necessary in order to avoid impairment of optical
_ instruments.
With regard to dry film lubricated bearings and gears, dry
Vac Kote lubricant (mechanically applied MoS,) (FF-1) was used
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successfully on OSO I and OAO ball bearings and supplemented
with ball retainers made of filled Teflon-Rulon A plus 5 per-
cent MoS2 (FF-3) and Bartemp (FF-10) The self-lubricating
retainers function as solid dry lubricant sacrificial reservoirs
whereby gradual wear of the ball pockets provides a continual
replenishment of solid lubricant (Teflon and MoS,) Other solid
films without binder (i e , no organic or inorganic binder in-
gredient, per se) include CLD 5940 (FF-5), a multi-component
vacuum-processed film used on some Gemini ball bearings, and
burnished-on MoS2 (FF-6), used to supplement gold-plate on
bearings for the OGO orientation drive mechanism and as sole
lubricant for some Pegasus and Nimbus bearings and gears
Several bonded solid film lubricants utilizing the good vacuum
lubricating properties of MoS, have been applied to spacecraft
bearings and gears Electrofilm 4396 (FF-2) employs'an
organic (phenolic) binder as also, perhapes.does Drilube (FF-11).
depending on the particular Drilube composition (unidentified in
bibliography reference, GG 2-2). These were gear lubricants for
Ranger and Mariner mechanisms Inorganic (inert)'binders
are contained in Ever lube 811 (FF-7), Molykote X-15 (FF-19), and
Microseal (FF-23) The first two contain sodium silicate binder
and were used to lubricate bearings and gears of Pegasus space-
craft, while another unidentified sodium-silicate-bonded MoS2
lubricant (FF-12) film was used on Gemini. Microseal was used
extensively on Surveyor bearings, gears, and other sliding parts
Teflon thin films (FF-16) and bushings (FF-4) (which quickly
transfer thin Teflon films to mating shafts) were found to be
suitable spacecraft lubricants for certain ball bearings and
shafts of Explorer, Pegasus, Mariner and Surveyor. Aside
from Teflon films transferred by rubbing, thin pure Teflon
films must be formed by fusing finely dispersed Teflon-particles
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This requires a high curing temperature (~ 700 F) which is
prohibitively high for many substrate materials, viz ,
aluminum alloys Otherwise, Teflon lubricative films may be
applied as finely divided particles in a binder matrix, as are
MoS, bonded films Which method was used to apply Teflon
to Mariner and Surveyor bearings was not disclosed in the bib
reference GG 2-2.
Thin gold and silver electro-deposited films (FF-13 and44)
have served lubricating functions on various parts of ball
bearings used on Pegasus, Advent, and OGO spacecraft As
mentioned above, the OGO ball bearings also had MoS.,
burnished on as supplementary lubricant The chromium-plated
OGO gears (FF-15) utilized this hard coating primarily for wear
reduction rather than for friction reduction
A particularly promising gear lubrication technique is repre-
sented by the Westinghouse-developed composite materials (FF-20
and -21) Unlike the sintered bronze/MoS^ composite (FF-18)
gears used for the OGO wabble drive, Bowen and his co-workers
at Westinghouse (Ref Bib. WW 1-5) performed extensive vacuum
testing to develop composites for use as lubricative idler gears
which function in a manner similar to the filled-Teflon bearing
retainers discussed above. In fact, the Westinghouse metal/
Teflon/WSe, composites have proven to be just as effective re-
tainer materials for dry lubricated bearings as the> have idler
gears for dry lubricated gears. The lubrication mechanism
for a pair of loaded drive gears involves the transfer of solid
lubricants (i. e , Teflon and WSe,) to the teeth of one of the
drive gears from an idler gear made of the composite The idler
gear teeth are pressed into those of one of the drive gears by
means of load springs. Suitable metals in the composites are
silver and copper, but when the metal Mas omitted in one test
series (FF-22) catastrophic gear wear and failure occurred.
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The development program was aimed specifically at providing
a dry lubrication system for heavily loaded gears and bearings
used in handling equipment of a large AEDC space-vacuum
environment test chamber, but the resulting lubricative com-
posites would have obvious application to long-lived space
missions '
In considering likely candidates, the following conditions must be kept
in mind.
o Static bearing and gear pressures One major ODAPT require-
ment is that the bearing and gear lubricants provide adequate
metal separation (e g., at ball/race contact spots) during an
extended period of static load condition when the orientation drive
mechanism is in a locked position This condition will tend to
squeeze out oils and greases and may require the additional
application of thin lubricative solid or soft metal films, such as
MoS2 and gold plate In any case, loaded bearing or gear
storage tests in vacuum will be needed on candidate oils and
greases to determine their ability to withstand long-term static
loading
o Ground Test Conditions
Oxidation, high humidity, salt spray, and particulate contamina-
tion are conditions to which ODAPT will likely be subjected
before'launch. Candidate bearing and gear, lubricants must be
prepared to survive these conditions without impairing their
space mission qualities or quantities. Effective seals on
bearings and gears would, of course, reduce the importance of
the prelaunch environment, but the ability of candidate materials
to withstand such conditions must be determined by suitable tests.
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o Ten-year life requirement Evaporation of oils and greases
is the primary consideration for selecting candidate lubricants
for the unusually long ODAPT life. Greases would become
staffer with evaporative loss of their oil components, and oils
would tend to become more viscous as their more volatile con-
stituents distilled off. Seals and reservoir systems would
largely offset the volatility problem, or solid lubricants, if
otherwise satisfactory, would avoid the problem. Thus, the
ten-year life requirement in itself would not necessarily rule
out any of the space-proven/vacuum-proven lubricants which
may not have accumulated that much time in space or vacuum
chamber tests. Nevertheless, evaporation rate determinations
on candidate oils and greases would be required.
o Wear Lofe. Although ODAPT is required to operate ten years in
orbit, the corresponding bearing and gear wear life requirement
per se is relatively mild. This is due to the very slow rotary
and oscillatory speeds which the bearings and gears will experience
It is believed that the primary bearing and gear lubricant problem,
as discussed above, will be that of maintaining an effective
lubricant film in static load conditions rather than in preventing
' gear and bearing wear daring rotation. However, the low wear
life requirement will bring solid film lubricants and solid self-
lubricating materials into consideration as candidate lubricants
for the orientation drive bearings and gears, and for such
materials, an adequate wear life will have to be assured by means
of accelerated but realistic vacuum chamber tests
With the above ODAPT operational considerations in mind, the existing
lubrication technology which appears to be applicable is quite extensive,
and as indicated above, the absence of knowledge is associated more with
screening candidate lubricants for operation under the specific ODAPT
conditions rather than requiring the development of new materials or new
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lubrication technology The oils, greases, and solids which appear to be
potential candidates are discussed briefly below
o Vac Kote oils A low volatility petroleum base oil has been
proven in space applications, and low volatility synthetic
ester and ether base oils have been vacuum chamber tested
o Versilube F-50 oil and G-300 grease These lubricants'have
been used extensively in space mechanisms and evaluated in
vacuum chamber tests
o Fluorosilicone oils and greases. These lubricants, especially
the 250 cs oil and the arylurea and ammeline greases, gave
excellent results in the LMSC vacuum chamber tests
o XRM 141 C paraffin-base oil This Mobil Oil Company,pro-
duct appears to warrant further evaluation because of its
excellent bearing lubrication results in the LMSC tests
o DC-70Z4 high-phenyl silicone oil Again, excellent bearing
lubrication in the LMSC tests makes this oil a potential
candidate, in spite of its being a silicone
o Perfluoroether and perfluoropolymeric fluid greases. These
lubricants are the ones shown'on "Lubricant" charts "TF-48
through -52 Those thickened with ammeline appear to be
likely candidates
o Vac Kote dry lubrication These processes have been proven
with space applications, and continuing vacuum chamber tests
on bearings and gears have extended the confidence in their
performance
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Bonded solid film lubricants. Products such as Electrofilm
4396, Ever lube 811, and Molykote X-15 have had space
applications which proved their durability for use on gears or
bearings or both. These and other film products listed in
bibliography ref. MM 3-2 should also be considered, especially
for gear lubrication.
Electroplated gold and silver. The successful use of thin soft
metal films for certain space mechanisms has been demonstrated,
and, as mentioned above, may be useful in combination with oils
and greases in preventing cold welding of bearing and gear sur-
faces in the ODAPT static operation mode
Teflon/MoS2 composites. Teflon filled with inert materials
(for added strength) and MoS2 (for added lubricity) has been
successfully used as ball bearing retainer material in space and
in vacuum chamber tests.
Metal/Teflon/WSe, composites. These Westinghouse-developed
self-lubricating composites show promise as both bearing
retainer materials and as lubricant-supplier idler gears for
loaded drive-gear pairs.
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LUBRICANTS FF
HO
1
f tf
2
3
4
5
6
IDENTIFICATION
SOLIDS
vac Koto dry
MoS. applied
mechanically
(proprietary
process)
Ball Brothers
Research Corp
_
Elcctrofi 1m 439C
Phenolic bonded
MoS. and gra-
phite
Eloctrofilm Corf
Rulon A
Teflon plus in-
ert filler and
5* MoSj
Dixon COrp
Teflon
Polytetra-
f 1 uoroe thy lene
Du Pont Corp
CLD 5940
HoS-, Ag. and
Cu applied by
proprietary
vacuum process
CBS Labor a tor ie:
Inc
MoS. dry film
Applied with-
out binder by
burnishing
1
APPLICATION
a) OAO
b) OSO I
c) Vac Koto
vacuum oval*
uation test
d) Vac Xote
life test in
vacuum at
higher a poods
e> Vac Kote
vacuum eval-
uation test
a) Ranger 1
b) Mariner 2
c) A F Typo I &
IX - LMSC
a) OSO I
a) Explorer 14,
IS
b* Explorer 26
c) Pegasus 1 and
2
a) Gemini
b) OAO
a) OGO 1
b ) Pegasus
c) Nimbus 4
-
REMARKS
a) Lubricant for ball bearings, thrust bearings,
and sliders
c) Bearings for vacuum drive device Ran for
2210 hours at 10~6 torr and 6-120 rpm No
bearing degradation (Rulon A with 51 HoS,
retainers)
d) Bearings for motor test Ran 200 hours at
102 rpm and 100 hours at 360 rpm, both at
10~7 torr Retainers Rulon A (5% HoS.)
Bearings in good condition
e) Slip ring support bearings having Rulon A
(5% HoS.) retainers Ran 190 hours at 6 rpm
and 1B20 hours at 10 rpm, both at 10~7
 vtorr
Bearing performance was satisfactory
a) Gear lube
b) Gear lube
c) Gear lube f
a} Ball bearing retainers
a) Bushing material for stepper do vice
b) Bushing material for solar panel deployment
shaft
c) Bushing for wing hingo pins
«) Ball bearing lubricant
b) Shutter pivot bearings
a) Applied to gold-plated ball bearings of
orientation drive mechanism of solar panel
array
b) Used on needle brgs of gear and pinion shaft!
c) Applied to 'gear hoad bearings
BIBLIO
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CG 2-2
BB 1-39
BB i-ia
BB 1-16
BB 1-16
Bfi 1-12
LL 2-27
LL 2-27
BB 1-18 '
'
1
LL 2-27
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LL 2-27
LL 2-27
U. 2-27 '
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LL 2-27
LI J-27
i
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LUBRICANTS FF
NO
7
9
10
11
12
13
IS
IDENTIFICATION
SOLIDS COS'D
Everlubo 811
Sodium sili-
cate bonded
phi to
Ever lube Corp
HoS. applied
witfl unspeci-
fied binder
Nylatron
sylon filled
with solid
lubricart
The Polymer Cor;
Bart cap
Filled Teflon
Baxden Bearing
Company
Drilube
and perhaps ,
other solid
lubricants
Drilube Company
Sodium silicate
bonded MoS.
(Mfgr not^iden-
tified]
Cl ectrop la ted
Gold
fplating con-
ditions not
specified)
Silver
(plating con-
ditions not
specified)
Chroaiuo plate
(plating aetnod
net sperif iec
APPLICATION
a) OGO 1
2
4
b) Nimbus 1
c) Mercury
a) Mariner 3 and
4
a) Tiros and OAO
a* Rargor
b) Mariner
c) Surveyor
a GecU ni
'
a) OGC
b) Pegasus
c» «d\e-t
a OGC
REMARKS
a) Lubricant on aluminum alloy shaft of thermal
louvers and on Elgiloy springs
nont mocha ni am
b) Lubricant for panel deployment hingo pins
c) Lubricant for heat shield release occhaniita
a) Bushing material for solar panel pivots
a] Ball bearing solf-lubricating retainer
material
a) -ubr far 8*ot> speed stepping no tor actu-
b> Gears a- instrument mount '
c* Lubr for hard anodizod surfaces, hinges,
iatc> rechanisms
a -ubr tor beariigs. rollers gears and
sliders
av On ball bearings and gears of solar array
device
b On 5^100 Btcel ball bearing races
c1 £le=trcp*atod hard gold on radial ball
boan-? tfwll ball cocptioant} for solar
'
_
a' an gears
BIBLIO
NO
LL 2-27
U. 2-27
CG 2-2
U, 2-27
CC 2-2
CG 2-2
CG 2-2
CC 2-2
CG 2-2
CC 2-1
CG 2-2
CG 2-2
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LUBRICANTS FF
NO
24
25
2«
IDENTIFICATION
OILS
Versilubo F-50
Methylchloro-
phcnyl Sill-
cone
General Bloc-
trie Company
Vac Koto wot
Low volatility
oil applied by
proprietary
process
Ball Brothers
Research Corp
Winsorlubo L-
24SX
Diester syn-
thetic oil
F B Anderson
Oil Conpany
APPLICATION
a ) Ranger 1
b) Mariner 2
c) Mariner 3 t <
d) Ranger 6-9
el AREHTS
f» Ninbua
9) Mercury
h) Vacuua bear-
ing test
program
(LMSC)
a) OSO 1X-VX
b) \ac Koto
evaluation
teat in
vacuuB
c) Vac Koto
vacuua eval-
uation teat
d) OSO IX bear-
ing teat
e) OSO XI boar-
ing test
f) OSO XI qual-
ification
test
a) SLBfaus 1 and
Tiros
b) AKEKTS
REMARKS
a) Lubr for antenna drive ball bearings
b) Lubr for antenna drive ball bearings
c) Scanner mechanisms
d) Actuator bearings, bushings/ and shaft
bearings
el Lubr for test ball bearings
f) Impregnated into sintered bronco bushings
g) Lubr for gyro bearings, sliders, elsewhere
h) Lubr for motor bearings' running at 8000 rpm
in vacuum of 10~6 -10"' torr Bearing
failures occurred at 0 5 to 2 7 years oper-
ation at 160* to 250" F Some bearings were
out marked effect on life
a) Lubr for solar array dospin mechanism and
elevation axio bearinga Vac Kote oil on
all bearing parts including impregnation in
phenolic laminated retainers
b) Bearings for slip ring and torque motor No
bearing degradation after 1339 hours at 10~B
torr and 120 rpn
ct Motor bearings were run 179S hours at 120
rpo at 10~8 torr No bearing degradation
was observed
d) Bearings with phenolic laminated retainers
Ran 1640 hours at 60 rpa and 10~8 torr No
signs of lubrication failure _
o) Bearings with steel retainers Ran 1640
hours at CO rpa and 10~B torr One bearing
with Vac Kote functioned normally, a second
bearing without lubricant operated errati-
cally
f) Bearings with phenolic retainers and steel
ribbon retainers running at 60 rpn for 4200
hours at 10~'torr Performance in both ca-
ings with steel retainers were tested fur-
ther «t 1000 rpm (10~6 torr) for 45 hours
without signs of degradation
a) Lubr for radiometer bearings Porous ny-
lon impregnated with the oil served as lubr
reservoir surrounding the shaft
b) Ball bearing lubricant
DIBLIO
NO
LL 2-27
LL 2-27
LL 2-27
LL 2-27
GG 2-2
GG 2-2
GC 2-2
LL 2-15
BB 1-34
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BB 1-34
BB 1-34
LL 2-27
GG 2-2
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NO
16
17
16
19
20
21
22
23
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IDENTIFICATION
SOLIDS coN'o
Teflon thin file
(Application
method and afg
not specified)
Rulon C
Teflon with
inert filler
Dixon Corp
MoS, in SintcrcK
Bronze
(Mfgr not
identified)
Molykot* X-1S
Sodivn silicau
bonded MoS.
and graphite
Dow-Corning Corj
Silver/Teflon/
WSe
Composite
Mcstingnouse
Electric Corp
Copper/Taf Ion/
"Se.
Composite
Hostinghouse
Electric Corp
Teflon/HSe.
Composite
Hostinghous*
Electric Corp
Hicroseal
Proprietary dry
lubricant thin
film
Microsaal Corp
APPLICATION
a) Mariner
b) Surveyor
a} OAO
b) Pegasus
a) OGO
a) Pegasus 1 and
2
a) Vacuum tost
program
b) vacuua test
program
a) vacuum test
. program
a) Vacuum test
program
a) Surveyor
REMARKS
a) Coated on bearing balls and bushings
b) Coated on bearing balls and bushings
a) Sleeve bearings
b) Ball bearing retainers
a) Wabble drive gear materiel
a) Used on gears and bearings of deployment
mechanism
f
a) Composite was used in ball bearings as .
retainer material Tests conducted at 10
to 10~* torr and -160 to *JOO* F Hertz
stresses w«re 150,000 - 200,000 poi No
other Lubricant was present Lubrication
was satisfactory
b) CoDpoeite was used as an idler gear bearing
against one of a pair of loaded gears and
serving to provide dry lubricant Berts
stresses were 90, 000 - 120,000 poi Lubri-
cation was satisfactory
a) Sane test conditions as used with silver/
Taflon/MSe. conposite, (a) and (b) abov*
Bearing ana gear lubrication was satisfac-
tory
a) Composite was used as idler gear to lubri-
cate a pair of loaded test gears as in
above (b) gear tests with silvor/Tef lon/WSe.
composite Catastrophic wear and failure
occurred
a) Applied to various ball bearings, gears.
and other parts
BXBLIO
NO
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GG 2-2
LL 2-27
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NO
27
28
29
30
31
33
33
34
'
IDENTIFICATION
OILS CON'D
Apiexon "K"
Low volatility
hydrocarbon
Apiezon Pro
ducts Ltd
NPT-4
Synthetic
eater oil
Bray Oil Co
Terrosotic V-7B
Paraffinic oil
plus additive*
Humble Oil and
Refining Co
XRH 14 1C
Paraf finic oil
with additives
Mobil Oil Co
Apiczon "J*
Low volatility
molecularly
distilled pe-
troleum oil
Asaociatod Elec-
tronics Indno-
tries. Ltd
Fluorosilicone
FS1265,
250 co flJad
Dow-Corning Co.
Plnorosi licone
FS1263.
1000 ca. fluid
Dow-corning Co
OC-7024 (HLO 61-
97)
High phenyl
content Bill*
cone oil
Dow Corning
Corporation
APPLICATION
a) OGO
b) Vacuum bear-
ing tost pro-
gran (LHSC)
a) Ninbua 4
and OGO
a) Vacuum bear-
ing teat
program
(LMSC>
a) Vacuum bear-
ing teat
progran
(LMSC)
a) Vacuum bear-
ing test
progran
(LMSC)
a) Vacuum bear-
ing test
program
(LMSC)
a) \acuum bear-
ing test
program
(LHSC)
a) tacuua boar-
ing test
program
(LMSC)
REMARKS
a) Lubr for ball bearings, having oil-improg-
natod lam no tod-cloth -phono lie retainers
b) Uaed in motor ball bearings at 8000 rpm and
10"' -10~8 torr Bearings still good after
2 3 years
a) Lubr for main support and gear bead bear-
ings and gears Made into grease product
with silica (Cabosil) thickener and applied
as thin grease plate by thinning with xyleno
solvent
a) Lubr for motor ball bearings subjected to
10~° to 10~9 torr and run at 6000 rpm to
failure Bearing fall ore* occurred after
1 6 to 2 5 years Two were still running
after 2 S years, including 2 yeara gamma
radiation exposure
a) Lubr for motor ball bearings running at
8000 rpm and in vacuum of 10*7 to 10~B torr
Bearings still in excellent condition after
4 5 years Oil atill present
a) Lubr fox motor bearings running at 8000 rpta
in vacuutt'Of 10~6 -10~» torr Test discon-
tinued after 4 7 years, bearings still in
excellent condition with oil still present
Hot a probable candidate oil for ODAPT vinco
oil is very viscous (50,000 sus/70* F) end
has high pour point (+45* P)
a) Lubr for motor bearings running at 8000 rpm
in vacuum of 1Q~3 -io~" torr Bearings
still in excellent condition with oil pres-
ent after 5 5 years
a) Lubr for motor bearings running at 8000 rpm
in vacuum of 1CT3 -10~B torr Bearing fail-
ed at 2 0 year*, another still OX at 2 0
years
a) Lubr for motor bearings running at 8000 rpm
in vacuum of 10~6 -10~7 torr Bearings
still in excellent condition with oil pres-
ent after 4 3 years
BIBLIO
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IDENTIFICATION
GREASES
Versilube G-300
Methylchloro-
phonyl Bili-
cone with
lithium aoap
thickener
General Elcctri
Company
Aerooholl 7
Soap thickened
dlester
Shell Oil Co
Aerooholl 15
Silicone fluid
thickened with
synthetic or-
ganic dye
Shell Oil Co
i Apiezon "L"
Low volatility
hydrocarbon
base grease
'Apiezon Pro-
ducts Limited
FS-1290
F 1 uoro* i * i cone
fluid (FS-126S)
with lithium
soap thickener
Oov-Corning Jo
Supernil AS..
•31052
Silicono oil
thickened with
arylurca
American Oil Co
APPLICATION
a) Gonuni
b) Mariner 3(4
c) OCO
d) AAENTS
o) Nimbus
f ) Ranger
g) Mercury
h) Vacuum bear-
ing tost
(LMSC)
a) Ranger 6-9
a) ARENTS
b) Vacuum bear-
ing tost
program
(LMSC)
a) OSO
b) Vacuum bear-
ing test
program
IAEDC)
a) Apollo
b) Vacuum bear-
ing test
program
(LMSC)
a) Vacuum bear-
ing test
program
I LHSC)
REMARKS
a) Gyro bearing lubricant
b) Scanner mechanisms bearings
c) Bearings in experimental package
d) Lubr for tost ball boa rings
o) Solar array drive ball boeringe and gears
f) Salf-aligning monoball
g) Gyro bearings,! slider a, olsowhoro
h) Lubr for motor bearings running at 8000 rpm
in vacuum of 10~5 -io"» ^j^. Failures oc-
craturcs of 130-230' F and after 0 5 year
at 290-300" F
a) Lubr. for antenna drivo worm gears
a I Lubr for ball bearings
b) Lubr for motor boar ings running at 8000 rpm
in vacuum of 10~J-io~8 torr Failures oc-
curred at 2 2-2 3 years without radiation
and at 0 6 year with about 0.5 year exposure
to gamma radiation
a) Lubr for hinge pins
b) Lubr for three tapered roller bearings
(support bearings for test machinn) , heavily
loaded, turning at 100 rpm in vacuum of 10~7
-10~9 torr Bearing temperature of 120-180*
T caused grease to migrate and contaminate
tost bearings i which were dry lubricatod
Teat stopped at 36 hours - grease lubricated
bearings were satisfactory
a) Lubr for Service Modulo main engine gimbal
actuator
b) Lubr for motor bearings running at 8000 rpa
in vacuum of 10~5 -10"8 torr Both bearings
still CJC but grease showed signs of degrada-
tion Test discontinued after 1 6 yrs Pro-
gram tormina tod
a) Lubr for motor bearings running at 8000 rpm
in vacuum of 10*"' -10~8 torr Failures oc-
curred at 2 4 and 3 3 years of operation
BIBLIO
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IDENTIFICATION
CREASES CON'D
HCC-64-40
Perfluoro othe
thickened with
ammo line
Supplied by Air
Force Mtl's Lab
Toat Greaae A
Porfluoro poly-
meric fluid 11
thickened with
anmelino
Air Porco Mtl'a
Lab
Teat Grease B
Pcrfluoro poly
aerie fluid 12
thickened with
oameline
Air Force ntl a
Lab
Test Grease C
Porfluoro poly-
meric fluid 12
thickened with
floor in* ted
o thy lenepropy-
leno
Air Force Htl*s
Lab.
Teat Grease 0
Perfluoro poly
•eric fluid «1
thickened with
fluorinated
othylenepro-
pylane
Air Force Htl'a
Lab
APPLICATION
a) Vacuum boar-
ing teat
program(stntD
b) Vacuum boar-
ing tost
program(swni)
a) Vacuum boar-
ing teat
program
(APHL)
b) Vacuua boar-
Ing teat
program
(APHL)
a) Vacuum bear-
ing teat
program
(APHL)
a) Vacuum bear-
ing test
program
(APHL)
a) Vacuum boar-
ing tost
program
(APHL)
REMARKS
a) Lubr for teat ball bearing running at 1750
rpa in a vacuum of 10~e torr for 35 days'
without failure Another bearing completed
13 day* without failure
b) Six toat bearings lubricated with this -
greaee ran at 1750 rpm in a vacuum of 10
-10~7 torr The abovo two bearing* failed
after 302 and 45 day*, respectively, while
four other* were *till running after period*
of 160 to 190 day*
a) Site R-4 bearing* with Croaao A lubricant
ran at 10.000 rpn and 400' P for 1457 .
hour* at 10~ torr and 583 hour* at 10 tor
This compare* with a roforonco aillcone
greaae (ammeline-thickenod high-phony 1 sili-
cono) which ran for 395 hours under the same
condition*
b) Same teat conditions as abovo except at
300* P, bearing* with Croaie A ran longer
than 7500 hour* at 200* P, estimated bear-
ing life i* 50,000 hours
a) Fluid 12 i* more volatile and le*a thermally
stable than Fluid *1 above In same test
conditions as for Crease A, above, bearing*
ran for 1216 hour* at 10"' torr and 694 '
hour* at 10~9 torr
a) Same test conditions as for Crease A. above
Bearings ran for 437 hours at 10"? torr and
245 hour* at 10~9 torr
a) Soao teat condition* as for Greaser A. abovo
Bearings ran for 261 hours at 10~* torr
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LUBRICANTS FF
NO
41
42
"
43
-
44
45
46
47
IDENTIFICATION
CREASES CON'D
EG- 509
Silicone oil
with organic
thickener and
•olid lubri-
cant
Hor 1 in Rockwell
Corporation
HLG 61-92
Fluoroaili-
cone oil (1000
cs) thickened
with aryluroa
Supplied by
Aero Bye Oiv
USAP
HLG 62-142
Fluoroaili-
cone oil (1000
ca) with anne-
line thickener
Supplied by
Aero Sya Div
USAF
EC- 4 29
Eilicone oil
with organic
thickener and
•olid lubri
Marlin Rockwell
Corporation
DC- 40
Silicone fluid
with metallic
Dow corning Co
Apieson -H"
Low volatility
hydrocarbon
base grease
Apieson Product
Limited
NCG-64-39
Perfluoro ethei
thickened with
Pluorinated
ethylenepro-
phylene
Supplied by Air
Force Mtl's Lab,
APPLICATION
a) Vacuum bear-
ing toat
program
(LHSC)
a) Vacuum bear-
ing test
program
(LHSC)
a) Vacuum bear-
_ ^,ing toat
program
(LHSC)
a) Vacuum bear-
ing teat
program
(LHSC)
a) Vacuum bear-
ing teat
program
(UtSC)
a) vacuum bear-
ing test
program
(AEDC)
a) Vacuum bear-
ing teat
program
(SWBI)
b) Vacuua bear-
ing test
program
(SWRI)
REMARKS
a) Lubr for motor bearing* running at 8000 rpm
in vacuum of 10~J -10~B torr One bearing
failed after 3 9 year*, but another was
•till satisfactory
a) Lufar for motor bearing* running at 8000 rpm
in vacuum of 10*** -10*9 torr Bearing*
still in excellent condition and grease
still present after 4 4 year*
a) Lubr for aotor bearing* running at 8000 rpm
in vacuum of 10~* -10** torr Bearings
•till in excellent condition and grease
atill present after 4 4 years
'
a) Lubr for motor bearing* running at 8000 rpa
in vacuum of 10~B torr One bearing failed
and one *till satisfactory after 1 5 year*
a) Lubr for aotor bearing* running at 8000 rpa
in vacuum of 10*5 -10~B torr Bearing*
still in excellent condition and grease
a) Lubr for three tapered roller bearing*
(support bearings for test machine),
heavily loaded, turning at 100 rpm in
vacuum of 10~7 -10*' torr Bearing temper-
ature reached 140* P and lubrication was
sa tie factory without grease migration
a) Lubr for test ball bearings running at
1750 rpm in a vacuum of 10"7 to 10** torr
for 38 days without failure
b) Lubr for teat ball bearing running at 1750
rpm in a vacuum of 10~* to I0~* torr Above
bearing. OK at 30 day*, failed at 39 daya
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4. 2. 4. 2 Brush Materials and Lubricants
Metal strips or multiple wire bundles (literally, brushes) were originally
used (ca 1B70) to transfer electrical power across rotating connections,
either to or from slip rings and commutators of motors and generators
Although they were commonly lubricated with petroleum oil, mechanical
and electrical wear rates were extremely high, and this imposed severe
restrictions on motor and generator development The introduction of
carbon- and graphite-containing sliding blocks or "brushes" (ca. 188S)
in place of wire bundles constituted a revolutionary development in
electrical power transfer machinery, for wear rates decreased to almost
negligible levels. However, occasionally, very high brush wear rates
were encountered with machinery operating in extremely dry-air
conditions, and this led to initiation of some fundamental studies of
graphitic brush sliding properties in the 1930'e.
Investigators found that carbon and graphite brushes depended on the
presence of absorbed moisture for their lubricating properties. World
War n added emphasis to the problem because of rapid brush wear in
electrical machinery of high-flying aircraft caused by low pressures
of water vapor at high altitudes. The brush compositions developed to
alleviate this "high-altitude brush problem" formed the basis for brush
compositions usable in space vacuum environments. Since MoS, was
found to possess better fractional properties in vacuum and inert at-
mospheres than in air, it has been widely used as a brush ingredient for
aircraft and space application.
Unlike graphite, however, MoS2 is not an electrical conductor, and this
fact has led to some high-resistance problems when unusually heavy
MoS, films have been built up on slip rings and commutators when using
brushes with high MoS^ concentrations. Fortunately, research into'
other dichalcogens having the same lamellar crystal structure as MoS2
produced some which were good electrical conductors as well as good
lubricants in vacuum. One of the best of these is niobium diselenide,
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NbSe2> and its use in vacuum brushes -- especially those for long-life
applications -- will probably increase. Liquid-lubricated brushes, such
as those used in OSO satellites, represent another promising direction
of development for space vacuum brushes.
The "Brush Materials" charts, GG, contain entries of successful space-
craft brush applications as well as the results of brush tests conducted in
vacuum chambers. Significant experience from both of these areas is
discussed herein.
As mentioned above, the OSO brushes, both the ones used for slip rings
and the ones for torque motors, are impregnated with a low-volatility
liquid lubricant (Vac Kote). This lubrication technique has been found
to be extremely effective in rmniTr»iT.<»»g brush wear regardless of the
brush composition. For example, Stackpole ES-340 (GG-1) contains 5
percent MoS, as a solid lubricant constituent, but without Vac Kote lubri-
cant, heavy wear occurs on both the brushes and the slip rings. Vac Kote
also greatly reduces the level of electrical noise (i. e., the rapid fluctuation
of brush contact resistance due to brush bounce). Silver/graphite brushes
(80:20) (GG-1) without Vac Kote exhibited an average noise level of 0. 5
volt.but after treatment with the Vac Kote, the noise level decreased
to 0. 02 volt.
The silver/graphite OSO motor brushes. RS-S2 (GG-2) are also Vac Kote
lubricated. An indication of their low wear rate In vacuum is provided by
their longevity in space, where OSO in motors (and slip rings) are
still operable after 3-2/3 years. In vacuum chamber tests, these brushes
-9 -11exhibit wear rates in the range of 10 to 10 inches of wear per inch
of travel. By comparison, other brush wear rates shown for some of the
brush materials in the GG charts (under a variety of test conditions) are
in the range of 10" to 10' inches per inch of travel. Vacuum teat
results on another Vac Kote lubricated silver/graphite brush are listed
at GG-8.
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Dry lubricated brushes for vacuum use have steadily improved over the
past decade, and some of the significant vacuum chamber test results are
tabulated in the matrix charts One of the most important is the silver/
copper/MoS, composite (GG-5) developed by Clauss et al, at LMSC - Ref.
Bib LL. 2-4. This brush material was successfully used as slip ring
brushes on the Nimbus 4 spacecraft and has been extensively evaluated in
vacuum chamber tests. Even at high sliding speedsP18-424 inches/minute)
and very high current densities (for vacuum applications) of 229-300 amperes/
_Q
square inch, the maximum wear rates were only 1. 3 to 1. 5 x 10 inches/inch
of travel A related brush composition (GG-11) which was part of the LMSC
development program was tested in vacuum against silver and gold-plated
slip rings for comparison purposes This composite had Ag/Cu/MoS, in
the ratio 85 5.10, and, under the particular set of test conditions employed,
brush wear against gold was alsmost twice that against silver, average wear
rates were 7. 8 x 10* and 4. 05 x 10* inches/inch of travel, respectively.
This and other similar results indicate that gold-surfaced slip rings have no
advantage over silver-surfaced ones and may be somewhat poorer from the
standpoint of brush wear.
The LMSC brush development program included many brush compositions,
but, for illustrative purposes, only some have been tabulated in the
"Brush Materials" charts. In addition to the Ag/Cu/MoS2 compositions,
the charts also show the following: 80 Ag/20 graphite (GG-9). 90 Ag/10
graphite (GG-10). and 75 Ag/15 Mo/10 MoS2 (GG-12).
An interesting comparison was made by Moberly and Johnson at
Westinghouse (Ref. Bib. LL. 1-4) between two dry lubricants in silver
base brushes. Vacuum slip ring tests were conducted at 85 Ag/15 NbSe,
(GG-6) and 85 Ag/15 MoS2 (GG-7) sliding on coin silver rings (90 Ag/10 Cu)
at the slow speed of about 3. 4 inches/minute. Their maximum wear
—8 -8rates did not significantly differ, being 1.2 x 10 and 1.0x10 cu.
in. /rev , respectively (equivalent to approximately 2 9x10* and
2. 3 x 10* inches wear/inch of travel), but the relative contact resistances
of the two brush compositions reveal the decided advantage of niobium
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diselenide over molybdenum disulfide as a dry brush lubricant, as dis-
cussed previously The average voltage drops (directly proportional to
contact resistances) were 0 04 and 0 07 volt, respectively, and, in addition,
the magnitude of the variation in these voltage drops (noise) was four times
higher than the MoS, lubricated brushes than for those with NbSe, lubrication.
This latter comparison reflects either lower frictional characteristics or
the lower resistivity of NbSe, or both.
New developments in the transfer of electrical power across rotating con*
nections by means other than slip rings have been discussed in Section
4 2 3 2 above (Chart entries EE-14 and EE-17) The two involving trans-
fer across contacting surfaces, power clutches and rotary connectors
(meshing gears), necessarily incorporate electrical contact materials.
Since brushes, per se, are not involved, the contact materials for these
devices are not included in the "Brush Materials" charts. Nevertheless,
the devices do constitute significant developments, and the contact materials
deserve comment.
All mating gears in the rotary connector evaluated at MIT were gold-plated
oxygen-free copper. The outer ring was electroplated with a hard gold and
the several inner rings with a very soft gold (24 carat), the thickness of
both being 0. 0005 inch. As might be expected with gold-versus-gold contacts
in such a device, the contact resistance and electrical noise were minimal.
The Boeing power clutch utilized the Boeing Compact 045-46 as the contact
material for the stater clutch facings. This material is composed of 75 per-
cent MoS2 plus 25 percent metals (mostly Mo and Ta). Identity of the mating
rotor clutch material was not given in reference (BB. 3-3) but was most likely
silver or gold plate, or perhaps copper. In any case, no electrical perfor-
mance characteristics were presented so that evaluation from the standpoint
of materials is not possible.
Compared with all previous spacecraft, the orbiting space lab for which
OOAPT is intended will consume a large amount of power -- up to 100
kilowatts. Thus, no previous spacecraft experience is directly applicable
to ODAPT from the standpoint of the level of power transferred, and, in
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addition, this la also the case with regard to physical size. On the other
hand, the OOAPT application will require very slow sliding speeds (up to
three inches/minute for brush/slip ring assemblies, for example) and a
relatively short total sliding distance
Brushes sliding on slip rings (if used in ODAPT to transfer power) would
slide slightly less than 16 million inches on a seven-foot diameter slip
ring turning at one revolution every 90 minutes for a ten-year period. In
comparison, industrial types of rotating electrical machinery commonly have
brushes sliding at 5000 ft/mm, at which rate they cover 16 million inches
in 4 5 hours. Brush wear in OOAPT slip rings would obviously pose no
serious problem, however, the very slow sliding speeds and static con-
duction conditions could pose other problems, such as electrical pitting or
.erosion of slip ring surfaces and, possibly, minute welded metal bridges
across the contact interface if metal-containing brushes are used. The
static condition has been examined for short periods with dry lubricated
brushes (CC-5) but longer term tests of candidate materials should be
carried out Likewise, for liquid-lubricated brushes, no static conduction
experience at all has been reported, and tests will be required.
With regard to applicable liquid-lubricated brush materials, the consistently
successful experience of OSO satellites with liquid Vac Kote impregnated
brushes (GG-1 and CC-2) provides a sound basis for considering this lubri-
cation technique to be a prime ODAPT candidate. Wear rates for these
brushes in vacuum indicate that total brush wear in ten years at a sliding
rate of three in. /min would amount to less than 20 mils per brush. The
exposure to space vacuum for ten years would possibly require the provision
of porous Nylon Vac Koted reservoirs in the vicinity to maintain a suitable
lubricant atmosphere. This aspect of liquid-lubricated brushes would require
some vacuum evaporation weight loss tests on brushes of a size which might
be used on ODAPT slip rings -- say 0. 5 square inch cross section and about
two inrnes long. Data from such tests would enable reservoir requirements
to be established. "
An important parameter in evaluating the liquid evaporation rate of
liquid-lubricated brushes is the brush operating temperature. Factors de-
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termuung brush heat buildup Include current density, brush resistivity, and
brush holder design. The ability of the holder to remove I R heat from the
brush will largely determine brush temperature, and as a consequence, the
liquid evaporation rate.
Dry lubricated brushes avoid the potential problems of liquid evaporation and
are, therefore, attractive candidates for ODAPT. Probably the most
applicable dry brush technology is provided by the vacuum brush development
program at LMSC where the highly successful silver/copper MoS^ composi-
tion was developed (GG-5). The brush/slip ring assembly for that program
was designed to transmit in vacuum 800 kilowatts of power at sliding speeds
up to 424 in. /mm., both of which parameters are several-to-many tunes
more severe than the ODAPT requirements. At the LMSC test current
densities of 229-300 amps/sq. in., measured brush wear rates covering -
several hundred hours of operation would, under the ODAPT conditions,
result in brush wear of only 20-30 mils during the ten-year life. Besides
the vacuum test experience, the Ag/Cu/MoS, composition was also used
for slip ring brushes in Nimbus 4.
The approximately optimum ratio of ingredients for the LMSC brush is
represented by the ratio shown for Stackpole SM376 — 85 silver/2. 5
copper/12. 5 MoS.. This particular composition resulted from vacuum
tests on a large number of variations in ratios of the three components.
Best performance was found when the brush was sliding on silver-surfaced
slip rings.
Other likely dry-lubricated brush candidates are silver/MoS-, and silver/
NbSez (GG-4, GG-6 and GG-7). The success of the former as brush
material for Nimbus 1-3 slip rings cannot be overlooked, and the vacuum
test program at Wesbnghouse revealed the advantages in contact
voltage drop of substituting NbSe, for M oS2 as the dry lubricant
ingredient. The wear rates measured under the conditions of the
Westiaghouse test indicate that only about S mils of brush length would
be worn away during the ten-year ODAPT life, whichever dry lubricant
is used. The Westinghouse test parameters of approximately 3. 4 inches/
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mm sliding speed,-80 amps/sq in. current density, and 4 psi brush
pressure are very close to those which might be encountered in the
ODAPT application. For this reason, the Westinghouse vacuum test
results on Ag/MoS, and Ag/NbSe, composite brushes are very applicable.
In Sections 4. 2. 3. 2. 2 and 4. 2. 3 2 3 contact materials used in experi-
mental power clutch and rolling contact electrical transfer devices were
mentioned. The contact materials themselves, gold plate and Boeing
Compact 045-46, have been widely used and evaluated in electrical
contact application and, hence, are possible candidates for these
devices if their further development for ODAPT appears warranted.
In addition to these materials, others should also be tested, including
electro-plated silver for the conducting gears (with and without
NbSe, lubricant) and various successful vacuum brushes versus silver
for mating power clutch facings Brush materials would be Ag/NbSe7,
Ag/MoS-,, and Ag/Cu/MoS, Such tests in hard vacuum would be
required in order to determine, for each candidate material pair, the critical
performance characteristics needed for design - current densities,
equilibrium materials temperatures, and wear or other forms of surface
degradation affecting performance.
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BRUSH MATERIALS GG
HO
5
6
7
9
IDENTIFICATION
Stackpole Stt 376
85% Si Ivor
2 5% Copper
12 5% KoS.
Stackpole Car-
bon Company
Silver/Niobium
Diaelenide
05% Ag
15% HbSe2
Silver/Holybdo-
nuffl Disulfide
65% Ag
15% HoSa
75%*Ag ' to
25% Graphite
Silver/Graphite
60% Ag
20% Graphite
APPLICATION
a) Vacuum teat
program on
largo envi-
ronmental
b) Brush teat
development
program at
UtSC for
4bove chamber
c) Nimbus 4
d) Lockhced/DOD
program
a) Brush/slip
ring test
program in
vacuum
a) brush/slip
ting test
program in
vacuum
ring/brush
test
b> tAC COMSAT
test program
c) Vacuua tost
Of brush
lubricant
(Vac Kate)
d> Vacuum test
Of brush
lubricant
(Vac Koto)
e) Slip ring
feasibility
fttudy (vacuum
test)
a) brush tost
development
program at
UISC for
large envi-
ronmental
(AEDC) for
hard vacuua
b) Vacuua slip
ring test
REMARKS
a) Power slip ring brushes sliding on silver
ringBnat 229 oops/in* Wear was (max ) 1 5
x 10 in wear per in travel at 318 in/mi n
sliding speed No deleterious effect of
static conduction for 40 hours
b) Power slip ring tost program Brushes slid-
ing on ailver ringe carrying 300 amp/in* at
a sliding speod of 424 in/tain Wear rate
(max ) • 1 3 x 10"9 in/in travel Ho effect
on performance of static conduction (10 hrs)
c) Slip ring brushes ,
d) Slip ring brushes Gliding on coin silver
ring* and additionally lubricated with P-50
silicoao fluid
a) Tests conducted at 1Q~8 torr with, current
density of SO amp/ in* Brushes sliding oa
coin silver rings Wear rate » 1 2 x 10~B
cu in/rev (max ) Double contact resis-
tance * 0 04 volt
a) Test conditions sane as above Hoar rate »
1 O'x 10" 8 cu in/rev (max ) and double
contact resistance * 0 07 volt
silver and Vac Koto lubricated Noise levels
and voar were satisfactory
b) Vacuum test of power type assembly Brushes
sliding on coin silver rings at 100 rpm,
30 gm brush force, 150 amp/in1 Vac Kotbd
c) Brushes <Vao Koto lubricated) sliding on
coin silver rings Hoar of brushes and
rings was minimal
d) Brushes (Vac Kote lubricated) sliding on
coin silver rings Wear of brushes and
rings was minimal Concluded Vac Koto suit-
able for OSO application
e) Brushes Vac Kote lubricated and run on
silver rings Low noise Ring and brush
wev negligible Successful test
a) Brush sliding on electrodeposited silver in
vacuum test Result was severe ring wear
and brush wear Brush wear (avg) • * 5 x
10"' in/in of travel
b) Brushes sliding on theniua plated rings.
vac Kote lubrication, noise was 0 02 v
\
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BB 1-24
BB 1-14
BB 1-3J
BB 1-34
BB 1-12
LL 2-4
BB 1-37
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BRUSH MATERIALS GG
NO
1
2 '
3
4
IDENTIFICATION
Stackpole ES-34
75% Silver
20% Graphite
5% HoS,
Stackpolo carbo
Company
'
1
1
(
RS-S2
50% Silver
50% Graphite
plus HA- 12
altitude
treatment
Metallized Car-
bon Conpanv
Stackpole 566
Electxogra-
phito with
lithium car-
bonate alti-
tude treat-
ment
Stackpole Car-
bon Coepany
Silver /KoS,
68% Silvef
12% KoS.
(Hfgr niSt
identified)
APPLICATION
a) OSO I-VI
b/ Vacuum qual-
ification
test for OSO
'Second
Sour co Slip
Ring Assembly
c) Vacuum slip
d) Vacuum lub-
rication
development
test
e) Vacuua lub-
rication
development
test
f) Vacuum lub-
rication
deve lopment
'test
g) vacuum lub-
rication
development
'test
a) OSO I-VI
a) Nimbus
a) Nimbus 1-3
REHARXS
a) Slip ring brushes Vacuum impregnated
with low-volatility oil plus 51 special
additive (Proprietary BBRC Vac Koto
process )
b) Brushes sliding on coin silver rings Vac
Kote lubrication was satisfactory but wear
of brush and ring woo higher than normal
duo to unusual brush and ring geometry
(button brush in U-groovo ring)
c) Brushes sliding on rhenium plated rings
Vac Kote lubrication, noise was 0 005 volt
d) Un lubricated (no Vac Koto) brush/slip ring
assembly Six brushes on silver plated
rings, six on gold rings Heavy wear of
brushes and rings, though less wear of sil-
ver rings compared with gold
e} Unlubricated (no Vac Kote) brush/slip ring
assembly Brushes sliding on coin silver
rings Beavy wear of brushes and rings
f) Brushes sliding on coin silver rings Six
Vac Kote lubricated brushes showed virtu-
ally no wear Six unlubricatod (no Vac
Kote) brushes were heavily worn
g) Brushes and rings were Vac Koto lubricated
Coin silver rings Rings and brushes shoved
minimal wear
a) Torque motor brushes vacuum imprognated with
low volatility oil plus 5% ipociol additive
(Proprietary B&RC vac Koto process)
a) Brushes for iris drive notor1
'
!
a) Slip ring brushes sliding on rbttniuat plated
rings
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BB 1-32
BB 1-32
BB 1*18
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BRUSH MATERIALS GG
NO
10
,
11
12
13
14
IDENTIFICATION
Si 1 vo r /Graph i to
10% Graphite
Silver/Copper/
MOS
851 Ag
St Cu
lOt MoS,
*
Silver/Holybdo-
nj£/MoS,
7S» Ag2
1S» Ho
101 MoS-
Pa line) * 7
Palladium alloy
containing Ag.
Au Pt, Cu, and
to
The J H Key Co
Heyoro 28A
Cold-silver
ello} con tan-
ing other
The j M \ey Co
APPLICATION
a) Brush teat
program at
LMSC for
largo envi-
ronmental
chamber
(AEDCt for
hard vacuum
a) Bruch test
development
program at
LMSC for
largo envi-
ronmental
chamber
lAEDCt for
hard vacuum
b) Brush teat
development
LMSC for
large envi-
ronmental
chamber
(AEDC) for
hard vacuum
development
program at
LMSC for
largo envi-
ronmental
chamber
(AEDC) for
hard vacuum
a) Vacuum Blip
ring test
program
a) vacuum slip
program
b) Vacuum qual-
ification
teat for OSO
Second Source
Slip Ring
Assembly
RE HARKS
a) Uruali sliding on olectrodepoaited gold
" 1 5 x 10 8 in/in of travel
a) Brush sliding on electrodaposited silver
Low brush and ring wear Brush wear <avg)
• 4 05 x I0~l° in/in of travel
b) Brush sliding on eloctrodoposited gold
Woar'of brushes greater than above (about
same Brush wear (avg) - 7 B x 10~"> in/in
of travel
Moderate ring wear Brush wear (avg) = 1 73
* 10~9 in/in travel
a) Wire brushes sliding on electroplated silver
qave low sional noiae Brushes and slip
rings were Vac Koto lubricated Hire
brushes have poor applicability to ODAPT for
a) Wire brushes sliding on electroplated silver
rings were vac Kote lubricated Wire
brushes have poor applicability to ODAPT for
b) Wire brushes sliding on 24R gold with Oro-
therm flash Vac Koto lubricated Low
nois* and wear Completely successful
,r
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LL 2-4
LL 2-4
LL 2-4
LL 2-4
BB 1-12
BB 1-12
BB 1-11
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4 2. 5 Continuous Drive ve Reset Systems
In order that the array reset versus continuously rotating power transfer
device determination could be made, it was necessary to find out the time
history of the two gimbal angles for the five different orbits and the two
space station flight modes, i. e., X-POP and Y-POP The X-POP mode
means that the space station X-axis is maintained perpendicular to the
orbit plane. In this mode the station Z-aids is controlled so that it
points down local vertical The Y-POP mode means that the space station
X-axis is maintained perpendicular to the orbit plane, and in this mode
the X-axis is held mertial.
A Y-POP mode has been considered where the Z-axis is held to local
vertical, but this requires that the station turn about its largest moment
of inertia as well as rotating the solar arrays. This control mode would
no doubt be prohibitively costly in attitude control fuel. It is worth
noting that in the X-POP mode the space station turns about its smallest
moment of inertia and the solar arrays are not rotated.
The gimbal configuration considered is where the inner gimbal is con-
centric with the space station X-axis and the outer gimbal at right
angles and rotates with the inner gimbal. This gimbal pair can be con-
sidered an azimuth-elevation (az-el) configuration, and since the azimuth,
or inner, axis has continuous rotation capability, the maximum rotation
required by the outer gimbal is + 90 to point to anywhere in the celestial
sphere.
This is easy to see if an ordinary searchlight is considered. It is
apparent that the light can be pointed anywhere in the upper hemisphere
by an azimuth rotation followed by an elevation rotation of 90° or less.
This is exactly the situation with the ODAPT gimbals. Of course, the
rotation about the line of sight to the Sun cannot be controlled, but this is
not important when the task is to collect solar energy.
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The az-el configuration experiences gimbal lock when the Sun IB at either
the positive or negative X-axis As long as the gimbals are computer
controlled, the gimbal lock condition is no problem once the computer
program is completed. If the array is controlled by a sensor mounted
on the array, then gimbal lock becomes troublesome but the solution
is well known.
From the preceding discussion, it has been shown that flex cables are
quite feasible power transfer devices for the outer gimbal, and they are
at present the prime candidate for the job.
A computer study was made to determine the tune-angle relationships of
the two gimbals for the several possible orbits and the two control
modes. Figure 4-10 shows the outer gimbal angular excursion as a
function of time for the X-POP control mode, and it shows that the
outer gimbal makes one cycle (+_ 90 max.) per year. The inner gimbal
makes one revolution every orbit. Fig. 4-11 shows the outer gimbal
angular excursion as a function of time for the X-POP control mode, and
it also shows that the outer gimbal makes only one cycle (+_ 90 max.)
per year The inner gimbal in this mode makes only one revolution per
year. This information is summarized below.
X-POP Y-POP
Inner Gimbal
)uter Gimbal
One rev. per or-
bit (: 6000 rev.
per year)
1 cycle per
year
One rev. per
year
1 cycle per
year
MONTHS
Fig. 4- 10 Outer Cimbal Angle as a Function of Time - X-POP Control
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MONTHS
Fig. 4-11 Outer Gimbal Angle as a Function of Tune - Y-POP Control
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Since the inner gimbal makes one revolution per satellite orbit on the
X-POP case, flex cables cannot be considered as the total power transfer
mechanism. This follows from the consideration that resetting the two
extremely large arrays to keep cables from winding up is not a desirable
procedure, either from a power or dynamics standpoint A better solution
for resetting is to reset the flexible cables with some sort of power clutch
arrangement rather than the entire array. Slip rings and rotary trans-
formers are still candidates for the power transfer job across the inner
gimbal.
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Section 5
RECOMMENDED TECHNICAL EFFORT
The purpose of this Technology Evaluation phase of the Space Station Solar Array
Program Is two-fold
• To search out, summarize, and evaluate data and approaches that can be
used In development of a Space Station solar array structure, orientation,
and power transfer system.
• To identify areas in the technology where more work needs to be done, and
to suggest approaches for accomplishing these tasks in time to support tech-
nology readiness or to provide Improvements later in the development cycle
This section of the report covers the latter portion of the objective. Since the state-of-
the-art in the various technology areas has been discussed previously, no attempt Is
made here to repeat the evaluations; however, the appropriate matrices are referenced
extensively In the Individual program plans.
5.1 SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
To better organize the material, both for understanding and utility, the program plans
have been separated Into three categories and are presented here In separate sub-
sections. The categories are not meant to Indicate level,of priority but the nature of
priority. The three categories are defined below and their time spans are summarized
in Figs. 5-1, -2, and -3.
CATEGORY I - Projects Planned Under This Contract There are fourteen projects,
representing the key hardware testing and analysis planned to be completed under the
Space Station Solar Array Program In most cases, the problems addressed are, to
a major extent, Space Station mission-peculiar They fall Into one of two sub-categories -
generation of data or analyses without which the baseline design cannot proceed, or testing
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of typical major hardware elements In order to evaluate or demonstrate technology
readiness. The tasks presented are primarily expansions on overall proposed tasks
As a result of the design and analysis phase of this program, the upcoming task empha-
sis may change As an example, the solar array drive system trade-offs will determine
the type of power transfer concept to be selected (reset or continuous tracking), which
will then determine the relative emphasis on Flexible Cable Evaluation (Project 5.2.13)
as well as emphasis on the complexity of the Full Scale Power Transfer Test (Project
5.2 14).
CATEGORY U — Additional Projects Recommended to Ensure Technology Readiness,
The resources available for the Space Station Solar Array Program preclude complete
development of all contributing technologies critical to technology readiness Further,
the program duration la not long enough to allow adequate life testing in some areas.
The ten projects were Included In this category for one of three reasons:
• Program is long-term in nature and independent enough of Space Station
array configuration to allow valid Independent testing and analysis.
• Program provides extension of life tests started under Space Station pro-
gram or provides further testing on Space Station array hardware.
• Program is a parallel effort providing a backup approach in an area of
high technical uncertainty. As a general rule, these parallel projects
were differentiated from Category m in that their primary Impact is on
reliability as opposed to dollars, volume, weight, or performance.
ORY m ~ Prelects Recommended to Provide Significant Down-stream Improve-
This category could easily contain several hundred items if the various pro-
grams were not screened with respect to the size and payoff of the potential improvement.
The ground rule used was that the proposed program must have a substantial potential
Improvement in terms of measurable quantities such as dollars, cubic feet, pounds, etc.
m some cases these projects are currently underway and no change in goal or augmenta-
tion of effort is recommended, m such cases, this Is stated, m some cases several
projects can be combined Into one Integrated program For Instance, elements of
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Flexible Interconnect Development (Project 5.3.2), Solderleas Joining Techniques
(Project 5 3.3), and Teflon Solar Cell Cover Development (Project 5 4 1 ) currently
have a high probability of being combined into a single flexible array assembly develop-
ment having extremely high potential In temperature cycle performance, low cost, and
radiation protection. However, where possible, program elements of this type were
separated to provide maximum versatility with respect to both funding center and con-
tractor selection. Thus, a minimum number of these projects are related to a single
center or contractor.
The following sub-sections present these project descriptions.
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.5 2 1 Project Tide Space Station Shading Study
Category I This study is incorporated in the current MSC/Lockheed
program to define various station configuration shading effects on
power analysis and to evaluate magnitude of array shading problems
in terms of power output loss, and potential negative thermal effects
The analytical methods derived will be adaptable to all station/array
and independent experiment module/array configurations, and can be
employed for inputs to Space Station thermal control design
LMSC A976081,
5-6
Reference
1 Space Station Solar Array Program Plan
NAS9-11039. page 60 and 61
Statement of Problem
Background - Virtually every satellite system which contains solar
arrays has been subjected to a shading study analysis and their value
as an electrical design tool is generally recognized A shading study
is especially pertinent in manned systems to evaluate vehicle on
array and array on vehicle shade factors as a basis for radiator
location and design
Desired Output - Anticipated outputs of this study include vehicle on
solar array shading patterns as a function of inclination angle and
vehicle position in orbit, optimized circuit layout relative to shade
sweep direction, evaluation of solar cell size relative to shade
effects determination if highly shaded areas should be void of cells,
evaluation of bypass diodes use in moderately shaded areas, and
determination of possibility of hot-spot problems on array
The study becomes a valid design tool in assessing integrated power
output as a function of orbit ephemeris and in assessing advantages
of one configuration over another in minimizing shading effects The
results will be employed in the array design and will be published in
parametric form in the Design Handbook
Timing - These studies, based on the three existing Space Station
configurations, will be conducted during the first quarter of 1971 and
refined during the third quarter prior to full scale array fabrication
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Recommended Program Elements
The project will include the following tasks
(1) Computer shading analysis of candidate station/array
configurations
(2) Preliminary electrical output calculations for aspect ratio
trade-offs
(3) Photographic shading analysis of models of selected
configurations.
(4) Optimization of solar cell sizes and patterns and evaluation
of bypass diode utilization
(5) Refined shading tests of selected configuration
522 Project Title Basic Substrate Materials Evaluation
Priority
( Category I The mechanical properties (tensile strength, creep rate)
of many of the candidate flexible substrates (particularly the
laminates) are not available over the required design temperature
range Further, the changes in properties when exposed to UV,
vacuum, and prolonged temperature cycling are not known An
1
 excessive creep rate could, over a ten year period, result in
, significant dimensional change, which must be designed for in the
mechanical tensioning system Since the material design data com-
plied from the Technology Evaluation is insufficient to form a basis
for baseline selection, this work is planned under the Space Station
Solar Array Program
References
1 This Report, Basic Substrate Material. Section 4 1 3 1
2. Substrate Evaluation Test Plan, LMSC A976179 Rev A, 9-22-70
Statement of Problem
Background - A test plan for creep and tensile (strength and tear) of
flexible substrate candidate materials, laminates and joints, to obtain
design data for selection of a final baseline substrate design was
submitted August 1970, and initiated in September 1970 The test
specimen matrix submitted with this Test Plan identified some 40
elevated temperature specimen creep tests and approximately 30
tensile tear propagation specimen tests (Document LMSC A976179
Rev A) These test specimens include laminates of Kapton/FEP,
Kapton and Fiberglass (Teconic), module assemblies (some with
integral and others with surface bonded cell interconnects) of Kapton/
FEP, Kapton/Epoxy and resin impregnated Fiberglass Three
identical specimens of any substrate laminate or assembly are being
tested in the initial program which is directed at obtaining the worse
case elevated temperature creep rates which are most vital to
preliminary design.
Desired Output - This program will provide sufficient elevated
temperature (up to 160°F) creep data to accommodate preliminary
design and comparative data for final baseline substrate selection
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Timing - This program was initiated almost immediately after the
start of the contract in an effort to generate some data in time for
initial baseline design selection in late 1970 Creep tests will
continue through 1971, and results will be included in the Design
Handbook
Recommended Program Elements
The program should include the following key tasks
(1) Obtain substrate creep and tensile specimens from material
vendors and leading flexible solar array manufacturers
(2) Conduct creep, tear, and tensile tests on sample materials
before and after U-V exposure, concentrating on obtaining
early results at maximum anticipated orbital temperatures
to provide timely worse case design data
(3) Repeat tests on laminates and material joints.
(4) Continue long term creep testing to obtain parametric life
data
523 Project Title Substrate Packaging Evaluation
Category I The Space Station Solar Array System has a total
depbyed area of 10, 000 square feet and contains approximately
2, 000, 000 2x2 cm solar cells Much of the mechanical complexity
associated <with flexible solar arrays is aaeociated -with the \aunch
packaging of these cell assemblies and particularly with their auto-
matic re-packaging during retraction For the Space Station, the
added requirements for replaceability will be superimposed At
least three basic packaging methods - roll-out, fold, and flat spindle
must be traded-off to select a baseline approach A typical module
must be fabricated to evaluate the feasibility of the concept to
demonstrate technology readiness with respect to handling and
packaging solar cell assemblies forty times larger than have ever
previously been assembled Since this scale-up capability must be
developed and demonstrated to provide t-chnology readiness, it has
been included as a task in the present program
References
1 This Report, Existing Solar Array Systems. Section 4 1 1 1
2 This Report, Basic Stowage Methods and Variations. Section
4 1 2 2 2
3 This Report, Extension/Retraction Methods. Section 4 1.2. 2 3
Statement of Problem
Background - Ae yet there has been no flight experience on flexible
solar arrays, and no test experience above 250 square feet in size,
which is l/40th the size of the Space Station Solar Array Extensive
experience exists with rigid "fold out" panels and more experience
will be obtained from the Skylab system, but the packaging techniques
are totally inapplicable to lightweight flexible arrays Existing ideas
for flexible array packaging include drum rollers or spindles with
integral or separately packaged padding, as well as flat fold outs with
integral or separate padding and uith no padding provided except for
temporary launch protection These approaches have yet to be
screened by design iteration for application to tery large solar arrays
and tested under launch and retraction conditions
-5-10
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Desired Output - This project will provide (1) documented design
trade-offs of the candidate packaging concepts for the Space Station
application, (2) comparative thermal and structural test data on
several alternate padding configurations including test evaluation of
the feasibility of eliminating padding during on orbit array retraction,
which would result in major design simplifications, (3) demon-
stration of the feasibility of packaging and deploying a full scale
array module
Timing - The preliminary trade offs and small scale testing must be
completed prior to test prototype design freeze and the full scale
module test must be completed during the present program to .
demonstrate technology readiness
Recommended Program Elements
The following tasks will be accomplished under this project
(1) Analysis and trade off of candidate concepts against
typical Space Station requirements
(2) Design evaluation of several selected approaches
(3) Small scale thermal and vibration testing of selected
padding configurations for both launch and retraction
modes.
(4) Design selection
(5) Design, fabrication, and vibration test of selected array
module design
(6) Employment of the array module with array structure in
later deployment tests
524 Project Title Employable Structure Test and Evaluation
Priority
Category I This project is being given high priority in the Space
Station Solar Array program because the technology readiness of the
deployable boom system is fundamental to the credibility of solar
array technology for the Space Station application The combination
of size (greater than 80 ft per section), "g" loads (0 to 1 0 g) and
' supported mass (10,000 square feet of solar array and structure) is
orders of magnitude beyond the capability of past system design
concepts
References ,
1. This Report, Deployment and Retraction Structure Review,
Section 4 1. 2~2
2 This Report, Evaluation of Extensible Structure for Large Space
Station Applications, Section 4 1 2 3
Statement of Problem
Background - Present state of the art in flexible solar arrays
includes primarily the employment of tubular SPAA type booms in
sizes up to 2" in diameter to support flexible arrays up to 250 ft in
size and loadings of a maximum of 0 1 g and normally down in the
order of 0 01 g, with negligible stiffness requirements for deployed
shock loadings Preliminary evaluations, tsee above) show
requirements for boom cross sections up to 48" to handle the
anticipated loadings associated with the Space Station solar array
The weight of penalty variation due to boom selection can be in the
thousands of pounds range as shown in the references Further, the
capability of fabricating, testing, handling, and deploying space
structures of this size in lightweight configuration, has not been
demonstrated
Desired Out put - The outputs of this project will be (1) a set of
design trade-off results leading to selection of a boom type suitable
co the anticipated spectrum of space station requirements (2)
parametric load deflection prediction and thermal analysis results
' for future sizing of the selected boom type (3) structural and thermal
test results on boom sections (4) full scale structural test results
(5) boom hardware for the full scale system deployment Resulting
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Desired Output - (Continued)
design and test data will be included in parametric form in the
Design Handbook, and actual boom weights and structural parameters
can be employed in Space Station designs This data will include
information on extension capabilities, unloaded erection alignment,
stiffness, buckling due to lateral and column loads, tolerance buildup,
and packaging volume
Timing - This project must be completed during the present program
to insure technology readiness Parametric analyses and selection
will be completed prior to test prototype hardware design
Recommended Program Elements
The following key tasks will be accomplished
(1) Analytical design, evaluation, and selection of boom
candidates vs structural analysis
(2) Development of latching mechanism, hinge mechanism,
selection of basic materials and joining techniques
(3) Evaluation tests of boom elements and sample sections
including thermal shading element temperature gradient
measurement, static bending tests, buckling tests, and
preliminary tolerances buildup evaluation
(4) Fabrication of full scale boom element and bending, torsion
and alignment test in the 1BO feet LUMF water tank facility
(5) Employment of the same boom hardware in systenvdeploy-
ment tests.
5-14
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5.2.5 Project Title Deployment Drive and Tensioning Mechanism
Evaluation
Category I This task, incorporated in the current MSC/Lockheed
program, includes design, fabrication and evaluation testing of
candidate devices for controlling boom deployment, array segment
retraction and providing uniform substrate tensloning under anti-
cipated variable orbital loading conditions Since deployment drive
and tensioning system design has not yet been attempted for flexible
arrays of this size, nor has any tensioning system of any size been
required to perform over the 0 to 1 "g" range, the limiting problems
must be defined and resolved through design and test of key com-
ponents in order to evaluate technology readiness of large flexible
solar arrays for Space Station application.
References.
1. This Report, Deployment and Retraction Structure Review,
Section 4. 1. 2 7 2 7 '
2. This Report; Testing Performed on Flexible Array Systems.
Section 4. 1 \~~T.
Statement of Problem-
Background - The deployment drive and tensioning system for a
flexible solar array provides the stored energy necessary to deploy
and/or retract the boom as well as to apply controlled tension to the
substrate to accommodate thermal expansion, creep, and variable
on-orbit static and dynamic loads while maintaining reasonable
alignment of the total array structure. In presently developed
flexible solar arrays, designed in sizes up to 250 square feet for
loads significantly less than 0. 1 g, the total dimensional change In
the substrate due to the above combined effects is in the order of
inches, and is normally handled by means of a simple negator spring
system, and even here design compromises to accommodate
retraction and launch loads prove difficult (Reference 2) In the
Space Station Array design, a misalignment of 1 degree means a 21
inch boom tip deflection or a 7 inch lower support deflection.
Tensioning up to 50 Ibs per foot of substrate width must be maintained
while compensating for up to IB inches of substrate length variation
due to combined thermal growth and creep in a 0 to 1 "g" field. The
problems associated with these requirements must be defined and
solved.
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Desired Output - The outputs of this task will be (1) definition of the
scale-up problem as it relates to mechanism design (2) Tradeoff ,
data defining the "cost" in weight and complexity of the artificial "g"
and retraction requirements (3) Design tradeoff data on'candidate
drive and tensioning systems (4) Test data on a prototype proof of
principle set of hardware employed in array deployment tests
Supporting data will be published in the Design Handbook
Timing - The deployment mechanisms for erecting the boom and
tensioning the substrate must be designed, tested, and reconfigured
as required in time for incorporation into full scale quadrant testing.
Substrate creep data must be available to complete component design
Recommended Program Elements
This project will include the following elements-
(1) Analysis of tensioning loads and length compensation
requirements
(2) Design tradeoff
(3) Detailed design of selected hardware
(4)- Hardware performance tests
(5) Redesign and rework as required
(6) Array system quadrant test
526 Project Title Full Scale Array Assembly Testing
Priority
Category I Full scale test evaluation of the major solar array
components is necessary to evaluate design concepts and analytical
procedures used in design and to assess problems in fabrication,
assembly and test of a 10, 000 ft2 solar array for a typical Space
Station This task is planned for accomplishment in the present
Space Station Solar Array program, and constitutes the final test to
evaluate technology readiness of the selected baseline system
References
5-16
1. This Report, Existing Solar Array Systems. Section 4 1 1 1
2. This Report, Structure Environmental Test. Section 4 1 1 2
Statement of Problem
Background- To date the largest flexible substrate arrays to be
designed and tested have'been 250 lt~ in extended area This is
1/40 of the Space Station wing presently being studied The handling
and test techniques of a 10, 000 ft^ array must also be scaled up with
the size of the arrays to determine feasibility of using an array of
this size The effects of artificial "g" loads on a flexible panel have
never been demonstrated, nor has the capability to design and build
lightweight retractable solar array structures in this size been
evaluated or demonstrated.
\ Desired Output - This project will-
I (1) 'Demonstrate assembly inter-relationships and function
(2) Prove solar array segment deployment and alignment in
typical Space Station sizes
(3) Demonstrate retraction mechanism capability
(4) Provide simultaneous evaluation of
(a) Ground handling methods
(b) Mechanical acceptance test techniques
(c) Electrical acceptance test techniques
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Desired Output - (Continued)
(d) Recommended erection, deployment, retraction rates
(5) Determine necessary tension levels to eliminate wrinkling
or the tension necessary to minimize wrinkling and still
maintain sufficient power levels during the artificial "g"
mode*
(6) Provide assembly static deflection data for system analysis
These outputs will form the key background for the final design
specification, and the development program plan, and will provide
valuable insights Cor future design and development efforts
Timing - This testing is required to determine technology readiness
and/or where additional development is necessary -This test will be
initiated after all substrate, mechanism, and structure component
testing is complete, since it is planned to reuse these components in
this final full scale test
Recommended Program Elements
The key program tasks are
(1) Design a 10,000 ft2 array that satisfies known space station
requirements
(2) Fabricate a 2500 ft2 section of the Space Station array
containing all major elements, packaging, extension,
devices, etc
(3) Assemble major solar array and test components and test
fixtures
(4) Extend and retract solar array system.
(5) Determine tension necessary to minimize or eliminate panel
wrinkling under artificial g loading, and compare against
predicted values
(6) Eval uate and document critical handling, test, and checkout
problems and recommended procedures for incorporating in
the development and qualification plan
5. 2. 7 Project Title Lubrication Tests
Category I. One of the critical determinants of lifetime of the Solar
Power System will be the selection and application of space-qualified
lubricants. Three and one-half years is the maximum known useful
lifetime of lubricants in a space application. No previous system
has required a 10 year design life. Tests are underway on another
program to qualify 5 year lubricants. However these are continuous
rotation applications. The Space Station requirements demand stop
and start operation for this time period. Due to these unique demands,
this testing has been included as a task in the Space Station Solar
Array Program.
References:
1. This Report. Drive Systems; Section 4. 2. 2,
2. This Report, Lubricants, Section 4. 2. 4.
Statement of Problem-
Background - As shown on the "W" matrix charts in Section 4, a
large number of candidate lubricants are available. Tests are re-
quired and will be performed on the MSC program to pick the proper
lubricants for this specific application. The drive system could use
bearings from a small size (2" dia) up to an extremely large size
(6' dia), as well as a similar size range for gears. It is improbable
that any one lubricant can perform properly for all required applica-
tions. Tests are required to select the best lubricant for each re-
quirement. For example, one operating mode will result in the bear-
ings being stationary for extended,periods of time. This condition
would tend to squeeze liquid lubricants, if used, out from loaded
ball/race interfaces. Evaporation to a more viscous fluid residue
around the contacting load areas is another, though less important,
factor. Cold welding and increased viscous drag could be the result,
and increased starting and running torques (besides surface degrada-
tion of bearing elements) would be the consequence.
Desired Output - It is the intent of this task to test lubricants to pro-
vide input wear and chemical degradation data for design support
and tradeoff analysis to help select the lubricants to be used for the
major hardware tests. This does not eliminate the need for further
lubricant testing, because the final results of the major hardware
5-18
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5 2 7 Continued
Desired Output (cont'd)
tests will determine if the proper lubricants were selected Addi-
tional tests may be required during the Development Program
The teat results will be applicable in part to all space programs and
can also be used for other systems on the Large Space Station, where
intermittent tracking is a requirement.
Timing - Lubricant testing should be initiated as soon as possible
so that specific applications can be evaluated. Tests will continue
through 1971 to obtain degradation data.
Recommended Program Elements
In order to obtain,needed data not presently available on potential
lubricants, laboratory tests should be conducted on bearing and gear
lubricants considering (1) Static bearing and gear pressure, (2)
Ground test conditions, (3) Life requirements and (4) Serviceability.
Some lubricants recommended for tests are
(1) Vac Kote oils - low volatility petroleum base, synthetic
ester, and ether base oils
(2) Versilube F-50 - Methylchlorophenyl silicone
(3) FS-1265 - Fluorosilicone oil
(4) XRM 141C - Paraffin base oil
(5) DC-7024 - High-phenyl ailicone oil
5-20
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528 Project Title Drive Motor Evaluation
Category I A broad base of drive motor technology is available
for solar array tracking applications However, special require-
ments of the Space Station will necessitate evaluation of the drive
motor for (1) Continuous bi-directional torque capability proportional
to the current input, (2) Stall torque capability sufficient to overcome
brush and bearing friction plus array inertia in acquisition and track-
ing modes, plus (3) 10-year operational life This study will be a
part of the design support testing conducted on the Space Station Solar
Array Program. ~ •
References
1 This Report, Drive Systems. Section 422
2. This Report, Motors, Section 4. 2. 2. 2
Statement of Problem
Background - Large industrial-type motors of the rating required
for this system are, of course, readily available from commercial
sources. However, the ten-year vacuum operation requirement will
impose limitations upon the applicable technology. Periodic main-
tenance and component replacement will be a major consideration
for the design. The selection of the motor which will meet all the
design and performance requirements must be made during the trade-
off study. Both brush and brushless type motors have been used in
previously spacecraft. None of the spacecraft have used an "on-axis"
motor with a large bore through its center. One of the largest motors
of that type is an inland DC permanent magnet torque motor,, No.
T-36001 which has a 25. 625 inch bore and 41 inch outside diameter.
A direct scale-up to a motor having a five foot diameter bore is
questionable. Therefore, most probably an "off-axis" motor will be
selected which drives through a gear reduction.
Desired Output - Tradeoff data will be obtained on candidate motor
design approaches for the baseline Space Station Array System. Per-
formance data on the selected motor type will be employed as inputs
to array interaction analysis and Space Station controls analysis. Life
testing will continue throughout the program to evaluate endurance
capability under typical Space Station cycles.
Timing - Design, selection, procurement, and performance testing
must be completed during the first half of 1971 in order to finalize
drive system design. The test motor will be employed in drive system
testing in late 1971
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5 2. 8 Continued
Recommended Program Elements
The following tasks are currently planned
(1) Design tradeoffs and candidate drive motor selection
(2) Functional performance testing in air
(3) Thermal vacuum testing
(4) Design modifications as required
(5) Incorporation into drive system teat.
The extent of test effort to be applied to this task will depend upon
final design selection Should the use of a space qualified drive
motor prove practical in the overall design, this testing will be re-
auced m favor of increased emphasis on less well-defined aspects
of the system design. H=«-I.O
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9 Project Title Full Size Drive System Evaluation
Priority
Category I A drive system capable of automatic 2-axis orientation
of a 10,000ft2 solar array, with manual over-ride provisions, ac-
commodation of vehicle maneuvering, and operation in a fixed posi-
tion for periods up to 30 days while absorbing loads resulting from 4
RPM Space Station rotation represents a combination of problems not
previously encountered by drive system designers Evaluation of
full scale components under predicted loading conditions is necessary
to achieve and demonstrate technology readiness for the drive system
Reference
1. This Report, Drive Systems. Section 422
Statement of Problem
Background - Drive systems are designed to accommodate specific
spacecraft structures and orbit parameters, but some insight can be
derived from past development with respect to general approach and
component selection All systems developed to date, except for the
10 ft diameter Apollo Telescope Mount roll axis drive, which has not
yet been qualified or flown, are much smaller in size than the Space
Station system. No drive system has been required to sustain loads
in a high artificial "g" field.
Desired Output - This task is expected to provide design trade-off
data on alternate approaches to overall drive system design, an
assessment of the design impact of the large array inertia and the
artificial "g" loadings, performance test data on the selected drive
system, and endurance test data under critical loading where appro-
priate. These results will be published in parametric form in the
Design Handbook, and insight with respect to handling and test tech-
niques and anticipated critical development problems will be reflected
in the Development Plan.
Timing - An attempt'will be made to provide updated baseline design
inputs to the Array Interaction Study - (langley/Fairchild Killer) in
early 1971. All testing will be completed by the end of 1971
Recommended Program Elements.
••*
Design trade-offs will be conducted to select a baseline approach,
with final design selection hopefully based on an evaluation of the
effect of drive motion on the Solar Array structure as determined by
the Space Station Solar Array Interaction program. The following
simulations will be performed with the test model
5-23
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5 2. 9 Continued
Recommended Program Elements (cont'd)
• Docking stress
• Spin mode stress
• Launch loads
• Tracking and gear dynamics studies
Design modifications will be made as required and test iterations
completed. Recommendations will be made for further design im-
provements and future development test program emphasis.
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5 2, 10 Project Title Maintainability Study - Bearings, Brushes, Motors
Priority-
Category I Much of the technology already developed for bearings
and motors is definitely applicable to the basic Space Station drive
design The problem is to select a specific approach and insure
reliable performance in the absence of test data relevant to ten year
vacuum operating life. In order to maximize the probability of success,
a key element in the design approach will be the employment of man's
presence to provide at least backup maintenance support to this system
Since very little thought has previously been applied to maintainable
space drives in the past, this effort will represent a key element in,
the Space Station Solar Array Program
References
1. This Report, Bearings, Section 4. 2. 2.1,
2. This Report, Motors, Section 4. 2. 2. 2
Statement of Problem:
Background - The longest continuous flight history available on
drive systems is 42 months (as of Nov. 1970) on the OSO vehicle,
which represents about 1/3 of the required life of the Space Station
System. In addition, it is a lightly loaded application of much
smaller size. Short duration missions auch as this nave demonstrated
the feasibility of conventionally designed motors and bearings for
continuous rotation - primarily at higher rotating speeds, but the
problems of 10 year operation at intermittent rates differ greatly
from these past applications. This lack of background makes an
effective maintenance/replenishment philosophy mandatory, and
this must be established and reflected in the Space Station drive
hardware designs.
Desired Output - Results of evaluation of candidate maintenance/
replacement modes will be published in the design handbook includ-
ing degradation, failure mode analyses, design complexity assess-
ments, and weight penalties.
Tuning - Trade-off analyses should be completed by the first quarter of
19Yi,and an approach selected, since this aspect of the problem
will, to a large extent, govern the system design. Maintenance pro-
cedures must be demonstrated on test hardware prior to December 1971
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5.2.10 Continued
Recommended Program Elements
Design studies will determine which maintenance/replenishment
features should be included in the drive and power transfer test
hardware During hardware testing, these approaches will be
evaluated as part of the various test programs. No special extra
test hardware or fixtures are anticipated at this time.
I I
5 2 11 Project Title Tracking System Duty Cycle Analysis
Category I. This effort involves a computer analysis of the various
possible Space Station flight modes to determine the total travel
and rate requirements of the two axis drive system. This task is
fundamental to the generation of design requirements for the drive
system. This program will also provide key inputs to the Solar
Array Shading Studies (5. 2. 1) and to the Langley/Fairchild Hiller
array/space station dynamic interaction evaluation study
Statement of Problem
Background - Preliminary Space Station studies show that the
Space Station might fly in either of two basic orientation (X-POP)
and Cf-POP) during zero "g" operation. Further, a range of incli-
nations from 28. 50° to polar is specified, although some flight
peculiar.pre-orbit adjustment may be possible on specific flights to
accommodate the planned inclination. The impact of this range of
requirements on drive and power transfer hardware design, and the
impact of various mission modes on design complexity has not been
evaluated.
Desired Output - Parametric data will be generated on drive rates
and position vs time for the various orbital inclinations.
Timing - This task must be completed by January 1971 to provide
inputs to drive design. Preliminary inputs are now available for up-
dating the baseline design in December 1970.
Recorp"""">ed Program Elements
Preliminary computer runs have already been made to define travel
limits in both axes, and results indicate that there is a definite pos-
sibility for flexible cable power transfer in at least one axis. Para-
metric curves covering all inclinations of interest will be generated
and published in the Design Handbook for future use. Using this same
data, an evaluation will be made of the operational feasibility of an
all-flexible cable/re set system, including maximum required reset
rate (minimum shade time) and power penalties associated with this
approach.
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5 2. 12 Project Title Slip Ring Material Evaluation
Priority
Category I With the exception of flexible cables, which can be
employed only on missions where reset is not a problem, slip ring
technology is the only method used extensively to date for transfer-
ring power across a rotating joint. Although a large amount of
vacuum testing has been done on slip ring materials, very little of
this has been based on the 0-6 degree per minute range associated
with the Space Station design. Since the basic failure mode of brushes
changes with rotating speed, candidate materials must be screened
specifically for Space Station application and wear rates measured
for use in design and life prediction.
References:
1. This Report, Slip Rings, Section 4 2. 3. 1
Statement of Problem
Background - The largest slip ring flown to date is the 8 inch
diameter ring on TACSAT, which carried 3 0 kW peak power across
the rings. The typical Space Station application for which the ODAPT
system is being designed is expected to generate up to 100 kW in
the solar arrays. Transferring power at this rate across sliding
contacts in space under both static conditions and slow sliding
speeds coupled with the ten year life requirement with minimum
maintenance presents a unique design problem.
Desired Output - The major output of this test series will be a deter-
mination of the effect of static and slow speed sliding performance of
power-type brush/slip ring combinations in vacuum in terms of brush
voltage drop, noise, surface damage, and temperature rise. The
effects of speed variation over the range of 0-6 degrees per minute
will also be measured.
These data will be published in the Design Handbook, along with
extrapolations to ten year operation. Another program output will
be an evaluation of the critical failure modes and risk penalties
associated with the employment of slip rings in this application.
This will be valuable for final system design recommendations and
Development Planning.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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5. 2. 12 Continued
Timing -
1971 to facilitate trade-offe between slip rings and flex-cable
reset systems. Life testa will continue throughout the program.
Because of the need for early data, this test is already underway
Recommended Program Elements
The tasks to be performed include (1) selection of a minimum of
two candidate brush/slip ring combinations based on the Technology
Evaluation, (2) testing of these combinations over a range of brush
pressure, current density, lubricant types, and speeds from 0 to 6
degrees per minute, (3) determination of friction, wear rate and
brush voltage drop under this slow oscillatory motion and (4) analytical
extrapolation of these parameters to 10 year life
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5 2. 13 Project Title Flexible Cable Evaluation
Priority
Category I A preliminary computer analysis for the orientation
drive system duty cycle based on the orbits specified by North
American Rockwell shows that the total angular excursion for the
outer gimbal is + 90 degrees, making a flex cable a leading candidate
for power transfer across it Further, the power clutch is an attrac-
tive, alternate power transfer device which requires flex cables for
power transfer across the inner gimbal.
Test information relating to the use of flex cables alone or in com-
bination with various power transfer devices is critical to the basic
design.
Therefore, preliminary evaluation of flex cable material, conductors,
and insulators, will be accomplished under this program.
Reference.
1. This Report, Electrical Power Transfer Devices (other than
Slip Rings), Section 4. 2. 3. 2
Statement of Problem.
Background - Flexible cables have been employed in combination with
up to 360O reset drives for power transfer on most tracking solar
arrays flown to date, including Air Force arrays with power inputs up
to 1SOO watts. Increasing power, thickness or number of cables
causes configuration problems. Further, the effects of the longer
life of 10 years on insulation and fatigue have not been evaluated for
the Space Station application.
Desired Output - It is desired that the following questions be answered
with respect to flex cable system for Space Station application:
(1) How can the stiffness of cabling carrying up to 100,000
volt-amperes be minimized in a configuration such that
torque, power consumption, and cooling'requirements
are not prohibitive7
(2) What maximum life limiting factors are there for such a
system in a vacuum'
(3) What insulation should be employed if the cable is exposed
to UV and what degradation modes can be expected?
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5 2 13 Continued
Timing - Design analysis will be accomplished in late 1970 and
early in 1971 to provide a flexible cable option for the Space Station
UV and life tests will be initiated only after configuration selec-
tion has been made and the likelihood of use of flex cables has been
established
Recommended Program Elements
This task will involve the following elements
(1) Employing results of the tracking mode computer pro-
gram runs (5. 2. 11), a design of flexible cable track-
ing options will be carried out including analysis of
stiffness, cooling requirements, and reset dates
(2) Vacuum cycling +_ 180 degree flexure tests will be
initiated on the candidate cable configuration selected.
(3) If extensive exposure seems probable and flexible cables
are selected in the baseline, a separate test will be
initiated to evaluate insulation flexibility under UV exposure
of 10 sun years
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5 2 14 Project Title Full Scale Power Transfer Test
Priority
Category I This task constitutes the final step in determination of
power transfer technology readiness, which is the major goal of the
Space Station Solar Array program Since the key problems associated
' with power transfer involve scale up of power transfer capability
and physical unit size coupled with extended 10 year life, the pro-
posed design must be tested at full loads for an extended period
References.
1. This Report, Power Transfer, Section 4 2.3,
2 This Report, Electrical Power Transfer Devices other than
Slip RjJnge), Section 4 i. 3. 2 ~,
Statement of Problem
Background - The ATM has a power transfer requirement across a
large diameter (10 ft) ring, but neither its current density nor its
1
 duty cycle or life requirements are anywhere near as severe as
those of the Space Station Each power transfer system employed
in the past (flexible cables, slip rings, or combinations) has been
a unique, vehicle peculiar design with very little beneficial basic
data fallout except in the lubrication area.
I Desired Outputs - This full scale model test is expected to demon-
strate,or measure our ability to hold proper tolerances and success-
fully fabricate and operate a full scale slip/ring power transfer system.
Basic design data will be generated over the range of operating speeds
(bi-directional) for the selected configuration, including thermal
t characteristics, power dissipation, wear, drag and noise.
Timing - The task will be initiated in the second quarter of 1971
after design and analysis is complete and a major portion of the
associated small scale testing (5 2 12 and 5. 2. 13) has been completed
Recommended Program Elements
A power transfer model having full scale current density capability
and thermal configuration consistent with the final selected design
will be fabricated Thermal vacuum tests will be run to determine
'configuration-dependent effects such as friction drag, temperature
rise, power dissipation, wear and electrical noise along with effects
of static and slow oscillations in system operation. Results will be
factored into final design specifications and insights gained will be
employed as a basis for this portion of the Development Program Plan
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531 Project Title Temperature Cycling Program
Priority
Category II. The Space Station Solar Array must survive'over 58,000
temperature cycles in low earth orbit over the ten year design life
Although no major on-orbit power degradation in the past has been
traced to thermal effects, this large number of required cycles,
coupled with the need for comparative data on candidate cell
assemblies to withstand this environment must be demonstrated
before the Space Station array can be considered technology ready
Limited convective temperature cycling (less than 1000 cycles) is
planned under the present program for screening purposes on 3-6
candidate cell assemblies, but no long term low orbit test programs
exist A program of this type would be of value to all low altitude
programs, and the associated facilities would be equally applicable
to high altitude missions.
References
1 This Report, Thermal Cycling Tests of Flexible Substrates,
Section 4 1.3.~B
2 This Report, Substrate Thermal and Optical Properties,
Section 4. 1. 3.~7
Statement of Problem:
Background - The low mass of flexible solar arrays results in on-orbit rates
of change of temperature which are 3-4 times greater than for con-
ventional honeycomb panels on which most prior temperature cycling
has been performed. On the other hand, the flexible substrate applies
less stress to cells and interconnects than does the rigid substrate, and
the low altitude results in a less severe shade environment than high
altitude missions due to albedo. The net effect of these opposing
parameters is unknown as is the effect of other variables such as
interconnect material, substrate tension, joining method, solder thick-
ness, interconnect material thickness, and interconnect geometry
Although almost all of the candidate interconnect-cell combinations
have been temperature cycle tested to some extent almost none have
been cycled more than 4,000 cycles and flexible substrates have not
been cycled beyond 1800 cycles. Of perhaps more importance, in no
case have more than one type of flexible assembly been evaluated in
the same test under the same conditions, so that even crude screening
of approaches is not possible.
Desired Output - This program should provide (I) A high test sample
capacity temperature cycling facility capable of "in situ"output
measurement (i) An "open ended" test service where candidate
samples can be inserted at any time without disturbing on-going tests
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5 3 1 Continued
Desired Output (cont'd)
(3) Comparative low orbit temperature cycle data on candidate
flexible solar cell assemblies for up to 60, 000 cycles. (4) Validation
of accelerated and low cost testing methods such as convective cycling
(5) An understanding of basic failure mechanisms, and, ultimately,
the ability to analytically model and predict failure modes.
Timing - This program should be initiated aa soon as possible, at
least to the extent of comparative testing of candidate assemblies
The baseline concepts and perhaps several alternates should, if
possible be tested to 60, 000 cycles prior to the technology readiness
date In the present program, the selected design approach will take
into consideration possible downstream changes in substrate/inter-
connect design in selecting structural and packaging approaches.
Thus, long term cycling results from this program can be factored
into the Space Station array design well into the development phase.
Recommended Program Elements
The program should include as key elements (1) A preliminary or
parallel analytical effort to define basic failure modes and to evaluate
convective vs. radiative testing effects. (2) A parallel radiative and
convective test program to attempt to validate (or invalidate) the less
expensive convective techniques. (3) Fabrication of a high capacity
open-ended test facility with capability for "in situ" electrical,output
measurement. (4) Early initiation of flexible assembly testing to
temperatures and rates as determined by Space Station solar array
thermal analysis. (5) Continued addition of candidate assemblies as
they become available. (6) Detailed failure analysis of samples. (7)
Continuous analytical support for data analysis and failure mode
refinement.
This testing should be operated continuously with test samples being
procured and placed under test as they become available in a manner
similar to the NAD Crane battery cell test program, with test space
made available to all companies and centers who care to submit samples.
This dictates that the work should probably be done in a government
lab or by a test contractor who is not in the business of producing solar
panels, cells, or interconnects.
An estimated 300 to 500K in men and materials would be required through
final facility completion, which could be in one year, with high priority
tests being initiated within one, month using existing facilities.
Continuing test and analytical effort beyond this initial phase could cost .
less than 100K per year with proper test automation.
5 3. 2 Project Title Flexible Interconnect Development
Priorit'
Category n. The Space Station Solar Array Program will concentrate
on copper and kovar printed circuit interconnects which appear to be
adequate for the Space Station application, althou^i this has not yet been
demonstrated by life tests. Some investigators, in anticipation of
of temperature cycling problems in long life systems, recommend
alternate approaches such as expanded mesh, molybdenum or aluminum
materials, or employment of ultra-thin sheet Should present
approaches prove inadequate, alternate approaches must be made
available to guarantee technology readiness
References
1 This Report. Intel-connectors. Section 4. 1. 3 2
2. This Report; Thermal Cycling of Flexible Substrates. Section 4. 1 3. 8
Statement of Problem.
Background - A variety of interconnect designs employing copper, kovar,
and (more recently) molybdenum have been employed on rigid and
flexible solar arrays. Each company and agency which designs or builds
solar panels has its own favorite approach which it considers uniquely
advantageous, but comparative tests and evaluations have seldom been
done except to support adequacy for specific vehicle applications having
much less severe life requirements than the Space Station Solar Array.
Desired Output - Comparative data on candidate interconnects including
high and low temperature fatigue data and tensile test results for
various material and geometry combinations applied both to adhesive
bonded and integral printed circuit flexible substrate assemblies. Com-
parative cost data on various approaches. Since the alternative to
developing a proven ten year life interconnect is more frequent module
replacement at $25,000, 000 per solar array plus logistics costs, there
is a high incentive to invest in approaches which may reduce this
frequency.
Timing- Early results from this project could be employed as inputs to
final baseline selection. Since overall array structural design and
interconnect type are not strongly interdependent, advanced interconnect
concepts could be adapted to the Space Station array late in the develop-
ment cycle provided the substrate material remained the same. I
' However, development should be initiated early to allow temperature
cycle evaluation (5. 3.1). '
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5 3 2 Continued
Recommended Program Elements
This program should include high and low temperature fatigue and
tensile tests of candidate materials and geometries both separately
and in combination with substrates (adhesive and pressure bonded)
Consideration should be given to application to both conventional
and wrap around electrode solar cells. Geometries should include
wire, mesh, and thin etched foils Materials should include copper,
kovar, molybdenum, aluminum, alumlnum-4% copper, and silver,
with low cost plating process development proceeding concurrently
where required for joining compatibility such as is the case with
molybdenum, promising approaches should be confirmed, using
appropriate joining methods (5. 3. 3), and flexible solar cell assemblies,
fabricated for inclusion in the temperature cycle testing program (5 3 1).
An effective screening program could be accomplished for under 100K
per year excluding production process development, which should wait
until final selection of a preferred approach.
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533 Project Title Solderless Joining Techniques
Priority
Category II This program Is recommended In order to Investigate and com-
pare alternative metal joining techniques with those of controlled soldering
techniques prior to final selection of a specific method for Space Station Solar
Array production No standardized test programs have been run to date, nor
are there task objectives oriented toward development and comparative testing
of solderless Interconnection methods under the present program With some
reported adverse thermal cycling effects of solder upon solar cell surfaces at
temperatures of -200* F and below, extensive work Is needed in this area to
provide reliable alternatives to soldering in the event that their use proves
necessary on the Space Station Solar Array Results and facilities from this
program could then be applied to any satellite mission
References
1 This Report, Interconnects. Section 4 1 3.2
2. This Report, Solar Cells. Section 4 "l 3 3
Statement of Problem
Background — Solderless interconnection methods data Is scattered and sparse
Only two sources reported extensive use of resistance welding — both are
European-British (BAG) and Telefunken Neither source provided test data '
with any degree of uniformity of standardization between them. Thus effective
evaluation, based on their data, would not be sufficiently reliable or adequate
to base a design decision The same can be said for ultrasonic and thermo-
compression bonding data which Is also sparse In addition, no data exists on
proposed techniques such as using sliver bearing conductive epoxy/polyurethanes
for Interconnect joints, or sandwiching cells and Interconnects between layers
of FEP Teflon/Kapton for pressure contact joints as was recently proposed by
NASA LeRC As approaches are developed, they should be compared under
similar test conditions, and this Is seldom done.
All bibliographical references (particularly those advocating use of «elded/
brazed or ultrasonlcally bonded joints) avoid mention of repair techniques
It is difficult, if not Impossible to conceive how a contractor, no matter how
skilled, can build a 10,000 square foot solar array without breaking a fen
solar cells during the processing Soldering, to date, is the only Interconnec-
tion process which enables one to potentially remove a damaged cell and
replace it with a good cell without degrading the circuitry system An exten-
sive study of repair techniques for all types of joints Is therefore needed
Desired Output - Developed methods and techniques for repeatedly making high
quality solderless Interconnections to solar cells and comparative data on
these techniques against conventional soldering
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5 3 3 Continued
Trade-off study results to simultaneously compare relative technical and
economic merits of each interconnection system as above methods and tech- <
nlques are developed Final Interconnection system selection could therefore
be based, not only on technical excellence of a particular system for LSSSA
application, but also on Its merits with respect to high quality, economical
manufacture (particularly its adaptability to reliable low cost, high volume •
production)
Timing— Early results would be used for screening approaches Long term
results can be later applied to alter baseline data during later development,
except in the case of the Lewis approach of sandwiching cells and substrate
between FEP Teflon/Kapton layers This FEP Teflon concept, if found to be
the best, would impact the development plan, because its adoption would negate
all the joining methods and render less important the Interconnect material
used Therefore, data on this system would be needed* before final design Is
started
Recommended Program Elements
Candidate solar cell assembly techniques to be developed should apply to can-
didate interconnects from 532 and Include brazing, welding, ultrasonic
bonding, and thermo compression bonding, all of which are currently receiving
some development attention, and all of which share the common problem of
repair difficulty This must be investigated along with development of produc-
tion techniques. Also to be emphasized are approaches which appear to have
high potential either for cost reduction or ease of repair such as conductive
epory/ootyurethane adheslves or integrated FEP sandwich assemblies with
compression joints Techniques should be comparatively evaluated using
identical test techniques including high and low temperature pull and shear
tests, and thermal shock at the single cell level. Promising methods should
be selected for employment in flexible cell assemblies and incorporation into
temperature cycling tests (5.3.1).
Initially, multiple approaches should be funded at low levels (25-50K) until
some screening has been performed The more expensive follow-on process
development should proceed only after screening tests Indicate a preferred
approach.
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534 Project Title UV and Irradiation Tests of Flexible Substrates
Priority
, Category II. The Space Station Solar Array must survive 10 years
of low earth orbital environment Of major concern are the long
term effects of combined vacuum, ultra violet, and penetrating
radiation on the structural and thermal properties of the polymeric
substrate materials which, in this flexible solar array application,
be~come a major structural component in that deployed structural
properties such as stiffness and damping depend upon the tenaioned
substrate. A test program in this area would be of value to all
programs anticipating the use of flexible solar arrays A small
test effort to provide creep, tear and tensile data for preliminary
design is currently underway under the Space Station Solar Array
program, but long term effects on these properties must be eval-
uated to insure technology readiness.
References"
1 This Report, Candidate Substrate Materials, Section 4'1 3.1
2 This Report. Substrate Thermal/Optical Properties, Section 4 1 J,7
Statement of Problem:
Background - Although an abundance of radiation-effects studies have
been performed on polymeric materials (Reports - Radiation Effects
Information Center of Battelle Memorial Institute) these investigations
were aimed mainly at electrical and thermal degradation (i. e , in-
sulation properties) while the present application requires strength
characterization as a function of environmental stress
Previous proposed applications of flexible solar arrays were for much
shorter mission duration and for very, very low levels of stress in
the substrate material. For example the G E. /JPL design had a
stress level of only 20-30 psi in comparison to the artificial gravity
induced stresses of approximately 2000 psi on the Space Station In
addition the long term effects will affect the physical properties. For
example preliminary testing has revealed no creep for the substrate
at 200 F and 100 psi loading after 720 hours of test, but the relation-
ship between creep and combined environmental effects is completely
unknown Because of the small dollar volume in the solar array market,
thin film suppliers have small incentive to conduct this testing
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5 3 4 Continued
Desired Output - Data on the combined effects of UV, penetrating
radiation and vacuum on the structural and electrical properties of
the candidate substrate materials
Timing - Worst case (high temperature) creep and tensile data is
being developed now in support of preliminary design Data on
UV and particle irradiated material is needed before technology
readiness can be demonstrated for the selected substrate material
Recommended Program Elements
This program should include several candidate substrate materials
such as Kapton, FEP, Fiberglass and laminates of these materials
The following tasks should be included
(1) Prediction of degradation in properties based on available
data
(2) Creep and tensile testing in the -250°F to+200° F range.
(3) Particle radiation and U V. exposure to ten equivalent
years (samples at five or sue intermediate exposure
levels would be desirable)
(4) Post-radiation tensile and creep testing
(5) Employment of irradiated samples for thermal properties
determination under project 5. 3 5
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5.3 5 Project Title Flexible Substrate Solar Array Thermal Properties
_ .-Determination
Category n. The Space Station Solar Array must survive over 58, 000
temperature cycles in low earth orbit during the life of the Space
Station. In order to fully understand the thermal stresses within the
substrate and substrate to cell interface, the material and thermal
optical properties must be known as a function of temperature and
environmental exposure At the low end of the anticipated temperature
range, these properties are not completely known. The ability to
select the desired properties which minimize the thermal extremes
would greatly enhance our ability to meet the total thermal cycling
requirements, since the number of cycles to failure is a function
of stress level which is a function of Tmax and Tmin.
A high priority is assigned this effort since realistic thermal pre-
dictions are required for the design and thermal cycling program
Until these data are available, thermal predictions and therefore
thermal cycle testing will have little r.leaning.
References
1. This Report; Substrate Thermal/Optical Properties, Section 4. 1 3. 7
Statement of Problem.
Background - The low thermal mass of flexible solar arrays results
in on-orbit temperature differences of approximately 200°C at heating
and cooling rates up to four times those of conventional honeycomb
panels.
The low temperatures reached by flexible substrates must be estimated
based on the material property change as a function of temperature.
At these cryogenic temperatures the material properties are changing
and for thermal modeling and predictions these property changes are very
critical. The ultimate thermal stress and thermal cycling requirements
are dependent on accurate values of thermal properties at cryogenic
temperatures. Such basic data as the thermal expansion coefficient
of P type silicon at low temperatures is not now available.
A small test program is currently.underway at Liockheed to provide
low temperature data on their flexible solar array component materials,
but more extensive testing is needed
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5 3 5 Continued
Desired Output - This program should provide design information
on (I) Thermal properties as a function of temp, (coefficient of
thermal expansion, conductivity, specific heat, phase relationship),
(2) Optical properties as a function of temperature (emissivity,
absorptivity, reflectivity, and transmissivity), (3) An understanding
of and the effect of these property changes on stress, life, and on-
orbit temperatures
Tuning - Low temperature thermal data could be employed now for
Space Station orbital temperature predictions and modeling of the
baseline system. Such data vnll be mandatory before initiation of
thermal cycle life testing either under the Space Station program or
under project 5. 3.1.
Recommended Program Elements ,
This program should include measurement of emissivity, absorptivity,
transmissivity, reflectivity, specific heat, coefficient of thermal
expansion, and thermal conductivity as a function of temperature down
to -300°F. These measurements should be repeated for samples after
environmental exposure (5. 3.4). Materials to be tested include
candidate interconnect metals (5. 3 2) substrate materials (5. 3 4), solar
cells, and solders. This program is potentially expensive, since
measurement of some of the above properties at cryogenic temperatures
requires sophisticated equipment and instrumentation, which could
require non-recurring expenditures ae high as 500K to develop and
validate test equipment and techniques. Actual sample testing is
short term in nature and would require less than IOOK per year for
a high volume test program. This program could logically be combined
into a single effort with the Radiation Program 5. 3. 4
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5. 3 6 Project Title Storage and Life Testing of Erection/Retraction
Components
Category II Data must be made available on materials and components
to design a solar array system which can be stored for a period up to one
year with a minimum of handling and which can be retracted after being
extended in a vacuum for periods up to 2 1/2 years
References
1 This Report, Evaluation of Flexible Array Packaging, Extension-
and Tensioning Mechanisms, Section 4 1. l.i
Statement of Problem
Background - Solar Array systems will undergo periods of storage
between their final systems test and flight which in some cases may
be up to 1 year. The systems presently require preloads for ascent
protection of solar cells and structures. The preloads related to
storage of solar cells are necessary to prevent slippage during ascent.
Depending op the ascent loads and orientation to these loads may be
1/2-1 Ib./uT. The preloads are provided by tensioning the substrate
as it is being stored in drum systems and by compression between
structural covers in flat fold systems. Both systems use some type
of padding which will be compressed for a period of time during which
significant relaxation may occur in the ascent preload This could be
serious in drum concepts since this preload adjustment requires re-
extension and retraction. Padding material elastic property variation
with time are not known for this type of application
Ix>ng term storage may also increase edge curl tendencies in the
assembled panels resulting in power degradation.
Retraction of structural components such as springs or cables erected
in the space environment for periods of 2 1/2 years or longer may
involve serious design problems Substrate or structural material
changes as well as material interface changes due to loading without
movement for long periods of tune may prevent retraction.
Desired Output - The outputs which would be required include compression
vs. time data on a variety of padding materials up to periods of 1 year,
effects of multiple application of preload on material physical properties,
edge curl effects on extended panel as a function of storage time,
and definition of spring systems and bearing/lubricant combinations
required for applications where they are loaded without,movement for
long periods of time in the low earth orbit environment and then
require operation
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5 3. 6 Continued
Desired Output (cont'd)
This project would provide important design data for the development
phase of the Space Station Solar Array and determine if it is necessary
to design backup release systems for re supply of solar arrays
Timing - This information is required prior to final array development
to design/develop a solar array system and to define operation and load
requirements. At least some extrapolatable degradation data is
required to demonstrate technology readiness to initiate a final
packaging design with confidence.
Recommended Program Elements'
The program should include as key elements-
It) Padding material test effort to evaluate long term (up to 1
year) compression at load levels comparable to expected preloads.
New padding techniques and materials should be added as they are
developed.
(2) Effort to determine permanent set in substrate materials due to
long term storage Edge curl for drum configurations and
creases for flat-fold. In addition, time at environmental conditions
to eliminate the effects if they can be eliminated.
(3) Test variety of bearing sizes/materials and lubricants to determine
if there are weldment problems with bearings in this type of
operation.
(4) Test long term storage and orbital environment effects on spring
motors and electrical motors.
Some of this effort, particularly items 1 and 2 may be recommended
for inclusion in the Space Station Solar Array effort since they are
simple and inexpensive tests. After the planned full scale testing under
the program, the prototype hardware could be used, again inexpensively,
to obtain further life/storage data.
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5. 3. 7 Project Title Array-Station Interaction Study
Priority
Category n. One of the demonstrations of technology readiness will
be a determination of dynamic compatibility, based on a model simulating
the Space Station structure, the solar array structure, and the Space
Station Guidance and Control System. In the absence of a final Space
Station configuration, the baseline solar array should at minimum be
dynamically modelled and an analytical determination made that a
typical flexible solar array system can be employed with Space Station
configurations with no potential instabilities. This model can later
be employed as a key design tool for the Space Station structure and
control system.
References
1. Discussions with personnel at JPL,, Fairchild Hiller. and
Langley Research Center.
Statement of Problem:
Background - A study aligned to tills problem is presently being con-
ducted by Fairchild-HiUer in Cermantown, Maryland. The program is
investigating zero "g" modes of space station operation only, for both
rigid and flexible array systems. That program does not include the
artificial gravity mode which may be the major structural design require-
ment affecting the Space Station solar array. The majority of designs
being presently investigated under that program do not address the
original requirement that the solar array first mode natural frequency
be less than . 1 Hz during the artificial G mode. To date, only out-
of-plane modes have been modeled under this program, but Ross of
JPL is currently developing an in-plane model in conjunction with C. E
flexible solar array tests, and this work will be made available to
Fairchild-Hiller. Baseline design information on the Space Station
Solar Array is being fed to Fairchild-Hiller as it is generated, but the
timing of the two programs makes it difficult for either program to
efficiently employ the results of the other.
Desired Output - The immediate desired output is a computerized
model which can be employed for dynamics simulation of the present
baseline solar array, considering zero and artificial "g" loads including
solar array tracking system characteristics
Timing - Present Lockheed programs are adequate for the current
analytical requirements which are limited to evaluation of candidate
structural designs with respect to natural frequency and to establish '
substrate tensioning requirements. By late 1971, a program should
be available which is capable of analysis of all in-plane and out-of-plane
motions of the Space Station Solar Array design.
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Recommended Program Elements
The total program should include the following steps
(1) Development of a basic dynamic model to be employed in Space
Station Solar Array analysis
(2) Continual improvement in modeling, including evaluation where
possible of model predictions against solar array dynamic test
data is currently being done by JPL.
(3) Dynamic modeling of the Space Station Solar Array using test
program results including measured boom stiffness, mass
properties, substrate tensions, and actual tracking drive
properties.
(4) Ultimate inclusion of this model or a part of the overall
Space Station dynamic model. '
The first two tasks are currently underway at Fairchild-Hiller and
JPL, respectively. The third and fourth tasks should be initiated
in late 1971, probably by MSC or MSFC in conjunction with one or
both of the Space Station contractors working with the solar array
design team.
5. 3. 8 Project Title Testing of Alternate Large Bearing System
Priority-
Category II. The main (large) drive axis will be the heart of the
orientation and drive system. This 5' to 10' bearing or roller system
will transmit total dynamic loads between the 10,000 square foot solar
array/structure and Space Stations weighing up to 120,000 Ibs The
critical importance of this component assembly to the overall system
success together with lack of design background on large bearings
makes this backup testing highly desirable. One of the least known
things about the rotating system is.maintainability It is impossible
to predict maintainability based on the manufacturers catalogs or
test results not directly related to this application. Since this system
must perform for ten years, it is necessary to find out which type
of rolling contact system is best, so the correct decision can be made
for the Development Program.
References
1. This Report; Bearings, Section 4. 2. 2. 1.
2. This Report, Drive Assemblies. Section 4. 2. 2
Statement of Problem.
Background - Large bearings are available for ground application,
but the largest ball bearing used in space had less than a 6" bore.
As a part of the MSC program, a full scale model of the drive system
will be built and tested. A part of this drive system is the item or
items that provide the rolling contact between the two large cylinders.
These items will be either large bearings or small rollers. The decision
as to which item to use for the full scale,model of the drive system for
this program will be made as a result of the trade-off analysis.
If it were required to make a choice today, the choice would of necessity
be bearings because more data exists on bearings. The choice should be
made on which one works best, not which one has been used the most
in the past.
Desired
on which to
it - Teat results on an alternate main drive bearing approach
"se a final development decision.
Timing - It appears at this time that this program should be conducted
after completion of the present program to insure proper application
of lessons learned in evaluating the chosen drive system approach.
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5. 3.8 Continued
Recommended Program Elements
(1) Design prototype teat unit using bearing type (roller or ball) not
used in baseline.
(2) Fabricate full scale bearing and drive structure for application
of flight loads.
(3) Test and evaluate rolling friction, starting torque, woar,
etc., similar to primary bearing approach.
(4) Compare results of both bearing approaches and recommend
configurations for Development Program
An estimated 6 man months would be required for design, analysis,
and fabrication support plus 10 man months for test performance
and support. Hardware fabrication costs would be approximately
$15,000. ' ~"
A recommendation as to timing will be made to MSC after the Design
and Analysis phase is complete.
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5. 3. 9 Project Title Life Testing of Drive System
Category n Basic bearing and lubricant data is available to design
for a 10 year life time, however there is no life test history on even
small continuously operated drive systems in space environments
To increase confidence, and to turn up unpredictable operational
anomalies, an extended life test is necessary to evaluate technology
readiness with respect to 10 year life and to provide some technical
basis for formulation of maintenance and replacement procedures
Since test components will be available, their tests should, at minimum,
be extended to provide some limited life data prior to initiation of
development
Statement of Problem
Background - In recommending a long term test of bearing lubricant,
the primary consideration is that of lubricant degradation mechanisms
which cannot be predicted or extrapolated based on short term tests
Once the loads and speeds are knov-n, lubricants can be selected which
will provide good bearing lubrication so long as the lubricant remains
present in adequate quality and quantity
Lubricant can be added periodically to the general area of a bearing,
but lubricant quality at the ball/race interface is another matter, and
accelerated tests can give very misleading results. Lubricant
properties can be affected by complex interactions of temperature,
bearing stress level, shear rate, evaporation loss, metal-catalyzed
low-rate degradation reactions, and long life. Since no set of
accelerated test conditions can accurately compensate for the time
factor by exaggerating the other factors, a long term (10 year) test
of lubricated bearings is highly desirable.
Desired Output - Several means of continuous life teat data on the
prototype drive including wear rates, drag, and lubricant degradation
data. Recommended maintenance schedules and procedures
Timing - Testing should continue without interruption at the end of the
present program.
Recommended Program Elements
This program would be a continuation of testing which will be going on
at the close of the present program.
This life testing can be conducted on hardware developed under the
present program with minimum manpower levels for data analysis
and failure mode analysis report If it were desirable to build additional
hardware for life testing,fabrication of a drive system from the
established design and testing for one year would cost approximately
$200,000
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5 3 1 0 Project Title Environmental Life Tests, Power Transfer Assembly
Priority
Category II Five year lifetime extrapolations have been made on
slip rings with considerable confidence since actual satellite experience
is approaching that period, but extrapolations for twice that period
require extended life tests Tests on slip rings will be initiated in
the existing program, but are short term due to the program span
Extended or augmented testing will provide correlation for more
accurate total life prediction on the Space Station and associated
programs
Reference
1 This Report, Slip Rings, Section 4 2. 3. 1
Statement of Problem
Background - No data on power transfer testing in the size or current
density regimes of the Space Station array have been conducted. All
flight data has been with much smaller units A full scale device
will be placed on test under the present program and, at minimum this
test should be extended in time
Desired Output - Long term data on lubricant and material stability
will be obtained. Extended data on liquid vs. dry lubricated brushes
will be made available as an extension to the existing program.
Tuning - The results of this project will add confidence and validity
to selection of the long term baseline power transfer selection. This
project should be initiated in October of 1971 and continue to at least
mid 1972 and preferably until failure.
Recommended Program Elements
Slip ring/lubricant combinations are being built up under the existing
program The suggested project will extend the tests of the existing
program without the extravagance of test specimen and test set up shut-
down and disassembly. Greatly increased accuracy in operational
performance prediction will result as a result of additional test time.
Assuming a continuation of existing tests without n»»»al test termination,
the augmented testing task can be conducted for approx. 40K per year
total. Task elements are as follows
(1) Monitor operational functions.
(2) Record and report major findings.
(3) Maintain test setup and ancillary equipment as required.
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5. 4. 1 Project Title Teflon Cover Evaluation
Priority.
Category m. Cost savings of 80% and weight savings of 75% over
presently considered coverglass configurations may result from the
development of teflon cell covers for the Space Station array. Teflon
cell cover studies are now being conducted by NASA Lewis/LMSC
under contract NAS3-14388. That effort is considered adequate at
this time and supplemental work is recommended only if present
environmental tests show promise. Satisfactory results realized
in the use of teflon as a coverglass material will be applicable to
any size power systems design with an equal savings potential.
Further evaluation under extreme temperature/radiation/time
conditions could possibly allow its consideration as a universal
cell cover.
References
1. This Report, Cover Glasses, Section 4 1. 3. 4
Statement of Problem-
Background - Teflon is a newcomer for use as a coverglass material,
and as such, processes and production technique optimization and
adequate environmental testing has not occurred. Early investigation
indicates studies should continue, but areas of radiation testing and
temperature cycling need much more effort.
Teflon covers if qualified can result in an extremely profitable cost
savings. For example Heliotek (under contract 952560 with JPL)
reports an average cost for conventional cover installation using fused
quartz 7940 and microsheet 0211 of approximately $3. 50 and $2. 50
per cover respectively. It is estimated that teflon will cost about
. 50 per cover. This represents a total cost savings to one Space
Station vehicle of $6 million
Weight savings can also be substantial. Based on 2 x 10 cover filters,
as required in the Space Station baseline, the material weight comparison
of 12 mil fused quartz, 6 mil microsheet and 3 mil teflon is 1280 Ibs,
775 Ibe and 295 Ibs respectively, including adhesives Additional
potential payoffs of a successful development include added cell
protection from physical damage, humidity protection, and edge
protection from radiation.
Desired Output - The major program outputs should be early
determination of any apparent drawback to the use of teflon for covers,
measurement of degradation levels of teflon covers as related to
particle and UV radiation, process data on application to cells and
cell groups, and, if this testing is successful, a developed proven
application process would be the final output.
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Timing - At the present time the Lewis program scope is felt to be
adequate to determine a go-no-go status of teflon coverti. Variables
would possibly be introduced which were not compatible with the
existing program plan if further study were to begin now without the
benefit of the results from the study in progress. It is recommended
that follow-up testing begin as soon as definite conclusions are reached
This should occur by March of 1971.
Recommended Program Elements
The recommendation is to initiate further work based on fruitful
results of the present study. These tests should include-
(1) Further substantiate degradation levels of teflon covers as
related to particle and UV radiation at environments
determined for the Space Station.
(2) Establish effect of temperature (rate, range and duration)
on teflon covers.
(3) Perfect processes relative to multiple cell application.
(4) Refine process for production capability.
(5) Determine relationship of thickness to application/environment
(6) Supplement work established by the basic study.
The total program could be completed for 300-400K, including
process development. If the technique continues to look good,
some samples should be included in initial temperature! cycle
testing (5. 3.1).
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5 4. 2 Project Title Integral Solar Cell Covers
Priority
Category in. Conventional coverglasses must be 6 mil minimum
thicknesses to keep costs reasonable. Integral covers can be 1-2
mils, resulting in significant weight reduction and elimination of the
need for adhesive Further, significant cost reductions ($l-$2 per
cell) may be realized No work in this area is planned under the Space
Station Solar Array Program beyond defining thickness needed and
procurement of available covers. This project would be applicable to
most solar power applications, the exception being very short
life (under 6 month) applications where thick covers are optimum
References-
1. Correspondence - W Cherry to W. Ousenbury, 2 October 1970
2. This Report, Cover Glasses, Section 4. 1. 3. 4
Statement of Problem:
Background - Application of integral covers is not yet compatible
with present call manufacturing techniques Materials and processes
must be evaluated and selected. Production capability does not
exist. Potential savings for a single Space Station vehicle would be
2. 6 to 3. 0 million dollars if this technique were proven out and brought
to production status.
Desired Output - A production process with proven ability to apply lowt
blecost, relia  integral covers in thicknesses of 1-2 mils
Timing - Will take approximately 2-1/2 to 4 years to provide mass
production capability. This technology cannot be ready for technology
readiness deadlines, but can be incorporated at any time up to flight
hardware production. Heavy process development expenditures should
not be made until this approach is compared with the competing teflon
covers (5. 4. 1) and a decision on relative merit is made.
Recommended Program Elements
The following estimated efforts are required to reduce integrals
covers to production status
Phase I - Development of processes and material for use with
standard cell manufacturing techniques - $150,000.
Phase n - Development of production capability - $200, 000 -
$300,000.
Phase in - Evaluation and qualification of production products -
$7 5. 000 to $100.000.
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5 4. Z Continued
Recommended Program Elements (cont'd)
Based on evaluation of potential payoffs it presently appears that this
effort should not proceed beyond Phase I unless teflon covers prove
undesirable.
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5. 4. 3 Project Title Improvement of End of Life Solar Cell Efficiency
Category IH. The large number (over 2 million) of conventional
solar cells required for the baseline Space Station solar array
system provides more incentive than ever before for end-of-liie
solar cell efficiency improvements. For example, an increase of
only 5% in end-of-life power output, either from average cell efficiency
increase or from reduction in cell degradation with time, results in
a cost reduction for cells alone of 5 to 1. 0 million dollars per Space
Station. Further, such improvements would be of benefit to all
Satellite programs employing solar photovoltaic power There is
therefore a large incentive to support effort in this area.
Reference-
1. This Report, Solar Cells, Section 4.1. 3. 3
Statement of Problem-
Background - Some investigators believe that improvements of 100%
can be realistically realized in AMO solar cell efficiency. Dr Martin
Wolf, for instance, concludes that efficiencies up to 22% can be expected
according to a recently completed study. Of equal or greater im-
portance than efficiency is the amount of electrical degradation which
take 8 * place in the solar cell due to UV and particle radiation as well
as repeated temperature cycles. Reductions in radiation degradation
may be possible if proposed improvements such as lithium doping
which is currently under development can be proven out. In view
of the large payoff of even a small part of these predicted improvements,
an augmentation of present efforts is justified. Prior and present
efforts in these areas have been numerous and under the cognizance
of a number of Army, NASA, and Air Force centers with little central
direction and much overlap.
Desired Output - A more thorough understanding of the physical
phenomena governing solar cell performance leading to inherent
radiation stability and higher efficiency demonstrated in production
solar cells for 10 year life in the low orbit environment. Combined
improvements in radiation damage and cell efficiency could realistically
result in up to 25% power output improvement.
Tuning - Since improvements must be demonstrated for long life in
the low orbit environment prior to employment in an operational system,
present efforts in this area should be augmented now in order to allow
adequate testing. Assuming that improved cells can be shown to be
mechanically similar to present cells, they can be substituted late
in the development program. Thus, this program need not be con-
strained by the technology readiness date, but should be a continuous
iteration of cell development and life testing of promising approaches.
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5. 4. 3 Continued
Recommended Program Elements
A single, centrally directed program should be initiated with multiple
approaches being directed and evaluated by a single NASA center
based on thorough analysis of the basic mechanisms of power conversion
and damage mechanisms. Although cell development should be the
subject of multiple contracts, testing and evaluation should be done
in one central facility to minimize test peculiar conclusions, and provide
valid comparative data. Areas to be investigated should,include
gettering, +P backside contacts, use of varied resistivities,
diffusion control and junction depth effects, reduction of surface
recombination velocity, minority carrier lifetime improvements
different from gettering and basic research-on radiative and non-
radiative recombination along with improvements in material and
process control.
If testing and evaluation results in end of life performance improve-
ments, process specs should be written and extensive testing done
on a large statistical sample of production lots to insure'that the gains
are realizable in practice. Based on potential payoff, expenditures
of BOOK per year in this area would not be unreasonable.
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5.4.4 Project Title. . Wrap Around Contact Solar Cells
Priority.
Category m. The development of backside contact cells and modules
would result in up to 5% area/weight reductions, better packaging
factors, and cost reductions of up to $200/ft by reducing the complexity
of panel assembly, thereby resulting in a more reliable panel as well
The MSC program will include application tradeoff andySIB evaluating
potential use of backside contact cells. This effort will include only
small scale assembly or testing. The availability of backside contact
cells could be beneficially applicable to any flexible substrate array,
but development of a production capability is required.
References.
1. This Report, Solar Cells; Section 4. 1. 3. 3
2. This Report, Interconnectors; Section 4.1. 3. 2
•*,
Statement of Problem.
Background - In the mid 60's, all of the domestic cell vendors fabricated
small pilot runs of wrap around contact cells and attempted to solicit
industry acceptance. The major objection at that tune was that no
joint inspection could occur after panel assembly. This objection was
negated with the advent of flexible substrates, primarily kapton or
laminates thereof, and joint visibility after assembly is now possible,
either with substrates which incorporate the circuit or with
independently interconnected solar cells if transparent adhesive6
are used.
The series connection to the top electrode has been a major problem
area in solar array systems to date. For example:
o Top side electrodes make generous stress relief series tabs
mandatory.complicating panel assembly.
o Series spacing to accommodate series tabs increases cell apacings.
o Virtually all temp cycling testing has identified the series tab
as a potential failure mechanism.
o Proper stress relieved series tabs protrude above the cell/cover
surface complicating and compromising stowed padding methods.
o Both flight and ground tests have confirmed accelerated cell
radiation degradation due to N bus gap problems.
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5. 4 4 Continued
Background (cont'd)
Thus the incentive exists to reduce the back electrode or
wrap around electrode cell to production practice.
Desired Output - At least two qualified sources exist in the U. S. for
production of back electrode solar cells. Availability of production
cells for the Space Station program would result in
o Fully automated assembly of flexible substrates. Parallel and
series contacts could be made simultaneously resulting in up
to $200/ftz savings.
o Reduction of series spacing to 10 mils with area reduction of
166 ft2 based on a Space Station array.
o Use of an in-plane stress relief interconnect design with the
majority of the interconnect properly encapsulated and supported
increasing temperature cycle life.
o Reduction in padding thickness and weight along with elimination
of tab deformation and padding hang-ups during deployment
o Use of multi cell covers (teflon, for example) and reduction
in cover dimensional criteria.
Timing - Small quantities (under 2000) cells will be required for small
sample testing under the present MSC program.
Production lots should be available by late 1972 for inclusion in
candidate assemblies for temperature cycle testing (5. 3.1)
Recommended Program Elements:
The following three phases could be completed in one year and should
be initiated in early 1971
(1) Production process development (50K per supplier).
(2) Cell mechanical, electrical and contact testing (20K per
supplier).
(3) Fabrication of cells for temperature cycle modules - (1,000
cells per supplier at $10 per cell).
Following selection of a baseline cell for the Space Station, further
process refinement and automation might be recommended based on
production cost analysis.
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545 Project Title Standardization of Solar Cell Specifications
Priority
Category III Cell suppliers have stated that cell cost reductions
of up to 15% may be effected by reduction of cell mechanical and
cosmetic requirements which they feel have little relationship to
power output or mechanical strength of the cell For the Space
i Station Solar Array, this would amount to a cost reduction in excess
of $1,000.000 per power system A joint NASA/Industry study of
1
 this problem is therefore highly desirable
References
1 Conversation with K Ling, Centralab
2 Conversation with E. Ralph, Heliotek.
3 This Report, Solar Cells, Section 4 1 3. 3
Statement of Problem
Background - Historically some of the requirements specified in
cell procurement specifications are cosmetic in nature, directed
towards cell appearance rather than proven performance criteria
These requirements align to the philosophy that "if the cell looks
better, it will work better " Indiscriminate relaxation of these re-
quirements, however, could lead to lower cell quality unless the
nature and source of the defect in question is thoroughly understood
Therefore, there is a need for specific performance data on cells as
a function of the following - contact or ohmic strip width, chips and
nicks, grid line discontinuity, contact pinholes and color variations
Also needed, once the above data is known, is the development and
distribution of suggested modified cell standards. If mechanical re-
quirements no\\ imposed have no valid relation to cell environmental
stability and can be relaxed, this could result in substantial savings
for a space station solar array. It could lead to greater uniformity
and predictability in cell performance by identifying the correlation
of specific performance/fabrication/inspection factors
Desired Output - A realistic, cost effective solar cell specification
which identifies and controls critical parameters without excessive
cost penalties
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Timing - Major recommendations should be available by the third
quarter of 1972 for inclusion in the Development Program Plan
Recommended Program Elements
A review committee of leading NASA and industry solar celTusers
should be convened to obtain an aggregate of procurement experience,
to summarize recommendations, and to review results of a test and
evaluation program conducted at the cell suppliers under NASA
direction
This test program should be started by taking categorized cells
which are rejects, from production runs These cells should then
be subjected to the standard electrical, mechanical and environmental
tests which class A cells experience After publication and review
of the test results, representative cells, from lower level of
acceptance screening should be included in downstream temp cycle
testing. It is estimated that starting in Jul> 1971 and continuing
thru December, that such a program could be accomplished for 60K.
Based on these results, a Space Station cell procurement specification
should be prepared and possibly applied to other NASA programs as
well
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546 Project Title Cost Effective Cell and Cover Procurement Study
Priority
Category ni There is a valid opportunity to increase production
personnel competence and reduce cell costs by prc-programming
cell production spans for Space Station Solar Arrays The usefulness
to the user and the cell vendor of such a program have often been
discussed, but the potential size of the Space Station array cell pro-
curement makes such planning virtually mandatory to avoid excessive
facility costs and insure availability The methods derived from this
study could aid in all NASA cell or cover orders
References
1 Technical discussions with engineering and marketing personnel
at OCU, Centralab and Heliotek
2 This Report, Solar Cells. Section 4 1 3 3
Statement of Problem
Background - Cell and cover procurement has consistently been in
a "peaks and valleys" category to the extent that on several occasions
the vendors have had to reassign or lay off key production personnel
This has meant rehiring, retraining, increase in operator error and
rejects resulting in increased product costs A study should be
conducted to assess the feasibility of intermittent quantity and delivery
programming of components over flexible time spans up to a fixed
completion date. Such a study will aid the vendor via more uniform
facility and personnel use and will result in a lower cost, higher
quality product. It would aid the government in providing lower costs
of solar cell procurements for all programs Application of programmed
cell procurement coupled with standardized cell procurement specifi-
cation (5.4.5) by NASA across the board could result in more impact
on cost and reliability than many of the more exotic RfcD programs
currently under contract
Desired Output - The ideal result would be an all NASA and Air Force
programmed solar cell production schedule administered by a central
procurement officer to a common procurement specification At
minimum, a study of cost saving potential based on production pro-
jections for the next 10 years should be done
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Timing - Cost and delivery figures should be generated prior to the
third quarter of 1972 so that the results can be reflected in the
Development Program Plan
Recommended Program Elements
This study should initially assess the shelf life factors associated
with cells and panels (Much data is available from the ATM arrays
and the Lockheed/Lewis SERT arrays with regards to shelf life)
Arbitrary random pattern cell procurement plans should be quoted
by the vendors Then cost impact of stop-start cell receipt for the
panel fabrication process should be assessed based on past experience
The final output of the study should be an early start date procurement
plan for at least the Space Station and preferably NASA-wide It is
estimated that such a study can be conducted for 20K.
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5.4.7 Project Title Integrated Power Modules with On-Array Electronics
Priority
Category m The concept'of voltage regulation, voltage limiting,
or fault isolation through employment of multiple electronic modules
mounted directly on solar array modules has several potential
advantages including reduction of power transfer requirements,
reduction of power dissipation in the spacecraft, and reduction of the
probability of large percentage power losses due to individual circuit
failure. This technology is an integral part of the solar array module
design problem and although not an absolute necessity for technology
readiness demonstration, it deserves major emphasis in developing
downstream improvements to the baseline Space Station array
flexible module. Limited design and exploratory test work conducted
under the present program will form a basis for follow-on efforts
References:
1. This Report, Cm-Array Electronics, Section 4. 1. 3. 9
2. Discussions with Grumman concerning Space Station Battery
System Design
Statement of Problem.
Background - Only very simple on array electronics concepts have
been flown~to date including by-pass diodes and Zener diode voltage
limiters. On the Space Station, assuming a nominal 112 volt system
unregulated voltage, excursions above 200 volts will occur at low array
temperatures. Further, the preferred approach to battery charge
control includes on-array switching, and solar array oversizing to
to provide redundancy as well as a radiation degradation margin
will result in the dissipation of up to 27 KW in excess array power
during, periods of low usage. These requirements make the ultimate
use of some form of on-array power conditioning or heat dissipation
a virtual certainty.
Desired Output - Under the present program, tradeoffs will be per-
formed leading to a baseline electrical design selection, and test
prototype panels will be fabricated with results of analyses and tests
reported in the Design Handbook. Follow-on programs, based on this
effort, should aim at improved circuit designs and life testing of full
panel modules to evaluate life characteristics of advanced panel
modules. The final output would be a life qualified building block
power module for the operational Space Station.
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Timing - Since the basic flexible module is not likely to be structure-
peculiar, design and development iteration and life testing could
be continuous up to final operational Space Station array design freeze.
New circuits as well as new cell and cover assembly technology
(5.3.2, 5.3.3. 5 4.1, 5.4.2. 5 4.3. 5.4.4. 5.4 8) can be factored
into the design as they become available. Follow-on efforts should
proceed starting in late 1972.
Recommended Program Elements
Based on the tradeoffs and testing under the present program, early
augmented effort should concentrate on comparative testing of circuit
elements and testing of alternate concepts recommended during the
trade-off studies Electrical testing should be conducted on the panel
module level, with early attention directed at heat rejection which
has proven to be a limiting problem in past flight systems. The more
promising configurations should be subjected to thermal cycle and
radiation testing to simulated Space Station life cycles. 'In view of
the central importance of the basic power module to the overall
Space Station power system problem,added expenditures of as much
as 400K per year appear justified beyond 1972 if enough promising
component improvements come along under the other projects
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5. 4. 8 Project Title Optical Filter Evaluation
Priority
Category in. A program is required to determine if the blue
filter used on conventional coverglasses is actually needed to protect
the present day, UV resistant adhesives. If not, there are possible
savings of approximately 11% in the cost of coverglasses and power
increases of over 8% are possible if a non-degradable "red ' filter
is developed. There are no plans to conduct an investigation of this
nature under present programs. Any positive results of the above
investigations would be applicable to all solar arrays flown in the
future.
References.
1. This Report, Coverglasses, Section 4. 1.3.4
Statement of Problem;
Background - Almost all solar arrays flown to date have had A. R. /blue
filters. Exotech in its Handbook of Space Environmental Effects on
Solar Cell Power Systems indicated that after only 735 sun hours, a
blue filter experiences a 2. 2% loss in transmission. After 2000 sun
hours, Sylgard 182 adhesive with no primer experiences no loss in
transmission. These test tunes by no means approach the Space
Station life but they do indicate that a blue filter may not be needed.
It should be investigated.
Also, there is a lack of information available in the literature
indicating whether or not the existing AR coating applied to the cover-
glass is an optimum one with respect to reflectance, transmission,
or degradation. This should be investigated. In addition, an investigation
should be conducted to find a pure "red" filter that would not degrade
in the space environment. (The basic transmission loss and degradation
of present day "blue-red" filters make their net total effect negligible).
The JPL. report on an Improved Solar Cell Module shows that an ideal
red filter would reduce cell operating temperature by 17. 6°C.
Desired Output - If development were successful, the following gains
might be realSed:
o A blue filter may add as much as $0. 32 to the cost of a coverglass
If it could justifiable be eliminated, there are potential savings
of $640,000 per Space Station in the cost of covers alone.
o The elimination of this degradable filter will produce perhaps
a Z% increase in end of life power. This means i% or approximately
40,000 less required solar cells on the SSSA if all other factors are
constant. This is a savings of approximately $140,000.
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Desired Output (cont'd)
o The addition of a non-degradable "red" filter would produce
over 8% increase in power and therefore, 8% or 160, 000 fewer
cells would be required for the array if other cell.factors are
constant. This is a savings of approximately $560,000.
Timing - Some initial experimental data and cost information would
be desirable in time to influence the Development Program Plan in
late 1972. Complete environmental life data is required two years
prior to qualification of flight panels to provide economic lead
times for procurement.
Recommended Program Elements.
The i«"*ia1 program must involve generation of data in four areas
to determine whether or not a blue filter is required.
o Transmission losses - the basic transmission loss of the cover
experienced when a blue filter is applied should be determined.
o Cell operating temperature - it should be determined what effect
the blue filter has on cell operating temperature, i. e., does it in
fact give a cooling effect and if so, how much does it affect the
power output.
o Degradation - the transmission losses due to degradation of the
adhesive alone and of the blue filter-adhesive combination
should be determined for exposures to ultraviolet radiation
and possibly to low energy protons and electrons for periods
of 5 to 10 years.
o Cost - the specific per-cell-production cost of adding a blue
filter to a cover glass should be determined to evaluate cost
savings.
A parametric study of all possible AR coatings should be conducted
to find the optimum one with respect to low reflectance, high
transmission and low or no degradation in the space environment.
Finally, investigations should be conducted to find a "red" filter that
would reflect all light energy above 1.2 microns in wavelength.
Work should be directed toward finding a filter that degrades little if
any and has a high transmission. This filter would produce lower
operating temperatures and thus higher cell power.
The above investigations would'involve 3-4 man years of contractor
effort.
5 4. 9 Project Title Composite Structure Material and Joining Techniques
Priority
Category HI. The attractive combination of strength and mass
properties peculiar to advanced composites make this class of
materials prime candidates for construction of the Space Station
Solar Array deployment structure. High strength, high stiffness,
low thermal expansion and low density - characteristic of graphite/
organic advanced composites - are desirable properties for space
systems. Weight savings in the range of 1,000 Ibs per space station
could be realized on the basis of replacement of aluminum structure a—
with graphite epoxy. In addition, stiffness, (one of the major design
parameters) could be increased 5 times providing excellent alignment
potential for extension and retraction of the large array system
Thermal deflection would be reduced to an absolute minimum with
the extremely low coefficient of expansion (approximately 1 x 10~°
Based on present evaluation of state-of-the-art, these materials will
not be employed in the present space station program, except that
design studies will identify possible downstream applications of this
technology in the hope that downstream improvements in weight and
stiffness can be realized.
References:
1. This Report. Structural Materials. Section 4. 1. 2. 1
Statement of Problem
Background - Prior to 1977 launch, much of the mechanical properties
data for advanced composites will have been established by expanded
use in aircraft and spacecraft. However, solar array structure designs
will employ composites in much thinner gauges than normally used
for structural applications. Development of properties in thin sections
(2-3 mil range) are difficult to test, but must be verified. Durability
of organic matrix materials in orbit must be reliably predicted.
Verification testing for long duration life times must be initiated as
soon as possible.
Compatibilities with conductive and msulative coatings, longevity
of each, means of repair or replacement in space are other considerations
which must be evaluated for successful utilization of a graphite/organic
material system or any other system under consideration.
Creep fatigue effects from temperature cycling (up to 60, 000 cycles)
in the space environment should be a long-term advanced study for
these materials, and the bonding methods used to join them.
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5 4. 9 Continued
Background (cont'd)
There are also problems in standardizing the materials between
manufacturers and quality control over batches of graphite epoxy.
Desired Output - Sufficient graphite composite materials data for
design of solar arrays structures using thin sections in low earth
orbits for periods up to 10 years, including strength degradation due
to fatigue, radiation, temperature, and outgassing.
Tuning - Results should be available to include this material in the
solar array development phase beginning in late 1973.
Recommended Program Elements'
In addition to the generation of the basic properties stated above,
shapes should be fabricated based on the baseline Space Station array
designs. These shapes should be tested structurally and thermally
and, assuming that the basic creep and radiation degradation properties
prove satisfactory, improved structural elements (boom sections,
etc.) should be fabricated and tested to the same conditions as the
baseline structure and, if successful, incorporated as an improved
baseline. In view of the high potential payoff in weight and stiffness,
added expenditures of the required 100K-200 per year in this area
appear Justified.
5.4.10 Project Title Test and Evaluation of Alternate Power Transfer Device
Priority
Category m. Slip rings and flex harnesses are both being considered for
Space Station Solar Array baseline design approaches. Potential reliability
advantages have been identified with alternate devices such as power clutches
and rotary transformers, but very little basic work has been done on such
devices on which to base a power transfer system design. Potential payoffs
in reduced maintenance or logistic requirements Justify further experimental
effort in these areas.
References
1. This Report; Power Transfer Devices other than Slip Rings; Section 4,2.3,2
Statement of Problem.
— Currently slip rings or flex harnesses are the only flight
demonstrated methods of power transfer across a rotating Joint. Hex
harnesses are restricted to reset or limited rotation. It has been deter-
mined that continuous rotation slip rings are lequired in one and possibly
two axis. Because of the mandatory scale up In both size and current
carrying capacity, it Is deemed critical to evaluate backup transfer systems
such as power clutches or rotary transformers for the Space Station array
application. The MSC/Lockheed program will evaluate duty cycles and
current density on slip rings. However, it is beyond the scope of this
program to adequately test potential backup devices.
Power clutches and rotary transformers for space applications are relatively
new devices. As yet no operational testing or reliability testing has occurred
on power clutches. Power clutches built to date are in the demonstration
ti^n|«»l or mockup category.
In power clutch operation, the holding pressure can be mudk higher than could
be considered using a slip ring because of the excessive ring and brush wear
resulting from the high pressure. This higher pressure means that the con-
tact resistance is lower than that possible from slip rings. Hence less energy
is lost in this Interface and power transfer efficiency is high. A rotary trans-
former has many potential advantages Including no wear or wear products, no
arcing, negligible friction, no viscous drag from liquid contact, and energy
transfer relatively unaffected by the presence of oil, water, or other con-
taminants, but further experimental work is needed to determine the practi-
cality of such devices for high power application.
Desired Output - The major area where technology does not exist for develop-
ment of the power clutch is with face plate materials and lubricants. Much
that is known about switches, relays and contractors is directly applicable to
power clutches. The degree of applicability needs to be evaluated and related
to feasible face plate designs. The capability should be developed to state the
design Impact that use of power clutches or rotary transformers would have.
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5.4.10 Continued
Recommended Program Elements
The Initial efforts should Include
Power Clutch
(1) Perform conceptual design to determine scale up feasibility
and weight.
(2) Perform parallel contacted, bee plate tests to determine the
extent If any of make before break arcing.
(3) Construct development model and run tests similar to planned
slip ring tests.
Rotary Transformer
(1) Perform conceptual design to determine scale up feasibility
and weight.
(2) Determine the complexity associated with mandatory power
conversion equipment on the array root.
(3) Determine the space allocation Impact associated with con-
version and transformer components.
(4) Construct development model and run tests similar to planned
slip ring tests. '
The above represents an 18 month to 2 year effort of approximately 200K.
Following this effort, one approach should be adopted and a ftdl scale
prototype built and placed on life teat as a backup for the hanaiinA power
transfer system.
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Section 6
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SOLAR ARRAY TECHNOLOGY
The bibliography section Is made up of the following three parts.
I • Part 6.1, a description of the bibliography content, code for looking up
referenced documents, and method of determining value of listed documents
' for use on this program.
• Part 6.2, list of documents reviewed and used In preparing the Solar Array/
, Structure portion of the report. •,
• Part 6.3, list of documents reviewed and used In preparing Orientation/Power
transfer portion of this report.
6.1 DESCRIPTION OF BIBLIOGRAPHY
The bibliography is divided into two major subject categories, (1) Solar Array and
Structures and (2) Orientation and Power Transfer. Report content made It imposs ble
to categorize further by subject; therefore, in each of the major sections the documents
are, listed in alphabetical order by company or by Government Center it no outside
contract was involved. Listings are coded with a one letter, two number, group such
as A. 2. 3 which designates the following A refers to all companies whose name starts
with A; 2, refers to the second company in the A listing; 3, refers to the third docu-
ment in the listing under, that company. In each listing documents are Identified by
contract number or by conference, symposium, or journal number and by title, month,
and year of publication. In addition, a brief abstract of the subject matter treated in
the document was arfHpri JQ IQQ bibliography.
To maximize the usefulness to the power system designers, a code was used to indicate
whether or not a document had information regarding a specific subject and whether or
not it was applicable to the Space Station. The code Is as follows
(1) A solid black dot in a column means that the report Information concerning
mat subject is directly applicable to Space Station power system design.
' (2> An open dot means the information is useful but not directly applicable.
, (3) No dot indicates the document is not considered applicable at this time.
Bibliography coding was designed to be open-ended to allow addition of documents In
every area.
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and proceiaea for UfhtwHfht sobur
paaola Doterialoed tenet diode
paatt Complete teat R cults discussed -
acoustic sinusoidal rlbrsttoa mermal/
racoon Bfaock, po»er output and aub-
nratc frequencr
lacreaao nliabUlt> and reduce welcbt
of blgb-rottafe solar-ceU power «r«teew
15 k» X b i l B k X louvnllr rcculated
arrsj- Computer controlled abunUnf of
modutea aod swltchlDi approacfae*
described.
 H
Fallout from coBract JPL U1M4 Paper
descrlbea tecfantquca for psdEaftat In-
urcooaectlonj ctw«r (UtMt *irucmrc§
t aseemMr Future ircuda ointloed.
Fallout from coatrsct JPL *>!*» Paper
discusses ber/Uium strunur* bonooi
column and tensile streseea, fabriesttoo
tachntqoes sad some test resaba.
Pbytlcsl meesoremeats by electron micro
(npha >-ray dWimctto* mass aad la-
lenal reflection spectroaeopy Etectre-
1-hsraical wfta InrtmM polartrattoa.
rest potctdal sad cbemlcal cDrlronneaV
rffects mcasunmeals.
Pmsslrely cooled solsr ceD •ysttms
raiber than conveattooal Rat paaels, are
possible for probes 0 eraser than 0 f At'
to me son. Such cnemrta as the sswtoott
optical reflector elevated absortsof,
filter etc are ansl> Md.
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B 3-15
B 3-10
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B 3-19
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B 3-22
ORIGIIATon/iJOtL MEVT
IDENTIFICATION
IECEC Paper
Title Structural Problem
AasocUted with Develop-
ment of Largo Dcployable
Solar Cell Array*
IECEC Paper
Title Derelopmcnt of
Electrical Design Concepti
For Largo Area Solar
Arrav
IECEC Paper No 63906 S
Title \ Technique for
Identtfytm] the Cause of
Performance Deffndatlan
In Cadmium SttUQde Solar
CelU
IECEC Paper So 6*9093
Title Ushtmelghi
Urge Area SoUr Array*
(ata Conf Piper
SoUr Cella ta A Deploy-
Able Array Composed of
Algid Frame*
3th Photovoltaic Spec
Conf Paper
Title: \ 50 -.U M »itt
Pound SoUr Cell Arr*T
FenalbUlly Stady
3th PnotoTottaic Spec
Conf Paptt
ntle- High \oUage
SoUr Array Operattoo la
the Ionosphere
Contract \AS3-104U
rule- Develop, of Solar
Panel Svatem for Ther-
mally AnBcsUn*; RadUttoo
Flrat Quarterly
nATt
67
67
Sep
69
Sep
69
Mar
67
Oct
63
TO
Oct
BRIEF ACffTRACT
Fallout from JPL contract* 931633 fr
951934 Discusses selection of material*
Compare* candidate material* for prime
etnicture substrate* 4 thermal control
ffaHnj* Some evaluation test require-
ment* briefly covered
20 w*tt/lb (4900 ft2) aolar array tor
electrle-propuUtoD-type Uara-oound
apaeecraA Magnetic eOecta power
iMaca * diode loaaea are dlacuaaed
Testlac of cell* interconnect* aad
fauaea ts desert bod
Effect of changes In Qve phyricnllj
of a CdS aelar cell 4* cmlculatML Cal-
caUtod and performance data are con-
pared. The parameter that changed to
Comparison of feature* of dram rotted
Oai fetJout and Qu rollout tolar arra>
coacepta DUcuMlon of future appllca-
raUty fc potential
pared CdS cell* oo flex membrane roHiu,
fells on membrane deplored by tnflataU*
tincture and aril cabatral* on rigid
frame* coupled by hinges aprlngs
eablea etc
Fallont from contract JPL BS1U (Feb-
Dee UUU \rrar reoflgontfoB ctumes
•eml-rigld flbergUu snbstrmle aod ree-
taagnUr pawl ahapad )olned by huca
Dmcrtptton of protorype Interface and
development problems
13 k* 2 to l« k\ Ion tnrostad apace-
cnttlhstaplralsmmlOOnm out to
solar array loac* power If leakage cur-
rcnl Dow* through plasma, Svnral aoto-
Unu CD this problem are dlscasaed.
Drclgn* build two operable 1 ft- panel*
to withstand 10 thermal annealing cycles
» to *i(fC Thermal dKhslon bondtag
proceaa developed Thermal analyst* to
«raluat* neadng methods ft prelim panel
design reported
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IDCHTinCATIOK
Cvtfract HAU-eOOl
CtdnloD Sulfld* Bolar
r a
EadAunapaotltochaa-
lama 0]>rapMl«n
Tubular ExWdfaU Boom
Corf
toUr Array Stodtl - A
Tool tor Poww Bjrtaa*
Aaalyala
Uooaanlan of Humidity
Darradutaa la &Urtr-
TltaBlum Contact*
KATE
r«b
ct
91
Apr
TO
70*
~
nnirr AIOTHACT
Enrtfoamaalal mta or oclla maaAKtarad
ta ISB7 * 19H Preaaan leu mta
l(r» Tort in and taanaal «Tdai be-
men -1WC ft 6o*C Defraoaaoa of
reported' "* " ™
D**«kKBwM of MAST (HatUple ApcUc*-
M™ •»«(. TA.) -tn«jrilM« r^n -Mrh
eaa b> •*«] to tnxmfnrt Onld aid tro-
nuttaraiw OalfD (old* dm preeedad
Uprweat^ Uaed nr perfamtane*
•ndk»d. Pmralta easy taoorparatloB of
ertnol nb« Varta «U> Baannutaw
TUaaluD raacta •UctnxamlcaUy
aUdts Bklagte aoatamuaia accelerate
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ORIGINATOR DOCUMENT
IDESTIHCATION
IROWN C\I\ ERSTTY, R 1
the EUecta of Sub-
rhnshold High EaertT
:icetroa» on f>ropenie*
of Silicon Photo* Cella
(T R >
CALIFOHMA fXST
QF Tt
~
C
"
3olor Cell Panel*
teem Appl teuton
CARACOftP
Contrail NASU-|T3l
TUe Til* R«liuoo
B«-*«en aoUr Cell
Ian a Mils aad Ufg Data
g^^j/
C«r~T-^«
rtti* louynl ciau
;odnc* (or Solar
Cell* |T H >
x& Photovoltaic Spec
fttte* btciral Glaaa
roaxtop for So|*r Cell*
ttt Ptet^roltaic Spec
roof
Tulc Cipcrteqce «iih
k Four* <a* Lithium
riajalnlaf SUapm S^)*r
Telia
DATL
Feb
TO
Jan
TO
#r
NOT
64
Oct
Mar
DRIFF AEBTR^CT
Ueaanremeua ot photovoltaic charactor-
tatlc* of p/o llthhan doped p/D convention-
al and n/p cclU Damage rataa compared
lor eloctron radtaUon at 9V K A deDecUoB
circuit to produca a acamwd electron beam
pattern ti ooacrfbod
Invention to control the illumination of
cell" aa mlaalon progrcaaea from varth to
Invcntlona ar* preacntad
Examtned atcht performanca data (195r-«T)
or aatctllte solar » atemt and raUted
dlffereocea In performance u matcrlala
and manufacturtng tactora Data retrln al
»«s cumberaamc <• coatl\ Ended up deaicn-
og a data lathering 6 norage •} BMm for
Reaearrh mveailgmikn rarj-lng glaaa
i»j*r thlckneaa from 2 mtcrona to 20 mUa
Applicable onl) to mlaaloaa vberc paasl\e
thermal cootnd ft lo* enere radtaUon
dominate Production teaatbilMr
CentrlfaiaUr depoatiatl ground glaaa
powder fOMd to aUlcon TUchncca
control A hjdroOaorlc ackd dip for Ugter
tbermal cmlttanc* achieved. Teata for
radtaUoB rMi«tanc« reported ^
Aork under contract HAS 5-102*1 T«o
metboda ol doping dlactuaed. lithium
auspenaton to oQ or »« deposited on
allkoa * bcaicd to diffuse In the lithium
lithium to*ul inermaU) ataporated 4 aub-
aeojuently beaied l-\ characterUttca
prea«"td
«
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rtb PhMomltalo Spec
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rnJa COKtaof
.UhbuB on Solar C«ll
ProtMrtlea
latar C«U AnU-raOac-
ASMS Paper
Title Bo* Mechanical \ "0
Rcqulrcmmu Vlre '
SoUr-Ccll Co«u
ORIGIN ATOH/DOCL MEfTT
lib PbOUFVOlUUC SptC
Cool
Title lncrwu«d Out-
put from Sllicoa *»l«r
CelU
tb PbourotUUC 9p*c
'oal
•itlc CoatrUMtkiu
a CoS-Cu_5 Solar Cell
of tb* PhoB
roltaie [OKI 10 Rtfa
LtfiCMac* CdB Tba
•UCD Solar Cell*
«fl*cu ot llUUmo on Mltr c*U
RHulU of Bwuunnnu
OQ cclli UfarfciM vttli vujioc
and •cbrpmaUe Co«l-
ud npcrlottQul-
ly AHO Bhon-cliTuh euncai •pwetrtl
Dncribe* cvplcal prtttdl A*j fpecUici
u *ad dHAiJet turf e*tt eoiu could
reduced am BO toai el output or
UcctnaMkl *bculc»l ud •ftnraawiul
i output eclli H
CO*M JM - proOmU jEp»ci upoo U*
• olba*dcap
•obOBlM najarm cairwr M*
U* tad pair Ufrttme
ol CdS rwuoi in Co.! l«rn
cflvcuai eh%racurUUca at (Ma
Nil » ork Kqiportad by CXE3 c
I /*J9 OVTClOpRCM Of
MTtafr
model aod attcruU KbeMi ar» A*
•••d. Dan oa aEwaoaochroowiK
ipeLirx. 111."Hi* u fvporud X rai
tcanhv of Cifbi «n*runeou panel* on
BodolM aboard t -t*-At JPL balto.«
BlCbu Dnekat&MUl cQon lor uvrm a«
the naMln; and tffletcncT ol ibe*« cvlli
nporud
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C 5-3
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C 3-5
C 5-6
C i-7
C.,-,
C 6-2
C 6-3
LEGES
1DFNTIHCATION
>lh Photo\oltaic Spec
Cool
title The tun Film'
CdS Solar Cell
ith Photovoltaic Spoc '
rule Thin FUm
Plastic Substrate CdS
Jolar Cells
ith Photovoltaic Spec
:onf
Title The Status of
the Clcvllc CdS Thin
FUm Solar Cell
th Photovoltaic Spec
'itle Toe Mechanism
f the Photovoltaic
Effect In High Efliclenc}
CdS Thin FUm Solar Cell*
tcRC Srrapostum on CdS
Thin FUm Solar Cells
Title Progress In the
• abrlcailoo of CdS 1
Thin FQm Solar Cells
COMSAT
ith Photovoltaic Spec
Title Low Energ) Pro
OD Damage ID Silicon
tolar Cells
tth Photovoltaic Sfcwc
:onf
Title Statistical
Analysis of One Me%
Electron Irradlauon of
ailoon Solar Cells
ECEC Paper 699091
Title .Evaluation of
he Performance of
lolor Arrays on Intelsat
Spacecraft at Synchronous
Utltude
ItATi
Oct
as
Oct
63
MU-ST
Mo\
Apr
70
63
Aog
70
^
BRliF ABSTRACT
himmarlEc* the progress made since un-
demanding too functioning of the compo-
icnt parts of the cell The construction of
design Improvements present problems
md future poaslbllliics are discussed
Large area cell efficiencies greater than
T"J obtained Design of plastic substrate
cells and ny"*"*** of processing are de-
scribed along with Indications of present
problems and anticipated improvements
lummarr
 0( development front wall cell of
xrth plastic and copper foil fubstrale given
Recent changes and further Improvements
discussed. Stability characteristics under
shelf storage humidity and tugfa tempera-
ure described.
A tentative Cu.S/CdS hsterojonctloo
model was atufikxJ by electrical optical *
chemical measurements Results verify
essential features of the model Cell
efficiency Increased by Improvement in
electron lifetime In Cu,S
Two major difficulties to overcome
output drop on «-ui cell ag* and bumtdlrr
leosiUvtty Major change In cell fabrica-
lioo to Increase efficiency and llfettm* an
described New Cterlte tactllitea are
> resected
nepon on cell current degradation at Itied
loltsges to nominal 10 ohm-cm cells wilh
covcrsltps vnlcn are Irradiated by 1^0 and
270 Kev protons Damage U dependent on
exposed area and proton energy
t an-de-GraaK accelerator used Float
cone refined sllkon peKormed bed
Cells covered «tih TICK and SiOx antl-
reflecUve coating*. Ail a; p cells had same
tflteient* after talO'" 11 Me\ } electreosw1
Discusses performance on Early Bird.
Intelsat D F-landF-4 Data tndlcatea
21* degndufaM on Earl> Bird (4 vear
orbli) m on INTELSAT D at«d F-3 fl
jear orbll) Data Indicates degradation due
to tow energy protons similar to lab
experience
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IDENTIFICATION
1st Power Conditioning
Spec Conf
TIUo Communications
Satellite Power Coodi-
7th Photovoltaic Spec
Conf
Title. Irradiation
Studies on State-of-tbe-
Art Cadmium Sulf ide Cell
tot 1 Solar Coargy Soo
Coal .1970
rule Solar Cell
Research -at Corns*!
DEHAVTLLAMP AJR-
CRAFT.CANADA
Contract AF33(61S)-
2724
Title Boom Attachment
System
DENVER RESEARCH
tN3Tf
Contract- JPL-952SU
rule TbeEDecuof
Jpwce-Particl* Bom-
nrdmcai OB Solar-Cell
HaterUl*
DTWACHEM CORP
Dyneaehem Tech Data
Bulletin
title. Dynaplate Elec-
iroless Tin-Lead EBS 250
ELECTRO-OPTICAL
(E03)
Contract JPLB32485
rule Res ft Der of
blar Cell Contact* *
nurcomect*
H.T,
Apr
70
Nov
88
Mar
70
Aug
70
Mar
70
Jttl
10
Oct
69
BRltF AlBTRACT
Review of power-conditioning systems oo
INTELSAT I through IV Nl-Cd batteries
during eellpae operation Different methods
lor battery charging charge control volt-
age regulation and power management on
each vehicle Advantages L disadvantages
discussed
Work sponsored by Intelsat Proton
(energies 250 Kev to 5 0 Mov) Irradiation
of cells and Kaplan cover*! Ides Data pro-
vided on abort circuit current open-circuit
voltage maximum power It current also
Kaptoa transmission data
Data from studies of low energy proton
Irradiation* oa partially shielded silicon
cell* 1 Mev electron Irradiations and
thermal cycling of cadmium sulf tde cell*
fapport work for the International Satellite
Consortium
Astronaut work outside spscocrnfl entails
difficulty to maneuver and kawp station A
rigid boom attachment device (evaluation
model) based on STEM was carried out.
Detailed hardware description presented
Effect* of proton bombantoeni of ail Icon
cell* by electronic measurement*, electron
mlcroacop) and x-n) topography Ex*
wrlmcntaJ approach and result* of tb*
latter two techniques arc dlacuased.
EBS C50 represents a major bnaklhraDjb
In chemical plating technology Thia U a
tentative operating Instruction* bulletin.
Result* of studies ta photo- resistant
massing optlnuatloa of the plating process
and effect* of sintering am reported. Pro-
duct tun of eloctroformwd aluminum contact
cells «lih >10-% AMD efflcleoc> reported
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E 1-s
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IDENTIFICATION
Contnet NAB3-1018T
Tide- Ugttaretght
Solar Panel fntoroonnectt
P B
Contruti JPL9UOU
Title Planetary Solar
Array Development
8th Photovoltaic Spec
Conf
Tltlei Statu* of Advanced
Solar Cell* at flectro-
Optlcal Syateraa too
rriK^sp>CERRIEAttCHnTinANtZA.
Tide Integration of
Solar Cell* Into Module*
Title Inoreaaed SoUr
Call Output by Improved
Optical Hatching Pan
1 Theoretical Conald-
eratlona
Title Deelgn of SoUr
Call Array* and Their
Performance la Space
Title Advanced SoUr
Cell Array Concept*
Sixth EBRO Summer
School Proc.
Title" Space Power 0ye-
ttma Photovoltaic Eoerfy
Convenlon
Tth PhotovolUtc Bpao
Conf
Title The Photovoltaic
Effect IB the CurCd-8
Syaiem
DATE
67
Jan
80
Oat
W
Aug
TO
Mar
Eft
Aog
89
Aug
89
Nov
89
Nov
80
BniEFAfiSTIUCT
Developed technology to eleetrotora
•liver or oopper Interconnection* between
•rmp-eroond silicon cell* with AgTI sln-
tered coataflta Devoloped mandrel* and
mjuUng far *lngl* ceD tab* two otdl
iBterconnecu four cell modal** mtar-
oatmscUens proceas apoc Included
Selection of four promising array oonoepu
and eomparlaon of their characteristic*.
Solar cell clreitll ft substrate* design and
nutartal* study rwulta Heat belaaoe
ft atrDCtural analysts presented
Work under contract NAS 6-3B60 Devel-
opment of alUcoo drift fleM ft thin (0 004
la, tolngle ory*tal cell having 9-10% effi-
ciency Radiation mutant cell employing
a built-in electrostatic field described
Open Circuit voltage degradation discussed
Problem* essoolatod with layout and ooo-
atructlon of cell modulo* and module
mounting technique* are dl*ou**od Re-
Tlow of InUrconnecmr and contact mater*
Ifcla Tranamlitaace degrmdaUon of
cover ilio* ft adbealves by irradiation
diaou**ed
Derivation of formula* for reflection
phenomenon Including outer apace eumtghl
dlatrlbutlon and *poctral rwponsa of
oella CpU mum anU -reflection layer
for covered ft uncovered cell* calculated
CMeolaled ft measured reflection com-
pared
Description of pammstara Important In
deetgn of aolar gcneraton Review of
characteristic* of fixed and orlontod
array* and their mechanical design
Electrical Interconnection method* sha-
dow effect* ft reliability eonaldentlona
preaentod
Areas of potential improvement* deter-
mined. Power-lt>-wolt4l ratio Increased
to 40 watt/kg Hew deelgn* for etntoture
of array panel* dlseuaaed Design basic
problems reviewed. Thin film eolar
cell development* described
Papers Photovoltaic Effect Solar Energy
Conversion Solar Cell Performance Thin
Film Solar Cell* Cell Calibration ft SbUr
Call Testing Problems
Critical irtamfV'm of racdeU of proposed
photovoltaic celU flpeetral response
measured and calculated for model in which
?bf8 layer pUya » role are dl*cu*ssd
Cross-over of dark and light I-V charac-
teristic* described
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OwMWATOa/DOCUMITT
tDENTinCATIOH
Tth Photovoltaic Bpsc
Conf
TlUa The Photovoltaic
Effect In t&c Cn-Cd-6
System
Ttb Photovoltaic flpoc
Title PhotDconductlvlty
Body of Ameallng of
RadlsiloD Dvfects In
Uthlum-Daped Silicon
ESHTC
fttb Photovoltaic Spec
Conf
Title Environmenttl
Stady of European BUlcoo
Solar CelU with Improved
Antt-reflecttoo OOsOnga
Btta Photovoltaic Spn
Conf
Title Stabia of Welded
Solar Cell Modulo Tech-
oology at ESTBO
EXOTECH mC
Contract NAS-no namber
TlUe Solar Cell Per-
formance Mathematical
Model
1st Quarterly only
Contract NA5K -0134 5
Title Handbook of
Space Environmental
Effect* on Solar Cell
Power System
FAIRCHfLD-HILLER
Contract JPL9SI9C9
Title Fabrication
Fcutbillty study of A
30 Watt/Pound Rollup
Solar Array
1 * ft * Quarterlies
and Final Report
DAT*
Nov
61
Nov
8S
Aog
70
Aug
TO
Jun
89
Jan
08
Oet
BT
thru
60*
BRIEF ABSTRACT
Critical examination of model* of
proposed photevoltsJa cella Spectral
response measured sad calcuUted for
model to which CujS Uygr play* a rale
are t<t«nrrrl Crow-over of dark A
light I-V characterUtice dnacrtbed
Slnfts crystal wafer* contalnlnf various
concentration* of oxygen pboaphorua and
boron Irradiated by 2 Mev electrons
Photoconductivity at longer wavelength*
than the silicon absorption edge were
measured Annealing at 3WK described
Silicon celU from four European suppliers
compared for recently ttmovatad UUalura
oxide and conventional ami -reflection
coatlbcs Small worthwhile Improve-
ment by replacing silicon monoxide vtth
titanium nxlto ooatlnis
Development of^eldlng tectmlmies for
cell modules 1* reajnwnil Design
requirement ealabUahwd Welded
(rcslahuce welduf) Joint* show reeta-
tanoa to keep tbermal cycling to -IWc
or lower
Effort to prepare a computer program for
•lUcon cell performance In apace envtron-
mem Previous model reviewed In llghl
of current research activity for Improve-
ment a> alternative Wchnlque*
This volume revises updates and expand*
the July 19O3 handbook it Is a single
source of analytical methods ft expert-
mental data for design engineer* Space-
radiation and meterold eftecU are
dUcusaed
Array area-ZSO square feet Design
analyse* and description of major compo-
nenV» Thr*« candidate structural
systems evaluated in ocptb for weight
minimization Trade atudy for •election
of deployment/retraction mechanism
reported Description of array panel
composition and result* of full scale
model teeu presented
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F l-T
F 1-fl
F 1-9
r 1-10
F 1-11
F 2-1
C 1-1
I
ORIGINATOR/ WXUdU tTT
IDEHTIKtCATiON
Contract NASS-DM8
TlUe Positive Deploy-
able Solar Array
Development Program
Phases I, 11 A III
Report*
Journal Spacecraft
Article
TlUe Solar Deflection on
Ttdn-Uallcd Cylindrical
Title- bnesUgaUons
of a 12-16 Kv Rigid
Deplorable Solar Array
Contract SASS-I1203
TlUe- Final Report -
Stodr of Deployment/
Retraction Technique*
for Flodbla Roll-up
Solar Arrays
Contract NASH-21203
TlUe Bibliography -
Solar Arrays and
Associated Technologic*
FRANKFTRT USTVER-
Tth Photovoltaic Spec
Conf
TlUe Inpurtt} Photo-
voltaic Effect In Silicon
GENERAL ELECTRIC
Electronic Packaging *
Production Article
Title ICChlptoiar-
wonecUon Replacing the
Flying Lead
HATt
Jua
ee
thru
Jul
Ofl
Mar
70
Ho
Date
Jan
69
Apr
aa
Nor
M
Dec
09
MUFF AlBTRACT
Fabrication and testing of on array for
spln-orlcntcd spacecraft applicUian.
Developed and tested * 2 19 ft, vide by
S 20 R long flax array Humidity
vibration tensloo-mtlguft and thermal
cycling testa are described Design
analysis and system component* de-
scribed la detail Dynamic aquations
presented In appendix
Derivation of analytical expression
describing steady state deflection of
tubular structure with * locked over-
lapped cress section subjected to solar
heating la tero g Results presented
ID graphical form for engineering design
A specific example is discussed.
Study tailored to S«turn orbital vork
ship configuration The design both
structural & mechanical Structural
inahsls and electrical design are
described in detail
Determination of optimum deployment
system for 40 Kft iei arrsv on SIVB dry
Workshop Svstem component struc-
tural an) thermal onaly*!* ore reported
Selection trade studies u««d throughout
Covers literature from 1MO to 1KB
Lists of UUe author source • oriel
synopsis (Section 1 > Technical category
eras* reference U given In Section 0
Cold donor level observed. Spectral
response, of open circuit voltage measured
Mia lock-In tecbtfqne So Improvement
la efndvncy by doping with deep trap* -
carrier recombination
Recent development* are countering ttot
Inherent weaknesses of ibe firing lead
Interconnectian method These advance*
(beam teed C flip rfupi hate bra followd
bj others using batch processing tech-
niques deacribed here
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G 1-5
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C 2-9
G 1-tO
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ORlUlNATOa/tXX-UMf NT
mEVTintATION
GENERAL FLECTRIC
\ALLEY FORGE
Contnct JPLD3107Q
Title- Feoatbillty
Stody of 30 Watts Pur
Pound BoUop Solar Array
1st. 2nd. 3rd
Final Report
Contract JPL 952314
TlUe- RoUap Sub-solar
Am?
ttfa Qcarterile* and
i Spacecraft Article
Title Thermally
Induced Vibration *
Ftuner of A FlexUd*
Contract. ««S 3-9S97
Till*- SttdyofBlcn
\ oltag* SoUr Amy
Control Electronics
EEC EC Popec 6SWTO
Till*- Tt»~Rot^or
FaUare Mode for Solar
Arrays
ffiCEC Paper *49073
Tttlc- A Design Concept
tor a M wan, pound Rallai
Solar Array
<P60tt
TUlt MetbodiCor
Fabrtcadng Cd5 Thin
Film Solar Cell Modules
I>AT»
Sep
67
thru
Jon
«8
Sep
C9
tbnt
Oci
TO
Anj
69
Jua
TO
Sep
C9
Aag
69
Aug
6*
HRll r AtVTRACT
Preliminary design and analyst* of 850
ft array Fabrication of modal to
demonstrate deployablUty Trade
studies and preliminary design of teso-
deptoynMfflt boom seleedoQ and for slip
ring ueembly Blanket curling InvesUgrf-
ttoa FabricoUoa of dcployobUlty dcnwB-
stratlon model oeacrQwd In detail
Description of detail design of components
and performance analysis Fabrication
at proCDOpo test model pvts and of array
sabstraU reported Test and support tcs
equipment tdcDtJQrd and described
Mechanical asacmbly of prototype teat
model dlscusaed. Planning of ajstau
testa
Analytical study of satellite boom
oacUlaUou thermally Induced In passing
fluid damper added at Up of boom to
prevent thermal flutter
To provide rcguUted dc power directly to
loads array mounted power conditioning
discussed Regulation by Unary cooed
dlcltol switching system to short rtrcolt
series connected solar cell group*
Local beating phenomenon producing high
temperature* 1* more probable In non-
small fault In aeries element* Conaectst
by control of l-\ characteristic ulna by-
CSO tf system Trmd* atamaa and
analyses tor selection of conflcuraUon
preload by analytical model reported
Itajor componeat designs described.
Two metbods for series and parallel inter
dynamic*, tensile vac-tbermal cycling
Soldered and bonded module* -praota* and
tooting developed.
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LEGEK
RLA
ORIGINATOR/DOCUMENT
IDENTIFICATION
Contract HAS T-HT
(OART)
TlUe Nimbus 1 Pboto-
voltalo Power Systems
oo Flight Spacecraft
M6SD4223 (Qrst of a
series)
Title Failure Analysis
ft Design Report of
Nimbus 1 Solsr Array
Drive Failure
Photovoltaic SpocUlUt
Conf Paper
Tttle Cadmium Tellurlde
TUn FUm Solar Array
Photovoltaic Spec
Conf Paper
Title New Work on
CdT* Thin Fllm Solar
XEE 21st Nat1! Aero-
space/ Electrode Coaf
Title- Power DUtrlbo-
tton CbancterUac* for
>erlo«d Protection
DATE
Fob
68
Aug
M
Mar
alar
«T
May
C8
TOIFF ABSTRACT
Comprehenstve deacrlpttoo of the design
and performance of the power system In
Nimbus 2 spacecraft. Complete environ-
mental teats ojual and eeceptaaoa testa
Technical problems discussed.
Doe to deterioration of grwase <O-300
alllooo tab*) In solar array drive system
,t Ugh temp condttton (300 F) Complete
past-Ohjhl tailor* mode analysis
^nasored by contract A FA PL M (618)
-2*» prodBctton of targ* «lla tab ft
tberaal cycling of 28 volt modales De-
Analyais of applicability of array module
In the 1 23 to 40 kW rang*
Cine* to falliire DMcbsnlema were *DUghl
by itr^'rtrtTt spectral response of stngl*
crystal and thin Olm cell* revolting from
thermal treatment and electron bombard-
meot New barrier* farming tecfaatcjie
(spattered platinum I and Integrated array
bb techaksae* are alee presented
Overload protection guideline* ar*
developed for power subsystem aervtciag
multtple toad* by common bus Source
and protective device characteristics
u* diseased. Static and electro-
mechanical breaker* compared.
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C 4-1
B 1-1
B 1-2
H 1-1
ORK INATtftVlMXUMKNT
HlfNTlHI AFION
GOODYEAR AEROSPACE
CORJ*
ft Modular Struc Conf
Title Gas-Cured
Uretbone Resla Syst. tor
Space Structure
GLLTON rVDUSTRIES
1st Power Conditioning
Spec Conf
Title High efficiency
Solar Cell Array Peak
Power Tracker and
Battery Charter
KARSHA* CHEMICAL
Contract NAS3-MS4
Title- Development of
Optical Coatings for
CdS Thin Film Solar
Cells <F R )
Ctb PbotoroIbUc Spec
Conl
Title Further Cooaidera-
HOBS of the Model for the
CdS Solar Cell
HAWKER - SIDDELEY
Journal of th* British
Utrplanetary Soe
Title- Daslgn Dsecrtp-
tion of the Power
Sapplj Babsralem for tha
TOl 'TOI Satellite*
DATt
6T
Apr
TO
Dec
65
•Car
O
BHltF AHSTRACT
thane resin material applied to 10-fl
dlam piraboUe coUectora and 4-fl dlam
by 8-ft long cylinder* Emphaslces wort
oo Ihe solarxollector program namely
the Alrmat technlou*
Coupling la Airlock Vehicle tor Skylab
between STVB workshop and Apollo space-
craft Array power converted by a
•witching regulator, charged battery ft
•applies loads Peak array power nrle*
from 70 to 238* watts Open circuit
voltage aa high as 120 volts
tnvesOgattoa of optical properties of Ugh
Infrared emltlaace optical films
Materials were selected snd deposited by
sputtering and thermal evaporation
measurement made of *mlttance ft cell
stability In bomtd atmoapfaera
Uriel propose* n-typ* CdS In and oo wbld
p-tjpe Cu ,S Is grown with the rectifying
tuoctioo changtng geometry ft character-
istics due to loo motion Device la
described and properties of CdS and Cu-S
•re discussed.
Description offth* operatton performance-
aad method of coastrvcdoo of etch major
result* Indudng cbolee of battery
charge control, method of controlling
the solar array battery eonwctton
method etc are dUeouod.
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IDENTIFICATION
HELIOTEK
Contract JPL 9S2WO
Title- Development of An
Integrated Light-right
Silicon SaUr CeU Array
1st Xnd t 3rd
<Flnal Report u be
published)
Contract FUeiS-«3-C
1198
Title- Uttnnm Doped
Bardoagd Solar CeU
OpttmUatlon IF B )
Contract. JPL 9S2H7
Title Development of
tJtMmn rMfhv* R********"
Resistant Sol*/ Cell*
43rd Quartertrb
IECEC Paper
TUlft Solar CeU
Dorelopment Sorrey
Ah PbotorcAalc Spec
Oaf
Title- PernrBsocecf
\enrTttnSUleon
Solar Cell*
Slh PhotovoifiUc Sfeec
Canf
TlBfc Prefllgbt Call-
M'^qOfl % AfvfrMff of
Solar Cells far a Band
Pas* Filter Experiment
ConL
Lithium pgprtf P N
Solar Cells
DATt
Jul
99
May
70
Apr
10
£•
Mar
«T
Oct
63
lUr
6T
BHILF ABSTRACT
To provide design data to develop lighter
aad leu expensive QGX arrays Solar cell
ooot eftecttvcnesa comparison prelimi-
nary and detailed analysts of a mnttrnma
process cell Ultra-thin cover Installa-
tion cell interconnect stresses and
ribbon substrate are treated tator-
coxraeeter Oanre/te&slla and thermal
cycling stodj 1s presented a rap-arand
Interconnected modulo feasibility and cost
study la reported.
Part I - Method of depositing Integral
design of Hex array sod antomatto teat
system presented. Part n - radlattoo
damage effects on hardened cells by htgb-
energy particle* A User light
TtPdAg sad Al contacts systems en p/n
cells were evamated for strength and
bumtdUy resistance New lithium
eraporaHon process developed. Data
comparing cell output as a function of
Ulttam appUcstfoo 1* presented.
Description of conventional space
qualified single crystal alllooo cells *
typical performance characteristics for
mfluencn of large area cell* on parameter
UdUcoued. Status of new work
reported.
Provides engineering design ditt on
power weight parameter and on cell
performance ae thickness 1s decreased
over a wtde rasg* of temperature
Pre-fUgbt program to provide oomplet*
standard onlts of Identical cell character-
istics cell spectral response * cell
carred oatpnt at load point at various
trmprritvm OHs mrtrtml -llMn
il% Predlctlona of apace performance
repDrted
Experiments performed to determine the
optimum Ulhlum cell design are descrtbed.
Adrantages and limitations of the anneal*
Ing effect are presented.
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OR1C IN ATOH/DOCU ME NT
IDENTIFICATION
Ttb Photovetiale Spee
Oonf.
Till*- Snbw Arrays
UttllstBg Large Area
SlUoon Solar Cells
mt'a Colloontm on Solar
Cells
Title- SUloon Solar Cell
mtercconecttoui tor
Low Temperature
Application*
8th Photovoltaic 8p*o
Conf
Title- SUlcon Solar
CeU Lightweight
HEWLETT- PACKARD
hfcOraw-HU] PobllosHoD
TlUe: Printed Circuit*
Bandbook Section 4 -
Soldtrfng
BONEYWELL DfC
sappl IEEE Transaettooa
Aeranoce ft Electnnle*
TUU- Adapttv* Power
CeU Arrays
DATE
Nor
«e
Jul
TO
a*
91
Kov
66
BRIE F ABSTRACT
goldeUnee tor design of array* using
large are* cells Thaorettcsl analysis
of thermal phenomena experimental
and practical rrmtrteraTtms of panel
assembly treated.
Generalised stress enramon* developed
Experimental ted program rerUytBg
Ifaaessnd temp, cydea between 45<rc and
-inrc
Attempt to Improve the power to weight
ratto by use of Odnaer ocU* on tbe
blanket. Deafen Cccton for the array and
W'IMmilg tfutiu uamectnr covergtssaj
aohatrate) are preveatad to show how
optimum could b* realized.
Design requirement* tor good aobhtrlog
and chapter U - material* seloctton lor
fwnalfaments of solder are preatntiid.
Deacrlnaca of a design trchafqw which
tmres "i*1"**1 pawsj trsasfer from arraj
to load, CBneept faree* ceU to operate
ImnedmaeeB or change* In scarce voO-
ampere characterfamca.
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H 0-1
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H.0-18
U 8-17
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ORlUINATOn/IXXUMFNT
IDtNTIFILATIOS
HVGHES AWCRAFt
Contract AF33(S18f-
2750
Title, nexlble Inte-
grated Solar CeU Array
5th Quarterlies and Final
Contract. AFU (015)-
88-C-«78
Title: FlodblQ RoUsd
Oh and 7th Quarterlies
Final Report duo
November 19TO
Annual AvUtton and Space
Conf Paper
Title Some Design
Aspects of Solar Electric
Propulsion Spacecraft
Mb Photovoltaic Spec
Conf Paper
Title- Pulsed Xenon
Solar Simulator System
Contract, f ASS-3aZ3
«Coddard)
Tide ATS-F1 Pover
5th Photovoltaic Spec
Conf Paper
Tttie- ReccoV Develop-
ment* In Large Area
Snlar CeU Array* (Ret
above)
Oh Photovoltaic Bpac
Coaf Paper
Tltte: Development of
A Flexible Deptoyabte
Solar Array (Ret doc-
Sep
83
thru
Aug
67
oct
84
tfani
Apr
70
Jun
68
Aflg
70
D*c
07
Jan
M
Mar
67
tyrdopmul of tettatolagy to fabricate
a largtarea llgbtwclght l(nN*to*ed
volume rie^ble array 0 0 5 to 20 kW
ppwer range Qualification teats on
dcodritio cells and cell~«ab*trate-compaa-
IU design of tateroonaects. > Used s de
H>vtltsad STEM Array segment temp
.bock b vtbratton teated 80 nx demo
model (500 watts) using 1x30 em dendrltte
cells assembled and tested
Bfsellae configuration - two 17? by 67
Inch panels 8 Inch asm drum tour
booms driven by sc motor slip rings
tor power transfer Design analysis.
bjHicatloo sad teat of all major compo-
oocoment* submitted Complete
iMjwcr subayatem breadboard teat pro -
tram Analysla of faUun modes
n«lntalDflbUltr and reliability SAIISO
«ESP progrmm-LSBO meeting for
Highlight* design requirements of large
•olar arrays - packaging stowage de-
ployment for Interplanetary vehicle lea
eaflae/soUr array/power condlttoapg
adulator oystom tntegratiag optic* and
date acoulaltton for testing single cells
OtU groop* and solar ptnel* SCtar
dioulauon for large nenets not pnrrlooaly
poSsEble-uilform tntenstty. Ugh perfora.
On* month task fore* study to aaatyte
arrays • effects of syndtfonoua envt-
roomeot on several types of solar cell
proton* * oomsatton vtlb covergla**
Sponsored fa) A FA PL U|615>-Z7SQ and
VA5 S-3989 Research and ds%«lopm«ot
of deptoyafaln larg* array* SU piraaglog
«T/(ems mclodlng O«x arrays foropunlng
Sxfdltte Design anal).!* and demo mode
(or feaaibtUir of flex drum - slowed arra;
uyproscnted.
50 ft1 - 500 wait dean model environmen-
tal test results dUcusten, nvrsUgattao
of growth potential and msonaal*
extension of drmo concept
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ttb TbdbmAtalc geec
Conf Paper
TMIe- Compnter Simu-
lation of Solar Arra*
Psrfermaoce
Contract NAS3-69f6
Title High \oltag*
Solar Array ConflforaHon
Stody
Contract KAS2-49H
Tide- Engtn0crb«
Sbady of Elevated
Temperatnn SoUr Cell
<and fabrlcattott
Stb Photovoltaic 8P*>
COBf
TUte- Electron ap*e-
Jtnmlmdbdlaaaof
sUlcoBSolar CeO*
IMPERIAL CHK*.
S.P E- *7ih A0B0al
TeehCeof
[Ue: UBtaxlal CT**P
of Polytatn naoroetty-
COXC RATED ClRCCTT
taw Essctnaalc CDBtaesr
Arttds-
IUU- Btngnisd Cfc-
onUaCaane -S put*
11ATL
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97
Jal
70
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TO
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May
0
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IOW V AHSTRACT
Ua&voatic&l TBOQtA based on oft****
equivalent dreult of M Prince waa
InVesQgatod (or accuracy under varloua
losses sad algnlBcance of cell r*v»raa-
Conceptual design study of BV s*l»r
arrays wtth tntofral power coodlUoolog
(15 kW i to 16 kV) povor.cupovtalaa
regulation power transEer meo>*att»tl«»
components performance sad problem
areas described.
temp range -100* to ai<TC UiUiHi*imM.U
are hlfb temp solder and copper moaa
and/or alnrnjieffl Coil ultrasomo*Uy
ftortt under cootract HAS T-100 WL>
apectrum almalatad the synch altitude
lia^aied electron environment Effect*
backside cell Irradlaaoa 1* reported
(U S, 4 forctgP cells)
OeacriptlOB of effort to Improve
stsadardU* tbe ptaatlca creep tf*t
mefitoda sad aystam of prodad isatfaaj
by Om PtaaUcs Dsalfn Daa paniiBltttt*.
PLC/H of the Brittsh Staadard* 1
Tbace arttds* discuss tbe impoftaM*:
of ICrlsidtDonflaacn lCpn*e*stnt
problems pf^rt* masks - the toc*to| ror
1C* cpltaxUl growth to 1C ftmrieaflon
and MW tsfftniquea of nreadboardug
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IOW PHVS1C5
Aanal AvlsUan A Spaca
Coaf
Tltlo Solar Cell
mtccral Coverallps
Contract NAS 5-10236
Title Solar Cell
Cover Glass Development
Quarterlies
Mb Photovoltaic Spec
Conf
Title bn Implantation
as A Production
Technique
Gth Photovoltaic fipao
Conf
Tttle The Application of
mplantstloo U Thin
SUiccc, Cells
Tlh PbotDTol talc Spec
Coaf '
Title Alumlmtm Contact
Deposition and Testing
tor Silicon Sotar Calls
9th Photovoltaic Spec
Conf
Tltlei Low Stress
Integral Cover Slips
JAPAN
«a fan 1 Bympoabun
Tscb ftSclcoce
TUla Uthlum-Ooped
SUlcoD Solar Cells
DATE
Am
68
Jan
68
thru
Apr
89
Oci
63
Mar
67
Not
U
Am
TO
A"g
C9
BRIEF AE8TTUCT
Improves cell overall performance
Partlculata radiation (Van Allen rcgton-
protoBD/electrons) Increases optical
absorption of coveraUps Tbernaal con-
trol effect of slips la an emlaslvltv
•beets are discussed
ReDnemetd and economic optimluilon of
fabrication techniques for thick Integral
corersUps on silicon solar cells mte-
aral eoverallp cells show definite
superiority over conventional glacd
eoverallp cells Improvements have
been achieved In reaction •puttering and
electron beam evaporation processes for
Integral BtOz covenllpa Testing with
ultra violet 4 electrao Irradiation for
degradation of coverallps reported
For productloa of n/p solar cells Recent
developments In ion Implantation tech-
niques far dcodriUc material cells
Ptporud Investlgatlan of fused silica
Integral corerelips and compatible anti-
reflection coatings dlscBsstd
Dendritic cells Including the diet and
dendritic regions as well as tbe mrb have
been sorted. Uetbod of avoiding leakage
losses at edge material developed.
RrfhH-fm back thin single-errata! cells
also developed
by altrMonic bcwtlag ped * pull tested.
cycled (4S*^C and -1*S°O 30 mlnotes*
10-mll thick boreolUcate glass (7070)
co«erallns deposited or high varam loo
beam sputtering The SB -deposited
stress can be reduced by •™*n^ or by
cerium doping during deposition Hanu-
tsctaiiag COM redaction discussed
BcsuUs of development k reliability im»
described Temp cycling la vacuum *
Ugfa s> low temp amralinf tests reported.
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IDEHTIHIATION
riOlfNa HOPKINS
A PPL. PHYB. LAB.
Contract NO* 02-0004- C
Tttlo Bending In AD
Extcndlblc Doom Subject
to the Influence of A
Gra vltaUonal -Centri-
fugal Force Hold
Contract NOW-62-0604-C
Title SoUr Panel Test
Set
Contract. NOw-B3-0604-«
Title- A Practical Sol-
ution to the Problem
of Thermal Bending In
Spacecraft Extend! ble
Booms
Contract *.O»-«-0604-C
Title- Design * Anjdj-
sls of Solar Array
Configurations for
\ erUcalty StoMll tv*
Spacecraft - Near
Earth Orbit
[ECEC Paper (with
Hellotek)
Title- Radiation Damage
tolhln SUIcco 6pi«r
Cells
3rd IFAC Symposium
TUle- Gravity Gradient
SttMtlttttfm Sttrilrr*
•tin the Dodge Satel-
lite
KAMAK-AV1O\NC
UAA Structure Spec
Conf
Title- Mini ml ting Spw*--
craft structure/Control
System tateneOao '
DATb
Nov
«3
Fcb
70
Jna
67
Aug
69
Aug
67
r
69
miEFAlBTRACT
Ansl>Bla to determine magnitude of bending
expected In long cxtendlblo booou m
esrth-orlcnted satellites Tba bending
Is demonstrated fora specific configura-
tion
DcseripUon of testing solar-cell panels
In artiflcisl sunlight toouiv utnutlt)
140 m u/em2) using loduc-quarta
ftungstcii) lamps as radian! energy
source Methods of calibrating test
set described.
Vew bbrlcatlon techniques and surnce
treatments la reduce btudlng due to
spacecraft movement in and out of sun-
Ugbt, are presented Development of
shroud (sunshleld) to mease the boom
as protection from extreme thermal
changes discussed.
Design principles t analysis techniques
developed from basic solar cell per-
formance characteristics Predictable
solar orientation patterns orbit
environment effects IrrsdsUon degrada-
tion t earth albedo Influence are dis-
cussed
Development of membrane substrates tor
.tt-^in, o 00' Inch thick silicon solar
eel 1* mat be attached. UnfurUM*
deptoymble arrays may require bending
of silicon wafers requiring a thickness
like 0 004 inch Experimental test
results discussed.
launched Jul> ittT near synchronous
orfatu First sstelllte with thro* axis
stablllxed (gravlt? -fradleat) Dis-
cussions of design aspects boom con-
figuration* damping ir*tem angular
momentum Qwbeel ar* given
work under contract \Ab I2-«13 Xartous
from each category of three basic
•tructural configurations Design
Improvements based on night experience
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LTV AFJIOSPACE
COHP^ — ' —
lit Po»cr Conditioning
SpecConf
Title- Solid State
Po«er Controller Ctr-
culu and Their Effect
I pan Power Conditioning
Requirements
LITTON SYSTEMS. tNC.
Contract \\S5-115S3
Title- SaUr Cell Con-
tact Development
1st i 2nd
Quarterly
LOCKHEED CLECTRON-
ica co.
tatenol Document
Title- Advanced Design
solar Cell Panel
LOCKHEED WK5TLES &
SPACE CO \IP4M
L 4-li l tEE Traiumco.
lutlct*
r Till* 4a uatr*U of
'•uD-UdbrnProui
IrnAuta Dui«> U
lalltai&iUrCriU
L 4-5
L 4-3
Companr fended Beswsrn
Ttte" Solar Cell
Module- Fabrication tn
bdocttoa Heating
tndrpeodrnt Dntlopmcal
Pragnun
TU1* 6ol*r Pomvr
Detetoperu Studr-
19«- r R
DATt
Apr
70
Jim
68
thru
Dec
as
June
£7
Oct
«8
Oct 1
63
Ore
8T
BRIEF AGSTRACT
New system concept for electrical dis-
tribution systems called SO5TEL (SOI Id
STate Electric Logic) Is described
Power bus and AC load controller* are
discussed DC load controller aad load
monitoring also Included
Contact degradation within the TlAg
contact Exposure of Tl (unprotected
and coated with evaporated Dim of Ag)
te various gasc* and solutions reported.
Anger spectTMcopy to detect contaml-
oaats Sectioned cells examined by
electron mirror microscope
Development program to design flex
interconnect system to use In fabrica-
ting arravs onhoocjcomb substrate
engineering model fabricated to gcocr-
atedsa Teat panel of 38 6-cell
anbcnodules fabricated. Description of
swttttt test d»*
Expertmeotal data on degradation of the
•Bori-dram cnrrcet la 1 ohm-cm \/P
cells Irradiated by low energy 0 1-9 0
ME\ protons Damage constant la anmly-
deally derived expression lacream wttti
dvcnsuung pretne energy
bvcsngxtton of aohtering o( sMngled and
Uons by inductlen beating Electrical
output compared favorable te modules
Two major efforts s>stems design data
generated tor advanced flexible and
rigid module* development tests te
provide basic design data and to deter-
mine environment limiting factor*
due to new process** and devices
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OAMmATOH/ DOCUMENT
IDEHTtnCATlON
Letter report - SAT
toLMSC
Title- Thermal Cycling
Test of Lockheed
Supplied Teal Modulo
Machine Design article
Title Designing for
Space
Independent Development
Program - •*-
Title- T60-tncn x 40-
racb Trl- Extender Boom
StUbesa and Strength
Analyst*
to^prndentDe^opment
Title Trl-B«*jn Devel
Structural T«st Eval
Aerospace Mechanisms
Series Vol 3
Title Passive Gravity
Gradient Ubratton
Dampers
AF Satellite Prog
presentation
Title Fltudhle Solar
Array Design Rtvle*
A F Satellite Prog
presentation '
Title- Block D-Flcx
tola* Array Improve-
mettta
Contract AF04(C9S)67-
C-002I
Tit lo Solar Arraj
Wing Power S) stems ft
Characteristics Test
DATK
Jul
70
May
10
Jul
n
May
87
Aug
09
Oct
May
TO
Ort
ea
EBUEF ABTRACT
PTTELSAT & sample submitted for test
bad cell edge vierlap bj coverslldas
with some In edge to edge contact
Visual taamlnaflon «1ih binocular lenses
and elect ricstl output raeasaremeal
before and after cycling
Discussion of aerofpacv necbaaiam
designers special problems and challenges
along wltbnetboda of handling them -
particularly tn UK areas of launch shock
vibration aoousUc pressures and ther-
mal variations
Summary ol analyses on the extended
version of a lai) tongs boom structure
oalng the Space Truss computer program
Establishes fcaslbtUr; of sach a dMlgn
Bendlng^terslon^compresstan IMt mults
on tri-bemm mag spedinen betag
developed for ATS- TIG Prellmlnarv
strttctural analisls prrsraUng itrenzth
stlfbcss xnd darrpicg cbanuterlfUct
of chU design
Sponsored bv \\M Uectronlcv Rnrarch
Center Presents drstga and lUght ex-
perience with all easting dunpera -
stagle-part spherical ball-In-oifae
mafDctic hrvteref U and lo**v *nrtng
dampen Reronmended practices for
prevention of taltur*
Trade studies rvoBlreeieels eUccrical
» mechanicAl and srstems aasiyaU (or
this system an reviewed vtcwfoi
charta Development * evaluation tests
also
Panrl substrate i cttt electrical toter-
f*ntirt*<*Tt caoflgursttoe media ntlaa*
for Improved performance deer**** (n
weight pretcoted ta tie* foil froa
5
fcC
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charts
Complete docuirroi of trn Hut nitons
test data 4 results pvrfortMd it M*Tfi
(or Program "0
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ORIGIN ATOR/DOC U HtNT
IDENTIFICATION
5lh Photovoltaic Spec
Coaf paper
Title SoUr Cell
Coating*
Ttb Pbotovolisio Spec
Conf paper
Title Accelerated UV
Degradation to Solar
Cell Coatings
tECEC paper
Title; Flight Experience
with Largo Area SoUr
Array Systems
1ECEC paper No 6S9080
tntercamtectable Solar
Panels for Large Array
Svstems
Contract F33815-67-C-
1739
Title- Space Materials
Biadbook Third Edition
tECEC paper
Title- Flat- Pact Ftex-
Etde Solar Cell Array
1st Aerospace Ifechcmsms
Title An Exteodlbla
Structure tor Solar
Electric Power In Space
Independent Development
Program
Title- SoUr Power -
IMS
DATE
Ocl
65
Nov
68
Ang
07
"*
Jttl
88
ABg
M
May
Nov
88
ORIEF AEBTHACT
Integral cell cover In the form of a
coating spraj applied to preheated solar-
cell panel u then oven cured at 2SO*F
Is compared to the conventional Corolng-
7040 lacuum t U\ testa prove It
superior
Two types of integral covers on groups
of cells (marks coating 6 Texas tostr
quartz) and bare control cells were
exposed to U\ rad (1-0 suns for period
of 60 days) l-\ curies In situ measure-
ments were made to determine degree of
degradation
Twenty-fit e solar array systems flown
Lessons learned are being applied to
current advanced ur*y paacla of rigid
and flexible type A Hex circuit sub-
module ft spray-on cell coier promising
concepts are presented.
Building block approach to solar panel
design - 50 watt Increments up to 2 kn
for Agena satellite missions cell Inter-
connect and panel design constderatlons
Part 2 of uls volume- effect of space
environment on materials especially
chapters I 9 U Thermal control mtls
Lubrication applications organic
structural mtls respectively are appli-
cable to space station sotar array design
Flex solar array stowage It deployment
method dWercnt from drum types is
described. Thermal conductance tests
Radial deployment concepts *re presented
Toe system requirements the type of
mocbcnism used and the ascent support
'structure (or tb* system are described.
Oracniral ground 1-f tests result*
Including ZOO extension cycles are re-
ported.
Effort expended chiefly In two are**-
Flexible substrate development and Oat
pack solar array Technology culminated
in coostractlon of «n engineering develop-
ment model Other work en unique sun-
trscklng srstem reported.
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L 4-21
t'4-22
L-4-23
L 4-24
I
1, V-25
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OR1CIHATOR/ DOCUMENT
IDEKTIFICATION
Internal Mfg Research
Monthly
Title- SoUr Cell Thermo-
Plultc film Cover
Tn«titl«Hr»»
mterasl Research Brief
TP-50O3
Title- Sprajed-on
Flexible Solar Cell Corcn
Contract AF34|615>-
3709
TUlc- ^AceUnkst*
System Analytical Sbadv
ft preliminary Design
todtpenlent Development
Program
Title- Laboratory Tc«t
Report on Trt-Beaaj Boon
Ut Aerospace Mechanism:
Qncpoaluni
Title- EKtenObt* Boom
Drvlc.
SubconXrmcL VAS3-IU37
.SPO 330021
Title- Lsjfe Tcteseape
Experiment Prerjram
(LTEP* F ft
Contract IPUftKt-
SCC2
Title- 3Cud> A Design
of ronrtanle Antennas
Contract. \AB4-X6004
TUle- brectifaitaa of
Transient Degradation,'
Cancsnilnaiicn of Thermal
r^atityr
,LUSC-lst Quartcrir-
3rdOM«nlTi
DATE
Apr
thru
Sep
TO
Apr
TO
Apr
e?
NOT
67
May
M
Jan
"0
Nor
60
May
thru
Auf
-o
TICHNOLOCY EVALUATION - OIBUOCRAPIfY
[SUET ABSTRACT
LM3C Ruearch Laboratory lavovUgatlan
of uae o/ PEP Tcflaa u covor matorlal
for M>Ur call* Procose* to*U and
problem area* ara descrtbod SpecUl
tooling destfn ft tabricatlan technlqnei
reported
SprajwJ-an Daorloated plactlc caatlnci
for cell-nullaltan protection A tcropen-
ture central la described F»vor»blo
caet wcifbt ud tobrtcalion almpllclly
ndriBces the *tate-of-tho-irt of array
DetcrmlaUlon of problem* associated
with tctborlj« • •UD-orlcntad power
•ystctn to e*rtb-orlentod vehicle
Computer profram for control cjvtem
dalen dercloped Selection of Ryu-typo
deployablo boon or folding typo llnkag»
dncrtbcd
Dctermuatlon of maximum dcflectloo of
trl-boun boom «fcco BubJccUd to con-
treUcd temp/altitude environment
tmvOS facility) DeQocUon mouura-
Rtcnts bj four linear position transducers
recorded on Honeywell \ Ulcorder
Development of unlqo* -terlcc «mlch tormj
• bevn from three roU* of metal tape
irltb odfca joined by \eicro apea and
cnap futcaen MechaaUm de«lfBed
hbrteated and wcccasfkdljr tested as
Final report eumniarUlnc results of
LTEP 3pacecr*fl support Btud} of Phase
J> deflnlUoa program Refinement of
attitude control ft stability analysts
Gutcasslnt effects evaluation nructaral
ft dynamic ansljsls i llffdme potential
•nloatton reportod
Possible uaftirUi« tecbolques are dls-
ctuMd Pressure erwtlon lechnlqae*
ased to oierrome site limitations In
nwdhanlcal melhoib of unAtrllm; are also
covered A number ot anteonae models
an presented
Uterature re vie* and evaluation des-
cribes guideline* resulting from com-
pilation of ground 1 night test data
presented prediction* baaed on corre-
lation of data InltlaltHi
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thru
H 1-1
M 1-3
U 1-4
11 1-5
M l-«
U l-T
11 1-8
OfUCINATOR/UOCU MEKT
IDCNTinCATION
MARTrS- MAR1FTTA
Contract NASZ-S093
Tltlet Lo* Cnern
Proton Effect* on Solar
Cell Cover Otaaa
jlaurlal
\ol I • 0 F R
lECEC Paper
Tltlr Particle Radiation
Cftocu on Solar Cella for
\oar-flun Mliti"m
IECCC Paper
Title Power S) stems
(or the Apollo Apptl-
oattoaa Profram (Sky
Lab t tm
Tth Pbotovoltalc Spec
Conf.
Title" hUrgfflH CtB
flotar CeU Array
Sth Photovoltaic Spec
Conf
TUlr An Evaluation of
dw Metbodaof Deter-
mlatas SoUr Cell
SeriM Baslatanot
FECCC Paper
TUr ATM Solar Cefl
Tcsdaf
A&atC 10m fiXructore Conf
Tlllr Observations on
fee alechanlam of Tbermal
Toroac matabillly
DATE
SOV
80
AD|
Sep
89
Not
88
Au|
TO
Sep
es
0
BRIEF AtBTftACT
Et-aluaUon of spectral tranamuuloa
•ttbiltly of corar glas* material* under
•Imulatfld solar *tnd t proton environ-
ment Speclmew were 0211 mlcroabeet
and TWO fused silica with *j without
U|F3 antl-reQecUve. coattnca Optical
stability measurement* reported Tab-
ulated raw data In appendices (\ ol n>
Surface contamloatlon effects dcacribod
Effects of *olar-fl»re proton* t alpha
parUclea oo n/p solar cells for a 0 1-AU
solar probe mission 1* a function of
fuaed silica cover *laas Ouckacas Math-
ematical model described by coBatloai
Result* plotted U curves
Deacriptloa of soUr arraj/baOcrj
systems for ATM aad OVTC Inctude deaJcn
consideration of spacecraft uUtudea
vehicle conflxuratlon* t power require-
ment* Power conditioning refutation
1 distribution are discussed
DUcuuloa of an arrat consUttai of
four CdS cell* deposited on a atafle
•nett of Kapton electrically eoanectod U
aerie* 4 mytai covered Pneumatia
deployment technique and electrical/
mechanical properties presented.
Tro methods based on slatfe aapooemial
tumped oooatanu model for determinlnj
tumped series resistance of cell* are,
compared and ibcroreUcal methods also
brieHy anal) zed Series resistance
should be treated u variable a function
of current tl«nt Intensity and call
temperature
OM million *q, cm of cells oo a modal*
deplorable array Larson ever Down.
array • MO Individual » x 24 Inch
modules under simulated sontlcht U
reported
Spacecraft booms dvtetop tbermally-ln-
daced oscillatory UuUbilUy tbcodlflf
i tvf tttnct Rederivattoa of tb* thermal
torque equation Kith the new formu-
lation a finite tvUt U predicted.
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IDENTIFICATION
MCDONNELL DOLCLAa
AbTRONALTtCAL
IEEE Tranaactions
\ol AE5-0 No 2
Title tntecrattoo of
Large Power 3} stem*
Into Manned Space
smtwf
DATt
Mar
«
Contract. \AS4-25UO ^ Jul
Title- Space Station ( "0
DeflnlUon
\ol \ -Subaltern*
Book 1 - Electrical
Power
MESSEMCHMITT.
nOLKUH-BLQHM
SPACE;
 LPtV.
TUlc- Detoloproeiaof A
Dcplo>ablc I Sclt-
RlCMUing Solar Ceil
Arraj In the \luld-
hllowaa R»te
inr (trscoLx LABS >
Contract. Aril|C25><
DR1EF AIBTRACT
Essential de*tgn (actors and s>stem
cfaaracterUtJc* arc etplorcd Impact
of mission requirement* upon selection
of poaer »}stem Is dUcossed with power
levels from a to SO kWe) four to nlne-
oua crewa RJjid and rollout solar
arrats areanalyied
-obr nrra* FPt (Electrical Po*cr
Sx *tecn iclevdoa and trade «tudy pre-
jented Pal rcUlrt- Killer arraj dMcript-
too Jnd operational characteristlci are
dcdvribed. Result* of solar panel and
array optt ml ration tj presented.
Auj Developnrai of array «lth *mall stovace
\f
5157 -0
Title Prei Result* '
from Lev - « SoUr '.
tolume 4 favorable po*er to »el(bt
ratio Combination of rtfid i flex arrat •
deplored tn an arranfement aad Inflated
by prejfur* pu Tested under enviroo-
raerul coodlUou -20m- panel
Thirty cell* of various type* flown at
synchronous orbtt on LEb - 5 atetlite
1*2 cm* Experiment took l-\ curves
for each ener one tear Drricrt UUnnm
Cell Experiment , dopes! p n cell* hit* drcr*daU,*ui Ml
3th Photovoltaic Spec
Title- Structaral
Failure* b> UsjhtvefariM
Solar Cell Arrays fader
Tbermal Crdtng
Am;
-o
current results tabulated
Small *lllcoo solar cell arra}* of differ-
em type* mounted on bone) comb panel*
aad on Qu substrates >ub)*cted to loos
term cjellnf betaveo -ISO*t and t.0 1
ObservaUon of frat-ture modr» contact
failure silicon fracture ott compared
5th PhotorolLUc Spec Oe* Uori under NAS* i rant \M I* «pec-
Conf . «
Title tmpurit) Photo- '
voltaic Effect In Cataum
kilQde
I
tral reiponse of lit- cttU |tthricab\*
by evaporattnf Uiln fu \t\rr
 t«t i>ln|U
er>vul o-trpr Cd» rahant-nl in thr
Infrared Transient nn a^un-frn-nu .il
cmptytm L Qlllnt °* lmpurll\ ttaim
*er« made
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Tlh Photovoltaic Spec
Conf
TtUe Solar Cell
Cillb ration ExperUnflnta
on LES-4
7ta Photovoltaic Spec
Conf
TtUe Solar Cell
DegrmdaUon Experiment*
on LES-4 and -5
UATL
Nov
68
Nov
68
BRIEF AfBTBACT
Lincoln Laboratory Experimental
aiteUlte la synchronous orbit Sept
66 30 cell* of different type* thick-
nesses ft cover* Initial orbital results
compared to ground calibration done
at Kltt'a Peak near Tuacon Aria.
LES-4 orbited Dec 85 (highly TlUpflCTl)
LES-5 onaal-aynchronott* July 67 Eadl
carried tO-ohm cm silicon cells wllh
U ft « mil cover slides 2 OdTe and
3 Cd3 thin Dim "•'<• Degradstlon
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UULLARD MITCHAM
MULLARD LTD.
Enternal Report CMLJ072
Title Effects of Radl-
ittons on Varlooa Cover
Basses ft Cover/Solar
Cell Assembllea
K ASA -AMES
UPbotovottalaSpnc
Conf
mie Engineering Study
rf Elevated Temperature
lotar Cell Panel Fabrl-
•y*fo« Tedmlnuca
memal Oocameot
[tile Tbe Effects of
iolar Radtatton Pressure
» the Radio Astronomy
gxptorer (RAE) Satellite
taoms
Uh Photovoltaic Spec
ftUe A Comparison of
^p|nTB Arsenide and
Ultcea Solar Cells far
!onf
rule Silicon Solar Cell*
th Pbotovottalc Spec
ronf
pule AD exploratory
tody of OH tntetplanetary
elar Cell Cov«r GUsse*
NAiA-OODQARD
sternal Document
X-T16-Cf-lS3)
Hie- evaluation of
DKcgraJ Covers on
iUcon Solar Cell*
DATt
P
AilS
TO
Apr
69
Oct
69
Uar
6T
KDV
It '
Vp
69
BRIEF A OS TRACT
Comparison of oovor ftasses containing
cerium oxide with conventional multilayer
cover* Exposure to proton* electron*
and UV Measurements of spectral trans-
mission and electrical/performance re-
ported
nor* under contract MAS 2-4878 Mater-
ial* and nrooesa tcchnlane* investigation
for fabricating an array to operate over
temperature range -100 to HOT Rone>-
comb*BSndwlcb substrate (epoxy-novolae-
Qberglasa with aluminum core) Cylin-
drical section fabricated and tested
Developed a technique to determine times
when the RAE satellite boom ft sun are In
direct Uaeof-alghU Planar motion of
boom element analyiod and first order
solution* obtained and described
Ctoae-run mUshe-a* close as 0 1 AU
desired (perbellon) Search for thermal
control of solar array (like Ptoneer-
apmnlng cjllndrica] structure with cell*
on outside) Results of Investigation to
substltate gallium arsenide cells ts
presented.
Using bsslc Ptooeer spacecraft to pene-
trate Interplanetary space as close a* 0 X
AU (£3 sons) Concepts evolved deapua
beat shield with adjustable wfdih itols for
temp, control or highly reflective coat-
ings and selective Interference filters
Feasibility of predleUas; cell com re-
sponses so that optimum system can be
selected tor specific missions steaaared
effects of 3 M*v protons on Ooromg 0X11
mlcrosheet Coming TWO silicon, anttre-
necticn coating* blue aad btae-red Inter-
ference filters
Deacrtpltoa of most promising technique*
tlncate* problems encountered, present*
teat results, and outline* direction of efTon
Two type* at sputtering- radio frequency ft
nigh-vacuum- lew-beam* are described
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ORIGIN VTGI1 IJOCIMIYT
IDLXTlHCvriOS
Interns) Document
lV7lO-6S-rn
atlon Damage oa Satrl-
lltes RHav I t, ReUv U
Internal Document
(X-716-63~3G9>
Title ImeitlgaUon of
Rcalaouj Materials for
Lse u soUr Cell Cover
C1a« Adfl«lv*
mtental Docamcat
Title Radtatiaa Damag*
Shielding of Solar Cells
on A Svnchronous
£^«K*craft
Title \ UghraetgBt
Toldlng Boom for
Accurate!; Plai.'tsf
Scientific Csptrteenu
lp to U Ft Fran
Large Spacecraft
Internal Document
Tttto Ttwrtnodutlc
mstabtlltv of onen-
Secdoa Booau
Internal Daccocnt
TlUe Geooftric
WwfcUng of roldad Dooms
oflMP-I
A1AA Cold Ctrl & Fit
Till* Satellite Anftnd*
:ontral lalng a Tonawd
Z-Axls Cimballed Boom
aa the Actuator
Mn
Dec
99
Sep
85
Ma>
•3
Sep
CS
Ore
Oct
65
M*
• - -I BIECT TRE M( I' - VPPLk
O - s •*> 1 CT -RF \TCI» - COVTt \
finiLF MBTRACT
Porlgee ft apogee bracketed Inner \ an
Allen bolt-beavm damaging region
damage panel operated In ahort-clrcult
condluoo \oltagei cell temp, solar
aapert angle t carrier lifetime atgnala
were telemetered and recorded
VOrloiu polymeric adheslvca (boodlng
nrotecUon cover glass) subjected to
temperature atorag* vibration thermal
Irradatlon Comparative degradation
cfftcu shown by tranamlaalon^oaa curves
Experiment aboard ATS-1 spacecraft -
arnchronoua orfaft ualag conventional n/p
10 ohm-cm silicon boron-doped cells
wtth various radiation shields - Coming
TWO fused silica of different thickness
Complete voltage- current data telemetered.
maamlratlnn or Interference bj sub-
systema or other experlrrwuu Boonv-
operattoo conaguratloo locks drive
taotor etc are described Experi-
mental model dlscuued
DUfeivntltl thermal expansion la hollow
cylindrical apace boom generate*
thermal beading-moment Dynamic
ont-of-ptan* motion produces twUt Two
mathematical thermoclasttc model* dr-
veloprd OCO-1\ unstable therm* 11 >
induced oscillations discussed
Laws derived and all expreaslou reduced
to seven law* «*^7*^*r^  upon a geometri-
cal scale factor Ooe-baU acale model
tcwta of IMP-1 booma calculated Con-
strwctian feasible but zero gravity stmu-
latloo not practicable
gradient boom and small momentum
wheels Results of linear aaatvsls.com-
puter simulations aad hanHvc tests are
prc*cat*d Cimballed boom designs aad
neftguraUoM described
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ORIGIN ATtlR/ltOHIMt KT
JPf MT1HLATION
Sth Pbatovoltolo Epoc
ConI
TUla Prallralnvy
Result! of ttao Explorer
XXVI SoUr Cell Experi-
ment
6lb Pbotovoluto Spec
CflBf
T1U«- SaUr Power
Byvtenw (or Satellite*
In Koar-Eftrtb OrblU
Cth Photovoltaic Spec
Conf
TtUe A Surrey of the
Trapped RutUttea
Environment
6tb Pbotm-eltale Spec
Coat
Title Praart Status of
UtUum DUfu»ed StUcon
SoUrCell«
Tth PtotovoIUlc Spec
Cool
Title. SoUr Cell
RadUttoo DunHe«o
Syncbraxu SttdUto
ATS-1
tmernal Doe TND-39M
TlUe Oamploc Behavior
of DeBEvUlEDd Stem
Boemi
internal Doc X-Tte-67-
623
Tltte The Effect* of
Ammlonlqm Hfdiogea
9uUlde utd Preoo 14 oe
SUlceo Solar Cell*
Ut Po*er CoDdtttoalBf
Spec Coaf
Title A Buck-Bo«t Ittla
Bus Voltage Rcculator
tor A Solar Array Batter)
Space Power Sr«t«in
DAT*
Oct
65
Kar
flT
Har
0T
Mar
«7
Nor
88
AD
CT
Oct
SI
Apr
70
rnirr AEBTRACT
Pr«Hnunai7 r«ulti of an oafinecrtnf
of 1 ohm-cm «nl 10 ohm-cm cell* on
bplorw beet to dotermliM lnte|rated-
rmdlatlon efiecta SU mil atd 60 mil
fUM ahlelda predatcn roaUtor acrau
«*cb itrtfif Voltace-aurenl mwuur*-
menU reported.
Bowral typo* (DIP KIHBL9 D 4 ATS-/)
aolar saenfniao/axry ctorta,* power
•yvtems described 9rrt*tn block dla-
KTVu >0Ur km* cooltfuratloa tnatarca
pres«d«d
Varlooa DwdeU of apace etntrcomota
radUtton beb described. DUooadOB el
mner aeae/ODtar uaw dectrana Hlfh
eBertr/low eaertr pratoM Ulnstnlat
EnrlTDBment nndala baaed on obaern-
Oooal dtta pradoead.
Two modela of the mechanlaia of •poBta-
DMoa axmeaUac of Ll-dlfnuod aeUr calla
one to oampeoa*te debcta dw otter to
form tnctutabt* defectt arc prcaentod.
Qcrtlrned monltartns of aofau- cell eaperl-
mcnu aboard ATS-1 Cum.hialuua pr*-
acotod. 0oe H t-4 abonl
Damptof bchBTior dUcaaaed ID lerma of
boom orlotattoM boom leoytb aad tbv
machatdare reapoaatbU tor boon djrnaialci
Da^erlmcBta coadacUd to utmnn ftbra-
doDHtocay nor* under tram astas
atrala asaf* technla^ea,
Cloctriohl oBtpot * otnftamlml ooodttlOB
of cella wift tttanlnm aUrar frida and
oottacta In HH, - B_S and Frvao - H
tma atmaaphcffc 6 -» to -IDT Inrcatl-
(aied NO anon-tcrm dcaradafloo of
c*!U obacrvcd.
Dealpi approacfa for tiw awttehlac rcfu-
tator analjala of tta operattoii dtftmttOB
of daracterlattcB • fterttooal prrfor-
manc* are pretested. ThU rc(«tailaa
tecnnlqtv employtnt one acrtt* drcwll
offer* lacTCAaed cfficteao * Q«xlblllt|-
tor opQmt tattoo.
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IDENTIF1CATIOS
NASA HEADQUARTERS
ASME Winter Annual MH
nUe Status of Pboto-
roltalc Power Technology
NASA - JPL
FPL 3p*ce Profframs
17-60 Vol 01
Sect Kill Maua
ntle Tape Type Teoip.
Control Coatlt^s
AppUcaUoa
bternal Doc
No 900-270)
ntle Survey 4 Study
or an Improved Solar
Cell Module
JPL 320-31601-2-3420)
ntto Summsjy of ttortt
Accomplished m me Ares
>f Photovoltaic • Support-
ug Davdopm«ni
nnramlDoc
TECH. REPT 31-14X0
Ho*- BosulDjoftbo
160 BsJloon Pllcht SoUr
Ml StandaroUsttoa Pro-
[ram
mtnmlDoc
TECH. REPT U-tZS)
ndet EBocbi of Solar
>owwOu«utofaotar
Mis awtoj VarloBs
TECH REPT 32-150)
rifls Eftsctt of Qrrlr-
QllceD SoUr Cells
DATL
Den
68
Dec
CD
69
So
Date
69
r«b
ea
Jaa
C9
BRJtF AIBTRACT
n«v|pw of atnte-of-tha-art over toor yean
1954-88 Describes solar-cell power sys-
tems. Improvements la silicon solar cells.
Isrfs solar array tnchnolocr »nd csdmlnm
suindo thin nim solar cells
List of types of pressuro-«ensltiv« tapes snd
uses Cold on Kaptoo, aluminlzed Kapton
Ptlm-adheslve sobstrai&s (tsmlnatss) tnt*r-
^aces behavior In space radiation environ
menu tested and reported
Initial phase survey to determine state-
of-the-art of silicon soUr cells Remainlni
pbasa Improvements to be made Advanced
itaonlnc In materials fabrication methods
Comprehensive electrical and mechanical
characteristics of tolar cells sa a fane Jon
of cell temperstura sod soUr lateusm
nperlmentaDy obtajood over simulated SUB-
hqd tor missions
CeU amj temstrUl callbndoa mettsure-
nent dUDculUea "'"'mlurl by os» of U^tt
ilttods- hsTltmr* Also fumlsbsd msurr of
Ifttaf ndlomMars abovv Earth's stmos-
taan to measor* soUr coostaat.
A tecboKBM tor praHcOn*, (bs derrsdstton
rf solss-CwU output for p/n «Dd a?p silicon
solar CwDs for two solar Care models U
presented. Results of sa experlmcai
testtm Che valldl ty of Che tscUops ar» pro-
S4BtoL
Bacbea of silicon cells bartm Uttnlura-
sltver contacts were enrlraunentBllr KsBod{with t wlibont solder coating) k) dtttrmlne
effects on electrical k nMCfandcal proper-
des of cells - humidity, dtratod tempera-
mre, A dwrmal cwllasj.
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IPL Space Proframa
3umm*n. 37-00 \ OL m
Tide Tops Boom Deploy-
ment Mechanism
Aerospace Structures
Design Conf
ride Deployment Tecb-
ilgjies Developed for Lars;
Area Boll-Out Solar
Arraw-
IECEC Paper
Tide A aimetaral
n«w of Solar Ami Oa-
IECEC Paper
Tide Jiolir Cell Sttb-
=odale Seslfn and \ssen-
IECEC Paper 6&9620
Title- Ekcutcsl
Cbmcierisdcs of Silicon
.Solar Cdls as s Function
of CeD Temp t SoUr
[ECEC Paper 6S9069
Title- Electrical Power
Systen Design tor A
Jupiter SoUr Electric
Propulsloa Wsslna
tECEC Paper 68907O
nde Transit « Lunar
tamyw-Y 3otar Panel
IECCC Paper 699093
Title? x>Ur \rra> Confl-
•UTEdou t Performance
on o* Martian Surflw*
om
No
Data
Acs'
67
Auf
«T
Aq
Amj
63
ABC
Sep
69
I1RIV F AIBTRACT
RTS's and science platform mounted on
tdngod rigid booms Summarises progress
In anal) sis It development of deplo) moot
booms Qeneratad a variety of applicable
i (moralized swtngfaj boom
m stowed ccnUgnmBoo llchtvetgut Dox
trn>-a occup> a minimum of area within
fltroad envelop* Proposed deployment
mechanisms for tfao 30-watt/ Ib arra> booms
are compared Manufacturing technology
U ml tod
Reviews structural criteria analysis
approval and dor&lDpaicni experiences of
Mariner procrama TUs tockjrocnd ts
then related to p^™q^l structaral and
drnanlc problem areas In Urge Uchtwelght
array development.
Mariner Mars f64) Mariner Vans <1967}
and Snrvever <SC-&. -6. and -7) spacecraft
soUr-ceD eubmodulo-doslfn mbrtcados and
evmhatJon tnturcs ar« oescrlbad. Aaso-
maac coor«)or soldering oven Inrhrhrt.
3peclall^ desicnod thormsJ-nCBttm tost
mcllltr with s Utered xenon solar simulate
used In evaluadng 2n2 cm n/p and p/n
devices over SUB distances corteapnodiag
CD \cous and Jupiter Parametric perfor-
mance presented.
BOO da) mission low thrasl propulsion
engine power consumption profile wftfa
solar panel maximum power - point tracker
bchides an evalnsdoa of irrmdaUon and
mlcrometerojd damsf « to amv pertor-
msnce
Lamcb SopU BCl-M wans usable power
»-day transit and 30-<by bnar sortie*.
Solar panel ttsscmblr elcEtrlcml confl-
furatton, OlfW acceptance tests described
ZOO-watt aystnm - three feasibility models
described. Ugh Impact testa for bard
lander on Mars surfsc* Coocopmal design
tor both soft and bard Under, dnscrlbed(conical, amculatad, suglo-paael and
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Tld»t lurlaer Mara W
Power Byiwa OwitfB e
FUfbt Perfonnwee
Titlei A Method tor Pre-
dlfiOat ftilu- Cell Onwrt-
\oliac* Cbm Cleuwa-
t«rl»tlc» u FoacOoo rt
Solar btaotltr 4
Cool
Titlei Sataiof Utt
Solar CeU D
At*lr«l* c
e Chanet
i Ar« BoQ^ SnUr
bMromlDor Tccfc,
RepU 31-1321
Tldei s
Cdl Stert-Clrtnlt Cvr-
Ttati
CwuecbrUttea of Tl-Af
Omttct S/P «al P/X
Coed
Till* SUnuoT
Ulhlua-Dnped flblar
BRlf T (IBTRACT
Vov 1M4 Re* br pUott July
ur wsUr puttl* uUT« «tM TO ft
ud unal d*UfB nd
, a ITBWU dawrt-
boo. FUfbi pcrfvrmaace prM*u«d.
jQjnaj cooapowr pracrua I
predlf t c^l perferfflBKe onr HuV
as* • potat-er-polBl »Liem*iOoe tecbelqa
Cxp«rtaeeea * prolcM dl«lOJ *tt are
Lnenummi »i*1 i nwin objirn at
HMonUnl
S 4-X3) iU)
HconT
I Tlttoi
~
orklai Paper
Tldat The Cfleci ol
RadlillQooaCvmiDCkv.
CUa* 9blar C«U Oorer*
\jf )R»*t*« ft rrcni ««rk o
~f lib* t«=-rr < = '
Unread u trr»
a rrll* TV t
it!
O
O
ARRAY OLAVKFT ARRAY 8TH1CTlRP
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IDTNTIHCATION
•4A3A LoRC
btenaJ Doc
(TMX-168T)
Title Comparleoa
Between Cemented and
Soldered Cover Olaaa for
btoml Doc
(THX-1M5)
Tide. TraaemlBfllon
PUrna Irradiated wltfa UV
Light. Qaotrooj and
Promoa
bteral Doc
TND-tSO)
nflet Radtatton Damage
fells
bteraUDoc
TM X-S1874)
[Hie Improvement" to
Olloon Call Covwr Qasa
alO| FEP Tefloa
TH 1-1619)
nde A U 4 Sonar* Foot
Film fehr Cell Amy
banal Doo
(TKX-1IU)
nOe Coacapoal
Mia and Structural
lodal of A KO-Vatt Tma-
fUm 9aUr Cell Amy
UemlDoc
TND-37U)
ride Comnarlaoa of
tolar Dtreet-Eawro Coa-
iOnf Betweeo 1 0 ft 0 1 AC
EC EC Paper
[tile Stataa of Ibe
ladmlum Bulflde TWo-
ntm Solar CeU
DATk
Mov
fifl
Oct
89
Al
W
hi
70
Apr
U
Oet
O
67
U
ORItFAIBTHACT
To compare apeotnl reeponaee, trmaa-
mlaalon tiotora for ma cover glua were
dotermlMd In raofo from 0 4 to 0 «
micron, by tulox * filter wheel aolar
•ImuUtor Commercial oetla with ami-
reflecaoo eoailDc uaed In neaeuremenu
UV-llcht In vmenam imdtaaaa by 1 Mev
electnoB of plutie Olma uaod far covere
OB mla Qlm CdS eoUr ceUa One Olm
bombarded by 80 Ker prouna Effect* OB
plaatlcn tnnamlaalao fJ M to 1 * -mi
meeeured
Reenlta of ImdlaUoe of 70 cdla warn* bjr
t 5. 1 0 * 0 « Mev electron*, otttere by
by 1-10 Mev proton* at different aceumoUt*
oaod polvethyleae torcpbmalala. paljirtajl
ODorldw » palylmUe
Two CecoBiqnBS deacribodi one mrtof lofloo
u •dhealve for comcotlog cover e^aaa to
Mil ma other ufllnj toOon aa me cover
and u adbaal** of ceU to aalaUnte.
Fabrtcattllty aad cbaractertattes of bom
are dlacosaod.
Exploration of ooaatroettoD pnUen*
vertically from atone* dram by aelf-exunft
Demoaatnuoo model ertended/rctractad
SCO dmee, no dtmaje
tS8 ft* active-area array of CdS cdla de-
H0Md nr 8EBT-D QlCBt coat. Woffe
nnrrmrraiBtl o» atrectnraJ pnpJeama
aunreya of (cawnl dealf* oonrtralnta oa
FUl-plate theroelectrlc/. tbermtoete/
•otar eanceatrator and aaoooled alUeoa cdl
urara oompared tor the mlasloa. Specific
wele^t. and power output nrlatioa - baala
breompErtaoo
dattoa and laatabUltie* onder tbemal
cycling Performance levela are Bnnma-
riaed aJoaf with decree of rapradaclblllty
aad ytdd» obtaiaed Inprwefneau <a
de*l«B * performanee dlacu«ed.
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IDENTIFICATION
!tt Pbotoroluic Spec
Coaf
Ti le Bebsvlor of Bt»o-
frOE \ arloui silicon M*_
ejti Pbotovoltalc Spec
Conf
Title Mechanism of
CeU
8th pbowrottalc Spec
Coot.
Title Corlroemeim)
TesOiai of Tuo-Ftlm
Solar CeOs
€a Pbotovobale Spec
Coaf.
Title Acnemllnj of EUgb
EnerzT Proton Damsa^
in Silicon
*m Pbotarohalc Spec
Coet
Title Tbe Perfbrmaace
of N^PStllcooaodCds
Solar Cells as Affected
bv aeatsicd Mlcrom*-
wotc Exaosare
Coaf,
Title Coa^arlson at
SU1C03 Celli wim VP
SUicoo Cells
-m PbotoTobalc Spec
CocL
Tltie t=?tirfr Profile
1 Cacra? ftmi Dufnun
ht *n K?aooC<iS
Cost
TUle Solar CeU Pet-
formaace u Jupiter Tem-
perantre aad Solar
Intensity
»™
Oct
63
Mar
«7
Max
67
Mar
67
Mar
Mar
67
tov
•8
Xo*
«5
Bfl It > AlfiTIIACT
Comparison of post-bambsrdmettt of
aluminum and boron-doped cells Further
comparison of the two types after
annealing slums the stabilized values
of diffusion length to differ
•logic cr>«*l celt with sunlight efficiency
of 5 percent Advances In film ceU
technoloc reported Discussion of cell
structures junction-barrier height
cnerg} band structure spectral response
PreUmloarr scroeniog h) thermal cycling
tests Effects of long-term thermal
cycling studies. Facilities and tests both
tl Boeing * LeAC described. Tempera-
tore limits discussed.
Results of ImdlaUoo of o/p type slUcoB
br£2 40ondlh Mev protons U 100
200 aod 300 C reported Flux and energy
dependence reported, Uscussloa of eflbct
of Increaslai/decreaslng mlaortty carrier
lifetimes observed durtog tcotbsmal
Eblelded aad unshielded cells bombarded
by clouds of SIC particles (6*.dlam>
accelerated to aypernlocmes la a shock
tube Degradation determined by
measuring carreevroliage characteristic*
before 4 after borabardmcm
Comparison of radiaUoo damage resistance
of different cells using cell current as a
criteria is misleading Effects of ortcmaj
of contact fabrication in tbe enluadon of
tmpurm profile in CdS layers determined
from capacitance measurements aad on
Hall aad electron micro-probe on dw Cu28
layer A bud urucnire was assembled.
Thl* cupporu s model wbicb has Cu>S
conirtbuQnj to red response
Simulated Earth * Jupiter coodiUons
applied u 2 CdS cells sod 5 fUghMvpe
slUcoo cells to obuln photo\vltalc
properties Technique for mounting cells
to permit measurements al low temp
d*» eloped. Measured rttviricml cell
characteristic* presented.
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N 6-17
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N 6-19
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K 6-13
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ID* NTIHlATION
7th Pbototoltalo Spaa
3onf
Tltloi Obserndoaa oo
bdS Solar Cell Subllltj
mtamal Doe TMX-1SOI
ntle ITerign siri
Performance of Two Vs-
nmm Chambers sad Solar
amntatora for Solar CeU
Researob
JbtaraalDOC TSD-4331
Tengwratnres of Ttto-
FUm Solar Cans tn
Earth Orbit
im Pbotovoltsle 9peo
Cool.
TlUej Calibration of
Bolar Calls Cslag fflgb-
Alttmdo Aircraft
Bm Pbottral ate Spot
Coaf
Tltio: TiiifiiMnncrti
in SUIeoa Soter OaD
Cover GUas AsMmbr/ anc
p«Afc»jii^ Using FLP
TefloB
ath PfaotoroIOUe ^MC
CooL
TlOai Tbe Effect of
Electrons. Protons and
on Basse Ms totals
apace Power 3y*U Ad»
Tecbnotou Coaf
Tltte CoareDttonaJ •
Tmn-FUm Solar Cells
DATL
Nor
68
Fob
68
Jan
Get
63
TO*
10*
Atif
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ailEf AIOTRACT
Cells mormally ojclo taatod rectnUy are
control responsible Thermal cycllnj u
not a prlmarr csaso of ceU dagradatian.
bat electrical loading dorta*; test la Load
effect la responsible for dlffereaeea
DescrlpUoa of facility and sapper! equtn-
ment Vacuum bmla la the 10'' to 10*9
tnrr range Information regarding a
Included.
Analysis t^t™**^ oomnkan sad chu-o a»
^ ta«l ^U"*'JJ*~'V ' AurfSJl
LwHiite for alMn dirii -™II»M- earth
radtstton and orlontadoo. Plata mtace
abeorpOLOce aad emlttaoce reqnJred.
Applied D mras cwmrimn adfld* csOs
This taeb&loao mouares sborVclrcttt
eomat of cells at dUfBren* attmdaa sari
plots them logrltbmioallT aa a toncllon of
air mass Cxtrapoladoo tn air mass aero
Aircraft Bsad Is B-57B wlft colls ammtad
in aft foaedaga ooUUnadBg tabe - no window
ai frfhffrt"* ^t^nii CT*! • flv**r ghst
rflminaflm QV OllBn <b* OO«T aSSB tBOOD
both aa oorer natarlal aad as adbearre
betwoea c«D sad Oox Bbatrata, acbtartat
cost radncOoo la tab.
Aclxr, KBptaDaadTcaoB-rEPIrratnabKl
with CV. wtsctroBS sad proaoaa. Mylar
witt ASM Epcoj irradlatsd by UV aad
mjlar wtm iJn him, prottawi TV
Gantpmcat pmosduiws • reoalts dwserlbad.
Only work of special mterem lo LftRT Is
dlsceased aamalr. radiadan duaag* a>
solar cells, tfam film cells aafl bbjh power
arrars
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N 1-4
S.T-5
H T-4
N T-T
K T-A
H 7-»
ORIGINATCK DOCLMCtT
IDENTinCATION
SA\AL HESCABCB LABS
JTL Sobconxract MM
Title Semi- \aaal 4
Aaaml Rcporu for Solar
CeUReaorvh
Nary ft>ace 5y«*ra
ArUrtty
TUle- £^ac« Power
Internal Doc
Tecfa. Repi KSSA-B-40
-49-4
Tttlr **te ChMtrlcaJ
Paver Svaneu for toe
acre P^»r wsoij
Title- Oae Vcv Cketroo
Dmrnagn la Sttroa Solar
Cella
Sdt rUaimihili Spec
Oaaf.
TUafc StacM of SUlcon
Damage
i& PbotDTObalc $»c
Coat
CeU Conr Haatrtal
«n Parmn>rrilc »er
Coot.
Tttk Ttereal AnneallBg
SlQcoa Solar C«llf
Tft Pbotorebalc ^>ec
com.
Title CtanctcrlaOca
of Solar Cella a Low
TemperDBre
DATK
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Uthlum diffuaed dUcon Irradiated 1 Me*
electron* aad CO-00 gmmma regutta
reported Compntar program written
to obtain diode parameter! of cell by a
leaat-aquare! fitting of I-V data to aolar
cell agnation.
Collection orgmnlzaUaa and prewntaOoo of
data relating to "prime apace power
auppUea for future mlaalooa Powar load
coaflgurailona tor future poiiibU ml**loo
requirement* included
Comparison of potential power *y«t*mj
opabfe of meeting mlaalon reqolrem«ata.
Clrcolar polar orbit at XX5 nm for ooa year
UIKlow 0-6*V) Maaa votinnc aad cod
flfnrea preatmcd
Darn^e from 1 Uev elcctrooa waa mdied
In 14 Uada of n/p aillcoo cella Currett-
eolar simulator H40 \m/cm>t IrradlaUoi
In air at room temp Xo difference be-
tween aluminum * boron doped cella
PreaemtlaD of radiation damage data la
eolar cell* to a manner uaefal to
dtatgnan and uaera for couoartaoe pur-
poam at radlattoai doae of lO** electrooa/
em* - 1 Hev and at cell temperatarea of
18-C-30-C Solar slmuUtara are
Identiaed.
Deuradautoa of the nature of degradation
aad me eOecta on power efBcteacy of the
cell. Sammarlua moel Importam reaatts
acnlertd by reaearceen in part few yeara -
N/P cella Irradiated by 4 • Hev protons.
Fbxa lereU of to10 to 10>2 protoaa/cm2
at room tamp 0 * *ad 10 ohm-cm bmae
rcaistmt* with sotderleta Ag-TI elec-
trode*] Proton damage annealing la two
atages 50-lWC and 3SO-t» C
1 obm-cm p/aj ohm-cm a, p aad 10 ohm-
cm eA> trpea ImrecUgated ai temp from n
to 300 K and Ihtbl tnteaaitle! 1 mtt/cm*
to 140 mV/cm* simulating ptaaet JupiUr
ralsatonj Treoda la v*ll beaa\lor
reported
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NO
N 0-1
thru
H tf-2
N 9-1
O 1-1
P 1-1
—
P 1-1
P t-1
WIIOlNATOn/IMitliM* NT
imNTIHt ATION
NHHTIIHOP LORP LARS
tonlrart JPLBJ2C23
Title Stud) of Dopant!
lor Radiation Realatanl
Silicon
2 quarter lie*
NORTH AMFR1CAH
ROCKWfLL
Contract NAB3-B9M
Title Solar Powered
Space Station Definition
Vol III - Subsystem
Definition
Pan 2 Electrical Power
OPTICAL COATING
LABORATORY. INC
Internal Document
Title General Spec
Guide for Solar Cell
Coven
L'NTVEBSm OF
PENNSYLVANIA
Bth Photovoltaic Spec Cool
Title The Formation It
Degradation of TlAg e Tl-
Pd Ag Solar Cell Contact.
—Gth Photovoltaic Spec Cod
Title A Now Look at
ailcoo Solar Cell Per-
formance
PHILCO-FORD
Contract NAST-409
Title Experimental Stud*
of Coaling! for Tempera-
ture Control of Solar Cell*
DAT*
Jut
69
thro
Jan
TO
Jul
TO
Jan
M
Ang
70
Auf
TO
miLF AIOTHACT
tnlform aampl*! prepared by diffusing
lithium Into blanks of - 100 ohm-cm
P-doped material Paat itwltri show that
aluminum doped aitlcoa under torn* cir-
cumstance* la radiation reiimnt Imcitl-
gatloa of degradation b> Co-«0 gamma
radiation In butt silicon containing ahtml-
num boron or diffuaed Iliblum Attempt
to naohe the contradiction that U aad At
doped aJUcon are more sendmo to gamma
than D-doped
Space ctatlon power reqpiremnta candidate
primary power *Ysiem* are described.
Trade stud> (or »Ur photovoltaic/bane r>
•> item fclrctton t* presented Summarise
lelected tin* si i <CC> flei roll-up per-
formance lad deilfo ctiaracwriitlci
Change* in quality lerel and prodttctloa
tt«ldt an r*n»«eij in thl* spec tnlforaly
high caialir) at reduced cow due to new and
better rooting wchslque* aad tooling
method* Spectral I mechanical panm-
etrri ol ail co\er» presented.
Structure of tbeve cell contact* entuaud
tn transmission electron mlcroscop) and
electron diffraction before l> after 90* C
•31 relative humklirr uposure Improre-
mrau In preacnt contact! and eratuadon
are discussed.
Loaa meehuiasu in pretenl cella re-
«jualwd and piwet* depend* ai* loaice
•otdled for affecta oe ceUecUoa cfncleecy
voltage factor and curve factor Reduc-
tion of artace recomblaaUoa retociQ la-
creaae tn mlaorirr carrier lifetime aad
reductloo of caa« region pr*Utli1tj Cor
ctQrlean impn* emeat art dlaruaaed.
i
June
M
*nalii)c«1 1 uperimeioal program u*log
whvrltt laierfcrence filter* 4 higbl) re-
flectlre coating! yeajurenteni of fltwr-
adbMt\e-cell compottte performante uoclrr
equillbnum temperafjrp ^udir* it> prr-
dlci cell temperature and prrf^muac*
under mriou* coating!
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Patent App' Si£A-VPO
nn-
Tltle MeciicieallT
Boon
Sin PnotoTOtau^ «pec Cool
Tttlr SoUr C«1U *rom
Epitaxial G*'Laa Arsenld*
'it =Vx-r a- sp*v Cctf
Till* 3t-t -mduaoo of
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F«b
TO
Oct
65
HO*
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BlIE F A 18 TRACT
Pivotal!) supported boom {crane type)
hating Wlescoping boom assambly InctudV
Ing axlally extended conduit otoagated ft
contracted as boom uaembly is extended
and retracted
Find methods of putting down thin ta>era of
CaAs on suitable substrates Cermanlom
obvious choice aa substrata Techniques
of preparation t characterization evolved
IB producing higher quality GaAs oo ger-
manium ore described
40 cells of 3 basic tvpes Irradiated for 119
days with Strontium 90 radlolaotope almost
matching Earth i » rapped electron etnlroo-
mem. Spontaneous recovery at varying
raies Float tone silicon anpertor to tope*
and craclble
Equation* are derived for determining tb*
beading radius for a long this walled
oUndor that points from ipacecrafi at all
times to eartfa The no-stress and general
cases ore treated tor c\ Uadtr exposed
to the suo.
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LCCCN
BLA
OR1GIN ATOR/1IOCL ME NT
1DENTIHCATION
RCA (RADIO CORP
OF AMERICA)
8th Pbotoroldao ^ec Cool
T1d*i Boom Temperature
Sbbfltty ft PerCBnaanca
Soltf Cells BralBctkB
&AHPB aymooalum
Vol IS
Title? Broctabla 9bve-
turea and M«tbes tor
Egiaco Applicatlou
Cootracti JP 9S3SU
T1U« Study to Detenntot
ft bnpror* DvalgD of
LltUam- Doped Sniar
Cella
KCEC Paper
Tttloj Solar CeUs
Today
OECEC Paper
Tttta Thermal Ba-
atnlnUoo Ugbtwvlgbt
ftdw Cdl Arrays lo
Bynchranoas OrWt
OCCEC Paper
Ttdei DedgB of ataU-
Ulowatt PbotDvotUlc
6th Pbotovottaic apac
rtflct Wrap-Arooad
Coatact Sdar C*n*
Uh Photoroltale ^ac
Coof
Ttdet OaAaThlanbD
SoUrCcUa
DATE
Attg
70
69
alar
TO
Srp
66
87
6
"
Oct
«3
Oct
«s
£B)irr AtBTRACT
Worh dDM under contracts JPL-0522W
* BU355 ResulU of Inrasttgatlon tuto
rvcvrery and post recorory fcjhsrlor of
Uthltmi comalttlng p/n lOleona coDs trradt-
atcd hi 1 Hov electroas to QOODOM
laiotttoaaio" e/cm^
New tochnkioca to eabrtcsttag, atowuf
ft dcplajiag tbtas extendlbl* spacecraft
atruemrea. Formula* tor analyaoa ft
design and UKhniqucs for mouettng ft
deploying are given.
Effort to tavterstand the call daman ft
recovery mecbsaixm wfaea nxpoaea to
oardcl* ndlattoos (t HOT electroe beam -
RC \ \ an de Graaff conerator) "llall-bar"
aUlcoo bars, float-toe*, Lapex and craclbl<
crown cells In the aptrlmcBts at room
tonperature or betcxr
CoadBUcd tmprovemvttts being tnads In
solar cell capability Rcsulu on aotar
cell arrara. thio fUm and radladoo re-
aUtaace are dlacaMsd. Predktkns far
tb* (ttture are laelodcd
At -LWC hear ortaur array is
Olgtt qoaliaed. Define* reasonable lower
Umtt toap goal ft *st*riisbes rdaUoajfalp
ba»»uen low temp extremo ft atgalflcant
dectrtcalAnecb paraaietcra Bar large area
orleaUd arraya.
D»alfD featorta of a 8 W systeo tor a
200 am. ±5 5 raclbaOoti mlaatoa orUt.
1720 ft2 array has total system wrigbt of
«Ctt tb Drag, gnrlty-gndlool brcaa
etc , o* eraltaud. 9atani earelope
coadralBta arc prcawOad.
Work «der coatnct HAO-SSlt Dwclopat
a aOicoB solar ceO vtth a wrap-around
contact and a modal* by boadU« aach cdla
on a printed ctrcoJt board. Cell fsbri-
cattan modUteatloBa described Table* of
Comparison of electrical ft optical
properttea of spattered, data evaporated,
md vapor grown OaAs fQma. Covers fUm
brmatkn on rartoas •taatratea. Junction
bnnadoa, cell structure* tad rtvulu
obUlMd.
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SO
R 1-9
R.l-10
A 1-11
R 1-12
R.1-1S
K.1-U
R1-1B
ORIOINATOll I K X I M I N T
HMNTHIL *THIM
ath Pbotovolulc Spec
Coof
Tide TUn Pflm Cadlum
Soltlde Solar Array on
Plaatlc SubatraUi
Sth Photovoltaic Spec
Coaf
TIU«: Too Effect of
Damage in SUlcon Solar
Cell Device*
4th Photovoltaic Spec
Conf
Tlllet Profreaa to Thin
Film <teAa Solar Cell*
6th Photovoltaic Spec
ritlei Calculation of
1 Mav Electron Pliu ft
Irradiation Degradation
rf Solar CeU l-\ Curvea
by Computer
5th Photovoltaic Spec
Tltlei Seutron Damage In
fflllcon Solar CcU*
7ih Photovoltaic Spec
Cool
Tide Long Term
aubUItrof Lithium Doped
felar CeDa trradiioad
»lth Electron*, Proton*
^•Seutron*
7th Photovoltaic Spec
Corf
Tldei Injection- Level
EDect* ID trradUtod
Lithium-Containing
Solar Cell*
DAT*
Oat
es
Oct
83
Mar
67
Mar
67
Mar
67
lov
tft
IIHILP \rBTRACT
Arraya cooaiat of C*TJ or lour CdS eetl*
cycling and vactaon Morage of those
•ample* dlacuaaod IrradlxiloD testa
conducted DuPont-Kaptoo pl**tk> fUm
a* vubatrato
Ro*e*rcb under contract NAS &-9131
diffusion length degradatton In llihlum
doped aflloon (nvexdgatod br eUetron-
ndtalc effect requiring ractlfytDf contact*
All unit* trradtatrd with 1 Mev electrons
la air at 30*C
Research under contract* AF33 (B16V-3M6.
NAS 9-64B6 ft "TAB 5-S510 Tm «D typea
•vorrod. Oo« has anbatrat« moljMenam.
barrier layer of planoura ft anttrefleetlan
layer of SIO the other baa aluminum aob-
•trate barrier layer of coproua adenlde.
Greater problem - low open ctrraU
voltage
Method tor calcotatlag the equivalent 1 Me*
electron Out for a glna charged particle
environment and for degrading the cell M
nil routing* (PHI and DEGRADO Oow
dlagrana and corv*a prcaeoud.
tnuractloo of lithium with cnorc complex
by neutron*, mformattoo required tor
deaign of aolar cell power irBem* npoattl
to weapon burata or apacerraft .ulng both
nuclear tj aolar poawr cuppllea, Reralta of
14 Hev and (naaao neutron bombordmcet
reported.
ft or* under contract. JPL »iC5»
of cell* for perfada from T mo*, to J IT*.
Uthlom doped pAj ceUa hare hlfner real**
tanc* b> all rjpo ndlMtfan* than ataDdard
p/n or a/p eella
norkaupportcdbt contracl \\S»-1*-13»
Reautta of an iBTecttgaUon of tnjwdon l«rd
effect* on mlnorttT^carrler Ufetiffif* In
Illhliaa doped aoiir cell* Irradiated OT
1 Mav electron* and reactor neotron*
>fect complete* formed la the** b**t* *re
not la atable equOIbrlun at room temper-
atar* tor daj • or ewn month*
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R.t-13
, R.l-11
^1-M
1
R.*-l
R.J-
ORMjINATGH'HOt I MI-NT
inENTIHlATlON
Applied Phjalc* Letter*
\ol 9 >o 1
Tide Lithium- Doped.
Radiation Realatant
Silicon Solar Cell*
Contract) NAS 5-10139
Title Recovery troat
Radiation Damage In Solar
C«Ua Doped with Lithium
Anna*! Report)
Contract NAS W.I 427
Tide Renew and Evalu-
ation of Pas* Solar Cell
Development Ettorta
(Interim Report)
Contract. \ASW-I417
ftdn R«rl*w and
Evaluation of Past Solar
C«D Development Effcrt*
ttCCC Paper
ride Mechanical
rbennal ft Dynamic
Consideration* for A
Photovoltaic Svatem tor
Vanned Space System*
otSJg&BJvr
leaearcb ft Technology
Irlef* AFSCRP BO- 1 PIS
rul* Rapidly Deploy -
ibl« Ugbt»elghi Anienn*
RAB
Tide Recent Derelop-
aent* In SOIcon Solar
IIATt
Jnl
68
Jon
67
Dec
67
,
JOB
68
«7
Apr
C9
Ho
Date
rat u F A torn ACT
Floating tone alllcon boron ft lithium
dlffaMd cell* (p/a) Irradtctod with l Mav
electron* «nd their cloctna and photovoltaic
propcTtloa compared to atandard cell*.
Otffualoo Icncth cum* and tafal* locludod
Achlevod a better undcrotandlng of the effect
of Ittbluro la productni cell recovery
Recommendation* mr qptfm (cation
radiation- realatant cell* aod auggccUona
for future atudy are Included Speed ft
cxWrt of cell recovery depend* oo amount
of froB and unpaired lithium available
Contain* bibliography of literature
on photovoltaic effect and device* u*«d for
power generation (tram 1MO to 1H7)
Literature aurvey time apaa tncreaaed
[133 9-1 940) "p»™thn the historical
tccoont. Adrtiltaoal evaluation and tnalyoi*
In apeclOc area* to bdp aolve present and
urea*eabl« problcma In aolar davleea an
Dncrtotloa of a deUga concept of a PSM
(power ayztem modnl* - aolar arnr/Awwer
ootttttknmg) Dodgo eonatderattona for
orbital ooofl|uratlon of array- apacaeraft
are dlacuucd CorrvcUon lor orbital
peiiurbalfon an iBdDaod.
to** m«. confl«ur«ion. <h«d(«ted
•ASTBOMA8T- - a three- elded lattice
column fabricated of Wjb atnc«tb
eorroalon-rflclauat etalateaa) atad, la
teacribod. 100 O ouat raH) retract* to
packaf* bdctat of 4t tnehea.
Development trend* la •olar cclla, cell
cover*, flea arra) cabatratea aod atrae-
nina *re r«vtow*d and reported, 8Ut«-
Df>tna-art apecIV weight ft apoclflc area
curv** are prraonlad
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R.3-2
a. 3-3
R 3*4
R 3-5
B W
R 3-7
B 3-8
R 3-t
R 3-10
ORIGINATOR DOClMLtT
IDEVririCATJOS
RARTech. Report ««1J7
Tltlet Derelapmetit* la
3oUr CeU Performance
Measurement
BAEToch. fUpon aTSOS
Title* TUn SOlcoQ tblar
Cells br Larger Flexible
ECOSECPeper
rtfltn An ArfriBCTd
RAX Tech. RtponMlal
Title The loo Engine aad
Large Solar Array fcr
XS Spacecraft
RAEToch. HeportUOIB
Tlflej Large ODiar CeD
Array
UK Tech. Bepott UOS2
rate Tba Ariel)
BAETeeh. RcponU218
Analysis nd Team* Tea*
tag of tmdiatad ICatertali
far SHellUe AppUeatkma
rtb Photovoltaic &p»c
Asaesameat of Tba
Silicon Cells (ran Pilot
Prodoctkm
Ma Ptotoroltalc Spec
Wei Large SoUr Array
IlATl
May
M
87
fal
n
»
Jao
«5
Mar
H
Ang
•9
\OV
6*
\or
BRIEF ABSTRACT
Procedure (or measuring the orbital
photoelectric perfbraanco of cells.
Techniques aad equipment Bar greater
accuracy described. Checking methods
launch checkout ere diet-insert.
Craluatfcm of performance characteristics
Of n/p silicon cells 100 to 400 microns
Chick fottovtng irradiation by 1 HeV
electron fluxes up to 101* e/cm2
Redoctton of specific mass from £0 kg/tnr
Isdeaciibed
BO witta/kg, (500 watt) experimental array
ftar prototype Casting. ft-mO aUlcoo ceBa,
Kaptoa panel* A Qsl pack stovage. Prog-
ress la mala problem areas rerlewed,
rumre pbmsoutBaed.
Descrlptloa of tna too engte and too
530-wstt doploysble solar srny tor Black
AiTosr-XB spacecraft. Problem areas are
discussed sod present state of derelopmeeL.
Possible methods of stowage deployment snc
•opport ol targe deplojable arraya. Uams;
100 micron thick n/p ceDa tne array* wootd
•elga leu Iban 20 kg per kW oteodlns;
sboot 13 nr1 per kW Uscosalca of
problem areas laclnded.
thU satellite solar ceO/battery system are
described adectkn and QlgBt accepcaac*
teat procedBres are ooOmed.
Gamma Irradiation under Tacwsn of sheet
pUsUc material and "Loctfte", seaUm.
compo salon. Tensile str*ogth measured
before aod after Irradiation
Feasibility of astag 4 m Q 81 cells on large
Qex arraya Both cotnmUiMial 4 wrap-
arotmd cells with aotdertess evaporated
TtAg contacts ft solder ten plated Nl-Co-Au
contacts tvalustcd Subjected these cells
CD enrtrotuucatal conditions
OeTclopment of 560-watt depnvable array
eome novel feature discussed CoocerUna-
fashion tolo>d Kaptoa and paewnatlraUy -
actuated teleseopfc masts, "8 ft2 array -
22 3 vatt To at 65 C
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'
R 4-1
thro
R 4-4
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throR 4-a
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ORIGIN ATOB/UOCU ME NT
IDEimnCATION
Btb Photovoltaic Spec
Oonf
Title Progreaa In
Advanced Solar Array
Development
RYAN AERONAUTICAL
Contract JPLB6I107
TlUe Deployable Large
Area SoUr Cell Array
Toch presentation
summary final design
and test reports
lat, 2nd. 3rd Quarter-
lies sod Final Report
Contract JPL05HT1
Title Feasibility
Stady 30 Uatta Per
Pound RollupSolar
Array
1st, 2nd. and 3rd
Quarterlies and Final
Repan
Ly^R^us
Electronic Packaging
ft Production Article
Title On the Quality of
Soldered Joints
TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION - DlELlOGtlAPIlY
DATE
TO
May
thru
Aug
69
Jul
67
tarn
Juo
Jun
BRIEF ABSTRACT
R«v(«« of a low -cost lightweight deploj-
sble array e-f slllcoa solar cells Stowage
system and telescopic mast described
Array nsed 12-nioi cells *ltb *rap around
contacts and cheap radlacioa realatvtl
Tbree-pnase study design and (ab program
to develop the concepts tad technology
required lor a deployable large ares solar
array structure using a minimum shroud
rotome Phase I - concept selection »ss
s roller drum-exuodabU beam baring
infaemJt good scU-daaiplag qualities in
stowage ^ase 0 - designed a (oar-ele-
meat 200 1C deployable agray stmcoire -
» * ght o*>|ecUr« 0 4 Ib 'ft* half (or deploy-
meat, structure 4 substrate 4 half br
cells fitter* «lflog and cabl* Pnase O1-
tabncaccd So ft' eleaAt of design concept
to demonstrate feasibility compaUbtllry
vftb ennroamenal and Qlgbt raoniremenu
Design trade soxiles analysis end develop-
meni reitflcmUon test conducted to select
tne most promising solar array coBflga-
ratloo Detailed prel design of the seter-
ud coaflfuraUoo *as performed Deta led
scresi dmamic Jiermsl 4 vetghu
acalyses »<r« performed A Coll site
drum *lia i'* «ab*^aw paosls (mas*
loaded to slaulate tbe ISO ft panels) eas
tested •> slnnsoioal taoncB ctrrtroomcnt
Full scale model tibrtca «d to demonstrau
deployment/ ret rarttoa
Parallel-gap sol^-nag -ha * o< * I' icon
fi£> ' ta^trratcd f mil flat pa'k* £j- oakiag
t conaccuoai ben««i slltcoa ^tegntcd
circuits (S1O ind pricud *ir'nf board*
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S 3-1
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S 4-1
S 5-1
ORIGIN ATOR/IIOCL' ME -*T
IDENTIFICATION
SELENLH CO n\L\
Teen. Report
Title PAS Transfer
Orbtt SoUr Cell Energy
time
SOCIETEAV5WME
DE TELECOM MVMCA-
Conl
Title Antlrvflecttav
Silicon SoUr CeOs vlth
Titanium Dwxitie
Title Uxifeecd Supplied
Ten Module- TbemuU
OoUaf Te*-
SPVR \CROfP\CE
PROD LTD
Advmnwd A-roapKT
Tech 5>«. mpotlcn
4Toronu>
Title Dcployable Booou
tar On\irr Crmftmi
SublliraUon
SPEC THO LAB
Inl 1 ColtajBter ec
Title ^olar \mr
wlm lorgrml Diodes
1
S <-l | "it PbotdTolnic Spec
Coof
Title PhotovoLaK
DATL
Apr
69
Vug
Jul
TO
Mir
-nt
\OT
Effect u Cv-£ - CiS >
1 Iefcro}<mctioe*
IHUEf ADBTRACT
SoUr cells on the surface of cylindrical
PVS satelllle Report gives the docu-
mented electric energy per orbit of trans-
fer for 00 different launch time* Alto
Included are the eclipse times for the
different launching*
Significant quantities of cells processed
to allow comparlBon of results on average
bawls. Theoretical and eapertmcoal re-
sults are presented
Results of thermal o cling test on LMSC
flu substrate presented. Condition* ai
tea tear Qncbronous orbit applted
STEM 4Storage TubuUr ExtcamMe
Member) descripUoo ud night history
presented Design of Interlocked ht-sicm
boom IB included.
Shadow* across a series element elimi-
nates the circuit DttcuBBlon of the
Integral Diode SoUr Cell (patent applied
fort ** an alleviation to the disproportion-
ate to**rs resulting from tfcadow problem*.
Studx of In* depletion Uver *i<fth diffu-
sion length* sod vptttrnl response ot •
light mtrrvprobe * let iron mirror
mlcroscopr and *Uh technique*
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T 1-1
T t-1
T t-2
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ORIGIN ATOH/ IXX.U ME NT
IDENTIFICATION
3YLVAN1A
Contract COMSAT CSC-
ED-IT
Title Dynamics of Do-
ploy men t of Extendable
Boom* from Spinning
Space Vehicle*
(J Spacecraft Article)
Electronic Design 22
article
Tltlai Chip Bonding
Promises ud Peril*
(Spoclal Report)
TEM-PR IS/RESEARCH/
CARBORUNDUM
Contract F3361&-C9-C-
1221
Title Hydrogen Impref
oatod CUBS Covers for
EfsrdenedSoUr Cells
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
Contract NA35-10JU
Title SoUr Cell
Integral Cover 01***
Development
Contract i NASi-llSlJ
Title Solar Cell
Contract Deposition
Stady (tat Quarterly)
Sib PhotovolBlc Spec
Conf
Title Development of
Epitaxial Structured for
Radiation Raalataal
Silicon SoUr Cells
8th Photovoltaic Spec
Conf
Tltl« Llthlom Doped
Radiation Resistant
Silicon Solar Coll*
DATE
May
88
Oct
69
Mar
TO
micr AnBTRACT
Developed general aquations ol motion
Lslng the simplifying assumption of rigid
booms the equations are solved for the
case* of unrestrained extension and
constant-vetoclty extension btaroatjng
characteristics of motion for a sample
problem are discussed
Beam-leaded chips chips *ith silver-tin
bumps and spider bonding sra disctuied
as (o reUUve prodnctlon merits for
packaging and forming hybrid circuit*
Experimentally demonstrated that hydro-
gen Impregnation significantly rtdoc**
da rVmlng of cell gUs* eorer* Corning
7030 Clsy Adams A-HJ 1 Coming
IT23 saccesjmUy treated Level* of
H, Impregastion for various dose levels
r&ortad
.
Sov
U
Sor
Applj ing 'tuegrml cover glass coatings to
C*IU by radio frequency sputtering
Tccluiqiie* ji«d to deposit insulator film*
on (Ulcoo 4 theory 4 experimental do-
nil* of ndlo frequency fpuucrlag dla*
nusad. Envlronmcatal testing reported
« montbs «udty to tmprove vacuum depo-
« sition of TiAg contact* on silicon celU
Cvahaud edecu of vaneu* evaporation
Oci
CS
•bstraw uanp* 0 C tt WC Data
Indtcattv TlAg contacts with smallest
gnln «l» exnibll Ugh degree of bum Wily
resistance
Lse of ballt-la electric fieloa tn solar
cells used to cohaDC* their performance
after irndlauon by high energy particles
Dqmienilal n tdeol dlstrlbwiioo for optl-
mum field, spprouauted by ailttg co er-
ror dlJirlbutlca fo&cikw CHI Ubrlcatlon
• and test rwnlta di*ni»«d
Mar ' bt estigatioa of three Lithium diffusion
«• technique* RadiiUoo annealing behavior
1
 of tope*. Dost-ioned and quaru irucibl*
mad> cell* compared hUfnl qurU
coien applied to cdl*
t
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T 3-2
T 3-5
T 3-4
T 3-3
ORKiIHATOn/UOCUKeirr
IDENTIFICATION
THOMSON- RAMO-
ttOOLDRlCE 6~iS INC
Solar Arraj Simulator
F R
Contract JPL 9325*4
nation of an Optimum
Design for Space ItllUed
Lithium Doped SoUr
Cells
IECEC Paper
tlon of Satellite Electric
OAtr
Oct
6i
Apr
"0
Jul
6*
Contract NAS3-104M
Title Study OB Fluid
Dampers (or Booms
Att d Ctrl Stmpoatum
Title Solar Flutter ol
A Thin ft ailed Open-
Sectloo Doom
LCGEXDi
Jul
Dec
i*
HtlLF AtBTRACT
Performed trade studies to determine
design requirements for pover ajsiem
iraoge 2D wans to 9 kUi Generated
i tailc/d) aamlc characteristic a through
forward biased solar cell aa aaalof ref-
erence V artsiloo of characteristics with
clme programmed b> digital technique
TbJ* 3rd Quarter!} Report presents the
measured effects of irradiation on lithium
doped quam -crucible lithium compen-
sated p-t>pe silicon and bUmuth/tln
doped, cells 10 determine defect complexes
formed aad poA-aimeaUng. Better craps
tested tor radlailoa resistance
Describes computer program concept lor
electrical unit sis and tranxteat thermal
s?iti
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anahsis of system composed of solar
arrar batten i power control*. Pro- «~J
ARRAY BLANKET
B
gram plou curves of voltage currents t
temperatures i cnercj balance for ooe or
 ( \
more orbits i
lavestlgatloa of fcasiblUn of u»lnf rings
and spheres filled vim vlscouj fbifal for
•*?™rl"t aa oscillating boon. Onh rlag
aad epherical dampers were aoalyted In
detail and compared for performance
characteristic*
Mathematical moJel was formulated to
demonstrate tfccrcnllv - excited oecllla-
tioo la loag bo«m antennas Resntu pre-
eeoted are cvpkal of <XO-I\ fbghi boom
W&IL-Q exblblied a aoa-plapar coupled
beadlog-torslw) **cllUtioa exrlted solely
tn incipient eotar radiuioa.
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ITS-S
T 3-9
(T.3-»»
TJ-11
OR1C WATOB/DOCUHnrT
IDEHTinCATION
IECEC Paper «B907»
rHft- Tbla-FIlm
nulUUlbwatt SoUr
Arrays
IECEC Paper 680077
Title Lunar Surface
Solar Array Character-
istics
ICCEC Paper 6B9078
Title Large Solar Arrays
tor Ualtt-MlsalDB Lunar
Surface Ejmloratloa
IECEC Paper 699081
Title Temperature
Cj cling Effects on Solar
Paaels
IECEC Paper
Title OCO Solar Array
Design Fab t Flight
Performance
IECEC Piper
Till* MulUlaceted Solar
\rraj Performance
Dnermlnatlan
DATE
AU8
as
68
AUg
68
Scp
69
Aog
•7
AUf
«T
BUEr ADBTRACT
Two wlog (folded) 2 1 k\\ coUramj oatee;
CdS soar cella otudleB In detail Deploy-
ment by extendlble aurctaalcal booms li
actuators At I At; 23 wan/u rcallud
using CdS cells of 3 67 A MO efDcleacy at
o5 C
Silicon cell arrays both orkoud and aon-
orieated compared. Array site per-
formance stntctaral designs ft materials
selection are considered. Pasdre thenaa
control concept Is presented Array
emperature sensitivity discussed.
Power profiles In alga eaerg} requirements
regime (10 to 300 kW) solar arrays
a coejueethn with fuel cella od/or bat-
teries aa paver supply for rarioa enrfac*
minion* Impact of lunar eanneuneet
empbaelced.
Soldered silicon cell assemblies with
copper Kovsr aad mol)bdeaum laer-
caanecton exposed to more than 300 temp
cycles down to -1TO*C «lde range at
'silurrs dependlni on oiaterials tUckaeasea
Solder fatlgoe Uiture rate presented.
Describes desigD.fahTltatioft.aBd night
performance of mis *ua oriewed dcployable
solar arra« 3 OGO» ncceasfbtb lauached
(5 years total Uraet Describes electrical
design. Excellent perforouu>ee-«jvsil test
program dlscvssed
Two computer pnsjrams (or muTtltaceled
spinmng or non- spinning bodv-mouated or
paddle raDoated toUf arraje deecribed.
Outpot of programs - tabulated paa*V*rra}
voltage curreot * powvr from shert-to-
osvD-circult plot ft (npha.
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DOC
NO.
T 3-U
T 3-14
T »-l*
T S-18
T 3-17
T 3-IB
OUGDIATOA/ DOCUMENT
IDEKTI nCATIOH
DECEC Paper
•ntU- Tbs SoUr
Array for ua> Pbawsr
Sta FbotoHltalo Spec
Oonf Paper
TUU- LowEBorgy
Proton DccradWoo U
SUlccB Solar Cells
Btt Pbotovottalo Spec
Coot
TUU ATbaoreOoal
Model tor Low Energy
Proem IrradUtad
EUlceo Solar C«1U
8tb PbotovolUla Spec
CODf
TUla: Annealbvof
RadlatioD Damage U
Ulblntn Doped fillloon
Rh Pbotovoltalo Spec
Coot
Tide EOacU of Ba*a
Rsalatlvlty oo the
Cnaractariattct of N-oo-I
SUIooD Solar CeU*
7Ut Pbotovoltalc Spac
Coof
Title Electrical
Output of Shadowed SoUr
Array"
Ttb Pnotnoltalo Spaa
Conf
TtOei Tenpsratur* •
Humidity Effccta on
aUlcon SoUr Cella
DATE
87
Oc*
69
Oot
88
Mar
67
Mar
87
Nov
6B
Nov
80
BRIEF ABSTRACT
Description PtOKEEH VI * VD aolar
array power sratams CyUadrleal body
moBBtod (37 In Clam H U loag )
Engineering model ground U*U t dealgn
data ooouarwd to flight datt Pboto*
frapba UbstraUoDS showing deabm
oanatructtOD and teats
Experimental technique and roeultlog data
from bombarding 10 ohm-cm 1 « I cm
p/o sllloon cell In STL S Mev proton Van
da Oraaff at enargles from 0 S Mev to
I 0 Mev lo determine radiation Induced
change* in l-V characteritUca
Model generated for low carrier la-
Jocttoa level* - solution presented lo
closed form U term* of physical and
geometrical parameter* Ourt-aad
open-dram voltage calculated and
compared to exparlroeetal roaulta
Initial effort In a program for olarUylaf
the role of lithium U Irradiated alllcon
apedowu Irradiated with 1 Mar elec-
tron Result* on floating cone and
crudU* •Ulcon oeUa are pre*«ntad
tnvestlgmUon of electrical cfaaractorUtlos
of alllcoa cell* with base reatattvlttM
In I- to tt>otun-cm rangn ExperlmeaUl
measureounta made on N/P ceil* of
various baae resistivities In TRW Van
do Graaf generator ( 1 Mev electron*
at various fluxes)
Current voltage dtaracterlattca of
aolar cell circuit, affected by abadow
studies tor development of mathematical
model* Shadowing factor tor analyaea
of targe array* permit* analyaea by
digital computer oatng arantrlcal Input
daU
Datermtoatton of degradation U power
output with Urn* of attloon celt* stored
at room or elevated temperature* wtth
Ugh humidity (with AgD contacts wtth
and without solder) Periodic measure-
ment of snort circuit current of apac-
Irmms
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MX
T »•«
T X-XO
T 4-1
W 1-1
W 2-1
B 2-2
T 1-3
W 2-4
* a-s
OUGmATOB/UOCUMEirr
IDENTlFlCATtOM
IECEC Paper 89MM
TUle 40 WBtta/Pouad
Spaceenfl Solar Array
Contract NAS3-1034I
Title Floal Beport br
Jflmbu* SoUr Array
Drive Sub-system
VHTVFRSrrYOF
Title- ExpUnsUoo of the
Anomalous Spin Behavior
of Satellite* with Long
Flexible Anteanaa
U/gl-l-H
ELECTRONICS INC
Electric Packing and
Prodactlon Article
TUle Multiple-Lead
Rcflow Soldering
Technique*
WE3TTNGHOUHE
Contraeb AP33&1&)-
3462
Title Ulgb Voltage Solar
Cell Array Segment
(Interim report)
Contract. AFI3(BI8>
8198
Title 4 kW SoUr Photo-
voltaic Power System
Design Study <F R )
Contract. rM616-8B-C-
1818
TUle SoUr Cell Neutron
Damage Investigation
( F R )
Contract! NASS-10130
Title- Gravity Gradual
ftabUlxstton System
Elements A Antenna
Structures (Long Boom*
for ATS)
EC EC Paper
Title Drill FiHd BoUr
CeUaoa Silicon neb
DAT*
Sop
81
Fab
70
Sop
07
Get
87
87
Jan
82
Hay
70
May
88
Scp
GO
CHIEF AntTRACT
DeacrlpUoa of daployable silicon cell
•oUr army with aelf-rlgtdltUf folded
panel* - Qexlhle substrate* Analyal*
and te*l i her. capability of 40 w/lb and
1 S *W 1 to 1 of •towage volume Single
exteadlble boom prevented
Design development manufacture . teal
of four lolar array drive* 2 engineering
model* It two prototype* Hardware
description design configuration
description and equipment •pacification
are oovarod
Spin behavior la shown to be a conse-
quence of the joint action of aolar- heating-
Induced bending of the antennae and aolar
radUtlon preasure Moan* of preventing
spin by use of Up platea perpendicular to
antennae explained
An assembly technlqae for Oat pack* aald
to be la tunes faster than hand soldering
la presented Component* auch aa capac-
itor a, tranalormora, and relaya are
available In Oat pack* permitting Increased
mlniaturl cation
Twelro-laca loaf «fl(con web processed
Longest cdl teated consisted of 43 unit
conttnoous array Power conditioning
network capable of converting 60 vdc to
1000 vdc (10 V*B* power) developed
48 watta/lb breadboard circuit.
Intended for uae on a stationary equatorial
communication atelllte 2 paddles each
paddle 4 frame* (IX x 7 6 feet) p/n afltcon
collacovcrodbyO 030 In. aapphlro
Preacnta configuration analysis, design
apocUfcatloa ft data lor prototype
Fast neutron Irradiation of multi-layer
cell apocunena (epttaxlally- fabricated)
and convention*! n/p cell speclmena
Nentrons from teat reactor- a uenc* rangn
I010 to 1014 n/cm Efficiencies and
short-circuit current* reported.
Interim Report - Development of a de-
ployer and scissoring assembly to fit
ATS vehicle Produced aa engineering
model dcployer fitted with a 160 toot
boom and assembled In a scissoring
mechanism
Opttmlxatlon of aolar cells for radiation
reaixtsiKe Fabrication of •pituUl
growth techntqnes to obtain graded Io>era
resulting In drift field structure Improved
•Bolderleea- cell U alao dismissed along;
with test result a
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0
AA.
a-3
A*
£-1
AA
»-«
ORICI ATOR/DOCUME 1*"
IDE-mriCATIO'J
ABO 1\C tcont )
Perfonaanco Test of
Power Transmission
Slip-Kings in Vacuum
Environoonts - D L
Adklna
Operational Evaluation
of On Thin Filn Lub-
ricated Bearings and
Gears for use in Aero
space Cnvironaontal
Chambers - T L
Ridings
Tost* of Dry CompofitB
Lubricated Bearing*
for uae in an Aero-
space Environmental
Chanbor - T L
Ridings
:CH\OLO<
OAT
]
I
2/65
3/6S
BY EVALUATION - BIBLIOGRAPHY
BRIEF ABSTRACT
Results in this report Are also includ-
*CLO Alloy* < 2 5 - BS % Ag +2 5» Cu
+12 5 - 15% ItoSj) on silver rings at
6 and 10 pai rush pressure carrying 40
and 74 tops ( 5 anps equiy to 229
acps/in?) in acuun of 10~B - 1Q~9 in
deletoriouo effects were caused bj 40
This report contains the result* of a
test program set up to determine the
operational characteristics of dry,
thin film lubricated bearings on gear*
unique t> adapted for operation in a
sinulated space enviroiaen: Results
and soft satal plating lubricants can
types of boarings and gears and are
slow speeds in space environments
Thia report contain* the result* of a
te*t program *ot up to determine the
operational characteristics of dry com-
posite lubricated bearings Two dif-
ferent bearing types wore tested Taper*
ed roller bearings and ball bearings
Pour dry composite lubricants and two
Results indicate that the dry composite
lubricant* were more successful when
uMd with ball bearings than when o*ed
with tapexod roller bearing* All four
composite lubricant* provided low ays-
ten torques (40 to (0 Ib-in ) under
heavy load* (3000 Ib/boering) fox the
scheduled 100 hours Beat reaalt*
won obtained utiog CU <coppex) and
PTFE (Teflon) and NSC2 (Tungsten Oia-
elonida) and a silver alloy * PTPB *
HSU One low vapor pressure grease
was successful aa a lubricant at room
temperature but migrated at tempera-
ture* above room temperature The
other low vapor pressure grea** wa*
successful at temperature* up to 14 Cf P
with no migration
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1-1
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1-3
BB.
1-fc
OHIG IMATOR/DOCUMEHT
IDENTIFICATION
ARO XKC (Cont)
Testa of Dry Composite
Lubricated Gears for
use in an Aerospace
Enviornmental Chamber*
T L Ridings
BAIL BROTHERS
FESEATCH CGRPCaAT»C/(
Accoptarco Report -
Torque jDtor E.evaiJcn
OSO-D P/*. 19.73-. -
Villians
Design Sturfj Report
Lubrication Sjstes
for Comoat ITS- 3
Antenna ocspin Ass«^-
blj - -ajer
to tormina tici o* Li fa
Expectanri o' \ac-Kout
Processed Beariegs :or
torospace Allocaticas-
B Perrin
1
!
Effect* of -hin Oil '
'ila« on Bearing
Torque - Christy
DATE
3/6 i
8/63
6,66
2/et,
7/64
BRIEF ABSTRACT
This report contains tho results of a
teat program not up to determine the
composite lubricated gears Two dia-
metral pitch sise*, 7 and 12, and two
gear materials, nitralloy stool and
nodular iron were tested Throe dry
composite lubricants and one low vapor
dry composite lubricant* provided
adequate lubrication for periods of up
to 300 hr at 100 rep with very little
wear of either load gear* or lubricat-
ing idlers The HoS^-fortifiod, grease
tion
°oport ia about U-c behavior of a mpoct
fie no tor typo under varying enviroo-
ccntal cordition General behavior
The report gives dcoign calculations
for bearing lubricant requirements and
loss rate to meet operations over a S
year period
Te report contains a review of tho
tion systems Included are calcula-
tion* on bearing life lube loss rate
radiatior damage etc Report con-
cluded that bearings wit*i Vac-Koto and
life requirement* with 92% reliability
at 90% corfiderce level
A test method is presented with it*
torques of ball bearings "torques are
calculated from run-down time
torques of a given ball bearing as a
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NO
33
OR IG INATOR/DOCUKZNT
IDENTIFICATION
BALL BROTHERS
RESEARCH CORP (cent]
Electrical Properitioi
of Vac-Koto 108 -
Roller
!
I
SB,
[-€
B3.
53.
1-3
S3
l-o
B3
1-10
Flexprint Vacuum uv
Irradiation Tost -
A Kay
Investigation of a
Dry Lubricant Surface
Treatment for Bearing-
A Kay
Mechanical Design
Analysis Antenna Con-
trol and Drive System-
I Binricks
OSO D Acceptance
Report Slip Ring
Asseably P/B 16093 -
Williams
Reliability Analysis
for TDM Despin Mech-
anical Asseably -
Balbert
DATE
5/62
5/65
B/65
BRIEF ABSTRACT
r
This documont develops the tneory for
measuring the electrical conductivity
and the dielectric constant of, Vac-Koto
making theaa measurements is discussed.
then the actual mcasurccents are pre-
sented along with a discussion
This is probably not helpful to our job
because it is spocialited UV tests on
small conductors If we end op with
flex cables exposed to uv, then we
should look at this again - otherwise
not
The report gives test data showing
advantages in glass bead peoning follow-
ed by application of Ho53 over other
non-bonded methods of applying KoSa
Contains stiffness and deflection anal-
ysis and resonant frequency calculation
for bearings and structure Theroal
analysis over temperature range of
20' C to +«0* C Shows equivalent boast
and node model, computer outputs for
deflections at different nodes and
stiffness matrices
This document is tha Acceptance Test
report for the OSO-D slip ring assem-
bly Tbe test specification is
included along with filled out test
procedures for two slip ring assemblies.
Describes the methods and formulas used
to arrive at a final. reliabilit>
figure for the Tfdf Dospin Mechanical
Assembly The information contained
herein is not applicable at this time
to the ODAPT Program
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IDENTIFICATION
BALL BROTHERS
jTKRFARTH CORP (Cent]
Hip Ring Boise Tests
Ln Vacuum - K" toiler
i Soamary of Slip
llag Test A - Christy
technical fceport -rac-tot* Prooass
treatment - Oonipeoe
rest manor* BlectricsJ
Contact Ring Aasembly
95 Day Ufa Teat -
DATE
3/67
4/«
BRIEF ABSTRACT
This report presents the results of , _
electrical noise testing performed on
slip ring assemblies in a vacuum The
primary purpose of the testing was to
measure, the low frequency (8 Hi to 60
kH») and high frequency (190 kBs to 400
KBa) noise generated by the slip rings
and DC torque outer brushes Addition-
al data includes brush wear, contact
resistance* and brush temperature The
devices were operated at either 10 or
150 rpm. brush forces ranged from 10
to 60 grans, and the test. current from
0 2 to 5 amperes Brush wear., is showa
to bo dependent in tha sliding velocity
and ^independent
 P of the currant in tha
range tasted Contact resistance is
low at high brush forces but varied
unprodictably at light forces Brash
temper eturos wore affected more by
sliding velocity than by conducted
current
Some wear information on slip rings A
vacuum life test on various materials
that were lubricated with Vac-Iota
Fine silver and hard gold was used as
ring material and Paliney Mo 7 and
•ay Oro 28A was the brush wire material
Test was for 2000 hours May Oro 26A
on hard gold was the best combination
Bnport contain* snmmarv tabulations of
results from vacuum lab teats and 8-1*
satellite performance on torque motors
and slip rings lubricated with Vac-Cote
lubricants
This document reports on tha vacuum lift
test of a Bughes Aircraft Co slip ring
assembly treated with Vac-Iota Tha,
rotor was driven at a ir-ir-1 SS rpm
for tha entire >S day test Teat
currents ranged from 100 milliamps to
weakly Hoar measurements era given
Tha results indicate a vary high proba-
bility that this unit will meat the
S-yaex life objective
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1-15
BB.
1-16
BB.
1-17
BB.
1-19
BB
1-19
BB.
1-CO
BB.
1-B1
BB.
1-E2
BB.
1-83
ORICnUTOR/DOCOKEKT
I CCBTI PICA-TICK
BALL BROTIIZRS
rests of Dry-Lubricat
ed Gears and Bearings-
Rector
rorque Motor Life
rest - Frank
JSO-G Qualification
rest Report* Cable
hsaccbl). Flexible -
K pykkonen
Orbiting Solar Obser-
vatory 'S-1C1 Final
teport
Statistical analysis
of OSO Slip Ring moist
Technical Beport
Analysis and Correct-
ion of Slip Ring
Problems
nrblting Solar Obser-
vatory IOCO) Slip
Ring Qualification
rest Report
OSO-E1 Acceptance
Report Slip Ring
Assembly P/M 16093-1
ISO Acceptnace Report
Slip Ring Installa-
tion P/V 15491-1
S/B 11
DATE
7/69
2/«B
3/61
1/6.
4/64
11/67
BRIEF ABSTRACT
Report gives vacuum test results on
dry Vac-Koted gears and bearings operat-
ing in a test fixture Endurance of
lubricatlve film is shown to exceed
that of the gear teeth theaselvesi i e
though the gear teeth failed by plastic
flow, the dry Vac-Kote was still intact
on the deformed surfaces
Date sheets of brush type DC torque
motor running time in vacuum Refer-
ences photographs which might come in
handy should question of brush wear
arise
This document reports on. the Qualifica-
tion Tests of the OSO-C flex cable
assembly The test specification is
included along with a filled-oat test
procedure
Final Report on first OSO satellite
This document is a theoretical noise
study augmenting the OSO second source
qualification tests on the Poly-Scien-
tific slip ring assembly
This report documents the history of
the slip ring problems encounted by
Hero jet General Corp This is e case
history of a particular problem
Report gives detailed test data on three
slip ring assemblies being qualified to
use in OSO's
This document is the Acceptance Teat
report for the OSO- El slip ring assem-
bly The test specification is
included along with the filled out test
procedure
This document is the Acceptance Test
report for a flight slip ring assembly
The test specification is included
along with the filled out test pro-
cedure
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BB.
1-21.
BB.
1-25
BB.
1-26
BB.
1-8T
BBi-aB
BB.
1-W
BB
1-P
OaiGIHAtOH/DOCUXBMT
IDESTZFICATIOa
BALL BROTHERS
pf SHAFTS CORP (Cont
Vacuum Test of Slip
Ring/motor Assemblies
and Bearings
Slip Ring and Torque
totor Boise Measuro-
MUltS - O J
Slip Ring Noise Study
nterim Technical Dati
on Slip Ring Test
Assemblies ET2040-1
and ET2040-2 - May art
Bindricks
Space Mechanism
Lubrication - Perrin
uad Mayer
Results of Vacuum
Environmental Test of
DC Motor Prepared bj
the Vac-Kote Process
ac-Kote Process Treat
nut - Duaipace
DATS
11/63
7/65
7/69
S/6B
BRIEF ABSTRACT
This report discusses a 200 hr vacuum
test on 4 motor-slip ring-bearing assem-
blies The tests were performed for
lockheed Missiles and Space Co The pat
pose was to determine the performance
of two Inland Motor Corp slip ring
asscnblied and Barden Corp ball bear-
ings when treated with Vac-Kote The
tests wore successful
This document describes the slip ring
and torque motor noise tests on OSO
type slip rings and torque motors lubrl
cated with Vac-Kote Most testing was
done at ambient conditions since exper-
ience seemed to indicate that the noise
is the same whether in vacuum or room
ambient Current up to IS amps were
used in saao tests
This document describes some 19C1
vacuum tests on several slip ring and
brush material combinations Iron
Fireman ELDEC and Dreete. assemblies
were tested Silver end Coin Silver
rings were used with silver graphite
and Paliney mo 7 brushes Noise
measurements were the primary reasonfor the tests
This report contains information on
materials used on Comsat (Company
confidential }
Paper reviews H M Full's theoretical
abdication model end the successful
Vac-Kote lubrication of various
spacecraft
'
6/61
1/63
Vac-Kote lubricated Inland DC motor(T-4006B) ran for 1799 hours and longer
without appreciable mechanical or
electrical changes
The report presents test data to
illustrate the ieprovcnent in perfor-
mance characteristics of torque motors
and slip rings which maj be expected
from the use of th* \«c-Koto process
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IDENTIFICATION
BALL BROTHERS
RESEARCH CORP (Cent
Theraal Vacuun Test
on Flex Cable -
R Christy
i.
a
TRM/STL Slip Ring
Feasibility Study -
B J Perrin
BB. Kaiults of vacant
1-HZnviraaaent*! Toitat
SB.
l-Jk
SB.
1-J5
BB.
1-J6
SB.i-jr
SB.l-»
On Slip Ring (TM1-47
0. on Bearings (TV61-
18*, on DC aotor (TB
>1-40A) . all Treated
ritb Vac-cote
Qualification Roport
Lubrication. S-17
Orbiting Solar Obser-
vatory -
Friction Torque in
Lightly Loaded Ball
Bearings with Vac-Kota
Lubrication
Test Procedure for
rest Sequence B -
Roller
Subcontract Ho 26-45
'jo VHrMned Missile
and Space Co * Hayer
DevvlopBent of Slip
Rings for Space Appli-
cation - Mayer
DATE
2/«8
7/6S
1/6J
11/tft
3/V2
10/42
BRIEF ABSTRACT
Ccopany Private Data - This test
masures the torque and life of oix
types of flex cable, operating in
tneraal vacuum Teat saoples selected
cover the range of flex cables typical-
ly used on gifflbaled axes in spacecraft
pointing system from tho data
obtained, flax cable torques and torque
variations for given applications can
be predicted by extrapolation
This is a thorough review of ~Vac-Kote
lubricated brushes and alip rings
Both OSO flight en»eHeT.re and vacua
tost data are presented in support
of a proposal to use OSO-type alip
rings on a one rev/day synchronous
satellite
The object of the test was to deter*
nine the degradation of the aecbanical
and electrical perforBance of slip
rings operated in a high to ultrahigh
vacuuB at a known tanperaturo.
Report contains lono-tenm tests of
Inland torque actors in vacuum with
grease and oil lubricants '
The purpose of this study was to ccet-
pile soae of the torque data available
at Bane and to organise these data in a
•annar which facilitates torque pre-
dictions for different bearings In new
applications
Report describes details of emteriala
and procedure to be conducted on a
nuBber of potential bruah/elip ring
combinations
Report ia on contract work to develop
alip ring assaBblies which will operate
in a apace anvironeeot Current con-
duction Is on e signal level
Report is a general overview of the
contract work without such of specific
results See progress report* Cor
details
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BB
1-39
BB.
1-U
S3i-ia
B3
1-fcS
BB.
BB
1-U
BB.
ORIGIHATOH/DOCCXEN-
IDEWTIFI CATION
BALL BROTHERS
RESEARCH CORP (Cont
Fhormal Vacuun Testin*
>f Star Tracker COB-
ponects - Mayor
STL Componont Feasibil
ity Teat Tests 1, 2
tod 3
DSO-F Qualification
teport - Filter Choke
:ablo Asseably -
1SO-C Qualification
heport - Cable Aaaoa-
>ly. Flexible -
Pykkoneu
Qualification Teat.
OSO S-17
DSO Bearing Qualifica-
tion Test
Recoeaended Procodoroi
or ia Orbit Opera-
tion of the OSO B-2
DATE
12/C8
8/69
BRIEF ABSTRACT
Report given information on preparation
and testing of coBponents for use on a
apace drive syatoa
A thermal vacuua test was perfomed for
BTL Antenna Control and Drive Systen(ACDS) coaponents Thie vas an Initial
and lubrication considerations Those
docuaonta report the test procedure tm
results o£ those feasibility teats
This report cocuaent* tests performed tt
daoonatrate qualificatior of tho OSO-F
Filter Cfaoke Cable Asseably for Flight
use
This report document* the qualification
tests perfomed on Flex Cable Asseablioa
and show* that they Boot the qualifica-
tion test requircmnts
nis report gives OSO Qualification
Teat information on Upper Axinuth
Bearing and Lubricant Perfonsanco
A report on OSO component Qualification
Tests in Asiamth and Uovation Drive
Bearings '
This report is a procedural document
vhicii describes the technique to to
used for in-orbit operation >ol tha OSC
B-2 spacecraft
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ORIGINATOR/DOCUMENT
IDENTIFICATION
BMDENCORP
Investigation of Un-
conventional Bearing*-
John J Hurpfa> , Et M
BOEING CO..
SPACE DIV.
Maintainability of
Long-Duration Plight.
Volume 1
Maintainability of
Long-Duration Plight*
Volume 2
Botaxy Belay fox
Space Power Trans fer-
0 Theron Baynie
DATE
« 70
BRIEF ABSTRACT
The investigation of unconventional
approaches to the problem of providing
a dynamic • upper t in an aerospace envi-
romont i* the object of thi* research
contract Current work by other inve*-
tigator* and original concept* and
their potential are di*cu**ed The
report cover* solid liquid ga*eou*
and metallic lubricants, roiling ele-
ment, journal and ga* bearing*.
electric and acoustic force field •up-
port*, soals, cooling and mean* of
pro serving lubricant* and surface*
Sovoral systems utilising • combination
of operating principles ox devices are
proposed which meet the aerospace
environmental condition* One syntca
the ga* bearing with molecular pump
«e*l i* recccnended a* Do»t likely of
•uccec* An extensive bibliography
is included
Thi* report evaluate* the malntain-
C lights °n9~ *** «P«ce
This document pertains to design
requirement* and philosphy of main-
tainability Reliability should reed
it for use in their part of the pro-
exam later on Applies to maintain
ability consideration* (See 2 3 fox
specific study conclusions)
The power clutch prevented in thi* papa
was designed for the transfer of
electrical *ign*l* and power across
rotating joint* Radio noiae, friction
and wear are virtually eliminated The
design, construction, and applications
are presented Thi* clutch eliminated
the need of recycling solar array*
coco each orbit by recycling only a
low- inertia component of the power
•y*tem
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1-1
CO.
1-2
no.
1-3
DD.
1-k
3D
2-1
OX
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ORIGINATOR/DOCUMENT
IDENTIFICATION
DEFENSE DOCUMENT
CENTER
Lubricant* for u*e
in the Space Environ-
ment Volume I
Lubricant* for use io
the Space Environ-
ment, Volume 11
Solar Cells and Solar
Panels Volume I 4
III
Solar Panels Volume
III of III Volume*
DEFENSE HETALS
IKFORMTION CENTER
BATTEUE HETOR1AL
INSTITUTE
Surface welding in
tba Space Environ-
ment B N Evans
Et Al
„
Electrical Contact
Isterials for Space
Applications -
DATE
J/70
6/66
BRIEF ABSTRACT
A DOC Bibliography, DOC Ho AD- 702 550
A DOC Bibliography DOC Ho AD- 667 903
A DDC Bibliography, DOC No AD- 700 500
A DOC Bibliography, DDC Ho AD-Iti 201
In this eeaarandua. the available
reports in OJUC which are concerned
with welding of metal surfaces in apace
environments whether thio welding i*
desirable or undesirable, are reviewed
The phenomenon of surface welding in
the space environment ia of interest to
aany for variou* reason* Some bop* to
use the phenomenon for the completion
of attachment Joints or repairs to
spacecraft Some are concerned because
of the possible malfunction of moving
component* such as bearings valves
and electrical contacts However, no
effort has been m*do to correlate and
analyse the data that are presented
A aection on fundamental studies also
is included, along with an annotated
bibliography which covers references
dealing primarily with lubricant*.
lubrication coating* and test
equipment
Report deal* primarily with precious
metal contact* and slip ring* for
•ignal-level current*
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5-1
.
DES16S «K
PUBLICATION
sv««cs L*«d to Ccncro
Fxlccicui - T Balcaar
I
MBBIEB SYSTtf 6HEH
Development of a
•earing for the Dee-
pin Antenna of a Spin
Stabilized Satellite
Part 1. Basic Inves-
tigation
DOM-CORNING CO.
Testxcg Solid Lubri-
cant* - Hani T Axiam
DATE
1
10/67
•/«
BRIEF ABSTRACT
t
high~sp*«d Japaneia tr*ic« condact*
ISO anpi at 25 000 volci COC Hz, to
supply pC*er for driving trains at 130
Btph Service life is 10 300 miles
unipeci'ied material
fatetzal is lead-ispregnated Bin.cred
nelting l«*d vban Crictional ho*t
causes ce^psrature to rise ^ad coa-
poiiticr c*f range froo 13 EO 10 por-
cortt depending on applicaci.cn
Report is in German but a somvsry in
English indicates that various bearing
types and lubricants were tested under
vacuum conditions and resulted in
selection of the best combination for
use in a bearing system for the rtsspiii
antenna of a spin-stabilised ummunli . •
tlons satellite
This paper discusses the problems
involved In the investigation of the
friction and we*r complex and describes
some of the techniques available today
for the meaningful evaluation of solid
lubricants
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ORIGIHATOR/DOCDnnrT
iDcanricATion
ELLIOT BROS. LTD.
ELLIOT SPACE
B
WEAPONS RESEARCH
LABORATORIES
Vacuum Effects on
Gpacecraf t Material*
Lawrence R Green-
wood. Ct Al
Vacuum evaluation of
Lubricants and Tech-
niques for Spece-
C L Harris
EUROPEAM SPACE
TECHDLOGY CEXTRE
Ghort Survey of
European toxk on
Lubrication in Vacua*
H H Bziseoe t J
Dauphin
6 E. - 6EKERAL
ELECTRIC CO.
Advanced Reaction
Wheel Controller for
Spacecraft Attitude
Control - C r
Auclair AlAA Guidance
Control, and Plight
Hech Conference -
August 19*9
Dynamic Shaft Seals
in Space
DATE BRIEF ABSTRACT
Describes the ef facts of hard vacuum on
the properties of various materials
(mechanical t thermal ) This report
concerns itself with materials which
would not be consider* in the OOAPT
design (i e , Parachute materiel, solid
rocket fuel and ablative material)
The paper shows that lead-plated ball
tearing* give long-lived vacuum opera-
tion at slow speeds
Also, showing promise w*xe HoS2~ffiu*d
grease, and carbon-flbr* filled Delrin
Paper reviews European and some Russian
literature on vacuum and space lubrica-
tion, some of the references reviewed
in this survey *re In the OOAPT files
One item of Interest Is the promising
performance of lead-coated ball bear-
Ings for vacua* us*.
This paper describe* tests undertaken
at CE to find efficient ssithods of
driving a reaction wheel Compares AD
motor* va DC brush torque motors vs
DC brushless torque motors commutated
by Ball effect devices
The final report for this project
could be of interest
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IDENTIFICATION
G E - GEKERAlt
CLECTUC CO (Coat)
Survey of Aerospace
Requirements tor.
Boarings and Lubri-
cants --D G Flom
•isfcus Meteorological
Satellite integration
and Testing Material*
Report Ito 9
Final Report -
Failure Analysis and
Design Report of
His&us z solar Array
Drive Failure -
w D Simpson
6.E. - 6EKERAL
ELECTRIC CO.
niSSILE I SPACE DIV
Friction of Tungsten
Disulfide Sliding in
an Oltrabigh Vecvua
System - A J Baltont
DATE
5/64
7/65
B/C6
1X/.7
BRIEF ABSTRACT
Report discusses the natural and
induced envUonmenta" which bearings,
lubricant*, eto will experience in
orbiting earth satellite* and other
space vehicle* Report contain* no
lubrication roccanendations or data
Failure analyii* on nimbus A noted that
after 26 day* in orbit, it* solar
array drive ceased rotating Con-
cluded that area ot failure was pro-
bably the sise • motor gearhead (MCa)
assembly Motor stalled due to
increased frictional dne probably
caused by increased viscosity of the
C-300 boar ing lube
Tho Himbu* 1 Weather Satellite wa*
launched August 26, 19*4 After 26
days of successful operation. Nimbus I
prematurely • topped operating due to
the failure of the Solar Array A**cmbly
to maintain it* proper orientation
with respect to the sun Thi* document
amarises the Failure Analysi* and
Design Improvement action instituted to
resolve this failure
A study of tungsten disulfide, which
crystallises in e layer lattice iden-
tical to molybdenite, ha* been under-
taken in ultrahigh vacuum in an effort
to learn more of fundamental eliding
aochaniams in lamellar solid* The
friction of HS2 was found to be nearly
a* high at 10 co tho -9th power torr
a* in air where the presence of water
vapor affect* friction level* When
conden*ible gases were admitted to the
chamber to raiae the pre**ur* from 10
to the -9th povor torr to the region of
10 to the -6 power to 10 to the -Sth
power torr, the friction dropped •harp-
ly and wa* found to bo itrongiy influ-
enced by eliding speed Thi* new vapor
lubrication effect nay be related to
the synthetic origin of the lubricant
powder
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Qualification Test
Report of slip-RingAssemblies
GQDDARO SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER
evaluation of Space
Lubricant* tinder osel
latory and Slow Speod
Rotary Notion -
Charles E Vest.
Et Al
•oiling Clement Slip
Rings for Vacuum
Application - E J
Daviae
DATE
3/68
7/63
4/CI
4/«4
BRIEF ABSTRACT
A thorough and coapetont review of
theory and practice of ipaco lubrica-
tion Table B contains brief note* of
•atellita flight experience for variou*
-
This report describe* the procedures
and result* of qualification tests par-
formed on slip-ring asioBfelies manu-
factured for use on the Polaris FOM
Guidance System, KR 2 Hod 0 These
assemblies confora to BuWep* drawing*
2317723 (the 32-eircuit unit) end
2317724 (the 7 2 -circuit unit)
This paper deccriba* vacuum teat* using
•low *paad and oscillating bearing* and
coBBwtator brushes Long-term lubri-
cation wa* obtained with retainer* of
Teflon * Fibargia** * HoS- (Vol * - 3*
* 3» + 2. respectively) i Ind tachometer
brvshoa of praciou* sntal alloys were
successfully lubricated with low noise
with burnished filw of NoS* A gold
inlay technique wa* also toitad but
gave sosmvhat greater electrical noise
Electrical slip rings employing roll-
ing contact element* (balls and caoa-
«ay*> v«re tested in a bard vacuum
environment tow noise operation v«a
achieved at nma* up to SOOO rpm
Slip rings lubricated with NoS* oparat-
ed with lower noise and bad a longer
life than *lip rings esvloying *olid
metal film lubric*Uon Tba final
configuration operated in a vacua Of
2 m 10-* torr at 2000 rpm for over
LOO million revolution* at e noise
lev*l of 0 002 ota rms
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BRIEF ABSTRACT
Anodixed 707S-T6 tUuniraoi alloy, coated
with three different molybdenum die-
ulfido colid film lubricanta was slid
against uncoated, unanodi>ad 707 S-W
aluminum alloy Friction and wear data
war* oollected for each type of lubri-
cant film Two different enodise*.
B2S04 and CK2Q3 wen oaad and tbe tests
were conducted in air and a vacuum of
4 x 10 to the minus 'eighth torr A
limited amount of testing waa done in
dry nitrogen A load of 1« J Iba
(75 pai) and a alidiog spaed of 3S in
per minute were used Tests were «
terminated at tn* and of 112 feet of
sliding
Report *•••••' *-*^ mr very general review of
vactfom tasts on
1 Bearings lubricated with r-50 and a
hydrocarbon oil plea additiwsa
2 Slip-rioga with bnsbes containing
several dry lubricants
EmptvMia'in the xeport «M not method
of testi not detailed or comparative
results
Describes motbod* of mounting bearings
and material choice* to achieve 10 year
Ufa go«i Describes lubrication
methods and lubricant properties
(Lubricated by BBBC )
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BRIEF ABSTRACT
The main aetivitiea on the floxibla
rolled-up solar array (FRUSA) program
daring tho sixth quarterly reporting
period consisted of conplation of tho
detailed drawings of all the PRU8A
conponenta Host of the drawings have
undergone stress and dingnaioning chocks
and havo been released to manufacturing
for procurament or fabrication of com-
pononeta and parts The supplier of
the boon actuator mechanism baa com-
pleted final testa of tho development
teat unit prior to ehipomot of the unit
The solar cell manufacturer has fabri-
cated tho cell qualification log* and
tho average power output ia slightly
higher than the specified value Teat
and davolopnant programs, on various
syatOB components including panel roll-
op, cushion, panel thermal anock, and
battery/charge controller have bean
Bucceaafully completed Design reviews
on each of the FfitlSA sybayatems were
hold prior to initiation of the quali-
fication model draviag t«leese phase
which waa initiated during this report-
ing period
The main activities OB the flexible
rolled-up solar array (FRU&A) program
during the reporting period consisted
of drawing releaae of all the PRUSA
subsystem component*, with the excep-
tion of the power electronics and
storage, and startup of manufacturing
of the development/qualification model
The solar col la required for the qual-
ification model have been received and
wired into the required cell groups
ready for bonding, together with the
blanks, to tha solar panel The
storage dru* ia in tbe final atago of
fabrication, and the snail and large
bousing* for the orientation mechanism
aro ready for final processing prior to
start of assembly
Describes nutation damping and stabili-
zation methods used in Hughes Tacsat 1
Satellite This sat toll to utilizes
the ttughos BAPTA drive Describes ways
of bearing mounting to overcome tat to-
lite nutation
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BRIEF ABSTRACT
A 12 eonth progran was conducted to
develop the technology for actively
orienting 1/2 to 20 kw solar coll array
earth oriented satellites with nission
lifetime* of 3 to 5 years A detailed
design for a linkage capable of carry-
ing a S kw array was developed
nonts upon engineering material* are
discussed Host aotala will be un-
affected by vacuun except for alight
surface roughening Aaong organics.
polysulfides. cellolosica. acrylics,
polyvinyl chloride, neoprene, and *ona
nylon*, polyester*, epoxys. polyure-
tnancs. and elkyd* break down at low
temperatures in vacuua Polyethylene,
polypropylene, most fluorocarbon*. and
•ilicone resins do not decompose signi-
ficantly in vacuum below 2SO C Except
loss of engineering properties In
vacuua is unlikely without appreciable
accompanying *ublimetion or decoaposl-
Uon Certain low vapor pressure oils
and greases, tetraflooroothylene, and
thin films of Ho33. AO. and AC can
probably provide adequate lubrication
The particles of the earth s radiation
belts will cause radiation damage to
organics and optical properties of
inorganic insulators Semiconductors
affected b> solar flare emission*
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Evaporation Effects or
Materials in Space -
L D Jaffa Et Al
Proceedings of U»o
4th Aerospace Mech-
anics Sy=po«iun
LBIIS RESEARCH
CEKTER (NASA) "
Effect of Inert
Reducing, and Oxidis-
ing Atmospheres on
Fricticn and Near of
(totals to -1000 Degree:
F - Doaald B Buckley
It Al
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BRIEF ABSTRACT
Sublimation of inorganic materials in
the vacuua of space can bo predicted
accurately from knowledge of their
vapor presaures end for compounds of
thoir free energies Among the olcmciti
CD. IN, and SE are readily lost near
teaperatures Selective loos at in-
can produce some surface rojg on ing
Evaporation rate* of low-dole jler-
be calculated from vapor pros ures
moat are rather high Polyao s lose
weight in vacuua by dccomposi iont
nylon, acrylic polysulfidi and
noopreno show high decomposition rates
near roon temperature Many other
polymers including polyeth>lone and
iftoprono are stable to high tccpor-
in vacuun unless appreciable loas ol
casB occurs
This report describes the Lugbes Bcpta
Drive which was asacnblcd and lubri-
tcat description* "here waa a failure
*>cre *rd tho rculting redesign c"crt
Friction and wear characteristics were
studied for various bearing metals in
inert, reducing, and oxygen controlled
atmospheres at temperatures to 1000°F
A hemispherical ly tipped rider
CVlt-in red ) under a 1000-C load
•lid on a rotating disk at a surface
speed of 35 FTH The absence of oxides
on aotal surfaces resulted in excessive
wear and high friction of metals In
•ome instances where surfaces were
devoid of oxides (electrolytically pure
CO) . na*a welding of the spociaens
occurred The presence of extremely
small quanitites of 0 (in the atao*-
phore) for some metal* (0 09 vol-l 02
for 440-C stainless steel) was found
to be sufficient to provide adequate
surface protection of the metal by
oxide
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SPACE CO
Behavior o* Slip Ringi
in a Space Environ-
ment - F 3 Clauss.
Et Al
D C Motor Brushes
for Baro V»cuum
Application*
Electrical Contacts
in Space Environment -
Ceorge « Owens
Electrical TransaUes-
ion Compon*«nta for a
Large Aerospace
Environmental Chamber
Francis J Clauss
DATE
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BRIEF ABSTRACT
Report contains a general review of
•pace lubrication considerations and
awthodsi solid lubricants, ball bear-
ing lubrication, fluid lubricant loss
and containment, and other aspects
A review paper presenting data on
various grasses, oil* solid lubricant*
end metal alloy* Various problems of
•pace lubrication ara presented
Sliding electrical contact problems in
vacuum recent experiments in this
•ield are reviewed in regard to the
lubricants used Attention is given to
the relationship bat wean surface con-
tamination and the wear of graphite
Tested several slip ring assemblies in
vacuum UtT* ton) for noise. Tested
Paliney 7 on gold-plated silver
gold-plated silver i ailver-graphite
(B0i20) on Agi and Ag-**oSa brushes
(tt 12} on ailver. copper, rbeniom
plate, and rhodium plate
Test report for a test program of high
currant density brushes sixteen
brush materials (LKSC proprietary
information} ware tested Material •»'
was the only material that met the
test objective wear rate of 0 021
inches per boor of operation
Very old blblio and slanted mainly
toward signal level applications
Very thorough document Gives design
parameters on rotary transformers
Treat* flex cable nicely Clip ring*
won Report considered three method*
(in vacuum) of transferring 100 RV
across rotating joint t rotary trans-
former flex cable, alip rings Con-
cluded that slip rings were best under
the circumstances
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Evaluation Tests of
Solar Array Drive
Assembly - 9/m
131036* - J e
raixman
Evaluation Test of
Bolar Array riex Her-
oes* Type I - H. L
Beard
evaluation Test -
Orientation Motor.
Solar Array 10*2*59
Gears, Dear ings, and
Lubricants for Aero-
space Allocations -
Helen V Abbott
Heliotrope Solar
Array «9ftBX
Zombie 2-AJtls Suntrati
ing System
Lubricants and Self-
iMbricatine HateriaU
'.or Spacecraft Hech-
•niems - F J Clause
DATS
ii/to
V.O
BRIEF ABSTRACT
The objective of these teats was to
prove the design integrity of the solar
Array Drive Assembly by subjecting it
to environments of vibration shock.
acceleration, humidity, temperature
shock, high temperature, and altitude
temperature
Same information of flex cables but
not BO much
The abject of this test was to prove
the design integrity of the notor under
environments of Uigh Temperature,
Altitude and Temperature, Vibration.Acceleration. Shock Humidity, and
An annotated bibliography
The purpose of thia paper is to des-
cribe the design features initial
concepts and power capabilities of the
C9I6K Heliotrope Solar Array
A atudy of a Two Asia Solar Servo
S>atem capable of aligning solar arrays
toward the sun The arrays are to
provide power tor Zombie experiments
This preliminary design atud> establish
ed the feasibility of such a system
and recommended a design approach
Report gives tabulated test results on
a wide variety of oils* greases, solid
lubes, plastics, and •elf-lubricating
solids subjected to vacuum tests
Included are not only UlSO test data.
but also data from reports and personal
contacts of other workers active in the
•pace lubrication field Versi lubes
r-SO and G-100 were found to provide
long-life lubrication for bell bearings
Jin vacua Others also were pramising
j
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lubricants for the
tpace Environment -
'rancis J Clauss
imbrication Evaluation
'rancis J Clauss
lubrication Evaluation
I I Silversher
.uhrication evaluation
'inal Jtoport - H I
iilvenher. Et Al
Uibricatioo of Ball
tearing* fox Space
Applications -
t* C Young Et JU
lubrication Indar
4>aco/\«c^_D Condi t-
-ons - Francis J
Tlauss
DATE
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BRIEF ABSTRACT
A paper reviewing literature on apace
lubrication techniques. Including the
Lockheed vaouun bearing life testa and
their Ag + Cu + HoS2 Blip ring brush
composites
This ia an earlier report of Lockheed* a
last 'Final Report- includes all Ute
earlier tost data
Report gives vacuua tost results on
motor bearings lubricated with oils
greases, bonded solid films, and self-lubricating retainers
In addition to lubes listed in NSI
503 01, greases ttado froo fluorosilicont
oil <Fs-12fiS) were still lubricating
bearinga after up to 4 years 4 months
of operation in actors These are
designated HLG €1-92 and MLC 62-142
Thia paper ia based on early resultsfroo UfSD vacuua bearing tests - come
motors had run for slightly over one
year using bearings lubricated with
Apia ton K and for about 10 mrTft'T using
bearings with F-SO Bonded ttoS2 filmsdid rot hold up veil in ball bearings
tested In vacuua but C-300 and Aoro-
shell IS greases showed proeuse
This is an earl} wide-ranging atudy of
vacuum lubrication of bearings and
slip rings Some of the oore proeunont
result! wore as Collate
the longest oporatirg pariodt
2 torsiluno C-JOO and Aorochell 15
groaco* gave good lon^ porforoancv
3 Bonded **oSj 'ilm* vcro generally
poor in ball bcarinoi
4 Duroid 5811 and Rulon C retainers
gavo best performance
* Best bruih/slip ring por'ortBances
vorc gi\on b> ttlvcr-^oSj brushes on
fine silver and 01 r*iodiua plate
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Utorials evaluation
)tlier Satellite en-
vironmental Condi t-
.ons - P H BlacLcoi
:t AI
'aasiva Solar Array
Orientation System
(Thermal Beliotrope)
A Brief Study of tbo
Transfer of Electri-
cal Power Through a
Rotating Joint in a
Coareani cation Satel-
lite - J T Sachs
Toc»hee<1 Gcsswnica-
tions Satellite -
Solar Array subsystem
InrVhsirt Solar Array
tracking Systco
_
Solar Array Tracking
Systea for th* Lock*
heed roeouni cation
Satellite
DATE
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BRIEF ABSTRACT
This is an early report of progress in
in vacuun chambers Preliminary result!
are given of tests on which much more
data are given in later LHS reports
This report is devoted mostly to des-
cription of test equipment
This docment reports the procedures an
results of a • month study to evaluate
the feasibility of thermally actuated
nun tracking devices To avoid complex
linkages and gas systems the approach
given herein uses biaetallic elements
in th* fora of flat wound h. 11 coil
which produces rotational deflection
and force
The primary objective of this study was
to investigate th* various methods for
transferring electrical power through
a rotating joint In a spinning coa-
mvnicetioo* aataOlit* having one or
more earth oriented antennas
This document contains a description
of a employable solar array for a
i imaiinli il linn aatallit* nocTianicel
and power transfer tradsr-off atodies
are presented
Over th* pest 10 years F-rrMissi) ha*
d*TV*lop*d and tasted five solar array
tracking system*, foor of which have
operated successfully on a no*>ar of
satellite vehicles Included in these
five designs ar* both continuous track-
ing and reset types, on* and two axis
trackers, and solar arrays from 6 sq
ft to 10 sq ft (per drive assestoly)
Because of security restrictions, th*
tracking systems described in this
report will be referred to as Type I.
II III, toabi* and No 5
Describes different ways by which sun-
tracking of solar panels and power
transfer can b* eccoapliahad Osscriba
novel variable reluctance stopper motor.
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Solid Pila Lubricant*
in a Vacoun Enviroa-
•eat - Boba A
Holterberbaor
Surface Phy*ic* Con-
eiderationa o« Space
Colleetor 8y.ua* -
J P Dalln*
Prograa 4(1 Relia-
bility Matoriale
Reeoarcfa and Applica-
tion Evaluation of
tearing tutorial* and
Ujbricanta for Space
Environnent
space Hetariale Hand-
book
Second and Third
Edition, and Svnple*
aant* - Bitten-
boua*. Et al
Program 411 Reliabil-
ity tutorial*. Baeoerct
ind Application Bo-
lavior of Slip Ring*
in * Space Environ-
Hat. Piaal Beport
Qualification Toat of
toler Array Plu
1ame*e Typo II - B.
L Board
taalification To*t of
iolar Array Plu
Bamee* Typo II - R
L Beard. Et Al
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BRIEF ABSTRACT1
"
'
Tbia" is a aoarch cover ing, especially.
eolid lubricants fox use la vacua
Entorod on matrix H^ostly lubrication
+mf *,taar
nils is aa early report of vacuum test*
on various lubricants ia motor ball
bearings nmaiag at WOO rpn riaal
report is forthee-l MI 503 02 -
to extenaive compilation ot apaeecraft
mater Jala, experience ia space applica-
matariala properties effects of space
environment on mstexisls, and various
othox space- related iaformation on
lubxlcaats. metala, Insulatioa. adno-
aives, atxuctural plastics, optical
matoxiale, aealaata. electronic materi-
al*, and thermal control materials
The report covers vacua* testa on alip
ring aaaomblies fro four aanufactuxera
These were assemblies iHtignvfl fox sig-
nal comets, aot power- level currents.
The report concluded that algal f leant
redactioa in aignal noise could be
obtained by providing allvar-NaS*
brushes ox low-vapor-preaauxe lube oil
to the assacebly
Some flex cable information
-9 amp conductors 330* flexure failed
humidity because of requiremeats
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teport oa Accelerated
-if« Test of Type II
Jolar Array Orienta-
:ion system - B
ataaey. Xt Al
•ervo Drive Asiembly -
f * Bxldgea
fWRTIH CO.
Dynamic Analyais and
Prelisdaaxy Desiga fo
S«tellite Guidance
Sqbsystcn
DATE
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BR1E7 ABSTRACT
Repoxt>dsscxiboa tracking te*ta mada on
aolar array drive ayateoa uaiag a solar
sistulatox in thermal vacuum chamber
2660 coBplcte orbits were aiaulated
Drive tested was a rosettable drive
syitem
This document is s spec* but perhaps.
the hardware called out uadox cosponenU
Paragraph 3 2. is developed further
roqneat of LNSC xequlxed
A self-coatained guidance and control
ay item for a hypothetical, —•—•"">•? ooa
yea* mission in space is presented.
aysten operation ia based oa the use of
altitude sjeasuremants to dofino the
in-plane oxbit pexesetoxa sad pxeselocfc
ed stax ooeultation time meavuxemeats
to define the orbit plane orientation
parametexs. Over-all syatem c-peration
is presented aad system errors axe
evaluated, using aa IBM 7090 compater
pxogxsB A detailed description of
each of the eubeystcna is given and
the reliability of these syston is pre
dieted for the one-yeax mlssioa, using
component failure rate data it la
shown that the system could be iastxu-
nented using state-of-tbo-sxt hardware
A preliminary missions analyala indi-
cates that the system would have con-
siderable utility
 tia Banned satellite
missions requiring exit from orbit and
rendervoua with earth-baaed taxget
points
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BRIEF ABSTRACT
Les-7 will bo a aynchronous coBBonica-
tiona aatellite with automatic atstion-
keeping and three axi* attitude con-
trol capabilities On the earth
oriented face of tno aatellite body
GUI) lens antenna A 500 watt solar
plant consisting of two flat panels*
each about 5 ft square, will be
deployed on shafts fro» tho north and
south faces of the satellite body and
oriented toward the sun ao that, rela-
tive to too panels, the body will
rotate once, per orbit
This paper describes a now type of
rotary electrical contact which virtu-
ally eliminate conventional wear pro*
blcaa because it has no gliding sur-
faces Through the use of a aeldoo
used principle of notion intimate
physical contact between rotating and
stationary bodies ia achieved through
largo apparent contact areas with no
sliding
A high power rotary transformer (IkW)
waa conaidered sa a replacement for
alip rings in a future satellite A
•tudy was done to determine the best
electrical design taking into account
mechanical limitations while naxiaii-
ing efficiency
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friction and Hoar
lehavior of Solid
Bryant. Et Al
Solid Lubricant Band-
book for use in tho
Spec* Industry -
Cassjbell. Bt Al
Liquid Lubricant Band
book for use In the
Space Industry -
Campbell. Bt Al
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BRIEF ABSTRACT
A now friction and wear system is de-
scribed Tho coefficient of friction
or a conproBBOd pel lot sacplo ma bo
measured in tho sane atJnosphoro s
cleavage energy or atross-rolaxa ion
experiments are being conducted This
combined ability in one system g vos
a truo basis for actual friction 1
may bo performed In ultra-high vacuua.
or reported for tho friction and wear
of graphite in two forms i pyrolytic
graphite, and compressed graphite lax-
ellae Data are coopered for both
•amplo forms in six environments i air
vacuum, oxygen water mothanol and
carbon tetracbloride Tho effect of
each environment was more pronounced on
crystalline granhta- samples than on
pallet asffiples The nost notable dif-
ference la the low wear rate which ba*
been moasured for pyrolytic samples
in ultra-high vacuum This absence of
•dusting wear' accompanied by a mod-
annealed pyrolytic graphite ia v*n
intonating in regard to many possible
applications
This ia an excellent reference work
listing solid lubricants and their
specifications Tables abow results
of performance tests aad suggested usas
for each solid lube An extremely use-
ful source of information
Thia book ia an excellent reference
work listing grease and oil specific**
Uona and tables of detailed groas* and
oil properties, both chemical and
physical An •xtrtsaly useful source
of information on liquid lubricants
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Electrical vol**
Laval Naaaunoanta of
•BC Marcuxy slip Ringi
rotating at 12* MO KB
•ad • Surf ac* Rubbing
Sp«*4 at 70 rt/Mc -
B T Tl"inl1. Et U
NAVY SPACE SISTERS
ACTIVITY
Spac* Elactrieal
Povar Syatan for tba
Mid-l»70'a - Bicfaard
V silvwnan
MPTrl WIERICAN
txmiex
SWCE
A
INRWKTIOS DIV
» 2r-f Pils Lubricant
**- Evaluation nth \*r-
13 as Anodic Coatings
(
1
DATE
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DUET ABSTRACT
Electrical noise level teat* on rac
mercury Blip rings were carried out to
determine their suitability for us*
with •train gang** at 13,000 rpai Tba
noia* level wa found to ba null whan
compared with a reference aigoal of
30 aierovolt* BUS
An evaluation of capdidata «lactrical
power ayatou capable of providing op
to «.5 EN for an earth orbiting mlaaion
la pre**ntad in this report Three
power ayateu could ba ready for a Mid-
1970 launch if proper funding were pro-
vided for development program They
•ret a aolar cell/battery ayateaj a
reactor/therooelectrLc ayateaii and a
reactor/organic renklne ayate* The
preferred *y*t« for the propoaed
•iaaion le the reactor/therKwlectrie
ayatev, baaed on ItJ inherent aiHpli-
city. lower weight, lower unit coeta.
and high degree of technology readi*
neaa relative to the competing ayateBa
Reaulta of Alpha LFH-1 Teata *n roos
ataew ere given for two different
bonded aolid lubea applied to 2024 alu-
•iaua alloy te»t piece* traatod wlt^
following anodic coating*) a) Sujfuric
acid. b> Chromic acid, end c) turd-
coet Haar life for lubeco »90* vas
beat on aulfuric acid anodizo poorcat
on herd-coat Electro film 12106 KM
better on hard-coat and tulfuric acid
than on chromic acid anodizo .jb^ co
•90S on aulfuric «e*<* anoduo vaa beat
coaAination of all
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High Vacuum Lubricant
Test - J McCain
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BUEF ABSTRACT
A thorough review of bruah/alip-ring/
lubricant developments far space use
over the paat decade ?• references
to papers and reports
Current Poly-Sol practices fox brush/
elip-ring/lubricant are presented and
problems yet to be eolved are summer iM
taper discusaei low volatility silicon*
polymmre of nigh viscosity - fluids are
too viscous and have too high a power
point 1-40*) for moat apace applica-
tion* neb as OOAPT
Teatieg has been completed on the trans-
port dynamics vacuum lubricant tester
end is continuing on the high load.
high vacuum lubricant taster to deter-
Siiae adverse1 effects on lubricants
under load in vacuum Fabroid ia used
on the J-2 giatoal se*t. and RAO 11 3- 006
type I dry film lubricant ia used on
the side panels retainers and shaft
The objectives of this program were. (X
i to demonstrate that fabroid and the dry
1 film lubricant would not be adversely
i effected by gimbal requirements of
VACUUM exposure at temperatures down to
-200 r and (21. to acreen other pro-
mising candidate materials in an
attempt to provide a better lubricant
for the gimbal
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ROYAL AIRCRAFT
ESTABLISHMENT
millSTKY OF TECH
Largo Solar Arrav
Development in U K -
E C Treble
In Investigation into
tho Cause of Lack ot
chro Slip-Rings aad
Brushes - L C
Atkinson, Et JU
DATE
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BRIEF ABSTRACT
are reviewed uith particular reference
to the development of an experimental
560 W deployahle array, whch has somo
novel features The array consists of
on Kapton polyiaido filA It is stowed
by folding tha Xapton concertina fashlo
into rectangular compartments and de-
ployment is initiated by duplicated
pyrotechnic actuators and taken about
all-up woig-t of the 78 sq ft array
including stowage coaparunenta, cushion
ing and deployment mechanism is 25 2
K/ib at S5C The main problem areas
are discussed in some detail, with an
indication of the progress made to date
This note describes test oade on a
number of synchros in an attempt to
between s>nchro slip-rings and brushes
after storage it is concluded that
the failures were due to the presence
of * silver chloride film on the aur&ce.
of silver platinum rings, formed after
the rings had been in contact with car-
process
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T o ¥ SYSTETS
"*" I*i«cia of Energy
1-1 C-ss.pav.cn in the
Bcar.zg Assea&l-es of
C-.a.-S7_- Spacecraft
*"" E^—paar.s Specifica-
1*2 t.cn Sa.ar Array Drivi
B_M\i-.e= 'or Kimbus
C Spacecraft.
BRIEF ABSTRACT
There wore no failures of any saoples
either initially or following tho
environmental test* in dieloctrio
strength or insulation resistance
The Insulation resistance of all «anp]
was greater than 2 million degonna with
tho exception of sample C which had
lower though still satisfactory insu-
lation resistances between adjacent
circuits All circuits of all samples
wore continuous throughout the environ*
aontal testa Uowver, the D sample
developed a one oh* contact resistance
variation in the rodblack circuit
following the high temperature test,
and remained throughout all further
testing It is ouspected that tho high
temperature caused a deformation in one
of the brushes or holders resulting in
a lack of contactly pressure causing
the Sigh contact resistacco The noiso
level of all samples **s below t'lu
noise level of tho test circuits
(12 S microvolts) initially
Paper gives results of vacuun tests on
ball bearing and sliding tests of
several materials Good bearing life
vas obtained with bearings made vith
following materials
Races Steel coated vitn Tic
Balls Sintered alumina
Cagesi SilvoT/Indaioa Alloy
Describes effects of bearing flexibility
on spin-stablliied spacecraft attitude
This specification establishes the
requirements for perforstance design,
fabrication tests and quality assur-
ance provisions for the Kimbus Solar
Array Drive Assembl>
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U.S.* AIR FORCE
8
GEKERAL ELECTRIC CO.
Diction and Waar of
Solid Itttoriela -
\ J Baltner, Et Al
•riction and Hear of
iolid tutorials
Hiding in Ultrahigb
racuua and Controlled.
•aseous Environnnts -
urthur J Baltner
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BRIEF ABSTRACT
Sunmarites details of Solar Arrav Sub-
ojatca desig- cotors, bearings, gears
and power transfer devices
Irclassified Abstract -
A sot of boundr> layer friction data
***io t«sr :=a=«rittls ras profiles, and
exporuaent e.essats were identical to
those used in previous AFBPL In-Space
Friction Tests IAFRPL-RE-69-JQ7} Coo-
perison of the results from tbesa two
testa shows excellent agreement be-
tween the orbital and the Kolocular
Sink results
Tfao friction of thin files of electro-
Plato silver on 521000 steel in ultra- ,
high vacuioa has been shown to be lower
at all loads if the file baa been
adjected to a high oomal force
loading - The friction of molybdenite
sliding in the presence of oxygen
increases when the sjstca is pressurised
with nitrogen, bat pressuri xetion with
nitrogen decreases friction when/
eliding occurs in the presence of
asnnia ~
XeprovBSwnts have been aitfe in the
ultra-high vacuua friction and wear
apparatus (CBVFM) previously developed
A new noraal force feodthrough has
been corscr-_cted and installed which
perKita continuoos lariation of the
oomal force to in excess of 9 EC
Cleanliness of the fereltne putting
sjates has been uapioved with ths
installation of BOrpt.on punps to
replace the nercurj diffusion puffp
previous!) used A redesign of ths gas
Inlet s>staa has aada it possible for
the first tics to control the gaseous
enviornaert irside t>» ^anbcr of the
PP*r
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 USAF fATERIAlS
LABORATWY "
Aerospace Greases -
Lubrication Deasnds
and Tho State-Gf-Tha*
Art - John B. ' "
Christian
Air Force Materials
Laboratory Solid
Filn Lubrication
Research - B D
fcConnoll
Lubrication Toch-
iDiques for us* in
vacua - ft J
Ben ling
DATE
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BRIEF ABSTRACT
-
An excellent eu&aary of grease infor-
mation Includes discuasiona'and
lists of thickenaxe. base fluidsT and
praising compounded grosses for space
applications ''
A good source of candidate greases tor
OQAPT
Tho report outlines the general range
of bearing lubrication '•requirements
of present aerospace' vehicles as well
as cuefly describes the range of
roqulreaonts anticipated for future
Air Force weapon systems Some of
the Air Force Materials Laboratory
sponsored programs designed to swat
these raquireaonts are discussed in
dotail This report covers only those
concerned with solid fila lubrication
^nfl f^m*r»t^i^ discussion of both
developnsxit-typo progress and related
basic or fundssnntal-typs' prograna
Prograa objectives approaches to the
problem, data obtsiood to dato and
future work are discussed for each
prograa.
This is a revlov paper giving results
of vacua tests end actual space appli-
cations as obtained frost work carried
out and reportod by others
Sources used were the 'Space Materials
Bandbook'i AD-612 119i AD-4B4 607 i and
others
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DATE
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tore deterclnod b) oxidation corrosion
methods For comparison similar data
poiit) . has demonstrated cutctarding
oxida:ive and antiwear properties coa-
•tabiliti o* 2-phonoxj-l- (5-honyI)
pjraziRo and l-jn-heptyl-6-N-nonyl-
honiU--
Sliding and roilirg 'ricticn cxpori-
cents ware per'cr=ed both in air and ir
vaccuc (pressure gorerall> in the range
o* 10 to the o.nus 9th power tc
0 000006 torr) In conjunction with
used to obtain spectra of gases evolved
wear experioents wore conducted for
fcot*i the lubricated ard onlufcricatod
utilising a sp*iorica.l} tipped (1/8 in
ct^Iphthalato two low vapor pressure
silicate film hero the lubricants
Partial pressure anal>:or results BIOW-
ed that aoong the various specimens
sidereMo both in quantity and in cofl-
for unlubricated speciaens and for
speciaens in which lubrication had
failed Tho grease lubricated spoci-
tho graphtle-HoSj-sodiun silicate
luLricatcd specimens
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(/SAF MATERIALS
LABORATORY (Cent )
Creases Based on Per-
fluoro Polymeric
Fluids - A new Class
of Greases for Aero-
space Use - Chris tain,
£t Al
USAF - KRICKT
AIR DEVOOTOIT
Division
Molecular Approach to
Dry Pile Lubrication
in a Vacuum Space
Environaent - R K
Van Vliet
UNIVERSITY
OF
COLORADO
Development, Fabrica-
tion, Assembly and
Testing of Biaxial
Pointing Control and
Associated Tolcaeter-
ing Systems - Vernon
L Stone
Provide Payload for
Aeroboo Refurbish
and Test a Lunar
Pointing Control and
Teleawtry Cyst en -
V L Stone, Ct Al
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BRIEF ABSTRACT
Report shows that per fluoro polynoric
fluids (not otherwise identified - they
could be fluoronatod polyothers such as
is used in Rrytox) thickened with
fluorinated e thy lene-propy lone copoly-
swr (PEP) or with aoneline exhibit good
bell bearing lubrication in air and at
10-7 _
 10-9 torr
An early review report of lubrication
literature related to space vacuua
The develovshcnt of the eolaz biaxial
and lunar biaxial pointing controls was
begun in 194** The contract beiog
reported upon is the sixth in the seocs
for the Air Force Caebridge Research
Laboratories] these onits are also
being used by the Naval Research
Laboratory and the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration This pro-
ject involves the work being done on
both lunar and solar biaxial pointing
controls
This work covered the netnonatical
analysis of the servo electronic sys-
t« usod in both the solar and lunar
snd«l III biaxial pointing controls
developed by the Cniversitj of Colo-
rado The LaPlace trans forta was used
in the nathesutical study As of the
data- of this report the study is
incomplete due to the difficulties of
evaluating certain physical constants
However, further work is being done
and should prove the vaije of the
Mathematical study which has been done
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POLY-SCIENTIFIC
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Sliding Electrical
Contact* in Vacuua
and Spaea
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Analytical and Experi-
mental Study of
Adapting Hearing* Cor
u** in an Ultra-high
iracuua. Environment
>haae 1. Screening of
Hear and friction
2i»ract eristics of
>la*tic* Dry Povders,
:o*posit*s, and Alloyi
* a Bowen
•analytical and Experi-
MBtal Study of
adapting Bearing* tec
IM in an Ultra-High
tfacuua Environaaauat
Phase TV Screening
af Dry Lubricant* for
>** in Bighly Isoadad
bow-Speed Bearing* ant1
Sear* - f B BUII*U
DATE
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BRICP ABSTRACT
Proceeding* f rota Seminar
This report include* i analytical and
experimental study of adapting bearings
for use in an ultra-high vacua*) environ
Burnt Phase II Outga**ing da termin-
ation of plastic*, dry powder*, and
coKpoBitea, By P B Bowen Analytical
and experimental study of ****ptirr*j
bearing* for use in an ultra-high vacua
environment Phase III Evaluation
of dry powder lubricant* and aelf-
lubricatiog materiel* in ultra-high
vacuum bearing test*, by P B Bowen
An investigation waa »*d* of the lubri-
cation of gear* and bearing* In vacua*)
environment* by using dry powders a* a
lubricant* and dry self-lubricating
material* in tha bearing retainer The
wear and friction characteristic* of
various dry powder* and dry **lf-
lubricating Material* were evaluated
The material* included reinforced tfaer-
•osettiJtg plastic*, dry lubricant
filled and unfilled thermoplastics and
dry lubricant filled sintered alloys
Report cover* evaluation in air. O. aa
vacua* of a large matter of composite*
Screening tact* helped to find optima
compoaitlan* Tne generally best BOB
poeite consisted of Ag or Co plu*
Teflon plu* «Se2 Another utilised an
experimental thersnplastic which i*
•or* re*i*tant to gaa*a radiation than
Teflon
An idler gmar of aelf-lubxieatiag coa-
poslt* .mcceufully lubricated a peir
of loaded metal gear*
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B*port give* oo*p*jrativ* teat re*ult*
la vacua.* ..nd ia gase* (CO** Oj, aad
BjO) of tbre* lubricant* for rolling
oontact btf*riJid» and Hiding friction
On an o**v*ll baai* the beat lube wa*
• bonded coating of todio» silicate
binder plu* 40 percent tongstaa
Tbi* report describe* the analytical
yn] expeziBeatatI atody of *J**r^^ng
lubriatien t^ohntque* developed to
•atisfy tbe fritTtion ts i inl i ••anls
associated with the vehicle Kfm1Hi*B
eyete*. of the Hark I aeroepaoe envirao-
BMmtal chaaher This report i* in two
part* The first part cover* adapt-
ing aolid lubrication technique* for
tbe rolling eleant bearing* and wheel
of tbe horiatontal load •••aajlj and
functionally evaluating the solid
lubricated horizontal load asseably ia
an ultra-high vacuaa under loed* pro-
duciag bert* etreaae* in the bearing*
up to 500.000 pai The aecond part of
tbe report cover* adapting aolid
lubrication technique* for the gear*
of the rolling and pitch a**«ably and
functionally evaluating th«*a solid
lubricated ga*r* in a four square gear
taster operated in an ultra-high vacua*
under load* prodncing hertx *tr*«*e* in
the oaar teeth up to 199.000 pai.
A wide ranging study directed at find-
ing suitable dry lubricant* for use ia
bearing* end oa g*ars used in handling
equipMBt of the AKDC large space
vacua*) environmental teat chamber
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